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PREFACE
TO

THE THIRD EDITION.

The Right Honourable Sir Robert Phillimore,

the author of these Commentaries, died on the 4th of
February 1885, while this edition of the third volume
was passing through the press. The work, however,
had been fully prepared some months before ; and the
alterations and additions, which are not many, were
all made under his direction, and all received his
approval.
The only part of the work which had not been
thus prepared was the Preface.
This he had intended should contain, as was usual
with his Prefaces, a commentary upon such inter
national events of importance as had occurred since
the publication of the previous volume. For thispurpose he had directed me to make a note of theestablishment of a Prize Court by Turkey (see page665 of this volume) ; of the first work on Interna
tional Law by a Roumanian writer {De Vintervention an point de vue da Droit International, par
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Jean Tanoviceano) ; and of the Brussels Conference
in 1874, slightly mentioned at page 162 of the present
volume.
On this last subject certain unfinished notes have
been-found among his papers; and from these it
would appear that he entertained a strong opinion
against the proposal of Russia and Germany that
‘ bands of men armed for the purpose of defending
their country should, unless they complied with
certain stringent conditions, not be treated as regular
enemies ’—a proposal which he conceived would, if
carried into effect, ‘ stifle the energies ’ of almost every
country which might, by a rising of the whole popu
lation, rightfully free herself, as has been done in
times past, from the armies of an invader, and also
would have ‘ placed the lesser European States under
the absolute control of the greater military powers.’
His opinion upon this matter was apparently of
so decided a character that I have thought it right
thus to put it upon record.WALTER G. F. PHILLTMORE.
March, 1885.
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COMMENTARIES
UPON

INTERNATIONAL LAW.
PART THE NINTH.
CHAPTER I.
INTERNATIONAL RIGHT OF ACTION (a).

T. We have hitherto considered States in their normal,
that is, their pacific relations to each other. We have
inquired into the origin and character of their reciprocal
Rights and Obligations. We have now to consider the
abnormal state of things which ensues upon a disturbance
of these normal relations, when these Rights have been
invaded and these Obligations not fulfilled.
In the case of individuals, a redress for this infringement
of Right and neglect of Obligation is provided for in every
system of National or Municipal Law. In these systems
the individual is furnished with a Right of Action, and
the regulation of this Right, in all its various shapes, forms
the subject of a Code of Procedure; whether there be, as
in the case of most Continental States, such a Code made
by express enactment part of a general Code of Law, or
whether, as in England, such a Code practically exists in
(a) Litis Contest atio.
VOL. III.

B
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usage and judicial precedent amended and amplified by
positive statute.
In the system of International Law, this Civil Eight of
Action becomes of necessity an appeal to arms (b), for war
is the terrible litigation of States.
By what rules this International Eight of Action (c) is
governed, both with respect to the principals and to the
bystanders, we shall presently consider at length.
II. But as we approach these awful confines, we must
remember that it is the bounden and most sacred duty of
every State, to exhaust every legal means of redress (d),
before it has recourse to the dreadful necessity of war.
These means are, as we have already seen (e), classed under
two heads, viz.:—
1. Measures taken via amicabili.
2. Measures taken via facti, which nevertheless fall short
of war.
III. Measures taken via amicabili, are, 1. Negotiation ;
2. Arbitration (Arbitrage).
With respect to Negotiation—it is, of course, the prin
cipal object of Embassies (f), the nature and privileges of
which have been so fully discussed, to adjust international
differences before they ripen into war.
With respect to Arbitration (g), this mode of adjustment
must be considered both with reference to the Parties and

(b) Vide ante, vol. i. § xiv.
(c) Heffter most correctly entitles the second book of his clever
work “Das Volkerrecht im Zustande des Unfriedens, oder, die Actionenrechte der Staaten.”
(d) Wolff,, Jus Gentium.c. v., De Modo componendi Controversial
Gentium.
Zoueh, Pars ii. 1. i. s. 3. p. 54.
(e) Vide ante, vol. i. § xiv.
'
(J) Yol. ii. pt. vi. cc. ii-xi.
(g) See an excellent chapter upon the subject, considered as a ques
tion of general jurisprudence, in Voet, Ad Pandect. 1. iv. t. viii., De
Receptis qui Arbitrium receperunt, nt Sententiam dicant, and the
recent work of Cairo, I. 700-7 ; II. 308- 371. Bhmtschli, 488-498.
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to the Arbitrator; as much with reference to the latter as
to the former.
First, as to the Parties. It cannot be laid down as a
general and unqualified proposition that it is the duty of
States to adopt this mode of trial. There may, in the
circumstances, be no third State willing, or qualified in all
respects, for so arduous and invidious a task. Moreover, a
State may feel that the contested Right is one of vital im
portance, and one which she is not justified in submitting
to the decision of any Arbitrator or Arbitrators.
We know from history that Congresses of crowned heads
have not always proved themselves to be impartial or com
petent tribunals of International Law, and the circum
stances which justify the Intervention of Foreign States,
both when invited and when uninvited by the contending
parties, have been already under our consideration (h).
Secondly, with respect to the Arbitrator. It should be
observed that if any arbitrator be appointed, the terms of
the appointment will of course limit his authority, and if his
award exceed or be inconsistent with those limits it will be
altogether null (z).
Otherwise, the Jus inter gentes is well expressed in the
opinion of Ulpian, as it stands incorporated in the Roman
(h) Yol. i. pt. iv. c. i., on Intervention.
(i) “Uti ex ad verso cavendum quoque arbitro est, ne compromissi
fines egrediatur, ac alia dirimat, quam quse ipsius arbitrio commissa
sunt, aut alio modo quam quo compromissum est. Generaliter enim
sciendum, omnem de officio arbitri ac potestate tractatum ex ipso compromisso sumendum esse ; nec aliud ei licere, quam quod ibi, ut efficere
possit, cautum est. Non ergo quodlibet statuere poterit, nec in re
qualibet, sed de qua re compromissum, et quatenus compromissum est,
et, compromisso generaliter concepto, de his solis judicare rebus et
rationibus et controversiis, quse ab initio fuerunt inter eos, qui compromiserunt, non quae postea supervenerunt.”—Voet, ib. 1. iii. t. viii.
For the powers and duties of the Recuperatores under the early
Roman Law, see vol. i. Append, ii.
For the power <of the Pope as International Arbitrator, see vol. i.
Preface, p. xix, p. 82 ; vol. ii. § cccxvii.
As to the authority of General Councils in this matter, see vol. ii.
§ cccvii. Of Universities, ib. § cecviii.
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Law:—“ Si se subjiciant alicui jurisdiction!, et consentiant,
“ inter consentientes cujusvis judicis, qni tribunali praeest,
“ vel aliam jurisdictionem habet, est jurisdictio ” (k). The
Arbitrator cannot be compelled, unless, indeed, a clause to
this effect has been inserted in the International Covenant,
to continue the exercise of his functions (Z). Nor can he
alter his decision when it has once been formally delivered
(m); for, when this has been done, he is functus officio. If
there be an uneven number of Arbitrators, the opinion of
the majority (n) would, according to the Reason of the
Thing, and the Jus commune of Nations, be conclusive.
If one of the Arbitrators w^ere maliciously to absent himself,
it might be competent for the others to proceed; but if one
were dead, the Arbitration would be dissolved, unless pro
vision had been made for the contingency in the original
covenant (6). Nor, if there be two Arbitrators, and they
differ in opinion, can they call in, without the consent of
both parties, a third person as umpire (super arbitrum) (p).
(h) Dig. v. t. i. 1.
(l) “Prseterea cogendus non fuit arbiter, si poena compromisso non
fuisset inserta.”—Voet, ib. 1. iv. t. viii.
(m) “ Sententiae secundum requisita superius commemorata latae
effectus est, quod nec ab arbitris mutari possit, etsi errorem allegantibus ; quippe quorum officium absolutione vel condemnatione finitum
est.”—Ibid.
(n) “ Quod si plures arbitri electi dissentiant in ferenda sentential,
id quod majori parti placuerit, ratum erit.”—Ibid.
“Quod major pars Curiae effecit, id pro eo habetur ac si omnes
egerint.”—Dig. L. t. i. § 19.
(o) ‘‘ Quia tamen ilia absoluta arbitrorum omnium praesentiae necessitas non raro malitiis atque calumniis posset ansam praebere, dum
aliquando unus aut gratia aut odio aut sordibus corruptus sui copiam
non faceret ; atque ita quaestiones malitios& absentia diutius protelarentur ac manerent indecisae; commodk cautum fuit jure Canonico,
ut, si legitimfe omnes citati fuerint, nec justum allegaverint impedimentum quo minus adessent, liceat duobus praesentibus, absente tertio,
perindk ad negotii commissi examen accedere, illudque sua dirimere
sententia, ac si tertius legitime vocatus ipsis prsesens fuisset. Aliter
quam statuendum foret, si unus ex arbitris fato functus sit : morte
enim* tali compromissum dissolvi verius est ; nisi superstitibus reliquis
in casum mortalitatis tributum sit alterius in mortui locum cooptandi
jus.”—Voet, ib. 1. iv. t. viii.
(p) “ Sed vix est, ut haec aliter admiseris, quam si compromitt.entes,
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The sentence, once given, is binding upon the parties
whose own act has created the jurisdiction over them. The
extreme case may indeed be supposed, of a sentence bearing
upon its face glaring partiality, and attended with circum
stances of such evident injustice as to be null. “ Nec tamen ”
(Voet observes) “ executioni danda erit, si per sordes/aut
“ per manifestam gratiam vel inimicitiam probetur lata.”
But for such exceptions no rules can be safely laid down (q).
By the recent Treaty of Washington (r) England and
the United States of North America agreed to refer two
questions in dispute between them to Arbitration. The
question relating to certain claims arising out of the acts of
privateers or armed vessels which, during the North Ameri
can civil war, had left the ports of this country, was by
far the most important, and as it is discussed in a later
chapter (.s), in which the obligations of neutral States are
considered, will not be treated of in this place. The other
question, which related to “the San Juan Boundary,” was
submitted to the decision of the King of Prussia, the Em
peror of Germany. By the Treaty of Washington, dated
June 15, 1846, it was stipulated that from a certain point
on the 49th parallel of north latitude “ the line of boundary
“ between the territories of Her Britannic Majesty and those
“ of the United States shall be continued westward along the
“ said 49th parallel to the middle of the channel which separates
“ the continent from Vancouver’s Island, and thence southerly,
u through the middle of the said channel and of Fuca Straits,
“ to the Pacific Ocean.” The question arose as to the connon ignaros tertium assumi, patientiam praebuisse atque ita tacite consensum accommod&sse constet : nam si ob dissensum arbitrorum malint
h compromisso resilire, uti id leges ipsis permittunt, ideoque testationibus denunciaverint ambo, vel alteruter, ne tertius assumeretur, aut
assumptus sententiam diceret, non animadverto, cur efficax foret quod
ab eo, quem superarbitrum vulgo appellant, fuisset definitum, cum
nunquam in eum consensisse dici queant : nullus verb satis idoneus
arbiter sine partium voluntate possit censeri.”—Voet, ib.
(q) lb. s. 24.
(r) See vol. i. § ccl.
(s) Ch. ix.
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struction of the words 44 middle of the channel.” It has been
observed by competent (£) authority that 44 as regards the
44 island of San Juan, there is no doubt that the Treaty of 11846
44 between the English and American Governments is umfor44 tunately somewhat vague. Although it clearly sets forth
44 that the boundary line should be the 49th degree of north
44 latitude, to the centre of the Gulf of Georgia, thence
44 southward through the channel which separates the conti44 nent of America from Vancouver Island, to the Strait of
44 Juan de Fuca, it unhappily overlooked the fact of tliere
44 being three separate channels existing between the islands
44 and the main shore. 6 The 5 channel would have been (defi44 nite enough were there but one. There being three, how44 ever, has given rise to the contention as to the construction
44 of the Treaty in respect to them.” The decision of the
Imperial Arbitrator appears in the following correspondence.* 4
(t) In the Times of October 30th, 1872, is the following extract
from the Victoria (Vancouver’s Island) British Colonist of the 20)th of
September :—
.
4 4 There is no longer room to doubt that the Emperor of Germany
has given his decision in favour of the United States, thus making
Haro Strait the water boundary between the two countries. The
blunder committed by Great Britain does not consist in consenting to
submit the point of dispute to the sole arbitrament of the Geirman
Emperor, for there was, perhaps, no man living to whom it were better
to submit the question, if that mode of settlement were to be adopted.
The blunder appears to have consisted rather in the manner off pre
senting the case to the Emperor. Had the distinguished referee been
simply invited to decide where, under all the circumstances, and in
view of all the consequences, the boundary should run, it can scarcely
be doubted that the Middle Channel would have been named. By
this the group of islands in dispute would have been about eqiually
divided between the two nations ; Saint Juan, and its immediate
neighbours, with Haro Channel, falling to the Empire of British North
America, and Lopez, Orcas, and adjacent islands, with the Rosario
Channel, falling to the United States. Thus would each nation have
its channel of communication with the open sea, each channel Tbeing
guarded by considerable islands. The chief objection to the United
States possessing San Juan Island is, that it gives them possession of
Rosario Channel and the Middle Channel, and also the means of con
trolling Haro Channel, thus leaving no channel of any importance free
to the British. True, the British will have the right to use Haro
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cc I.—Lord Odo Russell to Earl Granville.—(Received

October 28.)
“Berlin, Oct. 23, 1872, 11.45 p.m.

My Lord,—I have the honour to transmit herewith to
your Lordship, by Admiral Provost, the decision and award
of the Emperor of Germany respecting the true interpreta
tion of the Treaty of June 15, 1846, which, in accordance
with the 35th Article of the Treaty of Washington, is giveT*
in writing, signed by His Majesty, and dated on the 21st
inst., and is forwarded to me by M. de Balan, in a letter
dated to-day, the 23rd inst., which has just been delivered
at this Embassy.
“ I have, &c.
Odo Russell.”
“ II.—M. Balan to Lord Odo Russell.
(Translation.

Inclosure 1.)
“ Berlin, Oct. 23, 1872.

His Imperial and Royal Majesty having, in accordance
with the Treaty of Washington of May 8, 1871, given his
Channel ; but if the Americans choose to fortify San Juan Island and
hostilities should arise, she could only use it with their permission.
In .short, the decision of the Emperor places the United States in a
position to command the only channel of communication between
Victoria and the mainland—the only way to the open sea possessed by
the Dominion. Thus does Brother Jonathan become the strongman
armed, keeping the door of the Pacific. Emperor William has given
him the key. John Bull foolishly threw it away. But, instead of
presenting the case as we have suggested it should have been presented,
the British ‘went for Rosario straight’—that is to say, they joined
issue on Rosario, as being the channel of the Treaty and of justice and
equity. In principle they may have been right. As an act of policy
they were wrong. Of course the Americans claimed Haro Channel ;
and thus it became the sole prerogative of the referee to decide as
between these two channels, which of them in the highest degree
fulfilled the conditions and spirit of the Treaty. There was no room
for compromise ; no opportunity of deciding the dispute in a spirit of
equity by selecting the Middle Channel. And it may well be believed
that the arguments in support of Haro, as being the channel of the
stupid Treaty, were more adroitly framed and more deftly put than
were those of Rosario.”—Letter of D. G. T. Macdonald, C.E., late
the Government Staff of B.C., to the Tiynes, October 24, 1872.
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Royal award in the Boundary question at issue between
Great Britain and the United States, the undersigned has
the honour herewith to transmit to his Excellency Her
Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador, Lord Odo Russell, the
award in writing, informing him at the same time that a
similar document has been forwarded to the Envoy of the
United States at this Court.
“ The undersigned, &c.
“Balan.”
“ III.—We, William, by the grace of God, German
Emperor, King of Prussia, &c.

“ After examination of the Treaty between the Govern
ments of Her Britannic Majesty and that of the United
States of America, dated at Washington May 6 (sic, ?May 8),
1871, by virtueof which the above-named Governments have
submitted to our arbitration the question at issue between
them—viz., whether the line of boundary, which, according
to the Treaty, dated Washington, June 15, 1846, after it
had been continued westward along the 49th parallel of
north latitude to the middle of the channel which separates
the continent from Vancouver’s Island, shall be further
drawn southerly through the middle of the said channel
and of Fuca Straits to the Pacific Ocean, should be run,
as claimed bv the Government of Her Britannic Majesty,
through the Rosario Straits or through the Canal of Haro,
as claimed by the Government of the United States, in
order that we should decide finally and without appeal
which of these claims is most in accordance with the true
interpretation of the Treaty of June 15, 1846 ;
“ Have, after taking into consideration the statement of
the experts and jurists appointed by us to report upon the
contents of the respective cases and counter-cases with
their inclosures, given the following decision
“ The claim of the Government of the United States—
“ viz., that the line of boundary between the dominions of
“ Her Britannic Majesty and the United States should be
“ run through the Canal of Haro, is most in accordance
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“ with the true interpretation of the Treaty concluded
“ between the Government of Her Britannic Majesty and
“ that of the United States of America, dated at Washing“ ton, June 15, 1846.
“ Given under our hand and seal, at Berlin, October 21,
“ 1872 0).
“ William.”
It is certainly very unsatisfactory that the reasons of the
experts and jurists should not have been stated. It has
been generally believed that the question was treated
purely as one of (x) geography (y) to be decided by reference
(u) Some able and interesting articles and letters on the subject of
this decision, written by competent authorities, will be found in the
Times of October 18, 23, 26, 29, 30, 1872.
(x) One of the experts was, I believe, a Professor of Geography.
(y) Mr. Macdonald, in a second letter to the Times, October 26,
1872, says, inter alia :—“The future of Canada on the Pacific cannot
be said to have been decided at Berlin, but I am afraid that the people
will feel the greatest disappointment when they hear of the award of
the Emperor of Germany, though nobody in Canada will question the
impartiality of the arbitrator. Several circumstances will make the
loss of San Juan, and of what hangs to San Juan, very much felt.
The people of Canada generally will continue, I think, to believe that
the equity of the whole case favoured England. As regards the
Canadian Province of British Columbia in particular, the island of San
Juan is not far from the capital city, Victoria, and the inhabitants of
Victoria and of its populous neighbourhood will be reminded daily of
their loss by the presence of the divorced territory before their eyes,
in the foreground of scenery not easily matched anywhere. Another
great section of the population of British Columbia, as has already
been pointed out in your columns, will also feel the effect of the award
very much.
“The settlers in the southern portion of the mainland of British
Columbia will have just about the same feelings on the matter that
Londoners would have were the access to the mouth of the river
Thames suddenly limited to a single narrow channel, one side of
which (with the joint right of navigating the single channel) was owned
by a foreign Power. Your readers, I think, already know that the
southern portion of the mainland of British Columbia contains the
choicest agricultural land in the province, possesses a fine climate, and
is the bed of the lower portion of the great river Fraser, along the
course of which river is one of the best routes into the pastoral and
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to charts and maps; but this of course is not the only way
of discovering what was really the question or the intention
of the Treaty makers of 1846. And it must be presumed
that the usual rules of construction were applied to the
solution of the difficulty presented by the case, such as
reference to contemporaneous acts of the parties, documents
and statements preceding and accompanying the execution
of the Treaty, and the like criteria (s').
By Protocol, dated Lisbon, Sept. 25, 1872, England and
Portugal agreed to refer their dispute as to Delagoa Bay to
the arbitration of the President of the French Republic (a).
His award, given on July 24,1875, was in favour of Portugal.
IV. It is a duty, according to Hubner (5), the great
champion of Neutrality, incumbent upon Neutrals to use
every means in their power to procure the re-establish
ment of peace; and, of course, as much their duty to pre
vent, if possible, the breaking out of war. Graliani (c) is
of a different opinion. The part of mediator, he thinks,
may be accepted; but its acceptance is not obligatory by
National or International Law. Future neutrality might
be, he says, compromised, and the spite of one of the belli
gerents attracted by it. In short, that justice does not
require, and prudence forbids an accepting, much more a
seeking, of the office of mediator.
It is impossible to lay down any certain rule upon a
subject which must be greatly affected by the circumstances
mining regions of the interior. Your readers are, therefore, prepared
to appreciate the natural and profound disappointment qf the people
of Canada under the above circumstances, and more particularly in
view of the fact that the valuable channels lost to them are of no
present value to the foreign Power which has gained them, because
the channels do not lead to any considerable portion of the territory
of that foreign Power. The lost channels lead to Canadian waters,
Canadian shores, and Canadian rivers.”
(z) See vol. ii. pt. v. c. viii.
(a) Hertslet’s Commercial Treaties, vol. xiii. p. 708. The text of
the award is in the Times of Aug. 21, 1875.
(b) De la Saisie des Bdtimens neutres, t. i. pt. i. c. ii. s. 11.
(c) Galiani, De7 Doveri de’ Principi Neutrali etc. c. ix. 162.
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of each case. But I may be allowed to express a prefer
ence for the manlier and more Christian principle of
Hubner, to the low, and probably after all unsafe, expe
diency of Galiani. Much, however, must depend upon the
subject of dispute, upon the character of the disputants, and
upon the position and authority of the State which tenders
its good offices.
“ In Protocol 23 to the Treaty of Paris, 1856, the Pleni“ potentiaries do not hesitate to express, in the name of their
“ Governments, the wish that States, between which any
“ serious misunderstanding may arise, should, before appeal“ ing to arms, have recourse, as far as circumstances might
“ allow, to the good offices of a friendly Power” (<Y).
Alas! for such wishes :—two most terrible wars have been
waged in Europe and America since this solemn international
record was made. Of that between the Northern United
and the Confederate revolted Southern States of North
America, it may be said, both that no American Ambassa
dor subscribed the Protocol or the Treaty of Paris, and also
that a civil war was not within the scope of the instrument;
and yet this last position seems scarcely tenable, when the
gigantic (e) proportions of that extraordinary conflict are con(d) Yol. i. App. ix. A resolution to a similar effect was carried in
the House of Commons on the 8th of July, 1873.
(e) “I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, in pur
suance of the Act of Congress approved July 13, 1861, do hereby
declare that the inhabitants of the said States of Georgia, South
Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana,
Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Florida (except the inhabitants of
that part of the State of Virginia lying west of the Alleghany Moun
tains, and of such other parts of that State and the other States herein
before named as may maintain a loyal adhesion to the Union and the
Constitution, or may be from time to time occupied and controlled by
the forces of the United States engaged in the dispersion of said in
surgents), are in a state of insurrection against the United States,
and that all commercial intercourse between the same, and the
inhabitants thereof, with the exceptions aforesaid, and the citizens of
other States and other parts of the United States, is unlawful and
will remain unlawful until such insurrection shall cease or has been
suppressed; that all goods and chattels, wares and merchandise,
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sidered: the number and magnitude of the revolted States,
each as large as, or larger than, most European kingdoms,
armies in the field greater than, with few exceptions, had
ever before been arrayed against each other, a blockade of
unprecedented extent pressing most severely on tiie com
mercial welfare of the rest of the world; and above all,
when it is remembered that these very United States, when
they revolted from England (of whom they were, in 1773,
as much the subjects, as in 1861 the Confederate States
were of them), formed alliances, offensive and defensive, with
European States against England. These were, however, in
1863, the 44 Resolutions of Congress upon foreign media“ tion” (/)
44 Whereas it appears from the diplomatic correspondence
44 submitted to Congress, that a proposition, friendly in form,
44 looking to pacification through foreign mediation, has been
44 made to the United States by the Emperor of the Erench,
44 and promptly declined by the President; and whereas the
44 idea of mediation or intervention in some shape may be re44 garded by foreign Governments as practicable, and such
44 Governments, through this misunderstanding, may be led
44 to proceedings tending to embarrass the friendly relations
44 which now exist between them and the United States;
44 and whereas, in order to remove for the future all chance
44 of misunderstanding on this subject, and to secure for the
44 United States the full enjoyment of that freedom from
coming from any of said States, with the exceptions aforesaid, into
other parts of the United States, without the special licence and
permission of the President, through the Secretary of the Treasury,
or proceeding to any of said States, with the exceptions aforesaid, by
land or water, together with the vessel or vehicle conveying the same,
or conveying persons to or from the said States, with said exceptions,
will be forfeited to the United States, and that, from and after fifteen
days from the issuing of this Proclamation, all ships and vessels
belonging, in whole or in part, to any citizen or inhabitant of any of
said States, with said exceptions, found at sea or in any part of the
United States, will be forfeited to the United States.” August 16,
1861.—McPherson's History of the Rebellion (1860-1865), p. 149.
(/) Third Session, Thirty-seventh Congress.
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a foreign interference which is one of the highest rights of
“ independent States, it seems fit that Congress should
“ declare its convictions thereon. Therefore, resolved (the
“ House of Representatives concurring), that while, in times
“ past, the United States have sought and accepted the
“ friendly mediation or Arbitration of foreign Powers for
a the pacific adjustment of International questions, where
“ the United States were the party of the one part and
“ some other sovereign Power the party of the other part;
“ and while they are not disposed to misconstrue the natural
“ and humane desire of foreign Powers to aid in arresting
“ domestic troubles, which, widening in their influence, have
“ afflicted other countries, especially in view of the circum“ stance, deeply regretted by the American people, that the
“ blow aimed by the rebellion at the national life has fallen
“ heavily upon the labouring population of Europe; yet,
“ notwithstanding these things, Congress cannot hesitate to
“ regard every proposition of foreign interference in the
“ present contest as so far unreasonable and inadmissible,
“ that its only explanation will be found in a misunderstand“ ing of the true state of the question, and of the real cha“ racter of the War in which the Republic is engaged.
“ That the President be requested to transmit a copy of
“ these resolutions, through the Secretary of State, to the
“ Ministers of the United States in foreign countries, that
“ the declaration and protest herein set forth may be com“ municated by them to the Government to which they are
“ accredited ” (/?).
But if the nature of this War supplies an excuse for
the non-application of the principle of International Arbi
tration, what is to be said of France and Prussia, whose
accredited representatives did subscribe the Protocol and
the Treaty, and who have since not only not resorted
to, but instantly refused an Arbitration tendered by wholly
(g) Me Pherson’s History of the Rebellion (1860--1865), published
at Washington, 1865, p. 346.
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disinterested and neutral States ? The fact is,, neither
France nor Prussia would have submitted to a sentence
of Arbitrators which decided against them. The tribunal
is yet to be formed, before which independent States will
plead in such a case, or submit, if they do plead, to the
sentence. Alabama Claims—reclamations de VAlabama—
are—whether the result be or be not favourable to the in
stitution of International Arbitration Courts—a very dif
ferent thing (h).
Y. Lastly, it must be remembered that, as in the litiga
tion of individuals, if one of the parties refuse to submit to
the award of the Arbitrator, a compulsory process is put in
motion against him; so, in the litigation of States, if the
decision of the umpire State be resisted by the plaintiff or
defendant State, war must be resorted to, in order to compel
the obedience of the recusant to the decree; though the
umpire cannot be compelled, even under these circumstances,
to become a belligerent.
YI. There remains a question of much importance:—
May a State be compelled to make peace by Third
Powers ? The question applies to two hypotheses, not
immaterially different. For the State may have accepted
an Arbitration, and the award, which must, of course, be
presumed to have been fairly conducted, may have been
given against her; or the State may not be under this
self-imposed obligation, and may have altogether refused
Arbitration.
In both cases the general principles of International Law
answer the question in the negative, though with less con
fidence in the former than in the latter hypothesis.
Bynkershoek (i) says, that it is as unjust to compel a
State to make peace, as to compel it to make war. Such
compulsion, he observes, was used by England, Sweden,
and Holland, who bound themselves by Treaty, on the 23rd
(h) Vide post, c. ix. on Neutrals.
{i) Questiones J. Pc. xxv.-xxx.
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January, 1668, to force the Spaniards and the French, who
were at war with each other, to make peace upon certain
conditions; and thus these two nations were compelled
to make peace. Before this event, on the 21st May,
1659, the French, English, and Dutch compelled Sweden
to make peace with Denmark, and thereby prevented the
total ruin of the latter country.
The pretext, as Bynkershoek calls it, for these inter
ferences on the part of third Powers, was the general
welfare of Europe. In. the former case the undue aggran
disement of France, in the latter the undue aggrandise
ment of Sweden, was prevented.
Bynkershoek, however, says, that under the pretence of
preserving peace, these forcible interventions violated Inter
national justice. His wTords are remarkable :—
“ His injuriis prsetexitur studium conservandse pacis,
“ quod et ipsum praetexitur injuriis longe adhuc majoribus,
“ quae potissimilm ab aliquot retro annis invaluerunt, quum
“ nempe Principes mutuis Pactis de aliorum Principum
“ Regnis et Ditionibus ex animi sentential statuunt, atque si
“ de re sua statuerent. Has injurias peperit, et adhuc
“ parit Ratio, quam vocant Status (&), quam ipse definio,
“ Monstrum, horrendum, informe, ingens, cui lumen ademptum.
“ Huic monstro si semel cedas, semelque tibi indulgeas,
“ aliena non alio loco habere, quam tua, jam frustra est
“ omnis Disputatio de Jure Gentium et Publico ”(/).
The sincerity of the motives of the interfering Powers
may be always questioned; and it is clear that for this, as
well as for other and weightier reasons, such compulsory
interference is liable to the gravest objections, as infringing
the sacred principle of national independence. Whether,
however, and how far, and when, the necessities of preventive
(k) Bynkershoek’s horror of the Reason of State is again vigorously
expressed in the tenth chapter of the second book of the Q. J. jP.,
where he calls it, “ bellua ilia multorum capitum. ”
Vide ante, vol. i.
(/) Q. J. P., 1. i. c. xxv. s. 10.
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Self-defence, also a sacred national right, may justify such a
course, has been treated of at length in the Chapter on
Intervention, in a former part of this work(w).
VII. If Negotiation and Arbitration fail, there remain
certain measures to be taken via facti, which yet fall short
of open war. There are certain means of redress which,
though tinged with a hostile character, and though often
but the train which awaits only a spark to be kindled
into the full blaze of open war, are, nevertheless, not in
themselves inconsistent with the maintenance of peace.
We have already (n) seen that the class of acts which
militate against kindness, courtesy, generosity, or gratitude
are not those for which the Law, either in the case of the
Individual or the State, can afford a definite relief or a
positive redress.
We have, however, also seen that, in the case of States,
the confines of Comity and Right are often separated
by a very fine, and sometimes a scarcely perceptible, line
of demarcation. These are cases in which long usage has
given a colour to the axiom, Mos pro lege (o); and where
the abrupt withdrawal of liberties and facilities, originally
the fruit of indulgence and concession, without due pre
monition to the parties interested, is clearly a tortious and
illegal act, for which reparation may, if necessary, be
exacted by force. A concession of Comity, secured by
Treaty, stands, of course,—until suspended or destroyed
by open war between the two States,—upon the footing
of clear and positive Right.
But as a general rule,
violations of Comity are not the subjects of a just or
necessary war.
Their redress, if remonstrance have
failed, is to be sought in a corresponding reciprocity of
practice upon the part of the injured State towards the
Government and the inhabitants of the injuring State; for
(m) Vol. i. pt. iv. c. i.
(n) Vide ante, vol. i. pp. 12, 13.
Schm-alz, p. 214.
(o) Vide ante, vol. i. pp. 182-3.
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here, on the threshold of the terrible code of war, as
indeed throughout the whole system pf International
Jurisprudence, we are met by this cardinal maxim, viz.,
that the opinions and feelings of the individual citizen are,
so far as foreign States are concerned, bound up in the
declarations and acts of the Government of his country.
The jus iniquum (p) of one State is to be encountered by
the retorsio leyis et juris of another (q).

“ Quod quisque in alterum statuerit9 ut ipse eodem jure
“ utatur,” is the maxim of jurisprudence applicable to this
case. In other words, Retorsion is the remedy for these
departures from Comity. How and in what manner the
Retorsion shall be effected,—whether by withdrawing reci
procal, analogous, or other privileges from the subjects of
the offending State,—is a matter rather of Public, than of
International Law(r).
(p) For the distinction between jus iniquum and injustitia, vide post.
(q) Kliiber, s. 234, n. d.
‘ ‘ Die Retorsion ist eine Reaction gegen eine Iniquitat (jus iniquum)y
die Repressalien gegen eine Ungerechtigkeit (injustitia).”—Heffter,
s. Ill, note.
(r) Vide ante, vof. i. § xvi.
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CHAPTER II.

REPRISALS.
VIII. Retorsion, we have seen, is a vindication of
offended Comity (a). But even an injury done to the
Rights, stricti juris, of a State, may be vindicated by the
employment of a kind of force, which nevertheless falls
short of war, and the use of which is, and has always been
held to be, compatible with the maintenance of general
pacific relations. Such a vindication may be sought and
obtained through the medium of Reprisals. “ Observa,”
Bynkershoek says, “ Repressaliis locum non esse nisi in
“ pace ” (b).
IX. It must be remembered, that as the Rights of a
State partly respect the collective capacity of the State, its
Government or its Representative, partly the individuals of
which it is composed, so a State may be injured in two
ways,—either directly, by a violation of the Right affecting
its collective capacity, or indirectly (c) by a violation of the
Right of the individual to whom it owes protection, in
return for his allegiance.
For it is to be borne in mind that individuals have com
mitted the defence of themselves to the State of which they
are members, and, having done so, they are not entitled to
redress their own injuries, or, to use a common but expressive
phrase, “ to take the law into their own hands.” The prin
ciple of law which forbids this course is thus laid down in
(a) Heffter, s. 110.
(b) Bynk. uhl supr.
(c) Kliiber, 231.
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the Digest: “ Non est singulis concedendum, quod per
“ magistratum publice possit fieri, ne occasio sit majoris
“ tumultus faciendi ” (rf). This important doctrine is en
forced by a judgment of Lord Stowell, in which he says,
“ It is a wild conceit, that wherever force is used, it may be
“ lawfully resisted. A lawful force cannot be lawfully reu sisted. The only case where it can be so is in the state of
“ war and conflict between two countries, where one party
“ has a perfect right to attack by force, and the other an
“ equal right to resist by force. But, in the relative situa“ tion of two countries at peace with each other, no such
“ conflicting rights can possibly co-exist99 (e).
And it is also to be observed that force is substituted for
law, whenever redress is sought otherwise than judicially,
(including under this term, in International Law, remon
strance by Governments,) even though no injury be inflicted
upon person or property. It is well said in the Homan Law,
“ Tu vim putas esse solum si homines vulnerentur ; vis est
6( tunc, quoties quis id, quod deberi sibi putat, non per
“judicem reposcit ” (f).
X. (y) It most commonly happens that Reprisals are re
(d) Dig. L. t. xvii. s. 176.
(e) The Maria, 1 G. Robinson, Adm. Rep. pp. 360-1.
The Marianna Flora,, 11 Wheaton’s (.Amer.) Rep. 56.
(/) Dig. iv. ii. 13.
(ig) Grotius, 1. iii. c. ii., Quomodo Jure Gentium bona sub did ovum pro
debito Impcrantmm obligentur: ubi de Repressaliis, ss. 4, 5, 6, 7.
Wolff,\ Jus Gentium, c. v. ss. 589-606.
Bynkershoek, Q. J, P. 1. i. c. xxiv. See, top, notes to Mr. Du Ponceau’s
(American) translation. (Philadelphia, 1810.)
Ib. De For. Leg., c. xxii.
Vattely 1. ii. c. xviii. ss. 342-354.
Valin, Ordonnance de la Marine, 1. iii. t. x., Des Lettres de Marque,
ou de Represailles.
De Martens, 1. viii. c. ii. 260.
Zouchy p. 120, An Reprcesalice sint licitce ?
Sir L. JenkinSy ii. pp. 718, 721-2, 759, 763, 778.
Wheaton, Mem. i. 4me Plic, ch. ii.
Manning, L. of N. c. iii.
Kent, Comm. i. pp. 50 -8.
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sorted to for the purpose of redressing injuries inflicted upon
the Right of Individuals.
As we are now drawing very near to the borders of actual
war (A), and are discussing a redress which is to be enforced
viafacti (i), it is expedient to consider what kind of injuries
inflicted upon individuals justify a recourse to Reprisals.
With respect to injuries upon States, in their collective
capacity, it may be laid down as acknowledged law* that
Reprisals, according to the modern understanding of Inter
national Law, cannot, and ought not to, be granted. General
Reprisals, that is, a general permission accorded to the sub
jects of one State to seize the goods and attack the lives of
the subjects of another, do, in fact, constitute a state of war,
and are yet considered to be without the pale of the rules of
law applicable to war.
De Witt was quite correct in saying that he could discover

no distinction between General Reprisals and open War.
The two are now, by the practice of nations, synonymous (A).
In the late war between England and Russia, an Order of
the English Council issued on the 29th of March, 1854, in
these terms:—“ Her Majesty having determined to afford
“ active assistance to her ally, His Highness the Sultan of the
‘ ‘ Alia executionis violentae species est eVe^vpacr/zo? sive pignoratio
inter populos diversos, quod jus repressalium vocant recentiores jurisconsulti, Saxones et Angli Withernamium ” (probably from wiedernehmenf to retake), ‘ ‘ et Galli etiam, ubi k rege impetrari id solet, literas
Marcte.”—Grot. ib. iv.
“ Repressalium nomen servo, quia nullum aliud magis aptum occurrit
quod rem ipsam significat: alii utuntur voce pignorationis, alii clarigationisy sed neutram convenire satis est manifestum ; operam ludunt
qui rem, apud Romanos incognitam, Latino vocabulo conantur exprimere.”—Bynk. ib.
(h) ‘ ‘ Postquam autem Repressaliae involvere et hsec, et secuta mox
bella,” &c.—Bynk. ib.
(i) Vide ante, vol. i. § xiv.
(A) Jefferson appears to have contemplated a recourse to General
Reprisals, but as & form of open war, against the “ Continental System,”
‘ ‘ because, on a repeal of their edicts by the belligerents, a revocation
of the letters of marque would restore peace without the delay, diffi
culties, and ceremonies of a Treaty.”—Jefferson, Correspondence, vol. iv.
p. 119, cited by Manning, p. 116.
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“ Ottoman Empire, for the protection of his dominions against
“ the encroachments and unprovoked aggression of His
“ Imperial Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, Her
“ Majesty is therefore pleased, by and with the advice of
“ her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered,
“ that General Reprisals be granted against the skips, vessels,
“ and goods of the Emperor of all the Russias, and of his
“ subjects, or others inhabiting (l) within any of his countries,
“ territories, or dominions, so that Her Majesty’s fleets and
“ ships shall and may lawfully seize all ships, vessels, and
“ goods,” &c.
XI. What are the causes which justify Special Reprisals ?
—“ locum autem habet, ut aiunt jurisconsulti, ubi jus
“ denegatur ” (m).
An injury committed upon one of his subjects, for which
justice has been plainly denied, or unreasonably delayed (w),
warrants a Sovereign in issuing Letters of Marque or Re(l) Vide post.
(m) Grot. ib. 1. iii. iv.
(n) Vattel, 1. ii. c. xviii. s. 343.
“ Ne repressalise concedantur nisi palam denegata justitisL”—
Bynk. ib.
u Nor do I know of any Treaty, either ancient or modern, wherein
provision is made for this case ; but it requires a legal process, first in
the Law Courts, then an appeal or supplication to the Prince or Supreme
Power, before such a denial of justice can be stood upon, as is to be
repaired by Letters of Marque or Reprisals.”—Life of Sir L. Jenkins,
vol. ii. p. 759, et vide ib. pp. 718, 721, 722, 759, 772.
“ Alors en cas de refus sans cause Idgitime, ou des d&ais trop affectes,
un Roi manqueroit a sa gloire et a la justice qu’il doit a ses sujets, s’il
ne leur accordoit pas des Lettres de Reprdsailles sous pre'texte que la
guerre peut s’ensuivre.”—Valin ubi supr. 419.
“ The provisions as to Reprisals in the famous Prench Ordonnance
of 1681, are little more than a modernised reproduction of those in the
Guidon de la Mer on the same subject. In this collection of the
maritime usages of the 15th and 16th centuries it is said : ‘ Lettres de
Marque ou Reprdsailles se conckdent par le Roy, Potentats, ou
Seigneurs Soverains en leurs terres ; quand hors le fait de la guerre,
les sujets de diverses obeyssances ont pille, ravagd les uns sur les autres,
et que par voye de justice ordinaire, droit n’est rendu aux intdressez,
ou que par temporisation ou delais, justice leur est desniee.’”—C. x«
art. i., cited Ortolan, Dipl, de la Mer, i. 389.
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prisal, which may
privateer (o), oy the

either constitute the commission of a
Reprisals may be committed to a King’s
ship, as in the case of Reprisal granted by England against
Naples in 1840 (p),
The injury may be of an active kind, Le., accompanied
with actual force and violence, or it may be of a passive kind,
i.e., withholding, or refusing to pay a debt justly due, for
which the creditor has not been able to obtain justice in the
Courts of Law of the debtor’s country.
XII. Reprisals may be of a (1) Negative, or of a (2)
Positive (q) character. Negative, when the State of the in
jured subject refuses to fulfil some obligation, strictijuris, like
the payment of a debt. We have seen what the conduct of
England has been with respect to the Russo-Dutch Loan (r);
and we shall presently be led to consider, in the order of this
work, the case of the Silesian Loan. Positive, when the
State of the injured subject seizes upon the goods or persons
of the State of the injuring subject.
XIII. Letters of Reprisal are not to be granted without
a full knowledge of the causes (s) which justify them. More-

(o) Vide ante, vol. i. § ccclxi.
Kluber, 234, n. c.
“ Dans les principes du Droit des Gens, pour legitimer l’exercice des
Repr^sailles, il rCest nullement necessaire que le Prince contre qui ce
rembde est employe, ni ses sujets, aient use de violence, ou aient fait quelque saisie ou autre entreprise irreguliere sur les biens de T autre, ou de
ses sujets ; il suffit qu’il y ait deni de justice, ou refus de paiement
d’une dette legitime, que cette dette soit due par le Souverain luimeme ou par ses sujets.’7—Valin, ubi supr. p. 414.
(p) Vide post, p. 35.
(q) Kluber, 234, n. c.
(r) Yol. ii. § xc.
(s) “Cum plena causae cognitione.”—Bynk. ib.
“The Law of Nations, founded upon practice, equity, convenience,
and the reason of the thing, and confirmed by long usage, does not
allow of Reprisals ; except in cases of violent injuries, directed or sup
ported by the State, and justice absolutely denied by all the tribunals,
and afterwards by the Prince. ”—Letter from the Duke of Newcastle to
the King of Prussia, 1753.
„ Vide ante, vol. i. § xiv.
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over, it must be res minime dubia in which justice has been
denied; and it must have been absolutely denied by all the
tribunals of the country before which the cause could be
brought, and also by the Sovereign in the last resort.
An erroneous sentence conscientiously given by free
judges, unbiassed and unintimidated by any extra-judicial
authority, affords no just ground for Reprisals, and the pre
sumption of law is clearly in favour of the decision of law
fully-constituted judges (t). It is otherwise when, as Grotius
says, “plane contra jusjudicatumsit” Justice administered
partially, and in a different manner to the foreigner than to
the subject, or with a denial or omission of any of the in
cidents essential for ascertaining the truth, would be in fact
injustice, and would warrant Reprisals.
Grotius approves of that doctrine of the Roman Law (w),
which maintained that an unjust sentence did not extinguish
a just debt, even among subjects. The difference, he ob
serves, between subjects and foreigners is, that the former
must submit to the authority of the law, even when it is the
instrument of injustice; but the latter are under no such
obligation, but may by force compel the execution of justice
on their behalf (.r).
It has been said that the res must be minime dubia for
which Reprisals are granted: it may be added, that the res
(t) “ In dubia re praesumptio est pro his quiad judieia publice electi
sunt.”—Grotius, 1. iii. c. ii. s. v. 1.
“ Where the judges are left free, and give sentence according to their
conscience, though it should be erroneous, that would be no ground
for Reprisals. Upon doubtful questions, different men think and
judge differently; and all a friend can desire is, that justice should
be as impartially administered to him as it is to the subjects of the
Prince, in whose Courts the matter is tried.”—Letter of the Duke of
Newcastle, ubi supr.
.
(u) “ Yerus debitor, licet absolutus sit, nature tamen debitor manet,”
is the doctrine contained in Dig. xii. 6. 60-1. “. . . et cum per injuriam
j udicis domino rem quae debitoris non fuisset abstulisset creditor quasi
obligatam sibi, et quaereretur, an soluto debito, restitui earn oporteret
debitori, Scaevola noster restituendam probavit.”—Dig. xx. 5-12-1.
{x) “.Exteri autem jus habent cogendi.”—Grot. 1. iii. c. ii. s. 5.
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must not be in itself minima (y). It is a maxim of juris
prudence even more applicable to International than to
Municipal law, that de minimis (z) non curat lex.
XIV. Reprisals, therefore, are a means of redress, to
which recourse may only be had in case of an absolute
denial of justice. But in order that a rash and hasty com
plaint of such denial may not be made, Bynkershoek (a)
observes, that different nations have made special provisions
by Treaty upon this subject; so that Reprisals in such cases
are not to be granted except sub modo.. Thus by the 24th
Article of the Treaty between England and Holland, of the
5th of April, 1654 (b\ three months are to elapse after
application for redress before Reprisals are granted. This
stipulation was renewed by the 31st Article of the Treaty
between the same nations, of the 31st of July, 1667. By
the 17th Article of the Treaty between France and Hol
land, 27th of April, 1669, four months are to elapse after
the application for redress before Reprisals are granted.
# The same period is prescribed by the Treaty of Ryswick
(Article 9), and by the Treaty of Utrecht (Article 16),
11th of April, 1713, between France and England ; and by
the 3rd Article of the Commercial Treaty, concluded on
the same day, between the same parties. The same period is
(y) “ Les Repr6sailles 6tant une espece d’acte d’hostilite, ou du moins
le prSlude de la guerre, il est clair que personne ne sauroit legitimement
user de ce droit, qu’au nom et par l’autorite du Souverain, qui, avant
que d’en accorder la permission, doit bien examiner si l’interet public
permet de se porter k cette extremity. Il faut aussi que le sujet pour
lequel on use de Represailles soit bien clair, et la chose dont il s’agit
de grande consequence.”—Valin, ubi supr., citing Puffendorf.\ 1. viii.
c. vi. s. 13.
(z) Silius Italicus praises Fabius :—
“ Cauta speculator mente futuri
Nec lsetus dubiis parvisque lacessere Martem.”
Grotius (1. ii. c. xxiii. 6.) adopts the view of S. Italicus.
(a) “ Ne quis autem temere de justitia denegata conqueratur variis
Gentium pactis prospectum est. Unde non nisi sub modo Reptes*
saliarum usus placuit in,” &c.—Bynk. ubi supr.
(b) For similar provisions in earlier Treaties, see Manning, p. 108.
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prescribed by the famous Commercial Treaty of Versailles,
1789, between France and England (Article 3). In fact,
the obligation to allow a tempus idoneum (c) to elapse before
Reprisals are granted, may now be considered, still more
reasonably than in the time of Valin, “le droit commun des
nations ” (d).
.
XV. This matter of Reprisal has been the subject of
municipal regulation in diffeient countries. In France it is
provided for in the celebrated Ordonnance sur la Marine (e)
of 1681 :
“Article I.
“ Ceux de nos sujets dont les vaisseaux ou autres effets
auront ete pris ou arretes hors le fait de la guerre, par les
“ sujets des autres Etats, seront tenus, avant que d’avoir
“ recours a nos Lettres de Represailles, de faire informer de
“ la detention de leurs effets pardevant le plus prochain
“ Juge de l’Amiraute du lieu de leur descente, et d’en faire
“ faire l’estimation par experts nommes d’office, entre les
“ mains desquels ils mettront les charte-parties, connoisse“ mens, et autres pieces justificatives de Petat et qualite du
“ vaisseau et de son chargement.

“

“Article II.

“ Sur l’information faite, et le proces-verbal justificatif de
“ la valeur des effets pris et retenus, pourront nos sujets se
“ retirer pardevers nous, pour obtenir nos Lettres de Repre-

“ sailles, qui ne leur seront neanmoins accordees qu’apres
u avoir fait faire par nos ambassadeurs les instances, en la
“ forme et dans le temps porte par les Traites faits avec les
“ Etats et Princes dont les sujets auront fait les depreda“ tions.
(c) Grot 1. iii.c. ii. s. 5.
(d) “ De sorte qu’en cette partie, c’est le droit commun des nations.”
Valin, ubi supr. p. 420.
(e) Vide ante, vol. i. § lvi.
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“Article III,

Les Lettres de Represailles feront mention de la valeur
des effets retenus ou enleves, jyorteront per missio?i d’arreter
et saisir ceux des sujets de l’Etat qui aura refuse de faire
“ restituer les choses retenues, et reyleront le temps pendant
“ lequel elles seront valables.
“

“Article IV,
“ Les impetrans des Lettres de Represailles seront tenus
“ de les faire enregistrer au greffe de l’Amiraute du lieu ou
“ ils feront leur armement, et de donner caution jusqu’a con“ currence de moitie de la valeur des effets dej)red6s parde“ vant les officiers du ineme siege.
O

“Article V,
“ Les prises faites en mer en vertu de nos Lettres de
u Represailles seront amenees, instruites et jugces en la
<c rneme forme et maniere que celles qui auront ete faites
sur nos ennemis.

“Article VI,
“ Si la prise est declaree bonne, la rente en sera, faite pardevant le Juge de V Amir ante, et le prix en sera, delivre aux
“ impetrans sur et tant moins, ou jusqu’a concurrence de la

“ somme pour laquelle les lettres auront ete accordees; et
44 le surplus demeurera depose au greffe pour etre restitue
64 a qui il appartiendra.
“Article VII,

“ Les impetrans seront tenus, en recevant leurs deniers,
<c d’endosser les Lettres de Represailles des sommes qu’ils
“ auront re9ues, et d’en donner bonne et valable decharge,
46 qui sera deposee au greffe de l’Amiraute, pour demeurer
44 jointe a la procedure.
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“Article VIII
44
44
66

44 Si l’expose clcs lettres ne se trouve pas veritable, les
impetrans seront condamnes aux dommages et interets des
proprietaires des effets saisis, et a la restitution du quadruple des sommes qu’ils auront re^es” (f).

In England Reprisals were once the subject of an Act of
Parliament. A statute passed in the reign of Henry Y. (<7),
which, after reciting that the King had received the com
plaints of his subjects respecting the injuries they had sus
tained by truce-breakers and enemies, enacts that, 44 The
44 King willing, as well in this case as in other, to take order
44 for the indemnity of his liege people and faithful subjects,
44 hath declared in this present Parliament, that of all at64 tempts made by his enemies upon any of his faithful liege
44 people, against the tenor of any truce taken before this
44 time, wherein is no express mention made that all Marques
44 and Reprisals shall cease, the same our sovereign lord the
44.King will grant Marque in due form to all them that feel
44 themselves in this case grieved, and our said lord the King
44 will do the like to all his liege people that feel them
44 grieved against the tenor of any truce, which betwixt him
44 and any of his enemies shall be newly taken hereafter.
44 And to the greater comfort of his faithful liege people, to
44 the intent that they may the more readily, and without
44 long delay, have remedy in this case, the same our lord
44 the King will, that if he or they that feel them grieved
44 against the tenor and form of such truce within the realm
44 of England, out of the said marches of Scotland, or upon
44 the sea, or in the parties beyond the sea, shall complain
(/) Valin, Ordonnance de la Marine, 1. iii. t. x., Des Represailles,
pp. 416-25.

(g) Shakspere puts the word into the mouth of Hotspur, after he has
heard the praises of the future Henry Y. :
‘ ‘ I am on fire
To hear this rich reprisal is so nigh,
And yet not ours.”—Henry IV. pt. i. act iv. sc. 1.
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“ to the Keeper of the Privy Seal, which for the time shall
“ be, who after such complaint heard and perceived, thereof
“ shall make to the party complainant (if he the same re“ quire) letters of request under the Privy Seal in a due
“ form. And if, after such request made, the party required
“ do not make, within a convenient time, due restitution or
“ satisfaction to the party grieved, then the Chancellor of
“ England, for the time being, shall cause to be made to
“ such party grieved (if he that demand) Letters of Marque
“ under the Great Seal, in a due form” (h).
But the learned editor of Blackstone, Mr. Serjeant Ste
phen, observes that “this manner of granting Letters of
“ Marque has been long disused, and the term itself is now
“ somewhat differently applied. If during war a subject
“ should take an enemy’s ship without commission from the
“ King, the prize would, by the effect of the prerogative,
“ become a droit of Admiralty, and would belong not to
“ the captor but the Crown. Therefore, to encourage mer“ chants and others to fit out privateers or armed ships in time
“ of war, the Lords of the Admiralty have been empowered
“ by various Acts of Parliament, and sometimes by pro“ clamation of the King in Council, to grant commissions to
“ the owners of such ships, and the prizes captured by them
“ have been directed to be divided between such owners and
“ the captains and crews. These commissions are ordinarily
“ denominated Letters of Marque; and it is in that sense
“ alone that the term now usually occurs” (i).
Lord Chief Justice Hale, in his Pleas of the Crown,
says:—“ We may observe in the wars we have had with
“ foreign countries, that they have been of two kinds, viz.,
“ special and general. Special kinds of war are that which
“ we usually call Marque or Reprisal, and these again of
“ two kinds : 1. Particular, granted to some particular per“ sons upon particular occasions to right themselves, for
(h) 4 Henry V. c. vii.
(i) Stephen's Blaclcstone's Comm. vol. ii. p. 506 (ed. 1858).
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“ which vide statute 4 Hen. F.
7; but this is not the
“ proper place to treat touching it. 2. General Marque or
“ Reprisal, which, though It hath the effect of a war, yet it
“ is not a regular war, and it differs in these two instances:
“ L Regularly, it is not lawful for any person by aggres“ sion to take the ship or goods of the adverse party, unless
“ he hath a commission from the King, the admiral, or those
“ that are specially appointed thereunto. 2. It doth not
“ make the two nations in a perfect state of hostility between
<£ them, though they may mutually take one from another, as
u enemies, and many times in process of time these General
“ Reprisals grow into a very formed war: and this was the
“ condition of the war between us and the Dutch, 22nd
<c February, anno 1664, the first beginning whereof was by
“ that Act of Council which instituted only a kind of uni“ versal Reprisal, and there were particular reasons of State
“ for it; but in process of time it grew into a very war, and
“ that without any war solemnly denounced ; and therefore
“ by the statute of 17 Car. IL cap. 5, Doleman and others,
“ that were in Holland, were declared to have traitorously
“ adhered to the King’s enemies, and were attainted of
“ treason, unless they rendered themselves by a day certain,
“ and all others that served the States of the United Pro“ vinces during the continuance of the war, soldiers or sea“ men, by sea“or land, and not returning by a time certain,
“ were attainted of treason ; and this had all the effects of
u war and hostility : the goods of the English taken by the
“ Dutch, and brought intra prcesidia, the property was
“ wholly changed, and, though retaken again, could not be
i( restored to the first owner, according as in captures by
enemies, 7 E. IV. 14, 22 E. III. 16, and so it was prac
tised during that war” {K).
XVI. A question arises, at whose instance are Letters of
Reprisal to be granted ?—must the grantee be a naturalborn subject?(&)
(&) Holds Pirns of the Croton, vol. i. pp. 162-3.
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Yalin (7) says that they may be granted to naturalised as
well as to natural subjects.
Bynkershoek speaks of these Letters being granted “ ob
*6 injuriam suis subditis illatam” (m), but he probably did
not intend to limit the meaning of the term subditi to
natural-born subjects. The reason of the thing would seem
to include all bond fide domiciled inhabitants ; though in
countries which require, as France does, certain specific
formalities to be complied with before a legal domicile can be
established, Reprisals would probably be confined to those
who were dejure as well as de facto domiciled. Naturalised
subjects would certainly be entitled to them, except—and the
exception applies to domiciled and naturalised inhabitants—
in one case, namely, where the goods which were to be
seized as Reprisals appertained to the subjects or territory
of the original country of the person entrusted with the
Letters of Marque.
It is not, however, probable that in these days Letters of
Marque or Reprisal would be granted to private individuals,
however unquestionably legal such a commission might be.
XVII. Whatever may be the correct opinion with re
spect to the legality and propriety of issuing Reprisals at
the request of any bond fide permanent inhabitant of the
territory, there can be no reasonable doubt of the illegality
as well as the impropriety of granting them on behalf of
foreigners or of a third party.
Such a proceeding directly violates the independence of
States ; it sets up, as Yattel (n) justly observes, one nation
as a judge over two other nations ; and, in truth, none of
the arguments used to justify Reprisals on behalf of sub
jects, are applicable in the case of foreigners. In 1664
England granted Reprisals on behalf of the Knights of
Malta against Holland, but Holland asserted, with irre
fragable reason, that it was a breach of International Law'
to issue Reprisals for an affair in which the nation issuing
(l) Ubi supr.
(m) Ubi supr.

(n) L. ii. c. xviii. s. 343.
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them had no concern; and it appears that England eventu
ally admitted the justice of the Dutch remonstrance.
It is true that Bynkershoek, speaking of this very trans
action, in his treatise De foro leyatorum (a), intimates an
opinion that such Reprisals are lawful; but the opinion is
clearly at variance with the higher authority of the Reason
of the Thing (p), (an authority he most highly esteemed),
and with his own opinion in the Queestiones Juris Puhlici (q).
XVIII. In whom does International Law vest the power
of granting Letters of Reprisal ? In the Sovereign autho
rity (r) alone. Such a power exceeds the competence of
subordinate magistrates: though it seems that at one time
the Parliament of France exercised it, as did the cities of
the Netherlands, when they waged separate wars.
The Constitution of the North American United States
lodges this power in the President and Congress (s),
XIX. What are the subjects of Reprisals? Strictly
speaking, they affect the persons (dv8po\r}'tyia) (t) as well as
the goods of the subjects of the Government against which
they are granted (u).
In modern times, however- they have been chiefly confined
to goods; and here it is to be observed, that, jure gentium y
all the subjects of the injuring Government are liable to>
Reprisals, whether they be native or domiciled (.r ), but not
those who are travellers or passing guests (?/).
(o) Gap. xxii.
(p) Vide ante, vol. i. part i. c. iv.
(q) 44 Ob vim et injuriam antea snis subditis illatam.”—C. xxiv.
(r) 4 4 Repressalias concedere solius Principis esse videtur, egreditiiT
enim ea res legitimam magistrates potestatem, et sic nunc ubique servatur.”—Bynk. ubi supr.
(s) Vide ante, vol. i. part ii. c. v.
(t) Grot. ib. 1. iii. iii.
(u) 44 Denegatam igitur justitiam Bepressalife solent excipere, eas
enim accepimus pro liccntid, d primipe concessd, occupand/i aliorum per
sonas bonaque ob vim et injuriam antea suis subditis illatam, etnegatam
de eo facinore justitiam.”—Bynk. ubi supr.
(x) Vide post, terms of the recent Order in Council, 1854 : 44 Subject*
or others inhabiting within any of his countries,” &c.
(y) 41 Jure Gentium subjacent pigimrationi omnes subditi injuriam
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Ambassadors of course are excepted, with their property,
from whatever country and to whatever country they be
sent, for the limitation of Grotius to those “ non ad hostes
“ nostros missi” is, pace tanti viri, wholly inadmissible.
The ownership of goods so taken is, according to Inter
national Law, ipso facto acquired to this extent, namely, so
far as is necessary to satisfy the original debt which caused,
and the expenses incurred by, the Reprisals; the residue is
to be returned to the Government of the subjects against
whom Reprisals have been put in force (z).
It is scarcely necessary to add, that if persons are seized,
not only their life, but their good treatment, must be a matter
of primary care to all States—Christianis prcesertim (a)— as
Grotius reminds us.
It is to be hoped, however, that the Reprisal of persons
has fallen, with other unnecessary and unchristian severities,
into desuetude; and, certainly, to seize travellers by way of
Reprisal, is a breach of the tacit faith pledged to them by
the State, when they were allowed to enter her borders (b).
The capture of the enemy’s soldiers in open war is ob
viously defensible upon a very different principle.

XX. According to the 5th article of the French Ordonnance on this subject, ships and goods taken at sea under
Letters of Reprisal, are, as we have seen, to be adjudi
cated upon, like prizes taken in open war, in the Courts of
Admiralty.
This would not be the case in England without a special
commission from the Crown. The English Prize Court is
facientis, qui tales sunt ex causa permanente, sive indigence, sive
advense : non qui transeundi aut morse exiguse causa alicubi sunt.”—
Grot. 1. iii. c. 2, 5, 7.
(z) 6i Jure Gentium ipso facto dominium rerum captarum acquiritur
ad summam debiti et sumptuum, ita ut residuum reddi debeat.”—
Grot., ib.
“ L’appliquer a son profit jusqu’a concurrence de ce qui lui est du,
avec dommage et intents.”—Vcittel, 1. ii. c. xviii. s. 342.
(a) Grot. ib. vi.
(})) Vide ante, vol. i. § § xvi. cccxxiv.
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only called into existence by war—which, as has been shown,
Reprisals alone do not necessarily constitute.
XXI. It remains to consider what has been the practice
of nations with respect to the exercise of this right of Re
prisals in some memorable instances.
When France was ruled by Cardinal Mazarin, during the
minority of Louis XIV.,- and England Was under the
vigorous despotism of Cromwell, an English merchant-vessel
was illegally seized and confiscated on the coast of France.
The owner of the vessel, a Quaker, complained to Cromwell,
who gave him a letter of which he was to be the bearer to
Mazarin, and told him to wait three days for an answer, which
answer must be the restitution of the ship and cargo. “ Tell
“ the Cardinal,” said Cromwell, “ that you have orders from
“ me not to wait longer than three days.” The Quaker
went, and returned reporting the failure of his mission to
Cromwell. Without any further diplomatic communication,
that vigorous ruler despatched two ships of war to make prize
of French vessels in the Channel. They accomplished their
task; Cromwell sold the prizes, paid, out of the proceeds, to
the Quaker the value of his loss, and then apprised the
French Ambassador that the residue was at his service.
“ Cette insolente^Wzce,” says Mr. Villemain in his Bio
graphy of Cromwell, “ n’excita ni reclamation ni guerre; ”
but in truth it was an act of substantial justice^ and insolent
only because the forms of previous diplomatic remonstrances,
certainly a grave defect, had been omitted (c).
XXII. In 1752, the King of Prussia, by way of negative
Reprisals, stopped the payment of a loan to England, the
obligation to discharge which had been incurred at the time
when he acquired the Duchies of Silesia from the Empress
of Austria, the Duchies being at that time mortgaged for
payment of the loan, and the King of Prussia having more(c) Histoire de Cromwell, t. ii. 1. x. pp. 236-7, cited by M. Ortolan,
Dipl. de la Mer, i. 393-4.
VOL. III.
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over bound himself by the 7th article of the Treaty of
Breslau (d) (11th June, 1742) to pay off the mortgage.
This act of the King of Prussia called forth the memo
rable (e) reply of the English jurists, which has been so
often referred to in this work. This reply is referred to by
Vattel, as containing a just and masterly exposition of this
branch of International Law. It proved by irresistible
argument—
1. That the King of Prussia had sustained no injury.
2. That this kind of Reprisal was contrary to International
Law.
u The King of Prussia,” they said, “ has engaged his
u royal word to pay the Silesian debt to private men. It is
“ negotiable, and many parts have been assigned to the sub“ jects of other Powers.
“ It will not be easy to find an instance where a Prince has
“ thought fit to make Reprisals upon a debt due from himself

“ to private men. There is a confidence that this will not be
“ done; a private man lends money to a Prince upon the
“ faith of an engagement of honour, because a Prince cannot
“ be compelled, like other men, in an adverse way by a
“ Court of Justice. So scrupulously did England, France,
“ and Spain adhere to this public faith, that, even during the
“ Avar, they suffered no inquiry to be made whether any
“ part of the public debts was due to subjects of the
“ enemy, though it is certain many English had money
“ in the French funds, and many French had money in
“ ours ” (/).
How sincerely and consistently England has herself
(d) “ Sa Majeste le Poi de Prusse se charge du seul payement de la
somme hypothequee sur la Silesie aux marchands Anglais selon le
contrat signe h Londres le 7me de Janvier, 1734-5.”
(e) Pronounced by Vattel “un excellent morceau de droit des gens,”
L ii. c. vii. s. 84, n., and by Montesquieu, “ une reponse sans replique.”
—Lettres Familieres ((Euvres, tomej. p. 421 : Lefkvre, Paris, 1820).
Vide ante, vol. i. Pref. p. xlvi.
(/) Vide post.
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adhered to the rule which she here laid down, has. been
already shown in the discussion on the Russo-Dutch Loan (g).
In 1778 (A), Louis XVI. granted Letters of Reprisal
against England to two Bordeaux merchants, from whom
the English had taken eleven vessels, upon the ground that
they were carrying munitions and succour to the revolted
colonies of North America.
The Ambassadors, however, at this time had been mutually
recalled, and the letters state this fact as a reason why ami
cable remonstrances could not be continued {i\
XXIII. In the year 1840 the British Government issued
Reprisals against the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.
The history of this proceeding was as follows:—
By a Treaty concluded in 1816, between the two king
doms, certain commercial advantages were secured to Eng
land, and it was stipulated that the Neapolitan Government
should grant to no other State mercantile privileges disad
vantageous to these interests; the spirit of the Treaty was
to place the commercial intercourse between the two coun
tries on the most favourable footing for both. In the month
of June, 1838, the King of Naples granted to a company of
private individuals, some of whom were natives of France,
and others of different countries, a monopoly of all the
sulphur produced and worked in Sicily. This was a most
valuable article of commerce, and the monopoly threw the
whole trade into the hands of a few favoured persons.
Great Britain considered the grant of this monopoly a
direct infraction of the stipulations of the Treaty of 1816.
She accordingly remonstrated vigorously through the British
(lg) Vide ante, vol. ii. § xc.
(h) Ortolan, Dipl, de la Mer, i. 395-456.
‘ ‘ Tendant ladite requete, pour les causes y contenues, a ce qu’il
nous plaise leur accorder nos Lettres de Represailles sur les biens des
sujets du Roi d’Angleterre, jusqu’a concurrence de la valeur desdits onze
navires pris, et de leur chargements, sauf les dommages-inte'rets, et
frais d’execution.”—Ib. 456.
(i) Vide ante, vol. ii. part. v. ch. iv., Recognition.
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Charge d’Affaires at the Court of Naples; and in July,
1839, the King promised that the monopoly should be
abolished, and cease on or before the 1st of January, 1840.
It however continued, and in February of 1840 the English
Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Lord Palmerston, called on
the Neapolitan Government immediately to terminate the
monopoly, and to grant full indemnity for all losses sus
tained by British subjects since its commencement.
The King professed to comply, and Prince Cassaro, the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, wrote an official note to the
British Charge d’Affaires, stating that the monopoly should
be abolished, and that His Neapolitan Majesty acted thus
in deference to England. A few days afterwards the British
Minister, who had been absent in England for some time,
returned to Naples, with full powers and instructions from
Lord Palmerston to insist that the sulphur monopoly should
be forthwith put an end to. He notified this to the Govern
ment ; and after the delay of a few days, it was announced
to him that the King in Council had determined not to con
sent to the demands of Great Britain, and did not consider
the sulphur contract a violation of the Treaty of 1816.
Prince Cassaro, however, considering his honour pledged
by the note which he had written officially to the British
Charge d’Affaires, refused to sign the communication to the
British Minister, and gave in his resignation to the King,
who accepted it, and sent him into exile at Foggia, a small
town about a hundred miles from Naples. . The British
Government immediately prepared to enforce its demands,
by sending orders to the Admiral who commanded the fleet
in the Mediterranean, to hold himself in readiness to com
mence active hostilities against the Neapolitan flag. This
monopoly caused such a decline in the British trade in sul
phur, that although previously it was of the average value
of 35,OOOZ. per annum, it became, after the grant to the
company, too small for a return to be made by the Customs
The increase in cost also was above 200 per cent. On the
17th of April the British ships of war in the vicinity of
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Naples commenced hostilities, and captured a number of
Neapolitan vessels; and an embargo was laid on all vessels
in the ports of Malta that bore the Sicilian flag. At first
the King made preparations to resist, but he was finally
induced to accept the proposed mediation of France in ad
justing the quarrel, on the principle that the monopoly
should be dissolved and an indemnity given to the con
tractors. And early in May amicable relations between
the Court of Naples and the British Legation recom
menced (k).
In 1847 (Z), a motion was made in the House of Com
mons, the object of which was to induce the Government to
give redress to the British holders of unpaid Spanish bonds,
by' issuing Reprisals against Spain. The Secretary for
Foreign Affairs (Lord Palmerston) resisted the motion
solely on the grounds of expediency and public policy, but
admitted that it was justified by the principles of Inter
national Law, and gave no vague intimation that, if the
British holders continued to receive no redress from Spain,
the time would come when it would be politic as well as just
to compel by measures of force the payment of this debt.
The last instance of a recourse to Reprisals by England
took place in 1850. In that year the British Government
made six demands upon the Government of Greece for
reparation and redress for alleged injuries inflicted upon
British subjects. The demand which, not being conceded,
led to the issue of the Reprisals, was that of Don Pacifico,
whose claim was thus stated by the English Foreign Secre
tary :—“ M. Pacifico is a native of Gibraltar, and therefore
“ a British subject. His claim is for the value of property
“ and effects belonging to him which were destroyed in
“ April, 1847, when a riotous mob, aided by Greek soldiers
“ and gendarmes, broke into and plundered his house at
(k) Annual Register, 1840, pp. 209-10, from which this account is
taken.
(l) 6th July. Vide ante, vol. ii. part v. ch. 3.
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44 Athens in open day. The amount claimed by Her
44 Majesty’s Government for M. Pacifico on account of his
44 personal sufferings and those of his family is 500Z. A
44 detailed account of the amount of his losses was sent
44 in to the Greek Government by Sir Edmund Lyons in
44 1847” O).

Now the real question of International Law at issue in
this case was, whether the state of the Greek tribunals was
such as to warrant the English Foreign Minister in insisting
upon M. Pacifico’s demand being satisfied by the Greek
Government, before that person had exhausted the legal
remedies which, it must be presumed, are afforded by the
ordinary legal tribunals of every civilised State. That M.
Pacifico had not applied to the Greek Courts of Law for
redress appears to be an admitted fact; and the most emi
nent lawyers in Athens advised the Greek Government
upon this point in the following manner:—
44 In regard to the affair of Signor D. Pacifico, it appears
44 from the documents which the Council of Ministers has
44 been pleased to communicate to us, that the authorities
44 charged with the investigation used every effort both to
44 stop the consummation of the deplorable act already begun
44 before their arrival, and also to deliver the authors of it
44 into the hands of justice.
44 These efforts did not, as it appears, fully succeed, for
44 reasons independent of the will of those authorities and
44 of the Greek Government; but according to the Greek
44 legislation and to that of other European nations, as also
44 according to the principles that regulate their Inter44 national relations, and which the Government of Great
44 Britain also invoked in its favour in the difference that
44 arose betwixt it and Prussia in the year 1752 (?z), quoted
44 in extenso in the second volume of the Causes Celehres du
44 Droit des Gens, by Martens, pages 1-88; according to
(m) Annual Register, 1850, p. 281.
(n) Vide ante, p. 34.
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“ these principles, we say that Signor Pacifico ought to
a have instituted before the civil tribunals of Greece an
u action for damages against those whom he might have
“ considered the authors of this culpable action; and the
“ success of this suit was the more certain, inasmuch as
“ Signor Pacifico affirms that, among the authors of the
“ crime, committed in open day, there were persons known
“ to him and to many other witnesses of the act; and such
“ an action, instituted in time, and supported, with regard to
“ the amount of the indemnity claimed, by solid proofs,
“ would certainly have succeeded; and in this way the com“ plaints of Signor Pacifico would not have been made ” (0).
The British Government continued to press, and the Greek
Government to refuse, the claim. The British Government
then proceeded to enforce it via facti ; and first the English
Admiral in the Greek waters received orders to prevent any
vessels belonging to the Greek Government from putting to
sea, and one which had put to sea was compelled to return.
Upon this the Greek Minister put forth the following dig
nified and temperate protest:—“ I have received the note
“ you did me the honour to write to me yesterday. It is
“ impossible for me to convey to you the feelings with which
u it has been read by the King of Greece, and by his Govern“ ment. The whole nation will partake them. Greece is
“ weak, Sir, and she did not expect that such blows w7ould
“ be aimed at her by a Government which she reckoned,
“ with equal pride and confidence, among her benefactors.
“ In the presence of a force like that which awaits your in“ structions, His Majesty’s- Government can only oppose its
“ rights, and a solemn protest against acts of hostility done
a in profound peace, and which, without reference to other
“ interests of the highest order, are violations, in the supreme
“ degree, of its dignity and its independence. In this pain“ ful conjuncture, certain of the support of the Greek people
“ and of the sympathies of the civilised world, the King of
(o) Annual Heyislcr, 1850, pp. 283-4.
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u Greece and his Government await with sorrow, but with“ out weakness, the end of the trials which, by order of the
“ Government of Her Britannic Majesty, you may still in“ flict upon them ” (p).
x
The next step of the British Admiral was to lay an em
bargo on all Greek merchant-vessels, and to capture and
detain all that he found upon the seas.
The French Government tendered its good offices for the
adjustment of these claims; and although the Greek Govern
ment was compelled to accept unconditionally the terms
imposed by England, the French mediation was practically
accepted.
Three commissioners were apppointed to examine into M.
Pacifico’s claims, and that person having demanded 21,2951.
Is. 4d., they awarded to him 150/. (q).
The case at the time excited, from a variety of reasons, a
great sensation both in England and on the Continent.
A vote of the House of Peers censured by a majority of
37 (r) the act of the British Foreign Minister. In the House
of Commons the issue was in some degree changed; the whole
foreign policy of the British Minister was brought under
consideration, and was sanctioned by a majority of 46 (s),
(p) Ann. Reg. 1850, p. 286.
(q) See Correspondence respecting M. Pacifico’s Claims, presented to
the House of Commons August 7, 1851.
(r) Contents :—
Present .
. 113
,
Proxies .
.
56
169
Non-Contents :—
Present .
,
Proxies .
.

77
55

Majority against Govt. .
(s) Ayes
.
.
Noes
.
.

132
37
310
264

Majority in favour of Govt.

.
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after a debate remarkable for animation and eloquence,
and for the brilliant defence of the Minister himself. His
answer to the charge of issuing Reprisals before the Courts
of Law of the country had been applied to and had denied
justice,—the real point of International Law in M. Pacifico’s
case,—was, that the state of the Courts rendered it a mockery
to expect justice at their hands. Upon the evidence as to
the accuracy or inaccuracy of this position, the historian will
condemn or absolve this act of issuing Reprisals.
But the International Jurist is bound to say that the evi
dence produced does not appear to be of that overwhelming
character which alone could warrant an exception from the
well-known and valuable rule of International Law upon
questions of this description (t).
It should also be mentioned that Russia addressed a strong
remonstrance to the British Government, in consequence of
these proceedings against Greece, which she ended in these
words :—44 It remains, indeed, to be seen whether Great
44 Britain, abusing the advantages which are afforded her by
46 her immense maritime superiority, intends henceforward to
44 pursue an isolated policy, without caring for those engage44 ments which bind her to the other Cabinets,—whether she
44 intends to disengage herself from every obligation as well
44 as from all community of action, and to authorise all great
44 Powers, on every fitting opportunity, to recognise towards
44 the weak no other rule but their own will, no other right
44 but their own physical strength ” (u).
No country has better understood both the theory and
practice of Reprisals than the United States of North
America.
In 1834, President Jackson, in his speech, thus expressed
himself on the subject of Reprisals against France :—
44 It is my conviction that the United States ought to
(t) Hansard's Pari. Deb. for 1850.
Annual Register, 1850, c. iii. pp. 57-88, 281-94.
(u) Annual Register, 1850, p. 294.
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insist on a prompt execution of the Treaty, and, in case it
“ be refused or longer delayed, take redress into their own
“ hands. After the delay on the part of France of a quarter
“ of a century in acknowledging these claims by Treaty,
“ it is not to be tolerated that another quarter of a century
“ is to be wasted in negotiating about the payment. The
“ laws of nations provide a remedy for such occasions. It
“ is a well-settled principle of the International Code, that
“ where one nation owes another a liquidated debt, which it
“ refuses or neglects to pay, the aggrieved party may seize
“ on the property belonging to the other, its citizens or sub“jects, sufficient to pay the debt, without giving just cause
“ of war. This remedy has been repeatedly resorted to,
u and recently by France herself towards Portugal, under
“ circumstances less questionable. The time at which resort
“ should be had to this or to any other mode of redress, is a
“ point to be decided by Congress. If an appropriation shall
“ not be made by the French Chambers at their next session,
“ it may justly be concluded that the Government of France
<c has finally determined to disregard its own solemn under66 taking, and refused to pay an acknowledged debt. In
“ that event every day’s delay on our part will be a stain
“ upon our national honour, as well as a denial of justice to
“ our injured citizens. Prompt measures, when the refusal
<c of France shall be complete, will not only be most honour“ able and just, but will have the best effect upon our national
“ character. Since France, in violation of the pledges given
u through her Minister here, has delayed her final action so
“ long that her decision will not probably be known in time
“to be communicated to this Congress, I recommend that a
“ law be passed, authorising Reprisals upon French property,
u in case provisions shall not be made for the payment of the
“ debt at the approaching session of the French Chambers.
“ Such a measure ought not to be considered by France as
“ a menace. Her pride and power are too well known to
“ expect anything from her fears, and preclude the necessity
“ of a declaration that nothing partaking of the character of
“
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intimidation is intended by us. She ought to look upon it
“ as the evidence only of an inflexible determination on the
“ part of the United States to insist on their rights. That
“ Government, by doing only what it has itself acknow“ ledged to be just, will be able to spare the United States
“ the necessity of taking redress into their own hands, and
“ save the property of French citizens from that seizure and
“ sequestration which American citizens so long endured
“ without retaliation or redress. If she should continue to
“ refuse that act of acknowledged justice, and, in violation
“ of the Law of Nations, make Reprisals on our part the
“ occasion of hostilities against the United States, she would
“ but add violence to injustice, and could not fail to expose
“ herself to the just censure of civilised nations, and the
“ retributive judgments of heaven ” (#).
One of the grounds of the last War, not Reprisals,
between the N.A. United States and Mexico was the non
payment of debts due from the Government of that country
to the subjects of the United States.
The intervention in the affairs of Mexico by England,
France, and Spain, which took place in 1861, was partly in
the nature of Reprisals, and has been fully discussed in an
early part of the work .(y).
XXIV. These observations on Reprisals may not unfitly
be closed in the words of Bynkershoek (z):—
“ Sic, manente pace, ipsius Principis est judicium de jure
“ vel injuria querelas, et sic Princeps qui judicavit litem suam
“ facit. Utile sane est ejusmodi pactis Repressaliarum usum
“ restringere; in totum enim tollere, eorum, qui non uni
“ Principi subsunt, improbitas non patitur.”
(i

(x) Annual Register, 1834, pp. 360-1.
(y) Yol. i. § ccccvi. A.
(z) Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xxiv.
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CHAPTER III.
EMBARGO.

XXV. There is a mode of redress known to Inter
national Law which stands, as it were, midway between
Reprisals and War, and which is known by the name of
Embargo.
Embargo is an act of the State («), done in contemplation
of hostilities, a retorsio facti, a seizure or rather a seques
tration of property belonging to the Government or the
individual members of the State which is the alleged wrong
doer. It may or may not be accompanied by a seizure of
the persons to whom the goods belong. In maritime Em
bargoes the persons and goods are usually seized (S).
The character and effect of such sequestration is thus de
scribed by Lord Stowell (c) :—
“ Upon property so detained the declaration of war is said
“ to have a retroactive effect, and to render it liable to be
“ considered as the property of enemies taken in time of
“ war. The property is seized provisionally,—an act hostile
<tf enough in the mere execution, but equivocal as to its
“ effects, and liable to be varied by subsequent events, and
“ by the conduct of the Government, the property of whose
(а) The Theresa Bonita, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Rep. 431.
(б) So Lord Stowell, discussing the claim of the master of an em
bargoed but subsequently restored vessel to freight, observes : “In
the situation in which the two countries stood, the master had no right
to make his.demand against any subject of this country, being himself
under detention as well as the vessel, on whose behalf this demand arises”
—lb. 241.
(c) The Bdedcs Lust, 5 lb. 245-6.
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subjects is so detained. This first seizure is equivocal, and
“ if the matter in dispute terminates in reconciliation, the
“ seizure is converted into a mere Civil Embargo, so termi“ nated. This would be the retroactive effect of that course
“of circumstances. On the contrary, if the transactions
“ end in hostility, the retroactive effect is directly the other
“ way. It impresses a hostile character upon the original
“ seizure. It is declared to be Embargo ; it is no longer an
“ equivocal act, subject to two interpretations; there is a
“ declaration of the animus, by which it was done, that it
“ was done hostili animo, and is to be considered a hostile
“ measure ab initio. The property taken is liable to be used
“ as the property of persons trespassers ab initio, and guilty
“ of injuries which they have refused to redeem by any
“ amicable alteration of their measures.
“ This is the necessary course, if no particular compact
“ intervenes for the restitution of such property taken
“ before a formal declaration of hostilities ” (</).
XXVI. There is another kind of Embargo which is a
matter of English Public Law—namely, the Civil Embargo.
The established law in England is, that the Sovereign
may prohibit any of his subjects from leaving the realm;
a proclamation, therefore, forbidding this, in general for
three weeks, by laying an Embargo upon all shipping
in time of war, will be equally binding as an Act of
Parliament, because founded upon a prior law (e)>
These Civil Embargoes are founded upon a particular
and urgent necessity of State,—upon the maxim, in fact,
salus populi suprema lex>—yet the proclamations by which
they are laid may be illegal, as contradicting an established
law. This was the case respecting the Embargo to
prevent the exportation of corn in 1766, such exporta
tion being allowed by law at the time; and therefore the

u

(d) See, too, as the possible retroactive effect of a Declaration of
War, The Herstelder (1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. 117-18).
(e) Stephen's (Blackstone's) Com. vol. ii. (ed. 1858), p. 519.
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preamble to the Stat. 7 Geo. III. c. 7, for indemnifying
all persons advising or acting under the Order of Council,
laying an Embargo on all ships laden with corn or flour,
during the recess of Parliament, in 1766, says, “ which
“ Order could not be justified by law, but was so much
“ for the service of the public, and so necessary for the safety
“ and preservation of His Majesty’s subjects, that it ought
u to be justified by Act of Parliament.” This Embargo,
as was allowed, saved the people from famine; yet it was
declared illegal by the above Act of the legislature; and the
proprietors of the embargoed ships and cargoes were accord
ingly indemnified by Government (/).
The leading case upon this subject is that of Sir Josiah
Child y. Sands {g), in which it was finally agreed by the
Judges that the King might lay Embargoes, but then it
must be pro bono publico, and not for the private advantage
of a particular trader or company.
The Crown, of course, has not this power of imposing a
Civil Embargo in foreign ports, though possibly it might
have power to do so in the ports of an ally.
The distinction between the Civil and the Belligerent
(so to speak) Embargo, is explained in a judgment given
by Lord Stowell, in the matter of the Dutch ships detained
in port, at the Cape of Good Hope, before declaration of
hostilities against Holland, claimed as droits of Admiralty,
condemned to the Crown jure corona.
“ On the breaking out, I cannot say of. war, but of that
“ ambiguous situation into which the irregular conduct of
“ France had put different countries, but dissolving the con“ nection between the governors and the governed, it was
(/) Beawes, Lex Mercatoria, vol. i. p. 393. Chapter Of Embargoes,
or Restraints of Princes.
(g) This case will be found referred to in the books as follows :—In
Skinner’s Reports, p. 91, Sandys and the Bast India Company; and
p. 334, Sands v. Child & Lynch. In 4 Modern Reports, 176 (Case 70),
Sands v. Child. In 1 Salkeld’s Reports 31, tit. Admiralty (Case 2),
Sir Josiah Child v. Smith.
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6f found necessary, when Holland became exposed to the
u invasion of the French arms, to detain by the strong hand
“ of power, a number of Dutch ships in the ports of this
“ kingdom. At the same time, conciliating language was
“ used to the proprietors, and promises were held out to all
“ such as should voluntarily come in, that their property
“ should be restored to them. It is notorious also, that on
“ the declaration of hostilities that ensued, these seizures
“ were enforced, with a retrospective operation, on all who
“ had not complied with the terms; and were not considered
“ as mere Civil Embargoes, but as acts of forcible poscc session, on which the property so seized was finally con“ demned as prize to the Crown. Now, unless very strong
“ and solid distinctions can be pointed out between this case
“ and those which have pursued this course, I see no reason
“ why this should not journey in the same track. Two or
“ three distinctions have been taken. In the first place, it
“ is said, that the detention in the ports of England was a
“ mere Civil Embargo, and that an Embargo of that nature
“ could not extend to foreign ports, where the Crown of
“ England has no jurisdiction. In the first place, it is
“ not necessary that the Embargo should be exactly of
“ the same nature, in order to vest the Rights of the
“ Crown: for any mode of forcible occupancy or detainer
“ prior to hostilities is sufficient for the purpose; and,
“ secondly, the nature of the Embargo in the ports of
“ this kingdom is not very accurately described, when it
“ is termed a mere Civil Embargo; for it was a deten“ tion by actual force applied to them. The ships were
“ generally taken possession of by an armed power; it
“ was not the mere hand of the Custom House that was
“ laid upon them, in the civil mode of forbidding an
“ egress, but it was a restraint and compulsion, acting
“ by the terror and use of force. The Embargo at the
“ Cape was likewise an Embargo of force; and the very
“ argument that it could not be a Civil Embargo, because
“ this Government had no right to lay on a Civil Embargo
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“ in a foreign port, proves that it was an Embargo of
“ force; though, if it was at all necessary that it should
“ partake of anything like a civil authority, it must he
“ remembered that the Stadtholder’s name and authority
“ is likewise employed; but it is notorious, that some
“ ships of war that attempted forcibly to escape were
u forcibly detained: that is enough to show its nature, if it
u were at all necessary ” (A).
XXVII. As a belligerent Embargo is a species of
Reprisal, the observations already made with respect to
Reprisals by confiscation of public debts are applicable to
Embargo (*).
With respect to the operation of Reprisal and Embargo
upon private debts, this delicate and difficult question will
be considered hereafter, when the effect of war upon all
property falls under discussion. For if the Embargo does
not end in war, the private debts are, it may be almost
certainly said, at the most only suspended, and not confis
cated. Whether the same limited and temporary effect may
not also, under the modern practice of nations, be predicated
of an Embargo which does end in war, and especially
with respect to what is due from third parties to the
wrong-doer or the open enemy, will be the subject of future
consideration.
XXVIII. In a great number of Treaties concluded
between the Maritime and Continental Powers, provision
is made for the contingency of a war, and a certain time
allowed for the withdrawal of goods and persons (A). In

(h) The Gertruyda, 2 C. Bob. Aclm. Rep. 219-21.
{%) Vide ante, pp. 34, 35.
(k) E. g., Art. II. of Treaty between France and England, Sept. 26,
1786.
Art. XLY. of Treaty between France and Russia, Jan. 11, 1787.
E. g., also, the Treaties of 1852, (1) between England and the Re
public of Peru, (2) of the Equator, (3) of Paraguay, (4) the Sandwich
Islands.
1. Art. XII., six months.
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the last war with Russia* England allowed the enemy from
the 29th of March to 10th of May for this purpose. It is
well known that Magna Charta (Z) contains a provision that
at the commencement of a war the enemy’s merchants shall
be kept and treated as our own merchants are treated in the
country of the enemy.
XXIX. (m) There is yet another measure* partaking
2. Art. XI., no time specified ; protection as long as good behaviour
lasts.
3. Art XIII., the same.
4. Art. XIV., a year for those who wish to depart; otherwise, pro
tection to last as long as good behaviour.—-Ann, Reg. 1853.
(l) “ Art. XLI.—Omnes mercatores, &c. Et si sint de terra contra
nos gwerrina, et si tales inveniantur in terra nostra in principio gwerre,
attachiantur sine dampno corporum et rerum, donee sciatur a nobis, vel
Capitali Justiciario nostro, quomodo mercatores terre nostre tractentur
qui tunc inveniantur in terra contra nos gwerrina, et si nostri salvi
sint, alii salvi sint in terra nostra.”
The Statute of Staples, 27 Edw. III., st. 2, enacted that foreign
merchants, residing in England when war commenced between their
Princes and the King of England, were to have convenient warning of
forty days, by proclamation, to depart the realm with their goods;
and if they could not do it within that time, by reason of accident,
they were to have forty more days to pass with their merchandises, and
with liberty in the meantime to sell the same.
(m) Des Droits et des Devoirs des Nations Neutres en Temps de Guerre
Maritime, par L. B. Hautefeuille (Paris, 1849), t. iv. tit. xiv. pp.
433-52.
It is much to be lamented that a work indicating so much pains, care,
and reading, should be disfigured throughout by the blindest prejudice.
The author’s violent and unreasoning hatred of England, may be
estimated from the following assertions :—
1. England has invariably disregarded International Law unless it
happened to be in her favour.—i. pp. 296-7.
2. She has never been sincerely anxious to suppress slavery ; her
real object, since 1815, has been to destroy the Antilles.—i. p. 161.
3. She is now, under the transparent plea of encouraging the immi
gration of her labourers, continuing slavery under another name.—
i. p. 162.
4. The King of Prussia (despite the author’s countrymen, Vattel
and Montesquieu, and every writer of any repute), in refusing to pay
the Silesian loan, acted in accordance with the principles of Inter
national Law.
YOL. III.

E
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also of a belligerent character, though exercised, strictly
speaking, in time of peace, called by the French le droit
d'Angarie (n). It is an act of the State, by which foreign
as well as private domestic vessels which happen to be
within the jurisdiction of the State, are seized upon, and
compelled to transport soldiers, ammunition, or other in
struments of war ; in other words, to become parties
against their will to carrying on direct hostilities against
a Power with whom they are at peace. The owners of
these vessels receive payment of freight beforehand. Such
a measure is not without the sanction of practice and
usage, and the approbation of many good writers upon
International Law (o) ; but if the reason of the thing
and the paramount principle of national independence be
duly considered, it can only be excused, and perhaps
scarcely then justified, by that clear and overwhelming
More need not, though much more might, be said to show how the
prejudices of this author disqualify him from performing the semi
judicial functions of a writer upon International Law.
That he should be quite certain that England would never waive her
right of commissioning Privateers, which she has recently waived (1.
p. 342), and that her maritime strength depends upon her Navigation
Laws (I. p. 277), which, to her great advantage, she has recently
abolished,—these are circumstances which, perhaps, do not so much
affect the judicial character of the author.
(n) Vide post Count Bismarck's reference to the passage.
(o)
. . . Angariarum onus etiam exteros afficit, quod quotidiana confirmat praxis.”—Yinnius ad Peckium, De Navib. non
excus. Stypmannus, Ad Jus Marit. Anseat. Pt. v. c. i. n°. 23.
Loccenius, De Jure Marit. 1. i. c. v. s. 3.
Azuni, Droit Maritime de VEurope, t. i. c. iii. art. 5.
Masse, Droit Commercial, t. i. 1. ii. tit. i. c. 2. s. 7. Sect. 5 s’exprime
en ces termes : “ Les bellig^rants, tout en respectant d’ailleurs la neu
trality, la soumettent quelquefois a certaines exigences qui, sans lui
porter atteinte, entravent momentanement la liberte des neutres. C’est
ce qui a lieu lorsqu’un Etat belligerant met en requisition les batiments
neutres qui se trouvent dans les ports et rades de sa domination et les
oblige a transporter, moyennant salaire, des armes, des troupes, des
munitions : on donne a cette requisition le nom d’angarie.”
These authorities are cited by M. Hautefeuille, concerning whose
work see note (m) in the last page.
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necessity which would compel an individual to seize his
neighbour’s horse or weapon to defend his own life. At
all events* justice demands that the owners of such goods
and vessels be indemnified for all damages caused by the
interruption of their lawful gains* and for the possible
destruction of the things themselves, though so high an
authority as M. Masse (p) says that usage has not hitherto
gone that length.
The doctrine here laid down was admitted and acted upon
by Prussia when* in the last war with France* she sank
certain British vessels in the mouth of the Seine. Count
Bismarck wrote to Count Bernstorff, the Prussian Ambas
sador at London, as follows :—
(Translation.)
“Versailles, January 25, 1871.

w I do myself the honour of transmitting to your Excel“ lency* in pursuance of my preliminary communication
“ of the 4th, and my telegram of the 8th instant, a copy of
“ the Report from the 1st Army, on the sinking of English
“ ships in the Seine, near Duclair, the preparation of which
“ has been delayed by the manifold movements of the Corps
“ concerned. Your Excellency will find therein, with the
“ same satisfaction as myself, that the measure in question,
“ however exceptional its nature* did not overstep the bounds
“ of international warlike usages. The Report shows that
“ a pressing danger was at hand* and every other means of
“ averting it was wanting; the case was, therefore* one of
“ necessity, wThich* even in time of peace* may render the
u employment or destruction of foreign property admissible*
“ under reservation of indemnification. I take the oppor(p) ‘ ‘ Observons, au surplus, que les prestations imposees aux navires
atteints par l’angarie ne sont pas gratuites, et que les armateurs doivent
recevoir la salaire du service force qu’ils ont rendu. ... II serait juste
aussi, dit-il, de les indemniser en outre des dommages qu’ils ont pu
souffrir par suite de l’interruption de leur voyage, ou de leurs expedi
tions ; mais l’usage ne parait pas aller jusque la.”—Masse, t. i. 1. ii.
tit. i. c. ii. s. 2. § 5. n°. 324.
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“ tunity of calling to mind that a similar right in time of
war has become a peculiar institute of law, the jus angaries,
“ which so high an authority as Sir Robert Phillimore
“ defines thus: that a belligerent Power demands and makes
“ use of foreign ships, even such as are not in inland
“ waters, but in ports and roadsteads within its jurisdiction,
“ and even compels the crews to transport troops, ammuni“ tion, or implements of warfare. I hope the negotiation
“ with the owners, for which you are already authorised,
cc will lead to an understanding as to the indemnification for
“ the damage; if not, it would have to be submitted to an
“ arbitrator’s award. In the negotiation, also, the difference
“ in the statements of the 1 st Army and of the English
“ Consul at Dieppe, as to the number of English ships sunk,
“ will be explained.
“ I respectfully request your Excellency to communicate
‘c this despatch, with its inclosure, to the Secretary of State
“ of Her Britannic Majesty, and to be so good as to express,
“ at the same time, my apology for the delay, as well as my
“ thanks to Her Majesty’s Government for the just apprecia“ tion of the military necessity with which Lord Granville
“ has apprehended and treated this matter.
(Signed)
“Bismarck” (y).

“

A proper indemnification was subsequently made.
It is worse than idle to speak or write in a depreciating
tone, as some modern writers do, of the value and influence
of usage (r) in all international affairs. Not only is it a
law to which both contending parties may be held to have* *
(q) Correspondence respecting the sinking of six British vessels in
the river Seine by Prussian troops : laid before Parliament 1871.
(r) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. c. v.
‘ ‘ Probatur autem hoc jus gentium ” (here used for jus inter gentes)
* cfer& modo quo jus non scriptum civile, usu continuo, et testimonio peritorum. Est enim hoc jus, utreetknotat Dio Chrysostomus, evpgpa (3iov kci\
Xpovov, repertum temporis et usus, atque in earn rem maximum nobis
usum prsebent illustres annalium conditores.”—Grot. 1. i. c. i. xiv. 2.
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assented, but its notoriety operates as a notice and warning
to foreigners that in certain contingencies certain conse
quences will follow within a certain jurisdiction. It is
optional with them to place themselves or not within
that jurisdiction; but when the contingency does arise,
and the consequence does follow, ignorantia juris (s) is
morally and legally a bad plea,—an argument which,
in truth, answers much shallow declamation upon this
and similar subjects.
'
XXX. We have been considering this droit d'Angarie
solely with respect to neutrals. So far as subjects are con
cerned, it is a question of Public, and not International
Law; so far as allies are concerned, they cannot reasonably
complain if they meet with the same treatment as subjects.
XXXI. It may perhaps be thought that these remarks
have trespassed upon that part of this work which treats of
open war, but it does not necessarily follow that war ensues
upon the first exercise of this right, and the droit d'Angarie
is always classed with Reprisals and Embargo by writers
upon International Law.
Blockade is an essentially belligerent right, both as regards
the parties immediately concerned in it, and as regards neutral
States, and will therefore be examined hereafter.
XXXII. Special Reprisals, long continued, must end in
General Reprisals, that is, in war (t).
It must not, however, be supposed that Reprisals are
always a necessary prelude to war ; they are a gentler means
of redress in cases in which they can be employed, but
Vattel (u) says, with justice, that there are cases in which
Reprisals would be reprehensible, though a declaration of war
would be justifiable. If the dispute arise not from an act of
violence or an injury, but from a contested right, then, after

(s) Vide post.
(t) ‘ ‘Repressalien gegenseitig fortgesetzt gehen in Krieg uber.”—
Schmcdz, 216.
(u) L. ii. c. xviii. s. 289.
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pacific measures have been exhausted, and the right is such
that it must be maintained, War must follow : to issue Re
prisals in such a case is to carry on war in disguise, in fact,
and not in name, and has a tendency to weaken public faith
and to confuse the distinct international relations of war and
peace, and thereby to disturb the mutual obligations of
States.
XXXIII. No person who has read the three chapters
in the Second Book of Grotitis's noble work, can fail to be
struck with the piety, the wisdom, and the learning of this
truly great man (a:).
These chapters are :
1. De causis injustis (xxii.).
2. De causis dubiis (xxiii.).
3. Monita de non temere etiam ex justis causis suscipiendo
hello (xxiv.).
The observations which they contain naturally precede
the chapters on the principles and rules of law which govern
the conduct of war.
It is true that these chapters are chiefly of an admonitory
character, and that they contain less of instituted rule than
other parts of the work. They are, to a certain extent,
sermons, written in the universal language of Christendom,
for the guidance of Christian States; they are valuable
from the truth of the sermon, and from the authority of the
preacher. Grotius was not merely a profound jurist of the
closet, or a learned divine, though the author of one of the
best works on divinity, but one who had learned in the hard
school of practical life, in the management of international
affairs of high import, in the terrible teaching of public and
civil wars, the justice, and therefore the expediency of the
doctrines, which, as the mature fruit of his well-disciplined

(x) “ Juris Gentium Princeps Magister Grotius is magni operis.”
4 4 6 iiiyas : ” vide Bynkershoek, passim.
Dr. WheweWs edition has laid all admirers of Grotius under obliga
tions to him.
“
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and well-cultivated mind, he in these chapters promulgated
to the world. It is in the true spirit of a Christian states
man that he tells us: “ Non est inter artificia helium, imo
“ res est tarn horrenda, ut earn nisi sumraa necessitas, aut
u vera caritas honestam efficere nequeat ” (z/)» But before
he arrives at this conclusion, he has impressed upon us the
following, among other reflections. It may happen in many
controversies that on both sides probable arguments may be
adduced, and in matters of light moment the decision may
be innocently taken either way. The same cannot be pre
dicted of a decision in matter of grave moment (z). In
the instance of inflicting capital punishment, for example.
But war is of the gravest moment, because in it the inno
cent as well as the guilty must suffer. If there be doubt,
therefore, the rule of reason and morality enjoins the main
tenance of peace,—and here we are reminded of the pro
found wisdom and majestic language of Bacon:—
“ As the cause of a war ought to be just, so the justice
“ of that cause ought to be evident, not obscure, not scru“ pulous. For by the consent of all laws, in capital cases,
“ the evidence must be full and clear ; and if so, where one
“ man’s life is in question, what say we to a war which is
“ ever the sentence of death upon many? ” (a).
Try, then, says Grotius (&), the three methods of avoiding
war, which are open to you.
1. Conference ( Colloquium).
2. Arbitration or compromise ( Compromissum\
3. Casting lots (per Sortern).
The two former methods have been considered ; the third,
though Solomon said, “ The lot causeth contentions to cease,
“ and parteth between the mighty ” (c), is neither feasible

(y) Grot. 1. ii. c. xxv.-ix. 3.
(z) lb. 1. ii. c. xxiii.-v.
(a) Lord Bacon, Of a Holy War.
(b) Grot. ib. vi.
(c) Proverbs, xviii. 18.
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nor rational in the present state of independent societies.
The single combat, which Grotius considers to bear a close
affinity to the lot, is open to the same objections. If,
indeed, there were two Princes so absolutely despotic as to
make war without the consent of their subjects, such a mode
of terminating their differences might be far from unde
sirable in the opinion of the rest of the world.
Although, in causa dubid, both parties are bound to seek
for a compromise by which war may be avoided, neverthe
less melior est possidentis conditio, both by Natural and Ro
man Law; therefore the State which makes the claim is
more bound to seek for the compromise or arbitration than
the State which is in possession (d).
But when neither party is in possession, or both are equally
so (e\ and the right is doubtful, then there should be a
division of the matter in question, and the State which
refuses it is guilty of much injustice ; for such
‘4 peace is of the nature of a conquest,
For then both parties nobly are subdued,
And neither party loser ” (/).

,

Grotius (g) further reminds us that it is the doctrine and
duty of a Christian to give up rights rather than cause the
shedding of blood; at all events it is a reason for not prose
cuting them by a means so necessarily injurious to others
as war.
But here it must be remembered that, as a matter of fact,
States (A), though justly considered as moral persons, are
not Individuals, and that a Christian individual may be bound
to give up a right, which a Christian State, acting for the
collective good, may be bound to maintain. And Grotius (i)
himself points out, in the very next chapter, that it may be* (i
(d) Grot. ib. xi.
(e) Ib. xii.
(/) Shakspere, Hen. IV. pt. ii. act iv. sc. 2.
(g) Grot. c. xxiv.
(h) Vide ante, vol. i., et vide Cod. 1. xi. t. xxix. De jure Bcipublicx.
(i) Grot. c. xxx.
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the duty of a State to make war not only on behalf of
subjects* but also on behalf of allies and on behalf of
friends* to whom we have not promised assistance, nay,
on behalf of all who are injured (imo et pro hominibus quibusvis)* on account of the bond of our common humanity (Z).
Yet what a wide door for the oppression of national liberties
might be opened under this last plea.
XXXIY. A careful examination of the whole subject
will lead us to the following affirmative and negative con
clusions.
XXXV. Affirmatively we may conclude that war may
be justly waged upon two grounds: —
1. For the prevention of wrongs.
2. For the redress of wrongs.
These wrongs may arise from the breach, or non-fulfil
ment of a Treaty, which founds a clear obligation arising
from positive contract (obligatio ex contractu); or they may
arise (m) from an infringement of a custom, or disregard of
a legal presumption, that a certain usage, well established by
International Practice, would be followed upon certain occa
sions ; such conduct founds an obligation upon an implied or
quasi contract (obligatio ex quasi contractu).
For instance, it has been shown that the reception of
foreigners (n) generally, and of Ambassadors and Consuls (0),
as foreigners clothed with particular privileges, is a matter
which it is within the abstract competence of each State to
accord or refuse, or accord under certain previously specified(l)

(l) ‘ ‘ The blood of man should never be shed but to redeem the
blood of man. It is well shed for our family, for our friends, for our
God, for our country, for our kind. The rest is vanity, the rest is
crime.”—Letters on a Regicide Peace, Burke, v. viii. 165.
It is perhaps as well stated by Livy : “ Justum bellum, quibus necessarium ; et pia arma, quibus nulla, nisi in armis, relinquitur spes.”—
L. ix. c. i.
(m) Heffter, ss. 100-1.
(n) Vol. i. § xvi.
(o') Ib. vol. ii. pt. vi. c. iii.
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conditions ; but that by the admission of foreigners, with
out any such prohibition or limitation, the State contracts
a tacit obligation to treat them according to general inter
national custom and usage; and a contrary conduct is an
injury which gives the Government of the foreigners a claim
for redress.
XXX VI. The Roman Law classed among obligations the
consequences of the commission of an offence (obligationes
ex delicto); it thereby recognised the important truth that
crimes might subject the criminal to the double obligation of
undergoing punishment at the hands of the State \ rp\ and
of making reparation to the individual.
It enumerated four offences (delicto) from which these
obligations (obligationes) flowed :—
1. Robbery (furtum).
2. Robbery with violence (rapina).
3. Damage accompanied by injury (damnum injuria
datum).

4. Injury to character (injuria seu contumelia).
XXXVII. The members of the society of States cannot
indeed be guilty of crime in the sense in which that term is
used in Municipal or Private Law, nor can they be subjected
to punishment (q) inflicted by other States. But one State
may suffer from another, either in its corporate capacity or
in the person of its individual subjects, injuries and wrongs
arising from the delicta which have been mentioned.
For a State has, as we have seen, both Moral and Physical
Rights of Independence and Equality, which may be
so injured by these delicta, as to entitle, perhaps as to oblige
it to seek, through war, the “ highest tribunal of right: ”—
1. A Security against injury threatened;
2. A Reparation for injury done ;
3. A Reinstatement of its character within the bounds of
(p) Crimen : or indeed, at the hands of the individual, privatum
delictum.
(<i) Vide ante, vol. i. part i. c. i. s. xi.
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that social and moral estimation,'which it had previously en
joyed within the society of States, and of which the contumely of the aggressor had deprived it.
In other words, one State may lawfully make war upon
another which has menaced or violated those General Rights
which have been discussed in the former volumes of this
work.
It may also lawfully make war to protect and assist an
ally which has suffered the like injuries, or, indeed, a Third
State, which is not formally an ally, in the strict sense of
the word, but on terms of amity with it, and a member of
the great community of States (r).
XXXVIII. The Roman Law classed under the head of
quasi delicta those injuries which arose not from malicious
intention, like the aforesaid delicta, but from culpable impru
dence. And the conduct of a State which allowed, through
indifference or gross remissness, its subjects to invade the
rights of another State, would fall under the principle of
this law. If, indeed, the State permitted, or connived at
the offence, and sheltered the offender, it would be just as
much an aggressor as if the invasion had been made by the
regular military forces of the kingdom (.?).
Blackstone observes (/), that “ offences against this law
“ are principally incident to whole States or nations; in
“ which case recourse can only be had to war, which is an
“ appeal to the God of Hosts, to punish such infractions of
“ public faith as are committed by one independent people
“ against another; neither State having any superior juris“ diction to resort to upon earth for justice. But, where the
“ individuals of any State violate this general law, it is then
u the interest, as well as the duty of the Government, under
“ which they live, to animadvert upon them with a becoming
(r) “ Imo tanto honestius est alienas injurias quam suas vindicare,
quanto in suis magis metuendum est ne quis doloris sui sensu aut
modum excedat, aut certe animum inficiat.”—Grot. 1. ii. c. xx. ss. 40-1.
(s) Vide ante, vol. i. § ccxiv.
(t) Comm. vol. iv. c. v. p. 67.
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“ severity, that the peace of the world may be maintained.
“ For, in vain would nations, in their collective capacity,
“ observe these universal rules if private subjects were at
“ liberty to break them at their own discretion, and involve
“ the two States in a war. It is, therefore, incumbent upon
“ the nation injured, first, to demand satisfaction and justice
ct to be done on the offender by the State to which he be“ longs; and, if that is refused or neglected, the Sovereign
then avows himself an accomplice or abettor of his subjects’
“ crime, and draws upon his community the calamities of
“ foreign wars.”
The case of Mr. McLeod fell exactly under the principle
of International and Public Law, which is here most cor
rectly laid down. It grew out of the case of the Caroline,
which has been already adverted to in a former part of this
work (w); but it is necessary to notice it again in this
place.
During the disturbances in Upper Canada, in the winter
of 1837, a steamboat called the Caroline, belonging to an
American owner, had been actively engaged in conveying
arms and stores from the American side of the river to the
Canadian rebels, who were in possession of Navy Island,
and had been boarded in the night-time by a party of
Canadian Loyalists, while she was lying within the juris
diction of the territory of New York, set on fire, sent down
the stream, precipitated over the Falls of Niagara, and
dashed to pieces. An American citizen, named Durfee,
wras killed in the affray, and several others were wounded.
In the month of January, 1841, a British subject, domiciled
in Canada, named Alexander M‘Leod, was suddenly arrested
while engaged on some business within the territory of the
State of New York, and thrown into prison by the authori
ties, on the charge of having been concerned in the destruc
tion of the Caroline, and the alleged murder of Durfee. A
correspondence immediately ensued between the British
(it) Vol. i. § ccxvi.
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Ambassador, Mr. Fox, and Mr. Forsyth, the American
Minister of Foreign Affairs. Mr. Fox called upon the
Government of the United States to take prompt and
effectual steps for the liberation of Mr. MtfLeod.
“ It is well known,” said Mr. Fox, “ that the destruction
“ of the steamboat Caroline was a public act of persons in
“ Her Majesty’s service, obeying the orders of their superior
“ authorities. That act, therefore, according to the usages
“ of nations, can only be the subject of discussion between
“ the two National Governments. It cannot justly be made
“the ground of legal proceedings in the United States
“ against the individuals concerned, who were bound to obey
“ the authorities appointed by their own Government.” Mr.
Forsyth, in his reply, after stating the anxious desire of his
Government to maintain amicable relations between the
United States and England, said :—
“ It is then with unfeigned regret, that the President
“ finds himself unable to recognise the validity of a demand,
“ a compliance with which you deem so material to the pre“ servation of the good understanding which has been
“ hitherto manifested between the two countries.
“ The jurisdiction of the several estates which constitute
“ the Union is, within its appropriate sphere, perfectly inde
pendent of the Federal Government. The offence with
“ which M‘Leod is charged was committed within the terri“ tory, and against the laws and citizens, of the State of
“ New York, and is one that comes clearly within the com“ petency of her tribunals. It does not, therefore, present
“ an occasion where, under the constitution and laws of the
“ Union, the interposition called for would be proper, for
“ which a warrant can be found in the powers with which
“ the Federal Executive is invested. Nor would the cir“ cumstances to which you have referred, or the reasons
“ you have urged, justify the exertion of such a power, if it
“ existed.”
“ Mr. Fox, in reply to the note of Mr. Forsyth, dated
“ December 26th, in which the application for the relief of
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44 M4Leod is refused, regrets this refusal, and intimates that
44 it, and the ill-treatment of McLeod, will lead to the most
44 grave and serious consequences. He states again, that the
44 attack on the Caroline was made in pursuance of orders
44 from the Colonial authorities, and he says that the Caroline
44 was a piratical vessel (x), and was but nominally within
44 the jurisdiction of the United States. The authorities of
44 New York had been unable to maintain their jurisdiction
44 at the place where the Caroline was attacked, or even to
44 prevent the pirates from carrying off from that place the
44 cannon belonging to the State. He was not authorised to
44 state what were the views of Her Majesty’s Government
44 on this subject, but he took this occasion to place his own
44 opinion on record.
44 Mr. Forsyth expresses his belief that Mr. Fox would
64 not entertain this opinion if he had seen the whole evidence
44 on the subject, which was carefully collected by the United
44 States, and communicated to the British Government. He
44 has no more to say to Mr. Fox on the matter, and awaits
44 the result of the demand upon Great Britain for repara44 tion ” (y).
M4Leod was, in the month of May, removed by habeas
corpus from Lockport to New York, in the custody of the

Sheriff of Niagara County. Previously to this, the follow
ing Note, dated the 12th of March, 1841, was sent by Mr.
Fox to Mr. Webster, the new American Foreign Secre
tary
44 Her Majesty’s Government have had under considera46 tion the subject of the arrest and imprisonment of Alex44 anderM4Leod, on a pretended charge of arson and murder;
44 and I am directed to make known to the Government of
64 the United States, that the British Government entirely
44 approved of the course pursued by him. I am instructed

(x) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. c. xx.
(•//) This account is taken from the Annual Register, 1841, p. 310.
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to demand formally, and in the name of the British Government, the immediate release of Alexander M4Leod,
for the reason that the transaction was of a public character, planned and executed by persons duly authorised
by the Colonial Government to take such measures as
might be necessary for protecting the property and lives
of Her Majesty’s subjects; and being therefore an act of
public duty, they cannot be held responsible to the laws
and tribunals of any foreign country ” (z).
The British Government having thus formally adopted
the act of their public officer, it is clear that, according to
International Law, the individual ought to have been in
stantly set free, and redress sought against his Government;
such Mr. Webster, himself no mean jurist, well knew to
be the law, and accordingly he answered :
44 The Government of the United States entertains no
44 doubt that, after this avowal of the transaction as a public
44 transaction, authorised and undertaken by the British
44 authorities, individuals concerned in it ought not, by the
44 principles of public law and the general usage of civilised
44 States, to be holden personally responsible in the ordinary
44 tribunals of law for their participation in it; and the Pre66 sident presumes that it can hardly be necessary to say
44 that the American people, not distrustful of their ability
44 to redress public wrongs by public means, cannot desire
44 the punishment of individuals when the act complained
44 of is declared to have been an act of the Government
44 itself” (a).
Nevertheless, the complicated nature of the Federal
System of the North American United States presented
in this instance a great obstacle to the due discharge of
their international obligations ; for the State of New York
claimed a distinct jurisdiction, on account of the violation
of its territory and the alleged murder of one of its citizens

44
64
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

(z) Annual Register, 1841, p. 316.
(a) Ibid.
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when the Caroline was destroyed; and in defiance of the
clear and sound principle of International Law, which has
been mentioned, the Supreme Court of New York delivered
its judgment, overruling the plea that MfLeod acted under
the orders of the British Government, and was therefore
irresponsible.
The consequence of the decision was, that MsLeod was
left in the custody of the Sheriff, to take his trial for murder
and arson at Utica at the next Assizes.
It is clear, however, that Mr. Webster’s correct opinion
upon the law remained unshaken, for he informed the
Attorney-General of the Union, that the case, if brought
ultimately before the last Court of Appeal, would there be
dealt with as a question of International Law.
The trial took place at Utica, in the State of New York,
on the 4th of October, and the Jury returned a verdict of
Not Guilty upon the facts, and so this affair terminated ;
but the consequences of any other decision might have
involved the two countries in war. And the whole proceed
ing demonstrates the truth of the opinion given by the
American Attorney-General, that the Federal System, with
respect to the discharge of International obligations, is
“ crippled ” and “ imperfect ” (h).
XXXIX. A State, like an individual, accused of having
inflicted wrong upon another, may shape its defence against
the charge with reference to the facts or to the law.
XL. It may deny, or it may plead ignorance of the fact.
With respect to the denial, it must always be a question of
evidence, both as to the wrong itself, and as to the wrong
doer (c).
(b) Vide ante, vol. i. § cxx. note (s).
(c) The passage usually cited, “ Juris ignorantia non prodest adquirere volentibus, suum vero petentibus non nocet,” Dig. xxii. t. vi. 7.,
cannot be properly understood without applying to it those limitations
which other parts of the law on the same subject furnish. It probably
means no more than to assert the distinction between error offact and
error of layj.
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With respect to ignorance of fact, a State may certainly
allege that it was not aware of the act of its subjects ; but
then it must allege this fact credibly, as an individual must
not only swear, but swear credibly, in order to exculpate
himself. For instance, a State would plead idly that it was
ignorant of the act of its naval or military forces, or of its
accredited public servant.
“ It is a wild conceit,” said Lord Stow ell, sitting in the
tribunal of International Law, u that any Court of Justice
is bound by mere swearing; it is swearing credibly that is
to conclude its judgment. If the papers, though formal
and regularly attested by a foreign Government on board
“ a ship, say one thing, and the facts another, the Court
must determine according to the common rules of evidence
ie to which preponderance is due” (d). te The circumstances
of a case may be such as to make it utterly incredible,
•c although there are confident attestations in support of it;
and when judgment is to be passed upon the act of a State,
•c it must proceed, as in the case of an individual, upon the
ordinary principles on which the probity and fairness of
transaction is examined in the general practice of man
se kind ” (e).
Moreover, when a State can and does plead this credible
ignorance, it is bound to repair the injury or punish the
individual offender, as the case may require ; unless, indeed,
the injured State, as in the case of a private offender it may
sometimes lawfully do, has executed justice for itself
XLI. With respect to the plea of ignorance of the laiv,
we are furnished with some valuable maxims of written
See Savigny, B. B. iii. 348, who has thrown a flood of light upon
the difficulties arising from apparently contradictory passages in the
Roman Law upon this subject.
*
(d) The Odin, 1 0. Bob. Adm. Bep. 252.
(e) The Argo, ib. 159.
The Juno, 2 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. 118.
The Neptunus, ib. 111-112.
VOL. III.
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reason from the Roman Law (f) upon this important thesis
of jurisprudence* “ de juris et facti ignorantid.” The igno
rance may relate to (1) a civil or (2) a criminal subject;
but a cardinal maxim with respect to both, and one as appli
cable to States as individuals, is, that the excuse of ignorance
cf the law, whether it relate to a civil or a criminal act, can
under no circumstances be understood of other than positive
instituted law, and never of the law of nature (g), of which
nobody can be ignorant.
XLII. With respect to civil subjects, the general rule of
jurisprudence, founded upon the Roman Law, is that an
error in law may not, but an error offact may, avail to annul
a covenant A person of the best ability may be ignorant
of facts, but nobody is excused from knowing the law, and
therefore persons, although ignorant, are subject to it. Some
jurists have indeed thought, that in certain matters of cove
nant, the plea of ignorance of the law might be of avail. For
instance, when the ignorance was such, that it was the only
cause of a covenant, whereby a person bound himself under
an obligation to which he would not otherwise have been
liable. Rut even this exception would not, in their opinion,
avail to preserve the erring or ignorant person from suffer
ing a loss, though it might avail to preserve him from being
deprived of a right which he did not know belonged to him ;
and if the ignorance or error was not the sole cause of the
(/) The reader is referred to the following, among other authorities :—
Dig. xxii. t. vi. c. i. t. xviii.
Domat, Tr. des Lois, Prel. ix. P. I. 1. i. t. xviii. s. 1.
Savigny, R. R. iii., Ah. 115., Bey. viii., “ Irrthumund Unwisse%heit. ”
Story's Commentaries on Equity Jurisprudence, vol. i. c. v., “Mistake.”
D’Aguesseau, Dissertation sur VErreur de Droit, t. v. p. 468.
(g) “Veniji Edicti non petita, Patronum, seu Patronam, eorumque
parentes et liberos, hseredes insuper etsi extranei sint, k liberiis seu
liberis eorum non debere in jus vocari, jus certissimum est: nec in e&
re rusticitatis venia prsebeatur, cum naturali ratione honor hujusmodi
personis debeatur.”—C. 1. ii. t. ii. De in jus vocando. Rusticitos here
means rude, unlettered, ignorance of law.
Domat, ubi supr,
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covenant, it could not be annulled. And again, they say,
the rights of third parties must be considered; for if, by
ignorance or error of law, a person has injured himself, but
the injury cannot be repaired without hurting the right of
a third person, the injury cannot be repaired.
XLIII. With respect to the plea of ignorance or error of
law alleged to cover the commission of a crime (delictum),
the general rule is clear, that such a plea is inadmissible.
The rule is, indeed, subject to certain exceptions; for it
must be remembered that there are two classes of delicta.
1. Those, of which the overt act carries with it evidence
of the evil intent of the wrong-doer,—acts of fraud and
violence (dolus, culpa).
2. Those, of which the

overt act is compatible with a good
intent, or the absence of any bad intent, and with ignorance
that the act is criminal; so that the essence of a delictum is
wanting. Here, however, a distinction must be carefully
observed. Ignorance of the nature of the punishment, or of
the particular law which inflicts the punishment, does not
bring the delictum within the shelter of a legal excuse. It
must be ignorance that the act is a delictum, and a delictum
jure civili. But, as has been said, ignorance that the act is
a delictum jure gentium is an inadmissible plea. It was upon
this principle that the Danish ship, the Neutralitet, was con
demned (in spite of its name) in 1801. It was carrying
the contraband article of tar from a foreign port, knowing
it to be contraband. 44 This ship,” Lord Stowell said, “ goes
44 to a foreign port, to effect that which she is prohibited
44 from doing, even for the produce of her own country: in
44 this respect, throwing off the character of a Danish ship,
44 by violating the Treaties of her country ; and all this is
44 done with the full privity of the asserted owner, who is
44 the person entering into the chartr-party. In such a case
44 as the present, the known ground on which the relaxation
44 was introduced, the supposition that freights of noxious
44 or doubtful articles might be taken without the personal
44 knowledge of the owner, entirely fails ; and the active
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“ guilt of the parties is aggravated by the circumstances; of
“ its being a criminal traffic in foreign commodities, and! in
“ breach of explicit and special obligations. The confisca“ tion of a ship so engaged will leave the general rule still
“ untouched, that the carriage of contraband works a for“ feiture of freight and expenses, but not of the ship.” (h).
XLIY. Ignorance that an act is a delictum jure civilly
is illustrated by the instance of a person who ignorantly
appropriates a thing, the property of another, but which he
believes to be his own. Such a person is not guilty of
robbery, and the thing is not res furtiva, nor is he liable for
casualties, or, according to the Roman Law, for intermediate
profits.
But a person who takes from another by force that which
is his own, cannot be heard to plead ignorance of the law,
which forbids an individual to redress himself by violence,
and commands him to have recourse to the established tri
bunals of the country ; and although such an offender could
not be punished as a robber, the Roman Emperors decreed
that he should forfeit the possession of the property which
he had so regained (z).
XLY. We have already seen how important this doc
trine is in its application to questions of an international
character, and that it is as unlawful for the public repre
sentative of a State to resist by force the lawful authority
of another State, with which his country is at peace, as for
a citizen to take by violence the property that is his own,
without having recourse to the aid of municipal law (&).
(h) The Neutrality, 3' C. Bob. Adm. Bep. 296.
(i) u Sed ne, dum talia excogitantur, inveniatur via, per quam
raptores impune suam exerceant avaritiam : melius Divalibus Constitutionibus pro hac parte prospectum est, ut nemini liceat vi rapere
vel rem mobilem vel se moventem, licet suam eandem rem existimet;
sed si quis contra statuta Principum fecerit, rei quidem sum dominio
cadere,” &c.—Inst. 1. iv. t. ii. 1. The rule was also applied to
immoveables.
(k) Vide ante, p. 18.
The Maria, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. 360-1.
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Another striking illustration is afforded by the Roman
Law, in the case of a lawsuit to recover an inheritance
(hcereditatis petitio), or a particular thing (rei vindicatio).
In this case the actual possessor was in a very different
condition, accordingly as his possession had been originally
bonce, or malce fidei. To the former, the ignorantia juris was
an available plea; to the latter, it was wholly unavailable.
No one can be holden to be ignorant of the law applicable
to a dishonest possession, or to the consequences of it,—his
possession is undistinguishable from that of a robber (prcedo).
But of the former, the law said justly, “ non puto hunc esse
“ prcedonem, qui dolo caret, quamvis injure erret” (7).
So, in the case of the Betsy (m), Lord Stowell said, “ The
“ principal points for our consideration are, whether the
“ possession of the original captors was, in its commence“ ment, a legal, bonce fidei possession ? and, secondly, whether
“ such a possession, being just in its commencement, became
“ afterwards, by any subsequent conduct of the captors,
“ tortious and illegal? For on both these points the law is
“ clear, ‘ that a bonce fidei possessor is not responsible for
“ 6 casualties; but that he may, by subsequent misconduct,
“ 6 forfeit the protection of his fair title, and render himself
“ ‘ liable to be considered as a trespasser from the beginning.’
“ This is the law, not of this Court only, but of all Courts,
“ and one of the first principles of universal jurisprudence.”
NLVI. But, besides these particular instances which
have been cited, frequent and important applications of
these rules of general jurisprudence respecting ignorance of
fact and law, have, it will be seen, taken place in inter
national questions respecting Capture (w), Contraband, and
Blockade, in time of war (0). The whole doctrine of the
Law of Blockade, with respect to the guilty knowledge or
(l) Dig. v. t. iii. 25-6.
(m) 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. 95.
(n) The Mentor, ib. 183 ; the John, 2 Dodson’s Adm. Bcp. 339-40.
(0) Vide post.
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innocent ignorance of those who have, howsoever, violiated
it, will be found to be built upon the general principlces of
law which we have been considering.
The case of the Adams (/?), an American ship condennned
for breach of the Revenue Laws, was decided, though in fact
an international question, by the Instance, that is, the mu
nicipal side, so to speak, of the High Court of Admirailty;
but it furnishes an application of the general principles of
law which have been discussed. In that case Lord Sto>well
observed, that the misericordia of the Court had Ibeen
appealed to, on account of the probable ignorance of a foreign
captain, coming in not acquainted with the law, and miisled
by the governor, the extent of whose authority he couldl not
accurately define. But the learned judge considered it ho be
an obvious answer to this plea, that whoever trades wiith a
country, be he a foreigner or not, is bound to know the llaws
of the country with which he trades, as far as they comcern
his own acts, be the nature and extent of those laws what
they may : and so indispensable is the principle of law, that
even if he trades under the advice of a skilful practitiomer of
the law, and that advice should prove erroneous, it would not
protect him from forfeiture; and so if he trade undeir an
authority which is insufficient, it will not protect him*, be
cause he is as much bound to know the extent of that autho
rity, relatively to himself in that act of trading, as he is to
know any other circumstance that is required to constitute
the legality of the act.
The law, it must be confessed, is here laid down with some
severity, though it would be difficult to impugn its accuracy.
But, in the same case, Lord Stowell exempted from confisca
tion a certain article, the prohibition of which could not Slave
been known to the American, upon the ground that, with
respect to that article, there was an invincible ignorance, which
must excuse the importer of it. Nor has any judge Ibeen
(p) Edwards > Adm. Rep pp. 309-10-11.
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more indulgent, in applying the doctrine of necessity (gO, as
an exicuse for an international offence. The Law of Cases
of Necessity, he observes, is not likely to be furnished with
precise rules. Necessity creates the law,—it supersedes
rules ; and whatever is reasonable and just in such cases is
likewise legal. It is not to be considered as a matter of sur
prise,, therefore, if much instituted rule is not to be found on
the siubject (r). A clear necessity is a sufficient justification
for ewery thing that is done fairly and with good faith under
it (s)i. It has been well remarked, that it is not the private
opinuon of the judge upon the policy of the law, national or
international, which ought to guide his judgment. He
must follow where the law leads, in a general, unbending
course. But the law itself, and the administration of it,
must yield to that to which everything else must bend—
necesssity. The law, in its most positive and peremptory
injunctions, is understood to disclaim, as it does in its general
aphoirisms, all intention of compelling men to perform impossilbilities; and the administration of the law must adopt
that ^general exception in the consideration of all particular
cases;. In the performance of that duty, it has three points
to wlhich its attention must be directed. In the first place,
it minst see that the nature of the necessity pleaded be such
as thie law itself would respect; for there may be a necessity
whiclh it would not. A necessity created by a man’s own
act, with a fair previous knowledge of the consequences
that would follow, and under circumstances which he had
then a power of controlling, is of that nature. Secondly,
that tthe party so placed used all practicable endeavours to
surmiount the difficulties which had already formed that
necessity, and which, on a fair trial, he had found insur(q) JSee Puffendorf\ Droit de la N. et des Gens (Barbeyrac), 1. ii. c.
vi., D)u Droit et des Privileges de la Necessity.
Groytius, 1. ii. c. ii. ; vi. 2. ; 1. iii. c. i. 11. ; 1. iii. c. xvii. 1. ; 1. iii.
c. xi. 4.
(r) The Gratitudine, 3

C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 266-7.
(s) The Christiansberg, 6 ib. 378.
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mountable; not, indeed, the endeavours which a man of
the acutest understanding might use, but such as might
reasonably be expected from a fair degree of discretion and
an ordinary knowledge of business. Thirdly, that all this
should appear by distinct and unsuspected testimony ; for the
positive injunctions of the law, if proved to be violated, can
give way to nothing but the clearest proof of the necessity
that compelled the violation (t).
When it is so proved, a Court of Justice should strain
hard to give, even in the administration of the most unbend
ing laws, the benefit of those maxims in which the common
sense and feelings of mankind have always acquiesced (u).
But there is a manifest distinction between cases of physical
necessity, and cases of ignorance. For instance, a ship may
be compelled by a storm, which is vis major, to put into an
interdicted port; the master may protest, as the nautical
phrase is, against the wind and the waves, but he cannot
bring his action,—there is no person against whom he can
have his remedy. But it is otherwise where a party is im
posed upon by false appearances, for he has then a remedy
against the person by whom he has been deceived (x).
XLVII. Another maxim of Homan and general juris
prudence upon this subject, with respect to individuals, is in
some degree also applicable to the mutual intercourse of
States,—the maxim that all laws ought to be so intelligible,
and so promulgated, as to allow no reasonable plea of
ignorance (y).
This requisite is very clearly stated by our own Blackstone (z) in his observations upon Municipal Law, which he
(t) The Generous, 2 Dod. Adm. Rep. 323-4.
(u) The Adams, Edw. Adm. Rep. 307.
(a?) The Beaver, 1 Dod. Adm. Rep. 159.
(y) “Leges sacratissimse quse constringunt hominum vitas intelligi
ah omnibus debent, ut universo prsescripto earum manifestius cognito,
vel inhibita declinent vel permissa sectentur,” &c.—God. 1. i. t. xiv. 9.
Domat, ubi supra, Prel. ix.
{%) Comm. vol. i.
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defines :as a rule of civil conduct, prescribed by the supreme
power of the State. It must be prescribed, he says,66 Because
44 a bare resolution, confined in the breast of the legislator,
44 without manifesting itself by some external sign, can never
44 be properly a law. It is requisite that this resolution be
44 notified to the people who are to obey it. But the manner
44 in which this notification is to be made, is matter of very
44 great indifference. It may be notified by universal tradi44 tion amd long practice, which supposes a previous pub44 licatiom, as is the case of the Common Law of England.
44 It may be notified, viva voce, by officers appointed for that
44 purpoise, as is done with regard to proclamations, and such
44 Acts of Parliament as are appointed to be publicly read in
44 churdhes and other assemblies. It may, lastly, be notified
44 by writing, printing, or the like; which is the general
44 course taken with all our Acts of Parliament. Yet, what44 ever way is made use of, it is incumbent on the pro44 mulgators to do it in the most public and perspicuous
44 manner; not like Caligula, who (according to Dio Cassius)
44 wrote his laws in a very small character, and hung them up
44 on high pillars, the more effectually to ensnare the people.
44 There is, still, a more unreasonable method than this, which
44 is called making of laws ex post facto; when after an action
44 (indifferent in itself) is committed, the legislator then, for
44 the first time, declares it to have been a crime, and inflicts
44 a punishment upon the person who has committed it («).
44 Here it is impossible that the party could foresee that an
44 action., innocent when it was done, should be afterwards
44 converted to guilt by a subsequent law: he had, therefore,
44 no cause to abstain from it; and all punishment for not
44 abstaining must, of consequence, be cruel and unjust. All
44 laws should be therefore made to commence in futuro, and
44 be notified before their commencement; which is implied
44 in the term 4prescribed.’ But when this rule is in the
(a) This principle was abandoned by the British Government in the
cases before the Geneva Arbitration, 1871-2.
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“ usual manner notified, or prescribed, it is then the subject’s
“ business to be thoroughly acquainted therewith; for if
“ ignorance of what he might know were admitted as alegiti“ mate excuse, the laws would be of no effect, but might
“ always be eluded with impunity” (b).
With respect to the general principles of International
Law, they are sufficiently promulgated by the dictates of
Public Morality, by Custom, by Practice, and by the
Reason of the Thing, so far as States, in their corporate
character, are affected by them. But, with respect to the
Individual subjects of States, and the operation upon them
of belligerent rights which spring out of the abnormal (c)
state of war, and especially with reference to the notifica
tion of the particular right of blockade, the doctrine laid
down by Blackstone will be found, when the subject comes
under discussion, to be extremely applicable.
XLVIII. We have now discussed the causes which
affirmatively justify war, and the pleas which it is compe
tent to a State to allege either in bar or in mitigation of
hostilities. It remains to consider briefly the negative side
of the question, and to mention the causes which, however
often they may have led to this terrible calamity, do not
justify war (d).
It appears, then, that it is not lawful to make war for
the purpose of hindering that aggrandisement of a nation
which arises out of the condition of its laws, its liberties,
its agriculture, its manufactures, its commerce, or any other
source of domestic internal prosperity.
It is not lawful to make war for the purpose of compel
ling a nation to adopt a particular form of government,
or even to vindicate the true religion from the insults of
(b) Blackstone’s Comm. vol. i. p. 45.
(c) Vide ante, p. 1.
(d) “Quae autem sint causae injustae, cognosci aliquatenus potest ex
justis causis quas hactenus explicavimus. Rectum enim obliqui est
index. Sed perspicuitatis causa summa genera annotabimus.”—
Qrotius, 1. ii. c. xxii. 4.
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dolatry, or to propagate a particular religion—not even
;hat of our blessed Lord (V),—or, as Grotius observes, to
)ring about the fulfilment of prophecy; the instrument
)f which fulfilment may perhaps be the criminal acts of
ndividuals or States (/).
Lastly, if the reasoning be sound and the proposition
iorrect which have been advanced in the early part of this
vork (<g), it is not lawful to make war for the 'punishment
[It) of a nation.
The early fecial practice of Rome conveys, amid all the
pedantic minuteness of its forms, a lesson upon the scru
pulous manner in which International Justice should be
prosecuted, which ought to sink deep into the hearts of
Christian Governments. Grotius reminds us (z), that upon
:he same principle as the Romans consulted the Collegium
(e) ‘ ‘ Perduxit nos ad delicta quse in Deum committuntur, quseritur
mim an ad ea vindicanda bellum suscipi potest. . . . Potior ratio pro
lententia negante justa esse bella talia, hsec est, quando Deus sufficiat
dndicandis quse in se committuntur.”—Grot. 1. ii. c. xx. s. 44.
‘ ‘ Concerning the means of procuring unity, men must beware that,
n the procuring or muniting of religious unity, they do not dissolve
>r deface the laws of charity and of human society. There be two
iwords amongst Christians, the spiritual and the temporal : and both
lave their due office and place in the maintenance of religion : but
we may not take up the third sword, which is Mahomet's sword, or
ike unto it, that is, to propagate religion by wars, or by sanguinary
irosecutions to force consciences, except it be in cases of overt scandal,
ilasphemy, or intermixture of practice against the State.”—Bacon's
Assays, Of Unity in Religion.
“ The overt scandal,” and “ blasphemy,” are not, if the doctrine in
he text be correct, among the just causes of war.
(/) Grot. 1. ii. c. xxii. s. 15.
(g) Yol. i. § xi.
(h) Grotius : the c. xx. of 1. ii. is “ De Poenis." It begins, “ Supra
;um de causis ex quibus bella suscipiuntur agere coepimus, facta
liximus duplici modo considerare, aut ut reparari possunt, aut ut
mniri. Priorem partem jam absolvimus. Superest posterior, quse est
Le poenis : quse res eo diligentius tractanda est nobis, quod origo ejus.
it natura, minus intellecta, multis errationibus causam dedit.”
Ib. c. xxi. is “ De Pcenarum GommunicaiioneP
(i) h. ii. c. xxiii. s. 4.
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Feciale,

the early Christian Emperors rarely made war
without consulting the bishops, in order that, if religion
interposed any impediment, they might be aware of it; and
among the most striking speeches in Shakspere, is the
adjuration of Henry V. to the Archbishop of Canterbury*
to speak boldly his opinion as to the lawfulness of the
intended war against France; as the verses contain an
admirable admonition upon the terrible wickedness of an
unjust war, it may perhaps be allowed to relieve the
necessary dryness of a legal discussion, and to close this
chapter by their citation :—
‘ ‘ And God forbid, my dear and faithful lord,
That ye should fashion, bow, or wrest your reading,
Or nicely charge your understanding soul
With opening titles miscreate, whose right
Suits not in native colours with the truth.
For God doth know how many now in health
Shall drop their blood in approbation
Of what your reverence shall incite us to.
Therefore, take heed how you impawn our person,
How you awake the sleeping sword of war ;
We charge you, in the name of God, take heed :
For never two such kingdoms did contend
Without much fall of blood ; whose guiltless drops
Are every one a woe, a sore complaint
’Gainst him whose wrongs give edge unto the swords
That make such waste in brief mortality.
Under this conjuration speak, my lord,
And we will hear, note, and believe in heart
That what you speak is in your conscience washed,
As pure as sin from baptism ” (k).

(k) Hennj V. act i. sc. i.

WAR.
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XLIX. The necessity of War, and the laws relating to
t, are a consequence of the depraved nature of societies,
ust as the necessity of the criminal law of a society is a
consequence of the depraved nature of the individual (a).
War (b) is the exercise of the international right of
ntion, to which, from the nature of the thing and the
hsence of any common superior tribunal, nations are
impelled to have recourse, in order to assert and vindi
cate their rights.
A War ought, therefore, to combine the following
haracteristics:—
1. It must be waged by the public authority of the
State, and carried on through the agency of those who
lave been duly commissioned for that purpose by that
luthority. A War between private individuals who are
nembers of a society cannot exist. The use of force in
uch a case is a trespass or violation of Municipal Law,
md punishable as such, and not war. 44 Neque, quod
4 singulorum hominum est, recte dixeris privatum bellum,
4 quia privatum nihil est, nisi ratione publici, quod, ubi
{a) Hooker, Eccles. Pol. b. i. s. 10.
(b) The student of Grotius will perhaps find that he will obtain the
aost consecutive view of the great master’s opinion upon the whole
ubject of War by reading the whole of 1. i. and 1. ii. c. i. to end of
. 17., then leaping to 1. ii. c. xx. s. 38., and from thence reading on
o the end of c. v. of L iii.
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“ civitas non est, nullum est ” (c). According to an early
but very sound definition offered by Albericus Gentilis, the
precursor of Grotius, “ Bellum est publicorum armorum
“ justa contentio ” (d).
2. It must have the reparation of injury, the re-estab
lishment of right, the restoration of order in the mutual
relations of States, and security against future derangement
of these relations, for its object and end.
3. The means, therefore, through which this terrible
process is to be executed, must be in strict conformity with
this end.
War is not to be considered as an indulgence of blind
passions, but as an act of deliberate reason, and, as Lord
Bacon says? “ no massacre or confusion, but the highest
“ trial of 6 right (e).
L. This international right of action has become from
long usage, implying general consent, from the reason of
the thing, from Christian principles, and partly, no doubt,
from the peculiar institution of chivalry, well furnished with
rules and maxims for its conduct. It is regulated by a code
as precise and as well understood as that which governs the
intercourse of States in their pacific relations to each other.
The great principle upon which all these rules are
framed, is that ' of, on the one hand, compelling the
enemy to do justice as speedily as possible, and, on the
other hand, of abstaining from the infliction of all injuries
both upon the subjects of the enemy, and upon the
Government and subjects of third Powers which do not,
certainly and clearly, tend to the accomplishment of this
object.
.
Wanton (/) devastation of the enemy’s territory, wanton
cruelty exercised towards his subjects, are, therefore* accord

(c)
(d)
(e)
(/)

Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. i.
De Jure Belli, lib. i. cap. ii.
Vide ante, vol. i. p. 11.
“ Le droit des gens est naturellement fonde sur ce principe, que
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ing to the principles and practice of Christian nations, unjus
tifiable and illegal.
Nevertheless, it is to be remembered, that as the will of
the subject is bound up in that of his Government, it may
well be that the consequences of the conduct of his rulers*
may be attended with injury both to the person and property
of the subject, and that the enemy is justified in striking
through them at the Government from which he has re
ceived a wrong, and for which redress has been denied.
It is, in fact, in many cases, only through the privations
and distresses of the subject that his Government will be
induced to put an end to the war by according the justice
demanded.
Nevertheless, as War is the conflict of societies, that is, of
corporate bodies recognising and governed by law in all
their actions, War must be and is, as has been stated, carried
on with reference to rules and principles of law governing
that particular mode of social action ; and if this were true
in the time of Cicero, who said that in the beginning, the
continuing, and the ending of War, justice and faith were
largely interested (y), surely it is not less true since the
introduction and profession of Christianity; and if the
Romans have justly merited our praise for those Fecial (K)
institutions by which they sought to invest War with the
character and formalities of civil justice, it would be disgrace
ful to Christian Governments if they assented to the doctrine
that in War the furies are to be let loose, and each party is
to be at liberty to do that which seems good in his own eyes.
It is the more necessary to protest against such a doctrine,
as, from particular causes, such as the desire to maintain a
les diverses nations doivent se faire dans la paix le plus de bien, et dans
la guerre le moins de mal qu’il est possible, sans nuire a leurs veritables
interets.”—Montesquieu, De VEsprit des Lois, 1. i. c. iii.
BlackstoneJs Comm. b. iv. c. v.
(g) “ Sequitur enim de jure belli: in quo et suscipiendo et gerendo
et deponendo jus ut plurimum valet et fides”—De Leg. 1. ii. c. xiv.
(h) “ Horumque ut publici interpretes essent lege sanximus.”—lb.
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particular theory, it has received some colour of sanction
from the writings of eminent men.
Thus Mr. Hume, arguing “ that public utility is the sole
“ origin of justice, and that reflections on the beneficial con“ sequences of this virtue are the sole foundation of its
66 merit ” (z), supports his proposition by a reference to public
War: “ What is it,” says he, “ but a suspension of justice
“ among the warring parties ?—the laws of War which then
“ succeed to those of equity and justice, are rules calculated
“ for the advantage and utility of that particular state in
“ which men are now placed.” Mr. Hume has been well
answered by one of his countrymen and a brother philo
sopher : “ I answer,” says Professor Reid (A), “ when war is
“ undertaken for self-defence, or for reparation of intolerable
“injuries, justice authorises it. The laws of War which
“ have been described by many judicious moralists are all
“ drawn from the fountain of justice and equity; and every“ thing contrary to justice is contrary to the laws of War.
“ That justice which prescribes one rule of conduct to a
“ master, another to a servant, one to a parent, another to a
“ child, prescribes also one rule of conduct towards a friend,
“ and another towards an enemy. I do not understand what
“ Mr. Hume means by the advantage and utility of a state of
“ War, for which he says the laws of War are calculated,
“ and succeed to those of justice and equity. I know no laws
“ of War that are not calculated for justice and equity ” (/).
“ It may be,” says Lord Clarendon, “ upon a strict survey
“ and disquisition into the elements and injunctions of the
“ Christian religion, no war will be found justifiable, but as it
“ is the process that the law of nature allows and prescribes
“ for justice sake, to compel those to abstain from doing* (i
(i) Hume’s. Essays, Of Justice, vol. ii. pt. i. p. 217.
(k) Reid's Essays on the Powers of the Human Mind, vol. iii. p. 435,
Essay Y., “ Of Justice. ”
(il) Mr. Hume argues, consistently, that when a criminal is punished,
there u is a suspension of the ordinary rules of justice,” and that it is
suitable that there should be such a suspension.
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44 wrong, or to repair the wrong they have done, who can by
44 no other way be induced to do either; as when one sove44 reign prince doth an injury to another, or suffers his sub44 jects to do it without control or punishment; in either of
44 which cases the injured prince* in his own right, or the
44 rights of his subjects, is to demand justice from the other,
44 and to endeavour to obtain it by all peaceable means that
44 can be used ; and then if there be an absolute refusal to
44 give satisfaction, or such a delay, as in the inconvenience
44 amounts to a refusal, there is no remedy left but the last
44 process, which is force ; since nothing can be in itself more
44 odious, or more against the nature and institution of sove44 reign power, than to do wrong and to refuse to administer
44 justice; and, therefore, the mischiefs which attend, and
64 which cannot but fall upon the persons and fortunes of
44 those who are least guilty of the injury and injustice,
44 because the damage can very hardly reach the prince, but
44 in his subjects, will be by the Supreme Judge cast upon
44 his account, who is the original cause and author of the
44 first transgression” (m).

Bynkershoek, rioting in the exercise of his vigorous
but coarse intellect, expresses his opinion that every
thing is lawful against an enemy as such. 44 You make
44 war,” he says, 46 because you think that your enemy, on
44 account of the injury which he has done to you, has de44 served the destruction of himself and his subjects; and
44 that being your object, what does it matter how you attain
44 it ? You may therefore kill him when he is unarmed, or
44 hire an assassin to do so (ra), poison him, or make a slave
(m) Lord Clarendon's Essays : Of War, xx. 181.
(n) “ Dixi, per rim. Non per vim justam, omnis enim vis in bello
justa est, si me audias, et ideo justa, cum liceat hostem opprimere,
etiam inermem, cum liceat veneno, cum liceat percussore immisso, et
igne factitio, quern tu habes, et ille forte non habet; denique cum
liceat, ut uno verbo dicam, quomodocunque libuerit.”—Bynkershoek,
Q. J. P. 1. i. c. 1.
I am sorry to see that the words percussore
immisso are incorrectly rendered missile weapons, in the generally
useful translation of Mr. Du Ponceau (Philadelphia, 1810).
VOL. III.

G
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“ of him. A judge/’ he says, “ who orders a convicted
“ criminal to be slain by the axe of the executioner, though
“ he he in chains and unarmed, is not, on that account, called
“ unjust. If he were to loosen the bonds of the criminal
“ and put a weapon into his hands, there would be a trial of
“ courage and fortune, and not a punishment of a wrong“ doer./’
This illustration appears, by the incorrectness of its ana
logy, to furnish an answer to the doctrine which it is adduced
to support.
In the case of the criminal, there is no doubt that he is
a wrong-doer, and that his execution has been lawfully
ordered by a competent authority (<*). But in the case of
contending nations, it may, and we must hope generally
does, happen that both parties believe that right is on their
side. “ Atque hinc,” says Grotius, “ passim recepta est
“ sententia, subditos quod attinet, dari helium utrimque
justum, id est injustitia vacans, quo illud pertinet” (p).
But as States acknowledge no common tribunal upon earth,
they are constrained, as the civilians say, litem suam facere,
or, according to the common English phrase, - to take the
^ law into their own hands,” and to consider success in the
strife as the decision of God in their favour.
To say that this is often a mistaken presumption, to ob
ject that this method of obtaining justice is unsatisfactory,
uncertain, and attended with cruel injury to the innocent, is
hut to complain that we live in a world in which evil and

(o) “ Quod inter duos populos dp jure belli pronuntiare velle periculosum fuerat aliis populis, qui ea r^tione bello alieno implicarentur,
sicut Massilienses in causa Caesaris et Pompeji dicebant, neque sui
judicii neque suarum esse virium discpmere utra pars justiorem
haberet caqsam : deinde, quod etiam in hello justo vix satis cognosci
potest ex indiciis externis, quis justus sit se tuendi, sua recuperandi,
aut poenas exigendi modus, ita ut omnino prsestiterit hsec religioni
bellantium exigenda reiinquere, quam ad alipna arbitria vocare.”—
Grotius, 1. iii. c. iii. 4.
(p) L. ii. c. xxvi. s. 4. p. 8,
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rood are mixed together, and which has the blemishes of
.mperfection (q) ; but this absence of a common tribunal,
this want of a common International Judge, this consequent
necessity of war, does furnish in its admitted imperfection^
as a mode of judicial procedure, a very good reascp £p qdj
societies, and especially to all Christian societies, why a
broad distinction should be made between the criminal con
victed by the judge, and the enemy conquered by the enemy,
—why it is not lawful to treat the honest warriqr and the
guilty murderer in one and the same manner ; and if this be
so, reason, morality, and religion, alike comrpgnd to the
understanding and the conscience of nation^, that cardinal
principle of the law of War, to which reference has been
already made, and by which it is decided “ that everything
“ is f?ot lawful against an enemy,” bigt only those things
which are essential to the vigorous prosecution and speedy
termination of the War (r).
The truth is, that here again we may apply a remark made
in an early part of this treatise with respect to the distinct
tion between Eight and Conuty, namely, that the practice
and usage of nations was perpetually transplanting the con
cessions of Comity into the domain of Eight (5) 5 and so it
has fared with the law qf War since the time when Bynkershoek lived. As to mere historical precedents in such a
matter, we are reminded of Bynkershoek’s qwn indignant
(q) H
to War, if it be the means of wrong and violence, it is* the
§ole meaqs of justice among nations : nothing can banish it from the
world. They who say otherwise, intending to impose upon us, do
uot impose upon themselves. But it is ope of the greatest objects of
human wisdom to mitigate those evils which ype are unable to remove,’*
—Burke, Letters on a Beg icicle Peace, v|ii. 181.
(r) J cite with pleasure the language of BqcUnus, far sounder upon
this point than Bynkershoek, however inferior to him as a jqrjst in
other respects :—“At qui bello iqjusto captivos servare hqmanitatis
esse putant, consimiliter faciunt, ut latrones, ac piratse, qui se vitain
dedisse jactant, quibus non ademerunt,”—De Bepub. b iP p. 3b
(Parisiis : ed. 158b.)
(s) Yol. i. § cxliii.
ci 2
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but just attack upon one who defended the fraudulent evasion
of Treaties, “ Sed quia earn rem rationibus tueri non potest,
“ unice tuetur scelerum exemplis ” (t).
Those harsh and barbarous practices, that pushing of a
principle to its most odious extreme, has ceased to be
among the legal usages of War. An abstinence from them,
which Bynkershoek would have ascribed to the dictates of
magnanimity (animi magnitudo) and not to the obligations
of right (justitia'), is now enjoined by the recognised rule of
warfare of civilised States. To put to death the unarmed
and unresisting prisoner, to poison the enemy, to sell the
captive into slavery (w), to employ the arm of the assassin,
are practices which the voice of Christendom has both re
probated and rendered illegal; for instance, Bynkershoek
says, that when the Boman Consuls wrote to King Pyrrhus
“ nobis non placet pretio, aut prcemio, aut dolis pugnare
and apprised him that an offer to poison him had been made
to them, they did an act of extraordinary generosity; but
during the last war with France, the British Government
sent notice to the First Consul of a similar offer which had
been made to them, and not to have done so would have
been unworthy of any Christian State.
With respect to the use of fraud or stratagem, while it
cannot be contended that such an instrument of War is
illegal, the doctrine of Bynkershoek that every species of
deceit, except perfidy, is lawful, is too broad a proposition;
for instance, Prize Courts have held that though sailing
under false colours does not, firing under them does, subject
the vessel to the penalties of the illegal act.
Perfidy is clearly illegal, and for the reason assigned by
this author, namely, that the parties to the promise or sti
pulation are, so far as that is concerned, divested of the
character of enemies.
it) Qusest. Jur. Pub. 1. ii. c, ix.
(n) ‘ ‘ Of being taken by the insolent foe,
And sold to slavery.”—Othello, act i, sc. 3.
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CHAPTEE V. (a)
WAR—DECLARATION UNNECESSARY.

LI. The precise date which marks the beginning of the
War is, on account of the change which is then effected in
the duties and obligations both of belligerent and neutral
States, a subject of very great importance.
Some International Jurists dwell upon the distinction
between a War which is solemnly, and a War which is not
solemnly proclaimed.
Albericus Gentilis, Grotius, Puffendorff, Huberus, Zouch,
are of opinion that every War should be preceded by a
solemn declaration; though Gentilis and Zouch think that
it may be dispensed with in certain cases ; and it certainly
would appear that Valin and Emerigon considered hostilities
not preceded by such a declaration as little, if at all, re(a) Grotius, 1. iii.. e. iii., De Bello Justo sire Solenni Jure Gentium
ubi de Indictione.
Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. ii., Ut Bellum sit legitim,urn, Indietionem Belli non videri necessariam.
Heinecc. El. ii. s. 198.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. iv.
Kliiber, s. 2. p. 238.
Nautefeuille, Des Droits et des Devoirs des Nations Neutres, 1. i. t. iii.
s. 2. p. 1.
Butherforth, Inst. B. ii. c. ix. ss. 10, 15.
Wheaton, Elem. t. i. c. i. ss. 6, 7, 8.
Ward, An Enquiry into the Manner in which the different Wars in
Europe have commenced during the last two Centuries; to which are
added the Authorities upon the Nature of a Modern Declaration (pub.
1805), a treatise full of information on this subject.
Wildman, Int. Law, B. ii. pp. 5-8.
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moved from aeis 6f piracy. On the other hand, Bynkers
hoek, Heineccius, and most modern publicists^ hold that no
such solemn declaration is necessary; and any person who
has read the chapter of Bynkershoek on the subject, will
perceive that his view is sustained both by the reason of the
thing and by the practice of nations.
In the case of the Nay tide, decided in the English Prize
Court, property was claimed by a person professing to be a
subject of Portugal, and with respect to the capture, it
was argued, that there was nothing to show that Portugal
Was at that time at war with France; that if the Govern
ment of Portugal submitted to suffer injury and indignity
rather than give a pretext to the rapacious ambition of
France by declaring War, merchants resident within that
country were entitled to the benefit of a state of peace.
Lord Stowell said in his judgment,—44 It may be necessary
“ to consider, in the first place, the situation in which
44 Portugal then stood. The relation which that country
“has bofnd towards France, at different periods, has been
44 extremely Ambiguous. At first there was a wish on the
44 part of Portugal tiot to consider herself as being at war
“with France; and if a submissive conduct, and a disposi44 tion not to resent injuries, cOuld have afforded protection
44 against the violence of FrariCe, she might have escaped.
44 But it is equally notorious, that all these concessions were
44 blade without success, and proved utterly inefficacious to
44 prevent Portugal from being implicated in War with
4w France*
46 In cases of this kind, it is by no means nCceksary that
44 both countries should declare War. Whatever might be
s4 the prostration and submissive demeanour on one side, if
u France was unwilling to accept that submission, &htl
u persisted in attacking Portugal, it was sufficient; and it
44 cannot be doubted by anybody who has attended to the
44 comthoh state of public affairs, that Portugal was com
44 sidered as engaged
in War with France. Without
o o
44 adverting to particular instances, it is notorious and
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“ evident from this very case, that there was a French
“ commissary stationed at Lisbon for the regulation of
“ French prisoners. At the time of this transaction
“ Portugal must, indubitably, be taken to have been at
“ war with France ” (6).
And in a later case (1813), in which a question arose
with respect to the neutrality of Sweden, at the time of
the seizure of American ships in Swedish Waters, Lord
Stowell said, “ After this, a declaration of War was issued
“ by the Government of Sweden; but it is said that the
“two countries were not* in reality, in a state of War*
“ because the declaration Was Unilateral only. I am, how“ ever, perfectly cleat that it was not the less a War on
“ that account, for Wat hiay exist without a declaration on
u either side*. It is SO laid down by the best Writers on the
“ Law of Nations; A declaration of War by one country
u only is not, as has been represented, a mCre Challenge, to
“ be accepted or refused at pleasure by the other, It
“ proves th’C existence of actual hostilities on One side at
“ least, and puts the other party also into a state of War,
“ though he may, perhaps* think proper to act on the
“ defensive only ” (£}.
LI I. The argument derived from the practice of nations,
has received* as will be seen, strong confirmation from the
precedents Which have happened since the period when
Bynkershoek Wi;ote; We pass by, therefore, the continued
Conflicts between Queen Elizabeth and iPhilip II., which
preceded the invasion of the Spanish Armada without any
declaration* and, indeed, without any acknowledgment of
War, only remarking, by the way, that no such declaration
heralded the invasion of the Armada itself. But we must
observe that the great GustavUs, without any declaration*
invaded the dominions of the Emperor of Germany, and
that he gave, as a reason for so doing, the assistance which
(b) 4 a Rob-. Adm. Rep. 253.
(c) fhe Eliza Ann•, 1 Dod. Adm. Rep. 247.
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the Emperor had afforded to his (Gustavus’) enemy, the
King of Poland.
It is to be remembered that this assistance had been ren
dered nearly a year before the invasion of Germany.
Loccenius observes upon this conduct of Gustavus in a
remarkable manner:—“ Caesari vero indicere bellum rex
“ non necessarium esse putavit, quum vim sibi ab eo prills,
• c haud denuntiatis armis, illatam arcere natura ipsa permit“ teret; et hoc ipso satis denuntiatum bellum a se esse
“ crederet ” (dr).
We pass by, too, the celebrated Wars between the
English and the Dutch in the seventeenth century, carried
pn, as Bynkershoek well knew, without any previous de
claration.
It is worthy of remark, however, that Prince Rupert, in
his narrative laid before Parliament (November, 1664),
says, that hev considers certain violent acts on the part of
the Dutch Admiral, as a denunciation of War against him.
LIII. In the War (1688) which ensued upon the League
of Augsburg, Louis XIV. marched to the Rhine, invested
all, and captured some, of the fortresses of the Palatinate
before the publication of his manifesto of War.
The great War of the Spanish Succession was carried on
for many months without any declaration.
The bloody battle of Chiari was fought on the 1st Sep
tember, 1701—the formal declaration on the part of the
Emperor was published on the 15th of May, 1702, and that
of the King of France during the month of July in the
$ame year.
LIV. In 1718, some years after the Treaty of Utrecht,
England, resolving to prevent the invasion of Sicily by
Spain, gave instructions to the Commander of her Mediter
ranean fleet to repair to Spain and apprise the King that
England would not allow any further violation of the
Treaties by which he was bound; and that if the invasion
(d) L. viii. p. 567.
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was not abandoned, England would oppose Spain with all
aer power.
Byng, the English Admiral, repaired to Cadiz, and sent his
despatches to Stanhope, the English Ambassador at Madrid.
Spain was governed at that time by the profligate ad
venturer Alberoni, who, after a few hours’ consideration of
the English demand, wrote a passionate answer to the effect
that Byng might execute his orders; and the consequence
was the entire destruction of the Spanish fleet, at Passaro,
on the 11th August, 1718.
Here we have an instance in which all the requirements
of International Law were satisfied without any formal
declaration of War, and in which the necessity of any such
declaration would, by the intervening delay, have enabled
Spain to destroy the ally whom the English fleet was sent
to protect.
The Spanish Ambassador, Monteleone, at the British
Court, and Alberoni, filled Europe with remonstrances
against an act, which they stigmatised as being “ contrary
“ to the Law of Nations, and a breach of solemn Treaties; ”
and their language was echoed by some of the Opposition to
Government in Parliament; and on this side are to be
ranged the authorities derived from the names of Walpole,
Cowper, and Bathurst. But Sir Joseph Jekyll, though
not a friend to the Government, expressed a sounder opinion
upon the law of the case, when he said that “ he was fully
“ convinced, that if there was any injustice, it was on the
“ side of the King of Spain; and that the conduct of His
“ Majesty and his Ministers was entirely agreeable to the
“ Law of Nations, and the rules of justice and equity.”
Mr. Ward (who gives a very spirited account of the whole
transaction) observes, that “his (Sir J. Jekyll’s) conduct
“ and opinion were by far the most rational. No one
u denies, as a general, unexplained proposition, that it is
u unjust to attack, without declaration, or pending an
“ amicable negotiation. No one, on the other hand, can
“ deny that there may be specific circumstances, which
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44 may
take the matter out of the oo-eneral rule. In con%>
44 eluding the account of this remarkable case, we must
44 observe, that by the fifth article of the Treaty of Madrid,
44 June 13th, 1721, it was agreed that all the ships taken in
44 the battle of Passaro, or their values, should be restored.
64 That Treaty stipulated the mutual restitution of all goods,
44 merchandises, money, and ships taken since the com44 mencement of the War, idhetker before or after the decla44 ration ; that is, of all things, when or wheresoever taken.
44 Hence the third article states, that Spain will restore
44 everything, or its value, that had been seized in Europe,
44 or in the West Indies, by virtue of the orders in the
44 month of September, 1718. This wras the epoch of hos44 tilities on the part of Spaiii ” (e).

LY. It was the sad destiny of Spain to fall under the
misgovernment of Ripperda, after she had escaped from
that of Alberoni. The mysterious Treaty of Vienna, in
1726, was almost the first act of the new Minister, and led
to a fresh disturbance of international relations. Ripperda
soon made shipwreck of his fortunes in the storrii which he
had raised; and eventually, as we have seen, fled for refuge
to the English Ambassador at Madrid (/); From this
refuge he was forcibly taken; the English Ambassador
resented the act as a violation of ambassadorial privileges,
and while sharp remonstrances were passing between the
two Courts, an English fleet arrived in the Spanish waters.
The Admiral obtained permission, on the faith of the exist
ing peace, to Ohter Santona; the Spanish Minister, however,
immediately Wrote to the English Ambassador* desiring him
to declare, 44 without any equivocation,” what were the true
intentions of the British Admiral. Phe King, said he,
expects you to reply by the return of the messenger; and
if 44 your Excellency does not immediately answer, categori-

(fe) Ward, pp. 22-3.
(f) Vide ante, vol. ii. § tciv.
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i; cally and ibithout equivocation, his Majesty will take such
“ measures* and give such orders, as suit his ro^al service.’5
“ The import of these words,” Mr. Ward observes, “is
“ always understood as a conditional declaration of War ” (jf).
The English Ambassador replied, that he must commu
nicate with his own Sovereign ; and an answer was returned
from England containing a list of grievances, and complain
ing that no reparation had been offered for the insult to the
Ambassador. In the meantime, the illfated arid iil-uSed
Hosier sailed with another fleet to the West Indies, and
prevented the sailing of the galleons from Pottobello to
Spain. It is difficult to distinguish such conduct from open
War; but it was not till six months afterwards that the
Spanish Ambassador at London delivered in a memorial to
the Duke of Newcastle, in which he announced, that the
longer continuance of the squadron in the West Indies
would be “ a continuance of voluntary hostilities, authorised
“ by his Britannic Majesty. As suchf said the Ambassador,
“ the King, my master, does already, and will look upon
“ them ; he thinks himself justified to repel these injuries
“ and hostilities with all the power that God has put into
“ his hands; and he has a right to require the stipulated
“ succours from his allies: he Would be glad to cultivate
u peace, but he neither can nor will hearken any more to
“ any complaint, while his Britannic Majesty shall be, with
“ arms in hand, in the dominions of Spain, as he effec“ tually is, while his squadron is continued in the West
“ Indies’* (h).
The King of England, in his spCeCh to Parliament, on the
17 th of January, 1727, stated that he Considered this language
to be “ little short of a declaration of War;” Nevertheless
the squadron of Hosier was not withdrawn, and the British
Ministry did not conceive that the state of War had begun;
(g) Ward, ib. pp. 24-5.
(h) Ward, ib. pp. 26-7.
Historical Begister* 1727;
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Spain, however, making no further declaration, immediately
entered upon the siege of Gibraltar; protesting, indeed, that
she did so to preserve the tranquillity of Europe. The lives
of many soldiers were lost, but England never declared War;
though, six weeks after the trenches had been opened at
Gibraltar, she issued letters of reprisal. Walpole, however,
was at the helm in England, and on the 15th of May, in the
same year, made the King observe, in his speech to Parlia
ment, that, though the attack of Gibraltar put the views of
Spain out of doubt, the love of peace had hitherto prevailed
with him to suspend, in some measure, his resentment; and,
instead of having immediate recourse to arms, to concur with
France and Holland in making overtures of accommodation,
which would demonstrate to whose ambition the calamities
of War were to be imputed, if these just and reasonable
propositions were rejected (i).
No War was declared. Walpole continued to negotiate,
until the preliminaries of peace were signed at Vienna, in the
end of May, 1727 (k),
LVI. The famous War between England and Spain,
which grew out of the story of the guar das costas, and the
“ fable of Captain Jenkins’ years ” (/), was formally declared,
though something not unlike open hostility had previously
taken place. This War was arrested, for a very short time, by
the Convencion del Sardo, on the 17th of January, 1739.
But, inasmuch as the sore subject of the Bight of Search, as
wrell as the demand of Spain for payment of a disputed debt
by the South Sea Company, were left unsettled points, the
flames of War were soon kindled again ; but first came fresh
negotiations, during which an English fleet made a demon
stration in the Mediterranean; and the Spanish Minister
observed, that his master looked upon the peace as at an end;
that there was no dependence upon the Court of London
(i) Ward, ib. pp. 27-8.
(k) Tindaly xix. 591.
(/) Burke, vol. viii. p. 149, Letters on a Regicide Peace.
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while the squadron was on the coast; and that if they did
not yield the right of search, there was no occasion for further
discussion (m).
Negotiation, however, continued ; and an ultimatum was
sent to Spain, requiring her to abandon the right of search.
She evaded an answer, and general (n) letters of marque and
reprisal were issued by England on the 10th of July. Never
theless, the Ministers of both Courts remained.
France offered mediation; and in the midst of hostile
captures, negotiation was continued.
The English Ambassador at Madrid offered to revoke the
letters, upon condition that justice was done to this country :
but the King of Spain replied, with justice, that general
reprisals were War, which he would repel with all his power.
Spanish reprisals had issued on the 20th of July ; but it was
not till two months after the English letters of reprisal, that
the Ambassadors left the Courts to which they were accredited;
and, as an answer to the Spanish manifesto, War was formally
declared by England on the 19th of October.
LVII. In this War between England and Spain, France
after a short time intervened as a principal; for with this
War became mixed up another, which arose out of the dis
puted succession to the inheritance of the House of Austria
upon the death of Charles VI. It is, however, a most sin
gular circumstance, that before France openly intervened as
a principal, the battle of Dettingen (1743) was fought be
tween French and English troops, the latter commanded by
their Kingin person, not only without any declaration of War,
but while the Ambassadors of both countries were still resident
at the respective Courts. After this battle, France entered
into a secret Treaty with Spain, and at the same time assem
bled an army and fleet at Brest and Dunkirk, in order to
assist the Pretender in a descent upon England, whose son
(m) Tindal, xx. 419i
Ward, p. 29.
(n) Vide ante, p. 20.
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was said to have been present in person at one of these two
places. A naval action had taken place in the Mediterrane an,
between the English fleet on the one side and the Spanish
and French fleets on the other; and it was not till after
these hostilities by sea and land had been waged, that the
English Ambassador—’for, most strange to say, one was still
resident at the Court of France—remonstrated on the 7th
of February, 1747, and demanded the dismissal of the Pre
tender by virtue of Treaties. He was answered, on the 14th,
by Amelot, the French Minister, that when the King of
England should give satisfaction for the breach of those very
Treaties, the King of France would explain himself upon
the subject of the demand (0),

Vattel says (j?), that in the last Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle,
that is to say, the Treaty of 1748, between France and Spspn
on the one side, and England on the other, it was agreed that
all the prizes taken before the declaration of War should be
restored. Now this statement is one of extraordinary Ipaccuracy ; for, in the first place, there is no mentiqn of
declaration at all in the article; in the second place, though
the article does fix a time, after which all prizes shall be
restored, it says nothing about a time before which they shall
be pronounced illegal; and in proof of this assertion the
article is here given at length :—
“ Art. IV. All the prisoners made on the one side and the
“ other, as well by sea as by land, and the hostages required
“ or given during the War, and to this day, shall be restored,
“ without ransom, in six weeks at latest, to be reckoned from
“ the exchange of the ratification of the present Treaty;
“ and it shall be immediately proceeded upon after that ex“ change : and all the ships of war, as well as merchant-

(0) See this declaration, and the counter one of England, in Tinclal’s
Hist. vol. xxi. pp. 28-32.
Ward, ib. p. 31.
Mahon, Hist, of England, vol, iii. p.'2G7.

(p) L. iii. c. ivT. s. 5(L
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“ vessels, that shall have been taken since the expiration of
“ the terms agreed upon for the cessation of hostilities at
“ sea, shall be, in like manner, faithfully restored, with all
“ their equipages and cargoes; and sureties shall be given
“ on all sides for payment of the debts which the prisoners or
“ hostages may have contracted in the States where they
“ have been detained, until their full discharge ” (q).
The mistake of Yattel is far too important to be passed by
without notice and correction, in a treatise on International
Law ; for it is justly observed by Mr. Ward, that, before the
formal declaration was made of that War, which was termi
nated by the peace of A}x-la-Chapelle, eight months of
bloody hostility had subsisted, the battle of Dettingen had
been fought between France and England as auxiliaries, and
the fight of Toulon had taken place as principals; and it
is therefore manifest that if the prizes taken before the de
claration had been placed upon a different footing from those
which were made afterwards, there would be room for the
inference, not only that Yattel thought a declaration ex
clusively necessary, but that France, England, apd Spain
agreed with him in the opinion. It should be observed, also,
that there is nothing in the preliminary Treaty, 19th April,
1748, which could have misled (r) Yattel in this matter.
LYIII. The Seven Years’ War furnishes us with two
more precedents upon this subject:—
(q) Chalmers’ Collect, of Treaties, vol. i. pp. 428-9.
(r) Mr. Ward observes, that what perhaps led Vattel into the

mistake ‘c was the frequent recurrence in the Treaty of the phrase,
‘ everything shall be re-established on the footing they were on before
the War; ’ and, in particular, the second article, by which all 6 effects,
dignities, ecclesiastical benefices, honours, and revenues, enjoyed at
the commencement of the War, shall be restored, notwithstanding all
dispossessions, seizures, or confiscations occasioned by the said War.’
Vattel uses the word prizes, which generally means ships. But no
ships were to be restored by name ; por could any that had been con
fiscated by the Admiralty have been restored at all, the right having
passed out of the Crown and vested in the captois.”—ICard, ib,
1>, G8, note.
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1. The War between France and England, which was
kindled by the disputes about the limits of their possessions
in Canada, and which may be said to have begun in 1754,
was not preceded by any declaration of War. On the
15th of March, 1755, the King announced to Parliament
that he had sent a fleet to protect our American posses
sions against the French, and the English Admiral had in
structions to fight the French fleet whenever he should meet
them; and these instructions were communicated to the

French Ambassador resident at our Court, who replied, that
his master would consider the first gun that was fired as a
declaration of War. The English Admiral, shortly after
wards, took two ships of the French, off the coast of New
foundland.
In the meanwhile open War had been carried on in
America; a large number of French merchantmen, and one
74-gun ship, fell into the hands of the English; yet we find
that on the 21st of December, 1755, the French Minister
sent a Memorial to the English Secretary of Foreign Affairs
complaining of the attack of the English Admiral and the
cruisers in Europe, and offering to negotiate with respect to
America, but demanding, as a preliminary, the restoration of
all prizes, which he said had been piratically taken. The
Spanish Minister also protested, with respect to these prizes,
upon the same ground.
Mr. Fox, the English Minister, replied, that nothing had
been done until after the aggressions of the French upon the
English in Canada; and he justly repudiated, as altogether
untenable, the position which France endeavoured for the
first time to establish, that a War in America was to be
distinguished from a War in Europe, and, therefore, that the
captures in Europe made before declaration were illegal.
Mr. Fox also justly rested the attack by the English Admiral
on the law of self-defence, and pointed out the situation where
the captures were made, as evidence that they were taken in
a hostile enterprise; and Mr. Ward correctly observe -, “ He
“ would have done well to have added, what alone must have
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“ closed the subject, that a declaration had, in effect, been
“made to the Ambassador of France, who had accepted the
“ challenge, and knew all its consequences ” (s).
A regular declaration of War does not appear to have been
made by France before the 15th of May, 1756; then en
sued five years of one of the most memorable wars which
England has ever carried on.
In 1761, a negotiation called, from the names of those
who conducted it, the Negotiation of Stanley and Bussy, was
set on foot (f).
“By Article XI. of the first Memorial, presented by
“ France, it was demanded, that captures before the declara^
“ tion, except King's ships, should be restored, or a recom*
“ pence made, because taken contrary to the Law of
“ Nations ” (u).
And here it may be remarked, that the exception proposed
in favour of merchantmen, as contrasted with King's ships,
is wholly at variance with one of the most fundamental rules
of International Law, namely, that the will of the subject is
bound up in the will of his Government (.r).
The answer to this demand was perfectly sound in point
of reason and justice, and was no doubt framed with the
advice of the eminent civilians who were at that time the
advisers of the Crown.
“ The demand of restitution of captures before the War
“ cannot be admitted, for it is not founded upon any par“ ticular convention, nor yet resulting from the Law of
“ N ations; for the right of hostilities does not result from
“ a formal declaration of War, but from the hostilities which
“ the aggressor first offered ” (y).
The soundness of the law and the justness of the reason-

(s) Ward, ib. p. 37.
(t) Mahon, vol. iii. pp. 346-7.
(u) Ann. Reg. 1761, p. 260.
(x) Vide ante, p. 18.
(y)t Ann. Reg. 1761, art. x. Of Answer, p. 263. VOL. III.

H
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ing appear to have been eventually admitted by the enemy
himself; for though this answer was dictated while the
genius and energy of Chatham presided over the British
Councils, yet even at the Peace of Paris in 1763, when
they had been exchanged for the narrow-minded pedantry
of Lord Bute, the restoration of these prizes was not men
tioned with respect to the claims of France, but with respect
to Spain, who had subsequently become a party to the
War(V). The XVI. Article contained the following pro
visions :—
“ The decision of the prizes made, in time of peace, by
“the subjects of Great Britain, on the Spaniards, shall be
“referred to the Courts of Justice of the Admiralty of
“ GrOat Britain, conformably to the rules established among
“ all nations, so that the validity of the said prizes, between
“ the British and Spanish nations, shall be decided and
“judged according to the Law of Nations, and according to
“ Treaties, in the Courts of Justice of the nation who shall
“have made the capture ” (a).
L1X. (2.) The second precedent which is furnished by
the Seven Years’ War, grows out of the conduct of the
King of Prussia in his invasion of the territories of Austria
and Saxony, without any previous declaration of War. His
conduct with respect to the King of Saxony is so mixed up
with flagrant and indefensible perfidy, that it affords little
instruction upon the legal question as to the practice of
nations in beginning a War without any previous declara
tion. But with respect to Austria the case is different. A
very clear account of this transaction is thus given by Mr.
Ward : —
“ On an inspection of the different diplomatic pieces, pub“ lished by each party, the King of Prussia’s cause for War

(z) Lord Chatham, as is well known, resigned in 1761, because the
Cabinet would not declare War against Spain, of whose hostile in- j
tentions they then had abundant evidence.
!
(a) Art. xvi., Chalmers* Colled, of Treaties, vol. i. p. 477.
,
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“ seems to have been this. After the Peace of Dresden, in
“ 1745, the Cabinet of Vienna taking a hostile disposition
u on his part, as a sort of basis, revived and new-modelled a
“ partition Treaty with Saxony, by which, in case of War,
“ and on the supposition of conquests, their different shares
“ of the King’s dominions were settled in due precision. A
“ secret Convention was afterwards made with Russia, by
“ which any quarrel between her and the Court of Berlin
“ was to be considered as the common cause of all the Three
“ Courts. To this Convention the partition Treaty with
“ Saxony was held to be applicable ; and though it was not
“ executed by the King of Poland, it was only in the fear
“ that Prussia might discover it, and instantly make it a
“ cause for War. It was, however, agreed, that he should
“ be considered as a party, as much as if he had actually
“ signed. In pursuance of this alliance, attempts were made
“ by Austria to bring on a War between the Czarina and
u Prussia, in order that she might interfere without seeming
“ to be the aggressor. This had nearly succeeded in 1755,
“ and was only delayed from the want of magazines in
“ Livonia, where an army of 70,000 men was ordered to be
“prepared, for the purpose of making actual War in the
“ succeeding year.
“ Such seems to have been the plan resolved upon by the
“ three Courts, whose designs, with copies of all the Treaties
“ and instructions, were regularly communicated by a Saxon
“ secretary to the King. It may be supposed that so vigilant
“ a character was not indifferent to his situation. He kept
“ an eye on Livonia, where finding the Russians had begun
“ to assemble, he marched an army into Pomerania. The
“ Austrians also beginning to march troops into Bohemia,
“ he was resolved at once to bring the point to a decision.
“ But though fully prepared, he wished to avoid a War if
“ possible, and therefore demanded of the Court of Vienna
“ a frank explanation of its views. The Empress, by the
“ previous advice of Kaunitz, resolved to elude the demand
“ by an answer neither sinister nor favourable. She there-
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“ fore replied, that in the violent crisis of Europe, it was her
“ duty to take measures for her security and that of her
“ allies. This was settled (according to Kaunitz’s own
“ account to Fleming, the Saxon Minister,) with a view to
“ force the King of Prussia to become the aggressor, which
“ account was also communicated to Berlin. The King yet
“ made another effort, and offered to disarm, if the Empress
“ would engage not to attack him for two years. To this
“ was required a categorical answer; but proceeding upon
“ the same principle, the Empress only returned, that the
“ countries being at peace, no such caution was requisite.
“ Upon this evasion, coupled with a knowledge of the
“ motives upon which it was concerted, the King signified
“ to the Court of Vienna that he should consider the answer
“ as a declaration of War (Z>) ; and his armies, without fur“ ther form, or waiting for the departure of his Ambassador,
“ instantly commenced hostilities” (c).
LX. To the conduct of France in forming an alliance
(in 1778) with the revolted North American colonists of
Great Britain, attention has been already drawn in an early
part of this work (d), and it has been said, perhaps with
out sufficient precision of language, and in too popular a
manner, that this conduct “ was immediately followed by a
“ declaration of War on the part of Great Britain against
“ France.”
It would have been more correct to say that it was fol
lowed by the withdrawal of the English Ambassador, and
the communication of a message from the Crown to Parlia
ment, as follows:—“ His Majesty, having been informed,
by order of the French King, that a Treaty of Amity and
“ Commerce has been signed between the Court of France
(b) (Euvres du Boi de Prusse, Guerre de S<pt A ns, i. 46. See also, for
all the documents, MSm. Baisonne, dbc., avec les Pieces Jnstifcatives
(published by the Court of Berlin).
(c) Ward, pp. 40-1.
(d) Vide ante, vol. ii. § xv.
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“ and certain persons employed by His Majesty’s revolted
“ subjects in North America, has judged it necessary to
“ direct that a copy of the declaration delivered by the
“ French Ambassador to Lord Viscount Weymouth, be laid
“ before the House of Commons ; and, at the same time, to
“ acquaint them, that His Majesty has thought proper, in
“ consequence of this offensive communication on the part
“ of the Court of France, to send orders to his Ambassador
“ to withdraw from that Court.
’
“ His Majesty is persuaded, that the justice and good
“ faith of his conduct towards foreign Powers, and the sin“ cerity of his wishes to preserve the tranquillity of Europe,
“ will be acknowledged by all the world; and his Majesty
“ trusts, that he shall not stand responsible for the disturb“ ance of that tranquillity, if he should find himself called
“ upon to resent so unprovoked and so unjust an aggression
“ on the honour of his crown, and the essential interests of
“ his kingdoms, contrary to the most solemn assurances,
“ subversive of the Law of Nations, and injurious to the
“rights of every Sovereign Power in Europe” (e).
A doubtful state of things ensued, fluctuating between
Peace and War ; for in spite of the remonstrance of some of
the wisest statesmen of Great Britain (/),—a remonstrance
which subsequent events well justified,—the French Medi
terranean fleet was allowed to proceed to America, where it
arrived in July, 1778; there engagements took place be
tween the English and French ships, though no declaration
of War was then known to have been issued. In the mean
while the Channel fleet of England, under Admiral Keppel,
came into collision with the naval forces of France.
The English Admiral’s situation (observes the writer (g),
of the History of England in the Annual Register of
1779) {h) was nice and difficult. War had not been de(e) Ann. Reg. 1778, p. 290.
(/) Alman’s Debates in Parliament, vol. viii. pp. 292, 304; vol. x.

p. 100.
(g) Probably Mr. Burke.
(h) P. 58.

.
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dared, nor even reprisals ordered. It was, however, neces
sary to stop these frigates, as well in order to obtain
intelligence as to prevent intelligence being conveyed. In
deed, it seemed a matter of indispensable necessity not to
miss the opportunity of acquiring some knowledge of the
state, situation, and views of the enemy. But that fluctua
tion of counsels, which, as has been stated, seemed to prevail
at that time, joined to the peculiar circumstances of the
Admiral’s political situation, rendered any strong measure
exceedingly hazardous. He might have been disavowed,
and a War with France might be charged to his rashness,
or to the views and principles of his party. In this dilemma,
the Admiral determined to pursue that line of conduct which
he deemed right, and to abide the consequences. The sub
sequent behaviour of the French frigates seemed calculated
to afford a justification for any measure of violence which
he could have adopted; and the celebrated action between
La Belle Poule and the Arethusa,, and the capture of the
Licorne (i), took place off Brest on the 17th June, 1778 ;
and then “ the French King made use of the engagement
“ with the Belle Poule, and the taking of the other frigates,
(i) Mr. Ward thus abridges the account given in the Annual
Register : “ The latter (the Belle Poule) was pursued out of sight of the
fleet by the Arethusa frigate, and refusing to return to speak with the

English Admiral, an action of great gallantry and desperation was
fought on the very coast of France, by favour of which the Belle Poule
escaped, after losing, by her own account, ninety-nine men in killed
and wounded. The Licorne was brought under the admiral’s stern in
the night, her captain treated with every sort of civility, and orders
were issued that he should be attended without the least molestation
till the morning. When that arrived, a shot being fired across his
way, to keep him steady in his course, he poured his broadside into
the America, at the very moment when her commander, Lord Longford,
was speaking to him on the gunwale, in the most friendly terms, and
instantly struck his colours. The Pallas, another French frigate, which
hove in sight, was detained, in consequence of the hostility and bad
conduct of the Licorne, but many merchantmen were allowed to pass
unmolested ; and the admiral then learning the immense superiority
of the enemy’s force, returned into port.”—Wcinl, p. 4G. Ann. Beg.

1770, pp. 50-60.
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“ as the ostensible ground for issuing out orders for reprisal
“ on the ships of Great Britain; and the ordinance for the
“ distribution of prizes, which, as we have already observed,
“ had been passed a considerable time before, although
“ hitherto kept dormant, was now immediately published.
“ Similar measures were likewise pursued in England, as
“ soon as the account of these transactions was received.
“ Thus nothing
© of War was wanting
© between the two
“ nations, excepting merely its name, or rather the formality
“ of the proclamation ” (A).
The French King complained that the Law of Nations
had been violated, because there had been no declaration of
War previously to the naval actions which we have men
tioned. Now it is remarkable that the French King wrote
to his admiral on June 5th, before a shot had been fired, to
express a hope that the enemy would grant the same im
munity to his fisheries, which he then promised to those of
the English. But never, in truth, was a more groundless
complaint published to the world.
France had declared War when she announced her Treaty
with the rebellious subjects—for such at that time they were
—of Great Britain, when she sent her fleet to America with
orders which could not fail to lead to open hostilities ; she
had declared War when she recalled her Ambassador; and
no one cognisant of the principles of International Law
can seriously doubt that it was perfectly competent to
England, upon the announcement of that Treaty and
the withdrawal of her Ambassador, to have immediately
commenced open hostilities, or to have adopted the pre
ventive measure of embargo. It was simply a question of
discretion on the part of England as to the moment at which
she would choose to order the first cannon to be fired,— a
discretion which the timidity and bad judgment of her coun
cillors caused her to exercise in the manner least injurious
to her enemy.
(k Ann. Beg. 1779, p. 63.
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LXI. The War of the French Revolution was not pre
ceded by any formal declaration between England and
France. On the 31st of December, 1792, Lord Grenville
wrote to M. Chauvelin: “If France is really desirous of
“ maintaining friendship and peace with England, she must
<c show herself disposed to renounce her views of aggression
“ and aggrandisement, and to confine herself within her
“own territory, without insulting other Governments,
u without disturbing their tranquillity, without violating
46 their rights ” (7).
To this the French Executive replied: 44 If her (England’s)
44 explanations are yet insufficient, and if we are yet obliged
44 to hear a haughty language,—if hostile preparations are
44 yet continued in the English ports, after having exhausted
44 every means to preserve peace,—we will prepare for War,
44 with a sense of the justice of our cause, and of our efforts
44 to avoid this extremity. We will fight the English, whom
44 we esteem, with regret, but without fear ” (m).
The English Ambassador was withdrawn, and the French
Ambassador dismissed ; and after all these proceedings there
can be no doubt that the vote of War by the National
Assembly of France, and the seizure of English property,
were perfectly justifiable in point of form.

LXII. Mr. W^ard observes, that in the short War with
the Northern Confederacy in 1801, after much discussion and
mutual embargoes, Sir Hyde Parker, at the mouth of the
cannon, acquainted the Commandant of Cronenberg, that
he should consider the first gun that was fired as a declaration
of War.
LXIII. In the War of 1812, between the North Ameri
can United States and England, hostilities were immediately
begun on the part of the United States as soon as the Act
of Congress was passed, without waiting to communicate to
the English Government any notice of their intentions (n).
(.l) Ann. Reg. 1793, p. 118.
(m) Ann. Reg. 1793, p. 122.
(n) 1 Kent’s Comm. 54.
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LXIV. The last War between Russia and England was
preceded by every possible formality* and waged with an
unexampled leniency towards the goods and persons of the
subjects of the enemy
The instances which have been adduced are sufficient in
point of number and magnitude, to show that so far as the
practice of nations is concerned, a precedent declaration of
War is not ex debito justifies inter Gentes.
LXV. We have now examined, upon this question of
the necessity of a formal declaration of War, two of the
acknowledged sources of International Law, namely, the
Authority of Jurists, and the Practice of Nations; and if
we consider the Reason of the Thing (V), another and prin
cipal source of this jurisprudence, it will be found to support
the view which has been taken in the foregoing pages. For
what does the reason of the thing require as a preliminary to
actual War? Not that the party compelled to seek redress
should afford his enemy, the wrong-doer, an opportunity of
strengthening himself in his injustice (p) ; and even, taking
the other supposition, that both parties conceived themselves
to be fully in the right, no analogy of private jurisprudence
suggests that the one party should concede to the other any
advantage in the lawsuit, whether it be that of evading the
tribunal or of mending his case; the truth is, that good
(o) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. c. iii.
(p) And so Vattel, who is sometimes cited as an authority for the
necessity of the declaration, observes :—“Le droit des gens n’impose
point l’obligation de declarer la guerre pour laisser a l’ennemi le temps
de se preparer a une injuste defensive. II est done permis de faire sa
declaration seulement lorsque Lon est arrive sur la frontiere avec une
armee, et meme apres que l’on est entre dans les terres de l’ennemi,
et que Ton y a occupe un poste avantageux, toutefois avant que de
commettre aucune hostility. Car de cette manikre, on pourvoit a sa
propre surete, et on atteint egalement le but de la declaration de
guerre, qui est de donner encore a un injuste adversaire le moyen de
rentrer serieusement en lui-meme, et d’eviter les horreurs de la guerre,
en faisant justice. Le genereux Henri 1Y. en usa de cette maniere
envers Charles-Emmanuel, due de Savoie, qui avait lasse sa patience
par des negociations vaines et frauduleuses.”—L. iii. c. iv. s. 60.
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faith and the general interests of the society of States re
quire that when one member of it is about to exchange
friendly for belligerent relations with another, he should not
do so until fair and reasonable notice of his intentions has
been communicated, “ et qiiidem ” (to adopt the words of
Grotius) “ita decretum public^ ut ejus rei significatio ab
“ altera partium alteri facta sit ” (q).
The channel of communication is, after all, of little im
portance, whether it be through a demand accompanied by
a direct intimation that upon its refusal recourse would be
had to War; or whether that intimation may be indirectly
suggested by the nature of the demand itself, and the sur
rounding circumstances of the ease, among which circum
stances considerable weight must be ascribed to the with
drawal of the ambassador (r).
And this is, after all, the conclusion to which a careful
investigation of all the passages upon the subject in Grotius
(.9) and Yattel would lead us; for we must always distin(q) L. iii. 3, 5.
(r) De Rayneval insists on the necessity of a declaration, but he says :

“ Quant ^ la forme des declarations de guerre, elle a varie : l’essentiel
est qu’elles soient connues, ou censees connues, par l’ennemi avant les
hostilites. Elle doit etre notifiee aux puissances neutres.”—Instit. de
la Nature et des Gens, t. ii. 1. iii. c. ii. s. 2.
(s) Grotius says : “ Ut bellum solenne sit ex jure gentium, duo requiruntur : primum ut geratur utrimque auctore eo, qui summam potestatem habeat in civitate ; deinde ut ritus quidem adsint, de quibus
agemus in suo loco.”—L. i. 3, 4. And yet, in suo loco> he describes no
particular ceremonial, and expressly rejects the notion of there being
any necessity for observing the ceremonies of the Fecial Law, or, indeed,
for a bellum solenne at all, which, indeed, had fallen into desuetude long
before the passages were inserted in the Digest. Grotius goes on to
say : “ Sed ut justum hocsignificatu bellum sit, nonsufficit inter summas
utrimque potestates geri, sed oportet, ut audivimus, ut et publice decre
tum sit et quidem ita decretum, utejus rei significatio ab alters partium
alteri facta sit, unde promulgata proelia dixit Ennius.”—L. iii. 3, 5.
He then cites Cicero, as saying, “ Nullum bellum esse justum nisi
quod aut rebus repetitis geratur, aut denuntiatum ante sit et indictum. ”
This is exactly the doctrine in the text : War must be after satisfac
tion demanded—debits repetitis. And Grotius says that when the War
is waged to repel aggression or to repel an actual offender, ‘ ‘ nulla
requiritur denuntiatio.”—L. iii. c. 3, 0.
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guish between the necessity of a declaration of War, previous
to the commencement of hostilities, and the necessity of some
public proclamation or manifesto, accompanying hostilities
when commenced ; such a manifesto might perhaps well
satisfy the indictio or the denuntiatio of Grotius, but at all
events it is imperative, upon two grounds : first, in order
that the other members of the society of States may be
apprised of the reasons which have necessitated a recourse
to War, that is, to a state of things which must greatly
affect their rights and their duties, “ Interpellatio requiritur,
“ qua constet alio modo fieri nequire ut nostrum aut
“ nobis debitum consequamur; ” and, secondly, in order that
the subjects of the belligerents may be duly acquainted with
an event which brings with it new obligations on their part
towards their Government, “ cseterum jure gentium ad
“ effectus illos peculiares omnibus casibus requiritur denunu tiatio, non utrimque, sed ab altera partium.” Barbeyrac
conceives that Grotius intends by these words “ the right of
“ appropriating what is captured from the enemy,” which
right, as he truly observes, cannot, as a matter of Inter
national Law, be affected by the fact of a declaration.
And here must be repeated an observation made in an earlier
part of this work, with respect to one great advantage to
the general commonwealth of nations which flows from
these manifestoes, namely, that they frequently contain,
not only expositions of the causes which have led to this
result, but also a defence of the conduct of the Government,
founded upon a reference to the principles of International
Law, whether in declaring an offensive or a defensive War.
These public documents furnish, at all events, decisive evi
dence against any State which afterwards departs from the
principles which it has thus deliberately and solemnly in
voked ; and in every case they clearly recognise the fact,
that a system of law does exist, which ought to regulate and
control the international relations of every State (t).
(t) Vide ante, vol. i. § lv.
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It should be observed, before this subject be dismissed,
that, according to Yattel (m), the War might lawfully com
mence immediately after the declaration,—a concession which
reduces the supposed necessity of it to a practical absurdity.
If a State may march an army to the frontiers of a State,
declare War, and enter the borders of the State the next
minute, no one object of a declaration is attained which is
not equally attained by a promulgation at home, or by any
other means of giving notice of hostile intentions; and here
Bynkershoek’s (x) question must be answered, 64 Quid enim
44 a vi distat negata petitio ? ” The refusal sufficiently puts
the refusing State upon its guard.
LXVI. It remains to notice the doctrine of the Public
Law of England upon this question.
Lord Chief Justice Hale, after speaking of the cere
monies attendant on a Solemn War, observes, 44 Whether
4; these handsome methods be observed or not, yet if de facto
44 there be a War between Princes, they and their subjects
44 are in a state of hostility, and they are in the condition of

(u) ‘ ‘ Comme il est possible que la crainte prescnte de nos armes fasse
impression sur l’esprit de notre adversaire, et l’oblige a nous rendre
justice, nous devons encore ce management a l’humanite, etsurtout au
sang et au repos des sujets, de declarer a cette nation injuste, ou a son
conducteur, que nous allons enfin recourir au dernier remede, et em
ployer la force ouverte pour le mettre a la raison. C’est ce qu’on
appelle declarer la guerre.”—L. iii. c. iv. s. 51.
And to this he adds, in a subsequent passage : “II faut que la de
claration de guerre soit connue de celui a qui elle s’adresse. C’est
tout ce qu’exige le droit des gens naturel. Cependant, si la coutume
y a introduit quelques formalites, les nations qui, en adoptant la coutume, ont donne a ces formalites un consentement tacite, sont obligees
de les observer, tant qu’elles n’y ont pas renonce publiquement.
Autrefois les puissances de l’Europe envoyaient des herauts ou des
ambassadeurs pour declarer la guerre ; aujourd’hui on se contente de
la faire publier dans la capitale, dans les principales villes, ou sur la
frontibre ; on repand des manifestes, et la communication, devenue si
prompte et si facile depuis l’etablissement des postes, en porte bientot
la nouvelle de tous cot s.’?—L. iii. c. iv. s. 55.
(x) Ubi supra.
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“ enemies (hostes) to each other; but now for the most part
“ these antient solemnities are antiquated ” (<y).
The learned Judge goes on to say that “ a general War is
“ of two kinds: bellum solemniter denuntiatum, or bellum non
“ solemniter dennntiatum. The former sort of War is when
“ War is solemnly declared or proclaimed by our King
“ against another Prince or State; thus after the pacifica“ tion between the King and the Dutch at Breda, upon new
“ injuries done to us by the Dutch, the King by his printed
“ declaration, 1671, declared War against them; and this is
“ the most formal solemnity of a War that is now in use.
“ A War that is non solemniter denuntiatum is, when two
“ nations slip suddenly into a War without any solemnity;
“ and this ordinarily happeneth among us. The first Dutch
“ War was a real War, and yet it began barely upon general
“ letters of marque. Again, if a foreign Prince invades
“ our coast, or sets upon the King’s navy at sea, hereupon
“ a real, though not a solemn War, may, and hath formerly
“ arisen, and therefore, to prove a nation to be in enmity to
“ England, or to prove a person to be an alien enemy, there
“ is no necessity of showing any War proclaimed, but it
“ may be averred, and so put upon trial by the country,
“whether there was a War or not; and therefore, p. 31
“ Eliz. in Justice Owerts Reports (z), in an action of debt,
“ the defendant pleaded that the plaintiff was an alien, born
“ in Gaunt under the obedience of the King of Spain,
“ enemy of the Queen: the plea was ruled good, though he
“ showed not that any War was proclaimed between the
“two realms; and according is the pleading, 7 E. 4. 13.
“ Rasters Entries, Trespass per Alien (a).
“ And in very deed there was a state of War between
“ the Crowns of England and Spain, and the Spaniards were
“ actual enemies, especially after the attempt of invasion in
(y) Holds Pleas of the Crown, vol. i. p. 162.
(z) Owen, 45.
(a) RasteVs Put. pp. 605. d., 252. b.
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88, by the Spanish Armada, and yet there was no War
“ declared or proclaimed between the two Crowns, as
“ appears by Camden, sub anno 31 (Z>), ibidem p. 404, et
“ ibidem p. 466 (c) ; so that a state of War may be between
tc two kingdoms without any proclamation or indication
“ thereof, or other matter of record to prove it.
u And therefore in the case in question touching treason,
“ it shall upon the trial be inquired by the jury, whether
“ the person, to whom the party indicated adhered, were an
“ enemy or not, and, in order to that, whether there were
“a War between the King of England and that other
“ Prince whereunto the party adheres. This is purely a
“ question of fact, and triable by the jury, and accordingly
“ is the book 19 E. 4. 6.; and the reason is plain, because
•“ it may fall out, that though there were a league between
“ the King of England and a foreign Prince, yet the War
“ may be begun by the foreign Prince. Again, suppose we,
“ that the King of England and the King of France be in
“ league, and no breach thereof between the two Kings, yet
“ if a subject born of the King of France makes War upon
“ the King of England, a subject of the King of England
“ adhering to him is a traitor within this law, and yet the
“ Frenchman that made the War is not a traitor but an
“ enemy, and shall be dealt with as an enemy by martial
“ law, if taken; this was the case of the Duke of Norfolk
“ adhering to the Lord Herise, a subject of the King of
“ Scots, in amity with Queen Elizabeth, that made an
“ actual invasion upon England without the King’s oommis“ sion (d) : so that an enemy extends further than a King or* 7
“

7

(b) Viz. 1588.
(c) Sub anno 1592.
(d) M. 13 & 14 Elizabeth, Co. P. C. p. 11.
Camden’s Elizabeth, sub anno 1571, and also 1572, in principio.
14 Elizabeth, p. 175, and the case of Perkin Warbeck, a Frenchman,
Coke’s Reports.
Calvin’s case, 6 Dyer’s Reports, p. 145, n. (a).
Sherly’s case, 7 Coke’s Reports.
Calvin’s case, ib. 6, n. (a).
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cc State in enmity, namely, an alien coming into England in
“ hostility ” (e).
Mr, Justice Blackstone, after commenting upon the rule
of the Roman Law (jT), which distinguishes enemies from
robbers, and upon the reasoning of Grotius with respect to a
declaration of War, goes on to say, u So that, in order to
“ make a war completely effectual, it is necessary with us in
“ England that it be publicly declared and duly proclaimed
“ by the sovereign’s authority ; and then all parts of both
“ the contending nations, from the highest to the lowest, are
“bound by it” (g).
The English Courts have holden that they will take
judicial notice that a War exists between this country and
a foreign State, such War having been recognised in dif
ferent Acts of Parliament; and, therefore, that an allegation
to this effect need not be proved (Zt).
The English Courts have also holden that the public •
acts of Government, and acts by the King in his political
capacity, are commonly announced in the Gazette, published
by the authority of the Crown; and of such acts the
Gazette is admitted in Courts of Justice to be good evidence.
A proclamation for reprisals, published in the Gazette, is
evidence of an existing War. Proclamations for a public
peace, or for the performance of a quarantine, and any acts
done by or to the King in his regal character, may be
proved in this manner ; and upon the same principle, articles

(e) Hale, pp. 163-4.
(J) “ Hostes sunt, quibus bellum publice populus Romanus decrevit,
vel ipsi populo Romano ; ceteri latrunculi vel prsedones appellantur.
Et ideo qui a latronibus captus est, servus latronum non est, nec post
liminium illi necessarium est. Ab hostibus autem captus, ut puta a
Germanis et Parthis, et servus est hostium, et postliminio statum
pristinum recuperat.”—Dig. xlix. t. xv. s. 24.
‘ ‘ Hostes hi sunt, qui nobis, aut quibus nos publice bellum decrevimus ; cseteri latrones aut prsedones sunt.”—lb. L. t. xvi. s. 118. ‘
(g) Commentaries on the Laws of England, b. i. c. vii. s. 3.
(h) Bex v. Roberts cfc Others, 1 Campbell9s Reports, 399.
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of War, purporting to be printed by the King’s printer,
are allowed to be evidence of such articles (i).

In the Case of the Nayade, which has been already
cited (A), Lord Stowell decided that War might exist, so far
as the rights of a third State were concerned, between two
other States without any formal declaration; the point is
perhaps not so clear when the question is between two
States, one of which only has declared War, the other State
having taken no public cognizance of this declaration.
This is a question rather of Public than International Lawr,
but it should be mentioned that in a subsequent case in
1812, in which a question arose about the capture of a
Swedish vessel by a British ship, Lord Stowell observed—
“ The point on which the captors rely for condemna
tion in the present case is, the legal incapacity of the
66 claimants in their real character to carry on the trade
% “ in which they had engaged. What was the relative
“situation of British and Swedish subjects at the time
“ when this capture took place ? Sweden had issued a
“ declaration of War against this country, but that had
“ not been echoed by any counter-declaration on the
“part of Great Britain; neither had the British Govern“ ment caused any notification to be made to its own
“ subjects respecting the fact of the Swedish procla“ mation. It might, perhaps, be a question of some
“ nicety, to determine how far this unilateral declaration,
“ not acted upon or even notified to them by the Govern“ ment of their own country, would affect the right of
“British subjects to carry on their accustomed inter“ course with the ports of Sweden ” (/).
Lastly, I should observe that I am unable to agree with the
learned and able Calvo (m) that a formal declaration of War* (l
(i) Russell on Crimes, vol. ii. p. 805.
(k) Vide ante, p. 86.
(l) The Success, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. 133.
(m) Le Droit Liter, t. ii. p. 33. ed. 1872.
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must precede the beginning of hostilities. This opinion
is founded on the theory that the Declaration of Paris
(1856) has altered the previously existing usage and
practices (n) which constitute the law on this subject.
This opinion seems to me, at present, as incorrect as it
would be to maintain that nations are obliged by that
declaration to submit their disputes to arbitration.
(n) Vide ante, p. 50, and vol. i. part i. c. 3.

*

VOL. III.
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CHAPTER VI.
HOW WAR AFFECTS THE RELATIONS OF ALL STATES.

LXVII, War effects a change in the mutual relations
of all States; more immediately and directly in the rela
tions of the belligerents and their allies, but mediately and
indirectly in the relations of States which take no part in
the contest.
War, of necessity, brings with it new rights to the belli
gerent and new obligations to the neutral. It is not, as it
is sometimes inaccurately expressed, that there ensues a
collision between the rights of the two parties, because a
collision of rights is, accurately speaking, impossible, but
that the rights of the neutral were always subject to the
contingency of being affected and modified by War; for
“ every duty is a limitation of some power ” (a). And as
War is a lawful mode of obtaining redress and adjusting
differences between Independent States, and as this end
, requires that compulsory means of destruction and distress
should be inflicted upon the persons and property of the
enemy (Z>), no Neutral State has a right, for the sake of
private advantage, to prevent these compulsory means from
producing their effects.
It matters not whether the War be called offensive on the
one side, and defensive on the other. It may happen that
(a) Burke: Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs. Burke's Works,
vol. ix. p. 202.
(b) ‘ ‘ Neque enim bellum gerere, quicquam aliud est, quam id, quod
quis sibi deberi existimat, manu extorquere ab invito et renitente
Principe vel Populo.”—Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. iv.
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the nominally offensive is the really defensive War,—that
the first blow has been struck by way of defence to ward
off a menaced and anticipated blow,—nor "does it matter
upon which element, earth or water, the War be carried on,
—the rules and principles of War, the rights of belligerents
and the duties of the neutral are the same, whether the
War be called offensive or defensive, and whether it be
carried on by sea or by land.
In the case, indeed, of an ally, bound to assist when his
friend is attacked, but not always when he attacks, the
casus foederis may, as will be seen hereafter, be affected by
the fact, whether the War be offensive or defensive on the
part of the friend. But as, owing partly to the fact of the
establishment of International Courts of Prize, and—till
lately—of the non-establishment of similar Courts of Booty
(c), and partly to the reason of the thing, arising from the
character of warfare by sea, it has happened that the mari
time intercourse of nations during War has been subject to
a code of more detail and more precision than the inter
course by land, it will therefore be convenient to consider
the questions relating to belligerent rights at sea, apart and
distinct from those on land, though the principles of public
policy and public law are, as Lord Stowell observed, “just
“ as weighty upon the one element as the other” (d).
LXVIII. We must now proceed to consider the effect of
War upon—
1. The property and persons of the subjects of the belli
gerent State.
2. The property and persons of the subjects of the ally.
3. The property and persons of the subjects of the enemy.
4. The property and persons of the subjects of the neutrals.
LXIX. First, as to the effect of War upon the property
and persons of the subjects of the belligerent.
The cardinal maxim of law, which meets us on the
(c) Vide post, § cxxxviii., Banda and Kirwee Booty.
(d) The Hoop, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Rep. 217.
i 2
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threshold, and which most materially affects the whole ques
tion, is this, that the will of the subject is bound up in that
of his Government, or of the Government of the country in
which he is domiciled, as to matters of trade (tf), so far as
Public and International Law are concerned with the
question (/). The leading case on this subject is the
Hoop (<7), which contains a review of the law of all
countries on this important subject. Lord Stowell supports
his opinion, that by the Law of England all trading with
the public enemy is interdicted, by the following argu
ment :—
“ In my opinion, there exists such a general rule in the
“ maritime jurisprudence of this country, by which all
“ trading with the public enemy, unless with the permission
“of the Sovereign, is interdicted. It is not a principle
“peculiar to the maritime law of this country; it is laid
“ dowm by Bynkershoek as an universal principle of law—
“ Ex natura belli commercia inter hostes cessare non est
“ dubitondum.
Quamvis nulla specialis sit commerciorum
“ prohibition ipso tamen jure belli commercia esse vetita, ipsce
“ indictiones bellorum satis declarant, &c. He proceeds to

“ observe, that the interests of trade, and the necessity of
“ obtaining certain commodities, have sometimes so far
“ overpowered this rule, that different species of traffic have
“ been permitted prout e re sua subditorumque suorum esse
“ censent principes. But it is in all cases the act and per“ mission of the Sovereign. Wherever that is permitted,
“ it is a suspension of the state of War quoad hoc. It is,
“ as he expresses it, pro parte sic bellum, pro parte pax inter
“ subditos utriusque principis. It appears from these passages
“ to have been the law of Holland ; Valin, 1. iii. tit. 6. art. 3.,

(e) The Indian Chief, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. 19. “A criminal trans
action on the common principle that it is illegal in any person owing
an allegiance, though temporary, to trade with the public enemy.”
(/) The Santa Cruz, 1 ib. 61..
(g) The Hoop, 1 ib. 198.
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“ states it to have been the law of France, whether the
“ trade was attempted to be carried on in national or in
“ neutral vessels: it will appear, from a case which I shall
“ have occasion to mention (the Fortuna), to have been
“ the law of Spain; and it may, I think, without rashness,
“ be affirmed to have been a general principle of law in
“ most of the countries of Europe.

“ By the law and constitution of this country, the Sove“ reign alone has the power of declaring War and Peace—
“ he alone, therefore, who has the power of entirely re“ moving the state of War, has the power of removing it in
“ part, by permitting, where he sees proper, that commercial
“intercourse which is a partial suspension of the War.
“ There may be occasions on which such an intercourse
“may be highly expedient. But it is not for individuals
“ to determine on the expediency of such occasions on their
“ own notions of commerce, and of commerce merely, and
“ possibly on grounds of private advantage not very recon“ cileable with the general interest of the State. It is for
“ the State alone, on more enlarged views of policy, and
“ of all circumstances that may be connected with such an
“ intercourse, to determine when it shall be permitted, and
“ under what regulations. In my opinion, no principle
“ ought to be held more sacred than that this intercourse
“ cannot subsist on any other footing than that of the direct
“ permission of the State. Who can be insensible to the
“ consequences that might follow, if every person in time
“ of War had a right to carry on a commercial intercourse
“ with the enemy, and, under colour of that, had the means
“ of carrying on any other species of intercourse he might
“ think fit? The inconvenience to the public might be ex“treme; and where is the inconvenience, on the other side,
“ that the merchant should be compelled in such a situa“ tion of the two countries to carry on his trade between
“ them (if necessary) under the eye and control of the
“ Government charged with the care of the public safety ?
“ Another principle of law, of a less politic nature, but
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44 equally general in its reception and direct in its applicau tion, forbids this sort of communication as fundamentally
44 inconsistent with the relation at that time existing between
44 the two countries; and that is, the total inability to sustain
44 any contract by an appeal to the tribunals of the one
44 country on the part of the subjects of the other. In the
44 law of almost every country, the character of alien enemy
44 carries with it a disability to sue, or to sustain in the
64 language of the civilians a persona standi in judicio. The
46 peculiar law of our own country applies this principle
44 with great rigour. The same principle is received in our
44 Courts of the Law of Nations; they are so far British
44 Courts, that no man can sue therein who is a subject of
44 the enemy, unless under particular circumstances that pro
44 hac vice discharge him from the character of an enemy;
44 such as his coming under a flag of truce, a cartel, a pass,
44 or some other act of public authority that puts him in
44 the King’s peace pro hac vice. But otherwise he is
44 totally exlex; even in the case of ransoms which were
44 contracts, but contracts arising ex jure belli, and tolerated
44 as such, the enemy was not permitted to sue in his own
44 proper person for the payment of the ransom bill; but
44 the payment was enforced by an action brought by the
44 imprisoned hostage in the Courts of his own country, for
44 the recovery of his freedom. A state in which contracts
44 cannot be enforced, cannot be a state of legal commerce.
44 If the parties who are to contract have no right to compel
44 the performance of the contract, nor even to appear in a
44 Court of Justice for that purpose, can there be a stronger
44 proof that the law imposes a legal inability to contract ?
44 —to such transactions it gives no sanction; they have no
44 legal existence; and the whole of such commerce is
44 attempted without its protection and against its authority.
44 Bynkershoek expresses himself with great force upon this
44 argument in his first book, chapter 7, where he lays
44 down that the legality of commerce and the mutual use
44 of Courts of Justice are inseparable: he says, that cases
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“ of commerce are undistinguishable from cases of any
“ other species in this respect—Si hosti semel permittas

“ actiones exercere, difficile est distinguere ex qua causa
“ oviantur, nec potui animadvertere illam distinctionem
“ unquam usu fuisse servatam.
“ Upon these and similar grounds it has been the esta“ blished rule of the law of this Court, confirmed by the
“ judgment of the Supreme Court, that a trading with the
“ enemy, except under a royal licence, subjects the property
“ to confiscation:—and the most eminent persons of the law
“ sitting in the Supreme Courts have uniformly sustained
“ such judgments.”
An uniform current of English precedents is cited as
supporting this opinion. The highest authority of the
N. A. United States confirms this judgment of Lord
Stowell. “No principle,” says Mr. Justice Story, “of
“ national or municipal law is better settled than that all
“contracts with an enemy, made during War, are utterly
“ void. This principle has grown hoary under the re“ verend respect of centuries, and cannot now be shaken
“ without uprooting the very foundations of national
“ law ”(/*).
No rule of law is in fact better established by the universal
usage of the community of States. This rule of interdiction
in no degree arises from the commerce being carried on by
sea: the principles of public policy and public law equally
forbid commercial intercourse by land; and when an enemy
existed in the other part of the island of Great Britain, such
intercourse was deemed equally criminal in the jurisprudence
of our country (z).* 16
(h) Brown v. United States, 8 Graneh’s (Amer.) Rep. 136.
See also 1 Kent’s Comm. 66-7.
The Rapid, 8 Granch’s (Amer.) Rep. 155.
Griswold v. Waddington, 15 Johnson’s (Amer.) Rep. 57
16 ib. p. 438. s. c.
Scholefield v. Eiehelber, 7 Peter’s United States (Ayner Rep. 586.
(i) Masoyiv. Gist, 1 Durnford & East’s Rep. 85.
Potts v. Bell, 8 ib. 548.
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TV hen the belligerent maritime rights and the questidon
of licences come under consideration, we shall see wiith
what strictness this rule has been applied to cases in
which supplies have been brought to a British coloDny
during its temporary subjection to the enemy, and to carttel
ships.

In the last War between Russia and England, it pleassed
the Crown of England both to waive a great portion of
her belligerent rights respecting neutral States, and aldso,
with respect to her own subjects, to allow, with certaain
exceptions relating to Contraband of War and Blockadde,
that her subjects might, during and notwithstanding tthe
hostilities with Russia, freely trade with all ports aind
places, wheresoever situate, which were not in a state of
blockade, save and except that no British vessel shoulld,
under any circumstances whatsoever, either under or Iby
virtue of this order or otherwise, be permitted or empowerred
to enter or communicate with any port or place which shaall
belong to or be in the possession or occupation of Bier
Majesty's enemies (k).
LXX. Every State has a right to call home its srnbjects who are in a foreign country, when their presenceB is
deemed necessary by the Government for the defence of
their country.
Every State has a right to forbid its subjects to serve tthe
enemy against their country, and to punish them in case; of
disobedience. The same principle applies to prohibit ;all
communication or correspondence, and, as we have seen, all
commerce, with the enemy. It is simply a question of poliicy
and expediency whether, and with what degree of vigour, tthe
right shall be enforced. But all contracts with the eneimy
are null and void,—even the insurance of an enemy’s properrty(IS)
(IS) Order in Council, dated 15th April, 1854. But even untder
this Order it is not lawful for the enemy to sell his ship in the po>rts
of this country.—The Odessa, Spinks, Prize Rep. 208, April 122th,
1855.
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is illegal, upon the ground of its being a species of inter
course with the enemy; for the same reason bills of exchange
drawn by the subject of one belligerent upon the subject of
the other belligerent, are illegal and void. The remission of
funds in money, or bills, to subjects of the enemy, the pur
chase of bills, or the deposit of funds in the enemy’s country,
are unlawful, because they tend to improve the resources and
strengthen the hands of the enemy (/). In fine, every com
munication with the State, however circuitous, is prohibited,
unless it be sanctioned by the special authority of the Go
vernment.
LXXI. It has been holden by the Law of England that
if a man be adherent to the King’s enemies in his realm,
that is, the subjects of foreign Powers with whom the King
is at open War, giving to them aid and comfort in the
realm or elsewhere, he is guilty of treason. This must be
proved by some overt act, as by giving them intelligence (m),
by sending them provisions, by selling them arms, by
treacherously surrendering them a fortress, or the like (n).
In the case of Rex v. William Stone (0), which was tried
in 1796, the report is as follows:—
The prisoner was tried at the bar of this Court on the
28th and 29th days of January in this term, upon an in
dictment for high treason, on two branches of the 25 Ed.
III. st. 5. c. 2., for compassing the death of the King, and
for adhering to his enemies. The overt acts were the same
in each count, being eleven in number; but that to which
the evidence chiefly applied, was the conspiring with John
Hurford Stone, William Jackson, and others unknown, to
collect intelligence within this kingdom and the kingdom of
Ireland of the disposition of the King’s subjects in case of(l)
(l) 1 Kent’s Comm. p. 69.
(m) Rex v. Dr. Hensey, 1 Burrow’s Rep. 650.
R. v. Stone, 6 Dnrnford & Bast’s Rep. 527.
(n) 3 Inst. x. Stephen’s (Blachstone’s) Comm. vol. iv. (eel. 1858), p.
228. .
(0) 6 Dnrnford & East’s Iiep. 527.
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an invasion of Great Britain or Ireland, and to communicate
such intelligence to the persons exercising the powers of
Government in France, enemies of our lord the King, for
their aid* assistance, direction, and instruction, in their con
duct and prosecution of the war, &c.
In the case of Dr, Hensey, tried in 1758 (p),
Lord Mansfield laid it down as a point, which was never
doubted, “ That this offence, of sending intelligence to the
“ enemy of the destinations and designs of this kingdom and
“ Government, in order to assist them in their operations
“ against us, or in their defence of themselves, is high treason,
“ even although such a correspondence should be intercepted,
“ without ever coming to the enemy’s hands. And so was
u the resolution of all the Judges in Gregg’s case.”
The 11 & 12 William III. c. 7., and 18 George II.
c. 30., relate to piracy (q) committed under an enemy’s
commission.
Upon an indictment on the 18 George II. c. 30., a ques
tion was made whether adhering to the King's enemies, by
hostilely cruising in their ships, could be tried as piracy
under the usual commission granted by virtue of the statute
28 Henry VIII. c. 15. The 18 George II. recites that doubts
had arisen whether subjects entering into the service of the
King’s enemies, on board privateers and other ships, having
commissions from France and Spain, and having by such ad
herence been guilty of high treason, could be deemed guilty
of felony within the intent of the 11 & 12 William III. c. 7,,
and be triable by the Court of Admiralty appointed by
virtue of the said Act; and then enacts that persons who
shall commit hostilities upon the sea, &c., against His Ma
jesty’s subjects by virtue or under colour of any commission
from any of His Majesty’s enemies, or shall be any otherwise
adherent to His Majesty’s enemies upon the sea, &c., may
(p) Rex v. Dr. Hensey, 1 Burrow’s Rep. 650.
(iq) As to Piracy generally, see vol. i. pt. iii. c. xx , and as to Recaptures from Pirates, vide post, pt. x. c. vi.

;
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be tried as 'pirates, felons, or robbers, in the said Court of
Admiralty, in the same manner as persons guilty of piracy,
felony, and robbery, are by the said Act directed to be tried;
but it does not say that they shall be deemed pirates, &c., as
in the 11 & 12 William III. c. 7. The prisoner having been
convicted, the question was reserved for consideration of the
judges; and it was agreed by eight who were present (r),
that the prisoner had been well tried under the commission;
for that taking the 11 & 12 William III. and 18 George II.
together, and the doubt raised in the latter, and also its en
actment that in the instances therein mentioned, and also
in case of any other adhering to the King’s enemies, the
parties might be tried as pirates by the Court of Admiralty
according to that statute, it was substantially declaring
that they should be deemed pirates ; and that it was a just
construction in their favour to allow them to be tried as such
by a jury (s).
The offence of serving foreign States is restrained and
punished by statute (f). The 59 George III. c. 69., generally
known by the name of the “ Foreign Enlistment Act,” has
been replaced by 33 & 34 Yict. c. 90.; this subject, already
adverted to in previous parts of this work, will be more fully
considered in a subsequent chapter (u). Notwithstanding
the provisions of 59 George III., it was ruled by the judges
that a British subject, who, in the service of a foreign State
at peace with Great Britain, captures a British vessel which
(r) Lord Loughborough, Lord C. B. Skynner, Gould, J. ; Willes,
J. ; Ashurst, J. ; Eyre, B. ; Perryn, B. ; and Heath, J. ; who met
Nov. 11, 1782.
.
(s) Evans’ case, MS., Gould, J., 1 East, P. C. c. xvii. s. 5. pp. 798,
799.
'
The third section of the 18 Geo. II. c. 30, provides that this Act
shall not prevent any offender who shall not be tried according thereto
from being tried for high treason Avithin this realm according to the
stat. 28 Hen. VIII. c. 15.
Bussell on Grimes, vol. i. p. 98.
(t) Vide ante, vol. i. p. 465.
(u) See vol. i. Pref. xxii.-ix. App. 582.
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is lawfully condemned as prize for breaking blockade, is not
liable to an action at the suit of the owner of the vessel (a*).
During the last War between England and Russia, a
statute was passed (12th of August, 1854), "to render any
“ dealing with securities issued during the present War
" between Russia and England by the Russian Government
“ a misdemeanor ” (y).
The statute recited " that it is expedient to prevent as
“ much as possible the Russian Government from raising
“ funds for the purpose of prosecuting the War which it at
“ present carries on against this country,” and enacted as
follows:—

“ I. If during the continuance of hostilities between Her
" Majesty and the Emperor of Russia, any person within
“ Her Majesty’s dominions, or any British subject in any
“ foreign country, shall wilfully or knowingly take, acquire,
“ become possessed of, or interested in any stocks, funds,
" scrip, bonds, debentures, or securities for money which,
" since the 29th day of March, 1854, have or hath been, or
“ which, during the continuance of hostilities as aforesaid,
“ shall be, created, entered into, or secured by or in the name
" of the Government of Russia, or any person or persons on
“ its behalf, every person so taking, acquiring, becoming
“ possessed of, or interested in any such stocks, funds, scrip,
“ bonds, or debentures as aforesaid, shall be guilty of a mis“ demeanor, and in Scotland of an offence punishable with
“ fine or imprisonment: Provided always, that the provisions
“ of this Act shall not extend to or include the case of any
“ such person or subject claiming an interest in the estate
“ or effects of any deceased person, or the case of any such
“ person or subject taking the estate or effects of his debtor
“ in execution, or the case of any such person or subject
“ claiming in any country to be interested under any bank(x) Dobree & Others v. Napier & Another, 2 Bingham(N, C.) Rep.
781.

(y) 17 & 18 Viet. c. 123.
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u ruptcy, insolvency, sequestration, cessio
46 position of property in trust for creditors,

bonorum, or disbut that in every
“ such case the British subject may take and receive any
“ stocks, funds, scrip, bond, or debentures, or any share,
“ legacy, dividend, debt, or sum of money due or belonging
“ to him, which may arise from or be produced by the sale
46 or proceeds of any such stocks, funds, scrip, bonds, or
“ debentures as aforesaid ; and provided also, that nothing
“ herein contained shall be construed to include the Go“ vernment notes which are used as a circulating medium in
“ the Russian dominions.
“ II. All offences against this Act committed beyond the
“ limits of the United Kingdom, may be inquired of, tried,
“ determined, and dealt with as if the same had been re“ spectively committed within the body of the county of
“ Middlesex.
“ III. Nothing herein contained shall have the effect of
“ reducing to a misdemeanor any such offence which if this
“ Act had not been passed would amount to the crime of
“ high treason, or be deemed in any manner to alter or affect
“ the law relating to high treason; but no person indicted
“ for a misdemeanor under this Act shall be entitled to an
“ acquittal on the ground that the acts proved against him
a amount in law to the crime of high treason ” (z).
LXXII. Prohibitory laws, whether they be civil or
criminal, may follow the subject wherever he goes (a).
(z) The Act concludes with this section : 4 ‘ YI. On any indictment
for a misdemeanor under this Act the costs of the prosecution shall be
allowed as directed by the several Acts, seventh George the Fourth,
chapter sixty-four, and fourteenth and fifteenth Victoria, chapter fiftyfive ; and all the provisions of the said Acts empowering Courts to
order payment of costs and expenses, and compensation for trouble
and loss of time, in the cases of the misdemeanors in the said Acts
mentioned, shall extend and be applicable to indictments for misde
meanor under this Act.”
(a) Bowyer's Public Laiv, pp. 180, 181.
Sussex Peerage Case, 11 Clark & Finelh/s Reports, p. 143.
Suarez, De Legibus, 1. iii. c. xxxii.
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According to the law of England, treasons committed by
subjects of the British Crown, out of the realm, may be tried
in the Queen’s Bench (Z>) ; and by the law of the same
country, if the Crown send a writ to any subject when abroad,
commanding his return, and the subject disobey, it is a high
contempt of the Royal Prerogative, for which the offender’s
lands may be seized till he return ; and then he is liable to
fine and imprisonment (c). And this doctrine is not one
peculiar to England, but appertains to the general public
jurisprudence of all civilised States (of).
LXXIII. There is little, if any difference, in the effect of
War upon allies and upon belligerents; for allies, to adopt
the accurate expression of Bynkershoek (e), form one State
(unam constituunt civitatem) with the confederate belligerent.
This principle, duly considered and applied, furnishes a
solution for all questions relating to the position, the duties,
and the rights of an ally.
Thus, for instance, the doctrine that all commerce and com
munication is interdicted with the enemy is enforced, not only
against the subjects of the belligerent, but also against those
of the ally, upon the supposition that the rule was founded
on a strong and universal principle which allied States in
War had a right to notice and apply mutually to each
other’s subjects (/).
So the subject who returns to the allies of his Sovereign
is entitled to the Rights of Postliminium, because he is con
sidered as having returned to his own country (<q).* 35

(ib) 26 Henry VIII. c. 13.
35 ib. c. 2.
5 & 6 Edward VI. c. 11.
(c) Blackstone’s Comment, b. i. c. vii. pp. 265, 266.
Stephen’s Comm. vol. ii. (ed. 1858), pp. 514-5.
Hawkins, Pleas of the Crown, 22. 3 Inst. c. 84.
(id) Voetj Ad Pandectas, 1. i. t. iv. part ii. De Statutis, s. 9.
(e) Qudestiones Juris Publici, 1. 1. c. ix. Vide post as to Recaptures.
(/) Ib. 1. 1. c. xv.
(g) The Hoop, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Rep. 217.
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So a prize may be lawfully condemned in the port of, or
by the tribunal of an ally (h) ; though if the port were
neutral, this would be perhaps (i) unlawful; with reference
to the place of the vessel, and certainly unlawful with
respect to the tribunal, if that were neutral (k).
LXXIV. We have now to consider the effect of War
upon the person and property of the enemy.
The first question which arises upon this branch of the
subject is,—who is an enemy ? And here some distinction
must be made between person and property.
The character of an enemy appears to be indelibly im
pressed, upon the person, according to the Municipal Law
of England and the North American United States, by the
allegiance which springs from the place of birth, or origin (Z),
and also from the place of domicil, when that domicil has
been formally acquired, at the instance of the individual,
under the authority of the State. It is for the individual,
who has so acted, to take good heed that he be not taken in
arms, either against the country of his origin, or against the
country of his formal adoption ; for the Government of each
country will be entitled to treat him as a traitor.
(h) Bynk. Q. J. P. c. xv.
Hughes v. Cornelius, Carthews Rep. 32.
The Christopher, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 209.
Oddy v. Bovill, 2 East, 473.
(i) The Henrick and Maria, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 43.
The Comet, 5 ib. 285.
La Purissima Conception, 6 ib. 45.
The Constant Mary, note to the Kierlighett, 3 ib. 97.
Tremoulin v. Sands, Carthew’s Rep. 423.
The Nostra Signora de los Angelos, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 287The Polka, 1 Spinks, Adm. & Eccl. Rep. 477.
(jk) The Flad Oyen, 1 ib. 140.
Havelock v. Rockwood, 8 Durn. dc East, 268.
Donaldson v. Thompson, 1 Campbell, 429.
Smith v. Surridge, 4 Esp. 25.
The Kierlighett, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 99
The Cosmopolite, 3 ib. 333.
(1) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. c. xviii.
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With respect to property, a hostile character appears to
be impressed upon it, principally in two ways, viz. :—
1. By reason of the domicil of the owner;
2. By reason of the traffic of the owner.
LXXV. We have seen that the enemy has no persona
standi injudicio in the country of the adverse belligerent (m).
It may happen, indeed, that the enemy resides in the
country of the adverse belligerent under a safe conduct from
the Sovereign, which pro tanto relieves him from the dis
ability incident to his character, or he may be permitted by
a special licence to sue or be sued: these are exceptions,—
but as a rule, he is in the enemy’s country exlex.
When hostilities have begun, the person of the enemy
is, strictly speaking, liable to seizure, and his property (ii)
to confiscation. The Romans (o) exercised this surnmum
jus, in the harshest manner, upon the persons of those
who, at the breaking out of the War, happened to be in* 1
(m) The Hoop, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. 201.
Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. vii.
Grot. 1. iii. c. iv., Be Jure interficiendi hostes in hello solenni, etalid
vi in corpus.
(n) With respect to the goods or property of an enemy, see Grotius,

1. iii. c. ii. s. 2.
Ib. c. vi. s. 2. : “ Cseterum jure gentium non tantum is quiex just&
causa helium gerit, sed et quivis, in hello solenni, et sine fine modoque,
dominus sit eorum quse hosti eripit, eo sensu nimiriim, ut a gentibus
omnibus et ipse et qui ab eo titulum habent in possessione rerum
talium tuendi sint; quod dominium quoad effectus externos licet
appellare.”
Ib. c. vii. pp. 3-4. ; c. xiii. pp. 1-2.
Puff. Be Jure Nat. et Gent. 1. viii. c. vi. p. 23.
Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. vii.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. viii. s. 77.
(o) “In bello postliminium est, in pace autem his, qui bello capti
erant, de quibus nihil in pactis erat comprehensum, quod ideo placuisse
Servius scribit, quia spem revertendi civibus in virtute bellied magis
quam in pace Romani esse voluerunt : Item in pace qui pervenerunt ad
alteros, si helium subito exarsisset, eorum servi efficiuntur, apud quos jam
hostes suo facto deprehenduntur: quibus jus postliminii est tarn in bello
quam in pace, nisi foedere cautum fuerat ne esset his jus postliminii.”
—Big. xlix. t. xv. s. 12.
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their territory; but this practice has happily become
obsolete.
Louis XIV. (/>), though his subjects produced excellent
works during his reign upon International Law, was not
himself the most scrupulous observer of the precepts of that
science ;—yet even he, by an Edict, in January, 1666, in
which he declared War against and interdicted all commerce
with England, declared also, by a subsequent Edict, that
his first Edict affected only those English who should be
found thereafter on high seas, or who should act the part of
an enemy on the French territory, but not against those
private individuals who had established their domicil in
France ; and that with respect to those enemies who were
residing in France, but had not obtained the jus subditorum (^), they were to depart, whithersoever they listed,
before the lapse of three months.
This permission, however, Bynkershoek says, is to be
ascribed solely to generosity and kindness (humanitati), be
cause, according to this author, the enemy has at all times,
and under all circumstances, an absolute power of life and
death over his enemy,—an opinion which has already been
combated in a former chapter of this volume. Bynkershoek
indeed admits that, even in his time, there were so many
Treaties in which a reasonable time for withdrawal was
made a matter of stipulation, “ si subito bellum exarsisset ”
(to borrow the language of the Digest), that this summum
jus was very rarely, if ever, put in force against those who
were innocently abiding in the country of the enemy. Since
the age of Bynkershoek, liberal provisions of this kind have
been constantly inserted in Treaties between States, both
of the New (r) and of the Old World ; they have become,
(p) Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. iii.
(q) Bynkershoek renders this into Dutch, ongenaturalisert zynde (who
were not naturalised). It would appear, however, that they were a
class put in opposition to those who were domiciled.
(r) Treaty between the N. A. United States and Columbia, ratified at
Washington, May 27, 1825.
Between the N. A. United States and Venezuela, May, 1836.
VOL. III.
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Mr. Chancellor Kent (s) observes, “ an established formula
in commercial Treaties.”
Eminent jurists have considered these stipulations to be
rather affirmations of the jus commune of nations, than as
introductory of any novel principle ; and among these jurists
may be mentioned Grotius (f), Emerigon (m), and Vattel (#).
They argue that the foreigners entered the country under
the sanction of public faith ; that the Government which
permitted them to enter did, by so doing, tacitly contract
that they should be protected during their sojourn, and not
prevented, unless by some personal act of misconduct, from
their return (y). They ought, therefore, to be allowed a
reasonable time to retire with their moveable property, and
after that time has elapsed, unless, indeed, their detention
has been caused by illness, or some invincible necessity, to
be treated as disarmed enemies. This was the principle
which the English Government, during the late Civil War
in the United States, maintained to be correct, and was
generally admitted by the U. S. Government.
LXX VI. The effect of W ar upon the property of enemies
generally, is a subject which requires a twofold consideration,
namely :—as to
1. The property of enemies within the territory of the
enemy.
2. The property of an enemy without the territory of
their enemy. It is with the former of these considerations
that we are at present concerned.
LXXVII. It has not unfrequently been a provision in
Treaties that foreign subjects should be permitted to remain

“

Between the N. A. United States and Chili, May, 1832, art. xxiii,,
permanent protection guaranteed to foreigners who choose to remain.
(s) Comment, vol. i. p. 56.
(t) L. iii. c. iv. p. 7.
(u) L. i. p. 567.
(x) L. iii. c. iv. s. 63.
See al&o Azuni, pt. ii. c. iv. art. ii. s. 7.
(y) Vvit ante, vol. i. § § cccxxiv. cccxxx. note (2).
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and continue their employment or business,—so long, of
course, as it was innocently conducted.
A Treaty of commerce between the North American
United States and the Republic of Chili, which was, made
in May, 1832 (z), is an example of such a permanent pro
tection being afforded to foreigners. It has, indeed, not
unfrequently happened that this permission has been em
bodied in the very declaration of War,—several instances are
to be found in former declarations by Great Britain,—and it
is the opinion of a great English lawyer (a), that when this
permission is so announced, aliens are thereby enabled to
acquire personal chattels, and to maintain actions for the reco
very of personal rights, in as ample a manner as alien friends.
L XXVIII. The same humane and humanising permission
has been made the subject of the municipal laws of many
countries.
; In England it was one of the provisions of Magna Charta,
that merchants belonging to the country of the enemy, found
in England at the breaking out of a War, should be attached
“ without harm of body or goods,” till the King or his chief
justiciary be informed how our merchants are treated in the
country with which we are at war; and if ours be secure in
that country they shall be secure in ours. This equitable
maxim does not appear to have been peculiar to England,
but to have been adopted by other northern nations; for
instance, the rule, “ quam legem exteri nobis posuere, eandem
“ illis ponemusprevailed among the Swedes and Goths (b).
But it is, extraordinary that such a provision should have
been inserted in a federal act between the English monarch
and his own subjects ; “ il est beau,” Montesquieu observes,
“ que la nation angloise ait fait de cela un des articles de
“ sa liberte ” (c).* 1
(z) Art. xxiii., 1 Kent's Comm. 56.
(a) Sir Michael Foster, Discourse of High Treason, pp. 185-6.
(b) Black. Comm, book i. c. vii., citing Stiernhook, De Jure Sueon.
1. iii. c. iv.
(c) De VEsprit des Lois, 1. xx. c. xiv.
k
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This remarkable provision was sustained by a decision of
the English judges in the time of Henry VIII., to the effect
that if a Frenchman came to England before the War,
neither his person nor his goods should be seized (d). But
this provision is confined to the effects of alien merchants,
domiciled within the realm before the beginning of the War.
The Statute of Staples, 27 Edward III. st. 2., carries the
liberality of this provision still further, for by it foreign
merchants residing in England when War broke out, were
to have convenient warning of forty days by proclamation
to depart the realm with their goods; and if by reason of
accident they should be prevented from doing so, they were
allowed forty days more to pass with their merchandise, with
liberty to sell the same. Nevertheless, it was, until lately,
the uniform custom of Great Britain to seize as prizes all
vessels and cargoes of her enemies found afloat in her ports
at the commencement of War. Her practice in the matter
of embargoes has been already mentioned. In the articles
respecting the Droits of Admiralty in 1665, there is a very
formal recognition of the rights of the Crown to all cargoes
and vessels seized before hostilities (e).
LXXIX. Spain, by a Decree of February, 1829, made
Cadiz a free port, and declared that, in the event of War,
foreigners who had established themselves there for the
purposes of commerce, should be allowed a proper time to
withdraw, and that their property should not be subject to
Sequestration or Reprisals (/).
LXXX. Charles V. of France, by an ordinance dated1
Ib. c. vii. : “ C’est le peuple du monde qui a le mieux su se prevaloir la fois de ces trois grandes choses: la religion, le commerce,
et la liberte.”
(d) Brookes Abridg., tit. “ Propertypi. 38.
Jenkins, Centenaries, 201, case 22.
1 Kent's Comm. 57-58.
(e) The Rebecca, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 227.
Ib. p. 230. n. (a).
(/) 1 Kent's Comm. 56. n.
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about a century after the English Magna Charta, decreed
that foreign merchants resident in France at the time of a
declaration of War with their country, should have nothing
to fear, but be allowed to depart freely with their effects (g).
During the recent War between France and Prussia Ger
mans were expelled from France.
LXXXI. The United States of North America, by an
Act of their Congress, on the 6th of July, 1798 (A), autho
rised the President, in case of War, to direct the conduct to
be observed towards subjects of the hostile nation, being
aliens and within the United States, and in what cases, and
upon what security, their residence should be permitted;
and it declared, in reference to those who were to depart,
that they should be allowed such reasonable time as might
be consistent with the public safety, and according to the
dictates of humanity and national hospitality, for the re
covery, disposal, and removal of their goods and effects, and
for their departure. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of
the United States (i) has, in a very elaborate and important
decision, declared that no doubt can now be entertained
respecting the right of every Government to take the per
sons and confiscate the property of the enemy wherever
found; that the mitigations of this rigid rule, which the
humane and wise policy of modern times has introduced into
modern practice, may more or less affect the exercise of this
(g) Ib. i. p. 59., citing Henault, Abreg. Chron. 1. i. p. 338.
(h) Ib. c. lxxiii., ubi supr.
(i) The cargo of the ship Emulous, 1 Gallison’s {Amer). Rep. 563.
Judge Story held that the Declaration of War imported a right to con

fiscate enemies' property found within the country at the commence
ment of the War, and that the Executive, without the authority
of Congress, might exercise this right. This case was decided in the
Circuit Court, and appealed from to the Supreme Court, under the
title of Broivne v. The United States. That Court held that the con
fiscation required a legislative Act of Congress. In the Supreme Court,
however, Judge Story said that his opinion was unchanged, and was
shared by another judge. The two Courts differed upon a question
of Constitutional and Public Law; upon the question of International
Law they were agreed.
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right, but cannot impair the right itself. That right* the
American judges say, remains undiminished, and when the
sovereign authority shall choose to bring it into operation,
the judicial department must give effect to its will. Mr.
Chancellor Kent remarks that, “ though this decision estau blished the right contrary to much of modern authority
“ and practice, yet a great point was gained over the rigour
“ and violence of the ancient doctrine, by making the exer“ cise of the right to depend upon a special Act of Con“ gress ” (A).
L XXXII. The legal incapacities and disabilities im
posed by a state of War, both upon the alien individual
enemy and the alien corporation of the enemy, underwent a
profound discussion in the case, The Society for ike Propa
gation of the Gospel, 8fc. v. Wheeler, in which Mr. Justice
Story delivered the judgment (Z).
.
“ The defence ” (he observed) “ of alien enemy is by no
“ means favoured in the law (m); and some modern cases have
“ gone a great way in discountenancing it,—further, indeed,
“ than seems consistent with the general rules of pleading.
“ In Casseres v. Bell (%), the Court held, that the plea of alien
“ enemy must not only aver such hostile character, but also
“ set forth every fact that negatives the plaintiff’s right to
“ sue; and this decision is expressly put upon the mere
“ ground of authority. On a careful examination, however,
“ of the cases cited, it will not be found that they support
“ the doctrine. In Derrier v. Arnaud (0), the original
“ record of which, Lord Kenyon says, had been examined,
“ the plea negatived every presumption that could arise in
“ favour of the plaintiff’s right to sue. But the case did
“ not turn at all upon that point, but simply on the question* 8
(Jc) Comm. i. p. 59.
(T) 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. Judgment of Story, J., October Term,
.1814, p. 127.
(m) See Stephens on Pleading, p. 67. (cd. 1824).
8 Dnrnford cb East’s Reg). 166.
(o) 4 Modern Rep. 405.
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“ whether oriundus, in the plea, was equivalent to natus>
and upon examining precedents, the Court held the plea
“ good ; and, as no such objection was made, it seems difficult
“ to admit, that a mere averment of the additional facts was
u adjudged necessary, when upon the judgment of the Court
“ it stands purely indifferent. In Openheimer v. Levy (p),
“ to an action of assumpsit, the defendant pleaded alien nee,
“ without saying alien enemy, and the Court held that, as
“ an alien friend may maintain a personal action, and in
“ order to abate the writ, the plaintiff should be shown to
“be an alien enemy, which is not to be presumed, nor the
“ contrary necessary to be replied, therefore the plea was
“bad; and so the law had before that time been held (q).
“ The case, therefore, steers wide of the doctrine contended
“ for. In Wells v. Williams (r) to debt upon a bond by
“ an executor, the defendant pleaded that the plaintiff was
“ an alien enemy, and came into England without a safe
“ conduct. The plaintiff replied, that at the time of making
“ the bond he was, and yet is, in England, by the licence,
“ and under the protection of the King; and upon demurrer
“ the Court held, not that the plea was bad, but that the
“ replication was good: and the Court resolved, that if the
“ defendant came there before the War, there was no need of
“ a safe conduct; and if he came since the War, and continued
■“ without molestation, it should be intended that he came by
“ a licence, and his right to sue was consequent upon his pro“ tection. In this case, also, the objection did not arise;
“ for the only question seemed to be, whether a residence by
“ the licence, and under the protection of the King, would
66 entitle the party to sue without having a safe conduct;
“ and the Court held that it would. And this is but an
“ affirmance of the doctrine of the year-books (s).* S.
“

(p) 2 Strange's Bep. p. 1082.
(q) Dyer’s Bep. p. 2.
(r) Lord Baymond’s Bep. p. 282.
S. C. Lutivyche’s Bep. p. 311.
Salkeld, 46.
(«) 32 Henry VI. 23. (b).
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“ These are all the authorities upon which Casseres v. Bell
“ professes to have been decided. On the other hand, in
“ Sylvester’s case (t) (which was not cited), where the plea
“ was alien enemy, on demurrer, the Court held it good ;
“ and that, if the party were entitled under a general or
“ special protection of the King, he ought to reply that fact.
“ And so were the pleadings in George v. Powell (u). And
“ there are several other precedents, in which the plea does
“ not negative the facts, which might enable an alien enemy
“ to sue (#).
“The case of Clark v. Morey (?/) pushes the doctrine
“ further, and asserts that an alien enemy who comes and
“ resides within the North American United States without
“ a safe conduct or licence from the Government (for so is
“the averment in the plea), is at all events entitled to sue,
“ until ordered away by the president; and this too, although
“ the party is not known by the Government to have his
“ residence there. The English authorities have always
“ required an express safe conduct or an implied licence;
“ and Poulton v. Dobree (z) decides, that a licence is not to
“ be implied from mere residence, unless sanctioned by the
“ Government after the commencement of hostilities.
“ It is certainly true that, as to individuals, their right to
“ sue in the Courts of a belligerent, or to hold or enforce
u civil rights, depends not on their birth and native allegiance,
“ but on the character which they hold at the time when
“ these rights are sought to be enforced. A neutral, or a
“ citizen of the United States, who is domiciled in the
“ enemy’s country, not only in respect to his property, but
“ also as to his capacity to sue, is deemed as much an alien
“ enemy as a person actually born under the allegiance and
(t) 7 Modern Bep. 150.
(u) Fortescue’s Rep. p. 221.
(xj 9 Edward IV. 7.
Crake's Elizabeth, p. 142.
(y) 10 Johnson's (Amer.) Bep. 69.
(z) 2 Campbell's Bep. 163.
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“ residing within the dominions of the hostile nation. This,
“ indeed, has long been settled as the general law of nations,
“ and enforced in the tribunals of prize ; and has been latterly
“ recognised and confirmed in the Municipal Courts of other
“ nations (a). And the same principle has been applied to
“ a house of trade established in a hostile country, although
“ the parties might happen to have a neutral domicil; the
“ property of the house being, for such purpose, considered
“ as affected with the hostile character of the country in
“ which it is employed ” (b).
LXXXIII. “ In this respect ” (the learned judge con
tinued) “ a corporation, authorised by its charter to carry
“ on a trade, and established in the hostile country, such as
“ the East India Company, would undoubtedly be held, as
“ to its property, within the same rule, even admitting its
“ members possessed a neutral domicil. In general an ag“ gregate corporation is not in law deemed to have any com“ morancy, although the corporators have (c) ; yet there are
“ exceptions to this principle, and where a corporation is
“ established in a foreign country by a foreign Government,
“ it is undoubtedly an alien corporation, be its members what
“ they may; and if the country become hostile, it may, for
“ some purposes at least, be clothed with the same character.
“ If the reason of the rule of the disability of an alien
“ enemy be, as is sometimes supposed, that the party may
“ not recover effects, which, by being carried hence, may
u enrich his country, that reason applies as well to the case
“ of a corporation as of an individual in the hostile country.
“ If the reason be, as Lord Chief Justice Eyre, in Sparren“ burg v. Bamatine (d), asserts it to be, that a man profess-* (б)
(а) Omealy v. Wilson, 1 CampbeWs Hep. 482.
McConnell v. Hector, 3 Bosanquet & Puller, 113.
(б) The Vigilantia (and the eases therein cited), 1 0. Bob. Adm.
Bep. 1. The Indiana, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. 267.
(c) Inhabitants of Lincoln County v. Prince, 2 Massachusetts Amer.
Bep.

544.

(d) 1 Bosanquet <h Puller's

Bep.

p. 163.
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44 ing himself hostile to our country, and in a state of War
44 with it, cannot be heard, if he sue for the benefit and pro44 tection of our laws, in the Courts of our country, that
44 reason is not less significant in the case of a foreign cor44 poration, than of a foreign individual, taking advantage
44 of the protection, resources, and benefits of the enemy’s
44 country. In point of law, they stand upon the same
44 footing.”
The learned judge afterwards proceeded as follows :—
44 Let us now advert to the second objection, which is,
44 that the members of the corporation are all alien enemies.
46 In the writ, it is expressly alleged, that all the members
44 are aliens and subjects of the King of the United King44 dom of Great Britain and Ireland. It does not, however,
44 hence necessarily follow that they are alien enemies. This
44 averment in the w7rit was proper, if not indeed indispen66 sable, in order to sustain the jurisdiction of this Court;
44 for the corporation, as such, might perhaps have no autho44 rity whatsoever to maintain an action here, under the
44 limited jurisdiction confided by the constitution of the
44 United States to their own Courts. But in the character
44 of its members, as aliens, we have incontestable authority
44 to enforce the corporate rights; and it has been solemnly
44 settled by the Supreme Court, that, for this purpose,
44 the Court will go behind the corporate name, and see
44 who are the parties really interested (e). And if, for
44 this purpose, the Court will ascertain who the corporators
44 are, it seems to follow, that the character of the corporators
44 may be averred, not only to sustain, but also to bar, an
44 action brought in the name of the corporation. It might
44 therefore have been pleaded in this case, even if the corpora44 tion had been established in a neutral country, that all its
44 members were alien enemies ; and upon such a plea, with
44 proper averments, it ould have deserved great considera44 tion, whether it was not, pendente bello, an effectual bar.
(e) Bank of United States v. Dcveaux, 5 CrancJds (Amer,) Bep, 61.
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44 Where the corporation is established in the enemy’s
44 country, the plea would a fortiori apply. But although
44 the corporation itself, and the members also, may be liable
44 to the imputation of being alien enemies, yet that character
44 does not necessarily or unavoidably attach to either. For
46 aught that appears upon the face of the record, every
46 member of the corporation may be now domiciled in the
44 United States, under the safe conduct or licence of Go46 vernment. In such a predicament, it is clear that, though
44 aliens, they would not be enemies, but might sue and be
44 sued in our Courts (/). And in respect to the corporation
44 itself, although established in Great Britain, it may have
44 the safe conduct or licence of the Government of the
44 United States for its property and the maintenance of its
44 corporate rights. It is clearly competent for the Govern44 ment, under the general rights of War, to grant letters of
44 protection, and thereby to suspend the hostile character of
44 any person; and when he has such protection, wherever
44 he may be domiciled, he is to be considered, quoad hoc, a
44 neutral (g).

44 Nor is there, in this respect, any difference between a
44 corporation and an individual. And it would be highly
44 injurious to humanity, as well as public policy, if institu44 tions established in a foreign country for religious, literary,
44 or charitable purposes, might not, during War, obtain pro44 tection and patronage for their laudable exertions to soften
44 private misery and diffuse private virtue. To support the
44 motion in arrest of judgment, it is necessary for the Court
44 to negative every presumption that could arise of a safe
44 conduct or licence, either to the members or to the corpo44 ration itself. This cannot be done in the present case
44 consistently with the principles of law. The suit was com44 menced in a time of peace, and every presumption, which
(/) Bynk. Q. J. P. c. xxv. s. 8.
Wells v. Williams, 1 Lord Raymond’s Rep. 282.
(g) Bynk. Q. J. P. c. vii.
Usparicha v. Noble, 13 Bast's Rep. 332.
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“ can, ought to be made, to support it. It is sufficient,
“ however, that by possibility the demandants, in their eor“ porate capacity, and the capacity of their members, may
“ have a persona standi injudicio, to entitle them to judg“ ment.
“ There is another consideration also, which may properly
“ weigh in this case. The suit was commenced during
“ peace, and on the declaration of War it was competent for
“ the defendants to plead the hostile alienage of the demand“ ants, if it existed, in bar to the further prosecution of the
“ suit, in the nature of a plea puis darrein continuance, as
“ it was pleaded in L.e Bret v. Papillon (A). They did not
“so plead, and thereby have affirmed the ability of the
“ demandants to prosecute the suit to judgment. Upon
“ this ground, where the disability of alien enemy occurred
“ before judgment, and on a scire facias on the judgment
“ the disability was pleaded, the plea has been held bad (i).
“ Upon the whole the motion in arrest of judgment must
“ be overruled.”
The same doctrine, namely, that the plea of alien enemy
is one which the Court will not favour, has been holden by
the English Courts of Common Law (k). Nevertheless,
under the relaxation of belligerent rights introduced by the
Orders
in Council of the War in 1854-5,** the English
•
©
Prize Court held that the affidavit of the claimant, beinoan enemy, must state matter showing that he has a persona
standi in judicio;—such a persona will not be presumed,
but must be proved (Z).
LXXXIV. The national character of corporations, as
well as of individuals, frequently undergoes discussion in
Treaties of Peace which award compensation for losses
unjustly sustained before or during War.* (l)
(h) 4 East's Bep. 502.
(i) West v. Button, 2 Lord Raymond's Bep. 853.
(7v) Schepeler v. Durant, 2 Common Law & Equity Reports (Finlasm),
729.
(l) The Troija, 1 Spinks Eccles. <b Adm. Bep. pp. 342-3.
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It has been held in England, by the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council, that a Corporation oj British Subjects
in a foreign country, under the control of a foreign Govern
ment, must be considered as a Foreign Corporation, and is
not therefore entitled to claim compensation for the loss ol
its property, under a Treaty giving the right of doing so to
British subjects (ra).
LXXXY. Domicil is, to a certain extent, another test of
belligerent character. This circumstance imposes a hostile
character upon the property, though not necessarily upon
the person, of the domiciled individual.
The question has been much considered in the Prize
Courts of England and the North American United States.
They have acted upon the principle laid down by Bynkers
hoek (ft), and it is now a well-established rule, that every
person is to be considered as belonging to that country where
he has his domicil, whatever may be his native or adopted
country (o).
Thus the masters and crews of ships are deemed to
(m) Long v. Commissioners for Claims on France, 2 Knapp’s Privy
Cou7icil Rep. p. 51.
Daniel v. Commissioners for Claims on France, ib. p. 23.

(n) “ Hostium nomine an et amici nostri intelliganfcur, qui victiapud
hostes sunt, urbe eorum forte occupata, dubitari posset ? Non putat
Petrmus Bellus, De Re Military pt. ii. tit. ii. n. 5. ; et nihil definit
Zoucheeus, De Jure Fecial., pt. ii. s. viii. q. 4. Ego putarem, etiam
eos intelligendos esse, certe quod ad bona, quae sub hostium imperio
habent, atque adeo ea bona jure belli probe recte a nobis occupari, si
hostes antea ab amicis occupaverint. Quaecunque hostium sunt rectk
capimus, ea autem bona pars sunt imperii hostilis, quaeque ita hosti
prodesse, nobis nocere possunt.”—Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. iii. in fine.
(o) The Vigilantia, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 1.
The Endraught, 1 ib. 19.
The Sarah Christina, 1 ib. 237.
The Indian Chief, 3 ib. 23.
The President, 5 ib. 277.
The Neptune, 6 ib. 403.
The Venus, 9 Cranch (Amer.) Rep. 253.
The Frances, Gillespie’s claim, 1 Gallis. (Amer.) Rep. 614.
McConnel v. Hector, 3 Bosanquet & Puller’s Rep. 113.
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possess the national character of the ships to which they
belong during the time of their employment (p) ; and even
if a person goes into a belligerent country originally for
temporary purposes, he will not preserve his neutral
character, if he remain there several years, paying taxes,
&c. (q). And a neutral Consul, resident and treating in
a belligerent country, is, as to his mercantile character,
deemed a belligerent of that country (r) ; and the same
rule applies to the subject of one belligerent country
resident in the country of its enemy and carrying on trade
there (s) ; but the character acquired by mere domicil
ceases upon removal from the country (t). The native
character easily reverts, and it requires fewer circumstances
to constitute domicil in the case of a native, than to
impress the national character on one who is originally
of another country (u) ; and in his favour, a party is
deemed to have changed his domicil, and his native
“ On n’aura aucun egard aux passeports accordes par les princes
neutres ou allies, tant aux proprietaires qu’aux maitres des navires
sujets des Etats ennemis, s’ils n’ont et6 naturalises, et n’ont transfere
leur domicile dans les Etats des dits princes avant la declaration de la
presente guerre.
“ Ne pourront pareillement les dits proprietaires et maitres des
navires ou sujets des Etats ennemis, qui auront obtenu les diteslettres
de naturalite, jouir deleur effet si, depuis qu’elles ont ^te obtenues, ils
sont retourn.es dans les Etats ennemis pour y continuer leur com
merce.”—Reglement du 21 Octobre 1744, art. xi. deer, xxvi., Juillet
1788, art. vi.
(p) The Undraught, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 22.
The Bernon, 1 ib. 102.
The Embden, 1 ib. 17.
The Frederick, 5 ib. 8.
The Ann, 1 Dodson, 221.
(q) The Harmony, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 332.
The Fmbden, 1 ib. 17.
(r) The Indian Chief, 3 ib. 22.
The Josephine, 4 ib. 25.
(s) The Citto, 3 ib. 38.
McConnel v. Hector, 3 Bos. A Pidl. 113.
(t) The Indian Chief, 3 C. Rob. A dm. Rep. 12.
(u) La Virginie, 5 ib. 98.
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character reverts, as soon as he puts himself in itinere to
return to his native country, animo revertendi (x).
In general, a neutral merchant trading in the ordinary
manner with a belligerent country, does not, by the mere
accident of his having a stationed agent there, contract the
character of the enemy (y). But it is otherwise if he be not
engaged, in trade upon the ordinary footing of a neutral
merchant, but as a privileged trader of the enemy, for then
he is in effect carrying on a hostile trade (2). And the
same remark applies if his agent carry on a trade, which is
not clearly neutral, from the hostile country (a) ; if a person
be a partner in a house of trade in an enemy’s country, he
is, as to the concerns and trade of that house, deemed an
enemy, and his share is liable to confiscation as such,
notwithstanding his own residence is in a neutral country,
for the domicil of the house is considered in this respect as
the domicil of the partners (b). But if he has a house of
trade in a neutral country, he has not the benefit of the
same principle ; for if his own personal residence be in the
hostile country, his share in the property of the neutral
house is liable to condemnation. A man may have com
mercial concerns in two countries, and if he acts as a
merchant of both he is liable to be considered as a subject
of both, with regard to the transactions respectively origi-

(x) The Indian Chief, 3 ib. 12.
The St. Lawrence, 1 Gall. (Amer.) 467.
(y) The Anna Catharina, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. 119.
The Bendsborg, ib. 139.
(z) The Anna Catharina, ib. 119.
(a) Ibid.
(b) The Vigilantia, 1 ib. 1, 14, 19.
The Susa, 2 ib. 255.
The Indiana, 3 ib. 44.
The Portland, ib.
The Vriendschap, 4 ib. 166.
The Jonge Klassina, 5 ib. 297.
The Antonia Johanna, 1 Wheaton (Amer.) 159.
The St. Joze Indiana, 2 Gall. (Amer.) 208.
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nating in both countries ; but shipments made by an enemy’s
house on account and risk, bond fide and exclusively, of a
neutral partner or a neutral house, are not subject to con
fiscation as prize of War (c). However, if a neutral be
engaged, in peace, in a house of trade in the enemy’s country,
his property so engaged in the house is not, at the com
mencement of War, confiscated ; but if he continues in the
house after the knowledge of the War, it is liable, as above
stated, to confiscation (d). It is a settled principle, that
traffic alone, independent of residence, will, in some cases,
confer a hostile character on the individual (e) ; and if a
neutral be engaged in the enemy’s navigation, it not only
affects the peculiar vessel in which he is employed, but all
other vessels belonging to him that have no distinct national
character impressed upon them (/).
LXXXYI. But in considering who are enemies, it is to
be observed that a Declaration of War does not per se recall
subjects home.
64 It has been further argued,”—Mr. Justice Story said
in a case in which he delivered judgment—44 that a decla44 ration of War is, in effect, a command to the citizens of
u the belligerent country abroad at the time, to return
44 home, and that the law allows a reasonable time and way
44 to effect it.
441 am not aware of any principle of public law, which
44 obliges every absent citizen to return to his country on
44 the breaking out of a War ; nor has any authority been
44 produced which countenances the position. It may be
44 admitted, that the sovereign power of the country has a
(c) The St. Joze Indiana, 2 Gall. (Amer.) 268, 274-289, 290, 291.
The Frances, 1 ib. 618.
S. 0., 8 Granch (Amer.) 348.
(d) The Vigilantia, 1 C. Rob. 1, 14, 15.
The Susa, 2 ib. 251, 255.
(e) Ibid.
The Vriendschap, 4 ib. 166.
(/) Ibid.
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“ right to require the services of all its citizens, in time of
“ War, and for this purpose may recall them home under
“ penalties for disobedience. But until the sovereign power
“ has promulgated such command, the citizens of the country
“ have a perfect right to pursue their ordinary business and
“ trade in and with all other countries, except that of the
“ enemy. Upon any other supposition, all foreign commerce
“ would, during War, be suspended ; for if it were the duty
“of absent citizens to return, it would, upon the same
“ principle, be the duty of those at home to remain there.
“ As to citizens in the hostile country, the declaration of
“War imports a suspension of all further commerce with
“such country, and obliges them to return, unless they
“ would be involved in all the consequences of the hostile
“ character. If they wish to return, they must do it in a
“ manner which does not violate the laws ; and their property
“ cannot be removed with safety from the enemy country,
“ unless under the sanction of their own Government.
“ But even if the position were generally true, that is
“ contended for, the law would never deem that a reason“ able mode of conveying property home, which involved
“ it in a noxious trade with the public enemy. That can
“never be held to be a reasonable mode of returning a
“ ship to the United States, which involves her in a
“ traffic forbidden by the laws. However, I am well
“ satisfied, that the position cannot be maintained in any
“ extent adequate to the purpose for which it has been
“ introduced ” (y).
LXXXVII. The Right of confiscating the debts of the
enemy is a corollary to the right of confiscating his pro
perty.
The strict Right (h)—the summum jus—by the Reason* 1
(g) The brig Joseph, Judgment of Story, J., October Term, 1813,
1 Gall. (Amer.) 551- 2.
(h) Dig. 1. xli. t. i. s. 51. : “Transfugam jure belli recipimus. Et
quse res hostiles apud nos sunt non publicse sed occupantium hunt.”
Dig. 1. xlix. t. xv.
VOL. III.

L
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of the Thing, and by the opinion of every eminent jurist, re
mains unquestioned. “ I take upon me to say ” (observes Mr.
Justice Story), “ that no jurist of reputation can be found
“ who has denied the right of confiscation of enemies’
“ debts ” (i).
Bynkershoek, writing in 1737, observes r “ Sed profecto
“ videtur esse jus commune, ut et actiones publicentur, ex
“ eademnempe ratione qua corporalia quselibet—actiones uti“ que sive credita non minus Jure Gentium sunt in dominio
“ nostro, quam alia bona, eccur igitur in his jus belli sequa“ mur, in illis non sequamur ? et cum nihil succurrat, quod
“ distinction! idonese locum prgebere possit, etiam sola ratio
“jus commune defendit” (ft).
The article of the English Magna Charta, already referred
to (Z), does not protect the property or the debts of foreign
enemies without the realm. And it appears to be the ancient
and well-established rule of the English Common Law, as
laid down in the old Year Books, and confirmed by the
judgment of the Court of Exchequer (m), that all debts, all,
what are by English Law technically and barbarously called,
choses in action, belonging to an enemy are forfeitable to
the Crown ; albeit this power is, as Lord Alvanley, the
Master of the Rolls, observed, very rarely executed ([n).
This doctrine has been confirmed by the judgment of the
Supreme Court in the United States of North America (0),
in which, as Dr. Story says, it was explicitly asserted by
some, reluctantly admitted by some, but denied by none of
the judges (p).(l)
(i) Brown v. The United States, 8 Cranch (Amer.), (March 1, 1814),
140.
(k) Q. J. P. 1. i. c. vii.
(l) Vide ante, p. 131.
(m) Attorney-General v. Weeden, Parker’s Pep. p. 267, citing May
nard’s Edw. II.
Hale, Pleas of the Crown, I. p. 95.
(n) Furtado v. Rodgers, 3 Bos. & Pidl. 191.
(0) Ware v. Iiylton, 3 Dallas (Amer.), 199.
(2?) Brown v. The United States, 8 Cranch (Amer.), 143.
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One, however, of the English (q) Common Law Tribunals
has arrived at a different conclusion, and pronounced that,
according to modern International Law, the confiscation of
'private debts is illegal and invalid. The case in which this
law was laid down, and the subject generally, will be con
sidered when the effect of the restoration of peace upon the
possessors of property is discussed.
LXXXVIII. So much as to the strict right; but the
rigour of this right has been mitigated by the humane and
wise practice of nations, for nearly a century and a half,
which has forborne from the seizure of debts and credits,
and has been accompanied by a principle, which has obtained
universally (r), of allowing rights to debts and actions to
revive with the restoration of peace. We have already
considered, in the preceding chapter on Embargo (s), the
manner in which this extreme Eight has been mitigated in
practice; the memorable case of the Silesian (£) Loan in
1752, did not, Dr. Story observes (u), in the slightest
degree intimate that International Law prohibited a Sove
reign from confiscating debts due to his enemies, even
where the debts were due from the nation, though it con
tained a very able statement of the injustice in that
particular case; and this memorial admitted that when
Sovereigns or States borrowed money from foreigners, it
was very commonly expressed in the contract that it should
(q) Wolffe v. Oxholrn, 6 Maule & Selwyn, 92.
(r) So much so, that Vattel says : “ Aujourd’hui 1’avantage et la

surete du commerce ont engage tous les souverains de l’Europe k se
relacher de cette rigueur. Et dks que cet usage est generalement re9u,
celui qui y donnerait atteinte blesserait la foi publique ; car les
strangers n’ont confie a ses sujets, que dans la ferme persuasion que
l’usage general serait observe.” He has before asserted, however, and
not very consistently, that War gives the same right over our enemies’
debt “ qu’elle peut nous donner sur les autres biens.”—1. iii. c. v. s. 77.
Azuni follows in the same track, pt. ii. c. iv. art. ii. s. 7.
(s) Vide ante, p. 44, c. iii.
(t) Ib. p. 33.
(u) Brown v. The United States, 8 Cranch (Amer.), 142.
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not be seized as reprisals or in case of War; various other
Treaties have subsequently been entered into containing a
similar stipulation, (x).
LXXXIX. We have been considering the question of
private debts. The subject of debts due from the State, in
its corporate capacity, to individuals,—money invested in
the Public Funds and the like,—has been already discussed.
The opinion of Yattel upon this point is thus emphatically
expressed in the passage already cited: “ L’Etat ne touche
“ pas meme aux sommes qu’il doit aux ennemis; partout,
les fonds confies au public sont exempts de confiscation et
“ de saisie en cas de guerre.” Emerigon (y) and Martens
(z) are of the same opinion. Indeed, it is one which now
may happily be said to have no gainsayers.
XC. With respect to immoveable property,—lands or
houses of the enemy,—the general rule of civilised States
appears to be, that this kind of property is never confis
cated, upon the principle, that the Sovereign, by permitting
the proprietors to purchase and possess such property, has
incorporated them amongst his subjects. In cases, however,
where the income of the estate would otherwise be sent out
of the country to augment the resources either of the
private or public wealth of the enemy, it may be <seques

(x) E. g. Treaty between N. A. United States and England, 1794,
art. x.
Between N. A. United States and Holland, 8th October, 1782, art.
xviii.
Between N. A. United States and France, 1778, art. xx.
Between N. A. United States and Prussia, 11th July, 1799, art. xxiii.
Between N. A. United States and Morocco, 1787, art. xxiv. In this
Treaty the confiscation of the debts of individuals was said to be
“ unjust and impolitic.”
Between the N. A. United States and Columbia, 1825.
Between the N. A. United States and Chili, 1832.
Between the N. A. United States and Venezuela, 1836.
Fetween the N. A. United States and Peru-Bolima, 1836.
(y) Des Assur. t. i. p. 567.
(z) Vol. iii. c. ii. s. 5.
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trated during the pendency of the War, without any breach
of international usage (a).
We shall have occasion hereafter to consider the pro
tection usually afforded by an invading or conquering State
to the landed property of foreigners in the invaded or con
quered territory (b).
XCI. Before this subject of enemies’ (c) property be
dismissed, it should be observed, that if it have been wrong
fully seized before the War, it must be restored. In the
Report of the English Law Officers (1753), in answer to
the Prussian Memorial, it was stated that French ships
taken before the War of 1741, were restored by the
Admiralty Court, both during the heat of the conflict and
afterwards, to the French owners.
Such property may not be confiscated, because, but for
the wrong done, it would not have been within the territory
of the belligerents. Mr. Chancellor Kent cites the Santa
Cruz (d) as an instance that in England suck property is
subject to the rules of vindictive retaliation. But this
seems to be a mistake. Lord Stowell is not speaking of
property wrongfully taken, but of property lawfully seized
by Embargo, when he says, 44 at the breaking out of War it
44 is the constant practice of this country to condemn pro44 perty seized before the War, if the enemy condemns, and
64 to restore if the enemy restores.”
The restoration in these cases is not matter of right, but
of expediency. The English Law Officers, in the Memorial
which has been just mentioned, were speaking of restoration
in cases where wrong had been done.
{a) Bynh. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. vii. in initio.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. v. s. 76.
(b) Grot. 1. iii. c. vi. s. 5.
Heffter, s. 133.
(c) 1 Comment. 65.
(d) 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. 64.
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CHAPTER VII.
WAR—WHO MAY MAKE.

XCII. It is important to consider the doctrine of Inter
national Law, both with respect to those who may be
actually engaged in warlike operations, and to those who
may possess themselves of the enemy’s property. This is,
however, quite strictly speaking, a question of Public rather
than of International Law. A declaration of War, as
Vattel remarks, which enjoins the subjects at large to attack
the enemy’s subjects, implies a general order (a). If the
unauthorised subject carry on War, or make captures, it
may be an offence against the sovereignty of his own nation,
but it is not necessarily a violation of International Law (b).
It is true that the Sovereign’s order which commands acts
of hostilities, and gives a right to commit them, is usually a
particular order (c), that is, an order to certain persons, and
that such an order greatly conduces to the mitigation of
the evils inseparable from War; but there are many con
ceivable cases in which a Sovereign may appeal to all his
subjects to protect their country (d). Certainly the Sove
reign may commission whomsoever he pleases to carry on
the War, both by land and sea. Maritime volunteers or
(а) “ At the same time usage does require a lawful commission for
the exercise of hostilities.’’—Martens, 1. viii. c. iii. s. 2.
(б) Vattel, 1. iii. c. xv. ss. 224-28.
(c) Ib. s. 224.
(d) Ib. s. 228.
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Privateers (e) will be considered hereafter; but it must be
remembered here that they carry Letters of Marque.
The legal position that no subject can lawfully eommit
hostilities, or capture property of an enemy, when his
Sovereign has either expressly or constructively prohibited
it, is unquestionable (jf). But it appears to be equally
unquestionable that the Sovereign may retroactively ratify
and validate the unauthorised act of his subject. In fact,
the subject seizes at his peril, and it is for the Sovereign to
decide in the last resort whether he will ratify or repudiate
the act (g). It is another unquestionable proposition that
all captures in War enure to the Sovereign, and can become
private property only through his grant (h). But this
doctrine has not prevented the English Prize Courts from
holding that a subject may seize hostile property for the use
of the Crown, wherever it is found: it will be in the dis
cretion of the Crown to ratify the capture by proceeding to
condemnation ; but to the Prize Court it is quite indifferent
whether the capture was originally authorised or subse
quently sanctioned by the Crown. This principle is illus
trated by various decisions of the Prize Courts in cases of
capture by non-commissioned vessels, by commanders on
foreign stations anterior to the War, by private individuals
in port or on the coasts, and by naval commanders on shore,
or unauthorised expeditions (i); and in cases where private
(e) Et vide ante, vol. § i. ccclxi.
(f) Brown v. The United States, 8 Cranch (Amer.), 133. (Story).
(g) The Thorshaven, Edward’s Rep. 102.
(h) The Elsebe, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 173.
The Maria Frangoise, 6 ib. 282 ; 11 East’s Rep. 619.
Brown v. The United States, 8 Cranch (Amer.), 131.
(i) The Aquila, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 37.
The Twee Qesuster, 2 ib. 284, n.
The Rebeclcah, 1 ib. 227.
The Gertruyda, 2 ib. 211.
The Mariamne, ib. 11.
The Charlotte, ib. 282.
The Richmond, ib. 325.
The Thorshaven, Edward’s Rep. 102.
Hale. in Hargrave’s Law Treatises, c. xxviii. 245.
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captors have sought to obtain a condemnation of their
captures to themselves, it has been the practice of the Prize
Court* on failure of their title* to decree condemnation to
the Crown or the Admiralty, as the circumstances re
quired (k). “ Nor,” says Mr. Justice Story, in a judgment
which really exhausts the argument and learning which
belong to this subject, “ can I consider these principles of the
“ British Courts a departure from the Law of Nations ” (7)7
And he proceeds to show that PufFendorf and Yattel are
improperly cited as authorities for the position, that pri
vate subjects who seize enemies’ property are to be con
sidered as Pirates (m) ; and that PufFendorf (w), Yattel (0),
Grotius (p), and Bynkershoek (<7), when carefully and
thoroughly examined, fully sustain the law administered in
the Prize Courts of Great Britain; and he adds the re
markable words, “ If the principles of British Prize Law
“ go further, I am free to say that I consider them os the
“ law of this country.”
So Mr. Chancellor Kent observes in his Commentaries,
that a there is scarcely a decision of the Prize Courts on
“ any general question of public usage which has not re“ ceived the express approbation and sanction of our national
“ Courts ” (r).
XCIII. We have seen under what circumstances the pro-* (l)
(k) The Walsingham Packet, 2 G. Bob. 77.
The Etrusco, 4 ib. p. 262, note, and see cases just cited.
(l) Brown v. The United States, 8 Cranch (Amer.), 132.
(m) Ib. 132, 134.
(n) L. viii. c. vi. p. 21.

(0) L. iii. c. xv. ss. 223-228.
(p) L. iii. c. vi. ss. 2, 10, 12.
(q) Q. J. P. cc. iii. xviii. xx.
“Looking to the general scope of his arguments (ib. cc. iii. iv. xvi.
xvii.), I think it might not unfairly be argued that, independent of
particular edicts, the subjects of hostile nations might lawfully seize
each other’s property wherever found.”—Story, ubi supr. p. 134.
(r) Part i. 1. iii. p. 70.
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perty of Foreign Corporations may be subject to belligerent
Fights; it remains to observe that Corporations may also,
under certain circumstances, exercise these Fights. Thus,
Wars have been carried on out of Europe by Companies or
Societies, but these Wars have been waged under the direct
or implied authority of the Sovereign. The right of waging
them is a consequence of the power granted by the State to
those companies over particular territories (s). It has so
happened that this power has been only granted with respect
to possessions out of Europe, but there does not appear to be
any absolute necessity that it should be so limited.
The East India Companies, as has been already ob
served (£), formerly presented the most remarkable illustra
tion of the enjoyment of this authority by corporate bodies.
But though they have made war and peace in their own
name, it is clear that they have done so as delegates of their
Sovereign; and it may be observed, that the Sovereign
regulated the distribution of the Booty captured in time of
War by the East India troops (u\
XCIV. With respect to the instruments by which the work
of destruction and devastation may be carried on, but little
can be said by the International Jurist, arid that little must
be chiefly of a negative character.
The means of carrying on War are either (1) secret or (2)
open.
With respect to secret means, those of poison, of assassi
nation, of treachery, are proscribed by Christian and civilised
Heathen nations. It was a noble reply of the Foman Senate,
even in the days of its corruption, to the offer of a barbarous
ally to destroy their enemy by poison, “ si patrandae neci vene(s) Martens, 1. viii. c. iii. s. 2.
(t) Yol. i. § cxxii.
(u) Case of the Army of the Deccan, 2 Knapp's Privy Council Pep.

103. The question related to booty captured in the Pindaree and Mahratta War, 1817-18.
Vide post as to this case and booty generally.
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nurn mitteretur: ” “ Non fraude neque occultis, sed palam
“ et armatum, populum Romanum hostes suos ulcisci.” (or).
Memorable also is the language of our Lord Bacon upon
the same subject:—“ It were,” he says, “just and honour“ able for Princes, being in Wars together, that however
“ they prosecute their quarrels and debates by arms and acts
“ of hostility ; yea, though the Wars be such as they pretend,
“ the utter ruin and overthrow of the forces and states one of
“ another, yet they so limit their passions as they preserve
“ two things sacred and inviolable,—that is, the life and good
“ name each of other.
“ For the Wars are no massacres and confusions; but they
“ are the highest trials of right, when Princes and States, that
“ acknowledge no superior upon earth, shall put themselves
“ upon the justice of God for the deciding of their contro“ versies by such success as it shall please Him to give on
“ either side. And as in the process of particular pleas be“ tween private men, all things ought to be ordered by the
“ rules of civil laws, so in the proceedings of the War nothing
“ ought to be done against the Law of Nations or the Law
“ of Honour; which laws have ever pronounced these two
“ sorts of men, the one conspirators against the persons of
“ Princes, the other libellers against their good fame, to be
“ such enemies of common society as are not to be cherished,
“ —no, not by enemies.
“ For in the examples of times which were less corrupted,
“ we find that when, in the greatest heats and extremities of
“ Wars, there have been made offers of murderous and traitor“ ous attempts against the person of a Prince to the enemy,
“ they have been not only rejected but also revealed; and in
“ like manner, when dishonourable mention shall have been
“ made of a Prince before an enemy Prince by some that have
“ thought therein to please his humour, he has shown himself,
“

(x) Tacit. Annal. 1. ii. c. lxxxviii.
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“ contrariwise, utterly distasted therewith, and been ready to
“ contest for the honour of an enemy ” (y).
Nevertheless, stratagems by land and sea are not held to
violate the laws of War. Thus, the ambush, the disguise
of uniform, the false flag are allowable, though before a
naval action be begun the true flag should be hoisted.
With respect to opeit means, the employment of savages (z)
and cannibals, the well-known subject of Chatham’s vehement
censure, the use of poisoned weapons, the wanton devastation
of* territory, the slaughter and ill-usage of the unarmed and
unoffending men, much more of women and children, are
universally reprobated (a).
Yet the use of every instrument of open destruction (though
the non-use of particular kinds of shot has sometimes, as will
be seen (5), been the subject of Treaties), the cutting off the
resources of the enemy, by stopping the supplies of water, or
by devastating the adjacent territory, are certainly legiti
mate means of harassing the foe.
XC V. Something must be said with respect to the belli
gerent’s right over the person of (1) the enemy and (2) the
prisoner (c).
(y) Lord Bacon, Certain Observations upon a Libel published this
present year, 1592, vol. v. p. 384. (Ed. B. Montagu.)
(z) “ But who is the man that has dared to authorise and associate

to our arms the tomahawk and scalping-knife of the savage ? To call
into civil alliance the wild and inhuman savage of the woods ; to
delegate to the merciless Indian the defence of disputed rights ; and
to wage the horrors of his barbarous War against our brethren?
These enormities cry aloud for redress and punishment, and, unless
done away with, will leave an indelible stain on the national honour.”
—Speech of Lord Chatham, in Adolphus’ Hist, of England, vol. ii. p.
485.
(a) In the War waged by England and her allies against Russia
(1854) in the Crimea, the English General refused to abstain from
firing upon a particular quarter of Sebastopol, said to be inhabited by
women and children, but offered them a free passage beyond the lines
of the army.
(b) Vide post, p. 160 in fine.
(c) Martens, 1. viii. c. iii.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. viii. passim.
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In the middle ages, when the most gross and cruel treat
ment of prisoners prevailed, the Western (d) and the Eastern
Churches contributed, as we have seen, all the mitigation in
their power to the exercise of their hostilities ; and the Third
Council of Lateran (a.d. 1179) forbad Christians to make
or to purchase slaves,—a principle which the Eastern Church
also enforced about eighty years afterwards (a.d. 1260).
1. As to the enemy before he is a prisoner (e). Soldiers
are not of the unoffending and unarmed class referred to in
the last paragraph,—to wound and to kill, to be wounded
and to be killed, is a large part of their terrible though
necessary vocation in this imperfect and unquiet world. But
when, whether by surrender or by capture, they are mani
festly without the will or power to resist, their injury or de
struction is brutal, sinful, and indefensible (/). The con
queror is obliged, by the laws of just War, to spare those
who lay down their arms, who ask for quarter, or who lie
wounded and helpless,—to put such to death is to commit
murder. And those who commit it ought to die by the hand
of the hangman, and not of the soldier. It is said that ex
ceptions to this generally admitted rule are furnished by
cases in which the preservation of the life of the enemy is
inconsistent with your own safety, in which the cruelty of
the enemy justifies and necessitates retaliation, in which the
crime of the enemy, before he becomes defenceless, warrants
you in taking his life.
In this place two generous International attempts to

(d) De Sagittar. 1. x. c. i.
De Treuga et Pace, 1. x. c. ii.
Putter, Beitr. pp. 69, 86.
(e) Vattel, 1. iii. c. viii. passim.
(f) “ Weder in dem einem nock. anderen Falle kann nach Rechtsregeln dem Gefangenen noch das Leben genommen vverden : dennjcde
erlaubte Geivalt endiget wenn der Gegner widerstandlos geworden ist,
und berechtiget bloss zu weiteren Sicherungsmitteln. ”—Heffter, ]3. 2.
§ 127.
Vide ante, p. 81.
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mitigate the horrors of War should be mentioned. I. In
1864, on behalf of the wounded, commonly called “ The
“ Geneva Convention.” II. In 1868, a Declaration against
the use of certain Explosive Projectiles.
I.— Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of
Soldiers wounded in Armies in the Field.

“ The Swiss Confederation, His Royal Highness the Grand
Duke of Baden, His Majesty the King of the Belgians, His
Majesty the King of Denmark, Her Majesty the Queen of
Spain, His Majesty the Emperor of the French, His Royal
Highness the Grand Duke of Hesse, His Majesty the King
of Italy, His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, His
Majesty the King of Portugal and the Algarves, His
Majesty the King of Prussia, His Majesty the King of
Wiirtemberg, being equally animated by the desire to
mitigate, as far as depends upon them, the evils inseparable
from War, to suppress useless severities, and to ameliorate
the condition of soldiers wounded on the field of battle,
have resolved to conclude a Convention for that purpose,
and have named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:—
(Here follow their names).
Who, after having exchanged their powers, found in good
and due form, have agreed upon the following Articles:—
Article I.

“ Ambulances and military hospitals shall be acknowledged
to be neuter, and, as such, shall be protected and respected
by belligerents so long as any sick or wounded may be
therein.
“ Such neutrality shall cease if the ambulances or hospitals
should be held by a military force.”
Article II.

“ Persons employed in hospitals and ambulances, comprising
the staff for superintendence, medical service, administra
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tion, transport of wounded, as well as chaplains, shall
participate in the benefit of neutrality whilst so employed,
and so long as there remain any wounded to bring in or to
succour.”
Article III.

“ The persons designated in the preceding Article may,
even after occupation by the enemy, continue to fulfil their
duties in the hospital or ambulance which they serve, or
may withdraw in order to rejoin the corps to which they
belong.
“ Under such circumstances, when those persons shall
cease from their functions, they shall be delivered by the
occupying army to the outposts of the enemy.”
Article IY.
“ As the equipment of military hospitals remains subject
to the laws of war, persons attached to such hospitals
cannot, in withdrawing, carry away any articles but such as
are their private property.
“ Under the same circumstances an ambulance shall, on
the contrary, retain its equipment.”
Article V.

“ Inhabitants of the country who may bring help to the
wounded shall be respected, and shall remain free. The
Generals of the belligerent Powers shall make it their care
to inform the inhabitants of the appeal addressed to their
humanity, and of the neutrality which will be the conse
quence of it.
“ Any wounded man entertained and taken care of in a
house shall be considered as a protection thereto. Any
inhabitant who shall have entertained wounded men in his
house shall be exempted from the quartering of troops, as
well as from a part of the contributions of war which may
be imposed.”
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VI.
“Wounded or sick soldiers shall be entertained and
taken care of, to whatever nation they may belong.
“ Commanders-in-chief shall have the power to deliver
immediately to the outposts of the enemy soldiers who have
been wounded in an engagement, when circumstances permit
this to be done, and with the consent of both parties.
“ Those who are recognised, after their wounds are
healed, as incapable of serving, shall be sent back to their
country.
“ The others may also be sent back, on condition of
not again bearing arms during the continuance of the war.
“ Evacuations, together with the persons under whose
directions they take place, shall be protected by an absolute
neutrality.”
Article VII.
“ A distinctive and uniform flag shall be adopted for
hospitals, ambulances, and evacuations. It must, on every
occasion, be accompanied by the national flag. An armbadge (brassard) shall also be allowed for individuals
neutralized, but the delivery thereof shall be left to military
authority.
“ The flag and the arm-badge shall bear a red cross on
a white ground.”
Article VIII.
“ The details of execution of the present Convention shall
be regulated by the Commanders-in-chief of belligerent
armies, according to the instructions of their respective
Governments, and in conformity with the general principles
laid down in this Convention.”
Article

IX.
“ The High Contracting Powers have agreed to com
municate the present Convention to those Governments
which have not found it convenient to send Plenipotentiaries
Article
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to the International Conference at Geneva, with an invitation
to accede thereto; the Protocol is for that purpose left
open.”
Article X.
“ The present Convention shall be ratified, and the
ratifications shall be exchanged at Berne in four months,
or sooner if possible.
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries
have signed the same, and have affixed thereto the seal of
their arms.
“ Done at Geneva, the twenty-second day of August,
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-four.”
(Here follow the Signatures).
“ And the Swiss Confederation having, in virtue of
Article IX. of the said Convention, invited the Govern
ment of Her Britannic Majesty to accede thereto;
“ The undersigned, Her Britannic Majesty’s Principal
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, duly authorised for
that purpose, hereby declares that the Government of Her
Britannic Majesty fully accedes to the Convention afore
said.
u In witness whereof he has signed the present Act of
Accession, and has affixed thereto the seal of his arms.
“ Done at London, the eighteenth day of February, in
the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-five.
(l.s.)

“ Russell.”

II.—A Declaration renouncing the use, in time of War, of
Explosive Projectiles under 400 grammes weight.
Declaration.

“ On the proposition of the Imperial Cabinet of Russia,
an International Military Commission having assembled at
St. Petersburg in order to examine into the expediency of
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forbidding the use of certain projectiles in times of War
between civilised nations, and that Commission having, by
common agreement, fixed the technical limits at which the
necessities of War ought to yield to the requirements of
humanity, the undersigned are authorised by the orders cf
their Governments to declare as follows :—
“ Considering that the progress of civilisation should have
the effect of alleviating as much as possible the calamities of
war ;
“ That the only legitimate object which States should
endeavour to accomplish during War is to weaken the
military forces of the enemy ;
“ That for this purpose it is sufficient to disable the
greatest possible number of men ;
“ That this object would be exceeded by the employment
of arms which uselessly aggravate the sufferings of disabled
men, or render their death inevitable;
“ That the employment of such arms would, therefore, be
contrary to the laws of humanity ;
“ The Contracting Parties engage mutually to renounce,
in case of War among themselves, the employment by their
military or naval troops of any projectile of a weight below
400 grammes, which is either explosive or charged with
fulminating or inflammable substances.
“ They will invite all the States which have not taken
part in the deliberations of the International Military Com
mission assembled at St. Petersburg, by sending Delegates
thereto, to accede to the present engagement.
“ This engagement is obligatory only upon the Con
tracting or Acceding Parties thereto, in case of War
between two or more of themselves : it is not applicable
with regard to non-Contracting Parties, or Parties who
shall not have acceded to it.
<fi It will also cease to be obligatory from the moment
when, in a War between Contracting or Acceding Parties,
a non-Contracting Party or a non-Acceding Party shall
join one of the belligerents.
VOL. 111.
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“ The Contracting or Acceding Parties reserve to them
selves to come hereafter to an understanding whenever a
precise proposition shall be drawn up in view of future
improvements which science may effect in the armament of
troops, in order to maintain the principles which they have
established, and to conciliate the necessities of War with
the laws of humanity.
“ Done at St. Petersburg, the twenty-ninth of Novem
ber (eleventh of December), One thousand eight hundred
and sixty-eight.
“

For Great Britain
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man Confederation
.
Russia ....
Sweden and Norway
.
Switzerland .
.
.
Turkey....
W iirtemberg
.
.

Andrew Buchanan.
Vetsera.
Count Tauffkirchen.
Count Errembault de DudZEELE.
E. YlND.
Talleyrand.
S. A. Metaxa.
Bella Caracciolo.
Baron Gevers.
Mirza Assedullah Khan.
Rilvas.

H. YII v. Reuss.
Gortchacow.
0. M. Bjornstjerna.
Ad. Glinz.
Caratheodory.
C. Y. Abele.” (g)

A conference on the laws of War met at Brussels in 1874 ;
but no decisive conclusions were arrived at (7i).
2. As to the enemy after he is a prisoner. Is Henry Y.
to be condemned, when, after the battle of Agincourt was
over, being suddenly attacked by a body of armed peasants,
he ordered his numerous prisoners to be put to death, lest
(g) Papers presented to Parliament, 1869.
(h) Papers presented to Parliament 1875 : Lorimer’s Institutes of
the Law of Nations, vol. ii. p. 337.
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the scanty remains of his victorious army should be anni
hilated? Was Anson justifiable, when, after the capture of
the Acapulco galleon, finding that his crew was outnum
bered by his prisoners, he consigned the latter to the horrors
and dreadful suffering of incarceration in the hold ?
These are instances “ at which morality is perplexed,
“ reason is staggered, and from which affrighted nature
“ recoils ” (z). At least, it may be said, that the clearest
evidence of the absolute necessity of self-preservation is
required to palliate them. The prisoner who has yielded
under conditions cannot be injured so long as he fulfils his
part of the condition. The prisoner who has made no such
condition may be subject to all necessary restraint, propor
tioned, of course, to his readiness to submit or his intention
to escape.
But surely the brave, the wise, and the humane will join
in preferring the conduct of Charles XII., when, after the
battle of Narva, he disarmed and set at liberty the prisoners
who encumbered him, to the conduct of his adversary, who,
after the battle of Pultowa, sent the prisoners, whose
prowess he had experienced and dreaded, into the wilds of
Siberia.
The selling (A) prisoners as slaves is, as Vattel observes, a
disgrace to humanity, happily banished from Christendom (/).* (l)
(i) Burke’s Works, vol. iv. p. 127.
(k) “ Of being taken by the insolent foe,
And sold to slavery, and my redemption thence.”—Oth. act i. sc. 3.
Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. c. xvii., Slavery and the Slave Trade,
and ib. the opinion of Grotius and Bynkershoek.
(l) “ Le droit de guerre, disent les jurisconsultes romains, permet
de tuer les prisonniers ; en les rendant esclaves, on leur fait grace de
la vie. Nous repondons, avec Brusseau, que ‘ la guerre n’est point
une relation d’homme a homme, mais une relation d’Etat a Etat, dans
laquelle les particulars ne sont ennemis qu’accidentellement, non point
comme hommes, ni meme comme citoyens, mais comme soldats. La
fin de la guerre etant la destruction de l’Etat ennemi, on a droit d’en
tuer les defenseurs tant qu’ils ont les armes a la main ; mais sitot qu’ils
les posent et se rendent, cessant d’etre ennemis, ils redeviennent
simplement hommes, et l’on n’a plus de droit sur leur vie.’ ”—Rousseau,
Contrat Social, 1. i. p. 4.
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Prisoners are exchanged in War, are dismissed on their
parole, under promise not to carry arms for a certain time,
or during the continuance of the War. A commander
may make engagements with the enemy to this effect, but
such engagements must have their limits; he cannot under
take that his troops shall never bear arms against the enemy,
though he may engage that they shall not do so during the
existing War, because the enemy may so long detain them
in captivity (m).
The ransom of prisoners (?i) is a practice now much dis
countenanced, but which cannot be said to be unlawful. If
prisoners are not released during the War, their freedom
should always form one of the conditions of the peace which
terminates it.
XCVI. The following classes of persons have no claim
to the treatment of prisoners of War (V).:—
1. Bands of marauders, acting without the authority of
the Sovereign or the order of the military commander,—
a class which of course does not include volunteer corps,
permitted to attach themselves to the army, and under the
command of the general of the army (p).
2. Deserters captured among the enemy’s troops.
3. Spies, even if they belong to the regular army.
The most melancholy and affecting instance in modern
times of the severity with which this class of persons is
treated, is afforded by the well-known history of Major
Andre, of which some further mention will be made hereafter.
XCVI a. I agree with Calvo that an enemy in a balloon
captured by the accidental descent of that vehicle into the
enemies’ lines, should on principle be treated not as a spy,
but as a prisoner of war (q).
(m) Vattel, ubi supr.
t
(n) As to ransoms of ships, vide post, ccccxxxii.
(o) Heffter, s. 126.
(p) See a Paper, by Mr. Droop, read before the Juridical Society,
March, 1871, and Calvo, ii. 115-19, as to “ corps francs, &c.”
(q) II. 14l~2.
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CHAPTER VIII.
INTERCOURSE BETWEEN ENEMIES DURING WAR.

XCVII. That enemies, during the fiercest raging of
War, must keep their word and fulfil their plighted faith, is
an undeniable maxim of all civilised States; without the
religious observance of these obligations, proposals of peace
could never be entered upon, and the horrors of War
would be perpetual (a). This word may be pledged, and
this faith plighted, by implication as well as by express
promise. Every belligerent acts upon the presumption that
the usages of civilised War will be observed.
Hence, Flags of Truce, Cartels for the exchange of pri
soners, Passes, Safe Conducts, are holden sacred by all
States (5).
They are among the “ belli commercia ” (c), which who
ever violates deserves to be treated as a pirate.
XCVIII. Some of these usages appear to deserve a fuller
consideration. A Safe Conduct (df or Passport, is a privi
lege which ensures safety to those who hold it while passing
ip) ‘ ‘ Inter hostes quse conveniunt fide aut express^ aut tacita con
stant.”—Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. s. 1., et vide passim, cc. xxi.-xxiv.
(ib) Vattel, 1. iii. c. xvii.
(c) Virg. JEn. 1. x. 532.
(d) Jus commeandi extra inducias {Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi. s. 14.)
Sauvegarde.
Salva guardia.
Schutz- oder Sahegardenvertrag.
Literce liberi commeatus.
Passeport, Sauf-conduit.
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or repassing from one place to another, or while occupied in
the performance of some act specified in, and permitted by
the instrument. Such an instrument must emanate from
the supreme authority upon the spot, that is, from the officer
in command, to whom the Sovereign has for these and other
purposes delegated his power, either by express commission
or as the natural consequences of other powers.
XCIX. The safe conduct for the person cannot be trans
ferred from one man to another; the abuses which might
flow from such a permission are manifest. But the safe
conduct for goods admits of their being removed by some
person other than their owner, unless there be some specific
objection against the person employed.
The extent of the safe conduct must of course be limited
by the extent of the command of the grantor; it would not
necessarily be limited by territorial boundary, but would,
unless otherwise limited, follow the grantee wherever the
forces or troops of the grantor are.
C. The grantor of the safe conduct tacitly pledges him
self both to protect the grantee and to punish any person
subject to his command who may violate it. A safe conduct,
strictly construed, does not include more than one person
and his reasonable baggage, unless the terms of the instru
ment expressly admit more.
CI. If a safe conduct be granted for a limited time, its
virtue expires with the expiration of this time; but if the
grantee has been prevented by sickness, or some cause over
which he has no control, from returning within the time,
the spirit of the promise of security conveyed in the instru
ment protects him. The case, as Vattel remarks (e), is
different from that of an enemy coming into a country
during a truce : to him no particular promise has been
made ; he has, at his own peril, taken advantage of a general
liberty allowed by the suspension of hostilities; all that has
been promised to him is forbearance from hostilities during
(e) L. iii. c. xvii. p. 274.
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a certain period; it may be a matter of importance to his
enemy that at the expiration of that period, the War should
in all respects freely take its course.
The safe conduct is granted by the public authorities,
therefore the grantor in fact never dies ; it does not expire
with the death of the particular officer who happened to
subscribe it (/). If the safe conduct contains any such
limitation as^br such time as ice shall think Jit, it is of course
revocable at the discretion of the grantor (g); but even
without such limitation it can hardly be said to be in all cir
cumstances irrevocable; circumstances subsequent to the
granting of it may render its revocation imperative, but it
must be so revoked that the grantee be allowed time and
liberty to depart in safety, though a very urgent and super
vening necessity may possibly authorise his temporary de
tention. But a safe conduct is not to be converted into a
snare, the safety of the bearer is at all hazards to be
secured (li\
CII. Safe conducts are privileges, and therefore, if any
doubt arise as to their construction, should be interpreted
by the general rules applicable to such grants.
But inasmuch as the right of safe passage conveyed by
the instrument of safe conduct is neither hurtful to a third
person nor onerous to the grantor, it should always receive
a liberal construction, and the instrument, whatever the
language of it may be, must be so interpreted as to avoid
the consequence of a manifest injustice or absurdity (z).
Thus, for instance, a safe conduct granted to soldiers and
sailors generally must be construed to extend to all officers
of the army and the fleet. So a permission “ to depart
“ freely ” must be holden to continue till the grantee arrives
in a place of safety. The privilege is, in fact, always to be
(/) Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi. s. 20.
(g) Ib. s. 22.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. xvii. p. 275.
Qi) Vattel, 1. iii. c. xvii. p. 276.
(i) Vide ante, vol. ii. pt. v. c. viii. Interpretation of Treaties.
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so construed, as not to be useless to the grantee. But the
grantee allowed to depart is not necessarily allowed to
return, and he who is allowed to come is allowed to do so
once, and not oftener, unless there be some words relating
to time which give rise to a reasonable conjecture that such
was the intention of the grantor. If permission be given
for other persons to accompany the grantee, describing them
by some general name, such as companions, this must be
construed to exclude those whose case is, to borrow the ex
pression of Grotius, more odious than that of the grantee
himself; such, for instance, as deserters, refugees, pirates,
or robbers. If the instrument speaks of companions, be
longing to a certain nation, the expression operates to exclude
all companions who do not belong to that nation (k).
CIII. The occasions upon which (1) the extreme rights
of War have been pressed with the greatest severity, and
(2) upon which barbarities inconsistent with the Laws of
War have been practised, will chiefly be found to have been
those arising during a War which was in its origin of a civil
or revolutionary character. The latter proposition is illus
trated by the conduct even of the French, who are usually
as remarkable for their chivalry as for their valour. At
the beginning of the Wars of the first French Be volution,
the French General announced his intention of giving no
quarter to English prisoners. The English did not reta
liate, and the laws of War upon this subject were soon
restored.
CIV. Of the truth of the former proposition the War
between England and her revolted American colonies affords
various melancholy examples upon both sides ; but two have
been specially recorded by history. They are remarkable for
the affecting character of their incidents, and for their having
been sanctioned by the authority of the brave and virtuous
Washington. They are the examples of Andre and Asgill.
In the year 1776, Lee, an American general, while ad-

(1c) Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi., De fide manente bello, ubi de induciis, commeatu, captivorum, redemtione,—prscsertim s. 14-22.
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vancing to join the Commander-in-chief, quitted his camp
before Morristown, and went upon a reconnoitring expe
dition. He was surprised by a detachment of English light
horse, under Colonel Harcourt, and conveyed to New York.
This exploit caused no less joy in the British than regret in
the American army. No officer of equal rank being in cap
tivity among the Americans, General Washington offered six
h eld-officers in exchange ; but received for reply, that General
Lee, being a deserter from the British service, could not be
considered as a prisoner of War. It was ineffectually alleged,
on the other side, that he had resigned his commission before
the commencement of hostilities; no arguments or offers
could procure his release; he was confined, and vigilantly
guarded. General Washington declared that he would not
exchange certain Hessian field-officers, or a LieutenantColonel Campbell, unless Lee were recognised as a prisoner
of war; and the English commander, fearing that if Lee
were sent to England the Hessian officers would be closely
confined, and that thereby much discontent would arise, de
tained Lee in America. The proceedings of Congress war
ranted these apprehensions. They rescinded a kind of cartel
for the exchange of captives, deprived of their parole several
British officers, and declared that the treatment experienced
by Lee should form the model of their conduct towards
prisoners (/).
CY. The case of Captain Asgill was as follows:—
In 1782, after the capitulation of Lord Cornwallis, many
loyalists urged Sir Henry Clinton to threaten vengeance for
injuries inflicted on those who had joined the royal standard ;
but he declined issuing a proclamation, and was deterred, by
the advice of the principal refugees, from establishing the
civil government, which would have permitted the trial of
captive continentals as rebels. While he was engaged in
projects of defence, and while commissioners, appointed by(il)
(il) Adolphus, History of England, vol. ii. p. 380. Lee was after
wards released. For his subsequent quarrel with Washington, violence
and unpopularity—vide ib. pp. 588-90.
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him and General Washington, were negotiating for an ex
change of prisoners, one Joshua Huddy, a captain in the
service of Congress, was taken by a party of loyalists, and,
after being conveyed to several prisons, and confined some
days, delivered, with two others, by a written order from the
Board, to a Captain Lippencott, for the ostensible purpose of
being exchanged; but Huddy was hung on a tree, with a label
on his breast, denoting that his fate was a retaliation for that
of one White, an associator.
Sir Henry Clinton, highly resenting this disgraceful out
rage on humanity, and insult on himself as commander,
arrested Lippencott, and with the concurrence of a council of
war, ordered him to be tried for murder. But the Americans
were not appeased by this act of justice. The inhabitants of
Monmouth County urgently entreated General Washington,
as the person in whom was lodged the sole power of avenging
their wrongs, to bring a British officer of the same rank as
Huddy to a similar end.
Acting with great promptitude on this requisition, the
American commander wrote to the British commander, “ I
“ demand that the guilty Captain Lippencott, or the officer
“ who commanded at the execution of Huddy, must be given
“ up ; or, if that officer was of inferior rank to him, so many of
“ the perpetrators as will, according to the tariff of exchange,
6C be equivalent. In failure of it, I shall hold myself justified,
“ in the eyes of God and man, for the measures to which I
“ shall resort.”
Clinton expressed surprise and displeasure at this imperious
language. He had taken, he said, due measures for bringing
the delinquents to justice ; but would not consent to adopt and
extend barbarity, by sacrificing innocence, under the notion
of preventing guilt; and added that, if violations of humanity
could be justified by example, those committed by General
Washington’s party exceeded, and probably gave rise to that
in question. The board of loyalists, corroborating this asser
tion, stated circumstances relating to the execution of Huddy,
in which, though Lippencott had exceeded his authority and
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their orders, he had merely adopted the precedent shown by
the Americans in the case of White. They also recited
many instances in which cruelty towards the loyalists had
only been restrained by retaliation.
It should be observed that the letter of Washington had
been accompanied with depositions to show that Huddy was
not concerned in the murder of White; but, on the other
hand, there was produced Huddy’s own confession of his
activity in murdering associated loyalists.
Unmoved by these representations, Washington seized as
deserters Messrs. Hatfield and Badgely, though protected by
a flag of truce. To an application for their liberation, he
answered, that deserters, or persons whom crime rendered
amenable to the civil laws, could not be protected, even under
a flag.
Subsequently to this act, General Washington wrote to
the English General Robertson, the temporary successor of
Sir Henry Clinton, that he adhered to the resolutions which he
had expressed to the latter officer. Orders had been given to
designate a British officer for retaliation; the time and place
were fixed, but still he hoped that the result of a court-martial
would prevent this dreadful alternative. This proceeding
was resorted to,, but was not attended with the effect which
the Americans desired. The prisoner, at first, pleaded that he
was not subject to martial law, and by common law could not
be tried in New York for an offence alleged to have been com
mitted in another State—that of New Jersey. This objection,
being submitted to the consideration of the Chief Justice and
the Attorney-General, was overruled; the trial proceeded ;
but, as it appeared from the evidence that Lippencott acted
under the orders of a board which he was bound to obey, he
was acquitted. And now the barbarous edict of retaliation
was about to be enforced. The officers, who had been sur
rendered at York Town, and whose persons ought to have
been sacred under the terms of the capitulation, were directed
to cast lots, to determine who should be the expiatory victim.
It fell on Captain Asgill, son of Sir Charles Asgill, who was
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only in his nineteenth year; and against this inhuman sacri
fice entreaty and argument were, with the American General,
equally unavailing. To close at once this painful and dis
graceful narrative, it is to be added, that the innocence and
amiable qualities of the young officer, and the anguish and
the pathetic supplications of his family, which produced no
effect on Washington, found their way to the heart of the
French Queen. Influenced by the prayers and tears of the
captive’s mother, she interposed her powerful mediation ; and,
with the aid of IVL de Vergennes, and through him of M. de
la Luzerne, the plenipotentiary of Louis, obtained from Con
gress an order for Asgill’s discharge (m).
CYI. The case of Major Andre was on this wise. The
American General Arnold, an officer of great abilities, had
determined to leave the American and join the royalist
forces. In July, 1779, he had been appointed by Washing
ton to the important port of West Point, on the North River.
Here he opened a negotiation with the English General, Sir
Henry Clinton, for the surrender of West Point and the
adjacent ports. When the project was ripe for execution,
Major Andre, Adjutant-General of the British army, an officer
in whose prudence and address Sir Henry Clinton reposed
the greatest confidence, and who had chiefly conducted the
correspondence between him and General Arnold, was com
missioned to adjust the final arrangement. He was conveyed
from the Vulture sloop by night, in a boat despatched by
Arnold, landed on neutral ground, and held a conference
with him till the approach of day. The American General,
fearful of discovery, advised Major Andre not to return on
board the Vulture, but conveyed him to a place of conceal
ment within the American lines, where he remained till
night. During the day the sloop had shifted her position,
(m) Adolphus, History of England, vol. iii. pp. 383-386.
Remembrancer, vol. xiv. p. 155 et seq.
Ann. Reg. 1783, Appendix to the Chronicle.
Spark’s Life of Washington, vol. i. p. 378.
Letters in the State Faper Office.
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and, the boatmen refusing to convey Andre on board, he was
compelled to attempt reaching New York by land; and, by
the direction of Arnold, changed his regimentals for a plain
suit, and received a passport under the name of John Ander
son. Protected by the passport, he had already passed the
lines, and conceived himself free from danger, when a patrol
of three men sprang from a wood and seized his horse. In
a moment of surprise, the unfortunate Andre inquired of the
soldiers “ whence they came ? ” and to their answer, “ From
“ below,” replied, “ And so am I; ” avowing himself to be
a British officer. He discovered his error too late; the
captors searched him, and finding several papers concealed in
various parts of his dress, carried him before their commander.
During his examination before the American colonel of
militia, Major Andre continued his assumed name of John
Anderson, and contrived to obtain the transmission of a
letter to Arnold, who escaped to the British head-quarters.
The captive had now no further occasion for disguise: he
wrote to General Washington a full and frank statement of
the circumstances which occasioned his being within the
American lines, exculpating himself from the imputation of
being a spy, and demanding, “ whatever might be his fate, a
“ decent treatment.”
Washington referred the case to a board of fourteen general
officers, all Americans, except La Fayette and the Baron de
Stuben, before whom Andre was compelled to appear. The
facts alleged against him were chiefly drawn from his own
letters, and supported by his own answers to interrogatories
unfairly administered; while he was, by situation, precluded
from the advantage of adducing explanatory testimony. The
board reported that, agreeably to the law and usage of na
tions, he ought to suffer death as a spy.
From the moment of his capture, no exertions were spared
to avert his fate. Colonel Bobinson, commander of the loyal
Americans, and Sir Henry Clinton, wrote to General Wash
ington, affirming that he had been sent to confer, under a flag
of truce. Arnold certified the same fact, and further insisted
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that every subsequent proceeding had been sanctioned by Ids
authority, which he had a right to exercise according to his
discretion. These letters were produced before the board of
officers ; but a previous question was artfully put to the cap
tive, who, in answer, is said to have denied that he had come
on shore with a flag of truce.
After promulgation of the sentence, Sir Henry Clinton
sent a deputation to state such facts as could not be disclosed
to the board. General Washington would not receive them,
but appointed General Greene, president of the Court which
condemned Major Andre, to meet General Robertson,—the
person who accompanied him not being permitted to land.
In this conference Robertson urged reasons of humanity and
policy, and especially the hazard which many Americans
would incur in case of retaliation, and the previous modera
tion of Sir Henry Clinton, who, on several occasions, had
shown the most humane attention to General Washington’s
intercession in favour of avowed spies, and had still in his
power many delinquents. General Robertson offered to
prove, by unexceptionable testimony, that Andre went on
shore in a boat bearing a flag of truce, with the knowledge
and under the protection of Arnold, who was commander of
the district; and he strongly urged the injustice of con
sidering Major Andre as a spy, merely on the foundation of
an improper phrase in a letter to General Washington.
None of these arguments or proposals had the desired effect;
and an offer to exchange, for the intended victim, any pri
soner whom the Americans should select, was equally dis
regarded. General Robertson then proposed a reference to
disinterested foreigners, acquainted with the Laws* of War
and of Nations; but this proposition was not complied wTith.
A letter written by Arnold, repeating his explanations of
Andre’s situation, and threatening retaliation if the sentence
against him was executed, produced, as might be expected,
no good effect; every sentiment of humanity and policy was
absorbed in the base desire of revenge : General Washing
ton justified the decision of the board.
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Major Andre, during his examination, studiously avoided
every disclosure which might affect the interests or character
of those with whom he had been engaged. He received the
sentence without alarm or dejection, acknowledged the
politeness with which he had been treated during his cap
tivity, and only solicited the sad privilege of dying by the
musket, like a soldier, and not by the cord, like a felon.
This request was cruelly denied; but his courage sur
mounted even this terrible and unexpected trial (n). The
manner of his execution was scarcely justifiable by the
sternest rules of International Law; it was one of the few
acts which can be cited as discreditable to the great hero
Washington, and, like the case of Asgill, was the fruit of
the proverbial bitterness of a Civil War.
CVII. The Civil War which immediately followed upon
the outbreak of the first Revolution carried the ferocity of
the civil contest into the International War which sprang
from it; but for a short period only. Regular military
discipline soon conferred upon the French army that repu
tation for humanity which it has subsequently so well de
served, and the reputation for courage it has never lost.
But the contrast between the conduct of that army with
respect to prisoners in 1794 and in 1810, is very striking,
and illustrates the remark respecting the effects of Civil War
upon belligerent practice.
In 1794, the Duke of York, Commander-in-chief of the
British army in Holland, put forth a proclamation to the
following effect:—
tc The National Convention has just passed a decree that
“ their soldiers shall give no quarter to the British or Hano“ verian troops. His Royal Highness anticipates the indig“ nation and horror which has naturally arisen in the minds
“ of the brave troops whom he addresses upon receiving
“this information. He desires, however, to remind them
“ that mercy to the vanquished is the brightest gem in the
(n) His monument is in Westminster Abbey.
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“ soldier’s character, and exhorts them not to suffer their
“ resentment to lead them into any precipitate act of cruelty
“ on their part, which may sully the reputation they have
“ acquired in the world. In all the Wars which from the
“ earliest times have existed between the English and French
“ nations, they have been accustomed to consider each other
c< in the light of generous as well as brave enemies, while
“ the Hanoverians, the allies of the former, have shared for
“ above a century in this mutual esteem. Humanity and
“ kindness have at all times taken place the instant that
“ opposition ceased, and the same cloak has been frequently
“ seen covering those who were wounded, friends and ene“ mies, while indiscriminately conveyed to hospitals of the
“ conquerors. The British and Hanoverian armies will not
“ believe that the French nation, even under their present
“ infatuation, can so far forget their character as soldiers as
u to pay any attention to a decree as injurious to themselves
“ as it is disgraceful to their Government; and, therefore,
“ His Royal Highness trusts that the soldiers of both
u nations will confine their sentiments of abhorrence to the
“ National Convention alone, persuaded that they will be
“ joined in them by every Frenchman who possesses a spark
“ of honour or one principle of a soldier ” (o).
What a contrast to this state of things is exhibited in the
despatches of the Duke of Wellington during the Peninsular
War ! Take, for instance, the following despatch:—
To the Right Hon. H. Wellesley.
u Celorico, August 8, 1810.

Since I have commanded the troops in this country, I
66 have always treated the French officers and soldiers who
*'4 have been made prisoners with the utmost humanity and
“ attention; and in numerous instances I have saved their
“ lives. The only motive which I have had for this conduct
“ has been that they might treat our officers and soldiers
“

(o) Proclamation, May 30, Ann. Reg. 1794, State Papers, p. 169.
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well who might fall into jheir hands; and I must do the
“ French the justice to say that they have been universally
“ well treated, and in recent instances the wounded prisoners
“ of the British army have been taken care of before the
“ wounded of the French army ” (p).

66

CVTII. During the last War waged by England and her
allies against Russia, complaints were preferred by the
former Powers that the wounded English and French were,
while lying helpless on the field of battle, put to death by
the Russian soldiers. It is lamentable to add, that this
charge was palliated, and not wholly denied, by the Russian
authorities. The palliation consisted in an averment that
the Russians had been exasperated by the spoliation of a Rus
sian church by English soldiers previous to the battle (q).
CIX. The conventions which take place during War re
specting Prisoners are those which relate to (1) their Ransom
or (2) their Exchange.
Formerly, the right to exact Ransom belonged to the indi
vidual captor; the practice, so often mentioned in Homer
and Virgil, prevailed in the middle ages of Christianity, and
is even referred to as existing by Vattel(r). The custom
of demanding Ransom is now‘nearly extinct among civilised
nations; but if exacted at all, it would now, according to
the better usage, be exacted by the State, and not by the
individual conqueror or captor,—except, indeed, in cases of
maritime capture, among those nations which permit their
subjects to take ransom for captured ships. This practice
has been for some time generally disallowed by the Law cf
England ; though Lord Stowell observes, “ even ransoms,
“ under circumstances of necessity, are still allowed ” (s).
And by the “ Act for regulating Naval Prize of War,”
27 & 28 Viet. c. 25. s. 45, it is enacted with respect to
(p) The Despatches of the Duke of Wellington, vol. iv. p. 212.
(q) Lord John Russell’s Speech in the Rouse of Commons, December,
1854.
(r) L. iii. c. xvii. ss. 278-286.
(s) The ships taken at Genoa, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 388.
VOL. III.
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ships and goods, that “ Her Majesty in Council may
“from time to time, in relation to any War, make such
“ orders as may seem expedient, according to circumstances,
“for prohibiting or allowing, wholly or in certain cases,
“ or subject to any conditions or regulations or otherwise,
“ as may from time to time seem meet, the ransoming or the
“ entering into any contract or agreement for the ransoming
“ of any ship or goods belonging to any of Her Majesty’s sub“ jects, and taken as prize by any of Her Majesty’s enemies.
“ Any contract or agreement entered into, and any bill,
“ bond, or other security given for Ransom of any ship or
“ goods, shall be under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
“ High Court of Admiralty as a Prize Court (subject to
“ appeal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council),
“ and if entered into or given in contravention of any such
“ Order in Council, shall be deemed to have been entered
“ into or given for an illegal consideration.
“ If any person ransoms, or enters into any contract or
“ agreement for ransoming, any ship or goods, in contra“ vention of any such Order in Council, he shall, for every
“ such offence, be liable to be proceeded against in the High
“ Court of Admiralty at the suit of Her Majesty in her
“ office of Admiralty, and on conviction to be fined, in the
“ discretion of the Court, any sum not exceeding five hun“ dred pounds.”
This branch of the question will be further discussed
with other subjects of Maritime International Law.
But there are certain general maxims on the subject of
Ransom which may be mentioned in this place. In the
middle and early ages, a person who had acquired a right to
demand a ransom from his prisoner, might transfer that right
to a third person. The price of the ransom was usually pro
portioned to the military rank, and not to the wealth of the
prisoner; the agreement once made as to the price was held
to be a perfect contract between the captor and the prisoner,
and one which could not be rescinded unless the prisoner
had fraudulently disguised his rank.
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Yattel has no doubt that if a prisoner, who has been set
at liberty, dies before his ransom be paid, the obligation to
discharge it descends to his heirs. The same authority
holds that if a prisoner be rescued before he has received
his liberty, though he may have agreed for the price of his
ransom, he is released from all obligation to pay it.
If a prisoner be released upon condition of procuring the
release of another, and that other dies before his liberty has
been obtained, it is said that the survivor ought to return to
his prison. It is certain, however, that if a hostage be given
in order to procure the liberty of a prisoner, and the prisoner
die, the hostage should be set free; but if the hostage die,
the prisoner is not thereby restored to his liberty. If,
however, one prisoner has been substituted for another, the
death of one releases the other (t).
CX. (u) In general, all contracts in favour of alien
enemies are, in Great Britain, void, both at law and in
equity (V), unless the enemy shall have come into this
country sub salvo conductu, or live here by the King’s
licence (y). And a bill drawn abroad by an alien enemy
on a British subject here, and indorsed, during War, to a
British subject voluntarily resident in the hostile country,
cannot be enforced by the latter after peace has been
restored, because it was illegal in its concoction (z). But
upon the principle laid down by Yattel, it was decided,* 1
(t) Vattel, ubi supr.
(u) Vattel, 1. iii. c. xvi. s. 264 ; and see note to this section in Chitty's
translation of Vattel.
Kent, Comment, i. p. 104.
(x) Williamson v. Patterson, 7 Taunton's Rep. p. 439.
1 J. B. Moore, p. 333, S. C.
2 Vesey & Beames, p. 332. Vide ante, p. 321 n. (a).
(y) Cowper, p. 163.
6 Durnford & East, p. 23.
2 Vesey & Beames, p. 332.
(2) Williamson v. Patterson, 7 Taunton, p. 439.
McConnell v. Hector, 3 Bosanquet & Puller, p. 113.
Roberts v. Hardy & others, 3 Maule & Selwyn, p. 533.
n
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where two British subjects were declared prisoners in
France, and one of them drew a bill in favour of the other
on a third British subject, resident in England, and such
payee indorsed the same, in France, to an alien enemy, that
the transaction was legal, that the alien’s right of action was
only suspended during the War, and that, on the return of
peace, he might recover the amount from the acceptor; for,
otherwise, it was said, such persons would sustain great
privations during their detention: and, for the same reason,
it has been holden to be no objection to an action on
such bill, that it is brought as to part in trust for an alien
enemy (a).
The Law of the North American United States is thus
stated by Mr. Chancellor Kent (b):—“ The effect of a
“ ransom is equivalent to a safe conduct granted by the
“ authority of the State to which the captor belongs, and it
“ binds the commanders of other cruisers to respect the
safe conduct thus given; and under the implied obligation
“ of the Treaty of Alliance, it binds equally the cruisers of
“ the allies of the captor’s country (c). From the very
“ nature of the connection between allies, their compacts
“ with the common enemy must bind each other, when they
u tend to accomplish the objects of the alliance. If they
u did not, the ally would reap all the fruits of the compact,
“ without being subject to the terms and conditions of it;
“ and the enemy with whom the agreement was made would
(t be exposed, in regard to the ally, to all the disadvantages
“ of it, without participating in the stipulated benefits.
Such an inequality of obligation is contrary to every
“ principle of reason and justice (d).1
(a) Antoine v. Moorshead,~§ Taunton, pp. 237, 447.
1 Marshall, p. 558, S. G.
Danberg v. Moorshead, 6 Taunton, p. 332, C.
(b) Kent, Comm. i. p. 112.
(c) Miller v. The Resolution, 2 Dallas (Amer.) p. 15.
(d) Miller v. Miller, 2 Dallas (Amer.), p. 15.
Pothier, Traite du Droit de Propriety, N° 134.
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“ The safe conduct implied in a ransom bill, requires that
“ the vessel should be found within the course prescribed,
“ and within the time limited by the contract, unless forced
“ out of her course by stress of weather, or unavoidable
“ necessity (e). If the vessel ransomed perishes by a peril
“ of the sea, before arrival in port, the ransom is, neverthe“ less, due, for the captor has not insured the prize against
“ the perils of the sea, but only against recapture by cruisers
“ of his own nation, or of the allies of his country. If
“ there should be a stipulation in the ransom contract, that
“ the ransom should not be due if the vessel was lost by sea
“ perils, the provision ought to be limited to total losses by
64 shipwreck, and not to mere stranding, which might lead
44 to frauds, in order to save the cargo at the expense of the
“ ship ” (/).
_
_
CXI. Closely connected with the subject of Hansom is
that species of convention which has for its object the re
lease of prisoners, and which is usually designated by the
name of Cartel. The English Prize Courts have given
some valuable and well-considered decisions upon this sub
ject. They have holden that the privileges and immunities
of Cartel Ships are of a very sacred nature, and are to be
received with great respect, from their obvious tendency to
mitigate the miseries of War, and to facilitate the return
of peace (g). It is to be observed that the actual existence
of War is not necessary to give effect to contracts for the
employment of vessels as Cartel Ships. It is sufficient if
they are entered into prospectively, and in expectation of
approaching War (/i).
As the privilege of a Cartel is allowed for the mutual
exchange of prisoners of War, the employment of such
vessels is confined to belligerents (i). But these vessels
(e) Pothier, Traite du Droit de Propriety, Nus 134-5.
(/) lb. 1ST0 138.
(g) The Carolina, 6 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 336.
(h). Ib.
(i) The Rose in Bloom, 1 Dodson, p. 60.
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are, on general principles, to be protected ini their office
eundo et redeundo, both in carrying prisoners and returning
from that service (ft).
It has not been the habit of Courts of International Law
to scrutinise with severity the formal papers of these privi
leged conveyances; they have always been satisfied with
substantial evidence of the bond fide character of their
employment (Z).
The privileges of Cartel are not confined to tthe object of
negotiating the ransom of prisoners; they attach where the
vessel is employed in execution of a Treaty of Peace, con
formably to orders of Government, and for th<e purpose of
carrying the stipulations of the Treaty into effect (m).
It has been holden that a Cartel Ship appointed in time
of peace, but in contemplation of War, by an officer in the
East India Company, and subsequently confirmed by officers
of the Crown, and employed in carrying into effect the
stipulation of a Treaty, but captured on hostilities super
vening, is entitled to the privileges of that character, and
restitution has been decreed accordingly (n).
CXII. But Cartel Ships are not allowed to abuse their
privilege; the sacred character which is the cause of it
must be religiously maintained, and their employment must
be wholly unconnected with commercial or o»ther objects.
Therefore Cartel Ships have no right to trade or take in a
cargo; and the doing so subjects, strictly speaking, the
vessel (o), and always the cargo, to confiscation (p).
But it has been holden that a Cartel appointed in time of(l)
(k) The Daifjie, 3 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 141.
(l) La Gloire, 5 ib. p. 192.
The Caroline, 6 ib. p. 337.
The Daifjie, 3 ib. p. 139.
(m) The Carolina, 6 ib. p. 338.
(n) Ib. p. 336.
(o) The Venus, 4 ib. p. 355.
(p) Tin plates for canister-shot put on board a Cartel Ship by a
British manufacturer at Dover were condemned as droits of Admiralty.
La Bosine, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 372.
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peace, but in contemplation of War, which, in accord
ance with the stipulations of the Cartel contract, took on
board a cargo at an intermediate port after the breaking out
of hostilities, had not forfeited her privileges of a Cartel
thereby ; and restitution of a ship and cargo was accord
ingly decreed, save as to some few articles subsequently
taken on board, and as to which no proof of property was
adduced (y).
A ship going to be employed as a Cartel Ship is not
protected by mere intention on her way from one port to
another of her own country, for the purpose of taking on
herself the character when she arrives at the latter port. If
such a necessity occurs, it is proper to apply to the Com
missary of Prisoners in the enemy’s country for a pass (r).
Lastly, it is to be remembered that persons put on board
a Cartel Ship with their own consent by the Government
of the enemy, to be carried to their own country, are
bound to do no act of hostility. Therefore, a capture
made by such persons of a vessel of their own country
from the enemy, is not a recapture in contemplation of law;
it gives them no title to salvage, and confers on the former
owner no title to claim the vessel; and property so re
covered has been decreed to be given up to the disposal of
the Crown (s).
CXIII. Belligerent States (Z) sometimes enter into
General Conventions, either at the beginning or during the
course of the War, respecting the mode in which their
necessary intercourse during War shall be carried on. The

(q) The Carolina, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 337.
(r) The Daifjie, 3 ib. p. 143.
(s) The Mary, 5 ib. p. 200.
(t) Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi., Be fide manente hello, ubi de induciis, commeatu,
captivorum redemtione.
Ib. c. xxii., Be fide minorum potestatum in hello.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. xvi.
Martens, 1. viii. c. iv.
1 Kent, Comm. Lecture viii.
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subjects of these General Conventions are usually con
ditions to be observed respecting the exchange and redemp
tion of prisoners, passports, safe conducts, flags of truce,
and other matters of the like kind; sometimes, also,
agreements to abstain from certain modes of injuring each
other, and also with respect to the levying contributions
on the invaded territory. The duration of these Con
ventions is usually limited to the War, or to a certain
number of years.
CXIV. But besides these General, there are usually
Particular Conventions, which arise pendente bello. These
may be divided into two principal classes:—
1. Truces, including partial suspensions of hostilities.
2. Capitulations (pacta deditionis), by virtue of which a
particular body of troops, or a particular town or territory,
submits, under certain conditions, to the enemy.
CXY. The usual and recognised mode of proposing a
Truce is to hoist, if it be the case of a besieged town, a
white flag, or otherwise to send a messenger with one.
In the case of the Besieged town, after the besiegers
have responded to the signal, hostilities cease till the parley
be over. In the case of sending a message, the bearer of
the white flag is inviolable by all but savages. It should
be mentioned, that when a ship hoists a white flag it is a
recognised signal of surrender.
CXYI. (u) “ Publica conventio est ” (said Ulpian) “ qua
“Jit per pacem (aut) (x) quoties inter se duces belli qucedam
“ paciscuntur.”
Every general or commander is invested with the power
of sanctioning a Truce, or cessation of arms, for a short
period and a particular purpose (y) ; such as that a town, if
(u) Dig. 1. ii. t. xiv. p. 5, De Pactis.
(x) Compare Noodt, De Pactis, c. vii., with Barheyrads note on
Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. i.
(y) “ Inducias dare ducum est, nec summorum tantum sed et
minorum, iis nempe quos oppugnant aut obsessos tenent, et se suasque
copias quod attinet; nam alios duces pares non obligant.”—Grot. 1. iii.
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not relieved within a few months, shall surrender, cessation
of warfare to bury the dead, and similar purposes; a Truce
for a long period and for a general object is a Peace, and
requires the ratification of the Sovereign. But the authority
of the Sovereign, and the national honour and faith, are
pledged to the observance of Truces and suspensions of
arms concluded by his generals. A Truce is binding from
the moment that it is solemnly proclaimed and duly notified.
It is then a law binding on the subjects of both parties:
but it must be known; for a law that could not have been
known, imposes no obligation. Therefore subjects are not
to blame who make captures or prizes after the Truce, if
circumstances have prevented them from being warned of
it; but their Sovereign is bound to make restitution of the
property so taken, though not to make indemnification for
actual losses sustained, if it has been impossible to notify
the Truce to the officer, naval or military, who, in ignorance
of it, made the capture (z). In order to obviate these
difficulties, it is usual, both with respect to Truces and
Treaties of Peace, to assign different periods, according to
c. xxii. § 8. Thus Mr. Grenville writes, in April, 1800, to his
brother, Lord Buckingham :—“ You will have seen by the last French
papers, which contain the Egyptian Convention, and Kleber’s account
of it, that our Christian knight (Sir Sydney Smith) is a better soldier
than politician ; yet, although I entirely dislike and disapprove the
countenance which he has given to this Convention, as he has taken
upon himself to give it his sanction in the quality of a British com
manding officer, we must, I fear, respect that character, however pre
judicial to our wishes and interests.”—Memoirs of the Court and
Cabinets of George III., by the Duke of Buckingham, vol. iii. p. 57.
(z) Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi. s. 5. “Illud obiter dicam, inducias et siquid
est simile ipsos contrahentes statim obligare ex quo contractus absolutus
est : at subditos utrimque obligari incipere ubi induciae acceperunt
formam legis, cui inest exterior qusedam publicatio : qu& fact& statim
quidem incipit habere vim obligandi subditos. Sed ea vis, si publicatio
uno tantum loco facta sit, non per omnem ditionem eodem momento
se exserit, sed per tempus sufiiciens ad perferendam ad singula loca
notitiam. Quare si quid interea a subditis contra inducias factum sit,
ipsi apoenisimmunes sunt, neque tamen eo minus contrahentes damnum
resarcire debebunt.”
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the differences of situations and distance, for the cessation of
hostilities.
With respect to the interpretation of the terms used in
Covenants of Truce the same principles and rules are appli
cable as those which have been already laid down for the
interpretation of Treaties (a).
CXYII. (b) We have now to consider the effect of a
Truce upon the parties to it, or what is allowed or forbidden
to be done during its continuance. This subject is treated
by Grotius and Yattel with great fulness of detail. The
general principle, however, laid down by Grotius embraces
nearly the whole question: “ Illiciti enim sunt oinnes actus
“ bellici, sive in personas sive in res; id est quicquid vi fit
“ adversus hostem : id enim omne per induciarum tempus
“ fit contra jus gentium ” (c).
An important distinction exists between what a belligerent
may do at home and in his own territories, and what he may
do in the place to which the cessation of hostilities relates.
He may do at home, unless, of course, there be a specific
condition to the contrary, whatever he might do in time of
peace : he may repair fortifications, levy soldiers, assemble
an army, or take any other step of a similar kind. He has
a right to do these things in time of peace, and the Truce,
therefore, does not tie up his hands.
But he may do none of these things in the place to which
the cessation of hostilities relates; because he may not take
advantage of this cessation to do, without danger to himself,
what is injurious to the enemy, and what but for the Truce
he could not have done except with danger to himself.
Therefore, on the one side to continue the works of a siege,
or on the other to repair the breaches made in the forti
fications by the artillery of the besiegers, to introduce
(a) Vide ante, vol. ii. pt. v. c. viii.
(b) Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi. ss. 6-9., et c. xxii.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. xvi. ss. 245-258.
(c) Ubi supr. s. 6.
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succours and reinforcements, to do any act of the like kind,
is the conduct of perfidy, and reprobated by the practice
and conscience of every civilised State.
CXVIII. Vattel makes a distinction in applying the
principles just laid down to sl suspension of hostilities for the
express purpose of burying the dead. He thinks that the
implied contract in this case is, that the firing is to cease in
order that each party may carry off their dead, and that it
is unlawful to carry on any works which the firing, if it had
not been intermitted, would have impeded; but he thinks
that it is lawful to introduce a reinforcement, during this
cessation, into some quarter remote from the point of attack,
and which the firing would not have reached; that the
vigilance of the besiegers ought not to be lulled by a special
armistice of this kind, and that the armistice itself does not
enable the besieged to bring in the reinforcement. Upon
the truth or falsehood of this last assertion, it would seem
that the lawfulness of this act must depend. Where it
cannot be truly predicated, the act is clearly perfidious.
Nor can it be denied that strict good faith, and the general
interests of belligerents, would be best promoted by an
abstinence from every equivocal act of this nature.
Vattel himself admits, that if an army were to avail itself
of such a suspension of hostilities, in order to extricate itself
from a disadvantageous position by marching off unmolested
in sight of the enemy, it would be a flagrant violation of the
compact; but he thinks if they silently filed off in the rear,
and thus reached a safer position, there would be no breach
of faith. It is, however, impossible to justify the morality of
this doctrine, and the tendency of it is to infuse that suspicion
and distrust into the mind of the belligerent which leads in
practice to the worst horrors of War.
CXIX. It is a clear violation of this compact to receive
offers of submission or adherence from rebellious towns,
2>rovinces, or subjects during the suspension, and of course
a still greater violation to induce them to revolt from their
Sovereign. During this suspension enemies may, unless
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specially forbidden, pass and repass into each other’s terri
tories ; but the right of postliminium cannot take effect
during a Truce, for that right is founded only on a state of
War, and the Truce suspends all acts of War, and leaves
everything in its existing state; and even prisoners do not
then recover their former condition.
The question of the necessity of a declaration of War
previously to the commencement of hostilities has been
already considered (d) ; but it is universally admitted, that
after the expiration of a Truce hostilities may be renewed
without any declaration of War.
CXX. It is lawful, in time of Truce, to take possession
of what is really derelict, that is, what has been left,
without any intention of being resumed by those to whom
it belonged ; but not what merely happens to be unguarded,
whether the custody was removed before or after the Truce,
because the ownership (dominium) remaining, causes the pos
session of another to be unjust. Therefore, Grotius says,
Belisarius was without excuse, when, in time of Truce with
the Goths, he seized two of their places which happened to
be denuded of their garrisons (e).
CXXI. If the conditions of the Truce be broken by one
belligerent, there is no doubt the other may immediately
return to War, and without a declaration (sine indictione),
unless, indeed, it happen that it has been agreed that a cer
tain penalty shall be paid by the violator of the Truce; then,
if that penalty be paid, there is no right of going to War:
“ ideo enim poena solvitur, ut caetera salva maneant ” (/).
The acts of a private person cannot be holden to break
the Truce, unless they be ordered or ratified by public
authority. And such order or ratification will be legally
presumed, unless the private offenders be punished or

id) Vide ante, pp. 85-103.
(e) Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi. s. 10.
(/) Ib. s. 12.
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surrendered, and unless the thing seized be restored (<7),
or compensation tendered for it.
CXXII. 2. We have next to consider the subject of
Capitulations {pacta deditionis), by virtue of which a
particular body of troops, a particular town or territory,
submits under certain conditions to the enemy.
The rules which ought to govern the construction of these
instruments of International Law have been considered in a
former volume of this work; but it may be added here that
this construction of the articles of a Truce or Capitulation,
and the decision as to who are entitled to the benefit of it,
and the manner in which it is to be executed, belong at the
time to the conqueror. If he misconstrue or break the
articles, he is guilty of a violation of International Law, for
which reparation must be given, or enforced, according to
the modes prescribed by International Jurisprudence ; but
which, according to English Law, cannot be the ground of
an action in a Municipal Court (h).
*
CXXIII. The opinions of a jurist so accurate, profound,
and accomplished as Sir James Mackintosh, are extremely
valuable upon all questions of International Law; and
though opinions delivered in Parliament are liable to some
deductions from their weight as legal propositions, on
account of the excitement of debate, and of the party to
which the speaker belongs, yet it will rarely be found that
upon questions of Public or International Law, Sir James
Mackintosh was swayed by other considerations than those
arising from a thorough mastery and an enlightened applica
tion of the acknowledged authorities upon the subject.
“ To establish the breach of faith, I must first ask ” (he
says), “ What did Lord William Bentinck promise as Com“ mander-in-chief of His Majesty’s troops in Italy, by his
“ Proclamations of the 14th March and 26th April, 1814 ?
“ The first is addressed to the people of Italy. It offers
(g) Grot. ib. s. 13.
Qi) So successfully contended by Sir E. Sugden, arguendo in Elphinstone v. Bedreechund, 1 Knapp’s Privy Council Bep. p. 340.
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them the assistance of Great Britain to rescue them from
the iron yoke of Bonaparte. It holds out the example of
Spain, enabled, by the aid of Great Britain, to rescue
4 her independence,’—of the neighbouring Sicily, 4 which
4 hastens to resume her ancient splendour among indepen4 dent nations. . . . Holland is about to obtain the
6 same object. . . . Warriors of Italy, you are invited
4 to vindicate your own rights, and to be free! Italy, by
4 our united eiforts, shall become what she was in her most
4 prosperous periods, and what Spain now is ! ’”

44 Now, Sir, I do contend that all the powers of human in44 genuity cannot give two senses to this Proclamation: I
44 defy the wit of man to explain it away. Whether Lord
44 William Bentinck had the power to promise is an after
44 question; what he did promise can be no question at all.
44 He promised the aid of England to obtain Italian inde44 pendence. He promised to assist the Italians in throwing
44 off the yoke,—in escaping from thraldom,—in establishing
44 liberty,—in asserting rights,—in obtaining independence.
44 Every term of emancipation known in human language is
44 exhausted to impress his purpose on the heart of Italy.”

And, pursuing his arguments upon the just interpretation
of the language of Lord William Bentinck, this eloquent
jurist asked—
44 Are the references to Spain, to Sicily, and to Holland,
44 mere frauds on the Italians,—4 words full of sound and fury
44 4 signifying nothing ? ’ If not, can they mean less than
44 this,—that those countries of Italy which were independent
44 before the War shall be independent again ? These
44 words, therefore, were at least addressed to the Genoese;
44 —suppose them to be limited as to any other Italians ;—
64 suppose the Lombards, or, at that time, the Neapolitans,
44 to be tacitly excluded. Addressed to the Genoese, they
44 either had no meaning, or they meant their ancient inde44 pendence ” (z).
.
(i) Sir James Mackintosh’s Works, vol. iii. p. 324., Speech on Annexa
tion of Genoa to the Kingdom of Sardinia.
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“ In short, Sir,” continued Sir James Mackintosh, “ I am
“ rather fearful that I shall be thought to have overlaboured
“ a point so extremely clear. But if I have dwelt too long
“ upon this Proclamation, and examined it too minutely, it
“ is not because I think it difficult, but because I consider it
“ is decisive of the whole question. If Lord William Ben“ tinck in that Proclamation bestowed on the people of
“ Genoa their place among nations, and the government of
“ their forefathers, it must have been because he deemed
“ himself authorised to make that establishment by the re“ peated instructions of the British Government, and by the
“ avowed principles and solemn acts of the Allied Powers,
“ and because he felt bound to make it by his own Procla“ mation of the 14th March, combined with the acts done
“ by the Genoese nation in consequence of that Proclama“ tion. I think that I have proved that he did so,—that
“ he believed himself to have done so, and that the people
“ of Genoa believed it likewise.
“ Perhaps, however, if Lord William Bentinck had mis“ taken his instructions, and had acted without authority, he
“ might have been disavowed, and his acts might have been
“ annulled. I doubt whether, in such a case, any disavowal
“ would have been sufficient. Wherever another people, in
“ consequence of the acts of our agent, whom they had good
“ reason to trust, have done acts which they cannot recall, I
“ do not conceive the possibility of a just disavowal of such an
“ agent’s acts. Where one party has innocently and rea“ sonably advanced too far to recede, justice cuts off the other
“ also from retreat. But, at all events, the disavowal, to be
“ effectual, must have been prompt, clear, and public” (k).
CXXIV. This reasoning, however just and unanswerable,
did not prevail; neither the principles of international justice,
nor the ancient renown of this once illustrious republic, pre
served it from being a victim to that false and unrighteous
policy which measures States by their square miles, and by
(k) Sir James Mackintosh's Works, vol. iii. p. 336.
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numbers told by the head, and which transfers the lesser to
the greater kingdom without considering the consent of the
former as in anyway necessary to the validity of the act (Z).
CXXV. The great case of the ships taken at Genoa (rn)
arose on a demand made by the merchants of Genoa for the
sum of 17,000Z., said to have been exacted by Lord Keith,
as a commutation for ships seized in the harbour of Genoa,
and left behind, at the evacuation of that place, by the British
and Austrian forces. After a memorial had been presented
to His Majesty in Council, the claimants were advised, that
the proper mode of proceeding would be to apply to the Court
of Admiralty for a motion on Lord Keith to proceed to
adjudication. In this form the question now came for
ward.
The Judgment of Lord Stowell was as follows :—
“ This cause arises out of the seizure of Genoa in June
“ 1800. It now comes on in the naked shape of the admis“ sion of the claim on the behalf of the inhabitants of Genoa,
“ at that time undoubtedly in a state of hostility with this
“ country. There is no suggestion in the claim that any
“ other persons are aggrieved than merchants of Genoa,
“ who were decidedly enemies; unless it can be shown that
“ they had been taken into the protection of this country,
“ and that the seizure was made after the time when they
“ had so become entitled to protection under the Capitulation.
u Undoubtedly, if the seizure was made after that time, it
“ would be to be considered, not as the exercise of any rights
“of War, but as mere lawless rapine and plunder. The
“ question therefore appears to me to respect entirely the
“ time of seizure. If it is shown to have been before the
“ Convention, it will be in exercise of the rights of War; if
“ after, it will be liable to the description, that I have given
“ of it, of illegal plunder and violence. On this fact the
“ different parties give different representations. Lord(l)
(l) Ann. Reg. (1814), p. 85.
(m) 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 388.
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cc Keith describes it to have passed before the Convention;
whilst the claimants state it to have been after the
Capitulation, and in violation of the faith of the parties
4cthat entered into it.
44 In the first place, it may not be improper to consider the
44 circumstances under which the seizure was made. All
44 Genoese property was subject to condemnation, imquestion44 ably. There is nothing to raise a doubt upon this point.
44 As to other property, I conceive that the Commander-in44 chief had a right to proceed with respect to that also, on
44 a presumption that it was subject to condemnation, as
44 belonging to persons of Genoa, leaving it to the owners to
44 show that it was neutral property—or, since a blockade
44 had been imposed upon the port of Genoa for a consider44 able time, that the particular vessel which was the subject
44 of each claim, and the goods on board, had not violated ti e
44 blockade. The next thing to be considered is the Capitu44 lation, in which two articles are principally relied on, os
44 decisive of this question. The eighth article, which grants
44 permission to the inhabitants 4 to withdraw themselves,
44 4 their money, merchandises, moveables, or effects, by sea
44 4 or land/—that is, as I understand it, to withdraw by sea
44 or land. And the ninth article, which stipulates for the
44 freedom of trade. Now, on the construction of these
44 articles, it has been contended, that it was the intention
44 of the parties to -exempt the shipping from seizure; and
44 if the Court was to abstract itself from the considera44 tion of what has usually been understood and done, the
44 terms are perhaps large enough to admit this interprets 44 tion, although it is an acknowledged rule, that ships theiri44 selves, being property of a peculiar species, do not neces44 sarily pass under such a description. It is impossible not
44 to refer to the practice of commanders of other fortunate
44 expeditions, by whom a broad distinction has usually been
44 taken between property afloat and property on land. In
44 many capitulations this distinction is expressed ; and when
44 it is not expressed, the terms of the convention must admit

44
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“ some qualification from the usual practice, which, in late
“ Wars, has almost invariably been observed.
“ That a naval commander should mean to exempt pro“ perty afloat, would form a particular instance, and such an
“ exception from the general rule, that it is impossible not to
“ attend to this consideration, in judging of the credit to be
“ given to the representation on one side, or on the other.
“ But the question is, what was the interpretation which the
“ convention had received in the understanding of the parties
“ —that is, of the contracting parties ? I do not mean of
“ the merchants of Genoa, but of the French Generals on
“ the one side, and the Austrian Generals and English
“ Admiral on the other. If it was the intention of these
“ parties, that the shipping should not be exempted, it will
“ be of little consequence whether the merchants of Genoa
“ were apprised of it or not; since they are concluded by
“ the act of those who held the government over them at
“ the time, and are to be reputed capable of binding them
“ by their acts.
“ If wre give credit to Lord Keith’s positive declaration,
“ the shipping was not exempted. He states, c that the pro“ c posal was made, but that it was rejected, and expunged
“ ‘ with his own hand.’ It is said, that this refusal might
“ apply only to ships of war, to which it would have been
“ highly proper for him to refuse any exemption; and
“ that this account does not negative the supposition of an
“ exemption being granted to merchant ships. Lord Keith
“ certainly does not so consider it. He makes no distinction;
u and Avhat wreighs materially with me is, that no such pro“ posal seems to have been offered on the part of the French
(i Generals. On their part, no such distinction is proposed;
“ and therefore it is, I think, to be inferred, that Lord Keith’s
“ declaration, f that he would not suffer the ships to be in“ c eluded in the protection,’ must have referred to merchant
“ ships.
“ Then what followed! I have already said that the
u commander had a right to make a seizure of all ships in
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“ port, for the purpose of confiscating all such as were
“ Genoese property, and of affording to others their just
“ rights. It is stated by Lord Keith that he was proceeding
“ to inventorise and examine the circumstances of the par“ ticular ships. A more legal or cautious mode of proceed“ ing could not have been adopted ; and if the seizors were
“ so employed, it is the strongest evidence to convince me
<f that they were doing it, with an intention of exercising
“ the rights of capture over them, and for the purpose of
“ bringing to legal adjudication such as should appear liable
“ to condemnation. But it is said, that the ninth article
“ grants ‘ the freedom of trade,’ and that it would be nuga‘‘ tory to grant that, and at the same time to seize their
“ shipping. To this observation I can only say, that nuga“ tory as such a clause might be, it is in every day’s practice,
“ to seize all property afloat, and yet to allow a general
“ freedom of trade, exclusive of such particular seizure. It
“ is admitted that Lord Keith executed the capitulation in
“ all other respects with perfect good faith, and it is said,
“ that he continued to give passports. If it could have
“ been shown, that any passports had been obtained for ships,
“ it might have been material as affording a practical inter“ pretation, but no such averment is advanced in the affidavit
“ which has been made to introduce the claim. That no
“ such application was made for the removal of ships is, I
“ think, a strong circumstance to show, that Lord Keitfi’s
“ hand was upon them from the beginning.
“ Finally, after the unfortunate and never enough to be
“ lamented battle of Marengo, Lord Keith could no longer
“ continue his examination. To carry all the ships away
“ was impossible—yet he had a right to take away the value
“ of all9 as having a right to the possession; and if he was
“ not able to retain the body and substance, he had a right
“ to secure the value in any manner that he could. The
“ sum first demanded was 500,000/. sterling, as an equivalent
(C for all ships in the port. Remonstrances were made on
“ the part of the Genoese; and, in my opinion, naturally
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enough. For in what respect were the merchants of
“ Genoa obliged to contribute for the ships of all the other
“ States of Italy? Even with regard to their own, if they
“ had considered that species of property as protected by the
Capitulation, they might have said—No, take the ships;
“ we are protected by the terms of the Capitulation; we will
“ apply to the justice of your country; wre will not ransom
“ them. I do not see, therefore, anything like that duress or
ec compulsion, which has been insinuated; much less were
“ they necessitated to advance money for other ships. If
64 they ransomed for other persons, they must seek compen“ sation from them. They do not claim for any persons but
“ themselves ; yet they now hold out, that they were under the
“ necessity of ransoming both for themselves and for others.
“ The contract is, 1 think, by no means to be represented
“ as an involuntary contract; and when 17,000/. was ac“ cepted as a compensation for what was admitted to be of
“ the value of 500,000/., I cannot but think that the sum
“ can amount to but a small part of what must have been
“ justly subject to condemnation. If the case had been
u what the claimants state it to be, it might have been
“ proved long ago; it must have been known to the Austrian
“ and French Generals what were the true intentions of
“ the contracting parties. During the interval of peace it
“ was easy for the claimants to have obtained their testimony,
“ and to have produced them to prove ‘ that they never in“ c tended to confiscate property afloat, and that this is a
“ 6 violent and perverse exposition of Lord Keith.’ If such
“ persons had given testimony to this effect, it would have
“ been received with great attention. Instead of such evi66 dence, we hear nothing, after an interval of three years,
“ but a bare claim on behalf of persons who, after having
“had the benefit'of the convention, come now to complain
“ for others, as well as for themselves. Under all the cir“ cumstances of the case, I think it is a Capitulation very
“ much for the benefit of the parties claiming, and one
“ which ought to be supported.
*6
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“ The next question is, to whom is this property to be
u condemned ? Capitulations are certainly of the nature of
“ ransoms, but admitting of very favourable distinctions.
“ Ransoms have been forbidden, as subject to great abuse,
“ being, in the common acceptation, contracts entered into
“ at sea by individual captors, and very liable to be abused,
“ to the great inconvenience of neutral trade. But even
“ ransoms, under circumstances of necessity, are still alloioed.
“ Capitulations, in their nature, can scarcely become liable
“ to the same objection; they being contracts between the
“ commander and the conquered State; on the contrary,
“ they have always been favourably supported, and it is of
“ great importance to the generaf interests of the captured
“ that they should be sustained.
“ I am not aware, however, that the Prize Act authorises
“ me to condemn to the captors, in such a case as the present.
“ The Act gives them ships, goods, 8fc. afloat. This is a sum
u of money, which is not exactly of that description of things,
“ though in some measure it may be taken as the represen“ tation of them. It is to be recollected also, that this was
“ a transaction in which the Austrian army was co-operating;
“ and that there are considerations of a public tendency,
“ which make it highly important that Capitulations of this
“ nature should be confirmed by His Majesty. On this
“ view of the question, it will be more expedient, on all
4 6 accounts, that the condemnation should pass to the Crown.
“ As to the effect of the Capitulation, I decide that question
“ upon the merits, and without the slightest hesitation.”
It has been holden by the English Prize Court that
vessels used as Privateers, though not at the time of cap
ture in actual employment as such, are not within the
terms of a Capitulation protecting private property gene
rally (ft).
It has been also holden, by the same authority, that public
property ceded by Capitulation, but not taken possession of
(n) Dash and Others, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 271.
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by the captors, and afterwards seized by a privateer, belongs
to the Crown and not to the privateer (o).
The case in which this doctrine is laid down is well
worthy of attentive consideration, inasmuch as it throws
great light upon the principles of International Law, both
as they relate to Capitulation, and also as they relate to the
effect of the act of a commander done upon his own respon
sibility, and without specific instructions from his Sovereign.
It appeared in this case of Thorshaven and its Dependen
cies (p) that Captain Baugh, of H.M.’s ship Clio, had at
tacked the Castle of Thorshaven, in the island of Stromoe,
on the 16th May, 1808, and obtained possession of the place
under a Capitulation, consisting of three articles, by which
it was stipulated that the castle and batteries should be
given up, that the garrison should not serve against His
Britannic Majesty during the term of one year, that all
private property should be respected, and that all Govern
ment property should be at the disposal of the captors.
Part of the public property was carried on board the Clio,
and Captain Baugh sailed soon afterwards, without leaving
any of his own people upon the island; but entrusted the
charge of it, together with the custody of the remainder
of the public property, to the Danish municipal officers.
About a fortnight after this, Gilpin, the commander of
the Salamine, landed with a part of his crew, with the
intention of storming the fort, but upon being informed of
the Capitulation, he re-embarked and put to sea. Having,
however, in the course of his cruise, obtained intelligence
that some merchandise and monies belonging to the King of
Denmark had not been delivered up under the Capitulation,
he returned and took possession of the property in question.
In this case Lord Stowell gave the folio wing judgment (q):—
“ This ig a proceeding of a very singular nature, arising
(o) Thorshaven and its Dependencies, Edwards, p. 102.
(p) lb. p. 102.
(q) lb. pp. 107 114.
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“ from the capture of this Danish island by one of His Ma
jesty’s ships of war, and a subsequent seizure of certain
“ property found there by a commissioned privateer. The
“ particular circumstances of the transaction are stated in,
“ an act on petition. On the part of the Crown it is alleged,
“ ‘ that Thomas Baugh, esquire, commander of His Majesty's
“ ‘ ship Clio, whilst cruising with the said ship off the
“‘Faro Islands, received intelligence that some enemy’s
“ £ vessels were lying in Thorshaven, in the island of Stromoe,
“ ‘ one of the Faro Islands; that the said island being a place
“ ‘ of considerable strength, as well as of advantage to the
“ ‘ enemy from its situation, the said Captain Baugh con“‘ ceived it a duty incumbent on him to capture the said
“ ‘ island, if possible, and, accordingly, on the 15th of May,
“ ‘ 1808, having arrived off the island, he anchored the Clio
“ 6 within half gunshot of Thorshaven Castle, when the
“ ‘ Danish governor consented to a surrender of the island ;
“ 6 that articles of Capitulation were entered into, by which
“ ‘ it was provided, that the castle and batteries, together
“ ‘ with all the arms, ammunition, and warlike stores, should
“c be delivered up to the British force; that the garrison
“ ‘ should march out with the honours of War, and engage
“ ‘ not to serve in any capacity against His Britannic Ma-*
“ ‘ jesty, during the term of one year; that all private pro“ ‘ perty should be respected; and that all Government pro“ ‘ perty should be at the disposal of the captors.’ The
“ right, therefore, of the privateer to capture and proceed
“ against this property is denied by the Crown, on the
“ ground that it was protected under this Capitulation ; but
“ it is contended on the part of the privateer, that the Ca“ pitulation was not a valid proceeding, because it originated
“ wholly in the mind of the commander of the Clio, and was
“ not the result of any instructions communicated to him
“from Government. Now there are instances innumerable
“ in which it has been held by this Court, that an officer not
“ immediately under the eye of Government may originate
“ such expeditions, subject to a responsibility ; and that
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Government in the present instance lias approved of what
u was done, is demonstrated by this circumstance, that the
44 Crown is here standing upon the act of Captain Baugh,
u and claiming an interest under it. It is, therefore, as
44 much an authorised Capitulation, as if Captain Baugh
44 had gone out under special directions to make the capture.
44 If the Government had disavowed and disclaimed the
44 whole proceeding, and had said, we do not think this
44 remote island a proper object of the public force, there
64 might have been room for the objection; but looking
64 to what has actually been the conduct of Government, it
44 must be considered as giving its sanction to the whole
44 transaction. The object of Captain Baugh, as it is stated
44 in the act, was not merely to reduce the fortress, but to
44 capture the island, and the Capitulation which was entered
44 into between him and the governor who had the chief
44 command, was not made in their own names, but in those
44 of their respective Sovereigns. Now what is this but a
44 public convention?—it is a Treaty bearing the stamp and
44 impress of public authority, between persons acting in the
44 names, and as the representatives of the Governments to
44 which they belong. In the first article it is stipulated,
4 4 4 that the castle, with all the arms and ammunition, shall
44 4 be delivered up : ’ in other words, that all the means by
44 which the Danish Government could keep a forcible pos44 session of the island, shall be put into the hands of the
44 British. The next is, 4 that the garrison shall not serve
t4 4 against His Majesty for one year; ’ and the third article,
44 which is most pertinent to the present inquiry, provides
44 that 4 all private property shall be respected.’ By which
441 understand, not merely the property of persons belonging
44 to the garrison, but of all the individuals under its protec44 tion; for the surrender of the fortress was in fact, and in
44 all reasonable understanding, the surrender of the island,
44 and it was so acted upon. The same article then goes on
44 to say, that 4 all public property shall be at the disposal of
44 4 the captors,’referring undoubtedly to the public character

44
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“ in which they profess to treat, and not to the assumption
u of any right to dispose of it on their own private account.
“ It is merely, that it shall pass into the possession of the
“ captors, for the purpose of being brought to adjudication,
“ subject to the legal considerations applying to such pro
perty under our own internal regulations. It has been
“ argued much at length, upon the effect of such a Capi“ tulation, that it does not convey the sovereignty; but
“ though it may not operate to the direct conveyance of the
u sovereignty, which is usually left to be determined by
u treaties of peace, it transfers a present possession to*
“ the capturing power, subject to the future events of
“War and Treaties; it is part of its present posses“ sion, and perhaps part of its ultimate jurisdiction. It
“ appears that when possession of the island was taken, the
“ British colours were hoisted on the castle; now can there
“ be a more direct assertion of British jurisdiction, or a more
“ entire divesting of Danish authority than this ? It is not
“ clear whether the English flag was still flying at the time of
u the second capture. When Captain Baugh quitted the
u island, which was in a few days after the capture, he did not
“ leave any of his own people to keep possession, but entrusted
“ it, together with some public stores and treasure, to the
“ charge of the Danish municipal officers, whom he commis“ sioned to act provisionally ; having accepted that trust, if
“ they removed the British flag, it was a breach of duty on
“ their part, which will not deprive the British Government
“ of the rights acquired by the Capitulation.
Captain
“ Baugh left the island, it is true, but how did he leave it ?
“ He did not relinquish it on the part of Great Britain, but,
ec as is not unusual, deputed the former magistracy to main“ tain the public tranquillity under a new authority. It is“ said to be hardly credible, that Captain Baugh would have
“ left his treasure behind if it had come to his knowledge,
“ when there could be no difficulty in bringing it off. What
tf may have been his views in suffering it to remain, is not
“ stated, but if it is necessary to suggest a reason founded
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“ on public convenience, I think that suggestion might
44 easily be furnished from the obvious policy to be observed
44 in reference to a newly constituted Government in a remote
44 and newly acquired possession. The act then states, 4 that
“6 since the said surrender or capitulation, the said property
44 4 has been illegally takqp possession of by Baron Hompesch
444 and others, concerned in the Scilamine privateer ; which
44 4 treasure and other public property was and is within the
44 4 true intent and meaning of Government property, as
44 4 specified in the third article of the Capitulation, and that
44 4 if any part of the property taken was private property,
44 4 it is protected from capture and confiscation under the said
44 4 third article.’ Now what was the condition of this island
44 under the Capitulation ? I conceive that nothing can
44 be more clear, than that if the Capitulation was not dis44 avowed by the British Government, it was binding upon
44 the respective parties : it was a stipulation operating on
44 the Danes to give up all public property, and on the
44 British to respect all private property. Suppose that the
44 English Government, without disavowing the Capitulation,
44 had sent a force the next day to take possession of the
44 property in the island, could there have been a more out64 rageous breach of public faith ? On the other hand, what
44 was the obligation on the part of the Danes ?—they were
44 bound to give up all public property, and if any was kept
44 back, as it is alleged on the part of the privateer that this
44 was, it was kept back in fraud of the British Government,
44 in whom it already vested by compact, and being fraudu44 lently withheld, it did not become again the property of
44 the Danes. By the Capitulation the English Government
44 became legally entitled to the whole of the public property,
44 and this seems to be admitted in the act on petition, for it
44 is there stated, 4 that the said ship Salamine having arrived
44 4 at Thorshaven, the said Thomas Gilpin, the captain of
44 4 the privateer, and part of his crew, immediately landed,
44 4 in order to storm and take possession of the fort, but
44 4 found that it had been about a fortnight before partly
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44 4 destroyed by His Majesty’s ship Clio; that the Clio had
44 4 quitted the said town without having left any part of her
444 crew, after having taken on board such of the public
44 4 stores and property as were found in the said town and
4*4 delivered up to the said Thomas Baugh as Government
44 4 property under the articles of Capitulation, the purport of
44 4 which Capitulation was communicated to the said Thomas
44 4 Gilpin ; that in consequence thereof, and in full persua44 4 sion that all public property had been given up to the
44 4 said Thomas Baugh, he the said Thomas Gilpin, his
44 4 officers and crew, the following day reimbarked and went
44 4 to sea.’ The act then goes on to state, that 4 having been
44 4 afterwards informed that certain goods and moneys be44 4 longing to the King of Denmark had been kept back,
44 4 the said Thomas Gilpin returned and took possession of
44 4 the property in question.’ Here, then, is a distinct ad44 mission that the Capitulation operated, and was intended
44 to operate, upon the whole of the public property; but,
44 say they, some of the public property was not delivered
44 up ! Whether it was fraudulently withheld, or whether it
44 was left there for the purposes of Government, or the con44 venience of the captor, does not appear; but supposing
44 that it was surreptitiously detained, what was the duty of
44 the privateer ? Certainly, upon making the discovery, the
44 only proper course was to take possession of the property
44 as salvor for the Crown, and to notify the circumstance.
44 To say, that in this short period of time, the Capitulation
44 and all its consequences were gone by, while the inhabi44 tants claimed protection unde* it, and while this qualified
44 possession of the island still continued, is contrary to all
44 reason. If private individuals had at that period a right
44 to shelter their property under the Capitulation, the British
44 Government had also a title to all public property under
44 the same Capitulation. It is clear, that if the property *
44 was fraudulently withheld, it ought to have been taken
44 possession of for the Crown of Great Britain, and the
44 private captors ought not to have attempted to appropriate
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“ it to themselves by setting up a title of their own. It is
“ hardly necessary for me to enter into the other topics which
“ have been thrown out in the argument; but as they have
“ been touched, upon, I will just state my opinion upon one
66 point, which is, that the commissions of privateers do not
“ extend to the capture of private property upon land; that
“is a right which is not granted even to the King’s ships.
“ The words of the third section of the Prize Act extend
“ only to the capture by any of His Majesty’s ships c of any
“ ‘ fortress upon the land, or any arms, ammunition, stores
“ 6 of war, goods, merchandise, and treasure belonging to the
“ ‘ State, or to any public trading company of the enemies
“ ‘ of the Crown of Great Britain upon the land.’ Here,
“ then, the interests of the King’s cruisers are expressly
“ limited with respect to the property in w'hich the captors
“ can acquire any interest of their own, the State still re“ serving to itself all private property, in order that no
“ temptation might be held out for unauthorised expeditions
“ against the subjects of the enemy on land. With regard
“ to private ships of war, the Lords of the Admiralty are
“ empowered, by the ninth section, to issue letters of marque
“ to the commanders of any such ships or vessels—for what
“ purpose ? Why, ‘ for the attacking and taking any place
“ ‘ or fortress upon the land, or any ship or vessel, arms,
“‘ammunition, stores of war, goods, or merchandise, be“ c longing to, or possessed by any of His Majesty’s enemies,’
“ —where ?—6in any sea, creek, river, or haven.’ I perfectly
“ well recollect that it was the intention of those who
“ brought this Bill into Parliament, that privateers should
“ not be allowed to make depredations upon the coast of the
“ enemy for the purpose of plundering individuals, for which
“ reason they were restricted to fortified places and fortresses,
“ and to property water-borne ; and, therefore, although I
“ am not sufficiently informed as to the precise nature of
“ this property, yet taking it to be private property, and
“ not within the reach of the Capitulation, it is that in which
“the privateer has acquired no legal interest under her
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44 commission. I cannot dismiss this subject, without at the
44 same time observing upon the conduct of the persons con44 cerned in this privateer, in terms of some disapprobation.
44 When they found this public property, which under the
44 Capitulation enured to the benefit of the Crown of Great
44 Britain, it was their duty to have given notice to the
44 Crown Officers of the fraud which had been practised,
44 limiting their own expectations to the interest which they
44 would derive as salvors for the Crown. The only witness
44 brought forward to speak to the circumstances of the cap44 ture, and the nature of the property, is Baron Hompesch,
44 a releasing witness, who was rated on board this privateer
44 as chaplain; no one person has been produced who from
44 his own knowledge can speak to the nature of the pro44 perty. Upon any supposition, I am of opinion that the
44 privateer has no interest, and I shall therefore condemn
44 the public property to the Crowm conformably to the
44 terms of the Capitulation, and reserve the consideration
44 of the private property till it is claimed.”

CXXYI. After the general reverses that befell the arms
of France in the spring of 1814, and the consequent with
drawal of her troops from Italy, Lord William Bentinck
was instructed to occupy the territories of the Republic of
Genoa, 44 without committing his Court or the Allies with
44 respect to their ultimate disposition ” (r). Of the pro
clamation which he issued upon the occasion of carrying
these orders into effect, dated March 14th, Lord Castlereagh
had himself observed, that 44 an expression or two, taken
44 separately, might create an impression that his views of
44 Italian liberation went to the form of the government, as
44 well as to the expulsion of the French. On the success
44 of the military movement, the General reported that lie
44 had, 4 in consequence of the unanimous desire of the
44 4 Genoese to return to their ancient state,’ proclaimed the
44 old form of government.”
(/•) See Ann .Hey. 1814, pp. 32-84.
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It was the object of Sir James Mackintosh, in his admi
rable speech already referred to (5), on the Annexation of
Genoa to the Kingdom of Sardinia, to show that this
“ unanimous desire ” had been unjustly thwarted, and that
these expectations, fairly raised by Lord William Bentinck’s
proclamation, had been wrongfully disappointed by the finaF
territorial settlement of the Allies at Paris (t).
C XXVII. When we arrive at the description of Maritime
International Law in time of War, the constitution, autho
rity, functions, and mode of procedure of the Prize Court
will be found worthy of close attention and careful investi
gation. It will be seen that by this tribunal International
justice is wisely, carefully, and honestly dispensed; and it
is matter of reasonable surprise that such a jurisdiction
should have been strictly confined to sea-prize (u), and
without power of cognisance over land-booty, except in
cases where the two, owing to the co-operation of the army
and fleet, had been blended together (.r). It is not sur
prising that in great maritime kingdoms the jurisdiction of
the Admiral’s Court should have thrown into the shade the
tribunal of the General. But that the latter should have
left such faint traces of its origin and mode of procedure,
and should so soon have fallen into desuetude, is a very
remarkable fact in the history of jurisprudence.
The features of .this curia militaris in England are
perspicuously stated in the following learned and curious
note of Mr. Knapp appended to his report of the great case
of the Army of the Deccan, argued before the Privy Council
in 1833:— '
“ It is probable, notwithstanding the dicta of Lord Mans(s) Delivered in the House of Commons on 27th April, 1815.—
Mackintosh's Works, vol. iii. p. 311. Vide ante, pp. 189-191.
(t) For the papers referred to, see Hans. Pari. Deb. vol. xxx. p. 387,
and for the resolutions moved, ib. p. 932.

(u) How far the powers of this Court have been extended by 3 A 4
Viet. c. 65., will be seen hereafter.
(x) The Ships taken at Genoa, 4 C. Pob. Adm. Pep. p. 388.
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field in JAndo v. Rodney (y), that 6 there is do instance in
“ ‘ history or law, ancient or modern, of any question ever
“ ‘ having existed respecting Booty taken in a continental
“ ‘ land-war before any legal judicature in this kingdom/
“ that in very early times causes respecting it were deter“ mined in the Court of Chivalry held before the Constable
“ and Marshal. In the MS. Treatise of Lord Hale, De
“ Praerogativa Regis, cap. 12. s. 3. fol. 191., he says, ‘ In
“ ‘ matters civil, for which there is no remedy by the
“ ‘ common law, the military jurisdiction continues as well
“ ‘ after the War as during the time of it; for that part
“ 6 of the jurisdiction of the Constable and Marshal stands
“ 6 still, notwithstanding the War determines as concerning
“ ‘ right of prisoners and Booty, military contracts, ensigns,
“ ‘ &c.’
"
“ The only direct instance of the exercise of this jurisdic“ tion which the reporter has been able to find, is one
“mentioned in a MS. Treatise of Lord Hale, in Lincoln’s
“ Inn Library, which is headed, c Upon certain petitions of
“ 6 late exhibited in the Court of Chivalry, there have been
“ ‘ raised divers questions of law/ and afterwards proceeds
“ to discuss the power of that Court to fine and imprison,
“ and give costs and damages in an action commenced there
“ for opprobrious words, and whether the Earl Marshal
“ alone might in that, and in such like cases, hold pleas. In
“ page 33 of this manuscript, amongst the precedents cited
u to prove that this Court might give damages, there is the
a following passage: ‘ About the 17th year of Richard II.,
u ‘ in a cause depending in the Court of Chivalry between
“6 John Haulce and John Rosque, concerning certain
“ ‘ goods taken from a captain of a castle beyond the seas,
“c the plaintiff in the libel demanded costs and damages
“ 6 according to the custom of the Court of Chivalry.’
“ There are, however, many instances on record of its
“

(y) Douglas' Reports, 592, but see the case of Banda & Kirwec
Booty at the end of this chapter.
'
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exercising a jurisdiction in the analogous cases of disputes
“ respecting the right to or ransom of prisoners, whom
“ their captors were, by the usual custom of those times,
“ allowed to ransom for their own benefit. Thus in
“ Edward III.’s reign, there were special commissions to
“ Guido de Brien and Bichard de Stafford, in the place
“ of the Constable of England, who was then a minor, to
“ hear, together with Edward de Mortimar, the Marshal,
“ two cases respecting the right to prisoners: Bot. Pat. 48.
“ Edw. III. in dorso p. 2, m. 10, mentioned in an anony“ mous treatise in Hearn e’s Curious Discourses, vol. ii.
“ p. 150 ; and in the 2nd Henry IV., there was a com“ mission to delegates to hear an appeal from the Court of
“ Chivalry held before the Constable and the Marshal
“ respecting the custody of a hostage and for the ransom
“ for the Count of Denia (8. Bym. Foed. 211), in which
“ case there was subsequently a commission to co-delegates
“ (ibid. 423); and in the same volume of Bymer, p. 292,
“ there is a commission, in 4th Henry IV., to judges
appointed to determine the rights of persons claiming
“ the prisoners taken at the battle of Humbledon Hill, in
“ the room of the judges of the Court of Chivalry, the
“ Earl of Westmorland, the Constable, and the Earl of
“ Northumberland, the Marshal. The reason of this
“ appointment is stated to have been because these peers
“ were absent in the Marches of Scotland, and interested
“ in the cases ; and the issuing of it probably was one of
“ the principal causes of their rebellion in the course of the
“ same year. Since the time of Henry VIII., when the
“ office of Constable of England ceased, the jurisdiction of
the Court of Chivalry was frequently disputed, on the
“ ground that it could not be held before the Earl Marshal
alone ; and it seems to have confined itself wholly to
“ questions of pedigrees, escutcheons, pennons, and coat“ armour, with occasionally a few actions for slanderous
“ words, as to which, however, its jurisdiction was expressly
denied by the King’s Bench, on an application for a pro-
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hibition in the case of Chambers v. Jennings (z). In the
“ same case it was decided, that it could neither fine nor
“ imprison; and it was determined in the House of Lords,
“ in Oldis v. Donmille (a), that it had no power to prevent
“ persons who were not heralds from painting escutcheons
“ and marshalling funerals. After these decisions the Court
“ appears to have fallen into desuetude. The last case
“ tried in it was Sir Henry Blunt’s case, in 1737 (b). The
“ best account of it is to be found in the various discourses
“ concerning the antiquity and offices of the Constable
“ and Earl Marshal of England, and the defence of the
“jurisdiction of the Earl Marshal’s Court in the vacancy
“ of a Constable, by Dr. Plott, which are printed in the
“ second volume of Hearne’s Curious Discourses by eminent
“ Antiquaries ” (c).
The Court of the Constable and Marshal was limited by
the Statute of the 13 Richard II. chapter 2, to a contract
touching “deeds of arms and War without the realm, and
“ things that touch War within the realm, which cannot be
“ determined by the Common Law, as touching prisoners,
“ Prize, &c.; and in these proceedings the customs and
“ laws of War ought to direct their judgment ” (d).
CXXVIII. The maxim “ bello parta cedant reipublicce ” (e)
is recognised by all civilised States. In England all acquisi
tions of War belong to the Sovereign, who represents the
commonwealth. The Sovereign is the fountain of Booty
and Prize.
The law upon this subject has been laid down by Lord
Stowell and by Lord Chancellor Brougham (/), in a manner
“

(z) 7 Mod. p. 127.
(а) Show. Pari. Cas. p. 58.
(б) 1 Atkyns, p. 296.
(c) 2 Knapp’s P. C. Rep. pp. 149-151.
(d) Cap. 12 f. 186.
(e) Bynk. Q. J. P.
(/) See also 4he decision of Lord Eldon in NicKoll v. Goodall, 10
Vesey’s Rep. p. 156.
vol.

nr.

p
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which leaves nothing to desire: the opinion of both these
eminent men is given in the following extract from the
judgment of Lord Brougham :—
“ That Prize is clearly and distinctly the property of the
“ Crown, that the Sovereign in this country, the executive
« Government in all countries, in whom is vested the power
“of levying the forces of the State, and of making War
“ and peace, is alone possessed of all property in Prize, is a
“ principle not to be disputed. It is equally incontestable
“ that the Crown possesses this property pleno jure, abso“ lutely and wholly without control; that it may deal with
“ it entirely at its pleasure, may keep it for its own use,
“ may abandon or restore it to the enemy, or, finally, may
“ distribute in whole or in part among the persons instru“ mental in its capture, making that distribution according
“ to whatever scheme, and under whatever regulations and
“ conditions it sees fit. It is equally clear, and it follows
“ from the two former propositions, that the title of a party
“ claiming Prize, must needs in all cases be the act of the
“ Crown, by which the royal pleasure to grant the Prize
“ shall have been signified to the subject. Whether, where
“ that act has once been completed, and it distinctly appears
“ that the Crown was minded to part with the property
“ finally and irrevocably; whether, even in that case, the
“ same paramount and transcendent power of the Crown
“ might not enure to the effect of preserving to His Majesty
“ the right of modifying, or altogether revoking the grant,
“ is a question which has never yet arisen, and which, when
“ it does arise, will be found never to have been determined
“ in the negative. But this, at all events, is clear, that
“ when the Crown, by an act of grace and bounty, parts,
“ for certain purposes, and subject to certain modifications,
“ with the property in Prize, it by that act plainly signifies
“ its intention that the Prize shall continue subject to the
“ power of the Crown, as it was before the act was done.
“ This latter proposition is capable of illustration from a
“ variety of sources, which were but slightly adverted to in
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the argument; for whether we refer to the decisions of
venerable judges, to the precedents furnished by Prize
proclamations, or to the more venerable authority of the
letter of the statutes, from all these it will be found that,
in stating the absolute nature of the principle, I have not
strained, but have rather fallen short of the truth.
44 The doctrine has been frequently recognised in cases
44 where the question has arisen subsequently to the capture,
44 and before condemnation; but the same principle was
44 afterwards extended in the case of the Elsebe (<7), at the
44 cock-pit, in which, after final adjudication in the Court
44 below, but pending an appeal, and before the final de44 cision of the appeal, the Crown thought proper, for
44 reasons of state and public policy, to restore the Prize at
44 the expense of the captors. In other words, it was there
44 determined, and that too upon a solemn and most able
44 argument, and by a Judge the most learned and eminent
44 of his time, the present Lord Stowell, that when the
44 Crown saw fit to restore the capture, the captors, who
44 had run the risk and suffered the loss, who had, more44 over, borne the charge of blunging the Prize into port,
44 and the further costs of proceeding in the Admiralty to
44 adjudication, and had even undergone additional expenses
44 in contesting their claim upon appeal, were altogether
44 without a remedy. 4 It is admitted,’ says Lord Stowell—
44 in language which it would be vain to praise or to attempt
44 to imitate—4 it is admitted on the part of the captors,
44 4 whose interests have been argued with great force (and
44 4 not the less effective, surely, for the extreme decorum
44 4 with which that force has been tempered), that their
44 4 claim rests wholly on the Order of Council, the prc44 4 clamation, and the Prize Act.
It is not, as it cannot
44 4 be, denied, that, independent of these instruments, the
44 4 whole subject-matter is in the hands of the Crown, as
44
46
44
44
44
44

(g) 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 173.
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« £ well in point of interest as in point of authority. Prize
“ ‘ is altogether a creature of the Crown. No man has* or
“ ‘ can have any interest, but what he takes as the mere
“ ‘ gift of the Crown ; beyond the extent of that gift he
“ ‘ has nothing. This is the principle of law on the subject;
“ ‘ and founded on the wisest reasons. The right of making
“‘War and Peace is exclusively in the Crown.
The
“‘acquisitions of War belong to the Crown, and the
“4 disposal of these acquisitions may be of the utmost
“ ‘ importance for the purposes both of War and Peace.
“ ‘ This is no peculiar doctrine of our Constitution: it is
“ ‘ universally received as a necessary principle of public
“ ‘jurisprudence by all writers on the subject, “ Bello par ta
“‘cedunt reipublicce” ’ (h). Upon that principle, accord
ingly, and holding that right not to be devested by the
“ proclamation, and Order in Council, and the Prize Act,
Lord Stowell decided, that up to the period of final
“ adjudication the Crown can restore the Prize, without
“ thinking of consulting or taking the consent of the captor,
“ who at his peril, and at the expense of his own blood and
“ treasure, won that Prize from the enemy ” (i).

CXXIX. The mode by which the Crown usually exer
cises its jurisdiction over Booty is to refer the claims of those
who petition for a share in the distribution of it to the Lords
of the Treasury ; who generally submit a recommendation to
the Crown that a grant may be made of the Booty to trustees,
to be appointed by the Crown for the purpose of ascertaining
and collecting the Booty, and for • preparing a distribution
thereof conformably to certain principles which the Lords lay
down as fitting to govern the whole case ; and this scheme, so
prepared by the Trustees, the Lords submit to the Crown for* (i)

(h) 5 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 581.
(i) Alexander v. The Duke of Wellington, 2 Bussell & Mylne’s Bep.
.. 54. This case grew out of the Booty captured by the army of the
Deccan in the war carried on by the Marquis of Hastings, GovernorGeneral of India, against the Pindarees and Mahratta Princes, in 1817.
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its final approbation and sanction under the Royal sign-manual
warrant (A).
*
Though the Lords usually consider that they have no
authority to interfere with the exercise of the discretion of the
Trustees* it has sometimes happened that a memorial has been
presented by a particular claimant to the Crown in Council*
and that the Privy Council* as in the case of the Army of the
Deccan, have advised the Crown to allow the Lords of the
Treasury to hear counsel upon points arising between the
claimants and the Trustees* as to what shall* or shall not be
considered legal Booty. But* in the same case* the Privy
Council determined that they would not exercise jurisdiction
as a Court of Appeal from the decisions of the Lords Com
missioners of the Treasury* as to grants by the Crown of
property accruing to it by virtue of its prerogative (Z).
CXXX. It should also be observed that, according to the
English Law* which is in this respect in accordance with the
principles of general law and public jurisprudence, no action
can be maintained in a Court of Municipal Law against the
captor of Booty or Prize (m). If an English naval commander
seizes property as belonging to the enemy, which turns out
clearly to be British property* he forfeits his Prize in the
Court of Admiralty* and that Court awards the return of it
to the party from whom it was taken; but the case of Le
Caux v. Eden (n) decided the question that no British sub
ject can maintain an action against the captor. The Court of
Admiralty is the proper tribunal for the trial of questions of
Prize or no Prize* and it exercises this jurisdiction as a Court
of Prize under a Commission from the Crown; and if that Court
make an unsatisfactory determination, the appeal lies to the* (il)
(k) The Army of the Deccan, 2 Knapp’s P. G. Bep. p. 106.

(il) In the war waged against Russia in 1855 the distribution both
of Prize and Booty captured by the allied forces of France and England
was the subject of specific convention between these two Powers.
(m) Sir James Scarlett (Att. Gen.), arguendo in Klphinstone v. Bedreechund, 1 Knapp, p. 357. (a.d. 1830).
(n) Douglas’ Bep. p. 573.
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Crown in Council, for the Crown reserves the ultimate right
to decide on such questions by its own authority, and does not
commit its determination to any Municipal Court of Justice.
In like manner, Booty taken under the colour of military au
thority falls under the same rule. If property be taken by
an officer under the supposition that it is the property of an
enemy, whether of a State or of an individual, which ought
to be confiscated, no Municipal Court (0) can judge of the
propriety or impropriety of the seizure ; it can be judged of
only by an authority delegated by the Crown.
CXXXI. The English Privy Council gave a decision
to this effect, by the mouth of a distinguished judge, Lord
Tenterden, in the year 1830. The cause which called forth
this important decision, was an appeal from a judgment of
the Supreme Court of Bombay, which their lordships re
versed.
The substance of the case was as follows :—The members
of a provisional government of a recently-conquered province
seized the property of a native, who had not been allowed
to benefit by the articles of the capitulation of a fortress
of which he was governor, but who had been permitted to
reside under military surveillance in his own house in the
city in which the seizure was made, and which was at a
distance from the scene of actual hostilities.
In the Court of Bombay the representatives of the governor
had brought a civil action for damages against the seizers, and
had succeeded in recovering a certain sum of money awarded
as damages. The circumstances which appear to have princi
pally influenced the decision of this Court were, first, that
at the time of the seizure the city in which it was made had
been for some months previously in the undisturbed posses
sion of the provisional government; and, secondly, that Courts
of Justice under the authority of that government were sitting
in the city for the administration of justice. But in the Ap
pellate Court Lord Tenterden said:—
(0) Le Ganx v. Eden, Doug. Rep. p. 592.
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f< We think the proper character of the transaction was
“ that of hostile seizure, made, if not flagrante, yet, nondum
“ cessante hello, regard being had both to the time, the

u place, and the person, and consequently that the Municipal

“ Court had no jurisdiction to adjudge upon the subject;
“ but that if anything had been done amiss, recourse could
“ only be had to the Government for redress.

We shall

“ therefore recommend it to His Majesty to reverse the
“ judgment” (p).

CXXXII. In the case which has just been mentioned, a
distinction was taken by the Court of Bombay between the
public and the private property of the Prince (the jPeishwa).
The Privy Council, in the case of the Advocate-General of
Bombay v. Amerchund, declared that distinction to be un
founded. In that case the Advocate-General of Bombay
filed an information against Amerchund, who was a banker
at Poonah, to recover, on behalf of the Crown, a large sum
of money, which had been deposited with him by the Peishwa
previously to the conquest of that city by the British troops.
The Court below gave a verdict and judgment against the
Crown. The Advocate-General appealed from that judg
ment, and the case was argued before the Privy Council
on the 28th March, 1829. The ground of defence taken
by the respondent’s counsel, independently of some technical
objections to the information and general arguments on
the evidence, was, that part of the money was the pri
vate property (Khasgheet) of the Peishwa, and not be
longing to or used by him for public purposes; and that,
not having been seized by the Government during the war,
it could not be recovered after the termination of it (q).
(p) Elphinstone v. Bedreechund, 1 Knapp’s Priv. Conn. Rep. pp.
360-1.
(q) In support of these propositions, they cited Puffendorfff book viii.
c. vi. ss. 22, 23, and the Attorney-General v. Weeden and Shooles,
Parker, p. 267. The Solicitor-General and Serjeant Bosanquet, for
the appellants, cited e contra Bynk. Qusest. Jnr. Pub. 1. i. c. iv.,
“ Ecquando res hostium mobiles et prsesertim naves hunt capientium ”
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The Privy Council reversed the judgment of the Court at
Bombay. In the course of the argument, Lord Tenterden
asked: “ What is the distinction between the public and
“private property of an absolute Sovereign? You mean
“ by public property* generally speaking, the property of the
“ State; but in the property of an absolute Sovereign who
“ may dispose of everything, at any time, and in any way he
“ pleases, is there any distinction ? ” And in delivering the
judgment of their lordships, he also observed: “ Another
“ point made, which applies itself only to a part of the in“ formation, is, that the property was not proved to have
“ been the public property of the Peishwa. Upon that point
“ I have already intimated my opinion, and I have the con“ currence of the other Lords of the Council with me in it,
“ that when you are speaking of the property of an absolute
“ Sovereign there is no pretence for drawing a distinction;
“ the whole of it belongs to him as Sovereign, and he may
“ dispose of it for his public or private purposes in whatever
“manner he may think proper” (r). In this case it was
strongly argued that the Privy Council had no original
jurisdiction in the matter, and that they could not exercise
jurisdiction as a Court of Appeal from the decisions of the
Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, as to grants by the
Crown of property accruing to it by virtue of its preroga
tive (s).
CXXXIII. The tribunal of trustees recommended by
the Lords of the Treasury appears to be open to many objec
tions, some of which are well stated by Lord Stowell, in the
case of the Buenos Ayres (t). “ It has been usual (he says)
“ of late to introduce a clause in the grant, appointing certain
“ officers of elevated rank, who have themselves been con“ cerned in the capture, to act as trustees for the division of
and c. vii., ‘ ‘ Hostium actiones et credita quse apud nos inveniuntur
an exorto bello recte publicentur ? ”
(r) Elphinstone v. Bedreechund, 2 Knapp’s Priv. Coun. Bep.. p. 329. n.
(s) Elphinstone v. Bedreechund., 2 Knapp’s Priv. Coun. Rep. p. 159.
(t) 1 Dodson, Adm. Bep. p. 29.
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“ the property which may be captured, and as arbitrators of
6* any disputed claims that may arise; and their decision is
“ considered as binding and final, unless it should be reversed
“ by an order from the king. It is not for me to say how far
“ this is a convenient mode of proceeding; it seems at least
“ liable to suspicions of error, and even perhaps of some par“ tiality. It must be intended that the decisions should be
“ made in conformity to known and fixed principles of law;
“ and these principles of law are contained in the decisions of
“ this Court, and the Court of Appeal, with which it is almost
“ impossible that the trustees should be personally and accu“ rately acquainted. In what way these principles of law are
“ to travel to the minds of these gentlemen, unassisted with
“ legal advice, or how they are to steer their way through the
“ difficulties which may occur, it is not easy to say. Their
“ determinations must, of necessity, sometimes occasion disu satisfaction to the parties interested, to whom no right of
“ appeal is given. His Majesty has indeed preserved the
“ right of control; and may, if he pleases, ex mero motu, or
“ upon petition from any of the individuals interested, take
“ the matter into his consideration, but he is not bound so
“ to do.”
In this case of the Buenos Ayres, the Crown made a grant
to trustees of the Booty; and they drew up a scheme, a peti
tion against which was presented to the King in Council: it
was received and referred to a committee, and in consequence
of their report, it was referred for adjudication to the High
Court of Admiralty.
In the cases of Seringapatam (u) and Toulon original juris
diction appears to have been exercised by the Privy Council,
without any reference to the Court of Admiralty (#).
CXXXIV. The mention of Seringapatam naturally leads
us to the consideration of the peculiar Status of the English,
East India Company with respect to the distribution of Booty,
inasmuch as that extraordinary and anomalous corporation
(u) Vide post.
(x) The Army of the Deccan, 2 Knapp, p. 152. and n.f
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had an army of its own which co-operated with that of the
Crown.
After the capture of Seringapatam, by General (after
wards Lord) Harris, Lord Mornington (y), the GovernorGeneral, directed the Secretary to write to General Harris
an exposition of the law and practice of the East India
Company upon this subject in the following letter :—
“ To Lieutenant-General Harris, Commander-in-chief,

Sfc. &fc. 8fc.
“ Fort St. George, June 2nd, 1799.

“ Sir—

“ The Eight Honourable the Governor-General in Council
“ having considered your report upon the ordnance, ammu“ nition, military stores, treasure, and jewels, taken in the
“ Fort of Seringapatam, directs me to acquaint you that his
“ Lordship in Council has resolved to order an immediate
u.distribution of the treasure and jewels which have fallen
“ into your hands. At the same time that the Governor“ General in Council communicates this resolution to you,
“ his Lordship thinks it expedient to impress upon your
“attention the principles of the Law of Nations, by which
“ all property conquered from an enemy becomes the pro“ perty of the State, and by which all idea of positive right
“ in the captors to property in a fort taken by assault is
“ exploded. In conformity to these principles, the King has
“ been pleased to grant to the Company by letters patent,
“bearing date January 14th, 1758, the right of all booty
“ and plunder which shall be taken by their troops alone,
“ reserving in express terms his royal prerogative of distri“ bution in such manner and proportions as he shall think
“ fit, in all cases in wdiich the royal forces may have co“ operated with those of the Company.
“ Although the orders of the Court of Directors, pre“ scribing the mode of carrying these letters patent into
“ execution, expressly prohibit their governments in India
(y) Better known as Marquis of Wellesley.
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“ from disposing of the 6 whole plunder and booty which
“ ‘ shall be taken in wars, hostilities, or expeditions, by the
“ ‘ Company’s forces;’ and although His Majesty, by the
“ letters patent themselves, has reserved to himself in ex“ press terms his ‘prerogative royal to distribute the said
“ 6 plunder and booty in such manner and proportion as he
“ ‘ shall think fit,’ in all cases in which his own troops may
“have been employed; yet, having no doubt that the
“gracious bounty of His Majesty, and the liberality of the
“ Court of Directors, will be proportioned to the important
“ services of the gallant army under your command, his
“ Lordship has no hesitation in charging himself with the
“ responsibility of anticipating the royal sanction, and the
“ determination of the Court of Directors. In adopting this
“ decision, his Lordship trusts that he will manifest to the
“ army an unequivocal proof of the gratitude which he feels
“ for the continued exertion of their matchless bravery and
“ discipline, by the prompt distribution of a reward, which
“ their decisive success has enabled him to bestow. In their
“letter of the 8th March, 1758, the Honourable Court of
“ Directors have ordered that,‘ in land operations all cannon,
“ ‘ ammunition, and military stores of all kinds, are not to
“‘come into the"division, but are to belong to the Com“ ‘ pany.? Upon a further consideration, therefore, of this
“ positive injunction, as well as of the principles of the Law
“ of Nations applied to the right of booty, plunder, and con“ quest, and to the expenses incurred by the Company for
“ the support of the present War, the Eight Honourable
“the Governor-General in Council directs me to inform
“ you of his Lordship’s intention to reserve all ordnance,
“ ammunition, and military stores (including grain), for the
“ ultimate decision of His Majesty, on such application as
“shall be made to him by the Honourable the Court of
“ Directors.
“ It will accordingly be necessary that a proper board of
“ officers should be selected and appointed for the purpose
“ of valuing, and of taking an exact inventory of, all that
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“ part of the captured property which is included under the
“ denomination of ordnance, ammunition, and military stores
“ of all kinds, for transmission to the Honourable Court of
“ Directors. In ordering the distribution of the treasure
“ and jewels, the Governor-General in Council directs you
“ to be guided by the established usages, which have been
“ observed in the British service in all cases of a similar
“ nature; and to take upon yourself the decision of all points
“ whatever, referable to this distribution, without further
“ communication to his Lordship in Council. The propor“ tion of prize-money to be allotted to the Contingent of his
“ Highness the Nizam, is to be determined by the number
“ of his Highness’s troops actually employed in the field
“ with the army before Seringapatam at the time of taking
“ that place.
“ The British subsidiary force, serving with the Contingent
“ of his Highness the Nizam, will, of course, be included in
“ the Company’s army, and receive its proportion of prize“ money according to the distribution made to the rest of
“ the British forces. As it is probable that Meer Allum
“ Bahadur may not be inclined to dispense with the right of
“ his Sovereign over that part of the captured property
“ which may be allotted to his Highness the Nizam, the
“ Governor-General in Council directs you to consult him
“ upon this point, and to give orders for the appropriation
u of the Nizam’s share, in such a manner as shall be most
“ agreeable to Meer Allum.
“ 1 have the honour to inclose a general order by Govern“ ment, which the Governor-General in Council directs you
“ to publish to the army, in order that the distribution of
64 the prize-money may be immediately announced to them.
“ I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,
“ J. Webbe,
“ Secretary to Government.” (z)
(z) Life and Services of General Lord Harris, by the Pdgkt Hon. S. R.
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CXXXY. By a statute passed in 1833, intituled “ An
“ Act for the better Administration of Justice in His Ma
jesty’s Privy Council/’it is enacted (a) “ that it shall be
“lawful for His Majesty to refer to the said Judicial Com“ mittee for hearing or consideration any such other matters
“ whatsoever as His Majesty shall think fit, and such Com“ mittee shall thereupon hear or consider the same, and shall
“ advise His Majesty thereon in manner aforesaid.”
By a statute passed in 1840, “to improve the Practice
“and extend the Jurisdiction of the High Court of Ad“ miralty,” it is enacted (b)9 “ that the said High Court
“ of Admiralty shall have jurisdiction to decide all matters
“ and questions concerning Booty of War, or the distri“ bution thereof, which it shall please Her Majesty, her
“ heirs and successors, by the advice of her and their Privy
“ Council, to refer to the judgment of the said Court;
“ and in all matters so referred the Court shall proceed as
“in cases of Prize of War, and the judgment of the Court
“ therein shall be binding upon all parties concerned.”
CXXXY.a. These provisions were put in force for the
first time in 1866, in the great case of the Banda and
Kirwee Booty (c), arising out of the Indian Mutiny, which
was referred to and decided by the High Court of Admi
ralty.
The principal propositions of that judgment were as fol
lows. In a case of Booty of War, the onus probandi lies
upon the parties claiming as joint captors as against the
actual captors, and they are therefore entitled to begin.
The Court of Admiralty had no jurisdiction with respect
Lushington, pp. 374-8.

Nevertheless, Lord Harris appears to have
sustained a most vexatious law-suit instigated by the East India Com
pany, both in Chancery and before the Privy Council, upon the subject
of this booty.—See cc. xxi. and xxvi. of his life.
(a) 3 4 Will. IV. c. 41. s. 4.
(b) 3 & 4 Viet. c. 65. s. 22.
(c) Banda <£ Kirwee Booty, 1 Law Rep. Adm. & Ecc. p. 109. The
marginal note from which the passage in the text is mainly taken, is
full and accurate.
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to Booty—property captured on land by land forces exclu
sively—until the passing of the 3 & 4 Viet. c. 65, the 22nd
section of which enacting that the Court " shall proceed as
“ in cases of Prize of War,” must be understood to mean,
not that in all respects the distribution of Booty should
be assimilated to that of Prize, but merely that the ordinary
course of proceeding in Prize should be adopted.
No person will be entitled to share in Booty on the sole
ground of meritorious service, unless his claim is supported
on the principle of joint capture ; nor will the Court relax
the principles of joint capture on the ground that part of the
property captured was not strictly Booty, or that the sum
was of unusual magnitude.
©
All Prize belongs absolutely to the Crown, which for the
last 150 years has been in the habit of granting it to "the
" takers,” who are of two classes: actual captors, and joint
or constructive captors. Joint captors are those who have
assisted, or are taken to have assisted, the actual captors by
conveying encouragement to them or intimidation to the
enemy.
The union of the joint captor with the actual captor under
the command of the same officer alone constitutes the bond
of association which the law recognises as a title to joint
sharing. Community of enterprise does not constitute
association, and is equally insufficient as a ground for joint
sharing, if the bond of union, though originally well con
stituted, has ceased to be in force at the time of the capture.
Such co-operation as will confer a title to a joint share of
Prize is also strictly limited to encouragement to thie friend,
or intimidation to the enemy.
The distinctions between captures on land and captures
at sea tend to show that, in considering joint capture of
Booty, a wider application than is recognised in prize cases
must be allowed to the term “ co-operation ; ” concerted
action on a vaster scale than is feasible at sea beimg indis
pensable to a campaign. The rule of sight, too, which pre
vails at sea, is inapplicable on land.
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The general rule for the distribution of Booty, to be ad
hered to as far as possible, in accordance with naval Prize
decisions, is the rule of actual capture. In the case of an
army consisting of several divisions, the line of distribution,
in analogy to the rule of the naval service, and in confor
mity to military usage,will be drawn between division and
division; that division to be regarded as the actual captor,
any portion of which has captured the Prize.
The association entitling to joint sharing must be military
and not political, and must be under the immediate com
mand of the same commander. The co-operation which is
necessary as a title to joint sharing, is a co-operation directly
tending to produce the capture in question. What tends to
produce the capture cannot be once for all defined, but strict
limits must be observed of time, place, and relation. Ser
vices rendered at a great distance from the place of capture,
acts done long before the capture was contemplated, even
though they affect the whole scene of operations, cannot be
deemed such co-operation as will give a title to share in
Booty. Indirect services will be insufficient.
The acts of co-operation must precede the capture, and
not succeed it. The cutting off the enemy after the capture
may be very meritorious, but it is not an act contributing to
the capture.
There is no distinction between the part of the division
actually engaged and another part which is left on the line
of march to protect communications.
To entitle the Commander-in-chief to share in Booty, he
must himself be in the field; but “ to be in the field,” it
is not necessary that he should be actually present with the
division that makes the capture ; being in the field with one
division, he is in the field with all. But, if troops have
been placed under the independent command of another, the
Commander-in-chief, though actually in the field, does not
share in Booty taken by those troops. Probabilities, how
ever, are against such independent command.
No distinction should be made in the right of the general
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and personal staff to share in Booty ; in principle, the right
of both stands or falls with that of the Commander-in-chief:
therefore, all his staff who are in the field with him are en
titled to share.
In the circumstances of the case, the costs of the rejected
claimants were ordered to be paid out of the fund.
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CHAPTER IX.
NEUTRALS AND NEUTRALITY.

C XXXVI. We have next to consider the effect of War
upon the Rights and Duties of those who are not engaged
in it—-that is, of Neutrals (a).
It is of the greatest importance to the well-being of the
Society of States, that the relations of Neutrality should be
respected, and preserved uninjured within those just limits
which the reason of the thing, embellished by the wisdom of
jurists, and fortified by the usage of nations, prescribes to it.
The relation of Neutrality will be found to consist in two
principal circumstances:—
1. Entire abstinence from any participation in the War.
2. Impartiality of conduct towards both Belligerents.
Kliiber says, tersely and happily, “ A Neutral State is
“ neither judge nor party ” (Z>).
This abstinence and this impartiality must be combined in
the character of a bond fide Neutral.
(a) Grotius, 1. iii. c. xVii., De his, qui in hello medii sunt. It is a
short and meagre chapter, with no allusion to the questions of maritime
neutral law. He gives his reason for this brevity in the first section :—
“Supervacuum videri pdsset, agere nos de his qui extra bellum sunt
positi, quando in hos satis constet nullum esse jus bellicum. Sed quia
occasione belli multa in eos, finitimos prsesertim, patrari solent prsetexta
necessitate, repetendum hie breviter quod diximus alibi, necessitatem
ut jus aliquod det in rem alienam, summam esse debere : requiri prasterea ut ipso domino par necessitas non subsit: etiam ubi de necessitate
constat, non ultra sumendum quam exigit. Id est, si custodia sufficiat,
non sumendum usum ; si usus, non sumendum abusum : si abusu sit
opus, restituendum tamen rei pretium.”—Bluntschli, l.ix., La Neutralite.
(h) “ Ein neutraler Staat ist weder flichter noch Partei.”—Kliiber,
s. 284.
vol.

in

Q
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CXXXVII. The Neutral is justly and happily designated
by the Latin expression in bello medius. It is of the essence
of his character that he so retain this central position, as to
incline to neither belligerent. He has no jus bellicum
himself; but he is entitled to the continuance of his ordinary
jus pads, with, as will presently be seen, certain curtail
ments and modifications 'which flow from the altered state
of the general relations of all countries in time of War. He
must do nothing by which the condition of either belli
gerent may be bettered or strengthened—quo validior fiat.
It is for him perpetually to recollect, and practically to
act upon the maxim, “ ho stem esse qui fadat quod hosti
placet ” (c). But it is not necessary that he should make
any public declaration of Neutrality; the legal presumption
is that his pacific status will continue unless he declare the
contrary. The Neutral has nothing to do wfith the justice
or injustice of the War, and the error of Grotius in this re
spect, though copied by Vattel, is rightly corrected by Bynkershoek (d) and subsequent writers.
C XXXVIII. Some jurists (e) have divided alliances into
perfect and imperfect, or absolute and qualified; but such a
distinction can scarcely be said to be supported by the reason
of the thing. It may be that a State, which is not a belli
gerent, may have bound itself, by stipulations previous to the
war, to furnish certain limited succours to one of the belli
gerents ; but it is idle to contend that either this previous
stipulation, or the limited character of the succour, can take
away the hostile and partial character of such an action (f),
“ If I am neutral,” says Bynkershoek (y), “ alteri non possum
(c)
(cl)
(e)
(/)
Gens

Borrowed by Grotius from Agathias, Grot. 1. iii. c. xvii. iii. 2.
Q. J. P. 1. i. c. ix.
Kliiber, s. 281.
Masse, Le Droit Commercial dans ses Rapports avec le Droit des
et. le Droit Civil, 1. ii. t. i. c. ii. s. 2. But Vattel holds that an
ally may furnish succour due from him and remain neutral.—L. iii.
c. vi. 101; c. vii. s. 105.
(g) Tibi svpr.
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prodesse ut alteri nocearn—and all jurists have agreed that
Livy’s (A) admonition, hello se non interponant, is a sound

exposition of Neutral duty. To send succours is to co
operate pro tanto with the belligerent to whom they are sent.
What does it matter to the other belligerent under what obli
gation contracted by a third Power his enemy is strengthened
and heartened against him? Upon this principle of Inter
national Law, England and the North American United
States have enacted the statutes commonly called the
Foreign Enlistment Acts, the consideration of which has been
partially anticipated in an earlier part of this work (i\
It has often happened, no doubt, that political circum
stances have caused such conduct on the part of a State, not
actually belligerent, to be overlooked by the injured State ;
but we are not here speaking of expediency, but of right(A).
In all probability, the peculiarity of position which Switzer
land enjoys, the fact that she is hemmed in on all sides by
States who have a direct interest in maintaining; her
Neutrality, has been the cause why that Neutrality has been
unqestioned, while European States have recruited their
armies from the population of her cantons. If she had been
a commercial and maritime State, as M. Masse most justly
observes, a very different rule would have been applied to
this singular state of things. She has lately, to her great
credit, passed regulations prohibiting her citizens from en
listing in foreign service (Z).
CXXXIX. There are acts of minor partiality, which,
when they are the result of conventions previous to the
breaking out of the War, it would be too rigid to consider
as violations of Neutrality,—even the allowing prizes cap
tured by one belligerent to be brought into the Neutral port
(m), in compliance with the provisions of a Treaty made* (l)
(.h) L. xxxv. c. xlviii.

(i) Vide ante, vol. i. § § cccxcii. cccxcii. A.
(k) Martens, s. 304.
(l) Masse, nbi supr. s. 173.
(m) “ 1st die Neutralitat eine imvollkommenc, so sin cl ihre GJrenzen
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antecedently to the War, is maintained by Mr. Wheaton to
be no violation of Neutrality. “ Thus,” he says (tz), “ by
“ the Treaty of amity and commerce of 1778, between the
“ United States and France, the latter secured to herself two
“ special privileges in the American ports:—1. Admission
“ for her privateers, with their prizes, to the exclusion of
“ her enemies. 2. Admission for her public ships of war, in
“ case of urgent necessity, to refresh, victual, repair, &c.;
“ but not exclusively of other nations at war with her.
“'Under these stipulations, the United States, not being
“ expressly bound to exclude the public ships of the
“ enemies of France, granted an asylum to British vessels
“ and those of other Powers at war with her. Great
“ Britain and Holland still complained of the exclusive
“privileges allowed to France in respect to her privateers
“ and prizes, whilst France herself wras not satisfied
“ with the interpretation of the Treaty by which the pub“ lie ships of her enemies were admitted into the American
“ ports. To the former it was answered by the Ameri“ can Government that they enjoyed a perfect equality,
“ qualified only by the exclusive admission of the privateers
“ and prizes of France, which wras the effect of a Treaty
u made long before, for valuable considerations, not with a
“ view to circumstances such as had occurred in the War of
the French Revolution, nor against any nation in parti cu“ lar, but against all in general, and which might therefore
“ be observed without giving just offence to any (o).
“ On the other hand, the Minister of France asserted the
der strengsten Auslegung unterworfen. Es kann auch, wenn durch
vorausgegangene Yertrage einem kriegsfuhrenden Theile gewisse vortheilhafte Zugestiindnisse gemacht sind, der hierdurch benachtheiligten
Partei das Recht nicht abgesprochen werden, diese Vergiinstigungen
durch Reactionen zu paralysiren, wenn nicht darauf von ihm verzichtet
1st. Keinesweges kann er aber pracise von dem Neutralen dieselbe
Yergiinstigung als ein Recht fordern.”—Heffter, s. 146.
(n) Elements of International Law, vol. ii. p. 134.
{o) Mr. Jefferson’s Letter to Mr. Hammond and Mr. Van Berckel,

Sept. 9, 1793. — Waite’s State (American) Papers, vol. i. pp. 169-172.
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“ right of arming and equipping vessels of war, and of enlisting
“men within the Neutral territory of the United States.
“ Examining this question under the Law of Nations, and
“ the general usage of mankind, the American Goyernment
“ produced proofs from the most enlightened and approved
“writers on the subject, that a Neutral nation must, in re“spectto the War, observe an exact impartiality towards
“ the belligerent parties ; that favours to the one, to the pre
judice of the other, would import a fraudulent Neutrality
“ of which no nation could be the dupe ; that no succour
“ ought to be given to either, unless stipulated by Treaty,
“in men, arms, or anything else directly serving for War;
“ that the right of raising troops being one of the rights of
“ sovereignty, and consequently appertaining exclusively to
“ the nation itself, no foreign Power can levy men within
“ the territory without its consent; that, finally, the Treaty
“ of 1778, making it unlawful for the enemies of France to
“arm in the United States, could not be construed affirma
tively into a permission to the French to arm in those
“ ports, the Treaty being express as to the prohibition, but
“ silent as to the permission ” (/?). Nevertheless, it would be
difficult to resist the request of other belligerents to be
admitted to the same privilege as to bringing their prizes
into a Neutral port, although the earlier admission, in con
sequence of a Treaty, of the ships of particular belligerents
might be considered no breach of neutrality.
CXL. The question whether the furnishing of auxiliary
troops, in compliance with the provisions of a Treaty made
previously to the War, is not incompatible with the character
of Neutrality, was discussed in 1788, in a Declaration and
Counter-Declaration, between Denmark and Sweden.
The Declaration of Denmark was as follows:—
“ His Danish Majesty has ordered the undersigned to
“ declare, that although he complies with the Treaty between
(p) Mr. Jefferson's Letter to Mr. G. Morris, Aug. 16,1793.—Waite's
State Papers, vol. i. p. 140.
Wheaton's Elements of International Law, vol. ii. p. 134.
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the Courts of Petersburg and Copenhagen, in furnishing
“ the former with the number of ships and troops stipulated
by several Treaties, and particularly that of 1781, he yet
“ considers himself in perfect amity and peace with His
44 Swedish Majesty; which friendship shall not be inter“ rupted, although the Swedish arms should prove victorious
44 either in repulsing, defeating, or taking prisoners, the
44 Danish troops now in the Swedish territories acting
44 as Russian auxiliaries, under Russian flags. Nor does he
44 conceive that His Swedish Majesty has the least ground
44 to complain, so long as the Danish ships and troops now
44 acting against Sweden do not exceed the number stipu44 lated by Treaty ; and it is his earnest desire that all friendly
44 and commercial intercourse between the two nations, and
44 the good understanding between the Courts of Stockholm
44 and Copenhagen, remain inviolably as heretofore.
(Signed)
“ Count De Bernstorf.

44

44 Delivered to the Baron de Sprengtporten, His Swedish
Majesty’s Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of Copen“ hagen.

44

“ Sept. 23, 1788.”

44
44
44
44
44
44
>44

The Counter-Declaration of Sweden was as follows:—
44 The declaratory note delivered by the Count Bernstorf
to the undersigned, in which His Danish Majesty conceives
thatH is Swedish Majesty cannot have any ground of complaint, as long as the Danish ships and troops merely act
as auxiliaries to Russia, is a doctrine which His Swedish
Majesty cannot altogether reconcile with the Law of Nations and rights of Sovereigns, and against which His
Majesty has ordered the undersigned to protest.

44 Nevertheless, to prevent an effusion of blood between
the subjects of the twTo kingdoms, and particularly at the
moment when a negotiation has begun to restore perfect
peace and tranquillity in the North of Europe, which
affords a pleasing prospect of a general peace, His Swedish
** Majesty, from motives of a love of peace, waives entering
44
44
44
44
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“into a speculative discussion, whether or not there is a
“ cause or ground of complaint on his side, and rests per“ fectly satisfied with the assurances contained in His Danish
“ Majesty’s declaration, that His Danish Majesty has no
“ hostile views against Sweden, and that the friendly and
“ commercial intercourse between the subjects of both king“ doms, and the good understanding between the two Courts,
“ shall remain uninterrupted.
“ His Swedish Majesty puts the strongest faith and utmost
“ confidence in what Mr. Elliot, Envoy Extraordinary and
“ Minister Plenipotentiary of His Britannic Majesty, has
“ represented to him on this important occasion.
“ His Majesty, therefore, to prevent the horrors of War,
“ and the calamities impending the two nations, anxious to
“ behold peace and union restored between them, embraces
“with satisfaction His Danish Majesty’s declaration, and
“ particularly as it will facilitate the negotiation for a ge“ neral peace, which is happily begun through the mediation
“of Great Britain, France, Holland, and Prussia, and the
“ good success of whichis the greatest object of His Majesty’s
“ambition, and which His Majesty has fully declared to the
“ aforesaid Mr. Elliot, provided the defeating of the Russian
“ auxiliaries is not considered as hostilities against His Danish
“ Majesty, agreeable to the declaration delivered by Count
“ Bernstorf.
(Signed)
“ Baron de Sprengtporten.
“Dated, Stockholm, Oct. 6, 1788, and delivered to the
“ Count Bernstorf, at Copenhagen ” (q).

CXLI. At the beginning of the last War waged by
England and her allies against Russia, the doctrine of Neu
trality was carefully laid down by Sweden and Denmark in
the following terms: —
“ The system which His Majesty the King of Sweden
“and Norway intends to follow, and steadfastly to adopt, is
(q) Annval Register, 1788, pp. 292-3,
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“that of a strict Neutrality, founded on good faith, imparu tiality, and an equal respect for the rights of all the
“ Powers. This Neutrality, according to the identic views
“ of the two Courts, would impose on the Government of
“ His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway the follow“ ing obligations, and would assure to him the following
“ advantages :—
“ 1. To abstain, during the conflict which may occur, from
all participation, direct or indirect, in favour of one of the
“ contending parties to the detriment of the other.
“ 2. To admit in the ports of Sweden and Norway the ships
“ of war and of commerce of the belligerent parties, the
■c Government reserving always to itself the power of deny“ in g to the first the entrance into the following fortified
“ ports; that is to say : that of Stockholm, within the for“ tress of Waxholm; of Christiania, within the fort of Ka“ holm ; the interior basin of the Norwegian military station
“ at Horten ; the ports of Carlsten and of Carlscrona, within
“ the fortifications; and the port of Slito, in the island of
“ Gottland, within the batteries erected at Encholm.
“ The sanitary and police regulations which circumstances
have rendered or may render necessary, must naturally be
“ observed and respected. Privateers will not be admitted
“ in the ports, nor tolerated in the roads of the States of
“ His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway.
“ 3. To accord to vessels of the belligerent Powers the
“ facility of supplying themselves in the ports of the United
“ Kingdoms with all the provisions and stores of which they
“ may stand in need, with the exception of the articles looked
“ upon as contraband of War.
“4. To exclude from the ports of Sweden and Norway,
“ except in cases of proved distress, the entrance, the con“ demnation, and the sale of every prize; and, finally,
“5. To enjoy, in the commercial relations of the United
“ Kingdoms with the countries at war, all security and all
“ facilities for Swedish and Norwegian vessels as well as for
“ their cargoes, with the obligation, at all times, for such
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cc vessels to conform to the regulations generally established
“ and recognised for special cases of declared and effective
“ blockade.
“ Such are the general principles of the Neutrality adopted
“ by His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway in the
“ event of a War breaking out in Europe. The King flatters
“ himself that they will be acknowledged as in conformity
“ with the Law of Nations, and that the true and faithful
“ observance of them will place His Majesty in a position to
“ cultivate with the Powers, his friends and allies, the re“ lations which, for the good of his people, he earnestly
“ wishes to preserve from all interruption ” (r).
The King of Denmark sent a precisely similar statement
to the Court of St. James.
CXLII. We now arrive at the discussion of an important
and much-vexed question which grows out of this branch of
our subject, namely, the right of a Neutral State to 'permit
the enlistment of troops for the purposes of any belligerent
to take place within its borders (.9).
CXLIII. International Jurists are in the habit of draw
ing an important distinction between auxiliary troops fur
nished by a third Power in consequence of a Treaty, which
existed previously to the War, binding it to assist the belli
gerent, and auxiliary troops furnished without any such
obligation.
They have considered that, in the former case, only the
troops so sent are to be considered as enemies, and not the
country which sends them. .* 1
if) Correspondence relative to the Neutrality of Denmark and Sweden
and Norway. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command
of Her Majesty, 1854.
(s) Bynk. Q. J. P. c. xxii., An liceat militem conducere in amicse
gentis populo ?
Wolff, Jus Gent. ss. 753-8.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. ii. s. 15.
1 Kent's Comm. p. 122.
Ward's Laiv of Nations, ii. p. 291. Of Auxiliary Treaties,
Manning's Law‘of Nations, pp. 170-81.
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The right of a third Power to allow levies of troops to be
made within its territories for the purpose of assisting ex
clusively one belligerent, has been said to be lawful when
such permission has been the subject of a Treaty antecedent
to the breaking out of the War.
There remains, however, the grave question, which has
been already discussed, whether a State has any right to
stipulate in time of Peace, that, when the time of War
arrives, it will do the act of a Belligerent and yet claim the
immunity of a Neutral.
During the Middle Ages the practice of employing mer
cenary troops was common. Companies, as they were called,
of freebooters were formed under some adventurous captain,
and sold their services, without regard to the cause, to any
belligerent that paid for them,—not unfrequently to both in
succession during the continuance of the same War. And
at a later period, not only did English troops serve against
the Spaniards during the revolt of the Netherlands, but six
thousand Scotchmen fought under the standard of the Mar
quis of Hamilton in the Thirty Years’ War of Germany, in
which contest England was neutral.
By the Treaty of Munster in 1648, it was stipulated that
neither of the contracting parties should furnish arms, money,
soldiers, provisions, refuge, or means of passage to the ene
mies of the other; but, nevertheless, a right was reserved to
the individual States, who were members of the Empire, to
serve as mercenaries according to the constitutions of the
Empire {£).
On the other hand, many Treaties may be found in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in which it is expressly
stipulated that the Governments of the States who are the
contracting parties, shall not permit their subjects to enlist
against each other (u).

CXLIY. It appears, as has been already observed, upon
(t) Dumont, Corps. Dipl. 1. vi. i. p. 451.
Manning, p. 174.
(/() Manning, ib. refers to a great many Treaties of this kind.
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all sound principles of International Jurisprudence to be in
competent to a State to contract in time of Peace obligations
to assist another State in time of War by furnishing troops
or ships, however limited their number, and when so furnish
ing them to claim the character of a Neutral; but, whatever
course a belligerent may or ought to adopt with respect to
a State claiming to be Neutral, while, under the obligations
of a Treaty contracted previously to the War, it furnishes
this limited aid, and no more, to the other Belligerent, the
proposition that without such special Treaty a State may
remain Neutral while it accords to one, and refuses to the
other, Beligerent permission to levy troops within its do
minions, is a proposition not warranted by any principle or
practice of International Law, and which, whatever may
have formerly been urged in its favour, is now generally
and wisely repudiated (z). The opinion of Yattel has been
already canvassed; the private opinion of Bynkershoek in
clines to allow generally levies in a Neutral country, but he
admits that it was a question which had long agitated, and
when he wrote, still agitated, Christendom. But the chapter
in the Qucestiones Juris Publici of this great jurist (y)
appears to contain, either directly expressed, or by certain
inference, two important propositions of International, and
one of Public Law, upon this subject.
The propositions of International Law are—1. That to enlist soldiers (z) within the Neutral territory,
without the consent of the Government of the Neutral State,
O Ileffter, 147.
iff) BynJc. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xxii. He treats the question partly with
reference to Public, partly with reference to International Law ; it is

with the latter that we are principally concerned in this chapter.
(z) All jurists agree in this proposition. Thus Wolff:—“ Quoniam
nemini in alieno territorio militem conscribere licet invito superiore; si
quis legere audet, jus gentis violat, ac ideo injuriam eidemfacit; cumque
injuria hsec crimen sit a peregrino commissum, peregrini autem in
territorio alieno delinquentes juxta leges loci puniendi sint, siperegrinus
in territorio alieno invito superiore militem legere audet, deprehensus
puniri potest.”—Wolff,, Jus Gent. s. 754.
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is a clear and gross violation of International Law towards
that State.
2. That on the principle that the Neutral is bound to
consider both belligerents as equally in the right, the per
mission to levy troops must be accorded equally, or refused
equally, to both (a).
3. The proposition of Public Law is that the Govern
ments of his own country had, by repeated ordinances, de
clared that the enlisting troops within the Dutch territories
without their consent was illegal.
CXLY. It behoves all States both to make and to en
force such or similar ordinances. The peace of their own
dominions and the general peace of the world may greatly
depend upon it.
The subject, so far as it concerns England and the United
States of North America, has been already partially discussed
in a former volume of this work(7>).
CXLYI. The History of the English Law (c) upon this
matter of Foreign Enlistment shows, since the reign of
•lames I., an increasing severity in the measures of the
Government.
The statute 3 James I. c. 4., made it felony for any
person whatever to go out of the realm, to serve any
foreign Prince, without having first taken the oath
of allegiance before his departure. It was felony also
for any gentleman, or person of higher degree, or for one
who had borne any office in the army, to go out of the realm
to serve such foreign Prince or State, without previously
(a) u Constat enim . . . utriusque amico et hanc et illam partem
oportere justam videri.” So he says you may sell implements of war
to both :—“ Idque in instrumentis bellicis comparandis vulgo servamus,
ut ut enim ea ad utrumque amicum non recte vehamus, sine fraude
tamen vendimus utrique amico, quamvis invicem hosti, et quamvis
sciamus alterum contra alterum his in bello esse usurum.”—Bynk.
ubi supr.
(b) Yol. i. § cccxcii.

Appendix, vi., contains in extenso the English
and American Foreign Enlistment Acts.
(c) Blackstonc’s Commentaries, vol. iv. c. vii. s. 3.
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entering into a bond with two sureties, not to be reconciled
to the See of Rome, or enter into any conspiracy against his
natural Sovereign. And further it was enacted by statute
9 Geo. II. c. 30., enforced by statute 29 Geo. II. c. 17., if
any subject of Great Britain shall enlist himself, or if any
person shall procure him to be enlisted in any foreign ser
vice, or detain or embark him for that purpose, without
licence under the King’s sign-manual, he shall be guilty of
felony without benefit of clergy; but if the person, so
enlisted or enticed, shall discover his seducer within fifteen
days, so as he may be apprehended and convicted of the
same, he shall be indemnified. It was, moreover, by statute
29 Geo. II. c. 17., enacted that to serve under the French
King, as a military officer, shall be felony without benefit of
clergy : and to enter into the Scotch brigade, in the Dutch
service, without previously taking the oaths of allegiance
and abjuration, shall be a forfeiture of 500/. (d).
The first Foreign Enlistment Bill was introduced in the
month of May, 1819, by the Attorney-General, into the
House of Commons (e).
.
Its passage through the House of Commons was marked
by debates in which speeches of unusual ability were made
both for and against the measure.
The great opponent of the measure was Sir James Mack
intosh ; his arguments were, however, mainly directed against
the tendency of the measure to assist the King of Spain, and
to injure the Spanish American Colonists in the War for
independence which was then being waged between them and
(id) Blaclcstone’s Commentaries, vol. iv. c. vii. s. 3.
(e) Hansard’s ParL Deb. vol. xl., Debate in the House of Commons,
pp. 362-74.
Ib. pp. 867-907.
Ib. pp. 1084-1125.
Ib. p. 1232, Speech of Sir W. Scott, Lord Stowell.
Ib. p. 1273, Speech of Dr. Phillimore (the only two civilians who
spoke in the debate).
Ib., Debate in the House of Lords, pp. 1377-1416. A division took
place on the second reading : ayes, 155 ; noes, 142.
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the mother-country ; and that therefore, under these circum
stances, it was practically a departure from the policy of
Neutrality between the two belligerents. He also cited a
variety of precedents from English History, to show that
Foreign Enlistment had been often permitted in this country,
and not objected to by other nations, and he dwelt upon the
great advantages which Great Britain would derive from the
emancipation of the Spanish Colonies.
Mr. Canning replied to what he justly called “ the splendid
ei impediment ” which the eloquence of this speech had opposed
to the passing of the measure. The speeches of Mr*. Canning,
it should be observed, both on this and on another occasion,
are marked by the calm wisdom of a statesman, and by a dis
tinct knowledge of the principles of International Law appli
cable to this important subject. Mr. Canning contended, that
by the Treaty of 1814, England was bound to more than “ a
“ nominal Neutrality ” between Spain and her revolted Colo
nies ; and that no prospect of advantage to be derived from
the independence of these Colonies ought to induce England
to depart from her duty and policy of Neutrality. Mr. Can
ning then replied to the argument of precedent used by Sir
James Mackintosh.
“ The honourable and learned gentleman,” Mr. Canning
said, “ had cited many instances from history, in which the
u subjects of this country had been not only permitted, but
u encouraged, by the Government to enter into the service
“ of foreign States, and had sometimes even been thereby
brought into the field to combat with each other. The
“ fact was indisputable ; but the honourable and learned
u gentleman was not to be told that in respect to military
“ service and enterprise a great change had taken place in
the tone, and temper, and state of Europe since the times of
“ Elizabeth and James X. In those times there was a o-eneral
“ thirst for military glory pervading all Europe. The pro“ fession of arms, instead of being a duty and task imposed
“ upon the people, was a proud and honourable profession.
“ Since those times a most material alteration had taken
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place; but it was not the policy of governments, but the
“ temper of the people, which had undergone the change.
“ Formerly a spirit of adventurous enterprise was cherished
u and sanctioned, which would not now be deemed justifi“ able. The usages of modern Europe did not recognise
“ such proceedings as those adverted to by the honourable
“ and learned gentleman. It surely could not be forgotten
“ that in 1794 this country complained of various breaches
c* of Neutrality (though much inferior in degree to those now
“ under consideration), committed on the part of subjects of
“ the United States of America. What was the conduct of
“ that nation in consequence ? Did it resent the complaint
“ as an infringement of its independence ? Did it refuse to
“ take such steps as would insure the immediate observance
“ of Neutrality ? Neither. In 1795, immediately after the
“ application from the British Government, the Legislature
“of the Uuited States passed an Act prohibiting, under
“ heavy penalties, the engagement of American citizens in
“ the armies of any belligerent Power. Was that the only
“ instance of the kind ? It was but last year that the United
“ States passed an Act, by which the Act of 1795 was con“ firmed in every respect, again prohibiting the engagement
“ of their citizens in the service of any foreign Power ; and
“ pointing distinctly to the service of Spain, or the South
“ American provinces ” (f).
Mr. Canning then argued the question of International
Law, demonstrating that to permit Foreign Enlistment was
incompatible with the character of Neutrality in the country
which permitted it.
“ Did,” Mr. Canning said, “ the honourable and learned
“ gentleman not think that the allowing of armaments to be
“ fitted out in this country against a foreign Power was a
“ just cause of War ? He knew well indeed that, from the
“ exhaustion of Spain, we were perfectly secure from hostility
(/) Mr. Canning's Speeches, vol. iv. pp. 152-3. , Foreign Enlistment
Bill (June 10, 1819).
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44 in that quarter. That consideration, however, afforded A
44 complete reply to the taunt that had been thrown out
44 against Ministers, that thev allowed themselves to be die44 tated to by Spain. But it was precisely because Spain
44 was weak—because her resentment could be attended
44 with no practical inconvenience—that they were desirous
44 to discharge the duties of Neutrality towards her the more
44 scrupulously. The maxim of 4 Do unto others as you would
44 4 they should do unto you,’ was as applicable to politics as
44 to morals. Did the honourable and learned gentleman
44 recollect the celebrated Memoire Justijicatif’ which was
44 understood to have been drawn up for the Government of
44 the day by Mr. Gibbon, previous to the War with France,
44 during our contest with the American Colonies ? The
44 language of that document was such* that if it were to ap44 pear for the first time at the present moment, it might be
44 considered as the memorial of the Spanish Ambassador, ad44 dressed to the Government of this country. In that paper
44 it was stated, that agents from our American Colonies had
44 endeavoured to penetrate into, and settle in the different
44 States in Europe, but that it was only in France they
4 4 found an asylum, hopes, and assistance. That the French
44 merchants furnished America, not only with useful and
44 necessary merchandise, but even with saltpetre, gunpowder,
44 ammunition, arms, and artillery; and loudly declared that
44 they were assured not merely of impunity, but even of the
44 protection and favour of the Ministers of the Court of
44 Versailles. The marks of these facts, which could be con44 sidered only as manifest breaches of the faith of Treaties,
44 multiplied continually, and the diligence of the King’s
44 Ambassador to communicate his complaints and proofs to
44 the Court of Versailles, did not leave them the shameful
44 and humiliating resource of appearing ignorant of what
44 was carried on and daily repeated in the very heart of the
44 country ”(<7).
(g) Canning's Speeches, vol. iv. pp. 155-6.
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CXLVII. In the month of April, 1823, Lord Althorpe
moved the repeal of the Foreign Enlistment Bill, and again
a debate ensued, which was made memorable by the elo
quence of Mr. Canning, who resisted the motion (A).
“ I do not now,” he said, “ pretend to argue in favour of
“ a system of Neutrality; but it being declared that we in“ tend to remain neutral, I call upon the House to abide by
“ that declaration so long as it shall remain unaltered.
66 No matter what ulterior course we may be inclined to
“ adopt—no matter whether, at some ulterior period, the
“ honour and the interests of this country may force us into
“ a War, still, while we declare ourselves neutral, let us
“ avoid passing the strict line of demarcation.
“ When War comes, if come it must, let us enter into it
“ with all the spirit and energy which become us as a great
“ and independent nation. That period, however, I do not
“ wish to anticipate, much less desire to hasten.
“ If a War must come, let it come in the shape of satis“ faction to be demanded for injuries, of rights to be asserted,
“ of interests to be protected, of Treaties to be fulfilled.
“ But, in God’s name, let it not come on in the paltry, petti“ fogging way of fitting out ships in our harbours to cruise
“ for gain.
“ At all events let the country disdain to be sneaked into
“ a War. Let us abide by our Neutrality as long as we
“ mean to adhere to it; and, by so doing, we shall, in the
“ event of any necessity for abandoning that system, be the
“ better able to enter with effect upon any other course
“ which the policy of the country may require ” (i).
Mr. Canning also referred to the excellent example of
true Neutrality which the Government of Mr. Jefferson,
the President of the N. A. United States, had shown to
the world.* (i)
(h) Hansard's Pari. Deb., N. S.. vol. viii. (1823). Petition against
the Bill, p. 230 ; Debate on Lord Althorpe's Motion, pp. 1019-59. The
ayes were 110 : the noes, 216.
(i) Canning's Speeches, vol. v. pp. 51-2.
VOL. III.
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“ If I wished,” Mr. Canning said, “for a guide in a system
“ of Neutrality, I should take that laid down by America in
“ the days of the presidency of Washington and the secretary“ ship of Jefferson. In 1793 complaints were made to the
“ American Government that French ships were allowed to
“ fit out and arm in American ports for the purpose of at“ tacking British vessels, in direct opposition to the laws of
“ Neutrality. Immediately upon this representation, the
“ American Government held that such a fitting out was
“ contrary to the laws of Neutrality ; and orders were issued
“ prohibiting the arming of any French vessels in American
“ ports. At New York a French vessel fitting out, was
“seized, delivered over to the tribunals, and condemned.
“ Upon that occasion the American Government held that
“ such fitting out of French ships in American ports, for the
“ purpose of cruising against English vessels, was incompa“ tible with the sovereignty of the United States, and tended
“ to interrupt the peace and good understanding which sub“ sisted between that country and Great Britain.”
“ Here, Sir ” (he added), “ I contend, is the principle upon
“ which we ought to act ” (k).
These principles are fully established in the English Act
of 1870 (/), however defective the provisions respecting
them may have been both in that of 1j$19 and in the exist
ing Foreign Enlistment Act of the United States.
CXLVIII. In fact, the maxim adverted to in a former
volume of this work (/?2) is sound, viz. that a State is primd
facie responsible for whatever is done within its jurisdiction,
for it must be presumed to be capable of preventing or punish
ing offences committed yvithin its boundaries. A body politic
is therefore responsible for the acts of individuals which are
acts of actual or meditated hostility towards a nation, with* (l)
(h) Canning's Speeches, vol. v. pp. 50-1. Speech against Repeal of
the Foreign Enlistment Bill (April, 1823).
(l) Vol. i. App. vi. has the Statute at length.
(m) Vol. i. pt. iii. c. x., Self-Preservation.
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which the Government of these subjects professes to main
tain relations of friendship or Neutrality (w).
“ Culpa caret, qui scit, sed prohibere non potest ”(0), is
the doctrine of the Roman Law; but such an avowal, actual
or constructive, on the part of the unintentionally injuring
State, justifies the injured State in exercising, if it can, that
jurisdiction by foreign force which ought to be, but cannot
be, exercised by domestic law.
CXLIX. The first English Foreign Enlistment Act (59
George III. c. 69, 1819) gave a power to the Crown,
by Order in Council, to relax its provisions.
In 1835, Great Britain signed the Treaty of the Qua
druple Alliance (/?), in favour of Queen Isabella of Spain,
when a Civil War raged in that country. Soon after the
signature of this Treaty, an Order in Council exempted
British subjects who might engage in the service of Isabella
from the penalties of the Foreign Enlistment Act. A
Spanish Legion was formed of British soldiers, and com
manded by a British officer, Sir De Lacy Evans.
A debate on the policy of this relaxation took place in
the House of Commons, in June, 1835, upon a motion made
by Lord Mahon, as to the expediency of this relaxation (q);
but the competency of the Crown to make such relaxation
was not disputed. The same power is reserved to the Crown
in the new statute of 1870, 33 and 34 Viet. c. 90.
It has been already (r) observed that there is no more re
markable instance of the alteration of public opinion upon
a great question than that which has taken place within the
(n) Grot. 1. ii. c. 21. s. 2.
Puffend. 1. i. c. 5. s. ult.
(0) Dig. 1. 1. t. 17. s. 50.
(p) Great Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal. See Wheaton's
Hist. pp. 523-38.
(1q) Hansard's Pari. Deb. (3rd Series), vol. xxviii. (1835), pp. 1133
1180.
(r) Vol. i. § cccxcii.
r
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memory of the present generation upon the subject of the
Foreign Enlistment Act. Between the date of the first
(1819) and that of the second (1870), not only at the period of
Sir J. Mackintosh’s speech, but long afterwards, the public
opinion of this country was adverse even to the power of
repression conferred on the Crown by this statute. In truth,
the statute of 1819 was, with insignificant exceptions, never
attempted to be enforced till the period of the recent Ame
rican Civil War. The deficiencies of the statute were then
fully discovered; and 1 he escape of the Alabama, the English
Act of 1870, the Treaty of Washington, 1871, amf the
Geneva Arbitration, were the grave consequences. As to the
effect of the Treaty of Washington (1871), incorporating
the principles of the British statute of 1870, as to the
retention, as yet unaltered, of the old American Foreign
Enlistment Act (1818) by the United States, as to the ex
post facto application of the principles of the British statute
to the Treaty of Washington, and to the controversy about the
escape of the Alabama, which happened several years before
the enactment of the statute and the passing of the Treaty,
I have already made some observations in a former
volume (s).
CL. Nevertheless, Vattel’s native predilections carry
him so far, that, in his eagerness to defend the practice of
Switzerland, he declares that, not only when there is a Treaty
anterior to the War binding a State to afford succour to an
other, but when there is none, a custom of the country
may justify a Neutral in supplying one belligerent with
troops: “ Lors done qu’un peuple est dans Vusage, pour
“ occuper et pour exercer ses sujets, de permettre des levees
“ de troupes en faveur de la puissance & qui il veut bien les
6e confier, l’ennemi de cette puissance ne peut traiter ses
“ permissions d’hostilites, a moins qu’elles ne soient donnees
“ pour envahir ses Stats ou pour la defense d’une cause
“ odieuse et manifestement injuste. II ne peut meme pre(s) Yol, ii, Pref. to 2nd edition, pp. vi-ix.
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“ tendre de droit qu'on lui en accorde autant; parce que ce
“ peuple peut avoir des raisons de le refuser, qui idont pas
“ lieu a Vegard du parti contraire ; et dest a lui de voir ce
66 qui lui convient

The writer proceeds to instance the Swiss as having always
acted upon these Neutral principles of affording aid to one
and refusing it to another belligerent; and observes that no
State has made war upon them in consequence; and lie adds
a limitation wdiich renders transparent the feebleness of the
proposition of International Law, which his love for Swit
zerland makes him strive against justice and reason to esta
blish : “ II faut avouer ” (he says), “ cependant, que si ces
“ levees etaient considerables, si elles faisaient la principale
“ force de mon ennemi, tandis que, sans alleguer de raisons
“ solides, on m’en refuserait absolument, j’aurais tout lieu de
“ regarder ce peuple comme ligue avecmon ennemi; et en ce
“ cas le soin de ma propre surete m’autoriserait a le traiter
“ comme tel ” (t).
There is no test of Neutrality to which this proposition of
Vattel can be submitted without demonstrating its futility.
Try it by the law of natural justice, by the reason of the
thing, by the acknowledged definitions of Neutrality, it will
prove to be untenable (&).
It is not pretended that the partially-treated belligerent
might not intercept the passage of these mercenaries, after
they had left their neutral countries, and put them to the
sword, or sink the ship which was conveying them : and by
what law of common justice or common sense is he to wait
till the danger is at his door before he encounters it? Why
is he to allow the cockatrice to be hatched to his destruction,
if he can break the egg and secure himself from the peril ?
Why is he to allow his neutral friend to send troops and
arms to his enemy, because, forsooth, it has been the habit of
this Neutral so to occupy and exercise his forces? May a
(t;) Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 110.
(u) Vide ante, vol. i. §§ lviii. lix.
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maritime State, without a breach of Neutrality, send a fleet
to one belligerent, and allege that it is her habit to keep her
sailors in exercise ? But he may do so, Vattel says, if the
Neutral espouses an odious or manifestly unjust cause, or if
the levies he considerable* And who is to judge whether these
justifications exist ? The puerility of the argument is such
that it really only requires to be stated in order to be
refuted.
The Right on the part of the State so treated to deal with
the State which so treats her in every respect as an enemy,
is clear; whether she will exercise it or no, is a mere
question of expediency.
Vattel found no such doctrine as that which he lays down
in his master, Wolff, but the contrary:
“ Qui neutrarum partium sunt” (Wolff says), “ eaprsestare
“ utrique belligerantium parti debent, quae jure gentium de“ bentur extra bellum, nisi expresse de quibusdam aliter
6C conventum, quae respectum ad bellum habere possunt.”
And again : “ Qui neutrarum partium sunt, eorum re“ spectu bellum non est, ipsi vero utrique belligerantium
“ amici sunt. Quae igitur extra bellum, seu pacis tempore,
“ gentibus praestantur a gente, ea etiam praestanda sunt utri“ que belligerantium parti. Quod uni praestatur, id prae“ standum quoque alteri est, si eodem indiget. Potest autem
“conveniri, ut etiam quaedam praestentur, quae respectum
“ quendam ad bellum habent, vel ut non praestentur, quae
“ quidem per se ad bellum minime faciunt; propter casum
“ vero emergentem respectum quendam ad idem habere posu sunt, et tunc ilia utrique praestanda, haec utrique deneganda
“ sunt ” (xj.
This passage enunciates both the principles which have
been mentioned (y) as indispensable to Neutrality, viz.—
1st, Abstinence from the War; 2nd, Impartiality between
the belligerents. A nation which furnishes aid, whether of
(x) Wolff, Jus Gent. s. 683.
(y) Vide ante, p. 225.
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men or money, to both belligerents, may be impartial, but
certainly is not neutral. With respect to furnishing muni
tions of War, M. Masse well and wisely says, there should
be, on the part of the State, not an impartiality of action
but of inaction (z).
CL I. The principles which have been laid down prohibit
the Neutral Government from assisting a Belligerent by
money, in the shape of a loan, or in any other form, as much
as by arms ; and ifc has been holden unlawful by English
law for an English subject to raise a loan for the purpose of
supporting the subjects of a Foreign State at war with
a Government in alliance with our own. So it has been
solemnly decided by the English Courts of Justice in the
case of Demetrius De Wutz v. Hendricks. This case was
tried a.d. 1824, before Lord Chief Justice Best (tf), at
Guildhall. It appeared that the plaintiff had proposed to
raise money by way of loan, to espouse the cause of the
Greeks against the Government of the Porte ; that he stated
publicly that he was authorised to do so, and, in consequence,
applied to the defendant, a stock-broker, to negotiate the
loan, who required certain securities to be left with him for
that purpose ; that the plaintiff accordingly lodged with him
a power of attorney, which, he stated, was signed and exe
cuted abroad by the Exarch of Ravenna, authorising him,
the plaintiff, to raise money for the Greek cause; he also
requested the defendant to procure certain scrip receipts to
be engraved, which he accordingly did, and which were
afterwards stamped at the Stamp Office, as such receipts.
The defendant suspecting the accuracy of the plaintiff’s
statement or authority, the intended loan failed, and no
money was raised by him. The plaintiff then claimed the
power of attorney and engraved scrip receipts from the
defendant, which he refused to deliver up, until the en
graver’s bill, and the other expenses, had been paid. On
(z) Masse, Droit Commercial, t. i. p. 199.
(a) Afterwards Lord Wynford.
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their amount being tendered, the defendant claimed a com
mission for scrip on part of the loan, which the plaintiff
also offered to pay, provided the defendant would transfer
the scrip to him, on which he claimed such commission ; but
none was in fact ever raised, as the projected loan fell to the
ground in the first instance. The plaintiff having again
formally demanded the above documents from the defendant,
who refused to deliver them up, commenced the present
action.
For the defendant, it was submitted, that the whole of
the transaction was a fraud on the part of the plaintiff, as
he had no authority to negotiate the loan in question. And
his Lordship being of opinion that a resident in this country
could not enter into an engagement to raise money by way
of loan, to assist subjects of a foreign State, so as to enable
them to prosecute a War against a government in alliance
with our own, without the licence of the Crown, the jury
accordingly found a verdict for the defendant (b).
Afterwards, a rule nisi was applied for to set aside the
verdict of the jury; that is to say, the points of law were
again argued before Judges of the Court of Common
Pleas,
Lord Chief Justice Best then said :—“ I am of opinion,
“ that the whole of the transaction on which the plaintiff
“ rested his claim to recover the articles in question from
“ the defendant was bottomed in fraud,—the jury so found
“ at the trial,—and I am perfectly satisfied with their ver“ diet. I then thought that it was contrary to the Law of
“ Nations, for persons residing in this country to enter
“ into engagements to raise money, by way of loan, for the
“ purpose of supporting subjects of a foreign State in arms
“ against a government in alliance with our own, and that
“ no right of action could arise out of such a transaction;
“ and I consequently suggested a nonsuit; but as it was
“ not insisted on by the defendant’s counsel, I allowed the
(b) Moore’s Common Pleas Beports,

vol. ix, p. 586.
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“ cause to proceed. A case in circumstances precisely
“ similar to the present, except that a different loan was
“ proposed to be raised, was lately decided in the Court of
“ Chancery, in which the Lord Chancellor entertained the
“ same opinion as myself, and in which he is stated to have
“ said, that English Courts of Justice will not take notice
“ of, or afford any assistance to persons who set about
“ raising loans for subjects of the King of Spain, to enable
“them to prosecute a War against that Sovereign; or, at
“ all events, that such loans could not be raised without
“the licence of the Crown” (c). The other Judges con
curred in this opinion.
Yattel, indeed, as he justified the Neutral in allowing
levies under certain circumstances, consistently maintains
that the previous custom of a nation to lend her money jus
tifies her in time of War in lending it to a belligerent: “ II
“ en est de meme de l’argent qu’une nation aurait coutume
“ de preter a usure ” (d) ; and he is so far right that the
loan of levies and money falls pretty much under the same
principle. He proceeds to assert, that if a Neutral Power
lends money to one belligerent, and refuses it to another,
there is no breach of Neutrality ; because he may lend it to
one on the ground of confidence in his financial condition,
which he may not feel with respect to the rival Power. If,
indeed, he says, it appears that the Neutral does not lend his
money for the purpose of getting good interest for it, but
for the purpose of attacking a belligerent, then he loses his
character of Neutrality ; and so if the troops were furnished
to an enemy at the expense of the Neutral, or the money
lent without interest, the Neutrality disappears.
But is not all this a manifest frittering away of the im
portant duties of the Neutral? Is it to be supposed that
any but the weakest belligerent would permit a Power,
calling himself impartial, to supply his enemy, whom per(c) Moore’s Common Pleas Reports, vol. ix. p. 587.
(d) Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 110.
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haps he would otherwise have vanquished, with the means
of recruiting his sinking energies and restoring his decaying
powers, whether those means be the succour of troops or
the succour of money? If it be the act, not of a Neutral,
but of ail enemy—
4 4 to advise how War may, best upheld,
Move by her two main nerves, iron and gold,
In all her equipage ” (e),

it is, of course, still more the act of an enemy to furnish
either of these nerves.
Nevertheless States have agreed, as will be more fully
noticed hereafter, to draw a distinction which is, perhaps,
fine, between acts of the subject and acts of the Government
in this matter of contributing to the strength of a belligerent.
The United States of America hold, as has been shown (y*),
the doctrine that a Neutral subject may not only send contra
band of war, subject to the risk of capture, to a belligerent,
but a Neutral may build and fully arm a ship and provide
her with stores in his own market, or send her to be equipped
under the flag and papers of his own country, with a crew
not larger than is proper for her navigation, taking the
chance of capture, if his intention be only to propose an
article of contraband merchandise for the belligerent, and
not to fit out a vessel to cruise, directly or indirectly, from
the Neutral port, against a friendly State. This latter act
they hold their Government is bound to prevent, but not
the former. It remains to be seen how this doctrine can be
maintained after the Treaty of Washington. The muni
cipal law of some States renders it unlawful for a merchant’s
ship to take contraband as cargo. This subject of contra
band will be more fully considered in a later chapter.
CLI. A. It seems proper in this place to take some notice
of the questions of International law which grew out of the
Treaty of Washington (1871).
(e) Milton’s Sonnet to Sir Henry Vane theYounger.
(/) "Vol. i. § cccxcii.A. note (m).
The Santisima Trinidad, 7 Wheaton’s Rep. 340.
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In the preface to the second volume of this work I made
some mention of that Treaty. It had for its object the
adjustment, by arbitration, of certain disputes between
England and the United States of America. The Treaty
recited three rules of International law which were to be
binding upon the arbitrators; namely,—
44 A Neutral Government is bound,
44 First. To use due diligence to prevent the fitting out,
44 arming, or equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel
44 which it has reasonable ground to believe is intended to
44 cruise or carry on war against a Power with which it is
44 at peace; and also to use like diligence to prevent the
44 departure, from its jurisdiction, of any vessel intended to
44 cruise or carry on war as above, such vessel having been
44 specially adapted, in whole or in part, within such juris44 diction, to warlike use.
44 Secondly. Not to permit or suffer either belligerent to
44 make use of its ports or waters as the base of naval
44 operations against the other, or for the purpose of the
44 renewal or augmentation of military supplies or arms, or
44 the recruitment of men.
44 Thirdly. To exercise due diligence in its waters, and
44 as to all persons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any
44 violation of the foregoing obligations and duties.”
Nevertheless, the British plenipotentiaries are ordered to
64 declare that Her Majesty’s Government cannot assent
44 to the foregoing rules as a statement of principles of
44 International law which were in force at the time when
44 the claims mentioned in Article I. arose, but that Her
44 Majesty’s Government, in order to evince its desire
44 of strengthening the friendly relations between the two
44 countries, and of making satisfactory provision for the
44 future, agrees that in deciding the questions between the
44 two countries arising out of those claims, the arbitrators
44 should assume that Her Majesty’s Government had under44 taken to act upon the principles set forth in these rules.”
Then follows this important stipulation :—
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“ And the High Contracting Parties agree to observe
“ these rules as between themselves in future, and to bring
“ them to the knowledge of other Maritime Powers, and to
“invite them to accede to them ” (g).
It must be considered, therefore, as a fact, that even
these rules are not at present supposed to be universally
acknowledged. Upon the other extraordinary fact of their
retrospective application, by the consent of England, to the
case submitted to the arbitrators, I have already commented.
But these are the points which it is most important to keep
steadily in view, wherever the international authority of
the Geneva arbitration be referred to.
“ With these rules before it ” (Lord Chief Justice Cockburn
says, in his reasons for dissenting from the award), “ the
“ Tribunal is directed to determine, as to each vessel,
“ whether Great Britain has, by any act or omission, failed
“ to fulfil any of the duties set forth in such rules, or
“ recognised by the principles of International law not
“ inconsistent with such rules.
“ The effect of this part of the Treaty is to place this
“ Tribunal in a position of some difficulty. Every obliga“ tion, for the non-fulfilment of which redress can be claimed,
“ presupposes a prior existing law, by which a right has
“ been created on the one side and a corresponding obliga“ tion on the other. But here we have to deal with obli“ gations assumed to have existed prior to the Treaty, yet
“ arising out of a supposed law created for the first time by
“ the Treaty. For we have the one party denying the
u prior existence of the rules to which it now consents to
“ submit as the measure of its past obligations, while the
“ other virtually admits the same thing, for it ‘ agrees to
u ‘ observe the rules as between itself and Great Britain in
“ ‘ future, and to bring them to the knowledge of other
“ 6 maritime Powers, and to invite them to accede to them,’
“ all of which would plainly be superfluous and vain if
(g) Vide post.
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“ these rules already formed part of the existing law recog“ nised as obtaining among nations.
“ It is, I cannot but think, to be regretted that the whole
“ subject-matter of this great contest, in respect of law as
“ well as of fact, was not left open to us, to be decided
“according to the true principles and rules of Interna“ tional law in force and binding among nations, and the
“ duties and obligations arising out of them, at the time
“ when these alleged causes of complaint are said to have
“ arisen.
“From the history of the Treaty of Washington, we
“ know that it was proposed by the British Commissioners
“ to submit the entire question, both as to law and fact, to
“arbitration; but the Commissioners of the United States
“ refused to 4 consent to submit the question of the liability
“c of Great Britain to arbitration unless the principles which
“ ‘ should govern the arbitrators in the consideration of the
“c facts could be first agreed upon.’ In vain the British
“ Commissioners replied that they 6 should be willing to
“ ‘ consider what principles should be adopted for observance
“‘in future, but that they were of opinion that the best
“ 6 mode of conducting an arbitration was to submit the
“c facts to the arbitrator, and leave him free to decide
“ 4 upon them after hearing such arguments as might be
“e necessary.’ The American Commissioners replied that
“ they should be willing to consider what principles should
“ be laid down for observance in similar cases in future, but
“ only with the understanding that 6 any principles which
“ ‘ should be agreed upon should be held to be applicable
“;to the facts in respect to the Alabama claims.’ The
“ British Commissioners and Government gave way, pos“ sibly without fully appreciating the extent to which the
“ principles, of which they were thus admitting the appli“ cation, would be attempted to be carried in fixing them
“ with liability.”

We have now to consider the decision of the arbitrators:
as introductory to which should be mentioned the—
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“ Protocol No. XXXII.
“ Record of the Proceedings of the Tribunal of Arbitration
at the Thirty-second Conference, held at Geneva, in
Switzerland, on the 14th of September, 1872.
“ The Conference was held with open doors, pursuant to
adjournment. All the arbitrators and the agents of the two
Governments were present.
“ The Protocol of the last Conference was read and
approved, and was signed by the President and Secretary
of the Tribunal.
“ The President then presented the decision of the Tribu
nal on the question of the Alabama claims, and directed the
Secretary to read it, which was done, and the decision was
signed by Mr. Charles Francis Adams, Count Frederic
Sclopis, M. Jacques Staempfli, and Viscount d’ltajuba,
arbitrators, in the presence of the agents of the two Govern
ments.
“ A copy of the decision thus signed, was delivered to each
of the Agents of the two Governments respectively, and
the Tribunal decided to have a third copy placed upon
record; they further decided that the decision should be
printed and annexed to the present Protocol.
“ Sir Alexander Cockburn, as one of the Arbitrators,
having declined to assent to the Decision, stated the grounds
of his own decision, which the Tribunal ordered to be
recorded as an Annex to the present Protocol.
“ The Tribunal resolved to request the Council of State at
Geneva to receive the archives of the Tribunal and to place
them among its own archives.
“ The President, Count Sclopis, then directed the Secre
tary to make up the record of the proceedings of the Tri
bunal at this XXXIInd and last Conference, as far as
completed; which was done, and the record, having been
read and approved, was signed by the President and Secre
tary of the Tribunal and the Agents of the two Govern
ments.
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“ Thereupon the President declared the labours of the
Arbitrators to be finished and the Tribunal to be dissolved.
(Signed)
“ Frederic ScloRis.
“ Tenterden.
“ J. C. Bancroft Dayis.
“ Alex. Favrot, Secretary.
“Decision and Award made by the Tribunal of Arbitration
constituted by virtue of the 1st Article of the Treaty
concluded at Washington the 8th of May, 1871, between
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland and the United States of
America.
“ Her Britannic Majesty and the United States of America
having agreed by Article I. of the Treaty concluded and
signed at Washington the 8th of May, 1871, to refer all
the claims, ‘ generically known as the Alabama claims,’ to
a Tribunal of Arbitration to be composed of five Arbi
trators named—
“ One by Her Britannic Majesty, one by the President of
the United States, one by His Majesty the King of Italy,
one by the President of the Swiss Confederation, one by
His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil;
“ And Her Britannic Majesty, the President of the United
States, His Majesty the King of Italy, the President of the
Swiss Confederation, and His Majesty the Emperor of
Brazil, having respectively named their Arbitrators, to
wit:
“ Her Britannic Majesty, Sir Alexander James Edmund
Cockburn, Baronet, a Member of Pier Majesty’s Privy
Council, Lord Chief Justice of England ;
“ The President of the United States, Charles Francis
Adams, Esquire;
“ His Majesty the King of Italy, His Excellency Count
Frederic Sclopis, of Salerno, a Knight of the Order of
the Annunciata, Minister of State, Senator of the Kingdom
of Italy ;
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“The President of the Swiss Confederation, M. Jacques
Staempfli;
“ITis Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, His Excellency
Marcos Antonio d’Araujo, Viscount d’ltajuba, a Grandee
of the Empire of Brazil, Member of the Council of His
Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, and his Envoy Extraor
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in France.

“ And the five Arbitrators above named having assembled
at Geneva (in Switzerland) in one of the Chambers of the
Hotel-de-Ville on the 15th of December, 1871, in con
formity with the terms of the 2nd Article of the Treaty of
Washington, of the 8th of May of that year, and having
proceeded to the inspection and verification of their respec
tive powers, which were found duly authenticated, the
Tribunal of Arbitration was declared duly organised.
“ The Agents named by each of ther High Contracting
Parties, by virtue of the same Article II., to wit,—
“ For Her Britannic Majesty, Charles Stuart Aubrey,
Lord Tenterden, a Peer of the United Kingdom, Com
panion of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Assis
tant Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs;
“ And for the United States of America, John C. Ban
croft Davis, Esquire;

whose powers were found likewise duly authenticated,
then delivered to each of the Arbitrators the printed Case
prepared by each of the two Parties, accompanied by the
documents, the official correspondence, and other evidence
on which each relied, in conformity with the terms of the
3rd Article of the said Treaty.
“ In virtue of the decision made by the Tribunal at its
first session, the Counter-case and additional documents,
correspondence, and evidence, referred to in Article IV. of
the said Treaty, were delivered by the respective Agents of
the two Parties to the Secretary of the Tribunal on the 15th
of April, 1872, at the Chamber of Conference, at the Hotelde-Ville of Geneva.
“ The Tribunal, in accordance with the vote of adjournment
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passed at their second session, held on the 16th December,
1871, re-assembled at Geneva on the 15th of June, 1872 ;
and the Agent of each of the Parties duly delivered to
each of the Arbitrators and to the Agent of the other
Party the printed Argument referred to in Article IV. of
the said Treaty.
,
“ The Tribunal having since fully taken into their considera
tion the Treaty, and also the Cases, Counter-cases, docu
ments, evidence, and Arguments, and likewise all other com
munications made to them by the two Parties during the
progress of their sittings, and having impartially and care
fully examined the same, has arrived at the decision
embodied in the present Award :
“ Whereas, having regard to the 6th and 7th Articles of
the said Treaty, the Arbitrators are bound under the terms
of the said 6th Article, c in deciding the matters submitted
4 to them, to be governed by the three Rules therein
6 specified, and by such principles of International Law, not
£ inconsistent therewith, as the Arbitrators shall determine
£ to have been applicable to the case;
“ And whereas the due diligence ’ referred to in the first
and third of the said rules ought to be exercised by Neutral
Governments in exact proportion to the risks to which
either of the belligerents may be exposed, from a failure to
fulfil the obligations of Neutrality on their part;
“ And whereas the circumstances out of which the facts
constituting the subject-matter of the present controversy
arose, were of a nature to call for the exercise on the part
of Her Britannic Majesty’s Government of all possible soli
citude for the observance of the rights and duties involved
in the Proclamation of Neutrality issued by Her Majesty
on the 13th day of May, 1861 ;
“ And whereas the effects of a violation of Neutrality com
mitted by means of the construction, equipment, and arma
ment of a vessel are not done away with by any commission
which the Government of the belligerent Power, benefited
by the violation of Neutrality, may afterwards have granted
VOL. in.
s
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to that vessel: and the ultimate step, by which the offence
is completed, cannot be admissible as a ground for the
absolution of the offender, nor can the consummation of his
fraud become the means of establishing his innocence ;
“ And whereas the privilege of exterritoriality accorded bo
vessels of war has been admitted into the law of nations,
not as an absolute right, but solely as a proceeding founded
on the principle of courtesy and mutual deference between
different nations, and therefore can never be appealed to for
the protection of acts done in violation of neutrality ;
“ And whereas the absence of a previous notice cannot be
regarded as a failure in any consideration required by the
law of nations, in those cases in which a vessel carries with
it its own condemnation ;
“ And whereas, in order to impart to any supplies of coal
a character inconsistent with the second Rule, prohibiting
the use of,Neutral ports or waters, as a base of naval opera
tions for a belligerent, it is necessary that the said supplies
should be connected with special circumstances of time, of
persons, or of place, which may combine to give them such
character;
“ And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the
Alabama, it clearly results from all the facts relative to the
construction of the ship at first designated by the Number
290 in the port of Liverpool, and its equipment and arma
ment in the vicinity of Terceira through the agency of the
vessels called the Agrippina and the Bahama, despatched
from Great Britain to that end, that the British Government
failed to use due diligence in the performance of its Neutral
obligations : and especially that it omitted, notwithstanding
the warnings and official representations made by the diplo
matic agents of the United States during the construction
of the said Number 290, to take in due time any effective
measures of prevention, and that those orders which it did
give at last, for the detention of the vessel, were issued so
late that their execution was not practicable;
u And whereas, after the escape of that vessel, the measiures
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taken for its pursuit and arrest were so imperfect as to lead
to no result, and therefore cannot be considered sufficient
to release Great Britain from the responsibility already
incurred;
“ And whereas, in despite of the violations of the Neutrality
of Great Britain committed by the ‘ 290,’ this same vessel,
later known as the Confederate cruiser Alabama, was on
several occasions freely admitted into the ports of Colonies
of Great Britain, instead of being proceeded against as it
ought to have been in any and every port within British
jurisdiction in which it might have been found;
“ And whereas the Government of Her Britannic Majesty
cannot justify itself for a failure in due diligence on the
plea of the insufficiency of the legal means of action which
it possessed:
“Four of the Arbitrators for the reasons above assigned,
and the fifth for reasons separately assigned by him,
“ Are of opinion—
“ That Great Britain has in this case failed, by omission,
to fulfil the duties prescribed in the first and the third of
the Rules established by the 6th Article of the Treaty of
Washington.
.
“ And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the
Florida, it results from all the facts relative to the construc
tion of the Oreto in the port of Liverpool, and to its issue
therefrom, which facts failed to induce the authorities in
Great Britain to resort to measures adequate to prevent the
violation of the Neutrality of that nation, notwithstanding
the warnings and repeated representations of the Agents of
the United States, that Her Majesty’s Government has
failed to use due diligence to fulfil the duties of Neutrality ;
“ And whereas it likewise results from all the facts rela
tive to the stay of the Oreto at Nassau, to her issue from
that port, to her enlistment of men, to her supplies, and to
her armament, with the co-operation of the British vessel
Prince Alfred, at Green Cay, that there was negligence on
the part of the British Colonial authorities ;
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“ And whereas, notwithstanding the violation of the
Neutrality of Great Britain committed by the Oreto, this
same vessel, later known as the Confederate cruiser Florida,
was nevertheless on several occasions freely admitted into
the ports of British Colonies ;
‘
“ And whereas the judicial acquittal of the Oreto at
Nassau cannot relieve Great Britain from the responsibility
incurred by her under the principles of International Law ;
nor can the fact of the entry of the Florida into the Con
federate port of Mobile, and of its stay there during four
months, extinguish the responsibility previously to that time
incurred by Great Britain:
“ For these reasons,
“ The Tribunal, by a majority of four voices to one, is of
opinion—
“ That Great Britain has in this case failed, by omission,
to fulfil the duties prescribed in the first, in the second, and
in the third of the Rules established by Article VI. of the
Treaty of Washington.
And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the
Shenandoah, it results from all the facts relative to the de
parture from London of the merchant-vessel the Sea King,
and to the transformation of that ship into a Confederate
cruiser under the name of the Shenandoah, near the Island
of Madeira, that the Government of Her Britannic
Majesty is not chargeable with any failure, down to that
date, in the use of due diligence to fulfil the duties of Neu
trality ;
“ But whereas it results from all the facts connected
with the stay of the Shenandoah at Melbourne, and
especially with the augmentation which the British Govern
ment itself admits to have been clandestinely effected of her
force, by the enlistment of men within that port, that
there was negligence on the part of the authorities at that
place :
“ For these reasons,
“ The Tribunal is unanimously of opinion—
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44 That Great Britain has not failed, by any act or
omission, to fulfil any of the duties prescribed by the three
Rules of Article VI. in the Treaty of Washington, or by
the principles of International Law not inconsistent therewith,
in respect to the vessel called the Shenandoah, during the
period of time anterior to her entry into the port of Mel
bourne ;

44 And, by a majority of three to two voices, the Tribunal
decides that Great Britain has failed, by omission, to fulfil
the duties prescribed by the second and third of the Rules
aforesaid, in the case of this same vessel, from and after her
entry into Hobson’s Bay, and is therefore responsible for all
acts committed by that vessel after her departure from
Melbourne, on the 18th day of February, 1865.

And so far as relates to the vessels called—
The Tuscaloosa
44 (Tender to the Alabama),
44 The Clarence,
44 The Ta cony, and
44 The Archer
44 (Tenders to the Florida),
44 The Tribunal is unanimously of opinion—
44 That such tenders or auxiliary vessels being properly
regarded as accessories must necessarily follow the lot of
their principals, and be submitted to the same decision which
applies to them respectively.
44 And so far as relates to the vessel called Retribution,
44 The Tribunal, by a majority of three to two voices, is
of opinion—
44 That Great Britain has not failed by any act or
omission to fulfil any of the duties prescribed by the three
Rules of Article VI. in the Treaty of Washington, or by
the principles of International Law not inconsistent therewith.
44 And so far as relates to the vessels called—
44 The Georgia,
44 The Sumter,
44 The Nashville,
44
44
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u The Tallahassee, and
The Chickamauga, respectively,
“ The Tribunal is unanimously of opinion—
“ That Great Britain has not failed, by any act or
omission, to fulfil any of the duties prescribed by the tlree
Buies of Article VI. in the Treaty of Washington, or by
the principles of International law not inconsistent there
with.
“ And so far as relates to the vessels called—
“ The Sallie,
“ The Jefferson Davis,
“ The Music,
“ The Boston, and
“ The V. H. Joy, respectively,
“ The Tribunal is unanimously of opinion—“ That they ought to be excluded from consideration for
want of evidence.
“ And whereas, so far as relates to the particulars of the
indemnity claimed by the United States, the costs of pursuit
of the Confederate cruisers are not, in the judgment of the
Tribunal, properly distinguishable from the general expenses
of the War carried on by the United States :
“ The Tribunal is, therefore, of opinion, by a majority of
three to two voices—
“ That there is no ground for awarding to the United
States any sum by way of indemnity under this head.
u And whereas prospective earnings cannot properly be
made the subject of compensation, inasmuch as they depend
in their nature upon future and uncertain contingencies :
“ The Tribunal is unanimously of opinion—
“ That there is no ground for awarding to the United
States any sum by way of indemnity under this head.
“ And whereas, in order to arrive at an equitable com
pensation for the damages which have been sustained, it is
necessary to set aside all double claims for the same losses,
and all claims for 6 gross freights,’ so far as they exceed
i nett freights; ’
“
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61£ And whereas it is just and reasonable to allow interest
at a reasonable rate :
44 And whereas* in accordance with the spirit and letter
of the Treaty of Washington* it is preferable to adopt the
form of adjudication of a sum in gross* rather than to refer
the subject of compensation for further discussion and
deliberation to a Board of Assessors, as provided by Article
X. of the said Treaty :
44 The Tribunal* making use of the authority conferred
upon it by Article YII. of the said Treaty, by a majority
of four voices to# one, awards to the United States a sum of
15*500*000 dollars in gold as the indemnity to be paid by
Great Britain to the United States, for the satisfaction of
all the claims referred to the consideration of the Tribunal*
conformably to the provisions contained in Article VII. of
the aforesaid Treaty.
44 And, in accordance with the terms of Article XI. of
the said Treaty* the Tribunal declares that 4 all the claims
6 referred to in the Treaty as submitted to the Tribunal are
6 hereby fully, perfectly, and finally settled.’
44 Furthermore it declares, that 6 each and every one of
6 the said claims, whether the same may or may not have
4 been presented to the notice of, or made, preferred* or laid
4 before the Tribunal* shall henceforth be considered and
‘ treated as finally settled, barred, and inadmissible.’
44 In testimony whereof this present Decision and Award
has been made in duplicate, and signed by the Arbitrators
who have given their assent thereto* the whole being in
exact conformity with the provisions of Article VII. of the
said Treaty of Washington.
44 Made and concluded at the Hotel de Ville of Geneva*
in Switzerland, the 14th day of the month of September* in
the year of our Lord, 1872.
(Signed)
44 C. F. Adams.
44 Frederic Sclopis.
44 Staempeli.
44 Vicomte d’Itajuba.”
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It is necessary to make a few observations upon this
decision, not of course with respect to the facts, which, it
must be presumed, were accurately ascertained, but with
respect to the application of the law to them.
It appears that both the suitors and the judges were
obliged to travel beyond the three principles laid down in
the Treaty, though it seems to me clear that the retro
active and yet binding authority of these principles must
have greatly embarrassed the application of the prin
ciples of International Law: for instance, the interpre
tation of the expression “ due diligence,” the most material
term perhaps of the whole Treaty, required elucidation
from general principles of the law. It would be a fair
inference from the document, that the necessity of such an
elucidation pressed upon the mind of one of the Arbitrators,
Count Sclopis, while it certainly produced an argument
from another Arbitrator, the Lord Chief Justice of England,
as powerful as the hampering effect of the three admitted
principles wrould allow.
“ If, however,” the Lord Chief Justice says, “ the dif“ ferences which have unhappily arisen between the United
(e States and Great Britain were to be determined, not accord“ ing to the rules of International Law, wdiich the Arbitrators
“ to be agreed on should determine to be applicable to the
“ case, but according to rules to be settled by the Contending
“ Parties themselves, then I cannot but wish that the framers
“ of this Treaty had been able to accomplish the difficult
“ task, now left to us, of defining more precisely wdiat is
“ meant by the vague and uncertain term ‘ due diligence/
u and had also set forth the further * principles of Interna“ tional Law, not inconsistent with the rules laid down/ to
“ which reference is made as possibly affecting the liability
“ of Great Britain.
“ To some of the heads of complaint hereinbefore referred
“ to, this observation does not indeed apply. Whether ves“ sels, which might originally have been seized, should have
“ been so dealt with when they re-entered British ports, or
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whether they were protected by the commissions they had
in the meanwhile received from the Confederate Govern“ment; whether Confederate ships of war were permitted
“ to make British ports the base of naval operations against
“ the United States; whether the accommodation afforded
44 to them in British ports constituted a violation of neu“ trality, for which Great Britain can be held liable, are
44 questions which are left to be decided and must be
44 decided according to the rules of International Law alone.
44 But when we have to deal with the far more important
44 question of the liability of Great Britain by reason of the
44 omission to use 4 due diligence ’ to prevent the equipment
44 of vessels of war in her ports, as required by the Treaty,
44 we find nothing in the Treaty to direct us as to the meaning
44 of that term, especially as regards the degree of diligence
44 which is to be understood to be required by it.
44 Left in this difficulty, we must endeavour to determine
44 for ourselves the extent and meaning of the 4 due diligence ’
44 by which we are to test the alleged shortcomings of the
44 Gavernment of Great Britain. For it is plain that the
44 standard of 4 due diligence’ ought not to be left to the
44 unguided discretion of each individual Arbitrator. The
44 municipal law of every country, wherever diligence is
44 required by the law, whether in respect of obligations
44 arising out of contract, or in regard to the due care which
44 every one is bound to exercise to avoid doing harm to the
44 persons or property of others,—ne alienum Icedat,—pre64 scribes some standard by which the necessary degree of
44 diligence may be tested.
44 Dealing here with a matter appertaining to law, it is to
“juridical science that we must look for a solution of the
44 difficulty. And since we have to deal with a question of
“International Law, although, it is true, of an exceptional
44 character, it seems to me that it will be highly useful to
44 endeavour to form a clear view of the reciprocal rights and
44 duties between belligerents and neutrals, created by Inter44 national Law generally, and of the diligence necessary to
44
44
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“ satisfy the obligations which that law imposes. I cannot
“ concur with M. Staempfli, that, because the practice of
“ nations has at times undergone great changes, and the
“ views of jurists on points of International Law have
“ often been and still are conflicting, therefore there is
“ no such thing as International Law, and that, conse“ quently, we are to proceed independently of any such
“ law—for such is the effect of his reasoning, if I under“ stand it rightly—according to some intuitive perception
“ of right and wrong, or speculative notions of what
“ the rules as to the duties of neutrals ought to be. It
“ seems to me that when we shall have ascertained the
“ extent to which a neutral State is responsible, according
“to the general Law of Nations, for breaches of neutrality
“ committed by its subjects, and the degree of dilig&ice it
“ would be called upon to exercise under that law, in order
“ to avoid liability, we shall be better able to solve the
“ question of what constitutes due diligence in the terms of
“the Treaty of Washington. That Treaty may have ad“ mitted a liability in respect of the equipment of ships
“ where none existed by International Law before, as I cer“ tainly think it has ; but the degree of diligence .required
“ of a neutral Government to prevent breaches of neu“ trality by its subjects must be determined by the same
“ principles, whatever may be the nature of the particular
“ obligation.
“ Besides the necessity of thus considering the relation
“ of belligerents and neutrals with reference to the subject of
“ ‘due diligence,’ we have further, in order to satisfy the
“ exigency of the Articles of the Treaty, to consider,
“whether, besides in the omission of ‘ due diligence,’ Great
“ Britain has failed to fulfil any duty imposed by any prin“ ciple of International Law not inconsistent with the rules
“ laid down. It is clear also, that, with reference to the
“other heads of complaint, our decision must necessarily
“ depend entirely on the rules of International Law
“ applicable thereto.”
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A question of still graver importance appears to me to
arise from one premiss of the decision, namely the following :
“ Whereas the privilege of exterritoriality accorded to vessels
“ of war has been admitted into the law of nations, not as an
“ absolute right, but solely as a proceeding founded on the
“ principle of courtesy and mutual deference between differ“ ent nations, and therefore can never be appealed to for
“ the protection of acts done in violation of neutrality.”
Was it intended by these words to lay down as a prin
ciple of International Law, that a ship of war duly commis
sioned by a belligerent could, on account of her previous
history, be made amenable to the municipal law of a neutral ?
Has not the original previous concession of comity with
respect to the exterritoriality of a foreign ship of war
“ been transferred, through uninterrupted exercise and the
“ lapse of time, into the certain domain of right ? ” Qi) This
proposition is wholly different, it will be observed, from the
proposition that the neutral State may forbid or allow
under such vicissitudes as she thinks proper the belligerent
ship to enter her port with a prize, or to make any use of
her port beyond that arising from urgent necessity. A
recent American writer, Mr. Halleck, observes:—
“ But while the neutral State may, by proclamation or
“ otherwise, prohibit belligerent vessels with prizes or pri
soners of War from entering its ports, the absence of any
“ such prohibition implies the right to enter for the purposes
“ indicated; and any vessel so entering neutral waters, retains
“ her right of exterritoriality, both with respect to her
“ prisoners of War and her prizes. This question was raised
“ in the port of San Francisco, California, in the case of the
“ Russian vessel the Sitka, a prize of the British navy
“during the Crimean War ” (z).
(h) Yol. i. §§ xliii. xliv.
{i) Halleck, Int. Law, c. xxii. § ii. citing these authorities :—
Cushing, Opin. U. S. Att.-Genl. vol. vii. p. 123.
Manning, Law of Nations, p. 387.
Loccenius, De Jure Maritimo, lib. 2. cap. 4 and 7.
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C LI. b. The question as to what effect the decision of these
arbitrators will have upon the principles and practice of
general International Law, has already given rise to mich
discussion and dispute.
It has been maintained by considerable authorities both
in England and France, that for this purpose they have no
effect whatever; and, on the other hand, that they declare
a new era in the rights of the Belligerent and the duties of
the Neutral.
On the 21st of March, 1873, Mr. Hardy in the House of
Commons moved an address to Her Majesty, u humbly
“ praying Her Majesty that, having regard to the oppres“ sive and impracticable character of the obligations, hitherto
“ unknown to International Law, which would be imposed
“ upon neutral nations through the interpretation placed by
“ the Tribunal of Geneva upon the three Rules in the 6th
“ Article of the Treaty of Washington, and upon the prin“ ciples of International Law with respect to the duties of
“ Neutrals in connexion with the subject-matter of the said
“ Rules, Her Majesty will be graciously pleased, in bringing
“ these Rules to the knowledge of other Maritime Powers
“ and inviting them to accede to the same, to declare to
u them, and also to the Government of the United States,
“ Her Majesty’s dissent from the principles set forth by the
u Tribunal as the basis of their award, principles which, by
“ unduly enlarging the rights of belligerent Powers against
66 neutrals, would discourage in the future the observance of
“ neutrality by States desirous of peace.”
The Prime Minister (Mr. Gladstone) said in the course
of his reply (k) to Mr. Hardy : “ As to the dispute to-night,

Hubner, Saisie de Batiments, liv. 2. ch. 2 and 8.
De Martens, Precis du Droit des Gens, p. 312.
Ortolan, Diplomatie de la Mer, tome 2, ch. 8.
Heffter, pp. 146-150.
Hautefeuille, Des Nations Neutres, tit. 6. c. ii.
(k) The Times, Saturday, March 22, 1873.
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44 I do not understand that the right hon. gentleman the
44 Member for Oxford University asks us to lay down a
44 number of substantive doctrines of International Law over
44 and above what are involved in the three Rules. To
44 such an engagement, as I understand it, this motion cer44 tainly does not bind us. It would be totally impossible
44 to determine these matters by abstract general Rules.
44 If that be so, I trust I am correct in my statement that,
64 so far as I am aware, there is not any substantive differ44 ence of opinion between us. I hope I have clearly, if
44 imperfectly, re-stated what the Attorney-General gave as
44 his own opinion—namely, that you have a right to expect
44 that we should take care that our recommendation of the
44 Three Rules does not carry with it, in whole or in part,
44 in substance or even in shadow, so far as we are concerned,

4e the recitals of the Arbitrators as being of any authority
in this matter.”
The large and difficult consideration of the sources of
International Law, and of the manner in which that juris
prudence is built up into a system, has been treated of in
the first volume of this work (/). Applying the principles
there laid down to the solution of the present question, it
would appear to me that both these contentions err on the
ground of excess.
The Tribunal of Arbitration was certainly not so con
stituted as to confer upon its opinions the very grave
authority requisite for the creation of new principles bind
ing upon States in their mutual intercourse. This position
appears to me quite consistent, as I should wish it to be,
with due respect for that Tribunal.
Not only Austria, Russia, Prussia, Spain, were unre
presented on that Tribunal, but also various other States
of less territorial, but of equal moral power, among whom is
conspicuous Holland, the country to which, of all others,
International Jurisprudence is most largely indebted.1

44

(1) Yol. i. pt. i. ch. iii.
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Nevertheless, the character of the Tribunal, composed of
men of much intelligence, candour, and information, who had
holden high office in their respective countries, instructed
by advocates of the highest reputation, must have con
siderable influence in recommending both their theoretical
exposition and practical application of the principles of
International Law. While, at the same time, it cannot be
denied that the want of unanimity in the decision of the
Arbitrators upon some very important point of International
Law, and the formal protest of one of the most distinguished
members of the Tribunal against the decision of his brethren,
must derogate from the International authority of that
decision.
Opinion in England is certainly not unanimous as to the
effect of this decision upon general International Law, and
I am inclined to think that an eminent French writer
expresses fairly the result in the following language:—
“ Mais les Anglais se trompent en croyant que par le
trait e de Washington et le jugement du Tribunal arbitral
“ de Geneve ils ont cree un nouveau droit public. Ils ont
“ pu tout au plus creer un precedent—valable pour eux et
“ pour les Etats-Unis, mais il n’en resulte rien qui puisse
c£ lier les autres Etats. Le Tribunal de Geneve a ete un
“ tribunal d’arbitres institue accidentellement pour juger
“ une affaire particuliere, mais ne fait entrer aucune regie
“ nouvelle dans le droit public des nations.
t-

*

*

*

*

*

******

“ II nous est malheureusement impossible de voir dans <ce
precedent Pouverture et l’aurore d’une ere de paix et (de
“ bonne volonte parmi les homines. C’est un litige pa.r“ ticulier arrange par un tribunal de commerce, mais <ee
u n’est pas la creation d’un nouveau Code International, mi
“ une nouvelle religion ” (??#).
(m) The whole article in the Journal des Debats, Sept. 15th, 1872, is
as follows :—“Pendant que le continent europeen regie ses affaires,
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Lastly, the question as to the future effect of this Arbitra
tion, reduced from the wide domain of general International

l’Angleterre acheve de liquider les siennes avec l’Amerique. Cette
fois il parait que c’est bien fini, et que la question de VAlabama et
consorts est definitivement enterree. Le delai fixe pour la cldture
forcee de la Cour arbitrale de Geneve etait le 15 septembre ; depuis
quelques jours deja on sait que le jugement est rendu et le telegraphe
nous apporte ce soir sa formule finale. L’Angleterre, comme on s’y
attendait et comme elle s’y attendait elle-meme, a ete condamnee a
des dommages et interets pour n’avoir pas strictement observe les lois
de la neutrality La somme allouee comme indemnity aux Etats-Unis
est d’environ 77 millions de francs ; elle est peu importante pour un
pays comme l’Angleterre, et elle pourra etre payee simplement avec
le surplus du budget.
“ Le sentiment eprouve et exprime par les Anglais a cette occasion
est assez embarrasse. Assurement ils sont satisfaits de voir enfin
resolue une affaire qui leur causait beaucoup plus d’ennui que de mal,
et ils auraient volontiers donne, pour ne pas la soulever, l’argent qu’ils
donnent aujourd’hui pour leteindre. En meme temps ils sont passablement humilies du role qu’a joue en tout ceci leur diplomatie, et
du resultat peu brillant de tous les efforts de leurs legistes. Le traite
de Washington, oeuvre d’une ambassade extraordinaire a laquelle participaient des professeurs de droit public, avait ete celebre comme un
grand triomphe pour le ministkre, et avait ete suivi de promotions
dans la pairie. II s’est trouve que toute Inexperience acquise du vieux
monde avait ete jouee par la finesse native du nouveau, et que les
grands parens ont et4 battus par les petits enfans. L^ternelle et
inextricable affaire de VAlabama, des dommages directs et indirects,
etait devenue un tel embarras, que l’Opposition n’a pas meme voulu
s’en servir pour renverser le minist&re, et a mieux aim6 le laisser se
tirer du gachis comme il pourrait.
4 ‘ Le gouvernement anglais, sous la pression du Parlement et de la
presse, avait declare que jamais ilne laisserait porter devant le tribunal
arbitral la question des dommages indirects, qui, selon lui, n’^tait pas
impliqu^e dans le traite, mais que les Americains y avaient introduite
et qu’ils y ont maintenue. Heureusement la question a ete decidee
en faveur des Anglais, mais elle n’en a pas moins £t6 jugee. Aujourd’hui encore que le tribunal a juge qu’ils devaient 77 millions dfindemnit6 pour des infractions aux devoirs des neutres, quel est le
raisonnement des Anglais ? Ils disent qu’ils paieront volontiers 77
millions pour en finir, mails qu’ils ne les doivent pas ; que les infrac
tions qu’on leur reproche pouvaient en etre, selon le Code americain,
mais n’en etaient pas, selon le Code anglais ; que par consequent on
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Law to the narrower limits of the particular International
Law between England and the United States, will, as I

les met a l’amende pour avoir enfreint des lois nouvelles qui n’existaient pas alors.
“ Une autre consolation plus reelle et plus effective pour les Anglais
devrait etre que les regies nouvelles posees sur les devoirs des neutres
seraient tout a leur avantage si elles devaient etre observees. Aucun
pays n’a plus d mteret que l’Angleterre a ce que le commerce de la mer
soit protege. Mais les Anglais se trompent en croyant que par le
traite de Washington et le jugement du tribunal arbitral de Geneve
ils ont cree un nouveau droit public. Ils ont pu tout au plus creer un
precedent ratable pour eux et pour les Etats-TJnis, mais il n’en resulte rien
qui puisse tier les autres Etats. Le tribunal de Geneve a ete un tribunal
d’arbitres institue accidentellement pour juger une affaire particuliere,
mais ne fait entrer aucune regie nouvelle dans le droit public des
nations.

“ En rdalite, c’est une affaire d’un int^ret secondaire, dans laquelle
aucun principe n’est engage. Il n’y faut point chercher, comme l’ont
fait quelques journaux anglais, 1’inauguration d’une &re nouvelle, dans
laquelle les querelles des nations seront r^solues par un areopage, au
lieu de l’etre par la force des armes. Les faits, l’histoire, la realite
brutale se jouent et se rient de ces reves. En these gen^rale, on ne
prend des arbitres que quand on ne veut pas se battre. Dans le diff^rend entre l’Angleterre et l’Amerique, il n’y avait a re'gler qu’une
question de de'gats, une carte a payer ; et, comme l’a dit un grand
l^giste dans la Chambre des Lords, deux avoue's s’en seraient beaucoup
mieux tir^s qu’une ambassade extraordinaire. Pour rdgler ce genre de
querelles, un tribunal d’arbitres est possible. Il en est autrement
quand les rivalries nationales, les haines historiques, les convoitises de
territoires, les antagonismes de frontieres, les sentiments religieux, en
un mot, quand les passions humaines sont en mouvement et entrent
dans la lutte. Alors il n’y a pas d’arbitrage possible, et le seul juge
ment est le jugement de Dieu et des armes. Le Congres de Paris,
qui suivit la guerre de Crim^e, avait bien essayd de poser des principes generaux d’arbitrage, et les puissances qui y figuraient s’etaient
innocemment promis de ne pas se faire la guerre avant d’en avoir
appele d’abord au jugement de leurs allies. Depuis ce temps-la nous
avons eu la guerre d’ltalie en 1859, la guerre d’Allemagne en 1866, et
la guerre de France en 1870. On peut prendre des arbitres pour une
delimitation de frontiere et pour le reglement d’une note ; on n’en
prend pas et on n’en reconnait pas pour le jugement des passions.
Supposons qu’avant la guerre de 1870 un tribunal d’arbitres eut ete
convoque pour juger le proc&s de la France et de la Prusse ; qu’aurait-il eu a juger ? La mort de Conradin, tue par les Fran^ais en je ne
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have already remarked, be not unattended with difficulty in
its practical solution. The spirit of the decision is, perhaps,
strange to say, to favour the status of the belligerent rights,
and to increase the sphere and stringency of neutral duties.
England has, at this moment, probably theoseverest municipal
statute (n) existing in any kingdom for the enforcement of
neutral duties, certainly much severer than that which at
present exists in the United States ; nor do I perceive that
this Government is likely to follow the steps of England
in this matter. An American writer, in a recent essay on
the Law of Maritime Warfare as it affects belligerents,
says:—
“ Firstly, a neutral nation in its organic capacity, and as
“ represented by its Government, may not aid either of the
“ belligerents. This, of course, forbids all direct acts of
“the Government in furnishing warlike materials, troops,
“ subsidies, and the like. But it goes much further, and
“requires that the neutral Government should use all* 44
sais plus quel siecle du moyen-age ; la guerre du Palatinat, la conquete et la reprise de 1’Alsace et de la Lorraine, la bataille d’lena, le
pont d’lena, la colonne Vendome ; enfin tout ce que l’on voudra, tout
ce qui ne se definit pas, ne s’exprime pas, ne se formule pas, et ce qui
forme le fond et la vie des nations et des hommes.
“Pour juger ce qui est du domaine moral, un tribunal arbitral doit
etre revetu d’un caractere surnaturel ; et pour que la sentence soit
acceptee et respect^e, il faut que les justiciables croient a ce pouvoii
surnaturel. Le Pape disait hier, en faisant allusion a la conference de
Berlin : 4 La societe reduite a cette grande misere met son espoir dans
je ne sais quel ar6opage reuni en ce moment. Mais cet areopage est
tout humain, tres humain.’ C’est vrai, mais la societe aussi est tout
humaine, et elle ne regie ses differends, selon l’expression d’un ministre
trop celbbre, que par le fer et le feu.
44 C’est pourquoi, tout en felicitant l’Angleterre et l’Amerique d’avoir
termine pacifiquement leur querelle, il nous est malheureusement
impossible de voir dans ce precedent l’ouverture et l’aurore d’une kre
de paix et de bonne volonte parmi les liommes. C’est un litige par.ticulier arrange par un tribunal de commerce, mais ce n’est pas la
creation d’un nouveau Code international, ni une nouvelle religion.
4 4 J OHN LeMOINNE . ’J
(n) Calm, vol. ii. pp. 365, 367, §§ 1034, 1035, 1036.
VOL. ITl.
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44 reasonable diligence to suppress and prevent any aid by
44 its subjects, or by agents of a belligerent, within its juris44 diction, when such aid assumes the form and character of
46 military array.”
•

«••••••

•

641 affirm the neutral State’s duty to be to use all reason44 able diligence to suppress and prevent aid to one belli44 gerent, when such aid assumes the form and character of
44 military array. This evidently includes the fitting out
44 and setting forth of organised expeditions from neutral
44 soil against one belligerent in aid of the other; it also
44 embraces the enlistment of soldiers or sailors within the
44 neutral territory by agents of a belligerent, even though
44 the persons enlisted should depart singly and unarmed,
44 because by such a proceeding the belligerent poten44 tially extends its military organisation or array within
44 the neutral jurisdiction; it also prohibits the fitting
44 out or despatching of armed vessels for the purpose
44 of cruising against one of the combatants, in the service
44 of the other; because such a man-of-war is as much a
44 military array as is any army. I need not illustrate
44 further.
44 But, on the other hand, this doctrine does not make the
44 neutral nation or Government responsible for the un44 organised and voluntary departure of its subject to join
44 the forces of a belligerent, nor for the commercial enter44 prises of a citizen in selling or transporting contraband
44 articles to a belligerent Government or its subjects, or in
44 evading a blockade, or even in fitting out and despatch64 ing under the neutral flag an armed vessel, all ready for
44 War, if the object be to transport the vessel to a belligerent
44 port, and there to sell her as a business venture.” And
then follows this important observation:—
44 The recent British Neutrality Act, so far as it forbids
44 the Queen’s subjects from joining the forces of a belli44 gerent, as stated above, and from selling an armed vessel,
44 as last described, goes beyond the requirements of Inter-
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“ national Law. The United States Neutrality Act con“ tains no such provisions ” (o).
In 1866 (p), while the American United States Govern
ment were considering whether they should alter their
Foreign Enlistment Act of 1818, which they eventually re
fused to do, have never done, and probably never will do, a
case was brought in the district Court at New York, in
which the Act of 1818 was enforced against a vessel intended
for the Chilian service in the war between Chili and Spain.
This vessel, the Meteor, had been built as a ship of war
for sale to the United States Government, but the Civil War
having terminated, the sale was not effected. She was
acknowledged to have been built to carry eleven or twelve
guns, and the negotiations of the agent of the owners for her
sale to the Chilian Government were shown by conclusive
evidence.
The vessel was libelled against in the district Court in
February, 1866, but Judge Betts’ decision in the case was not
formally given until November.
In the elaborate judgment then delivered, the decisions
of the Supreme Court are reviewed at length.
u The Court,” said the Judge, “ entertains no doubt as
“ to the correctness of the doctrines of public law, which it
“ has applied to the present case. Those doctrines are the
“ result of the legislative, executive, and judicial action of the
“public authorities and courts of the United States in a
“ great variety of cases, and the court has nowhere found a
“ more excellent summary of them than in Wheaton's Inter“ national Law (8th Edition, with notes by Dana, pages 562,
“563, note 215): ‘As to the preparing of vessels within
“ ‘ our jurisdiction for subsequent hostile operations, the
“6 test we have applied has not been the extent and

(o) North American Review, No. ccxxxv. April, 1872, pp. 380 381,
J_ N. Pomeroy.
(p) See App. to Report of Neut. Law Commissioners, p. 35.
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44 4 character of the preparations, but the intent with wliich
44 4 the particular acts are done. If any person does any
44 4 act or attempts to do any act towards such preparation,
44 4 with the intent that the vessel shall be employed in
44 4 hostile operations, he is guilty, without reference tc the
44 4 completion of the preparations, or the extent to which
44 4 they may have gone, and although his attempt may have
44 4 resulted in no definite progress towards the completion
44 4 of the preparations. The procuring of materials to he
44 4 used knowingly and with the intent, &c., is an offence.
44 4 Accordingly, it is not necessary to show that the vessel
44 4 was armed, or was in any way, or at any time before or
44 4 after the act charged, in a condition to commit acts of
44 4 hostility.’ 4 Our rules do not interfere with bond fide
44 4 commercial dealings in contraband of war. An American
44 4 merchant may build and fully arm a vessel, and provide
44 4 her with stores, and offer her for sale in our own market.
44 4 If he does any acts as an agent or servant of a belligerent
44 4 or in pursuance of an arrangement or understanding
44 4 with a belligerent, that she shall be employed in hos44 4 tilities when sold, he is guilty. He may, without vio44 4 lating our law, send out such a vessel, so equipped, under
44 4 the flag and papers of his own country, with no more
44 4 force of crew than is suitable for navigation, with no
44 4 right to resist search or seizure, and to take the chances
44 4 of capture as contraband merchandise, of blockade, and of
44 4 a market in a belligerent port. In such a case, the ex44 4 tent and character of the equipments is as immaterial as
44 4 in the other class of cases. The intent is all. The act
44 4 is open to great suspicions and abuse, and the line may
44 4 often be scarcely traceable; yet the principle is clear
44 4 enough. Is the intent one to prepare an article of con44 4 traband merchandise, to be sent to the market of a belli64 4 gerent, subject to the chances of capture and of the
44 4 market? Or, on the other hand, is it to fit out a vessel
44 4 which shall leave our port to cruise, immediately or ulti44 4 mately, against the commerce of a friendly nation? The
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“ ‘ latter we are bound to prevent; the former the belli“ ‘ gerent must prevent.’ ”
The judgment was given against the vessel, but she was
eventually restored to her owners under bond (q).
This decision of Judge Betts was not reviewed by the
Supreme Court (r).
In the event, therefore, of a future war, in which England
may be belligerent and the United States neutral, it is, to
say the least, very doubtful whether the Municipal Law of
the United States could or would enforce what are now
insisted upon by them as neutral obligations; but that
England would have a right to claim the enforcement of
the obligations transplanted from her Foreign Enlistment
Act into the Treaty of Washington, cannot be doubted.
CLI.C. It would seem that an investigation of the Muni
cipal Laws of civilised States would warrant the two follow
ing conclusions:—
First. That England and the United States of North
America are the only States which, by a distinct and posi
tive law, not only forbid, in direct and explicit terms, their
subjects to assist a belligerent by the enlistment of soldiers
and the sending of ships to cruise against his enemy, but
render the affording such assistance an offence punishable
by Municipal Law.
Some other States rely upon a general prohibition to
their subjects, and an intimation that by disobedience they
will forfeit all right and title to the protection of their
Government as against the measures of reprisal against
them which a foreign State may take.
Some other States rely upon the general terms of their
Municipal Criminal Law being so interpreted, in their
application to a particular case by Courts of Justice, as to
(q) The American F. E. Act has a special provision on this subject,
which the English Act has not. See s. 10 of the American Act, vol. i.
App. 581.
(r) Report of the Case of the Steamship “Meteor," edited by F. V. Batch,
Boston : Little, Brown, & Co. 1869.
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punish such offenders, usually on the ground that their con
duct tends to embroil the relations and increase the obliga
tions of their Government towards the foreign State, the
enemy of the assisted belligerent.
Take, for example, the law of France and Belgium (s).
The French counsel attached to the British Legation gives
the following careful and learned reply to questions ad
dressed to him on this subject by Her Majesty’s Government
in 1867 (t) :—
“ Monsieur

le Ministre,—
“ Par votre lettre du 16 Fevrier, 1867, vous avez bien
“ voulu me demander quels sont les lois, reglements et
“ autres moyens dont est arme le Gouvernement fran^ais
“ pour empecher en ses possessions les actes dont des belli“ gerants pourraient se plaindre comme d’une violation des
“ droits et devoirs de la neutrality.
u Je m’empresse de vous repondre que les seuls textes
“ applicables a la matiere sont les articles 84 et 85 du Code
“ Penal, ainsi con^s : —
“ ‘ Art. 84. Quiconque aura, par des actions hostiles non
“ c approuvees par le Gouvernement, expose l’Etat a une de“ 6 claration de guerre, sera puni du bannissement, et, si la
“ ‘ guerre s’en est suivie, de la deportation.
“ Art. 85. Quiconque aura par des actes non approuves
“ 6 par le Gouvernement expose des Fran^ais a eprouver des
u 6 represailles, sera puni du bannissement.’ ”
Precisely the same law, I may observe, is in the Belgian
Code. The writer continues:—

(s) To the Report of the Neutrality Laws Commissioners, made in
1868, there is an Appendix containing Reports from Foreign States
and other documents, carefully prepared by the Secretary, Mr. Abbott,
afterwards Lord Tenterden, which is full of information on this
subject. The Report was presented to both Houses of Parliament by
command of Her Majesty in 1868.
(t) (Received from Her Majesty’s Embassy at Paris) :—
Report from M. Treitt, Counsel to the Embassy.
“A l’honorable Monsieur Julian Fane, Ministre de S.M.B. a Paris. ’
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“ Vous voudrez bien remarquer la generality de ces
“ expressions, quiconque, actions hostiles; le legislateur n’a
“ pas voulu definir ce qu’il fallait entendre par actions
“ hostiles : il en a laisse Vappreciation souveraine aux juges.
“ Il ne s’agit point, dans les articles 84 et 85 du Code
“ Penal, des machinations et manoeuvres au profit d’une

“ puissance etrang^re, et ayant pour objet de provoquer des
“ hostilites. Ces machinations, pratiquees dans une intention
“ et un but criminels, rentrent dans les differentes especes
“ de trahison, lesquelles sont punies par les articles 76 a 83
“ du meme code. Les articles 84 et 85 s’appliquent aux
“ simples cas d’imprudence, de temerite, de negligence ; c’est
“ moins l’intention que le fait materiel qui est puni. La loi
“ ne voit que le resultat; ainsi: ‘La France a-t-elle ete
“ ‘ exposee a une declaration de guerre, la guerre a-t-elle
“ ‘ ete declaree ? Les Fran£ais ont-ils ete exposes a des
“ ‘ represailles ? ’ Ces seules questions resolues affirmative“ ment entraineront l’application d’une des peines si severes
“ prononcees par la loi, et en outre le paiement de dommages“ interns qui peuvent toujours etre reclames.
“ La gravite des circonstances le veut ainsi: inline l’on
“ avait propose la peine de mort. Mais le lygislateur a
“ pense que la peine de la deportation suffirait pour exciter
“la prudence des citoyens dans leurs actes qui peuvent
“ toucher & des belligerants (seance du Conseil d’Etat du
“ 9 Janvier, 1810).
“ Il faut done trois conditions, pour qu’il y ait lieu a Pap“ plication des articles 84 et 85 du Code Penal:
“ 1°. Que Paction soit hostile.
“ 2°. Que l’action n’ait pas ete approuvee par le Gouverne
“ ment.
“ 3°. Que la France ait ete exposee a une declaration de
“ guerre ou des Fran^ais exposes a des represailles.
“ Je precise ces trois circonstances, parce que c’est le
“ pouvoir judiciaire seul qui est appeiy a les resoudre et &
“ decider de la culpabilite.
“ Si les juges decident que telle action n’est point une
“ action hostile, et par consequent non-violatrice de la
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neutrality le Gouvernement devra respecter cette decision
et pourra l’opposer au belligerant qui se plaindrait.
44 Si devant les juges l’accuse excipait d’une approbation,
44 soit tacite, soit expresse, par le Gouvernement, Faction
44 incriminee ne pourrait plus etre punie.
44 Enfin, si Faction hostile n’avait pas pour consequence
44 des represailles ou une eventualite de guerre, elle cesse
44 d’etre criminelle.
44 Comme on le voit, ces articles degagent beaucoup la
44 responsabilite du Gouvernement vis-a-vis d’un belligerant.1
44 Ils ont pour but, comme l’a dit un illustre magistrat,
44 de sauvegarder la moralite et la dignite nationale. Dans
46 l’antiquite on livrait les coupables ou pretendus coupables
44 et on les abandonnait & la vengeance de la partie plai44 gnante : aujourd’hui il n’en peut plus etre ainsi, mais on a
44 cherche des moyens pour donner satisfaction aux plaintes.
44 C’est la que se trouve le principe des articles 84 et 85 ;
44 car si ces articles n’existaient point, on ne pourrait faire
44 droit a de legitimes reclamations, et il n’y aurait jamais
44 que la guerre comme dernier argument.
44 II n’y a que trois exemples marquants dans les annales
44 de la jurisprudence de poursuites exercees en vertu des
44 articles 84 et 85 du Code Penal.
44 En 1824 un capitaine frai^ais commandant un navire
44 colombien avait enleve un navire sarde et expose les
“ Fran^ais a des represailles.
44 En 1831 des individus habitant la fronti&re sont alles
44 attaquer un poste des douanes sardes.
44 En 1834 des banquiers ont fait un emprunt et des four44 nitures d’equipement et de munitions au profit de Don
44 Carlos, engage dans une guerre civile contre le Gouverne44 meut espagnol.
44 II ne faut pas s’etonner si ces cas sont si rares ; les actes
44 violateurs de la neutralite consistent generalement dans les
44 livraisons d’engins et d’instruments de guerre. Or, en
44 France les poudres et les armes de guerre ne jouissent point
44 de la liberte commerciale et industrielle du droit comrnun ;
44 ces deux objets sont sous la surveillance rigourcuse du

44
44
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“ Gouvernement, et il est fort difficile que Ton puisse armer
“ des navires ou bien faire voyager ou effectuer des depots
“ de poudre et d’armes de guerre sans que le Gouvernement
“ en soit averti et ne puisse les empecher.
“ Il n’y a done que les articles 84 et 85 qui puissent pre“ venir les violations delaneutralite ; j’ai parcourutout l’arse“ nal de nos lois, ainsi que les auteurs qui ont traite de cette
“ question; j’ai examine les lois concernant les prises mari“ times, la piraterie et la traite des negres: je n’ai rien trouve
“ concernant votre question, laquelle n’a trait qu’au droit pri“ vatif frangais relatif aux violations de la neutralite sur le
“ territoire de la France, et qu’il ne faut pas confondre avec
“ les regies generales ou du droit des gens concernant la
“ neutralite.
“ A ce sujet il a ete dit avec raison que sou vent un fait
u grave d’hostiliten’amenera pas la guerre, quand lesdeuxpays
“ sont en bonnes relations, mais que sou vent aussi le fait le
“ plus simple peut apporter les plus serieuses complications,
“ quand il y a des sentiments hostiles d’une part ou d’autre.
“ C’est done par le resultat des actions incriminees que l’on
“ applique les articles 84 et 85; cela est contraire aux
“ notions ordinaires du droit penal, car on dit communement
“ que l’intention seule constitue le crime ” (u).
M. Treitt then refers to Prussia and Brazil:—
“ D’autres nations ont des dispositions analogues dans leurs
“ loispenales. L’article 136 du Code prussien punit les natio“ naux qui exposent leurs compatriotes a des represailles; et
“ Particle 37 du Code du Bresil punit d’un emprisonnement
“ d’une a 12 annees celui qui compromet la paix de l’EStat et
“ expose les Bresiliens d des represailles, en dehors des cas de
“ trahison, qui sont, comme dans la loi fran^aise, punis des
peines les plus fortes.
“ Agreez.
u Paris, le 20 Fevrier, 1867.” (Signe)
u Treitt.
(u) In 1873 the French Government prohibited “ fourniture d’armes
et de materiel de guerre” by French subjects to the Spanish in
surgents of Navarre.—Jonrn. des Debats, 29 Mars, 1873.
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To take one more example, that of Italy. In the circular
of the Minister of Marine of that State* dated Turin, April
6* 1864, it is said :—
“ The state of neutrality which the Government of the
“ King intend to observe with respect to Powers which find
“ themselves in declared hostility to each other, imposes
“ certain obligations on the belligerent parties—obligations
“ which cannot be separated from the analogous rights
“ which accompany them; and, therefore, in declaring the
“ duties imposed by the most strict neutrality, it is neces“ sary to mention, at the same time, the prerogatives which
“ arise from such conditions. Thus, in forbidding Italian
“ subjects from taking part in any way whatsoever to the
“ advantage or disadvantage of the belligerent States; in
u preventing that in places on the sea-shore any commercial
“ operations should be carried out which could produce
“ harm to th$ Powers which are at war against each
“ other ; in forbidding, under pains and penalties, that any
“ citizens of the Kingdom should take service on board the
“ belligerent ships, refusing them also in such a case any
“ protection on the part of His Majesty’s Government, and,
“ on the contrary, leaving them under the jurisdiction of the
“ laws of the other parties; it was necessary, on the other
“ hand, to avoid (x) the seas within the territorial jurisdiction
“ of the Kingdom serving as a field for hostile operations
“ between the belligerent Powers, or the ports and places
“ of anchorage along the extensive Italian coasts serving to
“ afford means of armaments, or being used as secure bases
“ for hostile operations ” (y).
CLI.d. The second conclusion, derived from an investi
gation of the Municipal Laws of States, is that the last
English Foreign Enlistment Act contains more stringent,
positive, precise, and severe rules upon this subject as to
prevention, if not also as to punishment, than are to be found
in any other European Code.
i.e. “ to prevent.”
See p. 60 of Appendix to Report .of Neutral. Commissioners.
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CLII. The territory and the waters of the Neutral are
sacred and inviolable by both belligerents (z), because they are
Neutral; but the character, and the protection incident to it,
cease when the Neutral allows a right of passage (jus transit
tus) to one belligerent which he withholds from the other. It
is clear that this passage must be refused or accorded to both.
It is said by some jurists, that the jus transitus innoxii
cannot, under proper precautions and conditions, be lawfully
refused. Wolff maintains this proposition, but with it, the
important corollary that the Neutral is the only competent
judge whether the transitus be or be not innoxius. But the
opinion itself does not seem well founded. The Neutral has
aright to judge whether such permission may be likely to be
fraught in any way with present or future mischief to himself.
Cases of extreme necessity may be put, and are suggested
by Vattel; but no safe rule of law is to be derived from the
consideration of a state of things in which the operation of
law is, by the very hypothesis, suspended. The rule is
plain and clear; justice and the reason of the thing are
entirely in favour of the absolute right of the Neutral to
decide the question for himself. The notion of the imper
fect right of the Belligerent is the offspring of indifferent
metaphysics and bad law.

CLIII. In the alliance between France and Switzerland,
in 1452, it was stipulated that the Swiss should not allow
passage through their territories to the enemies of France
{a) ; and this Article was inserted in a great number of sub
sequent Treaties between the same Powers ; the last instance
(z) Grot. 1. ii. c. ii. s. 13.
Bynk. 1. i. c. viii.
Wolff, Jus Gent. 687.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. ss. 119-31.
De Martens, ss. 310, 311.
Heffter, s. 147 n. (1).
Wheaton, Elem. 1. xi. s. 8.
Manning, pp. 182-86.
The Twee Gebroeders, 3. G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 336.
(a) Dumont, Corps Dipl. 1. iii. c. i. s. 193.
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being in the Treaty of 1803 (A). In 1512, Louis XII. and
the King of Navarre agreed to allow no passage to the
enemies of the other party. In consequence, when the
King of Arragon and Castile demanded passage, he was
refused; and, using this as a pretext for hostilities, he
overran Navarre (c). By the Treaty of Munster, in 1648,
the German princes were to be allowed passage through
each other’s dominions ; but passage is otherwise expressly
forbidden by the same Treaty (rf). The clause that neither
party shall allow passage to the enemies of the other, is
inserted in a great many subsequent Treaties ; and, when
ever the integrity of a Neutral territory was violated by the
passage of troops, it was invariably considered as an unjus
tifiable aggression (e). In 1792, Russia and Austria‘agreed
that they would conjointly request passage for their troops
through the territory of third parties (/). And, in 1798,
Russia and the King of Naples agreed that they would
request the Emperor and the Porte to allow the passage of
certain troops (jgf During the numerous wars which grew
out of the French Revolution, it became a constant object
of French diplomacy to obtain this privilege for the French
armies, which was done in a great variety of Treaties; see,
for instance, that with Prussia in 1796 (for the county of
La Mark) (A); and, in the same year, those with Sardinia,
Parma, the Pope, Wurtemberg, Baden, and Bavaria (z);
and in 1800, the Treaties with the Princes of Isemberg,
Hesse Homburg, Wied, and Nassau (A). And, by the
Confederation of the Rhine in 1806, passage was to be
(b) De Martens, Rec. de Tr., Suppl. 1. iii. s. 570.
(c) Dumont, Corps Dipl. 1. iv. c. i. s. 148.
(d) Ibid. 1. vi. c. i. ss. 451-459.
(e) Coxe’s Life of Marlborough, vol. iii. p. 112.
Moser, Versuch, x. i. 218, 238 et seq.
(f) De Martens, Rec. 1. v. s. 349,
(g) lb. 1. iii. s. 525.
(h) lb. s. 57.
(i) lb. ss. 215, 226, 240, 265, 277, 294.
(k) lb. 1. vii. ss. 113, 116, 118, 121.
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allowed to the troops of any of the members, but was
to be refused to any who were not members of the
Confederation (7).
CLIV. It has been said that the territory and waters of
the Neutral are inviolable, and that no hostility can be
exercised therein. Bynkershoek (m), indeed, suggests that a
belligerent who has begun an attack upon another belligerent
without the Neutral territory or water, may so far trench
upon the inviolability thereof, as, dum fervet opus, to
continue the chase and complete the capture. But the
opinion is not admissible. The great principle of the
inviolability of Neutral territory, so long as a strict Neutrality
is maintained, must not be impaired by any exceptional cases
of this kind (n).
CLY. It is indeed true that Lord Stowell has said, in a
particular case, that he was disposed so far to agree with
Bynkershoek, that if a vessel, having refused to submit to
visitation and search, fled within Neutral territory to some
uninhabited place, like the little mud islets at the mouth of
the Mississippi, and the belligerent cruiser there, without
injury or annoyance to any person, should quietly take pos
session of his prey, he would not stretch the point so far,
as, on that account only, to hold the capture illegal (o). But,(l)

(l) lb. Suppl 1. iv. ss. 385, 389, 392, 394, 397, 482, 484.
Manning, Law of Nations, pp. 185, 186, to which I am indebted for
this summary.
(m) Q. J. P. c. viii.
Bynkershoek says that he has never seen this opinion mentioned
either in the writings of jurists or maintained by any European nation
except the Dutch. But Mr. Chancellor Kent observes (vol. i. p. 119)
that Casaregis, and some other jurists mentioned by Azuni, held a
similar doctrine. Kent adds his own authority to that of D’Abreu,
Valin, Emerigon, Vattel, Azuni, and others, in support of the doctrine
in the text.
(n) Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 132.
Emerigon, Tr. des Ass. i. 449.
(o) The Anna, 5 0. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 365.
Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. c. viii.
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even in this case, the Neutral State itself would have a clear
right, if it chose to intervene, to insist on a restitution of
the property. The sound doctrine is thus stated by Lord
Stowell: “ that when the fact (of Neutral territory) is esta“ blished, it overrules every other consideration. The capture
“ is done away : the property must be restored, notwithstand“ ing that it may actually belong to the enemy ” (/?).
CLYI. This portion of the subject would be left im
perfect, without some further observations upon the question
of vessels captured within neutral limits; though, in making
them, the intention before expressed of reserving for a sepa
rate exposition all that appertains to Maritime or Prize Law
may appear to be in some degree departed from.
CL VII. It is laid down by jurists (q) that with respect to
the captured property of its own subjects, brought within
the limits of its own territory, a Neutral State may so far
exercise jurisdiction as to restore such property, where of
course the capture has not been warranted by the conduct of
the Neutral owner or his agent. This jurisdiction is conceded,
according to Valin, to the Neutral State, as a compensation
for the asylum granted to the captor and his prize (r).
The Courts of the North American United States have
decided that foreign ships which have offended against the
laws of the United States, ivithin their jurisdiction, may be
pursued and seized upon the ocean, and rightfully brought
into the ports of the United States for adjudication (s).
The law relating to enemy’s property in neutral vessels,
and to neutral property in enemy’s vessels, will be discussed
in a later chapter of this work.
CLVIII. Though a Neutral may, in the case which has
been mentioned, be entitled to demand restitution of the bel
ligerent’s capture ; yet he has no right to inquire into the

(p) The Vroiv Anna Catharina, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 15.
(q) Kent's Comm. i. 121.
(r) Valin, Comm. t. ii. p. 274.
(s) The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheaton (.Amer.), p. 42.
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validity of a capture, except in cases in which the neutral
jurisdiction has been violated. In such cases only the neutral
Power will, in spite of a sentence of condemnation in the
Court of the belligerent, restore the property if it be found
within its jurisdiction, and in the hands of the offender (t).
It belongs, however, exclusively to the neutral Govern
ment to raise the objection to a title, founded upon a capture,
made within the Neutral territory. So far as the adverse
belligerent is concerned, he has no right to complain if the
case be duly tried before a competent Court (u).
The Government of the owner of the captured property
may indeed call the Neutral to account, for permitting a
fraudulent, unworthy, or unnecessary violation of its jurisdic
tion, and such permission may, according to the circumstances,
convert the Neutral into a Belligerent.
CLIX. The civil war in Portugal, in the years 1828-9,
gave rise to a very important question respecting the duties
of a Neutral State pending such contest.
In 1827, Don Pedro, having retained to himself the
empire of the Brazils, formally renounced the throne of
Portugal in favour of his daughter Donna Maria, having
delegated to his brother Don Miguel the office of Regency
of the kingdom, with the intention that he should marry his
niece.
Donna Maria II. was recognised by Great Britain and
the other Great Powers of Europe as the legitimate Sove
reign of Portugal. Don Pedro imagined that he had adopted
the most efficacious expedient for reconciling the parties of
the Constitutionalists and the Absolutists, which divided
Portugal, and also that he had secured to that country the
enjoyment of those free institutions which he had recently
bestowed upon it.
Don Miguel, however, after a very short period, violated
(t) The Arrogante Barcelones, 7 Wheaton (.Amer.), p. 496.
La Amistad de Hues. 5 ib. p. 390.
(u) The Etrusco, 3 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 162. n.
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all his engagements, placed himself at the head of the Abso
lutists, procured himself to be proclaimed King in 1828,
proscribed the Constitutionalists, and plunged the country
into the horrors of a most barbarous civil war. The Consti
tutionalists were at first defeated in the struggle.
The King of Spain, though at first, in common with the
other European Powers, he had withdrawn his ambassador
from the Court of the usurper, in a short time re-established
with him relations of amity.
The other Sovereigns of Europe still kept aloof from any
communication with the usurper— from any act which might
be considered a recognition of his title. The Portuguese
refugees, and the Ministers of Don Pedro, insisted that
they ought to do more, and drive him from his throne by
positive interference. These applications were addressed
particularly to the British Ministry. The Marquis of Barbacena, the Brazilian Envoy, presented an official note to
Lord Aberdeen, detailing the Treaties that regulated the
relations between Britain and Portugal; exposing the law
less course of Don Miguel’s aggressions; and concluding
that Miguel’s proceedings, crowned by his assumption of
the style and state of King, formed an attack upon the
rights of the true Sovereign of Portugal, Donna Maria,
which Britain, by her Treaties with that country, was
bound to lend her aid in repelling. Lord Aberdeen, in
answer, admitted to their fullest extent the obligations created
by these Treaties; but he maintained that they did not
countenance the demand now made of an armed interference
on the part of Britain, to remedy the consequences of an
internal revolution. “ It is assumed,” he said, “ that the
“ usurpation of the throne of Portugal by the Infant Don
“ Miguel has given to Her Most Faithful Majesty the right
“ of demanding from this country effectual succours for the
“ recovery of her crown and kingdom. But in the whole
“ series of Treaties there is no express stipulation which can
“ warrant this pretension, neither is such an obligation im“ plied by their general tenor and spirit. It is either for
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the purpose of resisting successful rebellion, or of deciding
by force a doubtful question of succession, that Great
Britain is now called upon to act. But it is impossible to
“ imagine that any independent State could ever intend thus
to commit the control and direction of its internal affairs
“ to the hands of another Power. For, doubtless, if His
“ Britannic Majesty be under the necessity of furnishing
“ effectual succours, in the event of any internal revolt
“ or dissension in Portugal, it would become a duty, and,
“ indeed, it would be essential, to take care that no such
“ case should exist, if it could be prevented. Hence a con“ stant and minute interference in the affairs of Portugal
“ would be indispensable; for His Majesty could never con“ sent to hold his fleets and armies at the disposal of a King
“ of Portugal, without exercising those due precautions, and
“ that superintendence, which would assure him that his
“ forces would not be employed in averting the effects of
“ misgovernment, folly, or caprice. Is this a condition in
“ which any State, professing to be independent, could
“ endure to exist? (#) The truth is, that the whole spirit
“ of the Treaties, as well as their history, shows, that the
“ principle of the guarantee given by England is the protecu tion of Portugal from foreign interference.”
The British Government refused, therefore, to interfere
in this domestic quarrel ; and, holding that it was not
entitled to make any distinction between the claimants of
the Portuguese crown, in so far as their respective pre
tensions were supported only by domestic force, considered
itself bound to observe, in regard to all military operations, a
strict Neutrality. A great number of Portuguese refugees,
most of them military men, had arrived in England, taking
up their residence principally in Portsmouth, Falmouth,
and the neighbourhood. As it was believed that they were
meditating to fit out some expedition from these ports
against Don Miguel, the British Government, holding that
“
“
“

(jc)
VOL. III.

Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iv. c. i. ; vol. ii. § lvi.
U
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to permit this would be a breach of Neutrality, informed
the Brazilian Minister that it would not allow such designs
to be carried on in British harbours, and that, for security's
sake, the refugees must remove farther from the coast.
The Envoy then stated that those troops were about to be
conveyed to Brazil; and accordingly four vessels, having on
board 652 officers and men, under the command of General
Count Saldanha, who had been the constitutional Minister
of War, sailed from Plymouth. The British Government
suspected that the true design was to land these troops at
Terceira, although the ostensible destination was Brazil.
Notice was given to them before they sailed, that any such
atteirpt would be resisted, and a small force of armed ves
sels, under the command of Captain Walpole of the Ranger,
was despatched beforehand to Terceira, to enforce the pro
hibition. His instructions were to cruise off the island, to
inform the Portuguese, if they appeared, that he had au
thority to prevent their landing; “ and, should they persist,
“ notwithstanding such warning, in hovering about, or in
“ making any efforts to effect a landing, you are then to use
“ force to drive them away from that neighbourhood, and
“ keep sight of them until you shall be convinced, by the
“ course they may steer, and the distance they may have
“ proceeded, that they have no intention of returning to the
“ Western Islands, or to proceed to Madeira.”
The expedition of Count Saldanha appeared off Terceira
on the 16th of January, and was discovered by Captain
Walpole standing right in for Port Praya. He fired two
shots, to bring them to, but they continued their course.
The vessel, on board of which was Saldanha, although now
within point-blank range of the Ranger's guns, seemed de
termined to push in at all hazards. To prevent him from
effecting his object, Captain Walpole was under the neces
sity of firing a shot at the vessel, which killed one man and
wounded another. The vessels then lay to, and to a note
from Captain Walpole, inquiring what was their object in
coming thither, Saldanha answered, “ My object in appearing
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“ here is to fulfil the orders of Her Majesty the Queen
“ of Portugal, and which prescribe me to conduct, un“ armed, without any hostile appearance, to the isle of
“ Terceira, the men that are on board the four vessels
“ in sight, which island has never ceased to obey and
“ acknowledge, as its legitimate Sovereign, Her Faithful
“ Majesty Donna Maria II. As a faithful subject and
“ soldier, I think it unnecessary to assure you that I am
“ determined to fulfil my duty at all peril.” Captain
Walpole replied, that he too had instructions to obey, and
an imperious duty to perform ; that both of them prevented
him from allowing the Count, or any part of his force, to
land, either at Terceira, or on any of the Western Islands
or the Azores, or even to continue in that neighbourhood ;
that, therefore, unless the Count immediately quitted the
vicinity of the islands, he should be obliged, and was deter
mined, to use force to compel him to do so. Saldanha then
declared that he considered himself and his men as being,
in these circumstances, Captain Walpole’s prisoners; that
they would follow his vessels wherever he chose to take
them, but must have a written order to that effect, and
be supplied with water and provisions. Captain Wal
pole simply answered, that they were at liberty to go to
England, to France, or wheresoever they chose, provided
only they quitted the islands. Saldanha still insisted that he
should be told whether or not he was considered a prisoner
of war; if he was, he would follow; if he was not, he
would pursue his course, and endeavour, at every risk,
to fulfil his instructions : “ Only force shall prevent me
“ from executing the orders of my Queen.” Captain Wal
pole’s reply still was, “ Go where you choose, but don’t stay
“ here ; if you persist in hovering about these islands, it is
“ my duty and firm determination to carry those measures
“ you are already in possession of into full effect. I there“ fore trust you will see the wisdom of quitting this neigh“ bourhood.” The Portuguese vessels then made sail for the
westward, accompanied by the British ships. They con-
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tinued together till the 24th of January, when Captain
Walpole, having sent a note to Count Saldanha, requesting
to know whether it was his intention to proceed to England,
as the Captain, who was himself to return to Terceira,
wished to forward despatches to Government, Count Sal
danha returned the following answer: “ Sir,—I am
“ astonished at your question. What, Sir ! you came to
“ Terceira to make us prisoners; you have escorted us
“ these eight days; you have prevented me fulfilling my
“ orders ; you have endangered the lives of so many faithful
Cl6 subjects of the most ancient allies of your Sovereign; you
“ have made us consume our scanty provisions; you have
“ positively obliged me not to separate my vessels; you
“ have used over me the discretion of a conqueror, and, at
“ the end of all this, you ask me where I am going ! I do
“ not know, Sir, where to; the only thing I know is, that I
“ am going wherever you will lead us, according to my posi“ tive assertions in every one of my official letters.” Captain
Walpole answered : “ Sir,—I am both surprised and con“ founded at the contents of your letter just received, after
“ my repeatedly declaring to you in my correspondence that
“ you were at liberty to pursue your own course and discre“ tion. I have now to inform you, that your conduct has
“ determined me to escort you no farther.” The captain
accordingly, having now brought them within five hundred
miles of Scilly, and seeing them still pursuing a channel
course, parted company, and returned to his station at Ter
ceira, leaving them to go wheresoever they might think
good. In February he stopped another vessel, with about
forty Portuguese officers and men, entering Port Praya,
which had likewise sailed from London, and, having sup
plied her writh water and provisions, sent her off from the
islands. Count Saldanha, and his squadron, instead of
returning to England, proceeded to Brest (y).
(y) Annual Register, 1829, p. 186, from which this account is
taken.
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It is to be observed that Terceira alone of the Islands of
the Azores had not fallen into the possession of Miguel* but
had remained faithful to the Queen of Portugal.
The act of the British Government produced a great ex
citement in England, and very animated debates in Parlia
ment, in which the principles of International Law were
laid down with great precision, and discussed with no
ordinary ability.
The Government defended the instructions given to Cap
tain Walpole, upon the ground that the refugees had fitted
out a warlike armament in a British port; that the arma
ment having been equipped under the disguise of a destina
tion to Brazil, had not been prevented from sailing, as it
otherwise would have been, out of the port of Plymouth;
and that they were therefore bound, by the duties of
Neutrality, to prevent by force an armament so equipped
from disembarking, even in the harbour of the Queen of
Portugal’s dominions. The Government were supported by
a majority in both Houses of Parliament; but in the pro
test of the House of Lords, and in the resolutions ^of the
House of Commons, the true principles of International
Law are to be found.
CLX. The protest of the House of Lords is as fol
lows (z) :—
“ PROTEST—TERCEIRA.

“ Because the forcible detention or interruption of the
“ subjects of a belligerent State, upon the high seas, or
“within the legitimate jurisdiction of either of the Belli“ gerents, by a Neutral, constitutes a direct breach of Neu
trality, and is an obvious violation of the Law of Nations.
“And such an act of aggression, illegal and unjust at all
(z) Lord Glanricarde brought forward the resolutions in the House
of Lords. The numbers on the division were : Content, present, 21 ;
proxies, 10 ; total, 31. Non-content, present, 61 ; proxies, 65 ; total,
126. Majority, 95.- Hansard?s Pari. Deb. (n.s.), vol. xxiii. pp. *738-81.
Some Resolutions moved, in March 23, 1830, by the Marquis of Glanricarde, in the House of Lords.
.
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Himes against a people with whom the interfering Power
; is not actually at war, assumed in this instance a yet more
4 odious and ungenerous aspect, inasmuch as it was exercised
4 against the unarmed subjects of a defenceless and friendly
4 Sovereign, whose elevation and right to the Crown of
6 Portugal had been earnestly recommended and openly
4 recognised by His Majesty, and whose actual residence in
4 Great Britain, bespeaking confidence in the friendship and
6 protection of the King, entitled both her and her subjects
6 to especial favour and countenance, even if considerations
4 of policy precluded His Majesty’s Government from en4 forcing her just pretensions by arms.
“ Vassall Holland.
44 Cowper.
“ Someuhill.
44 Melbourne.
“ Carlisle.
46 Seaford.
44 Granville.
44 King.
44 Wm. Frederick.
44 Calthorpe.
44 Radnor.
44 Carnarvon ” (a).
The Resolutions moved in the
were (b) :—

House of Commons

44 That prior to the 12th of December, 1828, Her
44 Majesty the Queen Donna Maria II. had been recog64 nised by His Majesty, and the other Great Powers of
44 Europe, to be legitimate Queen of Portugal; and that at
44 the period above named, the said Queen was residing in
44 this country, and had been received by His Majesty with
44 the accustomed honours of her royal rank.
44 That on the said 12th of December, the Island of Ter44 ceira,part of the dominions of the Queen of Portugal, was

(a) Hansard's Pari. Deb. (1830), vol. xxiii. pp. 780, 781.
(b) 4 4 The resolutions were moved in the House of Commons by Mr.
Grant, and supported in a very elaborate and able speech by Dr. Phillimore. On the division the numbers were,—for the motion, 78 ; against
it, 191. Majority, 113.”—Hansard's Pari. Deb. (n.s.), vol. xxiv. pp.
126 -214. (April 28, 1830.) Debates in the House of Commons on the
Resolutions moved by Mr. Grant.
,
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“ governed by authorities, civil and military, in allegiance
“ to Her Majesty.
“ That on the said 12th of December, instructions were
“ given by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty,
“ stating that a considerable number of Portuguese
“ soldiers, and other foreigners, were about to sail in trans“ ports from Plymouth to Falmouth, ‘ and it is supposed
“ ‘ they intend making an attack on Terceira, or other of the
“ 4 Western Isles ; and His Majesty having been pleased to
“ ‘ command that a naval force should be immediately des“ c patched to interrupt any such attempt, you are hereby
“ ‘ required and directed to take the ship and sloop named
“ 6 in the margin under your command, and to proceed with
“ 6 all practical expedition to Terceira; and having ascer“ ‘ tained that you have succeeded in reaching that island
“ ‘ before the transports alluded to, you will remain yourself
“ * at Angra or Praira, or cruising close to the island in the
“6 most advisable position for intercepting any vessels
“ ‘ arriving off it; and you will detach the other ships as
“ 6 you shall deem best for preventing the aforesaid force
“ 6 from reaching any of the other islands.’
“ That on the arrival of the naval force sent to Terceira,
“ in pursuance of these instructions, the commanding
“ officer found that island in possession of, and governed by,
“ the authorities above mentioned.
“ That in the beginning of January, 1829, a number of
“ Portuguese subjects or soldiers of Her said Majesty
“ voluntarily left this country, with a view of repairing to
“ the said island, and that their departure and destination
“ were known to His Majesty’s Government; that they
“ appear to have embarked and sailed in unarmed merchant“ ships, to have been unaccompanied by any naval force, and
66 themselves without any arms or ammunition of War.
“ That these unarmed merchant-ships and passengers
“were prevented by His Majesty’s naval forces, sent for
“ the purpose, from entering the harbour of Porto Praira;
“ and that after they had been fired into, and blood had
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44 been spilled, they were compelled, under the threat of the
44 further use of force, again to proceed to sea, and warned
66 to quit the neighbourhood of Terceira and the rest of the
44 Azores, but that they might proceed wherever else they
44 might think proper.
44 That the use of force in intercepting these unarmed

“ vessels, and preventing them anchoring and landing their
in the harbour of Porto Praira, was a violaSovereignty of the State to which the island
“of Terceira belonged; and that the further interference
4 to compel those merchant-ships or transports to quit the
“ neighbourhood of the Azores was an assumption of juris“ diction upon the high seas neither justified by the
44 necessity of the case, nor sanctioned by the general Law
“of Nations ” (e).
CLX.a. In order to enforce the Neutral obligations of
England during the late European War, the English Foreign
Secretary addressed the following letter to the Lords Com
missioners of the Admiralty (d)
44 passengers
44 tion of the

“Foreign Office, July 19, 1870.
44 My Lords,—Her Majesty being fully determined to
44 observe the duties of Neutrality during the existing state
44 of War between the Emperor of the French and the
44 King of Prussia, and being moreover resolved to prevent,
44 as far as possible, the use of Her Majesty’s harbours,
44 ports, and coasts, and the waters within Her Majesty’s
44 territorial jurisdiction, in aid of the warlike purposes of
44 either belligerent, has commanded me to communicate to
44 your Lordships, for your guidance, the following rules,
44 which are to be treated and enforced as Her Majesty’s
44 orders and directions:—

(c) Hansard's Pari. Deb. (1830), vol. xxiv. pp. 126, 127.

(d) Similar letters were addressed to the Treasury, Home Office,
Colonial Office, War Office, and India Office.
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44 4 Her Majesty is pleased further to command that these
44 6 rules shall be put in force in the United Kingdom, and
44 4 in the Channel Islands, on and after the 26th of July
44 6 instant, and in Her Majesty’s territories and possessions
44 4 beyond the seas, six days after the day when the
444 Governor, or other chief authority of each of such
44 6 territories or possessions respectively, shall have notified
66 4 and published the same; stating in such Notification
44 4 that the said rules are to be obeyed by all persons
44 4 within the same territories and possessions.
44 4 During the continuance of the present state of War,
44 4 all ships of war of either belligerent are prohibited from
44 4 making use of any port or roadstead in the United
44 4 Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or in the
44 4 Channel Islands, or in any of Her Majesty’s colonies or
44 4 foreign possessions or dependencies, or of any waters
44 4 subject to the territorial jurisdiction of the British
44 4 Crown, as a station, or place of resort, for any warlike
44 4 purpose, or for the purpose of obtaining any facilities of
44 4 warlike equipment; and no ship of war of either belli44 4 gerent shall hereafter be permitted to sail out of or leave
44 4 any port, roadstead, or waters subject to British juris44 4 diction, from which any vessel of the other belligerent
44 4 (whether the same shall be a ship of war or a merchant44 4 ship) shall have previously departed, until after the ex44 4 piration of, at least, twenty-four hours from the de44 4 parture of such last-mentioned vessel beyond the terri44 4 torial jurisdiction of Her Majesty.

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44 4 2. If any ship of war of either belligerent shall, after
4 the time when this Order shall be first notified and put
4 in force in the United Kingdom, and in the Channel
4 Islands, and in the several colonies and foreign posses4 sions and dependencies of Her Majesty respectively,
4 enter any port, roadstead, or waters belonging to Her
4 Majesty, either in the United Kingdom or in the
4 Channel Islands, or in any of Her Majesty’s colonies or
4 foreign possessions or dependencies, such vessel shall be
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46 4 required to depart and to put to sea within twenty-four
44 4 hours after her entrance into such port, roadstead, or
44 4 wraters, except in case of stress of weather, or of her
44 4 requiring provisions or things necessary for the sub44 4 sistence of her crew, or repairs; in either of which cases
44 4 the authorities of the port, or of the nearest port (as the
44 4 case may be), shall require her to put to sea as soon as
44 4 possible after the expiration of such period of twenty44 4 four hours, without permitting her to take in supplies
44 4 beyond what may be necessary for her immediate use;
44 4 and no such vessel which may have been allowed to
44 4 remain within British waters for the purpose of repair
44 4 shall continue in any such port, roadstead, or waters, for
44 4 a longer period than twenty-four hours after her neces44 4 sary repairs shall have been completed.
Provided,
44 4 nevertheless, that in all cases in which there shall be any
44 4 vessel (whether ships of war or merchant-ships) of the
44 4 said belligerent parties in the same port, roadstead, or
44 4 waters within the territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty,
44 4 there shall be an interval of not less than twenty-four
44 4 hours between the departure therefrom of any such
44 4 vessel (whether a ship of war or merchant-ship) of the
44 4 one belligerent, and the subsequent departure therefrom
44 4 of any ship of war of the other belligerent; and the
44 4 time hereby limited for the departure of such ships of
44 4 war respectively shall always, in case of necessity, be
44 4 extended so far as may be requisite for giving effect to
44 4 this proviso, but no further or otherwise.
4 3. No ship of war of either belligerent shall hereafter
44 4 be permitted, while in any port, roadstead, or waters
44 4 subject to the territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, to
44 4 take in any supplies, except provisions and such other
44 4 things as may be requisite for the subsistence of her
44 4 crew, and except so much coal only as may be sufficient
44 4 to carry such vessel to the nearest port of her own
44 4 country, or to some nearer destination, and no coal shall
44 4 again be supplied to any such ship of war in the same
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or any other port, roadstead, or waters, subject to the
“ ‘ territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, without special
“ 6 permission, until after the expiration of three months
“ 6 from the time when such coal may have been last supplied
“ ‘ to her within British waters as aforesaid.
“c 4. Armed ships of either party are interdicted from
“ ‘ carrying prizes made by them into the ports, harbours,
“ ‘ roadsteads, or waters of the United Kingdom, or any
“ 6 of Her Majesty’s colonies or possessions abroad.’ ,
“ I have the honour to be, &c.
“ Granville.”

“e

The other Neutral States pursued a course substantially
founded on the same principle.
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CHAPTER X.
THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE

NEUTRAL.—1, WITH

RESPECT TO COVERING ENEMY’S GOODS.

CLXI. There is no more unquestionable proposition of
International Law, than the proposition that Neutral States
are entitled to carry on, upon their own account, a trade with
a Belligerent (a).
Once only has Great Britain attempted to enforce a con
trary doctrine; viz., by the Treaty of Whitehall, contracted
in 1689 (b) with Holland. An endeavour was then made
by these two States to prevent all commerce with France.
Great Britain and Holland, by this act, were guilty of
a grievous violation of International Law. They repented
it, however; and, to borrow the language of Vattel, who
justly censures them, “ les deux puissances maritimes,
“ reconnoissant que les plaintes des deux couronnes” (that
is, of Denmark and Sweden) “ etoient bien fondees, leur
“ firent justice” (c).
It is true, indeed, that upon two other occasions, besides
the one just mentioned, Great Britain has been a party
to measures which had for their object, in one instance,* (б)
(а) Hubner (c. i. s. 1) seems to think that it has been contended that
Belligerents have claimed a right to prevent Neutrals from trading with
their adversaries. This is a misstatement or a mistake.
(б) August 12.
(c) L. iii. s. 112. Condemned by Lord Liverpool, Treatise on the
Conduct of Great Britain, doc. p. 116 {aide post) ; and in Letter on the
Orders in Council, pp. 20-1, by Dr. Lhillimore (1812).
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to prevent the Neutral from carrying on trade generally,
and, in another instance, carrying on a particular trade,
on his own account, with a Belligerent. Her conduct upon
these two occasions does not appear to me to be defen
sible. It is to be observed, however, that Great Britain,
upon both these occasions, rested, however erroneously,
her defence upon a highly exceptional state of things,
warranting, as she alleged, a temporary departure from
what she admitted to be the general rules of law.
On one of these two occasions, Orders in Council were
issued, and defended as being retaliatory to the Berlin and
Milan Decrees. On the other occasion, a demand was made
by Great Britain, in concert with Russia and Prussia, upon
Denmark and Sweden, in 1793, to abstain from commerce in
grain and provisions with revolutionary France.
The conduct of Great Britain upon these two occasions
will presently be examined and discussed, when the Bellige
rent right of Blockade and the doctrine of Contraband come
under consideration.
CLXII. The question whether Neutral States may ex
tend the limits of their trade, during war, not with, but on
account of a Belligerent, is of a wholly different character.
This question really is, May the Neutral be carrier for
one Belligerent, and thereby necessarily relieve him from
the pressure of the attack of the other Belligerent ? The
answer of general International Law, apart from specific
Treaties, is clearly in the negative, whether that response be
derived from reason, usage, or authority—whether from one
or all of these “ dijudicationum fontes ” (</).
Before we proceed to examine the evidence derived from
these sources, it should be observed that this proposition,
which, it has been just remarked, is negatived by the voice
of International Law, practically resolves itself into two
positions; viz.:—
1. That the ships of the Ally or Neutral may lawfully
(d) Vide ante, vol. i. §§ xvii-xx.
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carry the goods of the enemy, and that such goods will not
be subject to capture or confiscation by a belligerent ship,—
or, in other words, that free ships make free goods.
2. That it is competent to Neutrals {bello mediis)—the
essence of whose character is to assist neither Belligerent—
to carry on, in time of war, a particular trade restrained, in
time of peace, exclusively to the subjects of one Belligerent,
and from which, in time of peace, they are rigorously pro
hibited by that Belligerent, but which that Belligerent now
opens to them, because, under the pressure of his enemy’s
attack, he is no longer able to carry it on himself. Such
trade, so closed in peace, and so opened in war, being,—
(a) The coasting ; or,
(/3) The colonial trade of the Belligerent.
CLXIII. First, as to the doctrine expressed in the canti
lena—free ships make free goods—(vaisseau franc, cargaison
franche ; frey Schiffy frey Gutt; verfalien Schiff,\ verfalien
Gutt). With reference to this subject, there are two epochs

to be studied by the reader and noticed by the writer on
International Law.
1. The epoch which extends from about the middle of
the seventeenth century to the year 1856.
2. The epoch from what is called the Declaration of
Paris in 1856 to the present time.
I do not think that this document, or the subsequent
practice of States, in accordance with the principle con
tained in it, that free ships make free goods, has dispensed
with the necessity of inquiring into the history and prin
ciples of the opposite doctrine, maintained during that long
period by the provisions of various Treaties, and by
writers, judges, and statesmen of the highest reputation,
whose labours have done much towards the building of the
noble edifice of International Jurisprudence.
I proceed therefore to notice the history and law of the
first epoch. At the outset, I will avail myself of the lan
guage of the “ Discourse on the Conduct of the Government
“ of Great Britain towards Neutral Nations,” written by Mr.
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Jenkinson in 1758, and deliberately republished by him
when Earl of Liverpool, after the lapse of forty-three years,
in 1801. This treatise has never been answered, and in
reason and expression it is admirable; and it embodies the
opinions of some of the ablest writers upon International
Jurisprudence:—
“ But it will be asked,” the author says, “ from whence
“ then arises the right which governments always enjoy of
“ protecting the property of the enemy within the precincts
“ of their own country ? It is a consequence of the right of
“ dominion: unless, therefore, their dominion extends over the
“ ocean, the right of protection cannot there take place. Do“ minion gives a right of enacting laws, of establishing new
“jurisdictions, and of making all (whether its own subjects
“ or those of other countries) submit to these who come
“ within the pale of its power. Here, then, the trial which
“the Law of Nations gives is, as it were, superseded, and
“ any proceedings upon it would of course be unjust; but
“ as soon as you are out of the verge of this particular juris“ diction, the laws thereof, and the privileges which attend
“ them, cease at once, and the general laws of nations again
“ have their force. Here the property even of an ally hath
“ no other protection than what these laws allowed it; being
“joined, therefore, to the goods of an enemy, it cannot
“ communicate its protection to these, since the same law
“ which gives security to the first, allows you to seize and
“ destroy the latter. These reasonings are exemplified by a
“ common fact;—within the precincts of the dominion of
“ any Government you are not at liberty to search the ships
“ of any country : but is not this liberty universally and im“ memorially practised over all on the main sea ? And where“ fore is the search made, but that according to the Law
“of Nations all are here answerable for what they may
“convey ?
“ There is something analogous to this in most Civil Go“ vernments. Few countries are without some places which
“ enjoy a right of protection from the general laws of the
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“ State, such as palaces, houses of religion, and the like ;
“ and this right generally arises from some pretence to an
“ exclusive jurisdiction. As long, therefore, as any parti“ cular property remains within the verge of these, however
“justly it may be the object of the law, it is not subject to
“ the power of it. But suppose it conveyed from hence into
“ the public roads, beyond the precincts of this particular
“ palace or convent, the protection it received would vanish
“ at once, and the general laws of the community would
“ fully then have force upon it. Thus the protection which
“ governments can give within their dominions extends
“ not to the sea; the ocean is the public road of the uni“ verse, the law of which is the Law of Nations, and all that
“ pass thereon are subject to it without either privilege or
“ exemption.
“ If this manner of reasoning should not clearly esta“ blisli my point, I can appeal, in support of it, to the ablest
“ writers on public law, who will be found to have decided
“ the question in my favour.
“ And, first, I will produce the testimony of that learned
“ native of Delft, who wrote so nobly on the freedom of navi“ gation to serve his ungrateful country. In one of the pas“ sages which are now before me, it is remarkable how much
“he labours to give the greatest extent to the rights of com“ merce, and yet, with all his laudable bias to this favourite
“ point, he is clearly of opinion that the ship of a neutral nation
“ cannot protect the property of an enemy ; he manifestly
“ implies (e), that the vessels even of allies are subject to
“ condemnation, on account of the enemy’s property with
“ which they are laden, when it appears that this property
“ was put on board them with the consent of the owners of
“ the vessels, but not otherwise. His words are, 6 neque
“ 6 amicorum naves in praedam veniunt ob res hostiles, nisi ex
“ ‘ consensu id factum sit dominorum navis; ’ and, producing
“ several authorities in confirmation of this opinion, he
(e) Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pads, 1. iii. c. vi. s. 6 in not is.
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afterwards adds, ‘ Alioqui res ipsse solas in praedam ve6 niunt;5 but if the enemy’s property should be found laden
on board a neutral vessel, without the connivance of the
owner, in such a case, ‘ that property alone is lawful prize,’
“ And speaking again, in another place, on this point, he
“ says that if the wrong done me by my enemy is manifestly
“ unjust, and that any one by affording him succours should
“ encourage him in his emnity against me, ‘jam nontantum
“ 6 civiliter tenebitur de damno, sed et criminaliter, ut IS,
“ ‘ qui judici imminenti reum manifestum eximit ’(/). A
“ fine and animated manner of expression, which shows
“ how clear the opinion of this great author was upon the
“ question.
“ To the testimony of Grotius, I shall add that of Byn“ kershoek, a native also of Holland, and whose sentiments in
“ point of maritime jurisprudence Barbeyrac often prefers
“ even to those of the former; and what makes his opinion
“ at this time of great importance is, that he wrote princi“ pally for the use of the Courts and States of the United
“ Provinces, and generally confirms what he advances by
“ their judgments and resolutions. He speaks expressly in
“ favour of my point: ‘ Ratione consulta ’ (ff), says he, ‘ non
“ ‘ sum qui videam, cur non liceretcapere res hostiles, quamvis
“ ‘ in navi arnica repertas : id enim capio, quod hostium est,
“ 6 quodque jure belli victori cedit.’ Upon attending to all
“ the reasons which occur to me on this point, I cannot
“ discover why it should not be lawful to take the property
“ of an enemy, though found on board the ship of a friend ;
“ for I take that only which belongs to the enemy, and
Cf which, by the rules of War, is always ceded c to the captor.’
“ He then assigns this reason also for his opinion, that, as
cc it is lawful to stop on the ocean any vessel, though she
“ carries the colours of a neutral nation, and to examine, by
“ her papers, to whom she really belongs, and, in case she
(/) Ibid. c. i. s. 4.
(g) Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xiv.
VOL. III.

X
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“ appear to be the property of an enemy, to seize her as law“ ful prize, so he can see no cause why this rule should not
“ extend to the effects which any ship may have on board ;
“ and if the goods of an enemy should be there concealed,
“ why they also by the right of War should not be taken and
“ condemned: he even declares it to be his opinion, that the
“ owner of the neutral vessel should in such a case lose the
“price of the freight; a severity which the English Courts
“ of Admiralty never practise, where some particular cir“ cumstance doth not require it.
“ I shall add to these the opinion of Albericus Gentilis (h),
“ esteemed the ablest writer on national jurisprudence,
“ till G rotius bore the palm from him; and his fame iri
“ this respect was so great, that Philip III. of Spain
“ appointed him perpetual advocate for his subjects in all
“ causes which they might have depending in the Courts of
“ England. This author states a case where the Tuscans
“ had taken the effects of the Turks, at that time their
“ enemies, which they found on board some English ships ;
“ and he determines that the Turkish goods are legal prize,
“ but that the captor must pay the freight to the English.
“ ‘ Transeunt res 9 (i\ says he, 6 cum sua causa, victor suc“ ‘ cedit in locum victi, tenetur Etruscus pro toto naulo.’
“ The property of the enemy passeth to the captor, but all
“ its consequences attend it; the goods justly belong to
“ him, but he must pay to the freighter all which the enemy
“ would have paid, to whose right he hath in every respect
“ succeeded.
“ To enter particularly into the sentiments of any more
“writers on this subject, would be equally tedious and un“ necessary ; it will be sufficient to mention the names alone
“ of such others as are in favour of the question. Among
“ these, I find Heineccius (A), no less famed for his know-* (i)
(h) Vide ante, vol. i. pref. p. xxxviii.
(i) Albericus Gentilis, De Advocatione Hispanica, c. xxviii.
(h) TIeineccius, De Navibusob Vecturamvetitarnm Mercium commissis,
c. ii. s. 9.
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“ ledge of laws, than for his learning in what are the best
“ expositors of laws, the antiquities of governments;
“ Zouch (7), who for many years presided in the Court of
“ Admiralty of this kingdom ; Voet (m), Zuarius (ra), and
“ Loccenius (0), all of them writers of reputation, and
6'6 whose opinions are universally relied on by all who treat
“ on public jurisprudence ”(/?).
CLXIV. To the authority of Albericus Gentilis, Gro
tius, Zouch, Bynkershoek, Heineccius, Zuarius, Voet, and
Loccenius (q), cited in this extract, may be added that of
the Consolato del Mare, the earliest in point of date, but
of admitted influence with all commercial nations; of Yalin,
Emerigon, Lord Stowell, Lord Grenville, and of the
greatest statesmen and judges of the North American
United States, honestly, and to their eternal credit, de
livering their sentence upon this most important subject of
International Practice and Law(r). In opposition to " this
illustrious catalogue are to be set before the nineteenth
century, the works of Hiibner (s) and Schlegel, avowedly
(?) Zouch, De Judicio inter Gentes, pars 2, s. 8. c. vi. Zouch wrote
in 1650.
(m) Voet, De Jure Military c. v. n. 21.
(n) Zuarius, De TJsu Maris, consil. xi. n. 6.
(0) Loccenius, De Jure Maritimo, 1. ii. c. iv. n. 11. Loccenius wrote
in 1651.
(p) Cabinet Library of Scarce and Celebrated Tracts {On the Conduct
of the Government of Great Britain), vol. i. p. 37.
{q) Mr. Manning justly remarks {Law of Nations, p. 219), that a
civilian in the service of Spain {Albericus Gentilis), a Dutch jurist resi
dent in France {Grotius), an English Judge of Admiralty {Zouch), and
a Swedish professor of jurisprudence {Loccenius), combine to establish
the law as declared in the Consolato del Mare. Vide ante, vol. i. p. 61,
for the effect of such concurrent opinions.
(r) “ If the principles of the British Prize Law go further, I am free
to say, that I consider them as the law of this country.”—Brown v.
United States, 8 Cranch’s {American) Reports, p. 155 ; per Justice Story.
(s) Hiibner published his work, Abhandlung von der Neutralitdt in
Kriegszeiten, or De la Saisie des Bdtiments Neutres, ou du Droit qu’ont
les Nations belligerantes d’arreter les Navires des Peuples amis, in 1759
at La Hague.
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written at a particular juncture and for a particular pur
pose (t). The extraordinary inaccuracy of the citations of
Hiibner are incontrovertibly established by Ward (u).
Schlegel was overthrown by Croke (#); and M. de Hautefeuille, the most recent champion of what are called neutral
rights, admits that, with the exception of Hiibner, all the
jurists who have held this opinion that free ships make free
goods, belong to the nineteenth century. To the catalogue
of negative proofs should be added the work, often referred to
in these volumes, of the Abbe Mably. A portion of this
work is dedicated to “ Conventions Generates touchant la
“ Navigation et le Commerce ; ” and herein he discusses the
maritime rights and duties of States in great detail, and
especially notices the rule that the goods of friends shall
partake of the character of the ship which covers them,
and that both are condemnable in the Prize Court; but he
is altogether silent as to the maxim “ Free ships Free
“ goods ” having been established by natural right, usage,
or treaty (y). There remain two more jurists deserving of
mention upon this point, and who flourished previously to
the nineteenth century,—Moser and Lampredi. Moser
was Councillor of State in Denmark, and one of the
parties to the first Armed Neutrality ; in the first year of
it, 1780 (z), he published the tenth volume of his essays
on International Law, which contains his remarks upon
neutral rights and duties. He was a writer who belonged
to the school which expounded International Jurisprudence
chiefly according to positive law, that is, according to usage
and treaty.
if) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. ch. vii., as to the general value of the works
of international jurists, with respect to whom this remark is not appli
cable.
(u) Ward, Treatise on the relative Bights, d‘c. pp. 48-59.
(x) See Remarks on Mr. SchlegeVs Work upon the Visitation of Neutral
Vessels under Convey, by Dr. Croke. London, 1801.
(y) Droit Tubl. de VEurope, tom. ii. pp. 459-488.
Ward, 147.
(V) See an excellent notice of him in Manning, p. 239.
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His bias was of course in favour of the new doctrine of
the Armed Neutrality. Nevertheless, his exposition of the
law (a) is, that the property of one Belligerent found by
another Belligerent in the ships or land-carriage of a Neutral
is lawful prize to the captor, though the ship or carriage
ought to be restored, and with payment of freight, to the
Neutral.
Lampredi was a prolessor of jurisprudence at Pisa, and
it was his interest to enlarge the privileges of Neutrals.
He was, moreover, as he tells us, anxious that the great
European nations should agree amongst themselves to esta
blish the principle that “ free ships make free goods.” But
he altogether repudiates the proposition that any such
principle is a part of International Law; and he examines,
and rejects as both illogical and historically untrue, the
positions of Hiibner (&). The doctrine of later writers, such
as De Martens and Kliiber, is simply a repetition of the
positions in Hiibner, without any additional authority of
reason or practice.
CLXV. The principles of International Law (c) upon
this subject which have been incorporated into the Private
Law of France, are to be found in the following sources:—
The Edits of 1543, 1584, 1639, 1650.
The law as contained in the Ordonnance de la Marine of
1681.
The Reglemenl of the 26th July, 1778.
(a) Versuch, Band xx. Kap. ii. §§ 33-34.
.
(b) “ Non h vero che una truppa di uomini, che navigano in alto
mare, vale a dire in territorio non sottoposto alia giurisdizione di alcuno,
debba reputarsi territorio di quella nazione, di cui essi inalberano la
bandiera ; ed Hiibner lo asserisce gratuitamente, e senza la minima
prova.”—Ed. Firenze, 1788, p. 159, c. xi.
(c) Ordonnance de la Marine et Traite des Prices, par Valin.
Traite des Prises Maritimes dans lequel on a refondu en partie le
Trade de Valin, en Vappropriant d la Legislation nouvelle, par MM. A.
de Pistoye et Oh. Duverdy (Paris, 1855), t. i. tit. vi. c. ii.
Manning, book iii. ch. vi. Orders in Council on Trade during War,
Art. vi.
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The law of the 29th of Nivose, an VI.
The Arret Consulaire of the 29th Frimaire, an VIII.
The Declaration of the Emperor Napoleon the Third, of
the 29th March, 1854.
CLXVL By the Edit of 1543 (Francis I.), followed in
this respect by those of 1584, of 1639, of 1650, it was
decreed that enemies yoods found on board neutral ships,
enured to the condemnation not only of the goods but of the
ship—a severity equally unwarranted by practice or reason,
and unknown to the Consolato del Mare, but which remained
substantially engrafted in French Jurisprudence till 1744.
De Witt strove in vain (1658) to procure the abrogation of
this unjust decree. At the peace of Nimeguen (1678), the
French pretended to concede to the Dutch the doctrine that
“ free ships make free goods; ” but it was only pretence,
for in 1681, two maxims of the severest kind, unknown to
and unpractised by British Courts, were distinctly (d) laid
down in the famous Ordonnance de la Marine, namely, the
maxims (1) that the Enemy’s goods confiscated the neutral
ship; and (2) that the Neutral’s goods were seizable on
board the Enemy’s ship. The Conseil des Prises never
failed practically and judicially to enforce these maxims,
and even during a period when France had made several
Treaties, in which the new doctrine, that the ship covered
the cargo, was recognised. Nor was this all. In 1704 a
Royal Ordonnance decreed: “ S’il se trouvait sur des
“ vaisseaux neutres des effets appartenant aux ennemis de
“ Sa Majeste, les vaisseaux et tout le chargement seront de
“ bonne prise.” It was not till 1744 that an ordonnance
provided that enemies goods should be seizable on board
neutral ships, but that the ship should be restored. On the
26th of July, 1778, that is, at the time when the new
doctrine was most injurious to Great Britain in the war with
(d) “ Tons navires qui se trouveront charges d’effets appartenant a
nos ennemis, et les marchandises de nos allies qui se trouveront dans
un navire ennemi, seront pareillement de bonne prise.”—Art. vii.
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her revolted American Colonies, a Reglement appeared, by
the first article of which privateers were forbidden to stop,
or to bring into any of the ports of France, the ships of
neutral Powers: “ quand meme ils sorteraient des ports
“ ennemis, ou qu’ils y seraient destines ” (e).
Though this Reglement did not in express terms inculcate
the doctrine, free ships make free goods, it was interpreted
to this effect by the author of the Edits, and, what is far
more important, it was so judicially interpreted by the
Conseil des Prises. The Law of the 29th Nivose of the
year YI. of the Republic abrogated this law, fixing the
character of the ship by the character of the cargo; but
the law of 1778 was restored by the Decree of the 29th of
Frimaire, an VIII. of the Republic: and it is said by
French writers of authority to have been the law of France
at the breaking out of the Crimean war.
CLXVII. This assertion rests of course upon the hypo
thesis that the Berlin (/) and Milan (g) Decrees, and the
other acts of wrongful might under the Empire of Napoleon
the First, were exceptional and temporary, and in truth, for
so it is tacitly admitted, indefensible. Such they unquestion
ably were. No jurist, no statesman will ever again defend
the legality of what was at the time called “ The Continental
“ System ” (h). Napoleon, by a false averment of fact, and
an open contempt of law, declared the British Islands to be
in a state of blockade, and interdicted all intercourse with
them on the part of Neutral States. Here was a shameless
(e) Be Pistoye et Buverdy, t. i. p. 344.
(/) 21st November, 1806.
(g) 17th December, 1807.
(h) Manning, p. 333.
Be Martens, v. Suppl. pp. 439-442.
Edinburgh Review, Nos. v. xxi. xxiii. xxxviii.
A letter addressed to a Member of the House of Commons, on the
Subject of the Notice given by Mr. Brougham, for a Motion respecting the
Orders in Council and the Licence Trade, by Joseph Phillimore, LL.B.,
&c. (second edition, April, 1812). Reflections on the Nature and Extent
of the Licence Trade, by the same author. (Third edition, 1812.)
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violation of International Law injuriously affecting two
parties :—First, the Neutral; secondly, the Belligerent. In
this position of affairs, what was the duty and what was the
right oi the Neutral? Clearly he had the right either of
becoming a belligerent, or of resisting by force of arms the
execution of an iniquitous decree. But if he submitted to
it, and thereby practically assisted the execution of it, was
he guilty of a breach of duty towards the other belligerents ?
It may be difficult to answer this question abstractedly in
the negative : but it must be remembered that this is not an
abstract question, but, on the contrary, one clothed with cir
cumstances which materially affect it, and that the true con
sideration is, with respect to each Neutral State, whether
the submission on his part was really the result of bitter
necessity, making him, against his will, an accomplice of the
wrong-doer, or whether, by any reasonable sacrifice or
hazard, such an evil might have been averted.
The British Government had recourse to retaliatory
measures, which they sought to justify by alleging the
acquiescence of Neutrals in the illegal measures of
Napoleon.
These retaliatory measures consisted of Orders in Council
G), by which all places in France, in the countries of her
allies, or of any other State which had submitted to
Napoleon’s restrictions, were to be considered as blockaded
by British forces, and subjected to the restrictions and
penalties of blockade (k).
In these orders the British Government, in their turn,
enunciated a proposition, false in fact and bad in law.
It may be some palliation that the measure was retaliatory,
but it is not, according to the rules of eternal right and

(i) Principal Orders, 7th January, 1807 ; 11th November, 1807.
Annual Register for 1807, pp. 236-333.
See also Debates in Parliament of this year.
(h) Manning, c. x., a very careful and accurate sketch of “ the Con
tinental System.”
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justice, a defence. The truth is, that France was the first
wrong-doer—Great Britain the second. These French
Decrees and English Orders in Council will be the subject
of some further discussion when the law’ of Blockade comes
under our consideration.

But before, even for the present, we leave this subject,
the conduct of one great Neutral State at this period
deserves our best attention. The United States of North
America passed, but not till the 1st of March, 1809 (Z),
what was called a “ Non-intercourse Act; ” by this Act all
friendly intercourse of American subjects with France and
Great Britain was prohibited, so long as the new re
strictive measures of these kingdoms remained in force.
It is to be lamented that this Act was not passed earlier,
when the first wrong was done by France; but even with
this deduction from its merit, it ranks high in the history
of nations. It conveyed a just and dignified rebuke both to
France and England, and it was worthy of the country
which has contributed such valuable materials to the edifice
of International Law.
CLXVIII. It may be well to notice in this place the
opinion of a great English jurist upon the old French Ordonnances, which have been now under our consideration.
It was upon a question arising out of a warranty of Neu
trality in a policy of insurance, alleged to be falsified by a
sentence of a French Court of Admiralty, grounded on the
ordinances of France, that Sir W. Grant said : “ These
“ ordinances have been misunderstood ; sometimes by the
“ French Courts of Admiralty themselves, and sometimes
“ by the Courts in this country. Those in Franee considered
“ these ordinances as making the law, and as binding on
“ Neutrals, and have, therefore, sometimes declared, in the
“same breath, that the property was neutral, and yet that(l)
(l) In December, 1807, an embargo was laid on all shipping in
American ports, and all vessels except ships of war were forbidden to
leave the United States.
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64 it was liable to condemnation: whereas, all that was meant
44 by these ordinances was, to lay down rules of decision con44 formable to what the lawyers and statesmen of the country
44 understood to be the just principles of maritime law. When
44 Louis XIV. publishedhis famous ordinance of 1681, nobody
44 thought that he was undertaking to legislate for Europe.,
44 merely because he collected together, and reduced into the
44 shape of an ordinance, the principles of the marine law as
44 then understood and received in France. I say, as under64 stood in France, for although the Law of Nations ought to
44 be the same in every country, yet, as the tribunals which
44 administer that law are wholly independent of each other,
44 it is impossible that some differences should not take place
44 in the manner of interpreting and administering it in the
44 different countries which acknowledge its authority.
44 Whatever may have been since attempted, it was not, at
44 the period now referred to, supposed that one State could
44 make or alter the Law of Nations; but it was judged con64 venient to declare certain principles of decision, partly for
44 the purpose of giving a uniform rule to their own Courts,
44 and partly for the purpose of apprising Neutrals what that
44 rule was. And it was truly observed at the bar, in the
44 course of the argument, that it has been matter of com44 plaint against us (how justly is another consideration),
44 that we have no code by which Neutrals may learn how
44 they may protect themselves against capture and con44 demnation. Now, this Court, in this case, seems to us to
44 have well and properly understood the effect of their own
44 ordinances. They have not taken them as positive laws
44 binding upon Neutrals, but they refer to them as establish4* ing legitimate presumptions, from which they are warranted
44 to draw the conclusion which it is necessary for them to
44 arrive at, before they are entitled to pronounce a sentence
44 of condemnation ” (hi).
(m) Marshall on Insurances, 426.
WheatonJs (.Amer.) Reports, vol. v. p. 53. App.
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CLXIX. To return to the subject of Neutral Ships
and Enemy’s goods. The authority of the North American
United States—always great upon all questions of Public
and International Law, and surely not the less so when
speaking in opposition to their private interests—is also
strongly in favour of the ancient Law of Nations upon this
subject.
At the breaking out of the war of the first French Revo
lution, the President of the North American United States
thus honestly and courageously replied to the French
Government: —

441 believe it cannot be doubted, but that by the general
44 Law of Nations the goods of a friend found in the vessel
44 of an enemy are free ; and the goods of an enemy found
44 in the vessel of a friend are lawful prize. Upon this
44 principle, I presume, the British armed vessels have taken
44 the property of French citizens found in our vessels, in
44 the cause above mentioned, and I confess I should be at a
44 loss on what principle to reclaim it. It is true that sundry
44 nations, desirous of avoiding the inconveniences of having
44 their vessels stopped at sea, ransacked, carried into port,
44 and detained under pretence of having enemy goods on
44 board, have, in many instances, introduced by their
44special Treaties another principle between them, that
44 enemy bottoms shall make enemy goods, and friendly
44 bottoms friendly goods; a principle much less embarrass44 ing to commerce, and equal to all parties in point of gain
44 and loss; but this is altogether the effect of particular
44 Treaty, controlling, in special cases, the general principle
44 of the Law of Nations, and therefore taking effect between
44 such nations only as have so agreed to control it. England
44 has generally determined to adhere to the rigorous
44 principle, having in no instance, as far as I can recollect,
44 agreed to the modification of letting the property of the
44 goods follow that of the vessel, except in the single one of
44 her Treaty with France. We have adopted this modifi
cation in our Treaties with France, the United Nether-
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“ lands, and Prussia, and therefore, as to them, our vessels
“ cover the goods of their enemies, and we lose our goods
“when in the vessels of their enemies. With England,
“ Spain, Portugal, and Austria, we have no Treaties;
“ therefore we have nothing to oppose to their acting
“according to the general Law of Nations, that enemy
“ goods are lawful prize, though found in the bottoms of a
“ friend ” (n).
CLXX. Again we find the same authority enforcing
this doctrine in the following language :—“ Another source of
“ complaint with Mr. Genet has been, that the English take
“ French goods out of American vessels, which, he says, is
“ against the Law of Nations, and ought to be prevented by
“ us. On the contrary, we suppose it to have been long an
“ established principle of the Law of Nations, that the goods
“ of a friend are free in an enemy’s vessel, and an enemy’s
“ goods lawful prize in the vessel of a friend. The inconve“ nience of this principle, which subjects merchant vessels
“to be stopped at sea, searched, ransacked, led out of their
u course, has induced several nations latterly to stipulate
“ against it by Treaty, and to substitute another in its
“ stead, that free bottoms shall make free goods, and enemy
“ bottoms enemy goods; a rule equal to the other in point
“ of loss and gain, but less oppressive to commerce. As far
“ as it has been introduced, it depends on the Treaties stipu
lating it, and forms exceptions in special cases to the ge“ neral operation of the Law of Nations. We have introduced
“ it into our treaties with France, Holland, and Prussia,
“ and the French goods found by the latter nations in
“ American bottoms are not made prize of. It is our wish
“ to establish it with other nations. But this requires their
“ consent also, as a work of time, and in the meanwhile they
(n) Extract of a letter from Mr. Jefferson, Secretary of State in
America, to Mr. Genet, Minister Plenipotentiary of France, dated
Philadelphia, July 24, 1793. See State Papers, published by order of
Congress in 1795, p. 71.
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“ have a right to act on the general principle, without
“ giving to us or to France cause of complaint ” (0).
CLXXI. The two distinct propositions, (1) that enemy’s
goods found on board a neutral ship may lawfully be seized
as prize of war, and (2) that the goods of a neutral found on
board of an enemy’s vessel are to be restored, have also been
explicitly incorporated into the jurisprudence of the United
States, and declared by the Supreme Court to be founded
on the Law of Nations. The rule, as it was observed by
the Court, rested on the simple and intelligible principle,
that War gave a full right to capture the goods of an enemy,
but gave no right to capture the goods of a friend. The
neutral flag constituted no protection to enemy’s property,
and the belligerent flag communicated no hostile character to
neutral property. The character of the property depended
upon the fact of ownership, and not upon the character
of the vehicle in which it was found. Nations, indeed, had
changed this simple and natural principle of public law, by
conventions between themselves, in whole or in part, as
they believed it to be for their interest; but the one
proposition, that free ships should make free goods, did
not necessarily imply the converse proposition, that enemy’s
ships should make enemy’s goods. If a Treaty esta
blished the one proposition, and was silent as to the
other, the other stood precisely as if there had been no
stipulation, and upon the ancient rule. The stipulation
that neutral bottoms should make neutral goods, was a
concession made by the Belligerent to the Neutral, and
it gave to the neutral flag a capacity not given to it by
the Law of Nations. On the other hand, the stipulation
subjecting neutral property found in the vessel of an
enemy to condemnation as prize of war, was a concession
(0) Extract of a letter from Mr. Jefferson, Secretary of State i,n
America, to Mr. Morris, Minister Plenipotentiary of the United
States with the Republic of France, dated Philadelphia, 16th August,
1793. See State Papers, published by order of Congress in 1795,

p. 82.
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made by the Neutral to the Belligerent, and took from
the Neutral a privilege which he possessed under the Law
of Nations; but neither reason nor practice rendered the
two concessions so indissoluble, that the one could not exist
without the other (/>).
This position is indeed supported by the fact, that when
ever, during the period now under discussion, the maxim
44 free ships make free goods ” wras admitted in treaties, it
was always accompanied by the reversal of the other provi
sion of the Consolato, viz., that neutral property on board
enemies ships was free.
CLXXII. Mr. Chancellor Kent, in his Commentaries,
written long after the great European War which arose
out of the French Revolution, observes: 64 Neutral ships
44 do not afford protection to enemy’s property, and it may
44 be seized if found on board of a neutral vessel, beyond
44 the limits of the neutral jurisdiction. This is,” says this
great authority, 44 a clear and well-settled principle of the
44 Law of Nations ” (q).
And again he observes : 44 During the whole course of
(p) The Nereide, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. pp. 388-395, 418. And
so it was holden by Lord Stoivell, in the case of the Cygnet, 2 Dodson1s
Ad. Rep. p. 299, that stipulation by Treaty “ that free ships should
make free goods,’7 does not warrant such a certain conclusion, “ that
enemies ships should make enemies goods,” as to induce the Court
to decree salvage for the recapture of property, otherwise neutral, on
board British ships.
See also Ward, p. 145.
Kent’s Comm. vol. i. pp. 128-9.
(q) Mr. Chancellor Kent cites :—
Grotius, 1. iii. c. vi. s. 6.
Heineccius, De Nav. ob Vect. c. ii. s. 9.
Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. c. xiv.
Loccenius, De Jure Mar. et Nav. b. ii. c. iv. s. 2.
Molloy, De Jure Maritimo, b. i. c. i. s. 18.
Lampredi, ss. 10-11.
Vattel, b. iii. c. vii. s. 115.
Answer to the Prussian Memorial, 1753.—Vide ante, pp. 33, 34.
Consulat de la Mer, par. 1012, 1013.
Boucher, tom. ii. cc. 273-270, s. 1004.
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“ the wars growing out of the French Revolution, the
“ Government of the United States admitted the English
“ rule to be valid, as the true and settled doctrine of Inter“ national Law; and that enemy’s property was liable to
“ seizure on board of neutral ships, and to be confiscated as
“ prize of war (r). It has, however, been very usual in com“ mercial Treaties, to stipulate that free ships should make
“ free goods, contraband of war always excepted; but
“ such stipulations are to be considered as resting on con“ ventional law merely, and as exceptions to the operation
“ of the general rule, which every nation, not a party to the
“ stipulation, is at perfect liberty to exact or surrender.”
And again: “ It has been the desire of our Government
“to obtain the recognition of the fundamental principles
“ consecrated by the Treaty with Prussia in 1785, relative
“ to the perfect equality and reciprocity of commercial rights
“ between nations; the abolition of private war upon the
“ ocean, and the enlargement of the privileges of neutral
“ commerce. The rule of public law, that the property of
“ an enemy is liable to capture in the vessel of a friend, is
“ now declared, on the part of our Government, to have no
“ foundation in natural right, and that the usage rests
“ entirely on force. Though the high seas are a general
“jurisdiction, common to all, yet each nation has a special
“jurisdiction over its own vessels; and all the maritime na“ tions of modern Europe have, at times, acceded to the prin“ ciple, that the property of an enemy should be protected
“in the vessel of a friend. No neutral nation, it is said, is
“ bound to submit to the usage ; and the Neutral may have
“ yielded at one time to the usage, without sacrificing the
“ right to vindicate by force the security of the neutral flag
“ at another. The neutral right to cover enemy’s property

(r) Mr. Jefferson’s Letter to Mr. Genet, July 24, 1793.
Mr. Pickering’s Letter to Mr. Pinckney, January 16, 1797.
Letter of Messrs. Pinckney, Marshall, and Gerry to the French
Government, January 27, 1798.
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“is conceded to be subject to this qualification—that a bel
ligerent nation may justly refuse to Neutrals the benefit
“ of this principle* unless it be conceded also by the enemy
“ of the Belligerent to the same Neutral flag (s).
“ But whatever may be the utility or reasonableness of the
“ neutral claim under such a qualification* I should appre“ hend the belligerent right to be no longer an open question ;
“ and that the authority and usage on which that right rests
“ in Europe, and the long, explicit* and authoritative admis
sion of it by this country, have concluded us from making
“ it a subject of controversy; and that we are bound, in
“ truth and justice, to submit to its regular exercise in every
“ case* and with every belligerent Power who does not freely
“ renounce it ” (t).* 1 11
(s) A Letter of Mr. Adams, Secretary of State, to Mr. Anderson, 27th
May, 1823.
President’s Message to the Senate, of 26th December, 1825, and to the
House of Representatives, March 15, 1826.
(t) Kent’s Comm. vol. i. pp. 124, 126, 130.
The best authorities upon the history of the origin and growth of
the two propositions, that free ships make free goods, and enemy’s
ships enemy’s goods, and of the armed Neutralities of 1780 and 1800,
are to be found in the following authorities :—
1. Ward’s Treatise on the Relative Rights and Duties of Belligerent
and Neutral Powers. London, 1801. A work of great research, and
to which, for information on this subject, I am much indebted.
2. Manning’s Law of Nations, ch. 8.
3. Wheaton’s History.
4. Wheaton’s Elements.
5. Annual Register, 1780.
6. State Papers, p. 345, &c. vol. xliii. (1801.)
7. Letters of Sulpicius (Lord Grenville) to the Editor of the Porcupine.
8. Dr. Croke’s Answer to Professor Schlegel.
9. Diaries and Correspondence of James Harris, First Earl of Malmes
bury. London, 1844.
10. Memorials and Correspondence of Charles James Fox, edited by
Lord, John Russell. London, 1853.
11. Die Politik der Seemdchte und der Fortschritt des Volkerrechts,
August 11, 1855 (Hamburg), by Professor Wiirm.
12. Memoire sur la Neutralite, armee maritime, par M. le Comte de
Goertz, Ministre d’Etat de S. M. Prussienne, et son Ministre a la
Difete de l’Empire. Paris, 1805.
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CLXXIII. We must now pass from the examination of
the opinions of jurists and statesmen to a consideration of the
Conventional or Positive Law of Nations; and this subject
admits of the following divisions :—
1. The Treaties from 1642 to the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713.
2. From 1713 to 1780.
3. The first armed Neutrality in 1780.
4. The Treaties from 1780 to 1800.
5. The second armed Neutrality in 1800.
6. The Treaties from 1800 to 1854.
7. The war against Russia in 1854.
CLXXIV. We start in 1642, as Mr. Ward remarks («),
with the fact, that for 400 years no one Treaty (x) between
Christian Powers had been made in derogation of the doc
trine of the Consolato del Mare, while many Treaties had
been made in confirmation of it; and the doctrine had been
even extended by the ordinances of particular nations to a*
degree of unjust severity. In 1642, therefore, the law of
the Consolato was the acknowledged International Law of
Europe,
CLXXV. The Treaty which, if its language alone
were considered, might be deemed the first which introduced
between Christian Powers the principles of free ships free13 14 15 16 17

13. Kent's Commentaries, vol. i. Lecture vi.
14. Secret History of the Armed\ Neutrality, 1792. A translation of
a former inaccurate edition of Goertz’ work.
15. A Collection of Public Acts and Papers relating to the Principles
of Armed Neutrality, brought forward in the years 1780-1781. London,
1801. (Hatchard.)
16. Dohm, Matmialen fur die Statist ik, Band iv.
17. Henning, Sammlung der Staatsschriften, Band xi,
(n)

Pp. 126-7.

See Manning, pp. 244-8, for the Conventions preceding 1642.
(x) A Treaty between France and the Porte, in 1604, stipulated
that French property found on board the ships of the enemies of the
Porte should be restored to the owner ; and that goods belonging to
the enemies of the Porte, laden on French vessels, should not be
liable to seizure.—Dumont, vol. ii. p. 40.
VOL. III.

Y
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goods, is the Treaty cf Paris between France and Holland
in 1646.
But eight years afterwards, when the interpretation of it
was disputed, De Witt found, to his amazement, that the
French construed this Treaty as containing only a relaxation
of the severe French Ordonnance of 1584 (to which indeed
the Treaty referred), and as only restoring things to the con
dition in which they were before the Ordonnance, viz., that
enemies goods found on board a neutral ship should not
entail the confiscation of the ship and of the remainder of the
cargo (y).
_
The language of the third article of a Treaty between
France and the Hanse Towns in 1655 is identical with the
language in the Treaty just named. It must therefore receive
a similar construction.
De Witt’s own opinion as to the rights of Neutrals is
clearly shown in the Placaart published by Holland, 1652, in
the then approaching war against England. Not only are
Dutch subjects forbidden to carry neutral property to enemies
ports, but neutral vessels found near the coasts of England,
or of her Colonies, though on their way to a neutral port,
are to be condemned by the Dutch Prize Court if laden “ en
“ partie ou entierement de quelque munition de guerre
“ ou de bouche ” (z).
The Treaty of Upsal, between Cromwell and Christina
(11th of April, 1654), was remarkable, among other reasons,
for having been negotiated under the auspices of Oxenstiern
and Whitelock. It recognised the rights of commerce and of
neutral independence to the fullest extent; but it contained
this clause:—fC Lest such free navigation should be prejudicial
“ to the confederate that is at war, and lest hostile goods and
“ wares should be concealed under the disguise of friendship,

('*/) Ward, 130.
(z) Vide pod as to the contraband character of Provisions, Ward,
133.
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“ and for removing all suspicion and fraud, passports and
u certificates shall be provided ” (a).
CLXXVI. A variety of Treaties between commercial
nations, and especially between England and the Northern
Powers, occupy the next eight or nine years, all containing
general stipulations about the freedom of commerce, none
containing the maxim of free ships, free goods (b).
One of these Treaties was contracted between England
and Holland in 1662 (c) ; and the absence of any assertion
of the maxim is remarkable, for it appears that in De
cember, 1654, the Dutch had made an earnest attempt to
procure its assertion from Cromwell (d\ offering, in order to
obtain it, to yield a right of Neutrality, which, according to
the best authorities, is founded on the Law of Nature; viz.,
the right that the goods of friends taken on board the ships
of enemies should be restored. Cromwell refused the offer,
and the Treaty of England and Holland in 1654 (e) was
made upon the old rule, though each of the contracting
parties had stipulated for the new principle in their Treaties
with other Powers.
It was with an offer to concede this ancient acknow
ledged neutral right, that the Dutch proceeded to negotiate
for the introduction of the new principle with Spain in 1650,
Portugal in 1661, France in 1662(f).
CLXXVII. It was in 1650 (g) that the maxim of the flag
(a) Chalmers’s Treaties, vol. i. pp. 25-26.
Ward, 134.
(b) The Treaties between (1) Cromwell and the Dutch, 1654 ; (2)
Cromwell and France, 1655 ; (3) Denmark and Sweden, 1658 ; and (4)
another, 1660 ; (5) Sweden and Moscow, 1661 ; (6) England and Prus
sia, 1661 ; (7) England and Denmark, 1661 ; and (8) England and
Holland, 1662.
Vide post.
(c) Ward, 135.
(id) 3 Thurloe, xxxiii.
(e) Dumont, viii. 11-74.
(/) Ward, 135.
(g) It is to the Dutch that must be ascribed, not only the intro
duction of the principle “that free ships shall make free goods,” in
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covering the cargo became for the first time the subject of
the provisions of a Treaty between Christian Powers.
the first Treaty in which this was recognised between two Christian
Powers, but their steadfastness of purpose in negotiating for this
privilege was the occasion of its ever having been at all generally
stipulated in Treaties between European Powers. The carrying trade,
one great source of their commercial wealth and maritime importance,
evidently had its security incalculably augmented, and its value proportionably heightened, by an arrangement which allowed the Dutch,
when neutral, to carry on the commerce of all States at war, at a time
when war was the rule, and peace the exception, among the States of
Europe. De Witt made the attainment of this privilege the constant
aim of his negotiations in France and England. But he never thought
of claiming this principle as a right; his whole aim was to obtain it as
a privilege ; and his negotiators endeavoured to procure this stipula
tion, by offering in return, invariably, that the goods of Neutrals
found on board the ships of enemies should be lawful prize to the
captors.”—Manning's Law of Nations, pp. 250-1.
Treaties in which it is stipulated that Free Ships make Free Goods,
from 1650 to 1713, inclusive :—
(1.) Spain and Holland (arts, xiii.-xiv.), 1650.
(2.) England and Portugal (first English Treaty), 1654—Dumont, vi.
11-84.
(3.) France and Spain (Treaty of the Pyrenees), art. xix. 1659.—
Schmauss, i. 690. Renewed at Aix-la-Chapelle, 1668.
(4.) Holland becomes a party to this Treaty in 1661.—Dumont, vi.
11. 346.
(5.) Denmark and France, 1662.
(6.) France and Holland, 1662 (art. xxv.).
(7.) England and Spain, 1667.
(8.) Sweden and Holland, 1667.
(9.) England and Holland, 1667 (at Breda). Renewed 16G8.—Du
mont, vii. 1. 49.
(10.) England and Holland, 1674 (art. viii.).—Schmauss, i. 979.
(11.) Sweden and Holland, 1675.—Dumont, vii. 1. 317.
(12.) France and England, 1677 (art. viii.)—Dumont, vii. 1. 329.
(13.) France and Holland, 1678 (art. xxii.), Treaty of Nimeguen.—
Dumont, vii. 1. 359.
(14.) Sweden and Holland, 1679.—Dumont, vii. 1. 440.
(15.) Treaties between England and Holland in 1689.—Dumont, vii.
11. 236.
(16.) France and Holland, 1697 (art. xvii..), at Ryswick.—Dumont,
vii. 11. 389.
(17.) Treaties of Utrecht, 1713-1711.
Dumont, viii. 1. 348-349. 379-380. 409.
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By the 13th and 14th articles of a Treaty concluded in
that year between Holland and Spain, it is provided that the
goods of the Enemy on board the Neutral shall be free, but
it is at the same time provided that the goods of the Neutral
found on board the Enemy shall be confiscated (A). The two
rights are thus set one against the other. The Dutch ob
tained the same terms from Portugal (*) in 1661, and from
France in 1662. Mr. Ward shows how clearly and pre
cisely the right of the Belligerent is set against the right of
the Neutral by citing the 24th Article of the Treaty of the
6th of August, 1661 :—“ Bona quaslibet ac merces, sive ad
“ dictos regem ordinesque spectabunt sive ad utrumvis po“ pulum, si navibus alterutri parti inimicis hostibusque cre“ ditse ac in iis deprehensae fuerint, non minus quam naves
“ ipsae in prsedam cedant, ac fisco occupantium addicantur :
“ merces vero ac res quaecunque ad partis utriuslibet hostem
“ pertinentes, regis ordinumque jam dictorum aut utrius“ cunque populi navibus impositae, in eas fisco nil juris esto,
“ adeoque nec detineantur, nec possessoribus interver“ tantur.”
This article is almost literally translated in the thirty-fifth
article of the Treaty with France in April, 1662; and here we
find the first introduction (It) of the maxim, “ Free ships,
“ free goods.”
CLXXVXII. Between the date of the last Treaty in
1662 and the year 1715, there appear to be eleven (/)
Treaties contracted by seven States, in which the same or
similar terms were employed (m); and during the whole
period from 1642 to the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713 (n\ there* (l)
(h) Manning, 243.
Dumont, vi. J. 571.
(i) Vide ante, p. 323.
(k) Full twenty years (Mr. Ward observes) after the commencement
assigned to it by Schlegel and Busch. — Ward, 136.

(l) Twelve, therefore, inclusive of the Treaty of 1662.
(m) Ward, 140.
(n) England and France (art. xvii.). Treaty of Utrecht, 1713.—
‘ ‘ And as it is now stipulated, concerning ships and goods, that free
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appear to be about seventeen Treaties in which this stipu
lation is inserted.
CLXXIX, It was in 1654 that England made a Treaty
with Portugal, in which, for the first time, England agreed
that the flag should carry the cargo ; but in the same Treaty
it was stipulated that the goods of either party should be
lawful prize if found on board the enemies of the other (o).
CLXXX. There are some very important observations
which apply generally to all the Treaties, in which, during
this period, the new rule was introduced.
1st. In these Treaties, the maxim is acknowledged on par
ticular occasions between particular States, not unfrequently
inserted by a State in one Treaty, and omitted by it in another,
made almost contemporaneously with different States (/?).
2ndly, The maxim is never propounded or acknowledged

ships shall also give a freedom to goods, and that everything shall be
deemed to be free and exempt which shall be found on board the ships
belonging to the subjects of either of the confederates, although the
whole lading, or any part thereof, should appertain to the enemies of
either of their Majesties, contraband goods being always excepted, on
the discovery whereof matters shall be managed according to the
sense of the subsequent articles ; it is also agreed, in like manner,
that the same liberty be extended to persons who are on board a free
ship, with this effect, that although they be enemies to both, or to
either party, they are not to be taken out of that free ship, unless
they are soldiers, and in actual service of the enemies.”—Chalmers'
Collect, of Treaties, vol. i. p. 402,
(o) Dumont, vi. 11. 84.
The new maxim continued to be the subject of stipulations between
England and Portugal till 1842, when it was abandoned, and the old
principle restored.
(p) E.g., England and Portugal, in 1654, inserted, and for the
first time ; England and Holland, same year, omitted; and the Treaty

of England and Sweden the next year, 1665, contains express pro
visions negativing the maxim. “ Indeed,” Mr. Manning truly says,
‘ ‘ in pursuing this investigation chronologically, nothing can be more
obvious than that nothing like a general principle was established by
the Treaties of the seventeenth century.”—Law of Nations, p. 250.
Thus, again, Holland and France, 1662 (art. xx.), maxim intro
duced ; Holland and England same year, not mentioned.
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as one of International law, as one of universal obligation,
and therefore binding upon the community of States.
3rdly. The maxim is during this period universally found
in connection with the converse maxim that “ enemies ships
“ make enemies goods ” (q).
4thly. The internal and municipal regulations of one of the
principal maritime countries, viz. France (r), are directly at
variance with the recognition of this maxim; such regulations
being promulgated as universally applicable after Treaties
recognising the maxim in question had been entered into by
France with 'particular States.
Thus, while by her Treaties of 1655 with England and the
Hanse Towns, with Spain in 1659, with England in 1677,
France stipulated for the maxim that “ the neutral flag covers
“ the cargo ” (que le navire libre rend libre la cargaisonf in the
month of August, 1681, France put forth her justly famous
“ Ordonnance de la Marine,” in which not only is the opposite
doctrine precisely and firmly established, but the harsher prin~
ciple that the enemy’s property found on board the neutral
ship entails the condemnation,both of the ship and the neutral
or friendly cargo. An arrU du conseil of the 26th October,
1692, orders this ordonnance to be rigorously executed. In
1704, a reglernent du roi carried the principle yet farther,
(q) The two propositions have,, however, been judicially held to be
distinct, and independent of each other. The Cygnet, 2 Dodson's A dm.
Rep. p. 299. The Nereide, 9 Crunch's (Amer.) Rep. p.. 388, con
firming the opinions of Lord Liverpool, Discourse on Neutral Nations,
p. 20, and Mr. Ward, pp. 145-6.
(r) I had occasion to observe,, in a former note, that M. de Hautefeuille is strongly prejudiced against England. It is fair to say, that
in his endeavour to establish that free ships free goods is a primitive law
of nations,, he does not spare France : “ La France, je le dis avec
peine, mais je dois le dire, a d£pass4 toutes les autres nations dans
cette voie. Protectrice ardente et 4clairee des droits des peuples dans
les arts diplomatiques, elle maintient et promulgue des lois interieur^
qui aneantissent ces droits dans leurs parties les plus essentielles, et
emploie la force brutale pour faire aux peuples neutres et independants
l’application de ces lois iniques et etrangeres.”—Des Droits et des
Devoirs des Nations Neutres, t. iii. p. 261.
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And, lastly, in 1744, a new reglernent re-enacted arid
reinforced all the severities of the French law upon this
subject.
CLXXXI. It has been said that the very diversity of
the stipulation into which the same countries have entered
upon this same subject, demonstrates the character of the sti
pulation, viz., that of a particular compact binding particular
parties, not that of a general rule obligatory upon all. But
there is also strong negative proof upon this point, and that
of two kinds:
First, the proof derived from commercial Treaties contain
ing different or contrary conditions, which appear to be,
during the period from 1642 to 1715, seven in number (.<?).
Secondly, the proof derived from commercial Treaties which
are altogether silent as to the maxim, though their object and
character would require its enunciation if it were to be relied
upon. These appear to be, speaking of the same interval,
between thirty and forty in number (t).
(s) Ward, 127.
France and Gourland, 1643.

Duke of G. prohibited from carrying
any merchandise to enemies of France. Otherwise perfect freedom of
commerce.
Placaart, by De Witt, in war against England (1632).
Treaty of Upsal between England and Sweden, 11th April, 1654.
Dumont, t. vi. pt. ii. p. 80.
“ Lest such free navigation,” says the article, “ should be prejudicial
to the confederate that is at war, and lent hostile goods and wares should
be concealed under the disguise offriendship, and for removing all sus
picion and fraud, passports and certificates shall be provided.”—
Chalmers9 Treaties, vol. i. pp. 25, 26.
Confirmed by Treaties of 1656 between Gromwell and Gustavus.—
Dumont, ib. p. 125.
Treaty of 1661.
Denmark and France, November, 1645.
France and Holland, 1646 (as explained by Ward, 128-132).
England and Denmark, 1670 (art. xx.).
(t) Mr. Ward enumerates :—
Denmark and Holland, 1645.
Denmark and Sweden, 1658.
The same, 1660.
Spain and Hansc Towns, 1647.
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CLXXXII. The interval between the Treaty of Utrecht
and the first Armed Neutrality (u), (1713-1780), does not
show any material change in the progress or decline of the
new maxim.
It appears to have been sometimes the subject of stipula
tion, but more frequently passed over silently in the com
mercial Treaties of this period. And this estimate proceeds
Cromwell and Holland, 1654,
Cromwell and Spain, 1655.
Siveden and Moscow, 1661.
England and Prussia, 1661.
England and Sweden, 1661.
England and Denmark, 1661.
England and Holland, 1662.
a
Sweden and France in 1661, 1662, 1663.
Denmark and Holland, 1666.
England and Denmark (at Breda), 1669.
England and Spain (at Breda), 1666 and 1670.
England and Savoy, 1668.
England and Siveden, 1666.
The same, 1674.
France and Sweden, 1672.
Sweden and Holland (at Nimeguen).
Spain and Holland (at Brussels, before Nimeguen).
E'ngland and the Porte, 1675.
England, Sweden, and Holland, 1700.
Holland and Denmark, 1701.
Dutch Treaties with Barbary States:—Tripoli, 1703. Tunis, 1708,
Portugal and Spain, 1701.
England and Portugal, 1703.
England and Dantzic, 1706. Between the same parties, at Utrecht,
1713.

Algiers, 1712.
Utrecht in 1713, and in the second Treaty of Utrecht, 1714, between
England and Spain.
The new Treaties between 1715 and 1780, containing the maxim “ Free
ships make free goods ” :—
Russia and Holland, 1715 (arts, v.-ix.).—Dumont, t. viii. pp. 470-1.
Spain and Austria (Treaty of Vienna, 1725), (arts, viii.-x.)—Dumont,
t. viii. p. 479.
Prussia and Sweden, 1762.—De Martens, Rec. t. i. p. 39.
France and Holland, 1778 (arts, xiv.-xxiii.)—De Martens, t. ii.

pp. 594-597.
(u) Ward, 148.
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upon the basis, that all Treaties, though containing no new
reference to the particular maxim, but being confirmatory
•of former Treaties in which it has been mentioned, are to
be counted as new Treaties upon the subject.
Mr. Ward, after a careful and elaborate analysis, reckons
the number of the Treaties in which the observance of the
principle is stipulated for, to amount to twenty; that is,
however, by including all the Treaties which confirm (x) the
Treaties of Utrecht, and also by reckoning each contract
between any two parties at a general Treaty as a separate
Treaty of itself (y) ; and he computes the number in which
no notice of the principle is taken to be not less than
thirty-four.
And then he proceeds to state this summary of the whole
numerical argument—that is to say, the argument derivable
from the number of Treaties which have contained the stipu
lation that “ free ships make free goods,'’ in the long interval
between 1642 and 1780 (2):—“And thus,” he says, “accord“ ing to this enumeration, not less than thirty-four Treaties
“ passed between the various maritime States, from the year
“ 1715 to 1780, which take no notice of the principle before
•“ us ; and these, in addition to thirty-one which were formed
“between 1642 and 1715, the epoch whence Schlegel, on
“the authority of Busch (a), commences the series of con“ trary conventions, make in all no less than sixty-five*
“ Seven are to be added, which, as we see, were actually
adverse. And the maxim is, therefore, either positively
“ denied, or totally unnoticed, by as many as seventy-two.
“ Granting, then, what is not improbable (calculating upon
“ the ground which has here been pursued), that there are
“ thirty-five Treaties favourable to the principle, what is to
(as) E. g. Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, 1748. Treaty of Paris, 1763.
(y) Ward, 150.
(z) I do not pledge myself to an exact agreement as to the numbers ;
but the inaccuracy, if any, is so slight as to be immaterial, and to
leave the argument from the relative numbers unaffected.
(a) Vide ante, p. 325, note (Je), as to the value of such authority.
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u become of the proof that it forms so considerable a majority
“ as, of necessity, to make the rule for all countries not
“ bound ? The power of thus binding them, our principles
“ have wholly denied, into whatever proportion, on the one
“ side or the other, the Treaties may be divided. But it
“ seems not a little extraordinary, that so new a paradox
“ should be started as law with such fragile foundations,
“ even as to the fact ” (b).
CLXXXIII. There are two Treaties contracted during
this period, the provisions of which require especial
attention.
First. The Treaty between France and Hamburg in
1769.
Secondly. The Treaty between Fi ance and Mecklenburg
in 1779.
The Treaty between France and Hamburg of 1769(c)
contains the following provisions:—“Art. XIV. Comme il
“ est necessaire que les bourgeois et habitans de la dite
“ ville sachent en quoi consiste la liberte de leur commerce
“ et navigation en temps de guerre, et qu’ils ayent une
“ connoissance parfaite des risques qu’ils courront en faisant
“Tin commerce illicite et defendu, il a ete arrete que la con“ fiscation aura lieu dans les cas suivans:
“ 1. Lorsque des effets, marchandises et denrees appar“ tenant aux bourgeois et habitans de la dite ville se trou“ veront charges dans un navire ennemi, quand meme ils ne
“ seroient pas de contrebande.
“ 2. Lorsque des effets et marchandises de contrebande,
“ ei-apres designes, se trouveront charges dans un navire de
“ la dite ville, et que leur destination sera d’etre portes aux
“ pays et places des ennemis de la couronne.
“ 3, Lorsque des effets, marchandises et denrees, appar“ tenant aux ennemis du Roi, et servant a l’equipement,6

(6) Ward, p. 152.
(c) Treaty between France and Hamburg, 1769.—De Martens, Bee. deTr. t. i. p. 634.
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“ approvisionnement ou sustentation de leurs troupes ou de
“ leurs auxiliaires, se trouveront charges dans un navire de
“ la dite ville. Pour ce qui regarde le navire meme et le
“ reste du chargement, la decision se trouve a l5 Article
“ XVII. du present Traite.”
Art. XVII. The next article, it will be seen, contains a
mitigation of the peculiar severity of the French law:—
“ Les marchandises de contrebande et les denrees de la
u qualite specifiee par les articles precedens, et dans les cas
“ y expliques, ainsi que tous les effets, denrees et marchan“ dises generalement quelconques, appartenant aux en“ nemis du Poi, qui se trouveront sur les navires de la dite
“ ville, seront confisquees; mais le navire, ni le reste du
“ chargement, ne seront pas sujets a confiscation.55
CLXXXIV. The Treaty between France and Mecklen
burg-Schwerin, of September, 1799 (//), contains the follow
ing provisions :—“ Art. XI. S’il survenoit une guerre entre
“ le Poi et quelques Puissances autres que l’Empereur et
“ l’Empire d’Allemagne, ce qu’a Dieu ne plaise, les vaisseaux de Sa Maj. et ceux de ses sujets, armes en guerre
“ ou autrement, ne pourront empecher, arreter, ni retenir les
“ navires de Mecklenbourg sous quelque pretexte que ce
“ soit, quand meme ils iroient dans les villes, ports, havres
“ et autres lieux dependans des Puissances ennemies de Sa
u Maj., si ce n’est dans les cas ci-aprcs expliques. Et pour
“ prevenir, autant qu’il sera possible, tout commerce illicite
“ en temps de guerre, le Serenissime Due s’engage, dans le
“ cas d5une rupture entre la France et quelque Puissance
“ autre que l’Empereur et l’Empire d’Allemagne, de ne pas
“ permettre, sous quelque pretexte que ce soit, que les
‘ sujets de S. A. Serenissime fournissent aux ennemis du
“ Poi aucunes armes, munitions de guerre, ni marchandises
“ de contrebande ci-apres designees.55
(cl) Treaty of Commerce between France and Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
dated 18th September, 1779.—Dc Martens, llcc. de Tr. t. ii. p. 709.
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“ Art. XII. Comrae il est necessaire que les sujets du
“ Serenissime Due de Mecklenbourg sachent en quoi con“ siste la liberte de leur commerce et navigation en temps
cc de guerre, et qu’ils ayent une connoissance parfaite des
“ risques qu’ils courront en faisant commerce illicite et de“ fendu, il a ete arrete que la confiscation aura lieu dans les
“ cas suivans, savoir : —
u 1. Lorsque des effets, marchandises et denrees appar“ tenant aux dits sujets Mecklenbourgeois se trouveront
“ charges dans un navire ennemi, quand meme ils ne seroient
“ pas de contrebande.
“ 2. Lorsque les effets et marchandises de contrebande,
“ ci-apres designes, se trouveront charges dans un navire du
“ dit Duche, et que leur destination sera d’etre portes aux
“ pays et places des ennemis de la couronne.
a 3. Lorsque des effets, marchandises et denrees apparte“ uant aux ennemis du Roi, et servant a l’equipement, ap“ provisionnement ou sustentation de leurs troupes ou de
“ leurs auxiliaires, se trouveront charges dans un navire
“ Mecklenbourgeois. Pour ce qui regarde le navire meme
“ et le reste du chargement, la decision se trouve a l’Art.
“ XV. du present Traite.

“ Art. XXI. Les vaisseaux Mecklenbourgeois sur lesquels il se trouvera des marchandises appartenant aux
ennemis de S. M., ne pourront etre retenus, amenes, ni
“ confisques, non plus que le reste de leur cargaison; mais
“ seulement les marchandises et denrees de la qualite de celles
“specifiees par l’Art. XIV. et l’Art. XY., appartenant
“ aux ennemis de la France, seront confisquees, de meme
que les marchandises de contrebande. S. M. derogeant a
“ cet egard a tous usages et ordonnances a ce contraires,
“ meme a celles des annees 1536, 1584 et 1681, qui portent
“ que la robe ennemie confisque la marchandise et le vaisu seau ami. Bien entendu que si la partie du chargement
“qui se trouvera sujette a confiscation etoit si considerable,
“ qu’ellc nepiit etre chargee sur le navire Francois, il sera
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“ permis en ce cas au capitaine clu vaisseau Francis de con“duire le navire Mecklenbourgeois dans le plus proche
“port de France, pour etre les denrees et marchandises
“ sujettes a confiscation dec-hargees sans retardement, apres
“ quoi le navire de Mecklenbourg, avec le reste de sa car“ gaison, sera relache et mis en pleine liberte.”
CLXXXY. Whatever, therefore, may be the correct
opinion upon the abstract question, the historical facts
which have been set forth render it impossible to deny,
as far as we have hitherto gone, first, that the maxim
“ free ships make free goods ” was never part of general
International Law; and, secondly, that, of all nations,
France had, in her general policy, enforced the opposite
doctrine with the greatest severity, and had even added
to it the supposed converse proposition that “ enemies
“ ships make enemies goods.’1 This severity appears to
have been confined to France and Spain (Y).
The practice of the International tribunals, the Prize
Courts, of England, has invariably maintained a doctrine
opposed to the severities of the French and Spanish law,
and therefore, when in 1640 France attempted to justify
her confiscation of English neutral vessels by alleging a
similar practice on the part of England, it wras replied by the
best civilian of the age, Sir Henry Martin, “ that which is
“ alleged by the French to be practised in our Courts of
“ Admiralty, is absolutely denied; and neither the law nor
“ the practice hath ever been here to confiscate the goods of
“ friends for having enemies goods among them : we are so
“ far from doing any such act of injustice, that, when in time
“ of war we have met with any such prizes, the freight hath
“ always been paid by the taker for those enemies goods
“ that he took, and those that belonged to friends were duly
“ restored to them ” (/).
On the 16th of August, 1689, a Treaty between England
(c) Valin, Ord. de la Marine, 1. iii. t. ix. art. vii.
(f) Dot'd Liverpool's Discourse, p. 24. Vide ante, pp. 302, 303, account
of this work.
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and Holland contained stipulations introducing the French
law on this subject in the war against France ; here, as in
the later war against French aggression, we find the evil and
unjustifiable principle of meeting by retaliation the violations
of International Law committed by the enemy, a principle
which, however just towards him, is certainly unjust towards
the Neutral. The morality of the State and the individual
is the same in this as in other respects : the injured party,
whether it be a State or an individual, must not find relief
from the act of the wrongdoer at the expense of a third and
innocent party (^).
CLXXXVI. The year 1780 opens a new chapter in the;
history of the intercourse of nations,—
‘‘ Longa est injuria, longge
4‘Ambages, sed summa sequar fastigia rerum” (h).

In 1780, an accident brought into the field an unexpected
and remarkable champion of the new doctrine—a then semibarbarous Power of gigantic dimensions, touching at one
extremity the farthest bounds of civilisation, but gradually
developing at the other extremity forces and resources in
the European hemisphere which made her opinion weigh
heavily in the scale into which it was thrown. The vast
Empire of Russia was governed at this time by Catherine
II. Under her auspices arose the first of the associations
known in history by the name of the two Armed Neutralities.
It is rather the province of the historian than of the Jurist
to trace the origin and lay bare the causes of this event.
But it must be observed that the memoir of Count
Goertz (z), the diary of Lord Malmesbury, the records of De
Flassan (k) and of Yon Dohm (Z), establish, beyond the
possibility of a reasonable doubt, three things respecting* (l)
(g) Vide ante, vol. L pt. i. ch. iv.
(h) JEn. i. 341-2.
(i) Memoire sur la Neutralite armee, p. 104.
(k) Hist. Gen. et JRaisonnee de la Dipl. Frangaise, t. vii. p. 2GG.
(l) Denkwiirdigkeiten meiner Zeit, Band ii. 100.
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it. First, that it was the result of a cabinet intrigue
(which meant nothing less than the welfare of nations),
availing itself of an accident (m). Secondly, that origi
nally the Empress had fully adopted and meant to carry
into effect the principles of International Law contended
for by England. Thirdly, that to the last she never
clearly understood what she had done, or why she had given
offence to Great Britain (n). Count Panin was Chancellor
of the Empire; Prince Potemkin the reigning favourite
of the Empress. England, in her war with her colonies,
France, and Spain, sought aid in an alliance with Russia.
Potemkin favoured, Panin opposed it. The seizure of
two Russian ships by Spain at this time incensed the
Empress: Potemkin availed himself of her wrath to in
duce her to order the equipment of a fleet, destined to
co-operate with England against Spain, if redress were
denied. Panin discovered both that the fleet was ordered,
and its destination. He saw in these facts, however, the
opportunity of crushing his rival, and he seized it with great
adroitness. He applauded the determination of the Empress,
but artfully suggested that an occasion now presented itself
to her of appearing in the magnificent character of the law(m) “ L’Imperatrice Marie-Therese, s’extasiant sur le rare bonheur
de Catherine, tint au Baron de Breteuil un discours qui confirme ce que
rapporte le Baron de Goertz. ‘ Il n’y a pas/ lui dit-elle, a l’occasion de
la neutralite armee, ‘ il n’y a pas jusqu’a ses vuesles plus mal combines,
qui ne tournent h son profit et a sa gloire ; car vous savez sans doute
que la declaration qu’elle vient de faire pour sa neutralite maritime,
avait d’abord 6te arretee dans les termes les plus favorables a l’Angleterre. Cet ouvrage avait ete fait par la seule influence de M. le Prince
Potemkin, et a l’insu de M. le Comte de Panin ; et cette declaration,
inspiree par l’Angleterre, etait au moment de paraitre, lorsque M. de
Panin, qui en a ete instruit, a trouve moyen de la faire entierement
changer, et de la tourner absolument en votre favour.’ ”—De Flcissan,
t. vii. p. 272, note (1).
(71) Professor Wurm (the author of many tracts on maritime law) tells
us that Catherine said to Lord Malmesbury (18th December, 1783),
‘ ‘ Mais quel mal vous fait cette neutralite armee, ou plutot, nullite
a *mee ? ”—Die Politik der Scemachfe, p. 314. (Hamburg, 1855.)
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giver of the seas, and the protectress of Neutrals, and at
the same time of avenging the injury to herself. The flat
tery was so specious and so well applied, that the Empress
placed herself in the hands of her wily and successful cour
tier. Panin drew up a manifesto of neutral rights, and the
Empress communicated it to France, Spain, and England.
Seldom has a more important event grown from a more
despicable origin. It is not, perhaps, with any unnatural
reluctance, that we hear in these days that Europe acquired
for the first time, towards the end of the last century, an
acquaintance with the true doctrines of International Justice
from a quarrel between the unprincipled courtiers of a vain
profligate woman, whom the inscrutable decrees of Provi
dence had permitted to be the absolute sovereign of a halfcivilised empire.
CLXXXVTI. The propositions of the new Russian In
ternational Code were as follows (o) :—
1. That neutral ships might freely trade from port to
port, and upon the coasts of nations at war.
2. That the property of the subjects of belligerent Powers
should be free on board neutral ships, excepting goods that
were contraband.
3. That with regard to contraband goods, the Empress
bound herself by what was contained in the Arts. X. and
XI. (p) of her Treaty with Great Britain, extending these
obligations to all belligerent Powers.
4. That to determine what characterizes a blockaded
port, this term shall be confined to places where there is an
evident danger in entering, from the arrangements of the
(o) De Martens, Rec. iii. p. 158. Actes relatifs a la Neutralite
armee.
(p) “ L’Article XI du Traite de 1766 designe les seuls objets suivans
comme etant de contrebande : ‘ Les canons, mortiers, armes k feu,
pistolets, bombes, grenades, boulets, balles, fusils, pierres a feu, meches,
poudre, salpetre, soufre, cuirasses, piques, epees, ceinturons, pochesh,
cartouches, selles et brides, au-dela de ce qui est necessaire pour la
provision du vaisseau.’ ”—De Flassan, vii. p. 273 (note 1).
YOL. III.

Z
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Power which is attacking, with vessels stationary and suffi
ciently close.
5. That these principles shall serve for a rule in the pro
ceedings and judgments on the legality of prizes.
CLXXXVIII. France, Spain, Holland, Denmark,
Sweden, the two latter in direct violation of the faith of
Treaties, gave in their adherence to Russia. At a later
period, Prussia and the Emperor of Germany joined the
league. Still later, Portugal and the Two Sicilies acceded
to the Russian confederacy.
CLXXXIX. As to France, we have seen what were the
provisions of her Treaty seven months before she joined the
Russian League.
As to Spain, in the year 1780, one month before her acces
sion, she had issued the severest ordinances against Neutrals,
ordering the seizure of vessels which carried enemies goods
or provisions (y).
To Denmark and Sweden, Great Britain replied by a vain
appeal to the faith of Treaties. Yet how did the matter
stand between England and Denmark ? (r)
In 1670, a solemn Treaty of Commerce was concluded be
tween England and Denmark, the third article of which con
tained the definition of Contraband ; but in wffiich, however,
the words, “ other necessaries for the use of war/’ were
thought too indefinite. To remedy this, a Convention was
made to put the matter out of doubt, by an article to be sub
stituted in the place of the other ; by which Contraband was
declared to include the very subjects so often disputed,—
ship-timber, tar, pitch, rosin, sheet-copper, hemp, sails, and
cordage. This was signed on the 4th July, 1780. On the
8th was signed that declaration of the Armed Neutrality,
which had long been concerting between its original mem
bers, and. in which the King of Denmark declares that he
(iq) De Martens, iv. 268. Ward, 163.
(r) Ward, 155, whose concise and clear statement I have trans
planted into my text.
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understands nothing under contraband, except the articles
specified in the third Article of the Treaty of 1670.
CXC. To Russia, Great Britain made answer as to
the general law, that “ His Majesty hath acted towards
“ friendly and neutral Powers according to their own pro“ cedure respecting Great Britain, and conformably to the
“ clearest principles generally acknowledged as the Law of
“ Nations, being the only law between Powers where no
“ Treaties subsist, and agreeably to the tenor of his different
“ engagements with other Powers, whose engagements have
“ altered this primitive law, by mutual stipulations propor“ tioned to the will and convenience of the contracting par“ ties.” She added, “ that precise orders had been given
“ respecting the flag and commerce of Russia, according to
“ the Laws of Nations and the tenor of our Treaty of Com“ merce; that it was to be presumed that no irregularity
“ would happen, but that otherwise redress would be afforded
“ by our Courts of Admiralty, judging according to the Laws
“ of Nations, in so equitable a manner, that Her Imperial
“ Majesty shall be perfectly satisfied, and acknowledge a like
“ spirit of justice which she herself possesses ” (5).
CXCI. But the most remarkable fact connected with the
Armed Neutrality of 1780 remains to be stated, namely,
that every one of the Powers composing this hallowed league
for the maintenance of International Justice upon the prin
ciples of the Russian edict, departed from the obligation
which they had contracted as Neutrals as soon as they be
came Belligerents, and returned without shame or hesitation
to the practice of the ancient law.
In the meantime it must be borne in mind that, though
this Russian Convention professed to contain an exposition
of the principles of universal justice, it took care to provide
that its stipulations should be binding only during the present
war; it held out, indeed, the prospect of future arrangements
(s) Annual Reg. 1780, p. 115.
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in time of peace, and Sweden was particularly anxious to
propose a congress in which the question should be finally
settled. We shall see what course she pursued a few years
afterwards.
CXCII. The . dispute between Great Britain and the
B-ussian League was not arranged when the war was ended.
But the Treaty of Versailles, 1783, between Great Britain,
France, and Spain, confirmed the Treaty of Utrecht, and
therefore between these contracting Powers established the
principle of u free ships free goods.”
The Treaty between Prussia and the United States of
North America, 1785, stipulates that enemies goods shall
be free on board friends ships, but not that friends goods
shall be seizable on board enemies ships (t). France and
Holland renewed in 1785 the articles of the Treaty of
Utrecht (u\ which stipulated that free ships make free
goods, and enemies ships enemies goods. In the same year,
Austria and Russia (x) renewed the provisions of the Armed
Neutrality on this subject.
In the great Commercial Treaty of 26th September, 1786,
negotiated by Mr. Eden, under the auspices of Mr. Pitt, with
France, Great Britain engaged that “ free ships should make
u free goods, and enemies ships enemies goods ” (y).
In the debate which took place in Parliament upon the
preliminaries of this Treaty, it was objected that they
contained a recognition by Great Britain of the doctrines
of the Armed Neutrality. To this it was answered that
the provisions of this Treaty were only intended to apply
to a case, in itself improbable, that either of the contracting
parties should be engaged in a maritime war, whilst the
other should remain neutral, and that these provisions were

(t) De Martens, iv. 42.

('u) lb. 68.
(x) lb. 76.
(y) Arts. XX. XXIX.
Chalmers, vol. i. pp. 530-536.
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not intended to furnish a general rule to be observed to
wards other nations (Y).
This authoritative interpretation of the Treaty is remark
able and important, and appears to have been entirely over
looked by those (a) who have cited the Treaty as evidence
that Great Britain intended to introduce the general principle
of free ships free goods into the International Code of Mari
time Law.
CXCIII. The United States of North America, the new
Power which had firmly established itself before the Treaty
of Versailles was made in 1783, and which carried the doc
trines of International Law into a new hemisphere, incorpo
rated the two maxims, free ships free goods and enemies
ships enemies goods fmio her Treaties with Holland in 1782,
with Sweden in 1783, and with Prussia in 1785 (b).
CXCIV. The benevolent and philosophical Franklin in
troduced into this last-mentioned Treaty various stipulations,
having for their object to mitigate the necessary horrors of
war, abolishing privateering, protecting fishermen and un
fortified cities, and providing for the good treatment of
prisoners (c). The interval between the two armed Neu
tralities is still more remarkable for the appearance of two
celebrated works on the rights and duties of Neutrals by two
Italian jurists, Galiani and Lampredi. Galiani was, as he
tells us, ordered to write his book as fast as possible, to de
fend the conduct of the King of the Two Sicilies in adhering
to the Russian League. He published his work at Naples
in 1782 (d). In 1788, Lampredi published his work at
Florence (e). He expressed his conclusion, founded upon
(z) Parliamentary History of England, vol. xxvi. p. 563.—Speech of
Lord Lansdowne, prcesertim.
(a) Edinburgh Review for July, 1854, p. 214.
(b) Elliot's (American) Diplomatic Code, I. pp. 134-168, 334.
(c) Wneaton's Hist. p. 308.
Vide ante, p. 13, sec. iv.
(d) Dei Doveri dei Principi neutrali verso i Principi guerregianti, e
di questi verso i Principi neutrali. Napoli, 4to, 1782.
(e) Del Commercio dei Popoli neutrali in tempo di Guerra. Firenze.
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very learned premises, that there was no comparison between
the relative importance of the rights of the Belligerent and
of the Neutral, assuming them to be in collision upon the
question of enemies goods on board neutral ships. For
what, after all (he says), is the injury sustained by the
Neutral from the capture of his vessel laden with enemies
goods, if his vessel be restored, and he, as the Treaties and
usage of nations require, be paid his freight ? Merely the
delay and the possible loss of a return voyage. On the
other hand, if the right of the Belligerent be foregone, the
fatal consequence may ensue that the entire commerce of the
enemy may be carried on under the neutral flag, and thus
escape from capture, to the great injury of the Belligerent,
the main object of whose maritime warfare is to destroy the
commercial resources and revenues of his enemy, the sinews
of his naval power.
CXCV. It has been said (f) that all the members of
the Armed Neutrality abandoned, upon the very next op
portunity of their becoming Belligerents, the creed which
they had sought to enforce by arms when Neutrals. The
forward zeal of Sweden in favour of this creed has been
noticed. Let us now, having careful reference to dates,
look at the conduct of those States.
The Armed Neutrality was in 1780. The Peace of Ver
sailles was in 1783. The next war, in which Sweden was a
Belligerent, happened in 1788 : it was a war against Russia.
Her first act was absolutely to renounce the principle of
free ships free goods, which she had contended for so
furiously as a Neutral. “ It would be too gross an
“ affront” (Mr. Ward observes) “ to her justice to suppose
“ that she has two lines of conduct,—one as Neutral, the
“ other as Belligerent: we will therefore rather suppose
He had previously published Juris Publici Universalis, sive Juris
Naturae et Gentium, Theoremata. Liburni, vol. iii. 1776-8.
Mr. Wheaton considers him to be a much abler writer than Galiani.
Wheaton’s Hist. 310.
(/) Vide ante, p. 338.
.
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“ that she saw the errors into which the aspiring genius of
“ Russia, or her own impulses, heightened, perhaps, by the
“ incidental injuries inseparable from war, had betrayed her ;
“ and that she thought, as her Treaties bade her think, that
“ the principle before us could only be matter of conven“ tion ” (g).
Such was the conduct of Sweden, practically affirming that
this supposed right of the Neutral was inconsistent with the
clear right of the Belligerent. As to Denmark, we have
seen that in the year of the Armed Neutrality, 1780,
she signed a Treaty against the principle, free ships
make free goods, on the 4th of July, and in favour of it
on the 8th. By the Convention of 1794, Denmark and
Sweden renewed the renunciation of the maxim, free skips
makefree goods, which they had made in their Treaties, about
one hundred years before. These Treaties had never been
abrogated, and by this convention these States declared that
they claimed no advantages other than those which were
clearly founded upon their respective Treaties with the dif
ferent Powers at war. Denmark, moreover, especially con
firmed her ancient Treaty, referring, in her instructions, to
her merchants (A), to her Treaty of 1670 with England, in
which it was stipulated that there should be a certificate
amongst the ship’s papers to prove that the cargo belonged to
a neutral Power, and ordered her magistrates in 1793 to
deliver such necessary certificates.
.
But what did the author of the League (i) itself do ?
Why, on the 8 th of February, 1793, Russia herself declared
that her Treaty with France of 1786, in which the two prin
ciples which have been so much discussed were contained,
was no longer obligatory until the restoration of order in
France (k). She went much farther, however, and renewed
in the same year her Treaty with England of 1766, the
(g)
(h)
(i)
(k)

Ward, pp. 164-5.
Feb. 22, 1793.
Manning, p. 272.
De Martens, v. 382.
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stipulations of which were* that neutral commerce should he
carried on “ according to the principles and rules of the
“ Law of Nations generally recognised” (Z).
Nor did she even stop here, but on the same day entered
into another Treaty with Great Britain, by which the two
Powers engaged to prevent Neutrals “ from giving, on this
“ occasion of common concern to every civilised State, any
“ protection whatever, directly or indirectly, in consequence
“ of their Neutrality, to the commerce or property of the
“ French on the sea or in the ports of France ” (m).
In the very same year, Great Britain concluded Treaties
containing articles to the same effect, with Spain (n\ with
Russia (0), and with Austria (/?).
France, the most important member of the Russian
League, was not the last to throw overboard the doctrines
for the propagation of which it was established.
On the 9th of May, 1793 (y), a decree of the National
Convention declared that enemies goods on board neutral
vessels were good prize ; that the vessels were to be released
and freight paid by the captors. On the 21st of March,
1797, tbe Executive Directory issued a similar decree (r).
CXCYI. So much for the fruits of the first Armed Neu
trality. The soundness of the principle, and the faith of
the engagements, were wafted, with the first breath of war,
to those winds which bore the fleets and privateers of the
Neutral League, now become Belligerent, to execute not
the new but the ancient maritime International Law.
“ Atque idem venti vela fidemque ferunt ” (s).(l)

(l) De Martens, 432.
(m) lb. v. 440.
(n) lb. 477.
(0) 16. 485.
(p) lb. 489.
(q) 16. 382.
(r) 16. 393.
(s) Ovid, JSp. vii.
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CXCVII. The conduct of the United States of North
America with respect to this subject, deserves especial
notice. This nation had been the cause of that war during
the course of which appeared the first Armed Neutrality.
It was at least her apparent interest to sanction the new
law. Still more was she animated to do so by her resent
ment towards Great Britain and by gratitude to France;
but her conduct with respect to this matter has been, under
the most trying circumstances, marked not only by perfect
consistency, but by preference for duty and right over inte
rest and the expediency of the moment.
The Treaty of the United States with France in 1780,
was founded upon the stipulations of 1778, by which this
Power, as far as her own predilections and private wishes
were concerned, was at all times ready to abide.
In her Treaty with England of 1795 (t), these predilec
tions and wishes, which had found their legitimate issue in
particular conventions, were abandoned, and their place was
taken by the ancient general law. By the seventeenth
Article of this Treaty, the United States agreed that
enemies property on board her vessels should be confis
cated, the ship and the remainder of the cargo being al
lowed to depart without hindrance; but that, on just
suspicion, the vessels themselves might be detained and
carried into the nearest port for the purpose of examining
and adjudicating upon them.
CXCYIII. It was of course perfectly competent to this
Power to make these two different Treaties with different
States, and to her enduring honour, she adhered to both
under circumstances of some difficulty.
In 1798, France promulgated (u) a new doctrine to the
United States, viz. that as this Power was bound to treat
France as the most favoured nation, it was also bound not to
allow French property on board American ships to be seized
(t) De Martens, v. 672.
(u) Ward, 167.
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by British cruisers, while they prevented the seizure of
British property in the same situation by the French. This
demand was refused, and France threatened war in con
sequence. It is most truly said by Mr. Ward (#), that the
answers of the United States to France were models of
dignified and convincing argument.
“ Before the Treaty with Great Britain ”(it is represented
in one of these notes), “the Treaty with France existed. It
“ follows, then, that the rights of England being neither
“ diminished nor increased by compact, remained perfectly
“ in their natural state, which is to seize enemies property
“ wherever found; and this is the received and allowed
“practice of all nations, where no Treaty has intervened.”
A new Law of Nations, it is pretended, was introduced by
the Armed Neutrality ; but who were the parties, and what
was their object ? “ The compact was in its own nature
“ confined, with respect to object and duration. It did not
“ purport to change, nor could it change permanently and uni“ versally, the rights of nations not becoming parties to it.
“ The desire of establishing universally the principle, that
“ neutral bottoms shall make neutral goods, is perhaps felt
“ by no nation on earth more strongly than by the United
“ States. Perhaps no nation is more deeply interested in its
“ establishment; but the wish to establish a principle is
“ essentially different from, a determination that it is already
“ established. The interests of the United States could not
“ fail to produce the wish; their duty forbids them to
“ indulge it, when decided on a mere right ” (y).
“ The complaints of the French,” said another note of the
American Minister to his President (z), “had reference,
“ amongst other things, to the abandonment by the Ameri“ cans of their neutral rights, in not maintaining the pretended
“principles of the modern Law of Nations, that free ships
(x) Ward, 167.
(y) lb. 168, citing Collection of Acts, 198, &c.
(z) Mr. Pinckney to General Washington.
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“ make free goods; and that timber and naval stores are not
“ contraband of war.
“ The necessity, however, for the strong and express stipu“ lations of the Armed Neutrality itself by all the various
“ Powers which joined it, showed ” (as the note went on to
state) “ that those maxims were not in themselves law, but
“ merely the stipulations of compact; that, by the real law,
“ belligerents had a right to seize the property of enemies
“ on board the ships of friends; that Treaties alone could
“ oblige them to renounce it; and that America, therefore,
“ could not be accused of partiality to Great Britain, because
“ she did not compel her to renounce «£”(«).
CXCIX. In the year 1795, the United States made a
Treaty with Spain, including a stipulation the reverse of
that contained in their Treaty with England in the same
year. In the Spanish Treaty it is stipulated, that cargoes
in neutral ships shall be free, no distinction being made as
to who are the proprietors of the merchandises (b).
In 1799, the United States entered into a Treaty with
Prussia, by the 12th article of which they declared, that as
experience showed that the maxim, free ships make free
goods, had not been respected in any of the wars since 1785,
Prussia and the United States should, in a future time of
peace, either separately between themselves, or jointly with
other Powers, concert measures for the future condition of
neutral commerce in time of war; meanwhile these two
Powers agree that their ships shall conduct themselves as
favourably towards the merchant vessels of the Neutrals as
the course of the war then existing might permit, observing
the general rules of International Law (c).
But in the next year, 1800, the old French doctrine of
free ships free goods, enemy’s ships enemy’s goods, was

(a)
(b)
De
(c)

State Papers, 5, 281, 286.
Art. XV.
Martens, vi. 154.
lb. vi. 676.
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incorporated into a Treaty between France and the United
States (d).
During the war which commenced between the United
States and Great Britain in 1812, the Prize Court of the
former uniformly enforced the generally acknowledged rule
of International Law, that enemies goods in neutral vessels
are liable to capture and confiscation, except as to such
Powers with whom the American Government had stipulated,
by subsisting Treaties, the contrary rule, that free ships
should make free goods (e).
CC. In the Treaty of Commerce of 1797, between Russia
and England, the article which relates to neutral commerce
(/) is silent on the question, and therefore the old law
remained unchanged.
In the next year (1798), Russia entered into a Treaty
with Portugal, in which it was stipulated, that free ships shall
make free goods, but also that neutral goods in an enemy's
ship should he confiscated (<7).
CCI. The first Armed Neutrality (h) took its rise, as we
have seen, in the ignoble rivalship of contending courtiers
and the vanity of a dissolute Empress of Russia. The second
Armed Neutrality had not a more distinguished origin; it was
the offspring of a mad Emperor of the same kingdom.
The question of Convoy is connected with the Right of
Search, and the discussion of it belongs to a subsequent
chapter ; but it should be mentioned here, as having excited
some irritation in the Danish and Swedish Courts against
England ; this, however, had been allayed by the mission of
Lord Whitworth, the English Ambassador to Copenhagen.
At this juncture the Russian Emperor Paul claimed, with
out a shadow of reason (*'), the island of Malta, which had
(d) De Martens, vii. 103.—Arts. XIV. XV.
(e) Wheaton’s Elem. p. 580.—Ed. Lawrence, 1855.
(/) Art. X. ib. 362.
(g) Art. XXIV. ib. 550.
Qi) Manning, p. 274.

(i) He alleged the Treaty of 1798, which was a Treaty of subsidy,
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been recently ceded to the English. He had become Grand
Master of the once celebrated order of the knights in that
island, and his attachment to this imaginary distinction was
supposed to be one of the subjects on which his continually
increasing insanity manifested itself. The refusal of England
to surrender this island exasperated Paul, and, with an open
contempt of the stipulations of an existing Treaty (£), he laid
an embargo on all British property within his dominions, and
with a semi-Asiatic notion of justice, ordered one British
vessel to be burned because another had escaped from
harm (/).
The next step of Bussia was characteristic; it was to re
new the abandoned Armed Neutrality, as if for the purpose
of demonstrating how little the League had ever been con
cerned with general international justice, and how obviously
it had always been intended to injure one particular State.
Sweden (m), Denmark (n), and Prussia (o) joined the revived
confederacy, which contained the old stipulations, with this
important addition:—
u That the declaration of the officers who shall command
“ the ship of war, or ships of war, of the King or Emperor,
“ which shall be convoying one or more merchant ships, that
a the convoy has no contraband goods on board, shall be
“ sufficient; and that no search of his ship, or the other ships
“ of the convoy, shall be permitted. And the better to in“ sure respect to those principles, and the stipulations founded
a upon them, which their disinterested wishes to preserve
u the imprescriptible rights of neutral nations have suggested,(l)
in which no clause affords a pretext for the demand.—De Martens, vi.

557.
(k) The 12th Article provided that, in the event of the breaking
out of war, the goods and persons of neither country should be
detained or confiscated.
(l) De Martens, vii. 155.
(m) Ibid.
(n) Ib. 181.
(o) lb. 188.

«
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“ the High Contracting Parties, to prove their sincerity and
“ justice, will give the strictest orders to their captains, as
“ well of their ships of war as of their merchant ships, to
“ load no part of their ships, or secretly to have on board
“ any articles, which, by virtue of the present Convention,
“ may be considered as contraband ; and, for the more com“ pletely carrying into execution this command, they will
“ respectively take care to give directions to their Courts of
“ Admiralty to publish it, whenever they shall think it
“ necessary; and, to this end, the regulation which shall
“ contain this prohibition, under the several penalties, shall
“ be printed at the end of the present Act, that no one may
“ plead ignorance.”
This attempt to introduce a new positive law upon contraband, happily, like the rest of the Treaty, abortive, does
not require further discussion in this place (p).
By other Articles of the Treaty, mutual assistance is pro
mised in case of attack (q).
CCII. The second Russian League was destined to enjoy
even a shorter existence than the first. Great Britain bes:an
her war upon this new confederacy against her by an attack
upon Denmark. Nelson’s immortal victory at Copenhagen
was followed by another event of great importance at the
time, and which demonstrated in what personal feeling the
new League had originated. There is no despotism, how
ever unlimited, none, however absolute and unquestionable,
according to the positive law or usage of the country over
which it is exercised, as not to find, sooner or later, some
check in the necessities and feelings of mankind. The
tyranny of Domitian and Robespierre (r) became at last
unendurable to the poor as well as the rich, and then
ensued, by violent means, their death. The ferocious acts
(p) Vide post.
(q) De Martens, vii. 172.
(r) “ Sed periit postquam cerdonibus esse timendus
Coeperat; hoc nocuit Lamiarum cae.de madenti.”
Juv. Sat. iv. 153.
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of the Emperor Paul, arid the well-founded belief that they
sprang, in a great measure at least, from a disordered brain,
brought about at this critical period a similar result; not,
however, from the combination of the humble and great,
but from the aristocracy alone. Paul suddenly disappeared
from the stage on which he was acting so terrible a part.
He was assassinated, and, as it is generally, and certainly
not without good warrant, believed, in accordance with the
deliberate resolution of the notables of his Court. The act
has indeed been defended as a necessary measure of self
defence, no other remedy being supplied for such an emer
gency by the constitution of Russia. We are only con
cerned in this work with the result, which was very remark
able. Alexander, the successor to Paul, immediately
concluded a Treaty with England, which adjusted the dis
pute. By this Treaty, in June, 1801, certain concessions
were made by England respecting Convoy, and it was stipu
lated that goods embarked in neutral ships should be free,
except contraband and the property of enemies. Thus was
the old rule re-established between Russia and England,
and to this Treaty both Sweden and Denmark acceded (s).
CCIII. Among the most remarkable works upon Inter
national Jurisprudence which the crisis of the second Armed
Neutrality produced, were the Letters of Sulpicius, by
Lord Grenville, and a Speech, afterwards published by the
same distinguished statesman, upon the Treaty between
England and Russia in 1801.
In the Letters, Lord Grenville—who had but recently
resigned the office of Foreign Secretary, which he had
filled for many years—maintained, with perfect knowledge
(s) De Martens, vii. 260-281, contains the three Treaties. Russia
had only a few days before made a Treaty with Sweden, embodying the
articles of the Armed Neutrality, March, 1801 (De Martens, vii. 329),
so that, in one and the same week, Russia embodied the two opposite
principles in her Treaties with the same nation ; and it has been
gravely argued that the Treaties constitute the International Law on
this subject !—Manning, 278.
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of the subject, much erudition, great vigour of logic, and
manly eloquence, the ancient doctrines of International
Law against those of the Armed Neutrality.
In the Speech (t), he declared that dangerous concessions,
with respect to the coasting and colonial trade, to contraband
of war and blockade, had been made by Great Britain.
These subjects remain to be considered. With respect,
however, to enemy’s goods on board neutral ships, Lord
Grenville admitted that it was fully recognised by the
second section of the third article of the Convention, which
implied an abandonment of the opposite principle of free
ships free goods, on the part of the Northern Powers (u).
CCIY. The period between the breaking up of the second
Armed Neutrality and the breaking out of the Crimean
war (1801-1854), need not occupy us long.
Russia, after the peace of Tilsit, re-adopted for the
moment, and avowedly in order to please Napoleon, the
principles of the Armed Neutrality.
But in August, 1809, with a whimsical novelty of incon
sistency, the Czar issued an ukase (#), declaring “ that
“ ships laden in part with goods of the manufacture or pro“ duce of hostile countries shall be stopped, and such
“ merchandise confiscated, and sold by auction for the profit
“ of the Crown. And if the merchandise aforesaid comprise
“ more than half the cargo, not only the cargo, but also the
(t) The argument was sound ; but as subsequent Treaties upon the
same subject have been contracted between England and Russia, the
concessions have no present operation or effect.
(u) Vide ante, vol. i. § xlix., where this remarkable speech is referred
to upon the important question of permanent alterations of general
International Law being introduced into a Treaty.
Mr. Wheaton (Hist. pp. 408-20) gives very copious extracts from
this speech, and remarks with truth upon 4 ‘ the very lame and incon
clusive replies made by the other speakers ” in the debate in the
House of Lords.—Parliamentary History of England, vol. xxxvi. pp.
200-255.
(x) Art. XI. De Martens, Svpjrt. v. 485.
Manning, 279.
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“ship, shall be confiscated” (y).
And in 1812, when he
made peace with England, it was stipulated that the political
and commercial relations of the two Powers should be the
subject of a future arrangement (V).
CCV. The last observation brings us to what may be
called the argument from the silence of subsequent Treaties,
and especially of that which closed the long war of the
French Revolution.
At the Treaty of Amiens, in 1802, neither was the
subject of this discussion, the claim of free ships free goods,
mentioned, nor were former Treaties relating to it renewed.
The same may be predicated of the Treaties of Paris and
Vienna, 1814-1815.
It may not be difficult to maintain that the territorial
arrangements which have formed the subject of great car
dinal Treaties (a), such as those of Westphalia, Utrecht,
Paris, Versailles, and Vienna, remain unchanged, whether
their provisions be specifically renewed or not, in later
Treaties, except in so far as they are derogated from by
subsequent conventions. But it will be morally impossible
to contend with success that provisions respecting a par
ticular subject, forming an exception to the general law,
which have not been renewed in later Treaties naturally
connected with the subject, can be holden, either by the
usage of nations or by the reason of the thing, to be any
longer in force.
CCYI. Up to the period of the last war with Russia,
Great Britain had not renewed any of the few Treaties by
which she formerly engaged herself to maintain the principle
that “free ships make free goods;” but, on the contrary,
she had withdrawn from her most ancient and favoured ally,

(y) In 1810, 31st December, another ukase relaxed the rigour of the
Continental System, and greatly irritated Napoleon.
(z) De Martens, N. B. t. iii. p. 226.
(a) Vide ante, vol. i. § lii.
Wheaton’s Mem. (ed. Lawrence, 1855), p. 513.
VOL. III.
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Portugal, the privilege which on this subject she had once
accorded to her. This privilege was abrogated by the
Treaty of 19th February, 1810 (b) ; and in the later Treaty
between the two countries, namely, that of July 13, 1842,
it is expressly stipulated that “the reciprocal liberty of
“ commerce and navigation stipulated for in the present
“ Treaty shall not be extended to contraband of war, nor
“ to objects belonging to the enemies of either partg; and it
“ is hereby notified, that the licence hitherto allowed by
“former Treaties to the ships of both countries to transport
“ any objects of merchandise belonging to the enemies of
“ either country is henceforth abandoned and renounced” (c).

During the whole of this century, therefore, up to the
period of the last war with Russia, England has either in
corporated into her Treaties, as with Russia in 1801, and
Portugal in 1842, a positive negation of the doctrine that
free ships do make free goods, or has preserved an entire
silence upon the subject, and therefore, according to the
soundest principles of International Jurisprudence, has re
served to herself all the rights accruing to her from the
general law.
CCVII. Since the Treaty of Vienna, various Treaties
have been contracted between the European and the South
American States, and between the different States them
selves on the American Continent (d).
The United States of North America, in their earliest
negotiations with the different States of South America, pro
posed the establishment of the principle of free ships make

(b) Art. XXVI.

(c) Art. XIII. De Martens, N. B. t. iii. p. 327.
In Oliver GromwelVs Treaty with Portugal, June 10, 1654, Art. xxiii.,
it was said, “ Omnia autem hostium alterutrius hona mercesve in
naves partis alterutrius eorumve populi aut subditorum impositte
intactie sint.”—Dumont, Corps Diplom. t. vi. pt. 2, p. 84. This
provision was continually renewed with Portugal till 1842.
(d) United States’ Statutes at Large, vol. viii. pp. 262, 312, 328, 393,
437, 472, 490.
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between all the Powers on that Continent. In
practice, however, the United States of North America
have introduced this very important and significant qualifi
cation, namely, that the new rule is to be understood “ as
“ applying to those Powers only who recognise this prin“ ciple ; but if either of the two contracting parties shall
“ be at war with a third, and the other neutral, the flag of
“ the Neutral shall cover the property of enemies whose
“ Government acknowledges the same principle, and not of
“ others.”
This extract is from a Treaty between the North American
United States and the Republic of Columbia (e) ; but the
restriction, which had been previously incorporated into the
Treaty of 1819, between Spain and the North American
United States, has been subsequently inserted, in most if
not all the Treaties between the North American United
States and the States of South America (f), and indeed
between the North American United States and the
European States with the exception of England. It is re
markable, that though the subject was matter of discussion
between these two Governments, the important Treaty of
Washington was concluded August 8, 1842, without any
reference to it (g).
CCYIII. France, in her Treaty with Texas, revived her
old doctrine, enemy's ships enemy s goods, though she con
ceded that free ships made free goods (h). This is a fact
not unworthy of observation.

free goods

(ie) Art. XII. of Treaty, October 3, 1824.
(/) Wheaton’s Elem. pp. 530-1-2-3. (Eel. Lawrence, 1855.)
I)e Martens, N. E vi. pp. 826, 991.
Ib. Nouveau Suppl. t. ii. p. 412.
4th September, 1816, with Sweden, Art. xii.—De Martens, N. E.

iv. p. 258.
E)id. July 4, 1827.—De Martens. N. E. vii. p. 278.
With Prussia, May 1, 1828 (Art. xii.), vii. 615.
(ig) Wheaton’s Hist. pp. 669-739.
(h) De Martens, N. E. xvi. p. 988.
A A 2
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CCIX. We have now arrived at the second epoch in
the history of this important question (?). At the breaking
out of the European war in 1854, England found herself in
close alliance, offensive and defensive, with France. They
were to wage war together, both by sea and land. It was
therefore supposed to be necessary that there should be an
agreement between them as to the question (k), which has
been so long under our consideration, of the exercise of
belligerent rights towards Neutrals. The result was a com
promise. France abandoned her doctrine, that enemy s ships
made enemy's goods. England agreed to allow, during her
alliance with France in the present war, the doctrine that
free ships made free goods. But she scrupulously and ex
pressly declared that in so doing she “ waived a part of the
“ belligerent rights appertaining to her by the T.aw of Nations.”
It will be seen, therefore, from the principles already laid
down in this work (/), as well as from the reason of the
thing (???.), that England had retained unimpaired her belli
gerent right upon this important subject (n). In the(l)
(-i) Vide ante, p. 302.
(k) Upon other points, it will be seen hereafter, considerable dif

ferences still remained.
(l) Vide ante, as to the effects of protests, vol. i. § cclxxxvi.
(m) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. ch. iv.
(n) A debate upon this subject took place in the House of Commons
on the 4th of July, 1854 (motion of Mr. John George Phillimore), in
which also the writer of these pages took a part. The House was
remarkably thin from the commencement of the debate, and was
counted out, forty members not being present after a few speeches.
The conduct of the Government was defended by only one Minister,
whose office (that of Chief Commissioner of Public Works) had no
connection with the matter discussed. The Ministerial Leader of the
House of Commons was absent; the Foreign Office was not represented.
The First Lord of the Admiralty was present, and did not speak, but
signified, in the usual parliamentary manner, his approval of the
statement, that England had only waived for the present her unques
tionable belligerent right. This was not denied by the Minister who
did speak, and who in fact rested his case upon this ground ; though
in the course of his oration he seemed to intimate his private opinion,
in favour of the doctrine that free ships make free goods.
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communications which passed on this subject between
England and the North American United States, the
Minister of the latter country observed in his reply, “ Not“ withstanding the sincere gratification which Her Majesty’s
“ declaration has given to the President, it would have been
“ enhanced if the rule alluded to had been announced as
“ one which would be observed, not only in the present, but
in every future war in which Great Britain shall be a
“ party ” (o).
The Declaration is as follows :—
“ Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of
“ Great Britain and Ireland, having been compelled to take
“ up arms in support of an ally, is desirous of rendering
<c the war as little onerous as possible to the Powers with
“ whom she remains at peace.
“ To preserve the commerce of Neutrals from all unneces“ sary obstruction, Her Majesty is willing, for the present,

“ to waive a part of the belligetent rights appertaining to her
a by the Law of Nations.
“ It is impossible for Her Majesty to forego the exercise

“ of her right of seizing articles contraband of war, and of
“
“
“
“
“
“

“
66
“

preventing Neutrals from bearing the enemy’s despatches ;
and she must maintain the right of a belligerent to prevent Neutrals from breaking any effective blockade which
may be established with an adequate force against the
enemy’s forts, harbours, or coasts.
“ But Her Majesty will waive the right of seizing enemy’s
property laden on board a neutral vessel, unless it be contraband of war.
“ It is not Her Majesty’s intention to claim the confiscation of neutral property, not being contraband of war,
found on board enemies ships; and Her Majesty further

(o) Wheaton's Elem. (ed Lawrence), p. 539, note.
In 1823 and 1826-7 vain attempts were made to adjust this question
between England and N. A. United States, ib. p. 535.
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“ declares, that being anxious to lessen as much as possible
the evils of war, and to restrict its operations to the regu“ larly organised forces of the country, it is not her present
66 intention to issue letters of marque for the commissioning
“ of privateers ” (j?).
A Declaration of Her Majesty, dated the 15th of April,
1854, further extended the privilege upon this subject,
already accorded to Neutrals : “ It is this day ordered, by
“ and with the advice of her Privy Council, that all vessels
“ under a neutral or friendly flag, being neutral or friendly
“ property, shall be permitted to import into any port or
“ place in Her Majesty’s dominions all goods and merchandise
“ whatsoever, to whomsoever the same may belong ; and to
a export from any port or place in Her Majesty’s dominions,
“ to any port not blockaded, any cargo or goods, not being
“ contraband of war, or not requiring a special permission,
“ to whomsoever the same may belong.
“ And Her Majesty is further pleased, by and with the
“

“ advice of her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby
“ further ordered, that, save and except only as aforesaid,
“ all the subjects of Her Majesty, and the subjects or
“ citizens of any neutral or friendly State, shall and may,
“ during and notwithstanding the present hostilities with
“ Russia, freely trade with all ports and places, wheresoever
“ situate, which shall not be in a state of blockade, save
“ and except that no British vessel shall, under any circum“ stances whatsoever, either under or by virtue of this
“ order or otherwise, be permitted or empowered to enter
“ or communicate with any port or place which shall belong
“ to or be in the possession or occupation of Her Majesty’s
“ enemies.”
CCX. The close of the war with Russia in 1856 was

marked by what is called the Declaration of Paris.
follows : —

(p) Westminster, March 28, 1854.

It is as
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“ Declaration respecting Maritime Law, signed by the Pleni
potentiaries of Great Britain, Austria, France, Prussia,
Russia, Sardinia, and Turkey, assembled in Congress at
Paris, April 16, 1856.

“ The Plenipotentiaries who signed the Treaty of Paris
“ of the 30th of March, 1856, assembled in conference,—
“ Considering :
“ That Maritime Law, in time of war, has long been the
“ subject of deplorable disputes;
“ That the uncertainty of the law, and of the duties in
“ such a matter, gives rise to differences of opinion between
“ neutrals and belligerents which may occasion serious diffi“ culties, and even conflicts ;
“ That it is consequently advantageous to establish a
“ uniform doctrine on so important a point;
“ That the Plenipotentiaries assembled in Congress at Paris
“ cannot better respond to the intentions by which their
“ Governments are animated, than by seeking to introduce
“ into international relations fixed principles in this respect:
“ The above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries, being duly au-

“ thorised, resolved to concert among themselves as to the
“ means of attaining this object; and, having come to an
“ agreement, have adopted the following solemn Declaration:
u 1. Privateering is, and remains abolished.
“ 2. The neutral flag covers enemy’s goods, with the ex“ ception of contraband of war.

“ 3. Neutral goods, with the exception of contraband of
“ war, are not liable to capture under enemy’s flag.
“ 4. Blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective,
“ that is to say, maintained by a force sufficient really to
“ prevent access to the coast of the enemy.
“ The Governments of the undersigned Plenipotentiaries
“ engage to bring the present Declaration to the knowledge
“ of the States which have not taken part in the Congress of
“ Paris, and to invite them to accede to it.
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“ Convinced that the maxims which they now proclaim
“ cannot but be received with gratitude by the whole world,
“ the undersigned Plenipotentiaries doubt not that the efforts
“ of their Governments to obtain the general adoption thereof
“ will be crowned with full success.
“ The present Declaration is not and shall not be binding,
“ except between those Powers (q) who have acceded, or
“ shall accede, to it.
“ Done at Paris, the 16th of April, 1856.
“ (Signed)
“ Buol-Schauenstein.
Hatzfeldt.
Htjbner.
Orloff.
Walewski.
Brunnow.
Bourqueney.
Cayour.
Clarendon.
De Villamarina.
Cowley.
Aali.
Manteuffel.
Mehemmed Djemil.”
Looked at either from a constitutional or an international
point of view, this Declaration of Paris introduced a great
innovation. With respect to the latter it is sufficient to
refer to the foregoing pages. With respect to the former, it
is almost enough to observe that the adherence of England
to this great change in her international relations, this large
abandonment of her ancient belligerent rights, was actually
adopted without the previous consent of Parliament. The
Declaration did indeed undergo some subsequent discussion
in both Houses, but I venture to say, having taken an
active part in that discussion, that the very slight acquaint
ance, owing to the long period of peace which preceded the
Russian war, with the subject possessed by most Members,
and the consequence of a peculiarly divided state of parties
at that time, caused the magnitude of the question to be
either ill appreciated or purposely avoided (r) ; and so the
(q) This seems a very superfluous stipulation.
(r) 1 venture to refer to the Debates in both Houses on the
Treaty of Peace in May, 1856, and to my humble share therein :—
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Declaration has become a kind of Treaty, obligatory, for
the present at least, upon the subscribers to it. It is
not to be wondered at that close upon this innovation should
have followed the demand for another, namely, the total
abolition of the right of capture and search, on the ground
that war is made between armies and not the subjects of
belligerents, and that the free commerce of the latter would
lighten the pressure and the evils of war (Y).
These are hasty, ill-considered opinions, and an English
writer ought not to be deterred from saying so, because they
are favourable to States with large standing armies, and
unfavourable to States which have large fleets. But the
“ He proposed first to call attention to the immemorial and undoubted
belligerent right of the Crown to capture enemies goods in neutral
ships ; and, secondly, to the importance of affording Parliament an
opportunity of expressing its opinion upon so grave and extensive an
alteration of Public and International Law; and, thirdly, to the fact
that that alteration was made without the sanction of Parliament.”—
Hansard's Pari. Deb. vol. cxlii. p. 19. See Debate in the Lords, ib.
482, and Speech of Earl Carnarvon.
Mr. John Stuart Mill, who will not be accused of illiberal or retro
grade tendencies, had the courage and patriotism thus to speak in 1871 :
“ I should be heartily glad if I could in my conscience believe that we
can do without an army, and trust solely to our' fleet. But no country
is safe with only one line of defence ; and we cannot be sure of always
keeping our command of the sea without a day’s intermission, which
would be necessary if our only force were afloat. We must remember
that our navy has a great deal to do. We have possessions all over
the world, which, in case of war, we are bound to protect as well as
our own islands. We may have to contend, not against one Maritime
Power only, but against several ; and if we persist in sanctioning, by
our silence, the act of our late Foreign Minister, done on that
authority in 1856, and never ratified—the abandonment of our chief de
fensive iveapon—the right to attack an enemy in his commerce, the fleets
of a Power at war with us will have nothing to do but to watch for an
opportunity of landing an army on our shores, and we should not
know where the blow would fall. Our fleet has only to be two days
out of the way, and our first line of defence is gone. This is not
probable, but we must remember it is possible.”—The Times, March
11, 1871.
(s) Sir John Lubbock has since moved a resolution in this sense
in the House of Commons on the 22nd of March, 1878 ; but it was
negatived without a division.
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propositions seem to me radically unsound. In the first
place, the will of the subject is bound up, so far as inter
national relations are concerned, in the will of his Govern
ment. There cannot be pro parte pax pro parte helium,
commerce at peace, armies at war. Such a confusion of
relations is not only unpatriotic and full of evils, but pro
bably would be found after a short time infeasible. In the
next place, as the end of all war is peace, whatever delays
the arrival of that chief blessing is evil. This new system
of the Sovereign’s war and the subject’s peace, is really a
device for lengthening war, and delaying peace. Many a
war, as I have already observed, has been brought to an
end by the sufferings and privations which it forces upon
the subjects of the belligerents; once attempt to take away
this corrective, and, so far as you succeed, you prolong and
render normal this abnormal and terrible mischief.
Such has always been my opinion, expressed in an earlier
edition and in a former volume (t) of the second edition of
this work, and I am glad to find it strengthened by the
opinion of a recent American writer, certainly not prejudiced
in favour of England. He says:—“ If the doctrines I am
“ examining should be universally adopted, the consequence
“ would be immediate and inevitable; all wars would be
“ made more protracted, and, what is far worse, more bloody.
“ This proposition can be well illustrated by assuming the
“ accomplishment of the proposed change, the realisation of
“ the ideal which the reformers have conceived; that is,
u contest between combatants alone, while all else in the
“ State goes on as usual. A war is declared between two
“ powerful maritime nations. It produces no direct change
“ in the peaceful avocations of life; agriculture, manu“ factures, commerce, flourish as before. The people are
“ not hindered in their productions and exchanges, and are
“ thus enabled to respond to the demands of the Govern
ment, and to furnish all the material supplies necessary to
(t) Yol. ii. Pref.
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It is true that producers are with-

“ drawn from time to time from the orderly activities of
“ life, and are converted into military non-producers. But
“ the vacancy thus made is not felt, because the articles
“ which were before produced at home are now brought
“ from abroad by means of the free commerce which is thus
“ quickened into extraordinary activity. Under these cir“ cumstances, the war is reduced to a mere duel between
“ hostile armies. The nation has only to furnish men, and
u the contest will be continued until one country has been
u swept of its able-bodied citizens. That nation will cer
a tainly be victorious which can bring forward and sacrifice
“ the greatest number of soldiers. This is not an imaginary
“ picture. The essential fact was shown to be true in the
“ history of the Confederacy. Levy after levy was made,
“ army after army took the field; but as soon as Sherman
“ ravaged the sources of supply in Georgia and Carolina,
“ the whole hostile array collapsed ” (u). Bead by this light
the reasoning of M. Cauchy (V)—“ Le progres que nous
“ demandons consiste, dans sa definition toute simple, a
“ etendre au droit des gens maritime un principe qui nous
“ semble avoir prevalu, depuis longtemps, dans le droit
“ commun de la guerre terrestre, c’est a savoir: le respect
“ des proprietes privees, autant que ce respect peut se
“ concilier avec les necessites imperieuses de l’attaque et
“ de la defense.”
M. Cauchy (y) endeavours to use the authority of
Galiani (z) in favour of this new theory, but it will, I think,
be found on examination that Galiani’s objection is confined
to war carried on by privateers.
(u) The North American Review, No. ccxxxv. (April, 1872), pp.
404-5.
(x) Le Droit Mar. Intern, t. ii. p. 483.
(y) Ib. t. xi. 285-474.
(z) “ Un irresistibile comando ha prodotto quest’ opera,” the author
says in the preface to his work. The “ irresistible order ” was probably
that of his Sovereign, the King of Naples, in 1782.
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The Treaty (a) of 1785 between Prussia and the new
United States, or between Frederick the Great and Franklin,
contained an Article (xxiii.) in favour of the perfect freedom
of commerce on the part of belligerents ; but the doctrine
found no place in the famous Treaty of the United States
with France in 1778, or with Sweden in 1783, or with the
Belgic provinces or Low countries in 1782.
The Treaty of 1785 expired in 1796. In the negotiations
preliminary to a new Treaty, this doctrine was abandoned
as being injurious to the United States and as being im
practicable by the United States of North America and
Prussia, the former State being represented by no less a
Minister plenipotentiary than John Quincey Adams.
In 1792 France professed, among other philanthropic
projects for the good of mankind, to decree the freedom of
private property at sea; but as, shortly afterwards, France
trampled all International Law under foot, there was no
result of this decree.
In 1823 (Z>) the French invasion of Spain, in defiance of all
true principles of International Law, took place. Chateau
briand notified to foreign Courts that it was not the
intention of the French Government to issue letters of
marque or to capture Spanish merchantmen unless they
attempted to break a “ blocus effectifas if the sin of the
war could be purged by the abandonment of any of the
rights of the belligerent.
Mr. Canning, on behalf of neutral England, answered,
that no English privateers would be allowed, but that
Spanish privateers would not be prevented from entering
British ports, because such prevention would favour the
belligerent who had a large regular fleet, and injure the
belligerent compelled to rely upon the exertions of indi
vidual subjects for the protection of its commerce. Spanish
merchantmen, who had not attempted to break a blockade,
(a) See article already cited in the North American Reviev;, April,
1872, by Mr. Pomeroy.
(b) Cauchy, ii. 374, sect. v.
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were, I believe, notwithstanding this manifesto, made prizes
of by the French ships of war,
Mr. Munro (c), President of the United States in 1823
and 1826, expressed an opinion in his messages to Congress
that an essential amelioration of the human race ” would
“follow from the abolition of private war at sea;” a cor
respondence ensued between France, England, and Russia,
but no joint resolution on the subject was taken. In the
last and not the least terrible of European wars, Prussia
proclaimed that she would not exercise her belligerent right
of capture against France,—she would spare the property
of the innocent private merchant. But her fleet was far
inferior to that of her enemy: the boon was cheaply given ;
while her army was far superior to his : did she act with that
upon her new principle of private peace and public war?
Did she spare the property of the innocent private lands
man? Napoleon the First, in the zenith of his power, in
the height of his contempt for all law, Private, Public, and
International, never levied more enormous requisitions upon
an invaded territory, upon conquered cities and ruined
peasantry, than Prussia, despite her proclamation that she
made defensive war only against Napoleon III and his
armies, levied upon the peaceful citizens and peasants of
France. She closed her war, which certainly was in its
origin strictly defensive and perfectly justifiable, by forcibly
severing from her enemy, and appropriating to herself, undis
guisedly and avowedly against the wishes of the inhabitants,
a large portion of territory ; and by imposing conditions of
pecuniary payment which could only be raised by taxes, the
collection of which would deprive the peaceful rich of many
luxuries, and the peaceful poor of many necessaries of
existence; and yet I doubt not that after this, the conti
nental world will be told that the confiscation of private
property during war is a brutality, a remnant of barbarism,
of which Maritime States who claim when belligerent the
(c) North American Review, April, 1872, p. 386.
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right of Maritime capture alone are guilty. Let me turn
once again to the recent practice of the United States of
North America. The messages of President Munro have
been mentioned; hut I observe that foreign writers are
full of the praises of Dr. Lieber’s recent “ Instructions for
“ the Armies of the United States while in the Field ” (d).
The thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth articles are as
follows: “ The United States recognises and protects private
“ property in enemies territory. . . . Private property,
“ unless confiscated for the crimes or delicts of the owner,
“ can only be seized for the needs or use of the army, or of
“the United States. If the owner is not in flight, the
“ commanding officer will deliver to him a receipt, which
“ will enable him to obtain an indemnity.”
Now let me refer again to the American writer for the
practical gloss upon this philanthropic text:—
“ I pass over ” (he says) “ all the minor occurrences of the
“Civil War; two events stamp their character upon the
“ whole conflict. General Sherman, with a copy of Dr.
“ Lieber’s amiable 6 Instructions ’ undoubtedly in his pocket,
“ moved from Atlanta on his march to the sea. Spreading
“ his forces over as wide an extent of territory as possible,
“ he swept down through the richest portions of Georgia,
“ and left behind him a broad track of desolation within
“ which there was nothing but the land, the houses, and the
“ forests ; all else was taken or destroyed. Growing crops,
“the gathered grain and fruits of the soil, the implements of
“ agriculture, the cattle, horses, and other stock,—every“ thing which constituted private moveable property vanished
“ in the presence of his advancing host. On his march from
“ Savannah northward through South Carolina, another and
“ more terrible element of destruction was added. His course
“ was marked by the smoke and flames of burning mansions,
“ until at last the conflagration of beautiful Columbia told
“ with emphasis how the United States Government adheres
(d) Vide prcesertim Bluntschli, § 652-7.
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£f to its time-honoured principles, and respects the private
“ property of enemy citizens ” (e).
The writer next refers to certain statutes passed by Con
gress and ratified by the President, under which private
property may be confiscated :—
“ The confiscation measures” (he says) “ of 1861 and 1862,
“ are still in force. Under them private property of enor“ mous value, amounting I believe to hundreds of millions,
“ belonging to enemy subjects or citizens, has been taken, and
“ its proceeds appropriated to the use of the government.”
According to the Constitution of, the United States, the
judicial power may supervise the statutes of the Congress,
so as to refuse legal validity to them if they exceed the
bounds which the Constitution has prescribed. The Su
preme Court exercises this arduous and important authority.
These Statutes of confiscation were impugned before this
august tribunal. By it they were pronounced to be legal (/).
In 1870 Mr. Justice Story stated the premisses upon which
this conclusion of legality was founded in the following
language (g):—u It is argued that though there are no express
“ constitutional restrictions upon the power of Congress to
“ declare and prosecute war or to make rules respecting
“ captures on land or water, there are restrictions implied in
“ the nature of the powers themselves. Hence, it is said,
“ the power to prosecute war is only a power to prosecute
“ it according to the Law of Nations, and the power to
u make rules respecting captures is a power to make such
“ rules only as are within the Law of Nations. Whether
“ this is so or not we do not care to inquire, for it is not
“ necessary to the present case. It is sufficient that the
“ right to confiscate the property of all public enemies is a
“ conceded right. Now what is that right, and why is it
“ allowed ? It may be remarked that it has no reference
(e) North American Review, ubi supr. p. 396.
(/) Miller v. United States, 11 Wallace Rep. 248.
Review, ubi supr. pp. 397-8.
(g) North American Review, ubi supr. p. 398.
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“ whatever to the personal guilt of the owner of confiscated
“ property, and the act of confiscation is not a proceeding
“ against him. The confiscation is not because of crime, but
“ because of the relation of the property to the opposing
“ belligerent, a relation in (into) which it has been brought in
“ consequence of its ownership. It is immaterial to it whether
“ the owner be an alien or friend, or even a citizen or
“ subject of the power that attempts to appropriate the
“ property. In either case the property may be liable to
“confiscation under the rules of war. It is certainly
* enough to warrant the exercise of this belligerent right
‘that the owner be a resident of the enemies country,
‘no matter what his nationality. The whole doctrine of
‘confiscation is built upon the foundation that it is an
‘instrument of coercion, which, by depriving an enemy of
‘property within reach of his power, whether within his
“territory or without, impairs his ability to resist the con“fiscating government, while at the same time it furnishes
‘ to that government means for carrying on the war.
‘ Hence, any property which the enemy can use, either by
‘actual appropriation or by the exercise of control over
‘ its owner, or which the adherents of the enemy have
‘the power of diverting to the enemy’s use, is a proper
“ subject of confiscation.”
CCXI. There are some miscellaneous points which
should be noticed before we pass from the subject of this
chapter: they relate to the decisions of International Tri
bunals with respect to the ships and goods of nations with
whom Treaties authorising the new maxim subsisted before
the Declaration of 1856.
It has been decided in the Prize Courts both of Great
Britain and the United States of North America (A), that
the privilege of the neutral flag to protect enemy’s property,
whether the result of Treaty stipulations or municipal ordi
nances, however comprehensive may be the terms in which
(h) Wheaton’s Mem. (ed. Lawrence, 1855), p. 531.
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it may be expressed, cannot be interpreted to extend to the
fraudulent use of that flag to cover enemy’s property in the
ship as well as the cargo (i).
The Treaty of 1654, between England and Portugal,
embodied the two maxims of enemy’s ships enemy’s goods
and free ships free goods. But it was decided by Lord
Stowell that the clause in the article which condemns the
goods of either nation found on board the ships of the enemy
of the other contracting party could not be fairly applied
to the case of property shipped before the contemplation of
war. “ It did not follow,” Lord Stowell observed, “ that
“ because Spanish property put on board a Portuguese ship
“ would be protected in the event of the interruption of
“ war, therefore Portuguese property on board a Spanish
“ ship should become instantly confiscable on the breaking
“ out of hostilities with Spain; that in one case the conduct
“ of the parties would not have been different if the event
“ of hostilities had been known. The cargo was entitled
“ to the protection of the ship generally by this stipulation
“ of the Treaty, even if shipped in open war ; and a fortiori,
“ if shipped under circumstances still more favourable to
“ the neutrality of the transaction.
In the other case,
“ there might be reason to suppose that the Treaty referred
“ only to goods shipped on board an enemy’s vessel in an
“ avowed hostile character; and that the neutral merchant
“ would have acted differently, if he had been apprised of
“ the character of the vessel at the time when the goods
“were put on board ” (h).
(i) The Gittadede Lisboa, 6 C. Robinson’s A dm. Rep. p. 358.
The jEstern, Dallas’s (.Amer.) Rep. vol. ii. p. 34.
(k) The Marianna, 6 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 28.
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CHAPTER XI.
COLONIAL AND COASTING TRADE.—RULE OF

1756.

CCXII. It lias been stated that it is perfectly competent
to a Neutral to carry on a general trade with either Bellige
rent; but we now approach the discussion of a question (a),
which at one time much agitated both Europe and America,
which recent alterations, both in the colonial system and
the navigation laws of many countries, especially of England
(6), have stripped, in great measure, of its former import
ance, but which cannot, nevertheless, be passed by, because
it is impossible to say what may be the future policy of
nations with respect to the coasting trade, and also because
the principle which lies at the root of the question demands
a statement and examination in a work of this description.
This question, generally stated, is whether it be lawful
for a Neutral to carry on in time of war, with a Belligerent,
a trade which he is not allowed to carry on in time of peace.
CCXIII. The practical shapes in which this abstract
question became embodied were—* ii.
(ci) Lee on Captures (1803), first published 1759, p. 131.
Manning, chap. v.
Wheaton's (Amer.) Reports, vol. i., App., note 3, on the Rule of the
War, 1756.
Wheaton's Elements (ed. Laiorence), p. 572.
Judge Story's Life, vol. i. pp. 287-288. (London, 1851.) Cauchy,

ii. 216. s. vi.
(b) During the last war with Russia, the Rule of 1756 was super
seded by the Order in Council of the 15th of April, 1854, allowing
Neutrals to trade to all ports and places, wheresoever situated, that
are not in a state of blockade.
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1. The carrying on by the Neutral of the trade between
the Belligerent Mother Country and the Colonies.
2. The carrying on the coasting trade of the Belligerent
—such trade being confined in time of peace to the Bellige
rent’s subjects.
3. The carrying on the trade by a Neutral from a port
in his own country to a port of the colony of the Belligerent.
4 The carrying on by a Neutral of a trade between the
ports of the Belligerent, but with a cargo from the Neutral’s
own country.
It is necessary to bear in mind the distinction between
these separate propositions : because, while the two former
have obtained, under the title of the Buie of the War of
1756, the approbation of the best authorities in England
and America, the two latter propositions have been power
fully attacked by the United States of North America, as
being vicious corruptions of a sound principle of Inter
national Law.
CCXIY. It is not a matter worthy of much controversy,
whether or no the Buie of 1756 was ever practically
enforced before that year. It is unquestionable that its
practical enforcement then first attracted general notice.
But it is well worthy of consideration whether the rule,
whensoever practically enforced, was or was not founded
upon a sound principle of International Law, upon a just
view of the mutual relations of Neutral and Belligerent.
CCXY. Judge Story and Mr. Wheaton (c*) give a faithful
sketch of the circumstances which accompanied its intro
duction in 1756. They say with truth, that—
“ The rule commonly called the Buie of 1756 (d) ac“ quired this denomination from its having been first
(c) I mention both, because it will be seen from Judge Story's Life
(vol. i. p. 288), that both were concerned in the composition.
(d) For judicial opinions on this Rule, see—
Berens v. Bucher, 1 William Blachstone's Reports, p. 314 (published
1781); opinion of Lord Mansfield.
Brymer v. Athms, 1 Henry Blackstone's Reports, 191 (published
1791) ; Lord Loughborough's opinion. .
b b
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“judicially applied by the Courts of Prize in the war of
“ that period.
The French (then at war with Great
“ Britain), finding the trade with their colonies almost
“ entirely cut off by the maritime superiority of the British,
“ relaxed their monopoly of that trade, and allowed the
“ Dutch (then neutral) to carry on the trade between the
“ mother country and her colonies, under special licences,
“ or passes, granted to Dutch ships for this special purpose,
“excluding, at the same time, all other Neutrals from the
“ same trade. Many Dutch vessels, so employed, were
“ captured by the British cruisers, and, together with their
“ cargoes, were condemned by the Prize Courts, upon the
“just and true principle, that by such employment they
“ were, in effect, incorporated into the French navigation,
“ having adupted the character and trade of the enemy,
“ and identified themselves with his interests and purposes.
“ They were, in the opinion of these Courts, to be con“ sidered like transports in the enemy’s service, and hence
“ liable to capture and condemnation, upon the same
“ principle as property condemned by way of penalty for
“ resistance to search, for breach of blockade, for carrying
“ military persons or despatches, or as contraband of war.
“ In all these cases the property is considered, pro hdc vice,
“ as enemy’s property, as so completely identified with his
“ interests as to acquire a hostile character. So, where a
“ Neutral is engaged in a trade which is exclusively con“ fined to the subjects of a country, in peace and in war,
“ and is interdicted to all others, and cannot be avowedly
“ carried on in the name of a foreigner, such a trade is con“ sidered so entirely national, that it must follow the hostile
“ situation of the country ” (e).

CCXVI. The Rule of the War of 1756 (/), or of the
(e) 1 Wheaton's Rep. p. 506 ; Appnote iii.
Story's Life, vol. i. p. 288.
(/) See the case of the Dutch ships considered by James Marriott,
LL.D. (published 1759 ; fourth edition, 1778). London.
4 C. Robinson's Adm. Rep., App. A.
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Seven Years’ War, was intermitted during the war between
Great Britain and her American colonies ; but on the ground
that, a short time before the breaking out of hostilities,
France had declared that she had abandoned the principle
of monopoly, and meant, as a permanent regulation, to admit
neutral merchants to trade with her colonies in the West
Indies. It was considered by the British Prize Court of
Appeal in 1801, that this conduct of France at the par
ticular juncture of the American War had manifestly been
adopted for the sake of avoiding the application of the
principle which she clearly understood to be warranted by
International Law (<7).
In the War of 1793, the first set of instructions to British
cruisers were certainly framed, not on the exception of the
American War, but upon the antecedent practice (A).
But it is clear, from the judgments of the Admiralty
Court—both the very early decisions of Lord Stowell and
the last of his immediate predecessor—that at first the Buie
of 1756 was slowly and mildly restored to its supremacy (z).
At the same time, the principle upon which it was founded
was vindicated in various judgments delivered by Lord
Stowell in a manner which it is easier to cavil at than to
refute.
CCXVII. It is the usual practice of the Prize Court
(acting on a rule in the Consolato del Mare), to give freight
to the neutral carrier of enemies goods that are seized. In
a case in which a Neutral had been captured for carrying
on the coasting trade of the enemy, it was contended before
Lord Stowell, that the freight was not due to the proprietors
(g) 4 0. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. xi. App.
(h) Order in Council, November 6, 1793.

,,
,,
,, January 8, 1794.
,,
„
,, January 25, 1798.
,,
,,
,, Finally merged in the retaliatory Orders of
Council of 1806-7.
(i) The Welvciart, 1 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 124.
The Speculation, 2 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 293.
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of this vessel: that she was a Danish ship, employed in the
transmission of Spanish goods from one Spanish port to
another, and so carrying on the coasting trade of that
country. “ In Great Britain,” the learned Judge observed,
“ it had long been the system, that the coasting trade should
“ only be carried on by our own navigation ; that in all
“ the rage of novel experiment that had dictated the com“ mercial regulations of France in its new condition, this
“ policy had been held sacred. It had been enacted by a
“decree, 21st of September, 1793, that no goods, the
u growth or manufacture of France, should be carried
“from one French port to another in foreign ships, under
“ pain of confiscation (7e). The same policy had directed
“ the commercial system of other European* countries; in
“ the ordinary state of affairs, no indulgence was generally
“ permitted to the ships of most other countries to carry on
“ the coasting trade; that, therefore, the onus probandi at
“ least lay on that side, and always made it necessary to be
“ shown by the claimants that such trade was not a mere
“ indulgence and a temporary relaxation of the coasting
“ system of the State in question, but that it was a common
“ and ordinary trade, open to the ships of any country
“ whatever. . . . As to the coasting trade (supposing it to
“ be a trade not usually opened to foreign vessels), can there
“ be described a more effective accommodation that can be
“ given to an enemy during a war, than to undertake it for
“ him during his own disability ? Is it nothing that the
“ commodities of an extensive empire are conveyed from
“ the parts where they grow and are manufactured, to other
“ parts where they are wanted for use ? It is said that this
“is not importing anything new into the country,‘and it
(k) “Les batimens etrangers ne pourront transporter d’un port
francais, h, un antre port frangais, aucunes denrees, productions, ou
marchandises des cru, produit, ou manufactures de France, colonies
ou possessions de France, sous les peines portees par l’article 3 Loi
contenant l’acte de navigation, 21 Septembre, 1793 (i.e. confiscation
des batimens et cargaison, et de 3,000 liv. d’amende),” Ac.
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“ certainly is not; but has it not all the effects of such an
“ importation ?

Suppose that the French navy had a de-

“ cided ascendant, and had cut off all British communication
“between the northern and southern parts of this island,
“ and that the Neutrals interposed to bring the coals of the
u North for the supply of the manufactures and for the
“ necessities of domestic life in this metropolis ; is it possible
“ to describe a more direct and a more effectual opposition
“to the success of French hostility, short of an actual
“ military assistance in the war ? ” (7)
CCXYIII. As to trading with the colonies of the enemy,
Lord Stowell observed in a later case ( The Immanuel) that it
was as indubitable a right of the Belligerent to possess him
self of such places, as of any other possession of his enemy.
This was his common right; but he had the certain means of
carrying such a right into effect, if he had a decided superiority
at sea. Such colonies were dependent for their existence, as
colonies, on foreign supplies. If they could not be supplied
and defended, they must fall to the Belligerent, of course ;
and if the Belligerent chooses to apply his means to such an
object, what right has a third party, perfectly neutral, to step
in and prevent the execution? No existing interest of his
is affected by it; he can have no right to apply to his own
use the beneficial consequences of the mere act of the Belli
gerent, and to say,—“ True it is, you have, by force of
“ arms, forced such place out of the exclusive possession of
“ the enemy, but I will share the benefit of the conquest,
“ and, by sharing its benefits, prevent its progress. You have
“ in effect, and by lawful means, turned the enemy out of
“ the possession which he had exclusively maintained against
“ the whole world, and with whom we have never presumed
“ to interfere; but we will interpose to prevent his absolute
“ surrender, by the means of that very opening which the
“ prevalence of your arms alone has effected. Supplies
“ shall be sent, and their products shall be exported. You(l)
(l) The Emanuel, 1 C. Robinson's Adm. Rep. pp. 297, 301.
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have lawfully destroyed his monopoly, but you shall ncr£
be permitted to possess it yourself. We insist to share
the fruits of your victories ; and your blood and treasure
have been expended, not for your own interest, but for
the common benefit of others.” It could not, upon these
grounds, be contended to be a right of Neutrals to intrude
into a commerce which had been uniformly shut against
them, and which is now forced open merely by the pressure
of war; for when the enemy, under an entire inability to
supply his colonies and to export their products, affects to
open them to Neutrals, it is not his will but his necessity
that changes his system. That change is the direct and
unavoidable consequence of the compulsion of war—it is a
measure not of French councils, but of British force.
64 Upon these and other grounds it was that an instruction
44 issued at an early period of the last war with France, for
44 the purpose of preventing the communication of Neutrals
44 with the colonies of the enemy ; it was intended to be car44 ried into effect on the same footing on which the prohibition
44 had been legally enforced in the war of 1756. Upon further
44 inquiry, it turned out that one favoured nation, the
44 Americans, had in times of peace been permitted, by special
44 convention, to exercise a certain very limited commerce
44 with those colonies of the French, and it consisted wTith
44 justice that that case should be specially provided for ; but
44 no justice required that the provision should extend beyond
44 the necessities of that case. Whatever went beyond that,
44 was not given to the demands of strict justice, but was
44 matter of relaxation and concession ” (m).
44 As to the argument that variations are made in the com44 mercial systems of every country, in wars and on account
44 of wars, by means of which Neutrals are admitted and in44 vited into different kinds of trade, from which they stand
44 usually excluded ; and if so, that no one Belligerent country
44 has a right to interfere with Neutrals for acting under varia-

44
44
44
44
44

C5

O

(m) The Immanuel, 2 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. pp. 200-1.
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u tions of a like kind, made for similar reasons in the com44 mercial policy of its enemy; it is answered, that certainly
44 if this proposition could be maintained without any limita44 tion, viz., that wherever any variation whatever is made
44 during a war, and on account of the state of war, the party
44 who makes it binds himself in all the variations to which the
44 necessities of the enemy can compel him, the whole colonial
44 trade of the enemy is legalised, and the instructions which
44 are directed against any part, are equally unjust and im44 pertinent. The opening of free ports is not necessarily a
44 measure arising from the demands of war; it is frequently
44 a peace measure in the colonial system of every country.
44 There are others which more directly arise out of the ne44 cessities of war. The admission of foreigners into the
44 merchant service, as well as into the military service of this
44 country, the permission given to vessels to import commo44 dities not the growth, produce, and manufacture of the
44 country to which they belong, and other relaxations of mu64 nicipal law, and other regulations founded thereon—these,
44 it is true, take place in wrar, and arise out of a state of war;
44 but then they do not arise out of the 'predominance of the

44 enemy’sforce, or out of any necessity resulting therefrom, and
44 that is the true foundation of the principle. It is not every
44 convenience, or even every necessity, arising out of a state
44 of war, but that necessity which arises out of the impossi44 bility of otherwise providing against the urgency of distress
44 inflicted by the hand of a superior enemy, that can be ad44 mitted to produce such an effect. Thus, in time of war,
44 every country admits foreigners into its general service;
64 every country obtains, by the means of neutral vessels, those
44 products of the enemy’s country which it cannot possibly
44 receive, either by means of his navigation or its own. These
44 are ordinary measures to which every country has resort
44 in every war, whether prosperous or adverse. They arise,
44 it is true, out of a state of war, but are totally independent
44 of Us events, and have, therefore, no common origin with
44 these compelled relaxations of the colonial monopoly.
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These are acts of distress, signals of defeat and depression:
they are no better than partial surrenders to the force of
“ the enemy, for the mere purpose of preventing a total dis“ possession ” (n).
It was upon these grounds that Lord Stowell vindicated
the principle of the Rule of 1756.
CCXIX. With respect to the penalty inflicted on the
Neutral for a violation of this Rule, it should be observed,
that in an early case (o) brought before the British Prize
Court, the cargo was condemned, but the ship was restored,
though without freight: in a subsequent case (p), the ship
was restored in the Admiralty Court; but in a later case, in
which there was an appeal to the Lords, the ship, as well as
the cargo, were condemned, on the ground of the illegality
of the trade between the mother country and the colony (q).
CCXX. The complaint of the United States (r) of
North America, between whom and Great Britain this
question was a fruitful source of contention, was directed
partly against the Rule itself, and partly against the en
larged sphere of the Rule, accorded to it by the decisions
of the Prize Court.
CCXXI. With respect to the Rule itself, the United
States, in their diplomatic intercourse, constantly and ear
nestly protested against its legality, and insisted that it was
an attempt to establish “ a new principle of the Law of Na“ tions,” and one which subverted “ many other principles
“ of great importance, which have heretofore been held
“ sacred among nations.” They insisted that Neutrals were
of right entitled “ to trade, with the exception of blockades
“ and contrabands, to and between all ports of the enemy,
“ and in all articles, although the trade should not have been
“
“

(n) The Immanuel, 2 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. pp. 203-4.
(o) lb. p. 198.
(p) The Minerva (in 1801), 3 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 232.
(q) The Jonge Thomas (in 1801), ib. p. 233.
(r) Wheaton’s (Amer.) Reports, vol. i. App. p. 531.
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opened to them in time of peace ” (s). It was considered
to be the right of every independent Power to treat, in time
of peace, with every other nation, for leave to trade with
its colonies, and to enter into any trade, whether new or old,
that was not of itself illegal, and a violation of Neutrality.
One State had nothing to do with the circumstances or
motives which induced another nation to open her ports.
The trade must have a direct reference to the hostile
efforts of the Belligerents, like dealing in contraband, in
order to render it breach of Neutrality.
Nevertheless, the Rule of 1756, especially in respect to
colonial trade, has been defended, as well as attacked, by
Jurists and Judges of great authority in the United States
of North America. Mr. Chancellor Kent is of opinion
that the principle of the Rule may very fairly be considered
as one unsettled and doubtful, and open to future and
vexed discussion. He remarks that the Chief Justice of the
United States, in the case of the Commercen (£), alluded to
the Rule, but purposely avoided expressing any opinion on
the correctness of the principle; and the Chancellor winds
up his observations by saying:—
“ It is very possible, that if the United States should
“ attain that elevation of maritime power and influence
“ which their rapid growth and great resources seem to in“ dicate, and which shall prove sufficient to render it expe“ dient for her maritime enemy (if any such enemy shall ever
“ exist), to open all his domestic trade to enterprising Neu“ trals, we might be induced to feel, more sensibly than we
“ have hitherto done, the weight of the arguments of the
“foreign Jurists in favour of the policy and equity of the
“ Rule ” (w).
The opinion of Judge Story, it will be seen, is strongly* 17
(s) Mr. Mnnroe’s Letter to Lord Midgrave, of September 23, 1805,
and Mr. Madison1 s Letter to Messrs. Munroe and Pinckney, dated May
17, 1806.
(t) 1 Wheaton1 s Reports, p. 396.
(n) Kcntfs Com. vol. i. pp. 90-92.
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in favour of the legality of the principle of the Rule of
1756, though opposed to the extension of it (#).
Vattel’s opinion (y) is clear and decided, that so long as
Neutrals only continue their customary trade, they exercise a
right which they are not bound to sacrifice to the Belligerent.
Hiibner, the Neutral champion at all risks (z), in dealing
with this question, gives a strange proof of his partiality
to his clients. 44 Neutrals,” he says, 44 have a right to trade
44 in war as in peace.”—44 Bien entendu qu’ils ne sortent point
44 de leur caractere ; qu’ils ne trafiquent avec les nations
44 belligerantes que comme en temps de paix” But there is
a difficulty, he adds, about the colonial trade of the Belli
gerent: true, it is notoriously closed to the Neutral in time
of peace ; true, it is only open to him in war, and 44 a cause
44 de la guerre;” nevertheless (he whimsically adds), 44 je
44 ne vois pas pourquoi les societes souveraines, qui sont
44 neutres, devroient se refuser un benefice considerable qui se
44presenteA very honest, if not a very creditable avowal
of the rule which, in his opinion, should guide the con
sciences of neutral governments (a).
(x) Vide infra, p. 383.
(y) L. iii. c. vii. s. 111. (The words are remarkable.) 44 Maissi elles
ne font que suivre tout uniment a leur commerce, elles ne se declarent
point par la contre mes inte'rets ; elles exercent un droit que rien ne
les oblige de me sacrifier.”
(z) 4 4 M. Hiibner, dans son Traite de la Saisie des Batimens Neutres,
t. i. pt. ii. c. 2. ss. 5. et suiv., depuis la page 207 jusqu’a la 226, fait
plus ; car il entreprend de prouver fort serieusement que le pavilion
neutre couvre toute la cargaison, quoiqu’elle appartienne a l’ennemi,
ou qu’elle soit chargee pour son compte, de maniere qu’il n’en excepte
que les effets de contrebande. Mais cet auteur est absolument decide
pour les neutres, et sernble rdavoir ecrit que pour plaider leur cause.

II

pose d’abord ses principes, qu’il donne pour constants ; puis il en tire
les consequences qui lui conviennent. Cette methode est fort com
mode. On commencera par lui demander sur quoi il etablit que les
marchandises ennemies sont exemptes de saisie sur un batiment
neutre. Au surplus, par nos loix, cette saisie est autorisee ; nous
devons nous y tenir.”—Valin, Traite des Prises, c. v s. 5. § 5.
(a) De la Saisie des Batimens Neutres, tom. i. chap. iv. sec. 6.
Manning, p. 200.
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The (b) French Reglement, both of July, 1704, and of
October, 1744, enforced, in the severest manner, the prin
ciple contained in the Rule of 1756.
CCXXII. But little, if any, light upon the question is
thrown from the examination of Treaties. Independent
States have pursued no consistent course upon this subject.
It appears (c) that in 1674, the English being Neutrals,
and the Dutch Belligerents, the latter contended that the
English Treaty with them, by which it was stipulated that
the ship covered the cargo, did not authorise England to carry
on a trade between one enemy’s port and another. Sir
William Temple, however, maintained that the Treaty jus
tified this kind of trading, and in this position the Dutch
finally acquiesced (d). Since that time, several Treaties
have included provisions on this question, some permitting
and some disallowing such traffic. Thus, in 1675, the year
after the negotiation just mentioned, a Treaty between Eng
land and Holland declared that such trade between enemies
ports was allowable to the subjects of the contracting
parties, whether the said ports belonged to the same Sove
reign or to two different Sovereigns (e). The same stipula
tion occurs in the Treaty between Holland and Spain in
1676 (/) and 1679 (g).
The trade is allowed in the
Treaties of Utrecht, between France and England, and
between France and Holland (A); in the Treaty between
Holland and Russia, in 1715 (i) ; and in the Treaty
between Spain and the Empire, in 1725 (k). In several
more recent Treaties, such trade is allowed to either con(b) Valin, Ord. de la Mar ine, t. ii. pp. 248-251.
(c) Manning, pp. 198-9, to whom I am indebted for the following

remarks in this paragraph.
(d) Courtenay’s Life of Temple, vol. i. pp. 433-434.
(e) Dumont, Corps Dipl. vii. i. p. 319.
(/) lb. p. 325.
(g) lb. p. 439.
(h) lb. viii. i. pp. 348-380.
(i) lb. p. 469.
(k) lb. viii. ii. p. 115.
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trading party : for instance, in the Treaty between France
and the North American United States, in 1778 (Z) ; in that
between Swreden and the North American United States,
in 1783 (m) ; in that between Great Britain and France, in
1783 (n) ; and in that between Spain and the North
American United States, in 1795 (o). On the other hand,
such trade is declared unlawful in the Treaty between
England and Denmark in 1691 (p) ; in the Treaty between
Prussia and Sweden, in 1762 (q) ; and in the Treaty
between Great Britain and Russia, in 1801 (r).
CCXXIII. But it was not only of the principle of the
Rule itself, but of the extension given to it by judicial deci
sions, that the North American United States complained.

This remark brings us to the two latter of the four pro
positions which have been mentioned (s), namely (3), the
carrying on by a Neutral of a trade from a port in his own
country to a port of the colony of the Belligerent: (4), the
carrying on by a Neutral of a trade between the ports of
the Belligerent, but with a cargo from the Neutral’s own
country.
CCXXIV. The North American United States (z) com
plained that the decisions of the British Prize Courts and
the instructions of the British Government had, either upon
the principle of affecting the return voyage of a Neutral
vessel so engaged with the penalty, or upon the principle of
the continuity of the voyage, upon one or other of these two
assumptions, so applied the Rule of 1756, as to cut off the
exportation of the produce of the enemy’s colonies from(l)
(l) De Martens, Dec. ii. p. 598.
(m) lb. iii. p. 568.
(n) lb. iv. p. 168.
(0) lb. vi. p. 156.
(p) Dumont, vii. c. ii. p. 295.
(q) lb. i. p. 39.
(r) lb. vii. p. 272.
(s) Vide ante, p. 371.
(1) Wheaton’s (Amer.) Bep. vol. i. p. 531, App.
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Neutral countries, into which it had been imported, unless
the produce had become incorporated into the general
stock of national commodities, according to certain rules
prescribed to break the continuity of the voyage, and
which rules they denounced as fluctuating (u) and uncer
tain.
CCXXY. The writer of these pages is inclined to
accept the opinion of Judge Story, as being on the whole a
judicial result of the evidence both as to the fact and the law
respecting the decisions of the British Prize Courts upon
this rather delicate subject. That accomplished Jurist and
learned Judge, writing to Mr. Wheaton in 1816, observes :
“ My own private opinion certainly is, that the coasting
“ trade of a nation, in its strict character, is so exclusively
“ a national trade, that Neutrals can never be permitted to
u engage in it during war, without being affected with the
“ penalty of confiscation. The British have unjustly ex“ tended the doctrine to cases, where a Neutral has traded
u between ports of the enemy, with a cargo taken in at a
“ neutral country. I am as clearly satisfied that the colo“ nial trade between the mother country and the colony,
u where that trade is thrown open merely in war, is liable in
“ most instances to the same penalty. But the British have
“ extended this doctrine to all intercourse with the colony,
“ even from or to a neutral country, and herein it seems to
“ me they have abused the rule. This at present appears
to me to be the proper limits of the rule, as to the colonial
“ and coasting trade; and the Rule of 1756 (as it was at
“ that time applied) seems to me well founded ; but its late
extension is reprehensible ” (x).
Those who defer on the whole, as the writer of these
pages does, to this opinion, may yet observe, that the in
(u) Upon the point of continuity, see—
The Maria, 5 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 365.
The William, ib. p. 385.
(x) Life and Letters of Joseph Story, vol. i. p. 287.
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structions of the Crown, and the decisions of the British
Prize Court, allowed to Neutrals considerable relaxations
from that strict rule which prohibited all intercourse be
tween the Neutral and the colony of the Belligerent.

Soon after the commencement of the war, which broke
out in 1793, the first set of instructions issued by England
were framed, not on the exception already referred to, of
the American War, but on the antecedent practice, and
directed cruisers cc to bring in for lawful adjudication,
“ all vessels laden with goods, the produce of any colony
“ of France, or carrying provisions or supplies for the use
“ of any such colony.” The relaxations that have since
been adopted, have originated chiefly in the change that has
taken place in the trade of that part of the world, since the
establishment of an independent government on the conti
nent of America. In consequence of that event, American
vessels had been admitted to trade in some articles, and on
certain conditions, with the colonies both of this country and
of France. Such a permission had become a part of the
general commercial arrangements, as the ordinary state of
their trade in time of peace. The commerce of America
was, therefore, abridged by the foregoing instructions, and
debarred of the right generally ascribed to neutral trade in
time of war, that it might be continued, with peculiar ex
ceptions, on the basis of its ordinary establishment. In con
sequence of representations made by the United States
Government to this effect, new instructions to our cruisers
were issued, 8th January, 1794, apparently designed to
exempt North American ships trading between their own
country and the colonies of France. The directions were
“ to bring in all vessels laden with goods, the produce of
“ the French West India Islands, and coming directly
“ from any port of the said islands to any port in
“ Europe ” (?/).
(y) 4 C. Robinson’s Adm. RepApp. A. p. iii.
See also the Providentia, 2 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 142.
The Immanuel, ib. p. 197.
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The Margaretha Magdalena, ib. p. 138.
A neutral American ship, captured on a voyage from an enemy colony
to a neutral island, both in the West Indies, though not the port of the
proprietors of the ship or cargo, was restored. The Hector and the
Sally (before the Lords of Appeal), 4 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep., App. A.
pp. 14, 15, and note.
The leading cases in the British Prize Court upon the subject of
this chapter are well classified by Mr. Pritchard in his Analytical
Digest of Admiralty Gases. London, 1847.
(1) Colonial Trade generally :—
The Galypso, 2 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 154.
The Phoenix, 3 ib. p. 186.
The Star, ib. p. 193, n.
The Rose, 2 ib. p. 206.
The Immanuel, 2 ib. p. 205.
The New Adventurer, and also the Oxolen (before the Lords of
Appeal), 4 ib. App. A. p. 4, n.
The Minerva, 3 ib. p. 229.
The Anna Dorothea, ib. p. 229, n.
The Jonge, 3 ib. p. 232, n.
The Wilhelmina (before the Lords of Appeal), 4 ib. Appendix A.
p. 4, and note, pp. 12-13.
(2) Of the relations therein allowed by Great Britain :—
(a) Generally :
The Providentia, 2 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 142.
The Immanuel, ib. p. 197.
The Margaretha Magdalena, ib. p. 138.
The Hector and the Sally (before the Lords of Appeal), 4 ib. Ap
pendix A. pp. 14, 15, and note.
The Lucy, ib. p. 14.
The Charlotte (before the Lords of Appeal), ib. p. 13.
The Gonferenzrath, 6 ib. p. 362.
(b) As dependent on the question of the continuity of the voyage :—
The Polly, 2 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 361.
The Immanuel, ib. p. 197.
The Mercury (before the Lords of Appeal), 4 ib. Appendix A.
p. 6.
The Eagle, ib.
The Maria, 5 ib. p. 365.
The William, ib. p. 385.
The John, 1 Acton’s Rep. p. 39.
The Star, 3 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 193. n.3
(3) Of the principles applicable to, as to settlements in the East
Indies :—
The Juliana, 4 G. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 328.
VOL. III.
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The Patapsco, 1 Acton's Adm. Rep. p. 270*
The Rebecca, 2 ib. p. 119.
(4) Under extraordinary and privileged contracts with the parent
State :—
The Anna Catharina,, 4 C. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 107.
The Rendsborg, ib. p. 121.
Coasting Trade :—
The Emanuel, 1 G. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 302.
The Speculation, 2 ib. p. 293.
The Welvaart, 1 ib. p. 124.
The Johannah Tholen, 6 ib. p. 72.
The Ebenezer, ib. p. 252.
The Schoone Sophie, ib. p. 251, n.
•
The Thomyris, Edward's Adm. Rep. p. 17.
The Two Brothers, 2 Acton's Adm. Rep. p. 38.
The Oora, ib. p. 44.
The Yonge Jan and other ships, 6 0. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 42, n.
Fishing Trade:—
The 0spray, cited in the Vigilantia, 1 G. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 14.
The Young Jacob and Johanna, ib. pp. 20-1.
The Susa, 2 ib. p. 251.
Other cases :—
The William and Grace, and cases therein cited, Hay and Marriott,
p. 76.
The Belle Sauvage, cited in the Friendship, ib. p. 79.
The Sally, ib. p. 83.
The Friendship, ib. p. 78.
The Commerce, ib. p. 80.
The Rebecca, ib. p. 197.
The Jeane Isabelle, ib. p. 186.
.
The Maria, 6 0. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 201.
The Charlotte Sophia, ib. p. 204, n.
The Lisette, ib. p. 394.
The Mercurius, Edwards' Adm. Rep. p. 53, and the Minna, therein
cited.
Exemptions, under Treaties, from the penalties of :—
(1) Where allowed, et contra:—
The Ringende Jacob, 1 0. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 89.
The Gatherina Joanna, 6 ib. p. 42, n.
(2) Practice in cases of :—
The Vreede, 5 0. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 231.
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PART THE TENTH.
CHAPTER I.
CONTRABAND.

CCXXYI. It cannot be too emphatically declared that
it is the unquestionable right of the Neutral to carry on a
general trade with the Belligerents.
44 Des enfants de Japet toujours une moitid
Fournira des armes a l’autre ” (a),

says a well-known'French writer.
.
In their war with Spain in 1599, the Dutch put forth an
unlawful Notification (Placaart) to the world, whereby, as
their historian Grotius says, 44 per edictum vetant popalos
44 quoscunque ullos commeatus resve alias in Hispaniam ferre;
44 si qui secus faxint, ut hostibus faventes vice hostium fu44 turos ” (b). And, as we have seen in the last chapter, a most
unjust attempt of a similar character was made by the allied
forces of the English and the Dutch during the war waged
by the English King William the Third against Louis the
Fourteenth; and, as we have also seen, the clause in the
Treaty of Whitehall (c) of August 12,1689, which incorpo(a) La Fontaine, 1. ii. f. 6 : 44 L’Oiseau blessd d’une Flkche.”
(b) Grot. Hist. 1. viii.
(c) It is remarkable (as Lord Liverpool, in his Essay on the Conduct
of Great Britain, observes) that Puffendorf who owed everything to
the Northern Crowns, thought this Convention justifiable. Se©
Puffendorf’$ Letter in J. Groningii Bibliotheca Universalis.
c c 2
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rated this vicious principle, was shortly afterwards annulled ;
the injustice of the principle was acknowledged, and the
claim founded on it abandoned.
The French Ordonnance of 1704, containing a similar
principle, was not justified, but in some degree at least
palliated, by the fact of its being retaliatory to this unlawful
Treaty.
“ It cannot, I think,” says Lord Liverpool, “ be doubted
“ that, according to those principles of natural equity which
“ constitute the Law of Nations, the people of every country
“ must always have a right to trade in general to the ports of
“ any State, though it may happen to be engaged in war
“ with another, provided it be with their own merchandise,
“ or on their own account; and that, under this pretence,
“ they do not attempt to screen from one party the effects of
“ the other; and on condition also that they carry not to
“ either of them any implements of war or whatever else,
“ according to the nature of their respective situations or the
“ circumstances of the case, may be necessary to them for
“ their defence. As clear as this point may be, it has suffi“ ciently appeared, by the facts deduced above, that, amid
“ the irregularities of war, the rules of equity, in this respect,
“ were not always enough regarded ; and that many Grovern“ ments in time of war have often most licentiously disturbed,
“ and sometimes prohibited totally, the commerce of neutral
“ nations with their enemies ” (d).
Such was the attempt made by Russia (e), thirty-five years
after Lord Liverpool’s treatise was published, to coerce the

(d) Lord Liverpool, On the Conduct of the Government of Great
Britain in respect to Neutral Nations, pp. 50-7.

(e) The language of part of the English note to Denmark would
appear to lay England open to the same charge ; but the whole note,
as well as the fact, show that she only insisted upon the abstinence on
the part of Denmark from a commerce in provisions with France, the
justice or injustice of which will be considered by-and-by.—See
Instructions to Cruisers, De Martens, Tr. Y. p. 596 (1793).
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other Scandinavian Powers (/) into an abstinence from all
commerce with France. This attempt was a clear and inde
fensible violation of International Law (g), the true doctrine
of which is laid down by Lord Liverpool in the passage
which has been just cited, and which is also judicially stated
by Lord Stowell in the case of the Wilhelmina.
“ The Dane ” (he observes) “ has a perfect right, in time of
“profound peace, to trade between Holland and France to
“ the utmost advantage he can make of such a navigation ;
“ and there is no ground upon which any of its advantages
“ can be withheld from him in time of war ” (h).
Again, in a case decided a few months afterwards, it was
promulgated, by the same authority, that “upon the breaking
“ out of a war, it is the right of Neutrals to carry on their* 4
(/) 44 The usurpers of the Government in France, after having sub
verted all order, after having embrued their murderous hands in the
blood of their King, have declared themselves, by a solemn decree,
the friends and protectors of all those who should commit* the same
horrors and excesses against their own Government in other States ;
and they have not only promised them succours and every assistance,
but even attacked, by force of arms, most of the adjacent Powers.
4 4 By so doing, they put themselves into an immediate state of war
with all the Powers of Europe ; and from that period, Neutrality
could only take place when prudence prescribed, to conceal the reso
lution prescribed by the general interest. But this motive exists no
longer, since the most formidable Powers have joined in league to
make theirs one common cause against the enemy of the safety and
prosperity of nations. If there be any whose situation does not
allow such strong and decisive efforts as the other Powers have re
course to, it is but justice that they should join the common cause by
other means which are wholly in their power, and especially by
breaking off all commerce and intercourse with the perturbators of
public rest.”—Annual Reg. 1793, pp. 175-6.
(g) See the Instructions of Russia in 1793.—Collection of Acts and
Papers, Sc. p. 149.
Ward’s Treatise on the Relative Rights of Belligerent and Neutral,
p. 169. He characterizes them truly as 44 a gross and flagrant invasion,
on thp part of Russia, of the independent sovereignty of Denmark,
and justly commends the Danish Minister’s (Bernstorf) reply.
(h) The Wilhelmina, note to the Rebecca, 2 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep.
p. 102. (July 3, 1799.)
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“ accustomed trade, with an exception of the particular cases
“ of a trade to blockaded places, or in contraband articles (in
“ both which cases their property is liable to be condemned),
“ and of their ships being liable to visitation and search;
“ in which case, however, they are entitled to freight and

“ expenses. I do not mean to say that, in the accidents of
“ a war, the property of Neutrals may not be variously en“ tangled and endangered. In the nature of human con“ nections, it is hardly possible that inconveniences of this
“ kind should be altogether avoided. Some Neutrals will be
“ unjustly engaged in covering the goods of the enemy, and
“ others will be unjustly suspected of doing it. The incon“ veniences are more than fully balanced by the enlargement
“ of their commerce. The trade of the Belligerents is usually
“ interrupted in a great degree, and falls, in the same degree,
“ into the lap of Neutrals. But, without reference to acci“ dents of the one kind or other, the general rule is, that the
“ Neutral has a right to carry on, in time of war, his accus“ tomed trade to the utmost extent of which that accustomed
“ trade is capable ” (z).
CCXXVII. In the last chapter we considered the law
fulness of one of the limitations by which the general liberty
of the Neutral to trade with the enemy had been curtailed ;
and the question whether he was by the right of the Bellig e en confined to his customary trade, and excluded from
that which was only opened to him by the distress of one
Belligerent arising from the pressure and success of the other
Belligerent’s force. It was shown that the lawfulness of
this limitation in any shape was a question of much contro
versy ; the same remark cannot be predicated of the subject
of the present chapter, which considers the question of
trading in contraband goods.
But first in order should be considered the distinction
of the contraband cargo, because a bond Jide commerce
between Neutrals in articles of contraband cannot be pre
vented by the Belligerent. But he has a right to ascertain
(i) The Immanuel, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bcp. p. 198.
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—a matter often of great difficulty—that the alleged desti
nation of contraband articles, the commerce in which is
perhaps solely caused, certainly greatly enhanced, by the
war in which he is engaged, be real and not pretended.
During the recent American Civil War, this part of the
general subject underwent careful and repeated discussion;
the vicinity of neutral Nassau and Matamoras to the
blockaded coast of the enemy, the Confederate States, tempt
ing large ventures in contraband from neutral ports in
Europe, ostensibly to these neutral places, but really to the
Southern coast of Florida. The judgments of the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the cases of the Bermuda and
the Peter hoff,\ contain very valuable and sound expositions
of the law, professedly, and for the most part really, in har
mony with the earlier decisions of English Prize Courts. I
invite attention to the following extracts from the Ber
muda (K). The Court says :—
“ The theory of the Counsel for Haigh is, that she was
“ a neutral ship, carrying a cargo, in good faith, from one
“ neutral port to another neutral port; and they insist that
“ the descriptipn of cargo, if neutral, and in a neutral ship,
“ and on a neutral voyage, cannot be inquired into in the
“ Courts of a belligerent.
“We agree to this: Neutral trade is entitled to protec“ tion in all Courts; neutrals, in their own country, may
“ sell to belligerents whatever belligerents choose to buy.
“ The principal exceptions to this rule are, that neutrals
“ must not sell to one belligerent what they refuse to sell
“ to the other, and must not furnish soldiers or sailors to
“ either; nor prepare, nor suffer to be prepared within their
“ territory, armed ships or military or naval expeditions
“ against either. So, too, except goods contraband of war,
“ or conveyed with intent to violate a blockade, neutrals
(/;) The Bermuda, 3 Wallace (Amer.) Rep. pp. 551, 552, 1865. It
is to be observed that the Springbok, another case during the same
war in which the question of ‘‘continuous voyages ” was raised, was
decided on the ground of alleged breach of blockade, and not of
contraband. Vide post, § ccxcviii.
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44 may transport to belligerents whatever belligerents may
44 agree to take. And so, again, neutrals may convey in
u neutral ships, from one neutral port to another, any goods,
44 whether contraband of war or not, if intended for actual
44 delivery at the port of destination, and to become part of
64 the common stock of the country or of the port.
44 It is asserted by Counsel that a British merchant, as a
44 neutral, had, during the late Civil War, a perfect right
44 to trade, even in military stores, between their own ports,
44 and to sell at one of them goods of all sorts, even to an
44 enemy of the United States, with knowledge of his in44 tent to employ them in rebel war against the American
44 Government.
44 If by trade between neutral ports is meant real trade,
44 in the course of which goods conveyed from one port to
44 another become incorporated into the mass of goods for
44 sale in the port of destination ; and if by sale to the
44 enemies of the United States is meant sale to either
44 belligerent, without partiality to either, we accept the
44 proposition of Counsel as correct.
44 But if it is intended to affirm that a neutral ship may
44 take on a contraband cargo ostensibly for a neutral port,
44 but destined in reality for a belligerent port, either by
44 the same ship or by another, without becoming liable from
44 the commencement to the end of the voyage to seizure,
44 in order to the confiscation of the cargo, we do not agree
44 to it.
44 Very eminent writers on International Maritime Law
44 have denied the right of neutrals to sell to belligerents,
44 even within neutral territory, articles made for use in war,
44 or to transport such articles to belligerent ports without
44 liability to seizure and confiscation of goods and ship.
44 And this is not an illogical inference from the general
44 maxim that neutrals must not mix in the war. Inter
national Law, however, in its practical administration,
44 leans to the side of commercial freedom, and allows both
44 free sale and free conveyance by neutrals to belligerents,
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“ If no blockade be violated, of all sorts of goods except
“contraband; and the conveyance, even of contraband
“ goods, will not, in general, subject the ship, but only the
“ goods to forfeiture.
“ It makes no difference whether the destination to the
“ rebel port was ulterior or direct; nor could the question
“ of destination be affected by trans-shipment at Nassau, if
“ trans-shipment was intended, for that could not break the
“ continuity of transportation of the cargo.
“ The interposition of a neutral port between neutral
“ departure and belligerent destination, has always been
“ a favourite resort of contraband carriers and blockade
“runners. But it never avails them when the ultimate
“ destination is ascertained. A transportation from one
“ point to another remains continuous, so long as intent
“ remains unchanged, no matter what stoppages or trans“ shipments intervene.
“ This was distinctly declared by this Court in 1855 (/),
“ in reference to American shipments to Mexican ports
“ during the war of this country with Mexico, as follows :—
“ c Attempts have been made to evade the rule of public
“ ‘ law, by the interposition of a neutral port between the
“6 shipment from the belligerent port and the ultimate
“c destination in the enemy’s country ; but in all such
“6 cases the goods have been condemned as having been
“ ‘ taken in a course of commerce rendering them liable to
“c confiscation.’
“ The same principle is equally applicable to the con“ veyance of contraband to belligerents; and the vessel
“ which, with the consent of the owner, is so employed in
“ the first stage of a continuous transportation, is equally
“ liable to capture and confiscation with the vessel which is
“ employed in the last, if the employment is such as to
“ make either so liable.(l)
(l) Jecker v. Montgomery, 18 Howard (Amer.) Bep. p. 114.
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“ This rule of continuity is well established in respect
“ to cargo.
“ At first, Sir William Scott held that the landing and
“ warehousing of the goods, and the payment of the duties
tc on importation, was a sufficient test of the termination of
“ the original voyage; and that a subsequent exportation
“ of them to a belligerent port was lawful (m). But in a
“ later case, in an elaborate judgment, Sir William Grant
“ (n) reviewed all the cases, and established the rule, which
“ has never been shaken, that even the landing of goods
“ and payment of duties does not interrupt the continuity
“ of the voyage of the cargo, unless there be an honest
“ intention to bring them into the common stock of the
“ country. If there be an intention, either formed at the
“ time of original shipment, or afterwards, to send the
“ goods forward to an unlawful destination, the continuity
“ of the voyage will not be broken, as to the cargo, by any
“ transactions at the intermediate port.
u There seems to be no reason why this reasonable and
“ settled doctrine should not be applied to each ship, where
“ several are engaged successively in one transaction,
“ namely, the conveyance of a contraband cargo to a belu ligerent. The question of liability must depend on the
“ good or bad faith of the owners of the ships. If a part
“ of the voyage is lawful, and the owners of the ship conu veying the cargo in that part are ignorant of the ulterior
“ destination, and do not hire their ship with a view to it,
“ the ship cannot be liable; but if the ulterior destination
“ is the known inducement to the partial voyage, and the
“ ship is engaged in the latter with a view to the former,
“ then whatever liability may attach to the final voyage,
“ must attach to the earlier, undertaken with the same cargo
<c and in continuity of its conveyance. Successive voyages,
“ connected by a common plan and a common object, form
(m) The Polly, 2 G. Robinson's Adm. Rep. 369.
(n) The William, 5 ib. 395. 1 Kent's Comm. p. 84, n.
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“ a plural unit. They are links of the same chain, each
“ identical in description with every other, and each essential
“t0
continuous whole. The ships are planks of the
same bridge, all of the same kind, and all necessary to the
“ convenient passage of persons and property from one end
“ to thef other.”
The subsequent case of the Peterhoff(o) was distinguished
from that of the Bermuda.
The Court having referred to certain decisions of the
English Prize Court, said :—
“ These cases fully recognise the lawfulness of neutral
trade to 01 from a blockaded country by inland navigation
“ or transportation. They assert principles without dis“ regard of which it is impossible to hold that inland trade
“ from Matamoras, in Mexico, to Brownsville or Galveston,
“ irl Texas, or from Brownsville or Galveston to Matamoras,
“ was affected by the blockade of the Texan coast.
“ And the general doctrines of International Law lead
“ irresistibly to the same conclusion. We know of but two
“ exceptions to the rule of free trade by neutrals with
belligeients • the first is, that there must be no violation
“ of blockade or siege; and the second, that there must be
no conveyance of contraband to either belligerent. And
“ the question we are now considering is, £ Was the car.ro
“ ‘ of the Peterhoff within the first of these exceptions ? ’
“We have seen that Matamoras was not and could not be
blockaded; and it is manifest that there was not and
“ could not be any blockade of the Texan bank of the
Bio Grande as against the trade of Matamoras. ]\ o
(o) The Peterhoff, Wallace's (Amcr.) Rep. vol. v. pp. 56-7. a.d. 1866.
The Peterhoff and her cargo had been condemned by the District
Court (Judge Betts), Blatchford’s Prize Cases, pp. 435-50.
The Supreme Court reversed the sentence, holding the destination
of the ship to be neutral, the cargo for the most part neutral in
character and destination; but as it appeared that the captain had
destroyed papers just before the capture, the Court decreed payment
of the costs and expenses by the ship as a condition of restitution.
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“ blockading vessel was in the river; nor could any such
“ vessel ascend the river unless supported by a competent
“ military force on land.
“ The doctrine of the Bermuda case, supposed by Counsel
“ to have an important application to that before us, has, in
“ reality, no application at all. . There is an obvious and
“ broad line of distinction between the cases.
The Ber“ muda and her cargo were condemned because engaged in
“ a voyage ostensibly for a neutral, but in reality either di“ rectly or by substitution of another vessel, for a blockaded
“ port. The Peterhoff was destined for a neutral port, with
“ no ulterior destination for the ship, or none by sea for the
“ cargo to any blockaded place. In the case of the Ber“ muda, the cargo destined primarily for Nassau could not
“ reach its ulterior destination without violating the blockade
“ of the rebel ports; in the case before us the cargo,
“ destined primarily for Matamoras, could reach an ulterior
“ destination in Texas without violating any blockade at all.
“We must say, therefore, that trade between London
“ and Matamoras, even with intent to supply, from Mata“ moras, goods to Texas, violated no blockade, and cannot
“ be declared unlawful.
“ Trade with a neutral port in immediate proximity to the
“ territory of one belligerent, is certainly very inconvenient
“ to the other. Such trade, with unrestricted inland: com“ merce between such a port and the enemy’s territory,
“ impairs undoubtedly, and very seriously impairs, the value
“ of a blockade of the enemy’s coast. But in cases such as
“ that nowr in judgment, we administer the Public Law of
“ Nations, and are not at liberty to inquire what is for the
“ particular advantage or disadvantage of our own or an“ other country. We must follow the lights of reason, and
“ the lessons of the masters of International Jurisprudence.
“ The remedy for inconveniences of the sort just men“ tioned is with the political department of the Grovern“ ment.”
In 1864, before the judgment of the District Court con
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demning the Peterhoff and her cargo had been reversed
by the Supreme Court (p), a judgment of considerable
interest to insurers, in the case of the same ship, was
delivered by the Court of Common Pleas in England. Lord
Chief-Justice Erie, it will be seen, in such comments as he
made upon the decision then in force, is in accordance with
the subsequent decision of the Supreme Court.
Lord Chief-Justice Erie said :—
“ The declaration is on a policy of insurance on goods,
“ from London to Matamoras, in the usual form, and alleges
“ a loss in the course of that voyage by a peril insured
“ against (q).
“ The seventh plea alleges that the goods were contraband
“ of war, and were shipped by the plaintiff for the purpose
“ of being sent to and imported into a port in a State en“ gaged in hostilities with the United States, and were
“ liable to be seized by the cruisers of the United States as
“ contraband of war; that the ship was carrying goods and
“ papers which rendered her liable to be seized by such
“ cruisers; and that the ship and goods were seized accord“ ingly, which is the loss complained of,—of all which the
“ defendant, at the time of subscribing the policy, was
“ wholly ignorant.
.
“ The demurrer to this plea raises the question whether
“ the facts alleged show a defence, and our answer is in the
“ negative.
“ The plea was probably intended to be a defence on the
“ground of the concealment by the plaintiff of material
“ facts. But we do not find sufficient averments to establish
“ that defence. As we read the plea, we take it to be con“ sistent therewith that the goods of the plaintiff were sent
“from a neutral port to a neutral port in a neutral ship.
“ The allegation in the declaration that the goods were sent

(p) 1866.
(q) Hobbs v. Henning (1864), Common Bench Rep. (N.S.)> vol. xviL
pp. 817-822. The Feterhoj}.
•
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“ from London to Matamoras, is admitted by the plea; and
“ although we cannot notice judicially the situation of
“ Matamoras, so neither can the defendant rely on its
“ proximity to the Confederate States, or make any un“ favourable inference therefrom against the plaintiff, if the
“ goods were in the course of transport from a neutral to a
“ neutral port. The better opinion seems to be that war
“ does not give to a belligerent any right to seize goods on
“ account of their quality.
See the authorities collected in
“ Ortolan: Diplomatic de la Mer, vol. ii. pp. 165-213.
“ The allegation that the goods were shipped for the pur“ pose of being sent to an enemy’s port is an allegation of
“ a mental process only. We are not to assume therefrom
“ either that the plaintiff had made any contract, or pro“ vided any means for the further transmission of the goods
“ into the enemy’s State, or that the shipment to Matamoras
“ was an unreal pretence. If the goods were in a course of
“ transmission, not to Matamoras, but to an enemy’s port,
“ the voyage would not be covered by the policy; and that
“ defence is raised in direct terms by the third plea. Here
“ the allegation does not deny the destination to the neutral
“ port to which the insurance relates, but introduces a pur“ pose existing in the mind of the assured, after the termi“ nation of the voyage insured, for the ulterior destination
“ of the cargo and ^hip. It is consistent with that purpose,
“ as here alleged, that the plaintiff made the consignment
“for mercantile profit, as the end to be attained by him; in
“ other words, that he knew of an effective demand for
“ warlike stores at Matamoras, and was induced to send a
“ supply by the expectation of a higher price, and that he
“ expected that the purchase would probably be made on
“ behalf of the Confederate States, and in that sense had
“ the purpose that the goods should pass into those States.
“ In that sense, price was the ultimate end which he pur“ posed to attain ; and Federal and Confederate were alike
“ indifferent as a means, provided he attained that end; and
“ in a neutral territory he might lawfully sell to either.
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“ The distinction between a mere mental purpose that
“ an unlawful act should be done, and a participation in the
“ unlawful transaction itself, is made more clear by reference
“ to the cases of Holman v. Johnson, Cowp. 341, and Light“foot v. Tenant, 1 Bos. & P. 554. In the former, the
“ plaintiff in a foreign country sold goods to the defendant,
“ knowing that he purposed to smuggle them into England;
“ and in one sense the plaintiff there sold them with the
“ purpose that they should be so smuggled; but as he did
“ not participate in any way in the unlawful transaction,
“ the mere mental purpose did not avoid the contract of
“ sale. In the second case (Lightfoot v. Tenant), the
“ plaintiff sold goods to the defendant, to be delivered
“ abroad in order that they should be sent unlawfully to the
“ East Indies. After verdict for the defendant on a plea
“ alleging this fact, on motion for judgment, non obstante
“ veredicto, the objection was raised that the mere mental
“ purpose of the vendor did not avoid the contract of sale;
“ but the objection was answered by suggestion of the fact
“that the plaintiff’s participation in the unlawful trans“ action went beyond the mere mental purpose, that he was
“ taken to be a party to the whole project, and to be acting
“ in the execution thereof in the sale, which was the cause
“ of action; and upon these facts the contract was held
“ void.
“ For these reasons we think the averment (that the
“ c goods were shipped for the purpose of being sent to an
“ 6 enemy’s port ’ (construing those words as we have done),
“ is insufficient to establish that they were liable to seizure
“ for a breach of neutrality.
“ The effect of the other allegations in the plea depends
“much on that which we have last considered. If goods
“ fit for use in war, and therefore of the quality described by
“ the term contraband of war, are passing between neutrals,
“ it seems that they are not liable to seizure by a belli“ gerent. The right of capture, according to Sir William
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“ Scott’s opinion, expressed in the case of ‘ the Iminaf 3 C.
“Rob. Adm. R. 168, attaches only where they are passing
“ on the high seas to an enemy’s port. 6 They must be
“c taken in delicto, that is, in the actual prosecution of a
“ 4 voyage to an enemy’s port.’
“ The liability, therefore, of these goods to lawful
“ seizure, although their quality was such as might make
“ them contraband of war, depended on their destination;
“ and they were not liable, unless it distinctly appeared
“ that the voyage was to an enemy’s port.
“ The further allegation that the ship was carrying goods
“ and papers which made them liable to be seized, is imma“ terial as a ground of defence ; for these goods are not
“ alleged to be the plaintiff’s goods, and the plaintiff is not
“ shown to be responsible for the ship’s papers, nor for any
“ other goods than his own. Also, if the voyage was to a
“neutral port, and the law be as above stated, the facts
“ alleged do not show that the ship and goods were liable
“ to seizure.

“ Furthermore, the allegation that the ship was carrying
“ papers which made her liable to be seized, is not strictly
“ accurate, in reference to the Law of Nations. The papers
“ alone are not a breach of neutrality so as to work a for“ feiture of the ship : they are only evidence from which a
“ cause of forfeiture may be inferred; they may be evi“ dence either of enemy’s property or of destination to a
“ blockaded port, or to an enemy’s port, writh contraband,
“ and so be evidence on which the judge may find a cause
“ of forfeiture proved ; but they are in themselves no cause
“ of forfeiture. The language of Sir William Scott, in the
“case of the Franklin, 3 C. Rob. Ad. R. 221, speaking of
“ simulated papers, and saying that 6 this fraudulent con“ 4 duct justly subjects the ship to confiscation,’ must be taken
“ with reference to the question before him,—whether the
“ ship should be confiscated as well as the contraband cargo ;
“ and his decision is in the affirmative, and rightly, if the
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“ shipowner was knowingly conveying contraband to an
u enemy’s port, of which knowledge papers indicating a
“ false destination would raise a presumption.
“ These being the premises alleged in the plea, the alle“ gation that the defendant was ignorant of them is of no
“ avail. If the defence is that the plaintiff has concealed
“ a fact which he was bound to disclose, the plea should
“ have been framed accordingly. As it stands, it shows no
“ wrongful act on the part of the plaintiff towards the
“ insurers.
“ If the proper construction of the premises in the plea
“ be different from that which we have come to, still the
“ allegation of the defendant’s ignorance of those premises
“ would not make the plea a good defence on the ground of
“ concealment. The insurance is against capture, lawful
“ and unlawful; and the defendant, in order to discharge
“ himself, must show a concealment by the assured.
Mr.
“ Phillips—6 Phillips on Insurance,’ vol. i. § 531—says :
“ Concealment is where a party suppresses or neglects to
“ ‘ communicate a material fact.’ It is quite consistent with
“ anything appearing on this record, that a letter from the
“ plaintiff may have miscarried, or that the defendant may
“ have remained in ignorance without any default of the
“ plaintiff. The allegation, therefore, of the ignorance of
“ the defendant is of itself immaterial, and has no effect in
“ avoiding the policy; and the result is that we consider the
“ seventh plea to be bad.”
The Judge then continued:—
“We now proceed to examine the judgment set out in
“ the eighth plea. The condemnation appears to us to
“ have been for carrying contraband of war intended to be
“ for the use of the enemies of the United States; and the
“ sentence, so far from deciding that the ship with the said
“ goods did not sail on the voyage from London to Mata“ moras, appears to us to express that she was on that voyage
“ when she was taken. The first matter of fact found by
“ the Judge is, that the ship was knowingly on the voyage
VOL. ill.
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“ aforesaid (that is, from London to Matamoras), laden with
“ contraband. The second is, that the said ship with the
“ said cargo was not truly destined to Matamoras, a neutral
“ port, and for the purpose of trade and commerce within
“ the authority and intendment of Public Law, but was
“ destined for some other port or place, and in aid and for
“ the use of the enemy, and in violation of the Law of
“Nations; and that the ship’s papers were simulated and
“ false.
“ If the Judge meant to find that the ship was not bound
“ to Matamoras, but, on the contrary, to a port of the
“ enemy, the finding would have been so expressed. But,
“if he meant to find that she was bound to Matamoras,not
“ for the purpose of commerce with the inhabitants thereof,
“ but for the purpose of such a sale or transfer there as that
“ the Confederates should get the use of the cargo, all the
“ words of the judgment have their usual meaning and
“effect. We have no jurisdiction to inquire into, nor are
“ we at all considering the validity of the legal grounds of
“ the judgment: our task is to ascertain what matter of
“ fact the Judge found to exist. He may have considered
“ that trading with the Confederates was not within the
“ authority and intendment of public law, and was in vio“ lation of the Law of Nations ; and that a voyage to Mata“ moras, in order that the cargo should be transferred from
“ thence to some port or place for the use of the Confederates,
“was a destination of the cargo for such a port or place,
“ and made it liable to confiscation; and that the papers
“ were simulated and false, because they represented Mata“ moras as the final destination, and concealed a purpose of
“ ulterior destination.
“ By this examination of the judgment set out in the
“ plea, we are led to the conclusion that the learned Judge
“ did not intend to find, as a matter of fact, either that the
“ ship had not sailed on a voyage to Matamoras, or that,
“ after having so sailed, she had deviated from that voyage.
“But, on the contrary, he condemned her as lawful prize
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“ because she was in prosecution of that voyage with an
“ ulterior destination, either for the cargo, or the ship, or
“ both, as above explained.
“ The judgment, therefore, does not sustain the inferences
“ of fact which the defendant seeks to establish thereby;
u nor does it sustain his claim of right to prevent the
“ plaintiff from showing the truth in respect of this fact:
“ and the plea is therefore bad.”
CCXXVTII. The most ardent and partial supporters of
neutral rights and privileges have admitted that it is not
competent to a Neutral to trade with Contraband goods to
a Belligerent. The controversy has in this case arisen
chiefly upon the following points, viz.:—
I. What is Contraband ?
IL What is the penalty attaching to the Neutral for
carrying it to the enemy ?
*
These questions (r) require a full discussion under the
following heads:—

(r) One of the earliest legislative prohibitions on the subject of
Contraband is probably of the Emperor Marcian to his subjects :—■
“Nemo alienigenis barbaris cujuscunque gentis ad hanc urbem sacratissimam, sub legationis specie vel sub quocunque alio colore venientibus, aut in diversis aliis civitatibus vel locis, loricas, scuta et arcus,
sagittas et spathas et gladios, vel alterius cujuscunque generis arma
audeat venumdare : nulla prorsus iisdem tela, nihil penitus ferri vel
facti jam vel adhuc infecfci, ab aliquo distrahatur. Perniciosum
namque Romano imperio et proditioni proximum est, barbaros, quos
indigere convenit, telis eos ut validiores reddantur instruere,” &c.—
Cod* iv. t. xli. 2.
The Canon Law forbade the exportation of arms to the Infidel—a
prohibition which, in 1855, it would have been rather awkward to
enforce :—“ Ita quorundam animos occupavit saeva cupiditas, ut, qui
gloriantur nomine Christiano, Saracenis arma, ferrum, et ligamina
deferant galearum,” &c. ; all such excommunicandi.—Decret. 1. v. t.
vi. c. 6.
See also a similar prohibition and punishment, Extrav. Comm. 1. v.
t. ii.
As to the International authority of the Pope, vide ante, vol. ii.
§§ ccciv. cccv.
‘ ‘ Contrabannum : merces banno interdicta ; Italis contrabbando ; Gall.
d
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1. The carrying of unquestionable Munitions of W&r,
military or naval, in their perfect and completed state (s).
2. The permitting the sale of such articles to a Belligerent
within the territory of the Neutral.
3. The carrying of materials of a kind which does not
certainly indicate whether their destination be for bellige
rent or ordinary commercial purposes : articles ancipitis
vel promiscui asus, especially of commeatus, provisions, and
money.
4. The doctrine of Pre-emption.
5. The carrying of military persons in the employ of a
Belligerent, or being in any way engagecl in his transport
service.
6. The carrying of the despatches of a Belligerent.
7. The penalty of carrying Contraband.
8. The principal Treaties upon the subject of Contra
band.
CCXXIX. First. With respect to the carrying of un
questionable munitions, military or naval, of war, in their
perfect and completed state.
The general International Law upon this subject is
founded upon the clearest principles of justice and reason.
“ That person” (said the great Athenian orator), “ who“ ever he be, who prepares and provides the means of my
“ destruction, he makes war upon me, though he have never
“ cast a javelin or drawn a bow against me ” {£).
“•If” (said Lord Grenville) “I have wrested my enemy’s
“ sword from his hands, the bystander who furnishes him

contrebcmde. Cliarta anno 1445, tom. iii. Cod. Ital. Diplom. col. 1756 :
4 Item quod non permittant committentes Contrabanna, dicti salis
vel aliarum rerum .... in dictis locis tute et secure permanere.”’—Du Cange, Gloss, (ed. Carpenterius), Parisiis, 1842.
(s) As to ambassadors of Belligerents on board neutral vessels, see
vol. ii. § cxxx. A., et vide post.

(£) “ .

.

.
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“ with a fresh weapon can have no pretence to be considered
“ as a Neutral in the contest ” (u).
No Armed Neutrality (x)has as yet denied this position :
indeed, upon this very ground, they have hitherto excepted
in their Conventions those warlike stores, which they have
thought proper to designate as Contraband, from that
general freedom which they otherwise maintain to be the
right of neutral commerce.
No Hiibner, no professed advocate of neutral claims, has
as yet maintained a contrary proposition, however logically
inevitable such a conclusion might appear, upon investiga
tion, to be from the premisses usually adduced in favour of
the maxim that Free Ships make Free Goods.
But with regard to furnishing arms and munitions of war,
the opinion of Grotius meets with no gainsayers : “ Yerum
“ est dictum ” (he says) “ .... in hostium esse partibus qui
“ ad bellum necessaria hosti administrat” (if).
CCXXX. Secondly. As to the permitting the sale of
such munitions to a Belligerent within the territory of the
Neutral.
If the fountains of International justice have been cor
rectly pointed out in a former volume of this work (2), and
(u) Letters of Sulpicius, p. 26.
(x) “II est considere, de l’aveu de toutes les nations de FEurope*
comme contraire a la neutrality, de permettre a nos snjets de trans
porter vers. les. ports de l’une on des deux puissances belligerantes de
certaines marchandises qu’on designe sous le nom de contrebande de
guerre”—De Martens, Precis, du Droit des Gens, 1. viii. c. vii. s. 318.
“ Man hat ihnen dieselbe {i.e. Kriegscontrebande) an und fur sich.
niemals contestirt; nur gegeii eine zu weite Ausdehnung ist gekampft
worden ; was man aber selbst als Befiigniss ausiibt, kann man dem
andern Gleichstehenden ebenfalls nicht verweigern. Wenn dennoch
einzelne Publicisten ein internationales gemeinsames Recht der
Kriegscontrebande geleugnet, oder es nur von ausdrucklichen Vertragsbewilligungen abhangig erklart haben, so muss dieses als den
historischen Wahrheit widersprecliend verworfen werden.”—Heffter>
§ 158.
^
(y) L. iii. c. 1. v. 1.
(z) Yol. i. pt. i. c. iii.
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it be the true character of a Neutral to abstain from every
act which may better or worsen the condition of a Belli
gerent (a), the unlawfulness of any such sale is a necessary
conclusion from these premisses.
For what does it matter, where the Neutral supplies one
Belligerent with the means of attacking another? How
does the question of locality, according to the principles of
eternal justice and the reason of the thing, affect the advan
tage to one Belligerent or the injury to the other accruing
from this act of the alleged Neutral? Is the cannon or the
sword, or the recruit who is to use them (b\ the less dan
gerous to the Belligerent because they were purchased, or
he was enlisted, within the limits of neutral territory ?
Surely not. Surely the locus in quo is wholly beside the
mark,—except, indeed, that the actual conveyance of the
Aveapon or the soldier may evince a bitterer and more
decided partiality, a more unquestionable and active partici
pation in the war.
CCXXXI. One of the principal champions of the doc
trine which we are combating is Lampredi (c); but he
reasons from the very erroneous assumption, that the trans
port of Contraband is only forbidden by Treaties, and the
usage derived from them, and that as Treaties are silent
with respect to the sale of Contraband at home, such sale is* (б)
(а) Vide ante, p. 226.
(б) Thus Bynkershoek argues:—“Quod juris est in instrumentis
bellicis, idem esse puto in militibus apud amicum populum comparandis,
nisi in pace convenerit ne vel uni vel alteri id facere licuerit.”—L. i.
c. 22. Q. J. P.
(c) Pt. i. s. 6.
Martens doubtfully follows Lampredi\s authority. See note a to
s. 318 of 1. viii. c. vii.
Azuni {Droit Marit. t. ii. p. 88) also follows in Lampredi’s wake.
Ileineccms speaks doubtfully. After enumerating articles con
sidered as Contraband in various Treaties, he says :—“ Quamvis enim
alter populus forsan suo jure utatur dum talia hosti alterius subministrat, nec minus tamen jure suo utitur, qui se ad versus illos defendit,
qui liostem reddere potentiorem non dubitant.”—De Navibus ob Vect.
Merc, vctit. cap. i. s. xiv.
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not forbidden. From these false premisses a false conclusion
naturally flows.
CCXXXII. Bynkershoek (d), however, entertains a dif
ferent opinion ; he says it is a common arid admitted practice
(vulgo servamus) that warlike implements, though they may
not be carried, may be lawfully sold by Neutrals in their
own country to either Belligerent, though it be well known
that they intend to use them in war against each other.
It is remarkable that on this assumption, for it is not a
deduction from reasoning, he builds his analogical argument
that it is lawful for a Neutral to permit the enlistment of
troops in his country by a Belligerent: where is the differ
ence, he pertinently asks, in principle between the two ?—
and it is in defending the legality of the foreign enlistment
that he introduces incidentally the legality of the sale of
Contraband in the Neutral’s own country (e).
The answer seems to be that there is no difference in
principle between the two permissions,—that both are, on
one and the same principle, inconsistent with the duties of
Neutrality.
(d) * ‘ Si igitur subditi nostri, quorum ope in bello non indigemus,
quibusque, ut civitatem mutent, nulla lex obstat, militarem operam
recte exhibeant Principi amico, cur Princeps ille amicus hanc non recte
conducat in arnicse gentis populo ? Ubi locare licet, licet et conclucere.
Cur aeque integrum non esset in imperio amici populi militem conducere, quam quasque emptiones venditiones, locationes conductiones
celebrare, caeteraque commercia exercere ? Neque obest, si forte, qui
milites conducit, iis utatur adversus ejus, in cujus imperio conduxit,
amicos, cum quibus ei bellum est; constat enim, quod ad primam
speciem, utriusque amico et hanc et illam partem oportere justam
■videri. Idque in instruments bellicis comparandis vulgo servamus,.
utut enim ea ad utrumque amicum non recte vehamus, sine fraude
tamen vendimus utrique amico quamvis invicem hosti, et quamvia
sciamus alterum contra alterum his in bello esse usurum. Quod ad
secundam speciem attinet, oportet sane prsesentem reipublicm statum
intueri, nec tantum prospicere in futurum, neque enim Principi amico
interdicimus apud nos comparare pulverem bellicum, arma militum,
et reliqua quorum in bello usus est.”—Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i.
c. 22.
(e) Vide ante, p. 238 and p. 406, n. (6).
'
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CCXXXIII. This remark, with respect to the identity
of principle upon which the two permissions or prohibitions
are founded, is important, both in its general character, and
also with especial reference to the doctrine of the North
American United States upon both subjects. For it is re
markable that while the foreign enlistment is strenuously
prohibited, as inconsistent with Neutrality, by the United
States, the sale of contraband goods, however, at home and
the carriage of them subject to the liability of seizure, are
as strenuously insisted upon as being consistent with Neu
trality. 44 There is nothing ” (their Supreme Court says,
by the mouth of Mr. Justice Story) 44 in our laws, or in the
44 Law of Nations, that forbids our citizens from sending
44 armed vessels, as well as munitions of war, to foreign ports
64 for sale. It is a commercial adventure which no nation
44 is bound to prohibit; and which only exposes the persons
44 engaged in it to the penalty of confiscation”^). The
authority of Story is, and always will be, of the greatest
■weight; and it is not without sincere diffidence in his own
opinion, though with a profound conviction of the inconsist
ency of the position laid down by this very learned Judge
with the general duties of Neutrality, that the writer of
these pages ventures to express his dissent from it. With
respect to the bearing of municipal law upon this subject of
International Law, the language of M. Portalis, no mean
authority, is applicable: 44 Le droit ne nait pas des regiemens, mais les reglemens doivent naitre du droit” (g).
Belgium (/*), bound by the very charter of her national
existence to a perpetual Neutrality, might have allowed
Kussia, during the last war, to purchase any amount of
ammunition and military stores without any infraction of
Neutrality, provided that she did not herself transport these
(/) The Santisima Trinidad, 7 Wheaton’s (American) Reports,
p. 340.
(g) Case of La Btatira, cited Merlin, Rep. t. xiii. p. 108. (“ Prise
Maritime.”)
(h) Vide ante, vol. i. § lxxxiii.
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articles to St. Petersburg, and provided, of course, that she
allowed the same liberty of purchase to the allied Bellige
rents. But on what principle of reason or justice might she
sell arms on land and preserve her Neutrality, but the
moment she transports them by sea, is she to be holden to
have forfeited her Neutrality ?—or what is to be said if she
sell and transport arms to one Belligerent, and only sell
them from lack of transport, or any other cause, to the other
Belligerent ?—or if it be alleged that she has furnished arms
of better quality, or of a different description, to one than
the other?—or why, if she may furnish arms, may she
not also furnish men ? It is clear that in either case there
is an intermingling in the affairs of the Belligerents incon
sistent with the abstinence, if not with that impartiality,
which is essential to the character of the Neutral (i).
The opinion which has been expressed as to the unneutral
conduct of allowing the sale of Contraband at home, coin
cides with that of the recent compilers and expounders of
Valin: these learned persons say, “ II faut reconnaitre que
“ cette opinion est plus juste que la precedente, qui permet
“ aux Neutres de vendre des armes et des munitions aux
“ Belligerants qui en feront le transport par terre, et qui ne
“ le prohibe par mer que parce qu’il peut etre empeche par
“ les croiseurs; il faut reconnaitre, en consequence, que le
“ transport et la rente des armes et munitions constituent
“ une violation de la Neutrality, car c’est une immixtion a
“ la guerre ” (A).* I
(i) Galiani, c. ix. s. 4, refutes Lampredi ; but the reader will find a
very good chapter on the subject in M. de Hautefeuille’s work, t. ii. tit.
viii. s. 3.
I cannot, however, understand why M. de H. thinks that he has
made a great discovery, in deriving this, as well as other portions of
Neutral Law, from the Duty of the Neutral, and not from the Right of
the Belligerent : there is, accurately speaking, no conflict between the
two ; in fact, the Duty of the Neutral springs from the Right of the
Belligerent.
(Jc) Traite dcs Prises Mar. par MM. de Pistoye et Duverdy, t. i.
pp. 394-5.
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CCXXXIII.a. At the same time it is perfectly clear that
at present this theory has not been justified by the practice
of States (7). The tradesman, it is said, is not bound to in
quire who is his customer, and the interference with com
merce which the enforcement of such a theory must lead to,
would, it is alleged, be intolerable to the “ Neutral State,”
and impossible to be executed by her Government. The
power of the English Executive indeed in this matter has
been noticed in a former volume (m), and it may be as well
to repeat the enactment in this place : —
“ The following goods (n) may, by Proclamation or Order
“ in Council, be prohibited either to be exported or carried
“ coastwise : Arms, ammunition, and gunpowder, military
“ and naval stores, and any articles which Her Majesty
“ shall judge capable of being converted into or made useful
“ in increasing the quantity of military or naval stores,
“ provisions, or any sort of victual which may be used as
“ food by man; and if any goods so prohibited shall be
“ exported from the United Kingdom or carried coastwise,
“ or be water-borne to be so exported or carried, they shall
“ be forfeited.”
Here it is to be remarked that a Proclamation setting in
motion the provisions of this Statute would not fix upon
England as a Neutral State (0) any responsibility for the act
of her subjects in carrying contraband. The act is unlawful,
but the penalty for it is settled, viz. stoppage of the ship,
confiscation of the goods, or sometimes of both goods and
ship, by the Belligerent, without protection to the sufferers
from their Government. However difficult it may be to
draw a logical line between the responsibility of the State
as to the departure of privateering vessels, and as to large
consignments of arms on board a number of vessels leaving(l)
(l) See a Lecture by Professor Bernard, at Oxford, 1863, on alleged
violations of Neutrality by England.
(m) Yol. i. App. vi.
(n) 16 cfc 17 Viet. c. 107, s. 150.
(0) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. c. v.
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the neutral ports, perhaps simultaneously, such a line is
at present drawn by usage and practice. The law was
once tersely expressed by an English Foreign Secretary of
State to a Belligerent State, complaining that from the
shores of neutral England ships laden with munitions of
war sailed to his enemy—“ Catch them if you can,” was the
answer of Lord Palmerston.
CCXXXIV. Thirdly, the carrying of materials of a kind
which does not certainly indicate whether their destination
be for belligerent or ordinary commercial purposes—res
ancipitis vel promiscui usus.
Here we enter upon debateable ground
France adopts, as her existing law, the 11th Article of
the Ordonnance de la Marine (/?), according to which, “ Les
“ armes, poudres, boulets, et autres munitions de guerre,
“ meme les chevaux et equipages, qui seront transportes
“ pour le service de nos ennemis, seront confisques en
“ quelque vaisseau qu’ils soient trouves, et a quelque
“ personne qu’iis appartiennent, soit de nos sujets ou
“ allies ” (?).
In the first place, it is to be observed, that, upon the
subject of the present question, the Maritime Powers (r),
England and France, are, according to the opinion of the
modern rebuilders (s) of Valin’s famous work, diametrically
at variance with each other.
But in construing the language of this article, in itself,
perhaps, sufficiently wide, France, according .to this high
authority already cited, considers herself under an obliga
(p) Vide ante, vol. i. § lvi.
(iq) Nouveau Comment, sur VOrdonnance, cfcc. t. ii. p. 264.
(r) 1856.
(s) MM. de Pistoye et Duverdy, t. i. p. 405. “ Mais ce qu’il y a de
plus grave, c’est la diversity de la doctrine anglaise et frangaise : elle
tient les neutres dans l’incertitude. Peuvent-ils transporter des objets
de materiel naval ? Oui, s’ils interrogent la legislation frangaise ;
non, s’ils interrogent la loi anglaise.” Nevertheless there is a Treaty
between France and Denmark, 1742, which speaks a different language.
Vide post*
■
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tion, springing from the variety and multiplicity of her
Treaties upon the subject, to consider as Contraband only
such merchandise as has the form of an instrument which
may directly subserve the purposes of war, “ ay ant la forme
“ (Pun instrument pouvant servir directement a Vusage de la
“ guerre” (t).

It would appear, therefore, that if all the apparatus of
one of the most destructive engines of war were found on
board a neutral ship in detached pieces, and in an unfinished
state, it might, according to the French interpretation of
International Law, be carried with impunity by the Neutral
to the Belligerent. The Spanish tribunals interpret the
law of Contraband in the same manner as the French (w).
CCXXXV. On the other hand, Grotius (x), divides the
possible subject-matter of neutral transport into three
heads:—
1. Things which can only be used in war—as arms.
2. Things which have no use in war, but which minister
only to the pleasures of men.
3. Things which are capable of being used in war, but
also in peace, “ quae et in bello et extra bellum usum habentf
—as money, provisions, ships, and the materials for ships.
Respecting the two former classes, there can be no question,
(t) MM. de Pistoye et Duverdy, t. i. p. 405. This was conceded by
England in her Treaty with Franco of 1787, Art. xxiii. The Treaty is
not now in force.
In 1807, the Conseil des Prises decided, in the case of the 17 Volcinte:
“En effet, les bois de construction ne sont declares contrebande de
guerre par aucun reglement franyais encore subsistant, ni par aucun
traits particular.77—Merlm, Rep. t. xiii. p. 94. (“Prise Maritime.7’)
‘ ‘ Ainsi nous n’admettons pas que l7on puisse ranger, selon les besoins
du moment, parmi les objets de contrebande de guerre a d’autres marchan dises que celles qui sont denominees dans l’Art. xi. de l7Ordonnance
de la Marine, et dans les traites diplomatiques signes par la France.77
De Pist. et Duv. t. i. pp. 403-4.
(u) D. Felix Jose de Abreu y Bertodano: Tratado Juridico-Politico
sobre Presas de Mar, y calidades que deben concurrirpara hacerse legitimamente el Corso. 8m. 4to, Cadi:: (1746), pt. i. c. 10, p. 136.
(x) L. iii. c. i. s. 5.
*
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namely, that the first do, and the second do not constitute
Contraband.
As to the third class, as to things ancipitis usus, they
must receive their construction by reference to the character
and condition of the war. With his usual wisdom, he says,
“ distinguendus erit belli statusIf, Grotius says, I cannot
defend myself without intercepting what the Neutral sends
to the enemy, the necessity of the case gives me the right
to do so, but it must be under the obligation of future resti
tution, “ nisi causa alia accedatP The illustrations used by
Grotius in support of his position would seem to confine its
application to besieged or blockaded places; but the pro
position itself, and the general reasoning upon it, are ap
plicable to all articles ancipitis usus, carried to the enemy,
whatever may be his condition at the time.
CCXXXVI. Bynkershoek (y) justly rejects the opinion
of Grotius, so far as it relates to any distinction to be made
between the justice and injustice of a war; but he denies,
with less reason, the distinction of Grotius with respect to
the necessity of the Belligerent justifying his seizure of
neutral goods under the obligation of restitution.
Bynkershoek infers, from a review of the jurisprudence
of the tribunals of his own country, that contraband articles
are such as are proper for war (materia per se bello apta),
and this irrespective of the consideration, whether or not their
use extends beyond the occasion of war (extra bellum) (z).
Most implements of war have a use, he observes, in peace.
In his time a sword was worn for personal ornament, as well
as used for the punishment of the criminal. Gunpowder is
employed for amusement, and on occasions of public festivity,
and yet, he observes, there can be no doubt that swords
and gunpowder are Contraband.

(y) Q• <1. P. c. x.
.
(z) il Quse uti sunt, bello apta esse possunt, nec quicquam interesse
an et extra helium usum prceheantP—J6.
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The proposed test, therefore, of the possible use extra
of articles is inapplicable.
He proceeds to remark, that the examination of Treaties
generally (a) upon this subject would lead us to the con
clusion that everything is called Contraband which is of use
to Belligerents in making war; whether they be warlike
instruments, or materials per se, fit to be used in war (/;).
Having made this admission, he enters upon the question,
whether the materials themselves, out of which Contraband
Goods are formed (materia ex qua quid hello aptari possit)
are themselves Contraband ? and, not very consistently,
avers that reason and precedents incline him to dissent from
the opinion of Zouch (c), who holds that such materials are
Contraband. The reason appears to be, that inasmuch as
there is scarcely any kind of material out of which some
thing, at least, for war might not be fabricated, the inter
diction of such materials would, he thinks, be a total
prohibition of commerce, and it might be as well so expressed
and understood.
Of the precedents which he relies upon, two Treaties
between the Swedes and Dutch (*/), and one between the
English and Dutch (e) alone are cited; quite insufficient,
helium

(a) Vide post.
(b) “ Quse uti hostibus suggeruntur, bella gerentibus inserviunt, sive
instrumenta bellica sint, sive materia per se bello apta.”
(c) De Jure Feciali, pars 2, s. 8, qu. 8. “ Cum prohibitum est ne
arma aut naves ad hostes deferantur, quseritur, an si quis ferrum, ex
quo arma, vel tabulas aut ligna, ex quibus naves construuntur, deferat,
an incidant in commissum ? Dubitari potest, quia a composito ad materiam non bene arguitur, et statutum, vel edictum poenale non est
extendendum. E contra statuitur quod, ubi est eadem ratio prohibitionis materiae et speciei, idem jus in utraque intelligendum maxime
ad prsecavendam fraudem.”
(d) November 26, 1675, Art. iv.
October 12, 1679, Art. xvi.
(e) December 1, 1674, Art. iv.
M. de Hautefeuille is in error when he says of Bynkershoek’s disquisi
tion on Contraband, “Sa discussion est appuyee sur les trailes qui, d
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as nobody was better aware than Bynkershoek, to constitute
the semblance of a general custom.
Indeed, in the very next sentence, we find him stating
that it sometimes happens that materials for building ships
are interdicted if the enemy is in great need of them and
cannot well carry on the war without them. Accordingly,
he adds, that these materials were prohibited by edicts of
the Dutch States General against the Portuguese in 1657,
against the English in 1652, and against the French in
1639.
These precedents, the same in number as those relied on
for the contrary opinion, he pronounces to be exceptions
which confirm the general rule.
He then considers whether scabbards are Contraband.
Bellus reports a decision of military judges condemning them
as such, but expressing his private opinion the other way.
Bynkershoek agrees with the military judges, because scab
bards, although prorniscui usus, are instruments prepared for
war. “ Without scabbards,” he says, “ there would not be
u swords ; without swords, there would not be war.” Upon
sword-hilts he passes the same judgment, and also upon
holsters, saddles, and belts ; unless, indeed, they should be in
so small a quantity as to negative the presumption that they
were designed for war. Here the reader will observe the
principle of considering the circumstances of each case is
directly admitted—a principle which, it will be seen, has
been fully adopted by the English and North American tri
bunals. As to saltpetre, he says, more doubt may be enter
tained, it not being per se an article fit for war; and yet he
admits it is included in the catalogues of contraband articles,
on which he has been relying for evidence of custom, being

ses yeux, forment la loi Internationale, et sur F usage ” (t. ii. p. 353) ; as,
indeed, his own citation shows:—“Jus gentium in hanc rem non
aliunde licet discere quam ex ratione et usu .... usus intelligitur ex perpetua quodammodo paciscendi edicendique consuetudine,”
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sometimes mentioned with, sometimes without, the addition
of gunpowder; that is to say, when gunpowder is omitted,
saltpetre is used in lieu of it; and when both are mentioned,
they are considered as synonymous. Bynkershoek here
adopts that course, for the adoption of which, he is in the
habit of reproaching Zouch; that is to say, he expresses no
opinion of his own, but leaves his reader, after a statement
on both sides, to infer what it may be from the course of
his argument—a course which it may often be not only the
most modest, but the wisest, the nature of the subject being
remembered, for a writer upon International Law to adopt.
CCXXXVII. Bynkershoek, therefore, as well as Grotius,
though they furnish us with some valuable general principles,
can hardly be said to solve the vexed question as to the power
of deciding by enumeration the different articles which may
compose the class of Contraband.
Yet Bynkershoek lived in a century (f) when the subject
had undergone much more investigation than it had received
in the time of Grotius. Bynkershoek was a jurist not less
remarkable for his vigour and independence of mind, than
for his accurate and profound erudition. He had filled the
office of Judge in a country whose commerce was deeply
interested in the settlement of the question of Contraband.
The result of his investigation into the subject are two
general rules with regard to the articles which constitute
Contraband:—
1. “ Xequicquam interesse an et extra bellum usum pras“ beant.”
2. That Contraband includes all things capable of use in
war. “ Sive instrumenta bellica sint, sive materia per se
“ bello apta.”
It is not an unfair inference, from the generality of these
expressions, that the specification of what is “ materia per se
“ bello apta ” must always in some measure depend upon the

(/) Vide ante, vol. i. Preface, p. xxiv.
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particular circumstances of each war, and upon the changes
which science may have wrought in the adaptation of ingre
dients, formerly serviceable only for pacific purposes, to the
uses of war (<g).
Such, it will be seen, has been the doctrine, carefully
guarded indeed and restrained, which has been acted upon
by the International Tribunals of England and the United
States of North America.
In a recent judgment (li) of the Supreme Court of the
United States—all the judgments of which are of very high
international authority—it is observed that
“ The classification of goods as contraband or not con“ traband, has much perplexed text-writers and jurists. A
“ strictly accurate and satisfactory classification is perhaps
“ impracticable; but that which is best supported by
“ American and English decisions may be said to divide
“ all merchandise into three classes. Of these classes, the
“ first consists of articles manufactured and primarily and
“ ordinarily used for military purposes in time of war;
tf£ the second, of articles which may be and are used for
“ purposes of war or peace, according to circumstances ;
“ and the third, of articles exclusively used for peaceful
“ purposes (i). Merchandise of the first class destined to
“ a belligerent country or places occupied by the army or
“ navy of a Belligerent, is always contraband; merchandise
“ of the second class is contraband only when actually
“ destined to the military or naval use of a Belligerent; while
“ merchandise of the third class is not contraband at all,
“ though liable to seizure and condemnation for violation of
“ blockade or siege.”
.
CCXXXYIII. Such, too, is the doctrine of Heineccius
himself, perhaps the principal writer upon this subject,
(g) Vide post.
(h) The Peterhoff,, 5 Wallace’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 58. A. d. 1866.
(i) Lawrence’s Wheaton, 772-6, note ; the Commercen, Wheaton, 382 ;
Dana’s Wheaton, 629, note ; Parsons’ Mar. Law, 93-4.
VOL. III.
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to whom Bynkershoek refers in terms of high commenda
tion (k). It will be seen from the following extract from
one of the writings of Heineccius, though not the one referred
to by Bynkershoek, that the particular circumstances and
state of the war are of paramount consideration in deter
mining the question of Contraband:—
46 Magnum san£ aliquando momentum in bellis habent
44 etiam res minimi momenti, si hostis laboret inopia, nec
44 rerum istarum aliunde copia sit. Ssepe urbes munitissimse
44 ob herbse istius combustibilis, vel vini adusti inopiam
44 deditionem fecerunt, et famem facilius tolerare militem
44 praesidiarium quam rerum illarum desiderium multis ex44 emplis compertum est. Quis ergo negat, turn cives, turn
44exteros male mereri de republica, qui talia suppeditent
44 hostibus nostris, sine quibus facile aaigi ad deditionem
44 potuissent ? Adeo verum est, belli temporibus commercia
44 non modo inter hostes cessare, verum etiam amicis et
44 neutrarum partium gentibus non promiscue permitti
44 negotiationem cum hostibus (nisi sibi hae securitatem a
(k) Q. J. P. lib. i. c. xiv. in fine.
Heineccius says, in the passage referred to by Bynkershoek, “ Ad

hostes vero quas merces deferre nefas habeatur, pluribus inter gentes
conventionibus est explanatum. Exstant earn in rem Tractatus His
panic Rrgis cum Belgis, Regis Gallic cum civitatibus Hanseaticis,
ejusdem cum Batavis, Anglorum cum Polonis et Suecis, aliique hujus
generis complures, in quibus mercibus vetitis accenseri animadvertimus
omnia arma ignivoma, eorumque adparatus, qualia sunt tormenta,
bombardae, mortaria, betardae, bombi, granatae, circuli picei, tormentorum sustentacula, furcae, balthei, pulvis nitratus, restes igni capiendo
idoneae, sal nitrum, globi, item hastae, gladii, galeae, cassides, loricae,
bipennes, spicula, equi, ephippia, aliaque instrumenta bellica. Quin
et triticum, hordeum, avena, legumina, sal, vinum, oleum, vela, restes,
et si qua alia ad adparatum nauticum pertinent......................Caeterum
sunt quaedam, de quibus inter gentes aliquando disceptatum est, an
mercibus vetitis sint accensenda. Sic de vaginis aliquando dubitatum.
. . . . Yaginis non minus opus est hosti, quam gladiis ; et
quamvis vaginis non vulneret aut stragem edat, inutiles tamen essent
ipsi gladii futuri, nisi vaginae eos a pluvi& et rilbigine tuerentur.
Eadem ergo ratio, quae vela, restes nauticas, frumenta, prohiberi suasit,
ipsis etiam vaginis facile poterit accommodari.”—De Navib. ob Vect.
Merc, vetit. Comm. tom. ii. c. i. s. 14.
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c< belligerante utroque stipulentur) 55 (l). “ Quum enim hosti
“ in hostem infinitum omnia liceant quae ad debellandum ilium
“ sunt necessaria, licebit san& et gentem amicam impedire
“quo minus hosti res, quibus validior instructiorque ad
“ bellum gerendum fiat, advehere possit.”
CCXXXIX. Zouch (???) argues the question upon first
principles. On the one hand, he says, it may be contended
that the law of Contraband, being of a penal character, is not
to be extended beyond its strict meaning, and the argument
from the prohibition of a composite thing to the prohibition
of the elements of which it is compounded is illogical. On
the other hand, it consists with sound reasoning to say, that
where the reason for the prohibition of both is applicable,
the law is equally applicable to both (“ ubi est eadem ratio
“ prohibition?s, materia et speciei, idem jus in utrdque cen“ sendum est ”), especially when the object is to prevent
fraud; and therefore it was that in the Roman Law (n) the
famous Senatus Consultum Macedonianum, when it forbad
loans of money to a minor, forbad also the loan of things
for which money could be procured, 66 cum contractus frau“ dem sapit.” So it is according to the “jus commune,”
that when weapons. made oj iron are pronounced to be
Contraband, the iron of which they are to be made should
fall under the same ban.
CCXL. Loccenius (0), it will be seen, comprehends
provisions generally in his class of Contraband.
Vattel, who was not at all disposed to widen the sphere of
Contraband, uses language which intimates the impossibility,
in his opinion, of exact specification upon the subject.
“ Les choses 55 (he says) “ qui sont d’un usage particuiier(l)

(l) Heineccius, De Jur. Princ. circ. Comm. tom. ii. pt. ii. s. 12.
(m) Juris et Judic. Fecial. Qusest. pars 2, s. 8. “ Utrum prohibits
specie ne ad hostes deferatur, materiam ex qu& conficitur species
intercipere liceat.”
(n) How far this Law supplies analogical reasoning in questions of
International Jurisprudence, see vol. i. §§ xxxvi—xxxviii.
(0) De Jure Marit. 1. i. c. iv. n. 5, p. 41.
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6C pour la guerre, et dont on empeche le transport chez Pen“ nemi, s’appellent marchandises de Contrebande. Telles
“ sont les armes, les munitions de guerre, les hois, et tout ce
“ qui sert a la construction et a Varmement des vaisseaux de
“ guerre, les chevaux, et les vivres memes en certaines occa“ sions ou Von espere de reduire Vennemi par la faim ” (;?).

CCXLT. Nothing can be more unscientific or unsatis
factory than the reasoning by which Hiibner (q) arrives at
the conclusion that things ancipitis usus, of which he gives a
long catalogue, are not to be deemed Contraband unless they
are being conveyed to blockaded ports. He attempts to
make a “fixation de la Contrebande de guerre au premier et
au second chef.”
.
“ Contrebande au premier chef ” includes the class of goods
useful only for war, and some of those ancipitis usus, but
only when supplied to besieged or blockaded places. “ Con“ trebande au second chef” includes articles of both classes
which are furnished to one Belligerent and refused to another.
So that (as Mr. Ward (r) justly observes), the conclusion of
Hiibner’s argument is, that none of the things contained in
his long catalogue can ever become Contraband at all, so
long as the Neutral is content to furnish both Belligerents
with them at the same time.
In that catalogue there is scarcely an article which has
not at one time or other been declared Contraband by the
Treaties of all European nations. But it is manifest that the
right of the Belligerent to prohibit the carriage of Con
traband, and the duty of the Neutral to abstain from it, de
pend upon the noxious and nocent property of the article,
not upon the partiality or impartiality of the Neutral to
grant them to one and refuse them to another Belligerent.
The speculation of Hiibner has neither reason nor usage to
recommend it.
(p) Vattel, Droit des Gens, tom. iii. c. vii. s. 112.
(q) lb. p. 180.
(r) P. 244.
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CCXLII. The attempt to enumerate the articles of Con
traband has been, with the exception of Hiibner, rarely
if ever made by International Jurists. They have been
compelled, by the nature of the subject, to employ compre
hensive terms and general rules, both including and ex
cluding many things which open a wide field for discussion *,
that is, of course, with respect to articles ancipitis usus ; for
with respect to those of immediate and exclusive use for war,
there can be but little dispute. Certainly some of the po
sitions to be found respecting articles of double use, are so
wide and flexible in their terms as to leave few things without
their possible scope, and to justify the retort of the Swedish
Ambassador (s) in 1655 to Cromwell, that inasmuch as cloth
was necessary in war for the troops, that staple of English
commerce might be classed as Contraband, which he supposed
would not be exactly agreeable to the English authorities.
Assuredly it will be found, as the result of an historical
examination of the Treaties (t) upon this subject, that articles
of an unchanged and unchangeable nature in themselves,
have at different times, and under various circumstances, been
variously regarded in their relation to the question of Contra
band.
CCXLIII. It would seem, therefore, that circumstances
must be taken into consideration; that reason and justice
demand that the state of war, as well as the character and
destination of the cargo, should influence the decision whether
articles of a double use be Contraband or not; that the ob
servation of Grotius, “ distinguendus belli status” is founded
on theory and practice ; that the doctrine which Continental
Jurists have of late years been in the habit of designating by
the name of Contraband per accidens, and which will be seen
to be in substance maintained by England and the United
States of North America, is neither unjust nor unreasonable.
(s) WhitelocVs Memorials, p. 635.
(t) Vide ante, vol. i. § § xx. xlix—lii. ; vol. ii. pt. v. c. vi.? as to the.
effect of Treaties upon general International Law.
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CCXLIY. It is not, however, to be inferred from what
has been said, that the distinction between that species of
Contraband, which is unquestionably bellici usus, and that
which is ancipitis usus, is practically nugatory and of no
avail. On the contrary, it will be seen that the most im
portant practical distinction subsists between them, namely,
a distinction in the penal consequences {u) which the carriage
of them entails upon the carrier.
It will be seen, too, that upon this part of the subject,
namely, the penal consequences of carrying articles ancipitis
usus, the circumstance of such articles being or not
being of the natural growth, or of the manufacture of the
country of the carrier, has been attended with very impor
tant consequences.
CCXLV. We now enter upon what may fairly be termed
nobilissima Juris Gentium qucestio; viz.—Whether ever, and,
if ever, under what circumstances, Provisions are Contraband?
On the 9th of May, 1793, the National Convention of
France decreed that neutral vessels laden with provisions,
destined to an enemy’s port, should be arrested and carried
into France ; and one of the earliest acts of England, in that
war (V), was to detain all neutral vessels going to France
and laden with corn, meal, or flour (y).
CCXLVI. The Foreign Office of Great Britain was pre
sided over, at that time, by a statesman (z) who had deeply
studied the science of International Law, and who after
wards, on various occasions, but especially in the Letters of
Sulpicius and the Speech on the Convention with Russia («),
manifested to the world how completely he had mastered the
subject of his labours.
In 1793, Great Britain addressed, through her Minister at
Copenhagen, the following
(u) Heffter, s. 160.
(sc) Instructions of 8th June, 1793.
(y) Vide post, p. 429.
(z) Lord Grenville.
(a) November 13, 1801.
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“Declaratory Memorial to the Court of Denmark, respecting
its Navigation during the War with France (Z>).

“ No one can be mistaken, how much the circumstances
“ of the present war differ from those upon which the Law
“of Nations, introduced among the Powers of Europe, and
“ its usual customs, are founded. It can be as little denied,
“ that this difference must have an important and essential
“ influence upon the exercise of the privileges which belong
“ to the neutral Powers, by virtue of the universal Law of
“ Nations, or by separate Treaties.
“ At present there exists no government in France which
“ is acknowledged either by the belligerent Powers or even
“by those who still adhere to Neutrality. The Court of
“ Denmark has no Minister at Paris ; and since the tragical.
“ end of His late Most Christian Majesty, it has received none
“ from France. This Court has taken great care not to ac“ knowledge the existence of a legitimate authority in France;
“ and indeed there exists none in that country : and although
“ special causes have prevented this Court from entering into
“ the war, yet it cannot consider France as a Power with
“ whom it would find it possible to preserve the former Trea“ ties of Amity and Neutrality.
“ If therefore, in usual cases, a neutral Power continues
“ to carry on commerce with two nations engaged in war
“ with each other, and in friendship with the said Neutral
“ Power, the path of the negotiations ever open, as well as
“ the acknowledged usages of all the jurisdictions in Europe,
“ constantly offer to the said neutral Power means of ascer“ taining whether or not the Neutrality kept by one of those
“ nations is also observed by the other in the like manner:
“ the said neutral Power may ascertain whether that Neu“ trality is not misused by one of those Powers to the preju(b) Annual Register, 1793, p. 176. German translation in De
Martens, Rec. v. 569 ; French translation in Koch, Hist des Tr. ii. 119
(ed. Bruxelles, 1837).
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44 dice of the other, and the impartial friendship thereby
44 violated,—a friendship to which both nations have an
44 equal claim; and if, by unforeseen circumstances, the usual
44 mode of exercising the neutral commercial privileges should
44 become especially and more detrimental to one of those
44 Powers than the other, the injured Power might, by
44 friendly representations, render valid this principle with
44 the latter, and renounce without difficulty a right which
44 ceases to be any longer consistent with that Neutrality.
44 None of these circumstances is admissible in the present
66 case. Denmark, while she preserves all her neutral privi44 leges of commerce with regard to England,—privileges
44 which are secured to her in the usual cases by the universal
44 Law of Nations and her separate Treaties,—she can, in no
44 respect, be assured of the observance thereof in France,
44 where that Neutrality has already been and is still daily
44 violated,—where His Danish Majesty has no Minister to
44 enforce his rights and the rights of his subjects,—where
44 His Danish Majesty acknowledges no lawful authority,
44 and where there are indeed no other laws nor tribunals
44 except the will of a licentious populace.
44 His Danish Majesty will also find it impossible to treat
44 with France in an amicable manner, and as a Neutral
44 Power, respecting the means of introducing those measures
44 of precaution, upon the observance of which the other
44 Belligerent Powers have so great a right to insist, in order
44 that the prerogative neutral commerce, especially the corn
44 and grain trade, be not abused at a time when so many
44 circumstances, perfectly new, have acceded. It is a fact
44 of universal notoriety, that the corn-trade of France with
44 foreign countries is no longer a mere private trade, but
44 that, contrary to all custom, it remains almost entirely in
44 the hands ef the pretended Executive Council, and of the
44 different municipalities. It can, therefore, no longer be
44 considered as a mere combination of private speculations,
44 of which the individuals of other nations partake, but as a
44 business immediately carried on by the above-mentioned
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“ pretended Government which has declared war against
“ us.
“ It is equally notorious, that at the present moment, one
“ of the most essential expedients to compel those who have
“ declared war against us to equitable terms of peace, con“ sists in their being prevented by importation to prevent
“ that want, which is a necessary consequence of what they
“ have done, in order to arm the whole labouring class of the
“ people of France against the other Governments and the
“ general tranquillity of Europe. It is a principle allowed
“ by all the writers upon the public rights, that importation
“ may be prevented, if there are hopes that by so doing one
u can conquer an enemy, and especially so, if the want of
“ that enemy has been occasioned by those measures which
“ they took to injure us ; and it is incontrovertible that this
“ case, quite new in its kind, cannot be judged by the prin“ ciples and rules which were only made for wars carried on
“ according to the customs introduced among the Sovereigns
“ of Europe. s
“ It is further to be observed, that His Danish Majesty, if
“ he gives reception in his ports to French privateers with
“ their prizes, cannot secure to himself that security which
“ is requisite, according to the laws of nations, for the va“ lidity of their letters of marque, and for the regularity of
“ their conduct. The Courts of Justice cannot, without inu volving themselves ina manifest contradiction, acknowledge
66 the legality of any patent or letter of marque that is de“ rived from a Government which His Majesty does not
“ acknowledge to be sovereign. On account of this non“ acknowledgment, prizes can neither be condemned, nor
“ British subjects and British property be retained, in the
“ ports belonging to a friendly Power, whose protection they
“ are entitled to claim, without a direct violation of the
6 Treaties; and it is, above all, impossible to apply, in this
“ case, the usual laws of an impartial Neutrality, since there
“ is no acknowledged authority in France which can give to
“ privateers the proper instructions respecting their conduct,
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44 and to which a Neutral Power might apply to bring them
44 to punishment, whenever they deviate from those instruc44 tions, on the non-observance of which they are not to be
“ considered as legal privateers, but only as pirates.
(Signed)
44 Hailes.”
CCXLVII. This Memorial produced a reply from Den
mark, which the ability and courage of Count Bernstorf, the
Prime Minister of that country, have rendered one of the
most admirable State papers, and one of the soundest exposi
tions of the general principles of International Law, which
any age or country can boast.
The Counter Declaration of the Court of Denmark, in
reply to the Memorial delivered by the British Minister, was
as follows (c) :—

44 The Law of Nations is unalterable. Its principles do
64 not depend on circumstances. An enemy engaged in war
44 can exercise vengeance upon those who forget these prin64 ciples, but in this case, and without violating the rigid law,
44 a reciprocity of injuries may take place ; but a Neutral
44 Power, which lives in peace, cannot admit of, nor acknow44 ledge, a compensation arising from such a reciprocity ;
44 it can only defend itself by its impartiality and by its
44 Treaties. It is not pardonable for it to renounce its rights
44 in favour of any Belligerent Power. The basis of its rights
44 is the universal and public law, which knows no distinc44 tions ; it is neither a 'party nor a judge. The Treaties of
44 Neutrals do not give privileges and favours. All their
44 Treaties are perfecti juris ; they are mutual obligations.
44 That would be a contract, the very nature of which
44 would be changed, if any of the contracting parties might
44 at pleasure suppress, interpret, or restrain its provisions.
(c) Annual Register, 1793, p. 180, contains a most imperfect and
most untrustworthy translation. I have carefully and largely corrected
it in the text, by reference to the German version in De Martens,
v. 577, and to the French version in Koch, Hist, des Tr. ii. 122. (ed.

Bruxelles, 1837).
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44 In this manner, all Treaties would in general become im44 practicable, because they would be useless. Equality, good44 will, security would sutler alike, and oppression would be
64 the more unjust, because it was preceded by an infringe44 ment of a sacred contract, the advantages of which had
44 been enjoyed, but which was only acknowledged as
44 binding so long as interest did not oppose it.
44 Denmark does not attempt to justify the present govern64 ment of France in its nature and origin ; but she will not
44 give her judgment on the past, and her Neutrality will not
44 permit her to express Ler whole mind on this subject. We
44 only confine ourselves to lamenting the disasters which
44 have befallen that country, and, oil its account, all Europe;
4i and to wishing to see them brought to a speedy termina46 tion. But the present question does not relate to the
44 approval of the form of government in France, or to its
44 recognition, which we have always refused. The nation
44 is there, and the authority which it acknowledges is that
44 to which application is made in cases concerning single in46 dividuals. The commercial connexions subsist likewise in
44 the same manner as they did between England and France,
44 as long as the latter chose to preserve peace. The nation
44 has not ceased to acknowledge her Tieaties with us ; at
44 least, she conforms herself* agreeable to those Treaties (d).
44 As she appeals to them, so do we appeal to them, and fre64 quently with good success, both for ourselves, and in favour
4i of those subjects of the Belligerent Bowers who commit
44 their effects to the protection of our flag. In cases of re44 fusal and delay, we have frequently been obliged to hear,
44 often and reluctantly, that France is justified in Beprisals,
44 because the nations at war with her show so little regard
44 for their Treaties with us; and thus the neutral flag be44 comes the victim of errors which it may not have com44 mitted. The path of justice still continues open in France.
44 The Consuls and the Mandataries of private individuals
(d) Vide post, § ccxlviii.
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“ are heard. No one is prevented from applying to the
“ Tribunals of Commerce. This is sufficient in ordinary
“ cases. No fresh negotiations are required for the main“ tenance of existing Treaties. No negotiators are neces“ sary ; there are judges, and this is sufficient.”
The Danish Minister then refers to a passage in the
English statement, and continues (e) :—
“ These considerations are already weakened by the obser“ vation, that our grievances are frequently heard in France,
“ and that there is no impossibility (/) of getting them
“ redressed. The municipalities, to whom application must
“ be made, are certainly not alike equitable; the sentences
“ of the Tribunals of Commerce are not founded upon
“ uniform principles ; the resource of an appeal to a central
“ authority is wanting; and these circumstances occasion at
“ times grievous acts of injustice. In this respect none are
“ greater sufferers than the Neutral Powers; and it would
“ be very inequitable that they should be punished for it,
“ and especially by those Powers who cry aloud against
“ these unjust proceedings, and yet justify them by their
“ own imitation.”
The Danish Minister refers to the English Note (^), and
continues:—
“ A negotiation between a Neutral and a Belligerent
“ Power, which would have for its object that the latter
“ should not make use of Neutrality to the detriment of the
“former, cannot be thought of. A Neutral Power fulfils
“ all its duties if it never recedes from the strictest impar“ tiality, and from the acknowledged sense of its Treaties.
“As to those cases in which the Neutrality happens to
“ prove more advantageous to one of the Belligerent Powers
“ than to the other, such cases are foreign to the ques
tion of Neutrality, and do not affect it. This depends
(e) Vide ante, § ccxlvi. pp. 423-4.—“If therefore,” &c. to “con
sistent with that Neutrality.”
(/) Translated u possibility ” in Annual Register, 1793, p. 181.
(g) Vide ante, § ccxlvi. p. 424.—“None of these circumstances,” &c.
to “a licentious populace.”
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cc on local situations and circumstances of the moment, and
“ does not remain alike. The detriments and advantages
“ are compensated and balanced by time. All that which
“does not absolutely depend on a Neutral Power, ought
“ to have no influence upon its Neutrality ; otherwise a
“ partial, and frequently but momentary, interest would
“become the interpreter and judge of existing Treaties.”
Reference is then made to the English Note (A), and the
Danish Minister continues:—
“ The distinction between private speculations and those
“ made by the Government and the municipalities, seems to
“ us to be as new as it is totally unknown to us. As this
“ case has not happened, it would be superfluous to dis“ cuss the question, whether a contract between a Neutral
“ Government and a Belligerent Power, respecting supplies
“ of provisions for armies, garrisons, towns, or of ships of
“ war, can violate a Treaty in which no such exception has
“ been mentioned.
“ The only question here is respecting speculations which
“ might be made by private individuals,—respecting the
“ sale of products quite harmless in their nature, the dis“ posal of which is not less important to the vendor, than
“ the possession of them is to the purchaser,—respecting
“ the use of the ships of the nation which must chiefly seek
“ her subsistence in navigation and the corn-trade. Nor
“ is the question here about ports of war, but about ports
“ of commerce ; and if it be lawful to reduce by famine
“ blockaded harbours, it would not be quite so just to
“ accumulate the misery upon so many others, where it
“befalls the innocent, and may even reach provinces in
“ France which have not deserved this increase of wretched“ ness, either on the part of England or on that of her allies.”
Reference is again made to the English Note (z), and the
Danish State paper continues :—
(h) Vide ante, § ccxlvi. pp. 424-5.—“ His Danish Majesty will also
find,” &c. to “ declared war against us.”
{i) Vide ante, § ccxlvi. p. 425.—“It is equally notorious,” &c. ta
“ the Sovereigns of Europe.”
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“ The distress, which is a consequence of the failure of
“provisions, is not something unusual, which might only
“ take place in the present moment, or which might be occa“ sioned by the circumstances which constitute the difference
“ so often alleged between the present and former wars.
“ France is almost constantly obliged to make imports from
“ abroad.—Africa, Italy, America, furnish her with much
“more corn than the Baltic. In the year 1709, France
“ was exposed to more terrible famine than she is now ; and
“ yet England would not then avail herself of her present
“ argument. On the contrary, when, soon after, Frederick
“ IV., King of Denmark, on account of his war with Swe“ den, which, like France, required almost constantly impor“ tations from abroad, believed that he might adopt the
“ principle that exportation can be lawfully prevented if
“ one Belligerent has hopes to conquer another by so
“ doing, and intended to apply, with regard to a whole
“ country, this principle, which is only considered as valid
“ with regard to blockaded ports, all the Powers remon“ strated, especially Great Britain, and unanimously de“ dared this doctrine to be new and inadmissible; so that
“the King was convinced and desisted from it. A war
“ can certainly differ from others with regard to its occa“ sion, tendency, necessity, justice or injustice. This may
“ be a most important question for the Belligerent Powers.
“ It can, and must have influence upon the peace, upon
“the indemnification and other accessory circumstances.
“But all this is absolutely of no concern to the Neutral
“ Powers. They will unquestionably interest themselves
“ for those on whose side justice seems to be ; but they
“ have no right to give way to this sentiment. Where a
“ Neutrality is not quite perfect, it ceases to be Neutrality.”
Reference is again made to the English Note (A), and
the Danish State paper continues :—
(k) Vide ante, § ccxlvi. pp. 425-6.—“It is further to be observed/’
&c. to end of English Note.
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“ The ships bearing the British flag, like those which
“ bear that of the allies of England, find in all the har“ hours of His Majesty every possible safety, assistance,
“ and protection ; but those cannot be reckoned among their
“ number which have been captured by their enemies. The
“ French privateers cannot be considered as pirates by the
“ Neutral Powers, for England herself does not consider
66 and treat them as such. In England, the prisoners are
“ deemed to be prisoners of war; they are exchanged ; and
“ negotiations have ever been entered into for this purpose.
“ The usual laws of war are there observed in all respects;
“ and by this rule alone we ought to go. The tricoloured
“ flag was acknowledged in Denmark at a period when
“ it was acknowledged everywhere else. Every alteration,
“ in this respect, would be impossible, without involving
“ ourselves into a war which we have not deserved.
“ The admittance of privateers in Norway is a conse“ quence of this Neutrality, which knows no distinction.
“ This has been the usage in all the maritime wars which
“ ever afflicted Europe. All the nations in their turn have
“ availed themselves of and desired it. The nature of the
“ country allows no general prohibition. It would only
“ bring us into dilemmas, because we could not abide by it
“in a remote country, where there are coasts of immense
“ extent, numberless harbours and anchoring places, and
“ only a small number of inhabitants. The prohibition
“would therefore be illusory, and even dangerous, because
“ the French, in virtue of their decrees, would then destroy
“ the ships which they would no longer hope to put in a
“ state of safety. The subject is otherwise of small impor“ tance ; and the means against it are numerous, and easily
“ to be applied.
(Signed)
“A. P. Yon Bernstorf.”
CCXLVIII. To assert that Provisions going to an un
blockaded port can never be Contraband, is surely too large
a proposition.

Provisions may be of more value to the
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Belligerent than the most acknowledged Contraband of
fabricated arms and prepared munitions of war.
To assert that the circumstances which make provisions
Contraband must be of a special and exceptional nature,
is a proposition concerning which there can be no reasonable
doubt. The authority of Va.ttel (Z), as we have seen, is in
favour of the doctrine that provisions may be Contraband.
Pothier (m), on the other hand, maintains an exactly oppo
site doctrine. Whatever may be the authority derivable
from the stipulations of Treaties, it will be found upon
both sides of the question.
In estimating the conduct of Great Britain and Denmark
upon this occasion, the Jurist must rather consider whether
the facts were such as to bring the exportation of corn to
France within the exceptional state of things in which pro
visions become, generally, Contraband.
The principal facts appear to be,—
1. The critical state of France under the pressure of
internal disorganisation and belligerent force.
2. That the grain was purchased by the Government of
France, and was taken out of the category of ordinary com
mercial speculation. Though very considerable weight is
due to the latter of these positions, it nevertheless appears
to the writer of these pages, that upon the facts, the reply
of Denmark is well founded, and that the claim of England
was not warranted by International Law (n). There is,* So
(l) 1. 3, c. vii. s. 103.
(m) “ A l^gard des munitions de bouche que les sujets des puissances
neutres nous envoient, elles ne sont point censees de contrebande, ni
par consequent sujettes a confiscation, sauf dans un seul cas, qui est
lorsqu’elles sont envoyees h, une place assiegee ou bloquee.”—Traite du
Droit de Propriety, pt. i. c. ii. ss. 2, 104.
So Valin (1. iii. t. ix. art. xi.) admits that Loccenius considers them
Contraband, but says, “Par nos lois, et le droit commun, elle (la
prohibition) n’a lieu en cette partie que par rapport aux places
assi^gees.”
.
(n) Mr. Ward defends the conduct of Great Britain, pp. 182, 215,
223, 224, 227. On Contraband.
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however, one important inaccuracy in Count Bernstorf’s
reply. He speaks of the observance of Treaties by France
towards Denmark; now France, by a Treaty in the year
1749, with Denmark, had excepted grain from the category
of Contraband, yet we have seen that on the 9th of May,
1793, France, though the Treaty of 1749 was in full force,
issued the decree (o) that grain should be seized and
brought in for pre-emption. This happened about two
months before the statement as to the observance of
Treaties by France in the Danish memorial.
Nevertheless, it is true that the priority of misconduct on
the part of France towards a Neutral did not justify a re
taliatory misconduct on the part of England.
It was not only by Denmark that this claim on the part
of England was at the outset resisted, but by the United
States of North America. They contended that corn, flour,
and meal, being the produce of the soil and labour of the
country, were not contraband of war, unless carried to a
place actually invested (p). America argued, also, that
the case stated by Great Britain of a well-founded expecta
tion of reducing the enemy by famine, did not in fact
exist, inasmuch as provisions were cheaper in France
than in England.
The Treaty of Commerce with England, in 1794, pro
vided that whatever materials served directly to the building
and equipment of vessels, with the exception of unwrought
iron and fir planks, should be considered Contraband, and
liable to confiscation; but the Treaty left the question of
provisions open and unsettled, and neither Power was
understood to have relinquished the construction of the
Law of Nations which it had asserted. The Treaty
admitted that provisions were not generally Contraband,

(o) Vide ante, § ccxlv. p. 422.
(p) Mr. Jefferson's Letter to Mr. Pinckney, September 7th, 1793, and
Mr. Randolph's Letter to Mr. Hammond, May lstf, 1794.
VOL. III.
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but might become so according to the existing Law of
Nations, in certain cases, and those cases were not defined.
It is only stipulated, by way of relaxation of the penalty
of the law, that whenever provisions were Contraband,
the captors, or their Government, should pay to the
owners the full value of the articles, together with the
freight, and a reasonable profit. The Government of the
United States has repeatedly admitted, that as far as
that Treaty enumerated contraband articles, it was declara
tory of the Law of Nations, and that the Treaty conceded
nothing on the subject of Contraband (f).
CCXLIX. By the 7th article of the above-mentioned
Treaty it was also stipulated that a mixed commission should
decide upon the claims of American citizens by reason of
irregular or illegal captures and condemnation of war-ves
sels and other property under the authority of the British
Government.
An occasion for putting in force the provisions of this
stipulation soon arose.
The British instruction of June, 1793, had been revoked
previous to the signature of this Treaty; but before its
notification, the British Government issued in April, 1795,
an Order in Council, instructing its cruisers to stop and
detain all vessels laden wholly or in part with corn, flour,
meal, and other articles of provisions, and bound to any
port in France, and to send them to such ports as might be
most convenient, in order that such corn, &c. might be
purchased on behalf of Government.
This last order was subsequently revoked, and the ques
tion of its legality became the subject of discussion before
the mixed Commission, constituted under the Treaty. The
Order in Council was justified upon two grounds:—
1. That it was made when there was a prospect of re(q) Mr. Pickering's Letter to Mr. Munroe, September 12th, 1795.
His Letter to Mr. Pinckney, January 16th, 1797.
Instructions from the Secretary of State to the American Minister to
France, July 15th, 1797.
Kent's Comm. vol. i. pp. 140-1.
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ducing the enemy to terms by famine, and that, in such a
state of things, provisions bound to the ports of the enemy
became so far Contraband, as to justify Great Britain in
seizing them upon the terms of paying the invoice price,
with a reasonable mercantile profit thereon, together with
freight and demurrage.
2. That the order was justified by necessity; the British
nation being at that time threatened with a scarcity of the
articles directed to be seized.
The first of these positions was rested not only upon the
general Law of Nations, but upon the article of the Treaty
between Great Britain and America (r).
As evidence of the general International Law, the autho
rity of Vattel(Y) and of Grotius (t) was relied upon; but,
in the opinion of the Commission, unsuccessfully ; partly on
account of the want of precision in Vattel, and on account
of the context in Grotius, confining, as it was conceived,
the penalty of carrying provisions to besieged or blockaded
places; and partly, also, with reference to the commentaries
of Rutherforth (u) and Bynkershoek (#), as establishing a,
contrary position. With regard to the 18th article of the
Treaty of 1794, it was conceived that it left the question of
Contraband where it found it.
As to the second ground upon which the Order in Council
was justified—necessity—Great Britain being, as alleged, at
the time of issuing it, threatened with a scarcity of those
articles directed to be seized, it was answered that it would
not be denied that extreme necessity might justify such a
measure. It was only important to ascertain whether that
necessity then existed, and upon what terms the right it
communicated might be exercised.
Grotius, and the other text-writers on the subject, con(r) Wheaton's Mem. of International Law {Lawrence), pp. 55-56.
(s) Droit des Gens, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 112.
(t) Grotius, 1. iii. c. i. s. 5.
(n) Rutherforth’s Inst. vol. ii. b. ii. c. ix. s. 19.
(x) Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. ix.
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Curred in stating that the necessity must be real and press
ing ; and that even then it does not confer a right of appro
priating the goods of others, until all other practicable
means of relief have been tried and found inadequate. It
was not to be doubted that there were other practicable
means of averting the calamity apprehended by Great
Britain. The offer of an advantageous market in the
different ports of the kingdom was an obvious expedient for
drawing into them the produce of other nations. Mer
chants do not require to be forced into a profitable com
merce ; they will send their cargoes where interest invites;
and if this inducement is held out to them in time, it will
always produce the effect intended. But so long as Great
Britain offered less for the necessaries of life than could have
been obtained from her enemy, was it not to be expected
that neutral vessels should seek the ports of that enemy and
pass by her own ? Could it be said that under the mere
apprehension (not under the actual experience) of scarcity,
sho was authorised to have recourse to the forcible means of
seizing provisions belonging to Neutrals, without attempting
those means of supply which were eonsistent with the rights
of others, and which were not incompatible with her
exigency? After this order had been issued and carried
into execution, the British Government did what it should
have done before: it offered a bounty upon the importation
of the articles of which it was in want. The consequence
was, that Neutrals came with these articles, until at length
the market was found to be overstocked. The same
arrangement, had it been made at an earlier period, would
have rendered wholly useless the Order of 1795.
Upon these grounds, a full indemnification was allowed

by the Commissioners, under the 7 th Article of the Treaty
of 1794, to the owners of the vessels and cargoes seized
under the orders in Council, as well for the loss of a market
as for the other consequences of their detention (y).
(y) Wheaton*# Elem. of International Law (Lawrence), pp. 560, 5G1.
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CCL. On the other hand, the Executive Government
of the United States of North America has frequently con
ceded, that the materials for the building, equipment, and
armament of ships of war, as timber and naval stores, are
Contraband (z).
Questions of Contraband generally were much discussed
during the continuance of the Neutrality of the North
American United States in the war which broke out in
1793, and the United States professed to be governed by
the modern usage of nations on this point (a).
Mr. Halleck (b) observes that the numerous Treaties to
which the United States have been parties, and which con
tain any stipulations respecting Contraband, with the single
exception of one with England in 1794, confine the term to
arms and munitions of war, and that in the early ones naval
stores are expressly excluded from the list.
CCLI. We now arrive at the consideration of the treat
ment which this subject of things ancipitis vel promiscui usus
lias undergone in the Prize Courts of Great Britain and
North America.
I am aware,” Lord Stowell says, “ of
the favourable positions laid down upon this matter by
“ Woljjius and Vattel, and other writers of the Continent,
“ although Vattel (c) expressly admits that provisions may,
“ under circumstances, be treated as Contraband; and I
take the modern established rule to be this, that generally
“ they are not Contraband, but may become so under circumu stances arising out of the particular situation of the war,
or the conditions of the parties engaged in it. The Court

(z) Mr. Randolph’s Letter to M. Adot, July 6th, 1795.
Mr. Pickering’s Letter to Mr. Pinckney, January 16th, 1797.
Letter of Messrs. Pinckney, Marshall, and Gerry to the French
Minister, January 27th, 1798.
(a) President’s Proclamation of Neutrcdity, April 22nd, 1793..
Kent’s Comm. vol. i. pp. 139-40.
(b) Int. Lavj, p. 581.
('•) Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 112.
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“ must, therefore, look to the circumstances under wtiich
this supply was sent.
CCLII. “ Among the circumstances which tend to pre“ serve provisions from being liable to be treated as Contra“ band, one is, that they are of the growth of the country
“ which exports them. In the present case, they are the
“ product of another country, and that a hostile country; and
“ the claimant has not only gone out of his way for the
“ supply of the enemy, but he has assisted the enemy’s ally
“ in the war by taking off his surplus commodities.
CCLIII. cc Another circumstance to which some indul“ gence, by the practice of nations, is shown, is, when the
u articles are in their native and unmanufactured state.
“ Thus iron is treated with indulgence, though anchors and
“ other instruments, fabricated out of it, are directly Con“ traband.
Hemp is more favourably considered than
“ cordage; and wheat is not considered as so noxious a
“ commodity as any of the final preparations of it for human
“ use. In the present case, the article falls under this
“ unfavourable consideration, being a manufacture prepared
“ for immediate use.
CCLIV. “ But the most important distinction is,
“ whether the articles were intended for the ordinary use
“ of life or even for mercantile ship’s use; or whether they
“ were going with a highly probable destination to military
“ use (d). Of the matter of fact on which the distinction
“ is to be applied, the nature and quality of the port to
“ which the articles were going is not an irrational test; if
“ the port is a general commercial port, it shall be under“ stood that the articles were going for civil use, although
“ occasionally a frigate, or other ships of war, may be con“ structed in that port.
Contra, if the great predominant
“ character of a port be that of a port of naval military
“

(d) This doctrine is confirmed by Maisonnairc v. Keating, 2 Gcdlisoris
Amer. Rep. p. 325.
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cc equipment, it shall be intended that the articles were
“ going for military use, although merchant ships resort to
“ the same place, and although it is possible that the articles
“ might have been applied to civil consumption; for it being
“ impossible to ascertain the final use of an article ancipitis
“ usus, it is not an injurious rule which deduces both way a
“ the final use from the immediate destination; and the
“ presumption of a hostile use, founded on its destination
“ to a military port, is very much inflamed, if at the time
“when the articles were going, a considerable armament
“ was notoriously preparing, to which a supply of those
“ articles would be eminently useful ” (e).
CCLY. The doctrine laid down in the foregoing extracta
from the judgment of Lord Stowell was, Mr. Chancellor
Kent (/) observes, “ fully adopted by the Supreme Court
“ of the United States, when we came to know and feel the
“ value of Belligerents* rights, by becoming a party to
“ a maritime war.** The Chancellor goes on to observe
that, “ in the case of the Commercen the Supreme Court
“ observed, as Lord Stowell had done, that by the modern
“ Law of Nations, provisions were not generally Contra“ band, but they might become so on account of the
“ particular situation of the war, or on account of their
“ destination; that if they were destined for the ordinary
“ use of life in the enemy’s country, they were not Contra“ band; but that it was otherwise if destined for the army
“ or navy of the enemy, or for his ports of military or naval
“ equipment.”
“But it is argued” (Mr. Justice Story says in the
Commercen) “that the doctrine of Contraband cannot apply
“to the present case, because the destination was to a
“ neutral country; and it is certainly true that goods
“ destined for the use of a neutral country can never be

(e) The Jonge Margarethay 1 C. Hob. Adm. Rep. pp. 194-5.
(/) Commentaries, vol. i. p. 143.
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“ deemed Contraband, whatever may be their character, 01
“ however well adapted to warlike purposes. But if such
“ goods are destined for the direct and avowed use of
“ the enemy’s army or navy, we should be glad to see
“ an authority which countenances this exemption from for“ feiture, even though the property of a Neutral. Suppose,
“ in time of war, a British fleet were lying in a neutral port,
“ would it be lawful for a Neutral to carry provisions or
“ munitions of war thither, avowedly for the exclusive
“ supply of such fleet ?—would it not be a direct interposi“ tion in the war, and an essential aid to the enemy in his
“hostile preparations? In such a case, the goods, even
“if belonging to a Neutral, would have had the taint of
“ Contraband in its most offensive character, on account of
“ its destination; and the mere interposition of a neutral
“ port would not protect them from forfeiture ” (</). And
in a later part of the same judgment ,he says: “ It is in
“ vain to contend that the direct effect of the voyage was
“ not to aid the British hostilities against the United States.
“ It might enable the enemy, indirectly, to operate with
“ more vigour and promptitude against us, and increase his
“ disposable force. But it is not the effect of the particular
“ transaction that the law regards, it is the general tendency
“ of such transactions to assist the military operations of
“ the enemy, and the temptations which it presents to
“ deviate from a strict Neutrality. Nor do we perceive
“ how the destination to a neutral port can vary the appli“ cation of this rule; it is only doing that indirectly which
“is prohibited in direct courses. Would it be contended
“ that a Neutral might lawfully transport provisions for the
“ British fleet and army while it lay at Bordeaux preparing
“for an expedition to the United States? Would it be
“ contended that he might lawfully supply a British fleet
“stationed on our coast? We presume that two opinions

(g) The Gonimercen, 1 Wheaton’'* (Amer.) Rep. p. 387.
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“ though the cases put are strong, we do not know
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and yet,
that the
“ assistance is more material than might be supplied under
“ cover of a neutral destination like the present ” (h).
CCLYI. Upon the principles laid down in the foregoing
judgments of Lord Stowell and Mr. Justice Story, cheeses
fit for naval use, and going to a port of naval equipment,
have been condemned as Contraband (z).
Biscuits have shared the same fate, especially when going
from one enemy’s port to another (k).
Wines are not
generally and per se Contraband, but when taken on their
way to supply an armament of the enemy are condemned (Z).
CCLVII. In 1797, a dispute arose between the United
States of North America and Spain as to this question
of naval stores. America had, by Treaty with Spain,
covenanted to exclude, and, by Treaty with England, to
include, them in the catalogue of Contraband.
Spain protested against this as a failure in the duty of
reciprocity. The Government of the United States, how
ever, after having demonstrated that this reciprocity could
only be shown when Spain was at peace and the United
States at war, proceeded to defend the stipulation with
England upon the ground of its conformity with the prin
ciples of International Law. 66 Ship timber and naval
“ stores ” (the American Secretary wrote) “ are by the
“ Law of Nations contraband of war. . . . Permit me
“ to say that our engagement with Great Britain ought
“ to be no matter of surprise to the Catholic King ; because
“ His Majesty has seen, during the whole course of the
“ American war, how steadily Great Britain persisted, in* 1

(h) The Commercen, 1 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 392.
(?') The Zelden Rust, 6 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 93.
The Frau Margaretha, ib. p. 92.
The Joyige Margaretha, 1 ib. p. 193.
(A:) The Ranger, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 125.
(1) The Edward, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 68.
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“opposition to the demands of all the Maritime Powers, to
64 maintain her claims under the Law of Nations, to capture
44 enemy’s property, and timber, and naval stores, as Con46 traband in neutral ships. Could His Catholic Majesty,
44 therefore, expect that Great Britain would relinquish
44 her legal rights to a nation (the United States) which
44 abounded in materials for building and equipping
44 ships ? ” (m)
CCLVIII. We have seen, from the foregoing judgment,
under what circumstances naval stores and materials for
ship-building are holden confiscable by the English and
North American Prize Courts. With respect to any aid to
be obtained from an investigation of Treaties towards the
elucidation of this subject, not only can no general inference
be derived from their examination, but, on the contrary, it
will appear that the same States have declared naval mate
rials to be Contraband in one Treaty, and not Contraband
in another (ri).
CCLIX. The principles on which the French Prize
Courts act, may be gathered from the following decision of
the Conseil des Prises in 1807. The subject was the captui-e
of the Austrian ship II Volante by the French privateer
L'Etoile de Bonaparte. The Court said:—
44 Attendu qu’il est constant par les pieces de bord, que
44 le navire et le chargement sont proprietes neutres ; que
44 le port de Messine, pour lequel Pexpedition etait destinee,
44 malgre l’autorite que peuvent y exercer les Anglais, n’est
44 point soumis au blocus, qui, aux termes du decret du 21
44 Novembre, 1806 (rapporte ci-apres, No. 7), a lieu pour
44 les ports et les lies Britanniques; et que les sucres,
44 suivant le manifeste et le connaissement, proviennent de
44 Lisbonne, et ont ete raffines par la compagnie de Trieste
44 et de Fiume ;
(m) Debrett's State Papers, p. 380.
Ward on Contraband, p. 254.
(n) Manning, pp. 287-9.
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“ Attendu que le raoyen deduit de la qualite des bois
“ composant la majeure partie de la cargaison, et sur lequel
“ les capteurs ont le plus insiste, ne peut etre aeeueilli, si
“ Ton considere que, loin qu’il soit demontre que ces bois
“ appartiennent exclusivement a la construction des batimens
“ de guerre, comme l’ont pense les experts qui ont opere*
“ hors la presence des parties interessees, le contraire semble
“ resulter, tant de la teneur du proces-verbal de visite qurils
“ ont irregulierement dresse, que de la dimension des
“ planches et de leur nombre compare avec la capacite du
“ navire;
“ Qu’au reste, et en abordant la question de Contrebande
“ elevee par le corsaire, il est facile de se convaincre que la
“ solution lui en est contraire. En effet, les bois de emstruc“ tion ne sont declares contrebande de guerre par aucun
“ reglement Fran^ais encore subsistant, ni par aucun Traite
“ particulier. C’est faute d’avoir lu le Traite de 1742,
“conclu entre la France et le Danemarc, qu’on a dit qu’il
“ c^mprenait sous cette denomination les bois de construction.
“ Si, par l’arrete du Directoire du 12 Ventose de l’an V.^
“ ils ont ete ranges parmi les objets prohibes, cen’aete que
“ relativement aux Americains, qui avaient souffert, par
<tfleur Traite de 1794 avec les Anglais, que ces objets
“ fussent regardes comme de Contrebande; et la disposition
“ de cet arrete est de droit annulee par la convention du 8
Yendemiaire de Pan IX., passee entre la France et les
“Etats-Unis d’Amerique, qui, en specifiant tous les articles
“ de Contrebande, n’y a point compris les bois de construc
tion. Lors meme que l’on aurait pu soutenir avec
u quelque fondement que la prohibition contenue dans
“Parrete du 12 Ventose de Pan Y. eut ete applicable a
“tous les Neutres, elle se trouverait implicitement rapportee
“par Parrete du 29 Frimaire de Pan VIII., qui, a l’egard
“ de la navigation des Neutres, a retabli les dispositions du
“reglement du 26 Juillet, 1778, dont Part. 15 ordonne
“ l’execution de l’Ordonnance de la Marine de 1681, laquelle,
“ dans Penumeration des objets de contrebande de guerre,
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44 ne place point les bois de construction; d’ou il faut
44 conclure que la destination pour un port ennemi des
44 planches chargees sur le navire II Volante, quel qu’en
44 dut etre l’emploi, ne les a point rendues confiscates, et
44 que tout au plus elle serait susceptible, avec les autres
44 circonstances de la prise, d’exempter les capteurs des
44 dommages et interets;
44 Le Conseil decide que la prise faite par le corsaire
44 Frangais, lEtoile de Bonaparte, du navire Autrichien 11
44 Volante, est invalide, en faite pleine et entiere main-levee
44 au profit des proprietaires ; en consequence, ordonne que
44 le dit navire, ensemble les marchandises de son chargement,
44 seront remis avec les pieces de bord a la disposition du
44 capitaine Natali Hort; a quoi faire, tous gardiens, se44 questres et depositaires seront contraints par toutes voies,
44 meme par corps, quoi faisant decharges. Sur la demande
44 en dommages-interets, met les parties hors de cause ” (o').
CCLX. It is to be observed, however, that France, in
her Treaty with Denmark of 1742, which has been subse
quently confirmed by her Convention of 1842, has com
prised in the category of Contraband tar, pitch, rosin,
sail-cloth, hemp, cordage, masts, and timber for purposes of
wry (bois de construction).
CCLXI. Sail-cloth (p), masts, anchors (q), tar (r), and

(o) Merlin, Repertoire de Jurisprudence, vol. xiii. p. 94.
Such too it appears is the present law :—44 Peuvent-ils (les Neutres)
transporter des objets de materiel naval ? Oui, s’ils interrogent la
legislation Frangaise; non, s’ils interrogent laloi Anglaise.”—DePistoye
et Duverdy, t. 1. p. 405. (Paris, 1855.)
(p) The Neptunus, 3 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 108.
(q) The Staat Ernbden, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 29.
The Charlotte, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 314.
(r) 44 Dans la guerre de 1700, le goudron y fut compris, parce que les
ennemis le declarkrent de Contrebande, excepte celui qui etoit trouve
sur les vaisseaux Suedois, parce que c’est une production de leur
cru . . . le goudron a aussi ete declare de Contrebande, avec la poix,
resine, les voiles, chanvres, et cordages, les mats et bois de construction
■ pour les navires. Ainsi en cette partie il n’y auroit a plaindre de la
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going to the enemy’s use, are liable, under the modern
Law of Nations, to be seized as Contraband in their own
nature, and without respect to the character of the port
to which they are destined. In 1750* the Judges of the
British Court of Appeal in matters of prize declared pitch
and tar, the produce of Sweden, on board a French ship
bound to a French port, to be Contraband, and subject to
confiscation. In the more modern understanding
of this
©
matter, however, goods of this nature, being the produce of
Sweden, the actual property of Swedes, and conveyed by
their own navigation, have been deemed, in British Courts
of Prize, subject only to the milder rights of Pre-occupancy
and Pre-emption (s) ; and it may be said that though pitch
and tar are now generally Contraband in a maritime war,
the rule is so far relaxed as to allow the carrying of these
articles when they are the produce of the claimant’s
country (£). This relaxation is understood with a condition
that it may be brought in, not for confiscation, but for Pre
emption : to entitle the party to the benefit of this rule,
however, a perfect bona fides is required (u). On the other
hand, the carrying of pitch and tar to a neutral port, with
an intention of selling them there, and, if not, of carrying
them on to an enemy’s port for sale, is illegal, and the in
tention of so doing being proved, and that the ulterior
destination was concealed, the vessel, being the property of
pitch

conduite des Anglais, sans leur contravention aux Traites particuliers,
car de droit ces choses sont de Contrebande aujourd’hui, et depuis le com
mencement de ce siecle, ce qui n’etoit pas autrefois neanmoins.”__
Valin, Ord. de la Mar. t. ii. 1. iii. art. xi.
Vattel includes amongst Contraband “ les bois, et tout ce qui sert k la
construction et a l’armement de vaisseaux de guerre,” &c. 1. iii. c. vii.
p. 112 in fine. Vide ante, vol. i. p. 41, remarks on this passage from
Valin.
(s) The Maria, 1 C. Rob.
of the Swedish convoy.
(■t) The Sarah Christina,
(u) Ib. p. 241.

Adm. Rep.

ib.

p. 241.

p. 372.

This is the famous case
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the same owners, is liable to condemnation (#). Tar and
pitch, which are neither the produce of the exporting country
nor protected by Treaty, have been deemed Contraband (y).

CCLXII. The British Order in Council of July, 1807,
permitting to Sweden the liberty of trade with the common
enemy in innocent articles only, was holden under the cir
cumstances to imply a prohibition as to naval stores. A
cargo, therefore, on board a Swedish ship, and consisting of
pitch and tar, being naval stores, was holden to be of the
nature of Contraband, in such a sense as to preclude their
falling under the description of innocent articles. The
cargo was accordingly condemned, but the ship and innocent
articles of cargo were decreed to be restored under the
above Order in Council, though in opposition to the general
law (z).
Pitch and tar bona fide intended for the ship's use which
carries them, are not Contraband. The bona fides is a
question to be determined by all the circumstances of the
case, among which the quantity is a very material ingre
dient (a).

(x) The Richmond, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 336.
(y) The Twee Jnffrowen, 4 ib. p. 242.
(z) The Neptunus, 6 ib. p. 403.
(a) The Richmond, 5 ib. p. 334.
Pitch and tar, the property of a Swedish merchant, and the produce
of Sweden, taken on board a Swedish ship on a voyage from a Swedish
to a Dutch port, were holden not to be Contraband, and restitution
ordered, but captor’s expenses of taking the depositions allowed.—
The Christina Maria, 4 ib. p. 166.
In a similar case, restitution having passed on the original evidence,
and the cargo having been purchased by the Government, the expenses
of the claimant and captor were decreed to be paid by Government.
Resolution

,

ibid. note.

A cargo of tar taken going from a port of the country of which it
could not be the produce, condemned. The Jonge Tobias, 1 ib.
p. 329.
Pitch and tar going on a concealed destination to the enemy’s port,
the ship and cargo were both condemned, the master being a part
owner. The Richmond, 5 ib. p. 325.
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CCLXIII. With respect to hemp fitted for naval use (b\
the relaxation of the strict rule also prevailed durirg the
same war, and when the produce and property of the ex
porting country, it was not confiscated (c), though liable to
seizure and Pre-emption by the Belligerent. The burden
of proof that it is such produce and property lies upon the
claimant (d).
Brimstone may or may not be Contraband, according to
the circumstances of the case (e).
Copper in a state fit for sheathing (f) has been condemned.
Cargoes of barks, fir planks, battens, and fire-wood, are
articles which, if destined for a port of naval equipment,
and pronounced by competent shipwrights to be fit for ship
building, will be condemned (g) in the English Prize
Courts. But in all these cases the destination of the cargo
is the main circumstance.* 1
A Swedish ship laden with tar, pitch, and deals, sailing under in
structions to take British convoy for Lisbon, in case the master should
not be able to obtain a purchaser at Copenhagen for the ship and cargo,
but afterwards detected entering a Dutch enemy’s port : holden by
the Lords of Appeal (affirming the decision of the High Court of
Admiralty), liable to condemnation with her cargo, notwithstanding
the protest of the master, alleging the impossibility of obtaining con
voy, and that the deviation was occasioned by his apprehension of
capture by French cruisers, the suspicious circumstances in the case
being holden to remove all favourable construction usually applied with
respect to the general trade of Sweden in such articles. The Charlotte,
1 Acton's Rep. p. 201.
(6) Other hemp is not seizable.
The Gute Gesellschaft Michael, 4 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 95.
The Evert, ib. p. 354.
(c) The Apollo, 4 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 158.
(d) The Evert, ib. p. 354.
(e) The Ship Carpenter, 2 Acton's {Appeals) Reports, p. 11, in which
case it was holden not to be Contraband.
(/) The Charlotte, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 275.
(g) The Endraught, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 25.
In the Neptunus, 3 ib. p. 108, tallow and sail-cloth going to
Amsterdam ; former restored, latter condemned.
In the Nostra Signora di Begona, 5 ib. p. 98, resin going to a
port purely mercantile, restored.
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CCLXIY. It will be obvious, from the principles which
have been laid down, that the sale of a ship for purposes of
war is the sale of the most noxious article of war. The sale
by a Neutral of any ship to a Belligerent is a very suspicious
act in the opinion of the English and North American Prize
Courts, and one which the French Prize Courts refuse to
recognise; but to sell a ship for hostile use is to supply a
Belligerent with a most powerful instrument of mischief—of
Contraband ready made up in its most malignant form (A).
Upon this principle, a vessel which, being in every respect
fitted for a ship of war, was sent on her first voyage to a
belligerent port, with instructions to her master to sell her,
or to take goods on freight, but with an intimation that the
owners would prefer selling to freighting, as she was not
adapted to purposes of freight, was condemned (i). But a
ship of ambiguous use, and previously employed for pur
poses of trade, with a destination to be sold under circum
stances not indicating a hostile use of her, was restored (A).
CCLXY. From what has been already said with re
spect to the duties of Neutrals, it will be seen that, in the
opinion of the writer of these pages, unwrought metals and
coined money if) may, regard being had to their destination,
be well considered as Contraband (m).
Horses and their equipage are mentioned as Contraband
by the Ordonnance de la Marine, and this, Mr. Chancellor
Kent says, “ is doubtless the general rule ” (n). They are
mentioned as Contraband in a great variety of Treaties* (i)

(h)

The

, 5

Richmond

, 7

Trinidad

p. 331; cf. The Santisima
, § cxxxviii.
Appendix I.

C. Rob. Adm. Rep.

Wheaton's Amer. Rep.

340 :

vide ante

The Brutus, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep.,
The Fanny, ib. note.
(il) For the Treaties in which they are so considered, see Manning,
pp. 285-6 ; Ward, p. 231.
(m) Vide ante, p. 250.
(n) Commentaries, i. 136.
‘1 Parce que cela a beaucoup d'analogie
avec les munitions de guerre.”—Valin, 1. iii. t. ix. art. xi. ; there the
principle of Contraband by analogy is admitted.
(i)

(k)
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between various States (o), to which, however, Russia
appears to be an exception, for she has not included horses
in her Treaties respecting Contraband (p).
CCLXVI. In accordance with the construction of Con
traband upon which she has always acted, Great Britain
during the last war with Russia, by an Order of Council (q),
“ ordered and directed that, from and after the date hereof,
“ all arms, ammunition, and gunpowder, military and naval
“ stores, and the following articles, being articles we have
“ judged capable of being converted into, or made useful in
“ increasing the quantity of military or naval stores; that
“ is to say, marine engines, screw propellers, paddle-wheels,
“ cylinders, cranks, shafts, boilers, tubes for boilers, boiler“ plates, fire-bars, and every article, or any other component
“ part of an engine or boiler, or any article whatsoever which
“ is, can, or may become, applicable for the manufacture of
“ marine machinery; shall be and the same are hereby pro“ hibited either to be exported from the United Kingdom,
“ or carried coastwise ” (r).
It is clear, too, that upon the principles which have been
laid down, coal may, in the particular circumstances of
the case, regard being had to its quantity and destination,
become liable to seizure (s).
CCLXVII. Fourthly. We have now to consider the
doctrine of Pre-emption as applied to cases of Contra
band.
Before the Treaty of Munster, or about the middle of the
(o) As late as 1825, in a Treaty between the United States of North
America and Colombia.
(p) Manning, pp. 284-5.
(q) Order in Council, dated 18th February, 1854. See, too, Speech
of Sir James Graham (First Lord of the Admiralty), 29th June, 1854,
Hansard, Pari. Deb.
(r) The like prohibitions were extended to the Island of Malta by
Order in Council, dated 15th April, 1854.
(s) Ortolan, Dipl, de la Mer, t. ii. 1. iii. ch. vi. p. 206 {second
and third editions). In this the author retracts his former opinion that
coal might be Contraband.
VOL. III.
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seventeenth century, the custom of Pre-emption (t) by the
Belligerent of the property of the subjects of another State,
which was thus prevented from reaching its original destina
tion, had a much wider operation than has been in more
modern times allowed to it.
All cargoes without distinction were then subjected to
Pre-emption, and various Treaties acknowledge and regulate,
or prohibit, the exercise of this belligerent right (u) ; and
even as late as 1810, a Treaty between England and Por
tugal, after stipulating that military and naval stores seized
by Portugal are to be paid for at the price fixed by the pro
prietors, adds, that if the Portuguese Government takes
possession of any cargo whatever, or of any part of a cargo,
with the intention of purchasing it, or otherwise, they are
to be liable for the damage which the goods may sustain
while under the -custody of the Portuguese officers (x).
CCLXVIII. But according to general modern usage,
the doctrine of Pre-emption (y) rests upon the distinction
between articles which are Contraband universally, and those
which, being ambigui usus, are Contraband only in the
particular circumstances of the case (z). The carrying of

(t) According to Grotius (notes to the words “publicse significationes fieri ”), the true meaning of the French Ordonnance of 1584,
Art. Ixix., subjected Contraband not to confiscation but pre-emption.
(u) Manning, p. 313, e.g. Denmark and Spain, 1641.—YI. Dumont,

i. 210.
England and Portugal, 1642, ib. 239.
De'nmark and Holland, 1645, ib. 313.
Spain and Holland, 1648.
Treaty of Munster, ib. p. 431.
England and Holland, 1654, ib. ii. p. 76.
England and Portugal, 1654, ib. p. 83.
(x) De Martens, Suppl. t. vii. p. 207.

(y) The right of Pre-emption (Mr. Ward says) is rather a waiver of
a greater right than a right itself. It is an indulgence to the Neutral
rather than a privilege of the Belligerent, and can only be called a
right, because the Belligerent in fact may pretend to something more.
Of Contraband, p. 196.
(z) See s 55 of 55 Geo. III. c. 160, a.d. 1815.
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the former class alone is punishable, and entails the penalty
of confiscation either of ship or cargo, or both (a).
The latter class are subject to the milder belligerent right
of Pre-emption, which is considered as a fair compromise
between the right of the Belligerent to seize, and the claim
of the Neutral to export his native commodities, though im
mediately subservient to the purposes of hostility (b).
CCLXIX. According to the practice of the British
Prize Court, a profit of ten per cent has been usually allowed
to the proprietor of the goods seized for the purposes of Pre
emption. This practice is recognised in the Treaty between
Great Britain and the United States of North America of the
19th November, 1794, which stipulates, that a full value of
all articles seized, together with a reasonable mercantile profit
thereon, together with the freight, shall be paid by the captors
or their Government (c); and in the Treaty between Great
Britain and Sweden in 1803 it is stipulated that there shall
be paid a profit of ten per cent on the price of the merchan
dise, valued, at the option of the proprietors, either in England
or Sweden, with an indemnity for the freight and the ex
penses of detention (d).
CCLXX. The case of the Haabet (e) may be con
sidered as containing the best enumeration of the principles* (б)
(а) Heffter seems to have well understood this distinction. He
speaks of horses, materials, provisions, money :—“ Es kann daher den
Kriegfiihrenden nur gestattet sein, thatsachlich gegen die Neutralen
oder den neutralen Handel einzuschreiten, wenn jenen Artikeln eine
Bestimmung fur die feindliche Staatsgewalt und deren Kriegsmacht
mit zureichenden Griinden beizumessen steht.” They do not fall
under the category, “ unerlaubten strafbaren Handel,” § 160.
(б) The Sarah Christina, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 241.
(c) De Martens, v. p. 674.
(d) Ib. Suppl. iii. p. 526.
(e) 2 C. Bobinson’s Adm. Bep. pp. 174-185. As to other cases on the
same subject, see—
The Maria Magdalena, Hay & Marriott’s Adm. Bep. p. 250.
The Vryheid, ib. p. 188.
The Vrow Antoinette, Hay & Marriott’s Adm. Bep. p. 142 ; also
cases mentioned ib. pp. 148, 169, 176, 217, 246, 267, 270, 272,
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which govern the decision of the British Courts of Inter
national Law upon this subject.
“ This was a case arising on an objection to a report of the
“ registrar and merchants respecting the allowance of in“ surance as part of the price of a cargo of wheat, going from
“ Altona to Cadiz, but seized and brought into this country,
“ and bought by Government. The demand of the claimant,
“ Mr. Peschie, of Copenhagen, had been disallowed in. the
“ report, on the ground that the insurance had not actually
“ been made.” It was upon this state of facts that Lord
Stowell said:—“4 This is a question on a report of the
“6 registrar and merchants respecting an allowance of in“ 6 surance on a cargo of corn, seized and brought into this
“ ‘ country. The cargo was decreed to be restored, and
“ 6 the registrar and merchants were directed to make a report
“ 6 on the value due to the claimant; such reports are in their
“ ‘ nature partly legal and partly mercantile; it is a report
“6 proceeding from persons qualified, in both these respects,
“ 6 to form a sound judgment on the subject before them ;
“ ‘ one of them being, from his connection with Courts of
“ ‘ Justice, supposed capable of forming his own opinion, and
“‘ of assisting his associates on all questions of law, in the
“ 6 first instance, subject to the inspection and correction of
“ f the Court, whilst the other part of \ this domestic forum,
“c as I may call it, consists of persons acquainted with trade,
“ f and exercising their judgment on matters relative to com“ c merce. It is from the report of a commission so consti“ ‘ tuted, that the question is now brought before the Court
“ ( on a subject partly legal and partly mercantile.
“ 6 The question is, whether there is any reasonable ground
“ ‘ for me to pronounce that the registrar and merchants have
“ ‘ disallowed a just demand, in disallowing a charge of in“ surance which had not been made. It has been argued
“ ‘ that this charge ought to have been allowed, because it is
287, as to purchase of mixed goods, i.e. some Contraband, some
not.
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“ 4 usually so allowed in the dealings of merchants with each
44 4 other; I am not clear that this is a necessary consequence,
44 4 for it is surely no certain rule that in all cases where a
44 6 cargo is taken jure belli, but for the mere purpose of Pre44 6 emption, that it is to receive a price calculated exactly in
444 the same manner, and amounting precisely to the same
44 4 value, as it would have done, if it had arrived at its port
44 6 of destination in the ordinary course of trade.

44 4 The right of taking possession of cargoes of this descrip44 4 tion, Commeatus or Provisions, going to the enemy’s ports,
44 4 is no peculiar claim of this country; it belongs generally
44 6 to belligerent nations; the ancient practice of Europe, or
44 4 at least of several maritime States of Europe, was to con64 4 fiscate them entirely : a century has not elapsed since this
44 4 claim has been asserted by some of them. A more miti44 4 gated practice has prevailed in later times of holding such
44 6 cargoes subject only to a right of Pre-emption, that is, to
44 4 a right of purchase upon a reasonable compensation to
44 4 the individual whose property is thus* diverted. I have
44 4 never understood that, on the side of the Belligerent, this
44 4 claim goes beyond the case of cargoes avowedly bound to
44 4 the enemy’s ports, or suspected, on just grounds, to have
44 4 a concealed destination of that kind; or that, on the side
44 4 of the Neutral, the same exact compensation is to be ex44 c pected, which he might have demanded from the enemy in
“ ‘ his own port; the enemy may be distressed by famine, and
“ ‘ may be driven by his necessities to pay a famine price
“ for the commodity if it gets there; it does not follow that
“ 6 acting upon my rights of war in intercepting such sup“ c plies I am under the obligation of paying that price of
“ ‘ distress. It is a mitigated exercise of war on which my pur“ 4 chase is made, and no rule has established that such a pur“4 chase shall be regulated exactly upon the same terms of
44 4 profit which would have followed the adventure if no such
44 4 exercise of war had intervened; it is a reasonable indem44 4 nification and a fair profit on the commodity that is due, re44 4 ference being had to the original price actually paid by
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44 4 the exporter, and the expenses which he has incurred.
44 4 As to what is to be deemed a reasonable indemnification
44 4 and profit, I hope and trust that this country will never
44 4 be found backward in giving a liberal interpretation to
“4 these terms; but certainly the capturing nation does not
444 always take these cargoes on the same terms, on which
44 4 an enemy would be content to purchase them; much less
44 4 are cases of this kind to be considered as cases of costs
44 4 and damages, in which all loss of possible profit is to be
44 4 laid upon unjust captors; for these are not unjust captures,
44 4 but authorised exercises of the rights of war.

44 4 Two or three considerations have been urged, which
44 4 may, with all propriety, be dismissed : one is, that it was
444 understood between the King’s Government and the
44 4 parties that this charge should be allowed. Certainly if
44 4 it were made out by any credible proof, that the faith of
44 4 Government had been in the slightest manner pledged to
44 4 such an understanding, there is no principle which this
44 4 Court would hold more sacred, than that the faith of
44 4 Government should be held inviolate in transactions of
44 4 this kind ; but no sort of proof is offered of this, and the
44 4 fact has in no way come to my knowledge. It is said,
44 4 likewise, that in the cases of this kind which occurred last
44 4 war, and which were then settled by the Navy Board, the
44 4 charge of insurance was allowed, but the policy of
44 4 insurance was never called for. How this practice came
44 4 to prevail there, whether under a notion that the insurances
44 4 had been really made whenever they were charged, whether
44 4 under any order of Government, or how otherwise, I am
44 4 not informed; the persons who had to settle those accounts
44 4 were not mercantile men, and might be led by the charge
44 4 to suppose, that it had actually been incurred. Under
44 4 whatever circumstances such a practice grew up, if it did
44 4 obtain, it is no binding rule upon the registrar and mer44 4 chants here ; it might be simple mistake, and at best it is
tc 4 no deciding authority.
44 4 1 have already said, that the expected payment at the
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“ 4 port of delivery, is not the necessary measure of com“4 pensation at the port of the Belligerent. It is not so with
c‘4 reference to any constituent of price ; with respect to in“ 4 surance, considered as such, it would be peculiarly im“ 4 proper; it is reasonably to be charged at the port of
“4 delivery, although it has never been paid, because the
44 4 merchant has stood his own risk, and has purchased the
44 4 insurance at the expense of his own danger. But is that
44 4 the case where the voyage has been interrupted almost
44 4 in its commencement, where the cargo has been carried
44 4 into a neighbouring port ? In the present case the
44 4 voyage was from Altona to Cadiz, from the north to the
44 4 south of Europe, and the cargo is seized upon its en44 4 trance into the British Channel very soon after quitting
44 4 its port. Most of the cargoes taken have a similar desti44 4 nation, and are taken under similar circumstances.
44 4 What pretence is there to say, that all risks of the
44 4 voyage have been incurred ?—the utmost that could be
44 4 claimed is an insurance pro rata itineris peracti, amount44 4 ing to a very small proportion of the whole, hardly de44 4 serving a particular consideration. As to what is said,

4 4 4 that in the case of capture of ships you allow the full
44 4 freight of the whole voyage, that allowance is made on
44 4 another account; you take the ship in that case on
44 4 account, not of itself, but of its cargo; you interrupt
44 4 its occupation, which was. legal and innocent, and it is
44 4 therefore not unjust to allow it the benefit of its original
44 4 contract, which you alone have prevented from being
44 4 carried into execution. Very different is the considera4 4 4 tion of risk, respecting a cargo, which has never been
44 4 incurred, and of a payment which is due only, on the
44 4 event of that risk having been actually incurred—no
44 4 contract subsisting, and the cargo being, in its own
44 4 nature, liable to this species of interception.
44 4 Upon the whole, I see no sufficient reason to pro44 4 nounce that the registrar and merchants have adopted a
44 4 wrong measure of value in disallowing the charge of in-
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44 4 surance ; they have allowed what, upon their own expe44 4 rience, they pronounce to be a reasonable indemnification
“4 and profit, and I do not understand that the sufficiency
44 4 of this indemnification and profit is impeached on any
444 other ground than that an insurance would have been
44 4 added in the ordinary course of a mercantile account, if
44 4 the cargo had reached its intended destination. Being of
444 opinion that the ordinary terms of a mercantile account, to
44 4 be settled on the completion of the voyage, do not furnish
44 4 (all circumstances being duly weighed) the necessary or
44 4 just measure of value to be applied in transactions of
44 4 this kind, I do not find myself enabled to sustain the
44 4 objection.’”
CCLXXI. Fifthly. Official communications from an
official person on the public affairs of the belligerent Govern
ment (/) are such despatches as impress a hostile character
upon the carriers of them.
The mischievous consequences of such a service cannot
be estimated, and extend far beyond the effect of any Con
traband that can be conveyed, for it is manifest that by the
carriage of such despatches the most important operations
of a Belligerent may be forwarded or obstructed.

In general cases of Contraband, the quantity of the
article carried may be a material circumstance, but the
smallest despatch may suffice to turn the fortunes of war in
favour of a particular Belligerent (g).
CCLXXII. The penalty is confiscation of the ship (A)
wmcn conveys the despatches, and, oh continentiam delicti, of
the cargo (z), if both belong to the same master.
It is indeed competent to those entrusted with the care of
the ship, on board of which such despatches are found, to* (i)
(/) The Caroline, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 465.
(g) The Atalanta, ib. p. 440, is a leading case on the subject, in
which all the premisses which lead to the conclusion expressed in
the text are fully set forth.
(h) The Caroline, ib. p. 461, note.
(i) The Atalanta, ib. p, 460.
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discharge themselves from the imputation of being concerned
in the knowledge and management of the transaction (k).
But the presumption is strong against the ignorance of the
master of the ship, and when he has knowingly taken on
board a packet or letter addressed to a public officer of a
belligerent Government, the plea of the insignificance of the
communication, and its want of connection with the political
objects of the war, will not avail him, nor, except perhaps
in an extreme case of imposition practised upon him, will
the plea of ignorance of the contents of the despatches avail
him; his redress must be sought against the person whose
agent or carrier he was (7).
With respect to such a case as might exempt the carrier
of despatches from the usual penalty, it is to be observed
that where the commencement of the voyage is in a neutral
country, and is to terminate at a neutral port, or at a port
to which, though not neutral, an open trade is allowed, in
such a case there is less to excite the vigilance of the master,
and, therefore, it may be proper to make some allowance
for any imposition which may be practised upon him. But
when a neutral master receives papers on board in a hostile
port, he receives them at his own hazard, and cannot be
heard to avow his ignorance of a fact with which, by due
inquiry, he might have made himself acquainted (m).
CCLXXIII. An exception from the foregoing rule
is furnished by the case of Ambassadors sending despatches
from the neutral country, in which they are resident,
for the purpose of preserving the relations of amity
between that State and their own Government.* (l)
(k) Ib. p. 445.
The Rapid, Edwards’s Adm. Rep. p. 228.
(l) The Hope, cited in the Atalanta, 6 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 457. The
same case cited in note to the Caroline, 6 ib. pp. 461, 462 ; et vide
post, § cclxxxvi.
The Rapid, Edwards’s Adm. Rep. pp. 228-229.
(m) The Springbok, judgment of Supreme Court, 1866 a.d. , 5 Wallace
(Amer.) Rep. p. 1.
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Despatches found on board a neutral ship, containing
communications from a hostile Government to their Consul
resident in a neutral country, are not, generally speaking, of
the nature of Contraband (tz).
The legal presumption is that the communication has re
ference to the commercial relations of the Belligerent and
the Neutral, and if they were interdicted, the functions of
the official persons charged with the maintenance of these
relations would altogether cease. It is to be remembered,
that the functions of the Consul relate to the joint commerce
in which the Neutral as well as the Belligerent is engaged (o).
The Neutral has a right to preserve his relations with the
enemy, and it is not to be presumed that any communication
between them can partake in any degree of the nature of
hostility against the other Belligerent (p).
Lord Stowell has observed in one of his judgments: —
66 It is indeed competent to a Belligerent to stop the
66 Ambassador of his enemy on his passage; but when he
“ has arrived, and has taken upon himself the functions of
“ his office, and has been admitted into his representative
“ character, he is entitled to peculiar privileges, as set apart
“ for the protection of the relations of amity and peace, in
“maintaining which all nations are, in some degree, in“ terested. With respect to this question, the convenience
u of the neutral State is also to be considered; for its in“ terests may require that the intercourse of correspondence
“ with the enemy’s country should not be altogether inter“ dieted; it would be almost tantamount to preventing the
“ residence of an Ambassador in a neutral State, if he were
“ debarred from the means of communicating with his own.”
I have already (q) fully considered the error which has
arisen from a misinterpretation of this language, and a want
(n) The Caroline, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 468. Cf. p. 466.
Vide ante, vol. ii. § exxx. A.
(o) The Madison, Edwards’s Adm. Bep. p. 224.
(p) The Caroline, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 464.
(q) Vol. ii. § exxx.
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of due consideration of the circumstances of the case to which
they were applied and of comparing them with other remarks
from the same high authority. Having reference to these
considerations, it has been shown that the language in
question only warrants this proposition, viz., that the Am
bassador of a Belligerent to a Neutral, who has not yet
accepted him, may, while in itinere through the other Bellige
rent’s country, be detained by the proper authority of that
country.
CCLXXIY. Sixthly. As to the carrying of military
persons in the employ of a Belligerent, or being in any way
engaged in his transport service.
It has been most solemnly decided by the Tribunals of
International Law, both in England and the United States
of North America, that these are acts of hostility on the
part of the Neutral which subject the vehicle in which the
persons are conveyed to confiscation at the hands of the
Belligerent (r).
It may be difficult to define what is the number of military
persons the conveyance of whom may subject the neutral
ship to this penalty; but, in truth, the number alone is an
insignificant circumstance in the considerations on which the
principle of Law is built; since fewer persons of high
quality and character may be of more importance than a
much greater number of persons of lower conditions: to
send out one general may be a more noxious act than the
conveyance of a whole regiment (s).
It has been justly holden that a ship so employed cannot
escape confiscation by alleging that she acted under du
ress and violence. If an act of force, exercised by one
Belligerent Power on a neutral ship or person, were to be
deemed as sufficient justification for any act done by him
(r) The Carolina, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 256.
The Friendship, 6 ib. p. 420.
The Orozembo, ib. p. 430.
•
The Commercen, 1 Wheaton's {Amer.) Rep. p. 391.
(s) The Orozembo, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. pp. 453-4.
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contrary to the known duties of a neutral character, the f
rights of the Belligerent and the rules of International Law j
would be easily evaded and set at naught. The Neutral
must look to his own Government for redress against the
Government which has coerced him. Moreover, the penal
liability of the ship so employed is not extinguished until
the vessel has shaken off the belligerent character which
her occupation has impressed upon her. So long as she
continues under the command of the enemy, she remains
liable to capture and condemnation (f).
CCLXXV. Seventhly. We have to consider the penalty
of carrying Contraband.
By the ancient Law of Nations, the carrying of Contra
band worked in all cases a forfeiture of the vehicle which
carried it.
According to the mitigated rule of modern practice, the
ship is not generally condemned, but freight and expenses ,
only are forfeited (u).
In the case already mentioned of the Bermuda (x), the
Court said:—
“ There remains the question whether the Bermuda, on the
“ supposition that she was really a neutral ship, should be
“ condemned for the conveyance of Contraband. For, in
“ general, as we have seen, a neutral may convey Contra“ band to a belligerent, subject to no liability except

(t) The Carolina, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 259-261.
(u) Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. x.
The Bingende Jacob, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 90.
The Sarah Christina, ib. p. 242.
The Jonge Jacobus Baceman, ib. p. 243.
The Mercurins, ib. p. 288.
The Emanuel, ib. p. 296.
The Jonge Tobias, ib. p. 329.
The Wilhelrriina, note to the Bebecca, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 101.
The Franklin, 3 ib. p. 217.
The Neutralitdt, ib. p. 295.
The Atlas, ib. p. 304, n.
(x) The Bermuda, 3 Wallace (Amer.) Bep. p. 555.
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“ seizure in order to confiscation of the offending goods.
“ The Bhip is not forfeited, nor are non-offending parts of
“ the cargo.
“ This has been called an indulgent rule, and so it is (g).'
“ It is a great but very proper relaxation of the ancient
“ rule, which condemned the vessel carrying Contraband as
“ well as the cargo. But it is founded on the presumption
“ that the Contraband shipment was made without the
“consent of the owner given in fraud of belligerent rights,
“ or, at least, without intent on his part to take hostile part
“ against the country of the captors ; and it must be recog“ nised and enforced in all cases where that presumption is
“ not expelled by proof.
“ The rule, however, requires good faith on the part of
“ the neutral, and does not protect the ship where good
“faith is wanting.”
Then the cases of the Franklin (z), the Neutralitat («),
the Ranger (&), and the Jonge Emilia (c), were referred to,
and the Court proceeded :—
“We cannot doubt that the Bermuda was justly liable to
“ condemnation for the conveyance of Contraband of goods
“destined to a belligerent port, under circumstances of
“fraud and bad faith, which make the owner, if Haigh was
“owner, responsible for unneutral participation in the war.
“ The cargo, having all been consigned to enemies, and
“ most of it Contraband, must share the fate of the ship.”
The exceptional cases, in which the severity of the ancient
law is still applied, are—
1. Cases in wdiich there are circumstances of aggravation.
(y) The Ringende Jacob, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 90. The Sarah
Christina, ib. p. 238. See opinions of Bynkershoek and Heineccius,
cited in notes to the Mercurius, ib. p. 288 ; and the Franklin, 3 ib
p. 222.
*
(z) 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 224.
(a) Ib. p. 296.
(b) 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 126.
(c) 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 52.
.
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2. Cases in which the Contraband belongs to the owner
of the ship (d).
CCLXXVI. 1. Among the circumstances of aggrava
tion are to be mentioned : —
a. A false destination, which, with Contraband on board,
subjects both ship and cargo to condemnation (e).
/3. The carriage of Contraband, with the privity of the
owner* and in violation of a Treaty (/).
7. A concealment of Contraband in the outward cargo,
which has been holden to render the ship, on her return,
subject to condemnation; and the misconduct of the super
cargo—the agent of the owner—has been holden to affect
the owner’s interest (g).
8. A private vessel has been forfeited by the contraband
traffic of an officer placed in command by the Board of
Admiralty (h).
2. In cases in which the ship belongs to the owner of the
Contraband, condemnation always follows. If the owner of
the Contraband own a share only in the vessel, his share
will be condemned : and this effect will be produced by the
contraband articles, though unclaimed, if they appear by
the evidence to belong to such part-owner (z).
CCLXXVII. With respect to the effect of Contraband
upon the rest of the cargo, it is to be observed that the

(1d) The'Mercurius, note, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 288.
The Jonge Tobias, ib. p. 329.
The Franldin, 3 ib. p. 217.
The Ringende Jacob, 1 ib. p. 91.
The Neutralitat, 3 ib. p. 295.
(e) The Franklin, 3 ib. p. 217.
The Ranger, 6 ib. p. 125.
The Edward, 4 ib. p. 68.
(/) The Neutralitat, 3 ib. p. 295.
(g) The Baltic, 1 Acton, p. 25.
(h) Blewitt v. Hill, 13 East's Reports, p. 13.
(i) The Floreat Gommercium, 3 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 178.
The Franklin, ib. p. 217.
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penalty of Contraband extends to all the property of the
same owner involved in the same unlawful transaction (k).
And therefore, if the same owner possess articles which are
and which are not Contraband, all will be alike condemned.
To escape from the contagion of Contraband, the innocent
articles must be the property of a different owner (/). “ Sed
“ omnino distinguendum putem,” Bynkershoek says, “ an
“ licitae et illicitae merces ad eundem dominum pertineant,
“ an ad diversos ; si ad eundem, omnes recte publicabuntur,
“ ob continentiam delicti ” (m).
In a case, however, in which the ship was condemned for
carrying the particular Contraband of despatches, the
penalty was not extended to the cargo, though the property
of the same owner, it being shown that he was ignorant of
the shipment, and it not being shown that the master had
been appointed agent for the cargo (n).
CCLXXVIII. A neutral ship cannot claim exemption
from the penalty of carrying Contraband because there
exists between her and the country of her seizors a Treaty
that Free Ships make Free Goods (0), or because a per
mission has been given to her to trade with the enemy in
innocent articles (p).
*
A British subject, resident and domiciled abroad, may
engage in trade with the enemy; but nevertheless, the duty
of allegiance so far travels with him as to restrain him from
trafficking with the enemy in articles of a contraband
nature (q).
CCLXXIX. Eighthly. It now remains to make some* 11
The Sarah Christina, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 242.
The Neptunus, 6 ib. p. 409.
(11) The Stoat Ernbden, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 28.
(m) Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. 12.
(n) The Susan.
The Hope. Notes to the Caroline, 6 C. Bob.
Bep. pp. 462-3.
(0) The Asia, cited in Index to 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 483.
(p) The Eleonora Wilhelmina, ib. p. 331.
(q) The Neptunus, ib. p. 409.
(h)

Adm.
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observations with respect to the Treaties—more especially,
and in detail, those which affect England—upon this
subject (r).
It should be premised that Treaties respecting Contra
band are framed for cases in which one party is in a state
of Neutrality, and not where both are connected in hostili
ties against one common enemy. They cannot, therefore,
extend to the trade of either country, at a time when both
countries are associated in war, and are bound to contribute
their whole force and energy against the common enemy.
In that case, questions of Contraband are not to be deter
mined by the provisions of Treaties relating to a state of
Neutrality on the part of one of the contracting parties,
but by the rules provided by the common Law of Nations.
CCLXXX. The first Armed Neutrality, 1780, de
clared (s) that the parties to it 44 shall only acknowledge to
44 be contraband commodities those which are included and
44 mentioned as such in the Treaties now subsisting between
44 their respective Courts and the one or the other of the
44 belligerent Powers.”
The second Armed Neutrality, 1800, acknowledged only
44 cannons, mortars, firearms, balls, flints, flintstones (t),
See, too, Holland v. Hall, 1 Barnewall & Alderson7s Reports, p. 53.
“Where A. agreed to sell to B. one-third share of a ship, which
was then to be employed on a joint adventure, in the exportation of
military stores to South America, contrary to an Order in Council
then in force : it was holden that (the agreement being entire, and
containing on the face of it an illegal stipulation) it lay on the party
seeking to enforce the same, to show that means had been used to
obtain a licence, or that the illegal purpose had been abandoned,
and that, in failure thereof, A. could not recover for the share of the
ship.”
The Eleonora Wilhelmina, 6 0. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 331.
The Neptunus, ib. p. 403.
(r) As to Treaties by United States of North America, vide ante,
§ ccl.

(s) Article 2.
(t) Would anybody contend that copper caps are not now Con
traband ?
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“ matches, gunpowder, saltpetre, sulphur, helmets, pikes,
“ swords, haugers, cartridge-boxes, saddles and bridles, with
“the exception of such a quantity of the above-mentioned
“ articles as may be necessary for the defence of their ships
“ and crews ” (u).
By the Treaty between England and Russia of 1797 and
of 1801, it was agreed not to consider as Contraband
the merchandise of the produce, growth, or manufacture
of the countries at war which should have been acquired
by the subjects of the Neutral Power, and should be
transported for their account (x).
The following articles only were acknowledged as Con
traband:—cannons, mortars, firearms, pistols, bombs, gre
nades, balls, bullets, firelocks, flints, matches, gunpowder,
saltpetre, sulphur, cuirasses, pikes, swords, sword-belts,
knapsacks, saddles, bridles, with the same reservation as in
the other Treaties as to the use and defence of the ship and
crew (y).
The 8th article provided that “ these stipulations shall be
“ regarded as permanent, and shall serve for a constant
“rule to the contracting Powers in matters of commerce
“and navigation.”
In consequence of this article, Lord Grenville expressed,
in a masterly speech, in which he reviewed the whole Treaty,
his apprehension that England might be holden to have
enunciated a general and universally binding principle of
International Law upon this subject (z). This Treatv is
however not now in force.
CCLXXXI. We now proceed to mention the provisions

(u) Article 2.

)

(x

Ibid.

(y) Article 3.
(2) Pp.
55-60 of Speech, published by Cobbett, 18, Pall Mall,
London, January, 1801. Vide ante, vol. i. (of this work), pp. 44, 45,
upon this point.
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upon this subject which are now in force between Great
Britain and other Powers.
Between England and Denmark.

By the explanatory Article of the Treaty with Denmark
of 1780, “ the two contracting Sovereigns reciprocally
“ engage, for themselves and their successors, not to furnish
“ to the enemies of either party in time of war any succour,
“ neither soldiers, nor vessels, nor any effects and merchan“ dise called Contraband; and in like manner to prohibit
‘6 their subjects from so doing, and to punish severely, and
“ as destroyers of the peace, those who should dare to act
“ contrary to their prohibitions in this respect; but in order
“ to leave no doubt upon what is to be understood by the
“ term Contraband, it is agreed that this denomination is
“ meant only to comprehend arms, as well firearms as
“ other kinds, with their furniture, as cannon, muskets,
“ mortars, petards, bombs, grenades, carcasses, saucisses,
“ carriages for cannon, musket-rests, bandoleers, gunpowder,
“ matches, saltpetre, balls, pikes, swords, helmets, cuirasses,
“ halberts, lances, javelins, horses, saddles, pistol-holsters,
u belts, and generally all other warlike implements, also
“ ship-timber, tar, pitch, and resin, sheet copper, sails,
“ hemp, and cordage, and generally whatever immediately
serves for the equipment of vessels; unwrought iron and
“ deal planks, however, excepted.
“ But it is expressly declared that this kind of contraband
“ merchandise shall by no means comprehend fish and flesh,
“ fresh or salted, wheat, flour, corn or other grain, vege“ tables, oil, wine, and generally whatever serves for the
“ nourishment and support of life, so that all these articles
“ may always be sold and transported like other merchandise,
“ even to places in the possession of an enemy of the two
“ Crowns, provided that such places are neither besieged
tfC nor blockaded.
“ And their Majesties being desirous that this article, as
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“it is actually settled, should hold precisely the place of
“ that for which it is substituted, so that it shall have the
“ same effect and validity as if it were inserted word for
“ word in the said Treaty, and that it should be considered
“ as authentic and obligatory as the Treaty itself, they
“ have agreed that it should be so declared and decreed by
“ a declaration signed by the Minister for Foreign Affairs,”
&c. (a).
And by Article XIII. of Treaty of Kiel, in 1814, “All
“ the ancient Treaties of peace and commerce between the
“ former Sovereigns of England and Denmark are hereby
“ renewed in their full extent, so far as they, are not contra“ dictory to the. stipulations of the present Treaty ” (b).
Between England and Sweden

(1812).

“ The relations of friendship and commerce between the
“ two kingdoms shall be re-established upon the footing on
“which they stood on the 1st day of January, 1791, and
“ all the Treaties and conventions subsisting between the
“ two countries at that epoch shall be regarded as renewed
“ and confirmed, and they are by the present Treaty re“ newed and confirmed accordingly ” (c).
Between England and Sweden

(1691).

“ Although in the preceding articles of this present
“ Treaty, it be forbidden to either confederate to yield any
“ aid or assistance to the enemies of the other, yet it is not
“ to be so understood, as if either confederate, having no* 6

, 4th July, 1780, explanatory of
1670.—Hertslet's Treaties, vol. i. p. 203.

{a) Declaration signed at Copenhagen
the 3rd Article of the Treaty of

(6)
,

Kiel

Treaty of Peace between Great Britain and Denmark, signed at
14th Jan.

(c) Treaty

1814.—Hertslet’s

between

Great

18th July, 1812.—Hertslet’s

, vol. i. p. 233.

Treaties

Britain

and

Sweden,

, vol. ii. p. 335.
h h 2

Treaties

signed

,

at Orehro
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44 war with the enemies of the other, might not sail to or
44 traffic with the said enemies, notwithstanding that the
44 other confederate be in actual war with them. But it is
64 only provided, that no goods, called goods of Contraband,
44 and particularly, that no money, provisions, weapons, fire44 arms, with their appurtenances, fire-balls, gunpowder,
44 match, bullets, spear-heads, swords, lances, pikes, halberts,
44 ordnance, mortar-pieces, petards, grenadoes, rests, bande44 liers, saltpetre, pistols, small shot, pots, head-pieces, backs
44 and breasts, or such kind of armour; soldiers, horses, all
44 furniture necessary for horses, holsters, belts, and whatso44 ever warlike instruments; as also, that no. ships of war
44 or convoys be furnished to the enemy, without peril, in
44 case they be taken, of being adjudged lawful prize without
44 hope of restitution. And neither of the confederates shall
44 suffer any of his subjects to give aid, sell or lend ships, or
44 be any way useful to the enemies or rebels of the other to
44 his prejudice or detriment; but it shall be lawful for either
44 confederate, his people and subjects, to have commerce
44 with the enemies of the other, and to carry to them all
44 kind of merchandise, not before excepted, without any let
44 or hindrance, unless it be into such ports and places as are
44 besieged by the other, and in such case, it shall be lawful
44 for them to sell their commodities to the besiegers, or
44 otherwise to betake themselves to any other port which is
44 not besieged” (d).
Between England and Russia.

44 The relations of friendship and commerce between the
44 two countries shall be re-established on both sides, upon
44 the footing of the most favoured nations ” (e).
,

■ (d) Treaty between Great Britain and Sweden
ha

1691.—Hertslet’s
Treaty

18th

of Peace

between

Great

, 1812—Hertslet’s

July

concluded at White-

, vol. ii. p. 328.

Treaties

,

Britain and Russia

, vol. ii. p. 125.

Treaties

signed at
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Between England and Portugal,

“ Under the name of Contraband, or prohibited articles,
“ shall be comprehended not only arms, cannon, harque“ busses, mortars, petards, bombs, grenades, saucisses,
“ carcasses, carriages for cannon, musket-rests, bandoliers,
“ gunpowder, match, saltpetre, ball, pikes, swords, head“ pieces, helmets, cuirasses, halberts, javelins, holsters, belts,
“ horses and their harness, but generally all other articles
“ that may have been specified as Contraband in any former
“ Treaties concluded by Great Britain or by Portugal with
“ other Powers. But goods which have not been wrought
“into the form of warlike instruments, or which cannot
“become such, shall not be computed Contraband, much
“ less such as have been already wrought and made up for
“ other purposes, all which shall be deemed not Contra“ band, and may be freely carried by the subjects of both
“ Sovereigns, even to places belonging to an enemy, except“ ing only such places as are besieged, blockaded, or in“ vested by sea or land ” (/).
Between England and Brazil.

“ In order to regulate what is in future to be deemed
“ Contraband of War, it is agreed that under the said deno“ ruination shall be comprised all arms and implements
“ serving for the purpose of war, by land or by sea, such as
“ cannon, muskets, pistols, mortars, petards, bombs, gre“ nadoes, carcasses, saucisses, carriages for cannon, musket“ rests, bandoliers, gunpowder, match, saltpetre, balls, pikes,
“ swords, head-pieces, cuirasses, halberts, lances, javelins,
“horse-furniture, holsters, belts, and, generally, all other
(/)

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between Great Britain and,

,

Portugal

signed at Rio de Janeiro

, vol. ii. p. 59.

ffertslet’s Treaties

(art. xxviii.),

19th February,

181CL
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implements of war; as also timber for ship-building, tar
“ or resin, copper in sheets, sails, hemp and cordage, and
“ generally, whatsoever may serve directly to the equipment
“ of vessels of war, unwrought iron and fir planks excepted ;
“ and all the above articles are hereby declared to be just
“ objects of confiscation, whenever they are attempted to be
“ carried to an enemy ”(#)•
CCLXXXII. Among the later Treaties upon this subject,
in which England is not concerned, should be noticed the
Treaties between the States of North and South America,
namely, the Treaty with Columbia (A), 3rd December, 1824 ;
with Chili (z), 16th May, 1832 (Art. XIV.) ; with Central
America (k), 5th December, 1825 ; with the Mexican States,
5th April, 1831 (/) (Art. XVI.) ; with Venezuela (m), 20th
January, 1836 (Art. XVII.)
The Treaty between France and Brazil (it), 28th January,
1826 (Art. XXI.); with. Texas (0), 25th September, 1839
(Art. VI.).
The Treaty between Prussia and Brazil (p), 5th July,
1827 ; with Mexico (q), 18th February, 1831 (Art. XI.).* (l)

“

(g) Treaty of Amity and Commerce between his Majesty and the Em
peror of Brazil, signed at Bio de Janeiro, 17th Aug. 1827.—Hertslet’s
Treaties, vol. iv. p. 43.

The reader is also referred to the ample catalogue of Treaties be
tween all Powers, and at various times, in vol. ix. of the Traite de
Commerce of MM. Hauterive and de Cussy, title “Contrebande de
Guerre,” p. 228, &c. ; and vol. i. of the successor to this work, by
MM. De Cussy and De Martens.—Index Explicatif, tit. Contrebande.
(Ji) De Martens, N, B. t. vi. p. 831.
(i) lb. t. x. p. 334.
(k) lb. t. xi. p. 442.
(l) lb. t. xiii. p. 544.
(m) lb. Nouv. Suppl. t. ii. p. 415.
(n) De Martens, N. B. t. vi. p. 874.
(0) lb. t. xiii. p. 988.
(p) lb. t. vii. p. 274.
(q) lb. t. xii. p. 544.
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The Treaty between the Hanse Towns and Venezuela (r),
27th May, 1837 (Art. XVI.).
In these Treaties, Contraband appears to be confined to
weapons and munitions of war.
CCLXXXIII. The Prussian Government has incor
porated into its Code of Municipal Law, an article prohibiting
the carriage by its subjects to any other nation, of Contra
band, consisting of munitions of war, or of articles forbidden
by Treaties of the nations to whom it is carried (s).
CCLXXXIV. In the following Treaties are specified
articles which shall and which shall not be considered as
Contraband between the contracting parties :—
1662. Treaty between Denmark and France.
1669. Treaty between Denmark and Great Britain.
1674. Treaty between Spain and Holland.
1713. Treaty between France and Great Britain.
1739. Treaty between France and Holland.
1742. Treaty between France and Denmark.
1766. Treaty between Great Britain and Russia.
1778. Treaty between France and the United States.
1780. Treaty between Denmark and Great Britain.
1786. Treaty between France and Great Britain.
1787. Treaty between France and Russia.
(r) Be Martens, N. R. t. xvi. p. 242.
Heffter, § 160, refers to the above Treaties.
Mr. Lawrence, in his edition of Wheaton's Elements, observes :

—“ The United States of North America have only made one
Treaty in which they have not confined Contraband to arms and mu
nitions of war ; viz., the Treaty of 1794 with England.”—Wheaton's
El., ed. Lawrence, p. 563, note. (United States' Statutes at Large,
vol. viii.)
(s) “ Yerbotene Waaren sind grobes Geschiitz und die dazu gehorende Ammunition, Granaten, Bajonnette, Flinten, Karbiner, Pistolen,
Kugeln, Flintensteine, Lunten, Pulver, Salpeter, Schwefel, Piken,
Sabel, Degen, Sattel, Hauptgestelle, Zelte, und was sonst durch
besondere Vertrage zwischen den verschiedenen Nationen einzunehmen verboten ist.”—Preussisches Landrecht, B. ii. § 2034, p. 416.
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Treaty between the United States and Great
Treaty between Portugal and Russia.
Treaty between Denmark and Russia,
Treaty between France and the United States.
Treaty between Great Britain and Sweden.
Treaty between Great Britain and Portugal.
Treaty between Denmark and Prussia.
Treaty between France and Brazil.
Treaty between Brazil and Denmark,
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CHAPTER II.
BLOCKADE.

CCLXXXV. Another limitation of the rights incident
to the Neutral during peace, is imposed upon him by the
right of the Belligerent during war; viz., it is the right
of the Belligerent to prohibit the commerce of the Neutral
with all besieged and blockaded places, and the duty of the
Neutral scrupulously to abstain from all intercourse with
them.
Among the rights of Belligerents there is none more clear
and incontrovertible, or more just and necessary in the
application, than that which gives rise to the Law of
Blockade (a).
CCLXXXVI. It is proposed to consider this important
belligerent right under the following general heads:—
1. For what purpose a Blockade may be constituted.
2. Who may constitute a Blockade.
*
3. What constitutes the Blockade.
4. What maintains or continues a Blockade.
5. What vitiates a Blockade.
6. How a Blockade, having been discontinued or aban
doned, may be resumed.
7. How a breach of Blockade is caused, and the conse
quences of it.
8. Berlin and Milan Decrees. Orders in Council of

(a)

Kent's Comm.

vol. i.

p.

145.
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1809. North American United States Noil-Intercourse
Act.
CCLXXXYII. (1.)' For what purpose a Blockade may
he constituted.
A Blockade imposed for the purpose of obtaining a com
mercial monopoly, for the private advantage of the State
which lays on such Blockade, is illegal and void on the very
principle on which it is founded; but particular licences
granted to individuals will not vitiate a Blockade (b). The
object of a Blockade is to prevent exports as well as imports,
and to cut off all communication of commerce with the
blockaded place (c).
CCLXXXVIII. (2.) Who may constitute a Blockade.
A declaration of Blockade is a high act of sovereign
power: it is a right of a very severe nature, operating law
fully, but often harshly, upon Neutrals, and therefore not to
be aggravated or extended by construction (d).
Nevertheless, a Blockade is not one of those acts of sove
reignty which cannot be delegated (e). The reason of the
thing prescribes that a commander must carry with him
such a portion of sovereign authority delegated to him, as
may be necessary to provide for the exigencies of the service
on which he is employed. On stations in Europe where
Government is almost always at hand to superintend and
direct the course of operations, under which it may be ex
pedient that particular hostilities should be carried on, it may
be different. But in distant parts of the world a commander
must be holden to carry with him sufficient authority to act,
as well against the commerce of the enemy as against the
enemy himself, for the more immediate purpose of reduc-

The Fox and others, Edwards’ A dm. Hep . p. 320.
(c) The Frederick Molke, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 87.
(id) The Henrick and Maria, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 148.
The Juffrow Maria Schroeder, 3 ib, p. 154.
(e) Vide ante, pp. 150, 151.

(b)
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tion (/). And if a commander so circumstanced did not
originally possess this authority, and it should appear that
he had acted irregularly, and without orders, this is an affair
between him and his Government, and the Blockade would
hardly be impeachable by the Neutral on that ground;
certainly not if that Government, by its subsequent conduct,
had adopted his act: this would, on the principle ratihabitio
mandato (pquiparatur, retrospectively legitimate what had
been done by their officer (y).
It foilows from what has been already observed respecting
the authority and power of the East India Company (h),
that it was fully competent to the Governor-General of
India to order a Blockade. This power of the delegate of
the Crown is incident to a state of war, and arises from the
necessity of the case; for in civil cases it is holden that
the royal confirmation of the act of a delegate exceeding the
terms of his express authority, cannot, as a general rule, be
inferred from acquiescence («’).
CCLXXXIX. (3.) What constitutes a Blockade.
For this object two circumstances must combine :—
(a.) A proper notification of the Blockade de jure.
(/3.) A sufficient force to maintain it de facto (k\
A Blockade may be of different descriptions: a mere
maritime Blockade, or a Blockade by sea and land (/). The
latter description requires a complete investment by land as
by sea, for the trade of a Neutral to or from a blockaded
country by inland navigation or transportation is lawful (m).* (l)

(f)

The Holla,
p. 366.

6 C. Bob. Adm. Rep.

p. 366.

(g) lb.

pp. 217-220.
Kyte, 3 Knapp’s Privy Council Reports, p. 342.
(k) The Betsey, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 93.
The Frederick Molke, ib. p. 86.
The Nancy, 1 Acton, p. 57.
(l) The Stert, 4 C. Rob. Adm,. Rep. p. 66.
(m) The Peterhoff, 5 Wallace (Amer.) Rep. p. 66, in which the law
is well summed up.
(h)

Vide ante,

(i) Cameron

v.
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CCXC. The proper notification may be conveyed either
hj

.

.

(1.) The simple fact itself—that is, by the presence of the
blockading force—accompanied by the declaration of an
officer of the fleet; for public notifications between Govern
ments are only meant for the information of individuals, and
if the individual be personally informed, that purpose is still
better obtained than by a public declaration (n).
(2.) Or by & formal declaration, accompanied or followed
by the fact. In the former case, when the fact ceases
(otherwise, indeed, than by accident or the shifting of the
wind), there is immediately an end of the Blockade; but
where the fact is accompanied by a public notification from
the Government of a belligerent country to neutral Govern
ments, prima facie, the Blockade must be supposed to exist
till it has been publicly repealed. It is the duty of a belli
gerent country, which has made the notification of Blockade,
to notify in the same way, and immediately, the discon
tinuance of it. To suffer the fact to cease, and to apply the
notification again, at a distant time, would be a fraud on
neutral nations. It cannot, indeed, be said that a Blockade
of this sort may not in any possible case expire de facto, but
such conduct is not hastily to be presumed against any
nation. And, till such a case is clearly made out, it is the
duty of the Prize Court to hold that a Blockade by noti
fication is, primd facie, to be presumed to continue till the
notification is revoked (0).
A master of a vessel cannot be heard to aver that he was
ignorant of such a notification of Blockade as has been
mentioned ; that is to say, he cannot be heard to say so in
the Court of the Belligerent who is sustaining the Blockade:
whether and how he may claim compensation on account of
real ignorance from his own Government is purely a question
of public and constitutional law (/?).
(n) The Mercurius, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 82.
(0) The Neptunus, Kuyp, ib. pp. 171-2.
(p) The Neptunus, Ilempel, 2 ib. p. 110.
The Welvaart, Van RilUm, ib. p. 130.
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CCXCI. All that is necessary to make a notification
effectual and valid is, that it shall be communicated in a
credible manner, because though one mode may be more
formal than another, yet any communication which brings it
to the knowledge of the party, in a way which could leave no
doubt in his mind as to the authenticity of the information,
would be that which ought to govern his conduct, and will
be binding upon him. The usual mode of communicating
such intelligence is to the neutral State and not to the hostile
Government, and when the more regular form is practicable,
it ought to be observed; but if it be not practicable, the
notification may be otherwise effected. The question in such
cases will always be—Was it communicated in a credible
manner? (q)
CCXCII. If the commander has effectually notified the
Blockade, the regularity or irregularity of his conduct
towards his own Government is a matter for which he is
answerable to that Government, and not to other States;
and as has been seen (r), it is not open to the individual
subjects of other countries to dispute the validity of the
Blockade on that account (s).
CCXCIII. A Blockade de facto should be effected by
stationing a number of ships, and forming as it were an arch
of circumvallation round the mouth of the prohibited port,
where, if the arch fails in any one part, the Blockade itself
fails altogether (t). This is the general and safe definition
of a Blockade. Nevertheless, it has been holden, that block
ading ships are at liberty to take a prize if it comes in their
way, but not to chase to a distance, because that would in
effect be a desertion of the duty imposed upon them, and
would amount to a breaking up of the Blockade (u).

(q) The Rolla, 6 G. Rob, Adm. Rep. pp. 368-9.
(r) AnU, p. 474.
(s) The Rolla, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 368.
(t) The Arthur, 1 Dodson, p. 423.
(u) The La Melanie, 2 Dodson, p. 130.
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CCXCIII. A. The most extensive Blockade as yet known
to history was that enforced by the Northern or United
States of North America against the Southern or Con
federate States during their recent civil war. It cannot be
doubted that the conscientious recognition, to her own great
detriment, of that Blockade by England, and also by the
other Maritime Powers, contributed in the circumstances
very largely to the subjection of the revolted States. Still
less can it be doubted that the demand for this recognition
was necessarily founded on the existence of a status belli
* and of two belligerents. On this subject, as well as on others
relating to Prize Law, it is very satisfactory to find so entire
a harmony, as both judicial decisions and the opinions of
writers prove to exist between the two greatest maritime
States in the world—England and the United States of
North America.
“ The law which we are to lay down ” (the English Privy
Council says) “cannot be confined to the British Navy;
“ the rule must be applied to captors of all nations. No
“ country can be permitted to establish an exceptional rule
“in its own favour, or in favour of particular classes of
“ its own subjects. On the Law of Nations, foreign deci“ sions are entitled to the same weight as those of the
“country in which the tribunal sits. America has adopted
“ almost all her principles of Prize Law from the decisions
“ of English Courts; and whatever may have been the case
“ in former times, no authorities are now cited in English
“ Courts, in cases to wThich they are applicable, with greater
“ respect than those of the distinguished jurists of France
“ and America. Whatever is held in England to justify or
“ excuse an officer of the British Navy, will be held by the
“ tribunals of every country, both on this and the other side
“ of the Atlantic, to justify or excuse the captors of their
“ own nation ” (r).

(x) The Ostsec, 0 Moore, P. C. Rep. p. 180-1.
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The case of the Peterhoff,\ decided by the Supreme Court
of the United States in 1866 (?/), affords a strong and recent
illustration of this statement. Chief Justice Chase, deliver
ing the opinion of the Court, said :—
“ The Peterhoff was captured near the island of St.
“ Thomas, in the West Indies, on the 25th of February,
“ 1863, by the United States steam-ship Vanderbilt. She
“ was fully documented as a British merchant steamer,
“ bound from London to Matamoras, in Mexico, but was
“ seized, without question of her neutral nationality, upon
“ suspicion that her real destination was to the blockaded
“ coast of the States in rebellion, and that her cargo con“ sisted, in part, of contraband goods.
“ The evidence in the record satisfies us that the voyage
“of the Peterhoff was not simulated. She was in the
“ proper course of a voyage from London to Matamoras.
“ Her manifest, shipping list, clearance, and other custom
“ papers, all show an intended voyage from the one port
“ tos the other. And the preparatory testimony fully corro“ borates the documentary evidence.
“ Nor have we been able to find anything in the record
“ which fairly warrants a belief that the cargo had any
“other direct destination. All the bills of lading show
“ shipments to be delivered off the mouth of the Rio
“ Grande, into lighters, for Matamoras. And this was in
“ the usual course of trade. Matamoras lies on the Rio
“ Grande, forty miles above its mouth; and the Peterhoff"s
“ draught of water would not allow her to enter the river.
“She could complete her voyage, therefore, in no other
“ way than by the delivery of her cargo into lighters for
“ conveyance to the port of destination. It is true that, by
“these lighters, some of the cargo might be conveyed
“ directly to the blockaded coast; but there is no evidence
“ which warrants us in saying that such conveyance was
“ intended by the master or the shippers.
(y) The Peterhoff,, 5 Wallace (Amer.) Pep. pp. 49-54.
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“We dismiss, therefore, from consideration, the claim
“ suggested rather than urged, in behalf of the Govern“ ment, that the ship and cargo, both or either, were des“ tined for the blockaded coast.
“ But it was maintained in argument (1) that trade with
“ Matamoras, at the time of the capture, was made unlawful
“ by the blockade of the mouth of the Bio Grande; and if
“ not, then (2) that the ulterior destination of the cargo
“ was Texas and the other States in rebellion, and that this
“ ulterior destination was in breach of the blockade.
“We agree that, so far as liability for infringement of
“ blockade is concerned, ship and cargo must share the same
“ fate. The owners of the former were owners also of part
“ of the latter; the adventure was common; the destination
“ of the cargo, ulterior as well as direct, was known to the
“ owners of the ship, and the voyage was undertaken to
“ promote the objects of the shippers. There is nothing in
“ this case, as in that of the Springbok, to distinguish be“ tween the liability of the ship and that of the merchandise
“ it conveyed.
“We proceed to inquire, therefore, whether the mouth
“ of the Bio Grande was, in fact, included in the blockade
“ of the rebel coast.
“ It must be premised that no paper or constructive
“ blockade is allowed by International Law. When such
“ blockades have been attempted by other nations, the
“ United States have ever protested against them, and
“ denied their validity. Their illegality is now confessed
“ on all hands. It was solemnly proclaimed in the Declara“ tion of Paris of 1856, to which most of the civilised nations
“ of the world have since adhered ; and this principle is no“ where more fully recognised than in our own country,
“ though not a party to that Declaration.
“Whaty then, was the Blockade of the rebel States?
“ The President’s Proclamation of the 19th of April, 1862,
“ declared the intention of the Government ‘ to set on foot
“ ‘ a blockade of the ports ’ of those States, by posting a
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“ e competent force so as to prevent the entrance or exit of
vessels 5 (z). And, in explanation of this proclamation,
“ foreign Governments were informed c that it was intended
“ ‘ to blockade the whole coast from the Chesapeake Bay
“ ‘ to the Bio Grande ’ (a).

“ In determining the question whether this Blockade was
intended to include the mouth of the Rio Grande, the
“ treaty with Mexico (5), in relation to that river, must be
“ considered. It was stipulated in the 5th article that the
“ boundary line between the United States and Mexico
“ should Commence in the Gulf, three leagues from land
“ opposite the mouth of the Rio Grande, and run northward
“ with the middle of the river. And in the 7th article it
“was further stipulated that the navigation of the river
“ should be free and common to the citizens of both
“ countries, without interruption by either, without the
“ consent of the other, even for the purpose of improving
“ the navigation.

“

“ The mouth of the Rio Grande was, therefore, for half
“ its width, within Mexican territory, and, for the pur“ poses of navigation* was altogether as much Mexican as
“ American. It is clear, therefore, that nothing short of
4 an express declaration by the Executive would warrant
“ us in ascribing to the Government an intention to blockade
“ such a river in time of peace between the Republics.

“ It is supposed that such a declaration is contained in
“ the President’s proclamation of February 18th, 1864 (c),
“ which recites as matter of fact that the port of Browns“ ville had been blockaded, and declares the relaxation of
“ the Blockade. The argument is that Brownsville is
“ situated on the Texan bank of the Rio Grande, opposite
“ Matamoras; and that the recital in the proclamation that
“ Brownsville had been blockaded must therefore be re-* I
(z)
(a)
(b)
(c)
VOL. III.

Stat. at Large, p. 1259.
Lawrence’s Wheaton, p. 829, n.
Stat. at Large, p. 926.
13 ib. p. 740.
I I
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“ garded as equivalent to an assertion that the mouth of
“ the river was included in the Blockade of the coast. It
“ would be difficult to avoid this inference if Brownsville
“ could only be blockaded by the Blockade of the river.
“ But that town may be blockaded also by the Blockade of
“ the harbour of Brazos Santiago and the Boca Chica,
“ which were without question included in the Blockade of
“ the coast. Indeed, until within a year prior to the
“ proclamation, the port of entry for the district was not
“ Brownsville, but Point Isabel on that harbour; and, in
“ the usual course, merchandise intended for Brownsville
“ was entered at Point Isabel, and taken by a short land
“ conveyance to its destination.
“We know of no judicial precedent for extending a
“ Blockade by construction. But there are precedents of
“great authority the other way. We will cite one.
“ The Frau Ilsabe (d) and her cargo were captured in
“ 1799 for breach of the British Blockade of Holland. The
“ voyage was from Hamburg to Antwerp, and, of course,
“ in its latter part, up the Scheldt. Condemnation of the
“cargo was asked, on the ground that the Scheldt was
“blockaded by the Blockade of Holland. But Sir W.
“ Scott said: 6 Antwerp is certainly no part of Holland,
“ 6 and, with respect to the Scheldt, it is not within the
“ ‘ Dutch territory, but rather a co-terminous river, dividing
“ 6 Holland from the adjacent country.5 This case is the
“ more remarkable, inasmuch as Antwerp is on the right
“ bank of the river, as is also the whole territory of
“ Holland; and, though no part of that country was part
“ of Flanders, then, equally with Holland, combined with
“ France in a war with Great Britain, ‘it was just as lawful,5
“ as Sir William Scott observed, 6 to blockade the port of
“ c Flanders as those of Holland,’ and the Scheldt might
“ have been included in the Blockade, but he would not
(id) 4

C. Bob. Adm. Rep.

p. 63.
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“ hold it necessarily included in the absence of an express
“ declaration.
“ This case seems to be in point.
“ It is impossible to say, therefore, in the absence of an
“ express declaration to that effect, that it was the intention
“ of the Government to blockade the mouth of the Rio
“ Grande. And we are the less inclined to say it, because
“ we are not aware of any instance in which a Belligerent
“ has attempted to blockade the mouth of a river or harbour
“occupied on one side by Neutrals, or in which such a
“ Blockade has been recognised as valid by any Court
“ administering the Law of Nations.
“ The only case which lends even apparent countenance to
“ such a doctrine, is that of the Maria (e\ adjudged by Sir
“ W. Scott in 1805. The cargo in litigation had been con“ veyed from Bremen, through the Weser to Varel, near
“ the mouth of the Iahde, and there transhipped for
“ America. The mouth of the Weser was then blockaded,
“ and Sir W. Scott held, that the commerce of Bremen,
“ though neutral, could not be carried on through the
“ Weser. This, he admitted, was a great inconvenience to
“ the neutral city, which had no other outlet to the sea; but
“it was an incident of her situation and of War. It
“ happened in that case that a relaxation of the Blockade
“ in favour of Bremen warranted restitution. Otherwise
“ there can be no doubt that the cargo would have been
“ reluctantly condemned.
“ But it is an error to suppose this case an authority for an
“ American Blockade of the Rio Grande, affecting the com“ merce of Matamoras. Counsel were mistaken in the sup“ position that only one bank of the Weser was occupied by
“the French, and that Bremen was on the other. Both
“ banks were in fact so held, and the Blockade was warranted
“ by the hostile possession of both. The case would be in
(e)

6

G. Rob, Adm. Rep. p. 201.
i i 2
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“ point, had both banks of the Rio Grande been in rebel
“ occupation.
“ Still less applicable to the present litigation is the case
“of the Zelden Rust, cited at the bar. That was not a
“ case of violation of Blockade at all. It was a question
“ of contraband, depending on destination. The Zelden
“ Rust, a neutral vessel, entered the Bay or River De
“ Betancos, on one side of which was Ferrol, and on the
“ other Corunna. Counsel argued on the supposition that
“ Ferrol was a belligerent, and Corunna a neutral port,
“ whereas both were belligerent; and the cargo was con“ demned on the ground of actual or probable destination to
“ Ferrol, which was a port of naval equipment, though
“ nominally destined to Corunna, also a port of naval
“ equipment, though not to the same extent as Ferrol.
“ There was no Blockade of the bay or river, or of either
“ town.
“ It is unnecessary to examine other cases referred to by
“ counsel. It is sufficient to say that none of them support
“ the doctrine that a Belligerent can blockade the mouth of
“ a river, occupied on one bank by neutrals, with complete
“ rights of navigation.
“We have no hesitation, therefore, in holding that the
“ mouth of the Rio Grande was not included in the Blockade
“ of the ports of the rebel States, and that neutral com“ merce with Matamoras, except in contraband, was en“ tirely free.”
<
CCXCIV. (4.) What maintains or continues a Blockade.
A Blockade is to be considered as legally existing, al
though the winds occasionally blow off the invading squadron.
The event effects an accidental change to which every
Blockade is incident, but it does not suspend, much less
break, the Blockade (f). It is most satisfactory to be able
(/) The

Columbia,

1

C. Rob. Adm. Rep.

p. 156.
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to state, that upon this, as indeed I believe upon every
other point of Blockade, the decisions of the Courts of the
North American United States are in perfect harmony (g).
But this principle is not extended to the case of a block
ading squadron driven off by a superior force; under such
circumstances, a neutral Power is not obliged to presume
the continuance of a Blockade, nor to act upon a supposi
tion that the Blockade would be resumed by any other
competent force (A).
The Neutral is not bound to foresee or to conjecture that
this Blockade will be resumed; and therefore, if it is to be
renewed, it must proceed de novo by the usual course, and
without reference to the former state of facts by which it
has been so effectually interrupted (i); and the presumption,
if the fact be dubious, as to the resumption of such Blockade,
is in favour of the Neutral (A).
The question as to the adequacy of the force to maintain
the Blockade, is always, to a certain degree, one of fact and
evidence, but the opinion, as to this point, of the com
mander on the particular station, must always have great,
and perhaps predominant weight with the Court; and
against that opinion in favour of the adequacy of the force,
the fact that some part of it was employed in chasing vessels
has been allowed no effect (Z).
But a Blockade which has been previously vigorously
maintained by a number of ships, cannot be continued by
the occasional appearance of a ship in the offing. Thus, in* 7

The Frederick Molke, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 86.
The Juffrow Maria Schrceder, 3 ib. p. 148.
The Hoffnung, 6 ib. p. 116.
(g) 2 Johnson’s (.Amer.) Gases, p. 187.
7 ib. p. 38.
.
(h) The Hoffnung, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 116.
(i) Ib. p. 117.
(k) The Triheten, ib. p. 67.
(l) The Nancy, The Eagle, 1 Acton’s Rep. pp. 64, 65.
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a leading case upon the question of the breach of the
Blockade of Martinique, in the year 1804, Sir W. Grant
said : “ That to constitute a Blockade, the intention to shut
“ up the port should not only be generally made known to
“ vessels navigating the seas in the vicinity, but that it was
“ the duty of the blockaders to maintain such a force as would
“ be of itself sufficient to enforce the Blockade. This
“ could only be effected by keeping a number of vessels on
“ the different stations, so communicating with each other
“ as to be able to intercept all vessels attempting to enter
“ the ports of the island. In the present instance, no such
“ measures had been resorted to, and this neglect neces“ sarily led neutral vessels to believe these ports might be
“ entered without incurring any risk. The periodical ap“ pearance of a vessel of war in the offing could not be
“ supposed a continuation of a Blockade, which the corre“ spondence mentioned had described to have been pre“ viously maintained by a number of vessels, and with such
“ unparalleled rigour, that no vessel whatever had been able
6< to enter the island during its continuance. Their Lord“ ships were therefore pleased to order that the ship should
“ be restored, the proof of property being sufficient, but
“ directed further proof as to the cargo claimed for the
(S American citizens mentioned ” (m).
CCXCV. (5.) What vitiates a Blockade.
If a Blockade be so irregularly maintained by the block
ading force, that some ships are suffered to go in and others
to come out, the effect must be to deceive merchants, and
such irregularity will vitiate the effect of a formal notifi
cation. Because a Blockade is a uniform exclusion of all
vessels not privileged by lawT, and if some are permitted to
pass, others have a right to infer that the Blockade is raised ;
and the Court will hold that merchants generally are justi-

(m) The Nancy, 1 Acton's Reports, p. 58.
De Pistoye et Duverdy, t. i. p. 378.
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fied in treating the Blockade as taken off, in a case in which
some ships have been allowed to enter or come out, from
motives of civility or other considerations (n). Therefore a
relaxation of Blockade in favour of Belligerents, to the
exclusion of Neutrals, or vice versa, vitiates the Block
ade (o).
But licences to particular persons have been considered
not to vitiate a Blockade (p).
CCXCVI. (6.) How a Blockade, having been discontinued
or abandoned, may be resumed.
When a Blockade has been raised by the appearance of a
superior force, there is an entire defeasance of that Blockade
and of its operation. It must be renewed by notification
before foreign nations can be affected with an obligation of
observing it as a Blockade of that species still existing. The
mere appearance of another squadron is not sufficient for
that purpose, but the same measures are necessary to consti
tute a recommencement as were required for the original
imposition of the Blockade; foreign merchants are not
bound to act upon any presumption that a Blockade of
which there has been such a defeasance will be de facto
resumed (q).
There is, however, a distinction to be taken, according to
the excellent decision of Sir William Grant, between a
Blockade recommenced and a Blockade de novo: the latter
is a question depending upon the evidence as to the notoriety
of the circumstances which constitute the actual Blockade (r).
If a de facto Blockade has ceased at the time of the
(ft) The Rolla, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 372.
The Byfield, Edw. p. 158.
The Juno, 2 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 162.
(o) The Franciska, 2 Spinks, p. 135 ; 10 Moore, P. G. Rep. p. 37.
(p) The Fox and others, Edwards, p. 321.
(q) The Hoffnung, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 120.
(r) The Hare, 1 Acton’s Reports of Gases before the High Gourt of
Appeal, p. 261.
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capture of a ship intending to break it, the ship must be
released (s).
CCXCVII. (7.) That part of the subject which relates to
Breaches of Blockade admits of the following arrangement:—
1. Breaches generally.
2. Breaches owing to alleged ignorance.
3. Breaches by Ingress.
4. Breaches by Egress.
CCXCYIII. 1. As to Breaches generally.
It is important to observe, that there is no analogy be
tween violations of the law caused by carrying Contraband,
and by breaches of Blockade.
In the former case, the offence is deposited with the
cargo ; in the latter it may be continued and renewed in
the subsequent conduct of the ship.
The absence of the analogy arises from the more ex
tended object of the law of Blockade as compared with that
of the law of Contraband. The object of the latter is to
prevent import only, the object of the former is to prevent
both import and export (t).
To sail with an intention of evading a Blockade, is, ac
cording to the Prize Law laid down by the English Courts,
a beginning to execute that intention, and an overt act
constituting the offence. From that moment the Blockade
is fraudulently invaded (u).
But a Blockade of a port is not violated by shipments
forwarded by inland navigation from that port to an un
blockaded port, as is well illustrated in the following case
of the Stert. Lord Stowell said :—
“ This is a question arising out of the Blockade of Am^ sterdam, respecting goods put on board in a port of the* 1
(s) Vide TJptoWs (Amer.) Maritime Warfare, p. 201 ; Bynk. Q. J. F.
1. i. pxi. The Lisette, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 388.
(t) The Frederick Molke, 1 ib. p. 87.
(u) The Columbia, ib. p. 156.
The Frederick Molke, ib. p. 86.
The Hoffnung, 6 ib. pp. 112, 117.
.
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“ Texel* for the very purpose of being sent to London,

“ without any interruption of the voyage, but conveyed out
u of Holland to Embden by the means of the canal navi“ gation, as I understand it.

The question is, whether this

“ is to be considered as a breach of the Blockade. A
“ Blockade may be of different descriptions. The Blockade
“ of Amsterdam, which was imposed on the part of this
“ country, was, from the nature of our situation, a mere
“ maritime Blockade, effected by force operating only at
“ sea. As far as that force could be applied, it was, indubi“ tably, a good and legal Blockade; but as to an interior
“ navigation, how is it a Blockade at all ? Where is the
“ blockading Power ? Let us suppose the case of the
“ Blockade of Havre. Can it be said that, by the maritime
“ Blockade of the Seine, the interior access to Havre is
“ blockaded, so as that goods belonging to a neutral subject,
“ sent from Paris to Havre, could be held subject to con“ fiscation by virtue of the Blockade ? It is argued that,
“if this course of trade is allowed, the object of the
“ Blockade, which is to distress the trade of Holland, will
“ be defeated. If that is the consequence, all that can be
“ said is, that it is an unavoidable consequence. It must
“ be imputed to the nature of the thing, which will not *
“ admit of an effectual remedy of this species. This Court
“ cannot, on that ground, take upon itself to say that a
“ legal Blockade exists, where no actual Blockade can be
“ applied. In the very notion of a complete Blockade, it
“ is included, that the besieging force can apply its power
“ to every point of the blockaded State. If it cannot, it
“ is no Blockade of that quarter where its power cannot be
“ brought to bear; and, where such a partial Blockade is
“ undertaken, it must be presumed that this is no more
“than what was foreseen by the blockading State, which,
“ nevertheless, thought proper to impose it to the extent in
“ which it was practicable. The commerce, though partially
“ open, is still subjected to a pressure of difficulties and
“ inconvenience.
To cut off the power of immediate
“ export and import from the ports of Holland, is, of itself,
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“ no insignificant operation, although it may not be possible
“ to exclude them from the benefit of an inland communi“ cation. If the Blockade be rendered imperfect by this
“ construction, it must be ascribed to the physical impossi“ bility of the measure, by which the extent of its legal
“ pretensions is unavoidably limited.
“ In laying down this rule, as applicable to the present
“ case, I proceed upon the supposition that this was a real
“inland navigation, and not a navigation over the Watt,
“ the character of which might be subject to a different
“ signification. Conceiving this to be a cargo which had
“ gone to Embden on a neutral account, by an internal
“ canal navigation, where no Blockade existed, I shall hold
“ it free of all consequences of Blockade, allowing the
“ captors their necessary expenses upon the particular facts
“ of the case ” (u).
It seems to me, after much consideration, and with all
respect for the high character of the tribunal, difficult to
support the decision of the majority of the Supreme Court
of the United States in the case of the Springbok (x), that
a cargo shipped for a neutral port can be condemned on the
ground that it was intended to tranship it at that port and
forward it by another vessel to a blockaded port.
A Blockade may be broken by the obstinacy as well as
by the fraud of the master; if he chooses to say that he
must go, and will go, to the blockaded port in defiance of
notice, his owners must take the consequence (y).
There may be circumstances arising out of the particular
object of the Blockade itself which entitle the breakers of
it to an indulgent consideration. Thus, during the war
waged against the First Napoleon, the Blockade of the Elbe
and the Weser (z) was not imposed with the intention of
(u) The Sterty 4 C. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 65.
(sc) 5 Wallace (.Amer.) Rep. p. 1. See the comments of Sir T.
Twiss in his learned pamphlet “ Belligerent Right on the High Seas,”
Butterworths, 1884.
(y) The Henrick and Maria, 1 ib. p. 147.
(z) The Maria, 6 ib. p. 203.
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injuring the trade of Hamburg, hut of harassing the
enemy in the interior,—it was directed principally against
that enemy, and it was incidentally only, and by unavoid
able consequences, that the trade of the neutral neighbour
hood was made subject to it. It was successfully contended
that the novelty and peculiarity of the case would, under
circumstances that admitted of any latitude of interpreta
tion, entitle merchants to every indulgent consideration that
could be applied to their case ; though not to the extent of
introducing in their favour different principles of the General
Law of Blockade (a).
The United States Courts during the recent War had to
consider the effect of an Intent to violate a Blockade. The
following principles seem rightly laid down by them : —
1. Presumption of an intent to run a Blockade by a
vessel bound apparently to a lawful port, may be inferred
from a combination of circumstances, among which are the
suspicious character of the supercargo; the suspicious
character of the master, left unexplained, though such a case
is not necessarily to be decided upon the evidence usually
taken in prceparatorio, as it is called, but is open for further
proof; such presumption is strengthened by the fact that
the vessel, on her outward voyage, was in the neighbourhood
of the blockaded place, and within the line of the block
ading vessels, by night, and that her return voyage was
apparently timed so as to be there by night again; that the
vessel (though in a leaking condition, that condition having
been known to the master before he set sail), paid no atten
tion to guns fired to bring her to, but, on the contrary,
crowded on more sail and ran for the blockaded shore ; and
that one witness testified, in prceparatorio, that the master,
just before the capture, told him that he intended to run the
Blockade from the first (b).
Although in such cases it is a possible thing that the in
tention of the master may have been innocent, the Court is
(a) The Spes and the Irene, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 79.
(b) The Cornelius, 3 Wallace (Amer.) Rep. p. 214.
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under the necessity of acting on the presumption which arises
from such conduct, and of inferring a criminal intent (c).
If a vessel is found without a proper licence near a
blockading squadron in circumstances indicating intent to
run the Blockade, and in such a position as that if not
prevented she might pass the blockading force, she cannot
thus, flagrante facto, set up as an excuse that she was seek
ing the squadron with a view of getting an authority to go
on her desired voyage. And the American Courts have
holden that nothing in the language of the President’s pro
clamation of 19th April, 1861, varied this rule of public
law in regard to vessels which had actual notice of the
Blockade established by the Government of the United
States at the beginning of the Southern rebellion (d).
CCXCIX. There is no subject of Maritime or Inter
national Law upon which the Jurists of all nations are so
unanimous and precise in their opinions, as upon the Right
and Law of Blockade (e). Authorities might be easily
(c) The Cornelius, 3 Wallace (Amer.) Rep. p. 214.
(id) The Admiral, ib. p. 603.
The Josephine, ib. p. 83. The Cheshire, ib. p. 231.
(e) “ In tertio illo genere usus ancipitis, distinguendus erit belli
status. Nam si tueri me non possum nisi quse mittuntur intercipiam,
necessitas, ut alibi exposuimus, jus dabit, sed sub onere restitution^,
nisi causa alia accedat. Quod si juris mei executionem rerum subvectio
impedierit, idque scire potuerit qui advexit, ut si oppidum obsessum
tenebam, si portus clausos, et jamdeditio aut pax exspectabatur, tenebitur
ille mihi de damno culpa dato, ut qui debitorem carceri exemit; aut
fug am ejus in meam fraudem instruxit ; et ad damni dati modum res
quoque ejus caj>i, et dominium earum debiti consequendi caus& quscri
poterit. Si damnum nondum dederit, sed dare voluerit, opus erit
rerum retentione eum cogere ut de futuro caveat obsidibus, pignoribus,
aut alio modo. Quod si prseterea evidentissima sit hostis mei in me
injustitia, et ille eum in bello iniquissimo confirmet, jam non tan turn
civiliter tenebitur de damno, sed et criminaliter, ut is qui judici imminenti ream manifestum eximit: atque eo nomine licebit in eum
statuere quod delicto convenit, secundum ea quse de poenis diximus ;
quare intra eum modum etiam spoliari poterit.”—Grotius, 1. iii. c. 1.
s. v. § 3.
“ Scilicet commercii intercludendi ergo Ordines Generales portus
Flandrhe navibus bellicis obsederant, adeoque omnes quorumcunque
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accumulated upon this point; but it is sufficient to say,
that the decisions of the tribunals in the matters of Blockade
have never been denied to be in accordance with reason,
practice, and the judgments of the best writers. To these
decisions, therefore, reference will be almost exclusively
made in the following pages. It will be seen that there is
no act by which a Neutral more clearly and deservedly* 1
naves, eo destinatas, indeque exeuntes, publicabant, quemadmodum
ex ratione et gentium usu urbibus obsessis nihil quicquam licet
advehere, vel ex his evehere. Atque indb dicebat Admiralitas, ut et
Ordines decreverunt, idem quoque juris esse in navibus, quse antea
nobis ereptae et deinde venditae erant, cum, obsessis portubus, etiam
amicorum naves liceat intercipere. Quod ita oerum est, si capiantur
itinere nondum absoluto, dum navarchee versantur in re illicitd; absolutum autem iter non intelligi, nisi hse naves proprium emptoris vel
amicnm portum snbierint. Id verb neque aliud Ordines Generales
complexi sunt illo Decreto 26 Jun. 1630, ex quo ad earn, de qua nunc
disputo, quaestionem recte argumentaberis, si et anno 1666, Angliam,
Scotiam, Hiberniam, et omnia ilia, quae in Asia, Africa et America
habebant Angli, classibus suis obsessa habuerint Ordines Generales.
Relatum quidem est, eosdem Ordines anno 1652, quod ad Anglos, tale
quid jactitasse, omnibus sic interdicto cum Anglis commercio (Aitzema,
1. xxxii. pp. 774, 777), sed quo jure jactitarint, nunc non quaero, contentus monere eosdem Ordines anno 1663, Hispanis, cum hi Lysitaniam obsessam habere videri vellent, id ipsum negasse, quod contra
Anglos antea sibi arrogaverant: sic enim proditum est in Annalibus
(apud eundem, 1. xliii. p. 858.)” Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. iv.
“ Jusqu’ici nous avons parle du commerce des peuples neutres avec
les etats de l’ennemi en general. II est un cas particular oh les droits
de la guerre s’etendent plus loin. Tout commerce est absolument
defendu avec une ville assiegee. Quand je tiens une place assi^gee,
ou seulement bloquee, je suis en droit d’empecher que personne n?y
entre, et de traiter en ennemi quiconque entreprend d’y entrer sans
ma permission, ou d’y porter quoi que ce soit : car il s’oppose k mon
entreprise, il peut contribuer a la faire ^chouer, et par la me faire
tomber dans tous les maux dJune guerre malheureuse. Le roi Deme
trius fit pendre le maitre et le pilote d’un vaisseau qui portait des
vivres a Athenes, lorsqu’il etait sur le point de prendre cette ville par
famine. (Plutarehus in Demetrio.) Dans la longue et sanglante
guerre que les Provinces-Unies ont soutenue contre l’Espagne pour
recouvrer leur liberte, elles ne voulurent point souffrir que les Anglais
portassent des marchandises a Dunkerque, devant laquelle elles avaient
une flotte.”—Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 117.
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forfeits the immunities of his national character than by the
violation of the Belligerent’s Blockade.
CCC. 2. We have now to consider breaches of Blockade
owing to alleged ignorance.

And first it must be observed, that ignorance of the
Law (/) is an inadmissible plea in the instance of Blockade,
as in other cases, and may not be pleaded by any civilised
State, Christian (g) or Infidel. Ignorance of thefact, however,
may be, and often has been, successfully pleaded as a defence
against the penalties incident to the breach of a Blockade.
This question as to ignorance of the fact is bound up
with the question of notice. It has been holden that where
vessels sail without a knowledge of the Blockade, a notice
is necessary, but if they can be affected with the knowledge
of the fact, a warning is not required (A).
A Blockade may commence de facto by a blockading
force giving notice on the spot to those who come from a
distance, and who may therefore be ignorant of the fact.
Vessels going in are in that case entitled to a notice before
they can be justly liable to the consequences of breaking a
Blockade, but it is quite otherwise with vessels coming out
of the port, which is the object of the Blockade; there no
notice is necessary. Notice of a Blockade should not be
more extensive than the actual Blockade if). After the
Blockade has existed de facto for any length of time, it is
impossible for those within to be ignorant of the forcible
suspension of their commerce; the notoriety of the thing
supersedes the necessity of particular notice to each ship (k).
Ignorance may perhaps be successfully urged when know
ledge of the Blockade is to be inferred from general notoriety
alone, but such an argument will not avail when it is proved
(/) Vide ante, pp. 65-70.
(g) The Hurtige Hane, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 326.
(h) The Columbia, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 156.
(i) The Franciska, 10 Moore, P. C. Bep. p. 37.
The Panaghia Bhomba (a.d. 1857-8), 12 Moore, P. C. Bep. p. 168.
(k) The Vrouw Judith, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 152.
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that the master of the ship was personally aware of the
fact (Z).
The existence and extent of a Blockade may be so gene
rally known, that the knowledge of it in an individual may
be presumed, without distinct proof of personal knowledge,
and such knowledge may supply the place of a direct com
munication from a blockading squadron ; yet the fact, with
the notice of which the individual is to be affected, must be
one which admits of no reasonable doubt (m).
The plea of ignorance is, however, not taken away by
partial and imperfect information or notice, and, therefore,
in a case where notice had been given to a merchant that
there was a general Blockade of the coast of Holland—
which was untrue in fact—that notice was holden not to be
available, by limitation, to a Blockade of Amsterdam only,
though such Blockade did actually exist. Such a notice
took from the Neutral all power of election as to what
other port of Holland he should go to, when he found the
port of his destination under blockade. A commander of
a ship has no right to reduce a Neutral to this kind of
distress, and for contravening such a notice he is not subject
to condemnation (n).
CCCL With respect to this plea of ignorance of the
facts, it must be remembered that the act of a Blockade is
one of the simplest and most universal operations of war (o)
in all ages and civilised countries. The leading principles
applicable to the infinite variety of circumstances which
may occur, are these:—
a. That where there has been a formal notification of the
Blockade, a reasonable time must be allowed for it to take
effect (p).(V)
(V) The Tutela, 6 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 181.
(m) The Franciska, 10 Moore, P. G. Bep. p. 88.
(n) The Henrick and Maria, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 149.
(o) The Hurtige Hane, 3 ib. p. 326.
(;p) The Bingende Jacob, 1 ib. p. 91.
The Adelaide, 3 ib. p. 284.
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/3. That where there has been no formal notification, the
knowledge of the party must be proved.
7. That after a certain time, it lies prima facie upon the
party to show that he was not apprised of the fact of the
Blockade (q).
What that period of time should be, must always chiefly
depend upon the circumstances of each case; but in cases
relating to the agency of persons in an enemy’s country
during a Blockade, it has been judicially holden that some
thing more than the mere strict principle of law is necessary
in order to bind employers by their acts (r). There must
be time allowed to give the principal an opportunity of
countermanding (s).
CCCII. 3. Breaches of Blockade by the ingress or by the
intended ingress of ships, is the next division of the subject.
It is altogether unlawful for a neutral ship to enter a
blockaded port at all, even in ballast (£), and for the purpose
of bringing away the property of neutral merchants depo
sited there before the Blockade.
The legal presumption arising from entering a blockaded
port will be, that the ship went in for the fraudulent purpose
of delivering her cargo. And her coming out again without
having delivered her cargo, will not of itself oust that
presumption and remove the illegality, as some unexpected

The Jonge Petronella, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 131.
The Betsey, 1 ib. p. 334.
(q) The Betsey, ib. p. 332.
The Adelaide Rose, note to the Neptunus, 2 ib. p. 111.
The Calypso, ib. p. 298.
(r) The Neptunus, 3 ib. p. 173.
(s) The Adelaide, ib. p. 285.
Mr. Pritchard7 s Analytical Digest of Cases decided in the High Court
of Admiralty (London, 1847) has greatly facilitated the labours of
all subsequent compilers of Maritime and International Law, I
take this opportunity of acknowledging the advantage which I hate
derived from it.
(t) The Comet, Edwards7 Adm. Rep. p. 32.
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change of circumstances may have altered her inten
tion (w).
Such being the clear law with respect to entering a
blockaded port, wre have next to consider the penalty of
approaching to such a port.
And upon this (as upon other points connected with this
subject), it is necessary to bear in mind the distinction be
tween a Blockade de facto and a Blockade by notification (x).
An approach for the purpose of inquiry in the former
case may be justifiable, and quite unjustifiable in the latter.
But in either case a neutral ship may not innocently drop
anchor, or continue in a situation in which it will be in her
power to break the Blockade with impunity whenever she
pleases. She may not approach close up to the blockaded
port, so as to be enabled to slip in without obstruction, when
an opportunity presents itself. It has been deemed no
unfair rule of evidence to hold, as a presumption de jure,
that she goes there with an intention of breaking the
Blockade; and if such inference should operate with severity
in particular cases, where the parties are innocent in their
intentions, it is a severity necessarily connected with the
rules of evidence, and essential to the effectual exercise of
the rules of war (y).
Upon the same principle, a vessel is not permitted, under
the plea of obtaining a pilot, or any similar pretext, to
approach so near to a blockaded port as to place itself within
the effectual protection of the shore (z).
CCCIII. It may be that the distance of the country of
(u) The Charlotta, Edwards7 Adm. Rep. p. 252.
(x) The Neptunus, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 110.
•
(y) The Neutralitat, 6 ib. p. 35.
The Chute Erwartung, ib. p. 182.
The Arthur, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 202.
Radcliffv. Union Insurance Company, 7 Johnson’s (.Amer.) Rep. p. 47.
Fitzsimmons v. Neioport Insurance Company, 4 Cranch’s (Amer.)
Rep. p. 185.
(z) The Charlotte Christina, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 103.
The Neutralitat, ib. p. 35.
VOL. III.
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the Neutral from the locality of the Blockade, or of the
country of the blockading Power, justifies inquiry near the
situation of the Blockade. Such an equitable and temperate
rule was applied by Lord Stowell, during the last French war,
to ships coming from the American Continent (a). It must
be remembered, however, that the Atlantic was not then, as
now, traversed in twelve or fourteen days from the European
shores, or India communicated with by ships from Europe
after a voyage of less than six weeks; while almost every part
of the civilised world is within the reach of the electric
telegraph. The principle, indeed, remains the same, but
the application of it during war is of course materially
affected by those marvellous agencies of steam and electri
city (&) which were unknown to our forefathers.
CCCIY. But it has never been considered legal, in any
circumstances, that the inquiry should be made at the very
mouth of the river or estuary blockaded, from the blockading
vessels themselves. Nor is a ship to be released from
condemnation because her master was ordered by bis owners
to make his inquiries at such places (c).
Such inquiries should be made in the ports that lie in the
way, and which furnish opportunities for inquiry without
furnishing opportunities for fraud (d).
(a) The Betsey, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 334.
(b) The analogy of the following case is applicable to this subject :—
“ A bottomry bond was granted in New York by the master of a ship,
to obtain money for necessary repairs, the owner whereof was residing
at St. John’s, New Brunswick. A communication by electric tele
graph existed between the two cities. The bondholder had previously
acted as the general agent of the owner, and no intimation of the
transaction was made by the master to the owner until after the
execution of the bond. Holden, upon appeal (reversing the sentence of
the Admiralty Court), that the master having the means of communi
cation with the owner, no such absolute necessity existed as to
authorise him to pledge the ship without communication with the
owner, and the bond declared void.”—The Oriental, 7 Moore’s Privy
Council Reports, p. 398.
(c) The Spes, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 76.
(d) The Betsey, 1 ib. p. 334.
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The inquiry is to be made in a safe and permitted place,
and in a safe and permitted manner.
It is possible, indeed, that innocency of intention may be
established, even when directions have been given to the
master to inquire at the mouth of the blockaded port. But
the circumstances must be very peculiar (e).
CCCV. We have been considering blockaded ports, but
the adjacent waters may be so connected with the ports as
to render the approach to, and navigation in them by
Neutrals, an act of equal guilt with the approach to the
ports. And therefore approximation to the blockaded port,
so as to expose the blockader’s forces to the batteries on the
coast, cannot be permitted under the pretext of taking a
pilot for a neighbouring port (f).
CCCYI. Nor will this approach be successfully veiled by
a general allegation that the approaching ship was only in
the roads adjacent to the port. The law upon this point is
thus stated by Lord Stowell:—
“ This is the case of a ship taken on a professed destina“ tion to Embden; but the fact is, she was seized in Ostend
“ Roads. Every witness uses the same expression, * Ostend
“ c Roads ; ’ and I understand the situation of the vessel to
“ have been at no great distance from that port. The term
“ 6 roads,’ undoubtedly, is not a word of very definite mean“ ing; there may be roads which have no immediate connec“ tion with any particular port, as the Downs; other roads are
“ so connected with particular ports as almost to form part of
“ them ; and these two descriptions of roads may be subject
“ to very different considerations. If a ship comes into the
“ Downs, which is the common passage and highway to the
The Posten, note to the Betsey, 1 C. Rob. Aclm. Rep. p. 335.
The Little William, 1 Acton’s Rep. p. 151.
Dr. Arnold, arguendo.
(e) The Little William, 1 Acton’s Rep. p. 161, was such a case,
(/) The Charlotte Christine, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 101.
The Gute Erwartung, ib. p. 182.
The Neutralitat, ib. p. 30.
The Arthur, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 202.
k k
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“ German Ocean, and to different parts of Europe, it would
“ not be at all just to infer from the mere coming there that
“ she is necessarily coming to a British port. But if the
“ roads are of the other species, there is then reason to con“ elude that a ship comes there wTith a view to some com“ munication with that particular port.
“ From the description given of the roads of Ostend
“ they are, I think, to be taken as being of the latter species.
“ The ship was lying within a sand, and within the protec“ tion of the batteries, and in a place, as I conceive, where
“ ships of large burden are usually unlivered by lighters,
“ as the most commodious method of delivering their cargoes
“ at Ostend. If I am correct in that view, a ship going
“ there must be considered as in the port of Ostend; since,
“ for the purpose of enforcing a Blockade, it is not neces“ sary to restrict the meaning of the word port to the
“ limits of the particular local port regulations, which may
“ not extend beyond the pier-head. A Belligerent is not
“ bound to that restricted sense of the word. If the situa“ tion of the vessel is within the protection of the batteries,
“ and in a place which vessels usually frequent for the
“ purpose of unlivery, and from which importation into
“ Ostend can safely be effected, and is not unusually effected,
“ it would not unreasonably be held to be a part of that
“ port” (g).
.
_
CCCVII. The ordinances of the American Congress of
1781 seem to have conceded this point to the extent of
the English rule, for they made it lawful to take and con
demn all vessels, of all nations, “ destined to any such port,”
without saying anything of notice or proximity (h).
CCCYIII. We have now to consider the legal effect of
the intention of the master, or the destination of his ship.

A Dutch ordinance, of which Bynkershoek {%) approves,* 1
(g) The Neutralitat, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 34.
(h) Journals of Congress, vol. vii. p. 186.
1 Kent's Comm. p. 153.
(i) Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xi.
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declared, in 1630, that vessels bound to the blockaded ports
of Flanders were liable to confiscation, though found at a
distance from these ports, unless they had voluntarily
altered the voyage before coming in sight of the port.
It has been said (k) that the English Prize Courts have
holden, that to sail for a blockaded port, knowing it to be
such, is in itself an attempt, and an act sufficient to charge
the party making it with a breach of the Blockade, without
reference to the distance between the port of departure and
the blockaded port, or to the extent of the voyage performed
when the vessel was arrested (7).
The Courts of the North American United States doubted
at one time (m) whether they should recognise the legality of
this doctrine to its full extent; but after mature considera
tion, they fully concurred in it (n\ aided by the high
authority of Dr. Story (o).
The offence continues, although, at the moment of capture,
the vessel be, by stress of weather, driven in a direction
from the port, for the hostile intention still remains un
changed (p).
CCCIX. There is this distinction between a Blockade
de facto and a Blockade by notification, that in the latter the
act of sailing to a blockaded port is sufficient to constitute
the offence, but in a Blockade existing de facto only, no pre
sumption arises as to the continuance; and the ignorance of
(Jc) Vide ante, p. 488.
(l) The Columbia, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 156.
The Vrow Johanna, 2 ib. p. 109.
The Abby, 5 ib. p. 256.
(m) Fitzsimmons v. Newport Insurance Company, 4 Cranch’s(Amer.)
Rep. p. 199.
(n) Yeatonv. Fry. It was a question as to the forfeiture of a policy
of insurance. Marshall, C. J., said:—“Sailing from Tobago to
Curagoa, knowing Curagoa to be blockaded, would have incurred
this risk, but sailing for that port without such knowledge did not
incur it.”—5 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 343.
(o) The Nereide, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. pp. 440, 446.
(p) Ibid.
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the party may be admitted as an excuse for sailing on a
doubtful and provisional destination (q).
CCCX. The mere sailing to a port which is blockaded,
without an intention of breaking the Blockade, is not an
offence against International Law, although the Blockade
should be in force when the ship arrives at the port. A ship
may lawfully sail (r) with the intention of inquiring if the
Blockade be continued or not (s).
CCCXI. A concealed illegal destination is generally
holden to furnish proof of real intention to break the
Blockade (t) ; and the presumption is fortified by the devia
tion of the ship from the course which her alleged destination
would lead her to pursue; and in order to arrive at the truth
with respect to such deviations, assessors of nautical skill,
called in England Trinity Masters, have been sometimes
invoked to aid the decisions of the English Prize Court (u).
But if there be fair reason to infer that it was the inten
tion of the ship to inquire at the port whether the Blockade
continued or not, she ought not to be condemned because her
papers do not disclose, in explicit terms, the place at which
the inquiry was to have been made (#).
CCCXII. 4. Breaches of Blockade hy egress is the next
subdivision of this subject ; and first, it is to be observed,
that a ship coming out of a blockaded place is, in all cases,
in the first instance, liable to seizure; and in order to obtain
a release, the claimant must give very satisfactory proof of
the innocency of his intention (y).* S.

(q) The Neptunus, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 110.
(r) Medeiros v. Hill, 8 Bingham’s Beports, p. 231.
(s) Naylor v. Taylor, 4 Manning and Byland’s Bep. p. 526.
S. C. 9 BarnewaM and Cresswell’s Bep. p. 718.
Dalgleish v. Hodgson, 5 Moore do Payne Bep. 407.
S. C. 7 Bingham’s Bep. p. 495.
(t) The James Cook, Edwards, p. 261.
(u) The Mentor, Edwards’ Adm. Bep. p. 207.
(x) The Dispatch, 1 Acton, p. 163.
{y) The Frederick Molke, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 88.
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CCCXIII. Nevertheless, there are certain cases in
which, according to well-established law, egress is per
mitted. Among these exceptions are the following:—
1. A ship that has entered previously to the Blockade,
may retire in ballast (z).
2. She may also take out a cargo put on board before a
Blockade (a). In this case the time of shipment is a most
material fact (b). But it must be a cargo bondfide purchased
and delivered before the beginning of the Blockade; to take
on board a cargo after the Blockade has begun, is a fraudu
lent violation of it (c) ; and the permission to go out with a
cargo laden before the Blockade, is confined to cases in
which there has been a delivery of the goods on board the
ship, or in lighters, and is not extended to shipment in warehouses (d).
But it has been holden that if a Neutral has sent in goods
before the Blockade, which are found unsaleable, or are
otherwise bond fide withdrawn by the owner, they may
come out without being subject to condemnation (e); and
it has also been holden that a neutral ship coming out of a
blockaded port, in consequence of a rumour that hostilities
were likely to take place between the enemy and the
country to which the vessel belongs, is not liable to con
demnation, though laden with a cargo, where the regula
tions of the enemy would not permit a departure in ballast;

and in such a case as this the cargo was condemned, though
put on board against the will of the master (/).

(z) The Juno, 2 0. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 119.
(a) Ibid.
(b) The Betsey, 1 ib. p. 93.
(c) The Vrouw Judith, 1 ib. p. 152.
The Neptunus, ib. p. 171.
The Juno, 2 ib. p. 119.
(d) The Bolla, 6 ib. p. 371.
(e) The Potsdam, 4 ib. p. 89.
The Juffrow Maria Schroeder, ib. note.
(/) The Drie Vrienden, 1 Dodson1 s Adm. Bep. p. 2(59.
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Where the declared purpose of a Blockade is to prevent
the import of provisions to the enemy in possession of a
Neutral’s country, the export of a cargo of corn by a Neutral
would not be a breach of the Blockade (g).
It is not illegal for a Neutral to acquire by transfer or
otherwise a vessel from another Neutral in a blockaded port,
if the acquisition be in no manner connected with the com
merce of that port; and where a ship, so transferred, had
come out in ballast, she was restored on payment of captor’s
expenses (h).
But the permission is not pushed beyond this extent, and
in a case where a vessel was sold in a blockaded port by
a Neutral, who had himself purchased of the enemy since
the outbreak of hostilities, the request to obtain further
proof has been refused, and the ship condemned (?).
Among the cases of exception may be also mentioned that
of a neutral vessel not stopped by any ship of the blockading
squadron, but afterwards by a ship not employed upon that
service. In a case of this description, it would seem, partly
on the ground that the peculiar public duty of stopping the
vessel was not cast upon the ship which stopped her, partly
on the ground of the evidence of the remissness of the
Blockade furnished by the escape of the vessel, not only
was the vessel not condemned, but the captor was not
allowed his expenses (k).
Another case of exception is furnished by the instance of a
ship employed by the Minister of a neutral State, resident
in the country of the blockaded port, for the exclusive
purpose of conveying home distressed marines belonging to
that neutral country (/). The purpose must be exclusively
(g) The Gerasimo, 11 Moore, P. G. Bep. pp. 115-6.
(h) The Potsdam, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 89.
The Vigilantia, 6 ib. p. 124, affirms the same proposition, but
rather more doubtfully.
(i) The Vigilantia, ib. p. 124.
(k) The Christina Margaretha, ib. p. 63.
(l) The Bose in Bloom, 1 Dodson*1 s Adm. Bep. p. 58.
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such as has been described, unless indeed there be so trifling
a cargo on board as to bring it within the scope of the
maxim, de minimis non curat lex (m).
CCCXIV. The carriage of goods through the medium
of the interior communication from a blockaded port to a
neutral port, is no breach of a purely maritime Blockade,
and goods so transmitted cannot be seized on their passage
from the neutral port to a lawful port, by reason of their
having so, as they certainly have, defeated the object of the
Blockade. It is included in the very notion, as has been
already stated, of a legal Blockade, that the besieging force
can apply its power to every point of the blockaded State.
If it cannot, it is no Blockade of that quarter where its
power cannot be brought to bear. The nature of a merely
maritime Blockade must always expose it to the possibility
of the partial defeat of its intention and operation (n) ; and
upon this principle goods sent from blockaded Amsterdam
to unblockaded Rotterdam and neutral Embden, were not
allowed, during the last French war, to be seized for breach
of Blockade.
CCCXY. But it has been decided that a cargo which
had been brought through the mouth of a blockaded river,
for the purpose of being shipped for exportation, was subject
to be considered as taken upon a continued voyage, and as
liable to all the same principles that are applied to a direct
voyage, of which the terminus d quo and the terminus ad
quern are precisely the same as those of the more circuitous
destination, and that ship and cargo were accordingly liable,
under the general law, to condemnation (o).
(m) The Bose in Bloom, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 57.
(n) The Stert, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 67.
The Ocean, 3 ib. p. 297.
The Maria, 6 ib. p. 201.
The Lisette, ib. p. 394.
The Julia, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 169, note.
The Jonge Pieter, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 79.
(o) The Maria, 6 ib. p. 201.
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CCCXYI. It remains to state the penal consequences
of a breach of Blockade.
1. To the ship.
2. To the cargo.
CCCXVII. First, as to the ship, the penal consequence
is confiscation (p).
Lord Stowell says: “ It is unnecessary for me to observe,
“ if a ship that has broken a Blockade is taken in any part
“ of the same voyage, she is taken in delicto, and subject
“ to confiscation. The offence is not terminated until she
“ reaches the end of the voyage ” (q).
This is deemed reasonable, because no other opportunity
is afforded to the belligerent force to vindicate the law (r).
In cases of Contraband, the return voyage has not usually
been deemed connected with the outward, and the offence
has been generally holden to be deposited with the offending
subject; but in distant voyages, with contraband and false
papers, a different rule may apply; the fraud was deemed
to contaminate the return cargo, and to subject it to con
demnation, as being one entire transaction (s).
But though the offence thus incurred remains during the
voyage, it is subject to the condition of the continuance
of the Blockade, the raising which does away with the
offence (t).

The Charlotte Sophia, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 204, note.
The Lisette, ib. p. 394.
(p) 1 Kent's Comm. p. 152.
The Mercurius, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 83.
(q) The Welvaart van Pillaw, 2 ib. p. 128.
The leading case on this point of Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. 2.
The Juffrow Maria Schroeder, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 153.
(r) The Welvaart van Pillaw, 2 ib. p. 128.
The Juffrow Maria Schroeder, 3 ib. p. 147.
(s) The Rosalie and Betty, 2 ib. p. 343.
The Nancy, 3 ib. p. 122.
Carrington v. The Merchants’ Insurance Company, 8 Peter’s (Amer.)
Rep. p. 495.
(t) The Lisette, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 387.
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Where a vessel has been purchased in a blockaded port,
that alone is an illegal act, and it is immaterial out of what
funds the purchase is made, nor can she be said not to be
taken in delicto when, on a voyage to the country of the
purchaser, she has been driven to an intermediate port by
stress of weather (w).
CCCXVIII. Secondly, as to the cargo.
It is a general rule that ship and cargo are both confis
cated for a breach of Blockade (#) ; but here an important
distinction must be taken, viz., whether the owners of the
cargo are, or are not, identical with the owners of the ship.
If they are, the confiscation of the one follows upon the
confiscation of the other; but if they are not, then the cargo
is not confiscated, unless, before the goods were shipped,
the owners of them were, or ought to have been, apprised of
the existence of the Blockade, or unless it be shown that,
in the circumstances, the act of the master personally
binds them (y).
And it should seem, though the point is perhaps not quite
clear, that in those cases in which the owners of the ship
and cargo are divers persons, the burden of proving the
guilt of the cargo lies upon the captor.
For though the master is certainly the agent of the
owners of the vessel, and can bind by his contract or his
misconduct, yet he is not the agent of the owners of the
cargo, unless expressly so constituted by them. Possibly
cargoes of a contraband character might justify greater
severity, though it will be seen that even in such cases the
(u) The General Hamilton, 6 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 61.
(x) The Comet, Edwards’ Adm. Bep. p. 32.
(y) The Columbia, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 154.
The Vrouw Judith, ib. p. 150.
The Imina, 3 ib. p. 169.
The Bosalie and Betty, 2 ib. pp. 343, 351.
The Alexander, 4 ib. p. 93.
The Adonis, 5 ib. p. 261.
Story on Prize Courts, by Pratt, p. 72.
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innocent parts of the cargo belonging to other owners have
been held not to be infected (z)—a rule which seems to fur
nish an analogy for the lenient one laid down respecting
the owners of cargoes in cases of breach of Blockade.

In cases of insurance and revenue, a severer law is en
forced ; but the act of the master is held to affect the cargo
in the former case by virtue of an express contract which
governs the whole case, and in the latter instance it proceeds
from positive laws, and the necessary strictness of all fiscal
regulations (a).
In the year 1808, Lord Stowell reviewed and confirmed
the principles of law applicable to this subject of the com
plicity of the owner of the cargo with the act of the master
of the ship in the case of the Exchange.
44 It has been suggested,” he said, 44 that though the ship
44 was going to a French port, it might not be for the pur44 pose of delivering her cargo there; but there is no rule
44 which has been more clearly established in principle, than
44 that the port of destination, being an interdicted port, is
44 the port of delivery of the cargo. It is impossible to
44 relax that principle; if it were once admitted that a ship
44 may enter an interdicted port to supply herself with
44 water, or on any other pretence, a door would be open to
44 all sorts of frauds, without the possibility of preventing
64 them. The Court applied the principle when it was first
44 led to the consideration of cases of Blockade, and there is
44 none to which it has more inflexibly adhered. I am
44 therefore to take the question with this condition, that the
44 ship was going to a French port for the purpose of deli44 vering her cargo, and I really know of no cases, except
44 those which have been cited, where the owner of the
44 cargo has been relieved from the penalty attaching to the
44 ship.
The cases cited, which are familiar to us all,

(z) The Staadt E-mbden, 1 C. Ilob. Adm. Rep. p. 30.
(a) The Mercurius, ib. pp. 85, 86.
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“were cases of a supervening illegality, where it was
“ shown that the owner of the cargo stood clear of any
“possible intention of fraud, and that by proofs found
“ on board at the time of capture, and not supplied
“ afterwards. For instance, where orders had been given
“for goods prior to the existence of a Blockade, and
“it appeared that there was not time for countermand“ ing the shipment afterwards, the Court has held the
“ owner of the cargo not responsible for the act of the
“enemy’s shipper, who might have an interest in sending
“ off the goods in direct opposition to the interest of his
“ principal. And the same indulgence has been exercised
“ where there was no knowledge of the Blockade till after
“the ship had sailed, and the master, after receiving the
“ information, obstinately persisted in going on to the port
“ of his original destination ” (5).
Lastly, I must observe that in the case of the Panaghia
Rhomha (c) decided in 1858, the question as to whether,
when a ship is condemned for a breach of Blockade, the
cargo follows the same fate, was much considered in the
English Admiralty and Appellate Court.
The opinion of their Lordships in the latter is thus
stated:—
“ This case involves a general principle of so much im“ portance that their Lordships thought it desirable to take
“ time for its consideration, although they had a strong
“ impression at the hearing as to the decision at which they
“ must arrive.
“ The Panaghia Rhomba took in a cargo of wheat at
“ Galatz, in the month of September, 1855, to be conveyed
“ to the Piraeus or Syra, on the joint account of Signor
“ Cuppa, an Ionian Merchant, resident in Constantinople,6

(6) The Exchange, Edwards' Admiralty Reports, pp. 42-43.
(c) Baltazzi v. Ryder, The Panaghia Rhomba, 12 Moore's P. C.
Rep. p. 183.
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“ and of Messrs. Baltazzi, British Merchants, resident in
“ London.
“ In the month of November following, the vessel was
“ captured by Her Majesty’s ship Dauntless for an attempt
“ to violate the Blockade of the port of Odessa, which had
“ subsisted from the month of February, 1855, and was
“ then continuing.
“ The ship has been condemned by the Court below, upon
“ evidence which quite satisfies their Lordships of the pro“ priety of the sentence; and the question now raised is,
“ whether it is competent to the claimants of the cargo to
“ protect their property from condemnation by showing their
“ innocence in the transaction; or whether, under the cir“ cumstances of this case, the owners of the cargo are
“ concluded by the illegal act of the master, though it may
“ have been done without their privity, and even contrary
“ to their wishes.
“ It has been held by the Court below, that the owners
“ are so concluded, and that the rule upon the subject is
“ established by authority not now to be questioned.
“ The first case to which we have been referred is the
“ Mencurius (1 Rob. 80), which came before Lord Stowell
“in 1798. There a cargo had been put on board the
“ Mercurius in America, at a time when it could not have
“ been known in that country that a Blockade of the Texel
“ had been established. The master, after warning, at“ tempted to enter the Texel, and the ship was condemned,
“ because the owner was bound by the act of the master;
“but the cargo was restored, because, as Lord Stowell
“ observes, the shippers at the time of shipment could not
“ have known of the Blockade, and the master, though he
“ was the agent of the owner of the vessel, and could bind
“ him by his contract or his misconduct, was not the agent
“ of the owners of the cargo, unless expressly so consti
tuted by them. Lord Stowell, in that case, addressed
“himself to the argument of the captors, that to exempt
“ the cargo from condemnation would open a door to fraud,
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“ if neutrals were allowed to trade with blockaded ports
“ with impunity, by throwing the blame upon the carrier“ master; and, in answer to that objection, he observed,
“ that 4 if such an artifice could be proved, it would esta“ 6 blish that mens rea in the neutral merchant which would
“‘ expose his property to confiscation, and it would be at
“ ‘ the same time sufficient to cause the Master to be con“ ‘ sidered in the character of agent, as well for the cargo
“ c as for the ship.’
“ In that case Lord Stowell seems to have thought that
“ the owners of the cargo were not bound by the act of the
“ master without their authority, and the judgment seems
“ rather to warrant the marginal note which the very learned
“ reporter has stated as the effect of it, namely, ‘ Violation
“ 6 of Blockade by the master affects the ship, but not the
“ ‘ cargo, unless the property of the same owner, or unless
“c the owner is cognizant of the intended violation.’
“ Now, in the present case, Dr. Lushington has stated
“ his conviction that the owners of the cargo were innocent
“of all knowledge of the intended violation; and if, there“ fore, the law remained as it is to be collected from the
“ case of the Mercurius, their Lordships would have great
“ difficulty in assenting to the decision now under review.
“But the subsequent cases appear to have carried the
“ rule much further, and to have established, that when the
“ Blockade was known, or might have been known, to the
“ owners of the cargo at the time when the shipment was
“ made, and they might, therefore, by possibility be privy
“to an intention of violating the Blockade, such privity
“ shall be assumed as an irresistible inference of law, and it
“ shall not be competent to them to rebut it by evidence;
“ that in cases of Blockade, for the purpose of affecting the
“ cargo with the rights of the Belligerent, the master shall
“ be treated as the agent for the cargo, as well as for the
“ ship.
This is the result of the cases cited by Dr.
“ Lushington in his judgment, and the additional authorities
“ mentioned at the bar.
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“ In the case of the Alexander (4 Rob. 94), which oc“ curred in 1801, Lord Stowell held that, in cases of breach
“ of Blockade, the Court must infer * that a ship going in
“ 6 fraudulently, is going in the service of the cargo, with
the knowledge and by the direction of the owner.’
“ In the case of the Adonis (5 Rob. 259), which occurred
“ in 1804, he went a step further, and held not only that
“ such inference must be made, but that (with the exception
“ to which we have already referred) the owners could not
“ be let in to prove a contrary intention. This case was
“ affirmed upon appeal, and it possesses, therefore, all the
“ authority which the decisions of the tribunal of a single
“ country can give in a law in which all civilized countries
“ are concerned.
u The same doctrine is laid down by the same great
“ Judge in the case of the Exchange (1 Edwards' Rep. 42),
“in 1808, and in the James Cook (1 Edwards, 261), in
“ 1810.
“We find, therefore, a series of authorities establishing
“ a general rule, which, like all general rules, may in its
“ application to particular cases be occasionally attended
“ with hardship, but which, nevertheless, may be necessary
“ to prevent fraud, and may, on the whole, promote the
“purposes of justice. It is a rule not applicable exclusively
“to neutrals, but applies with equal force to all persons
“ attempting to violate a Blockade, though they may be the
“ subjects or the allies of the country which has established
“ it. In the present case, indeed, Messrs. Baltazzi, the
“ claimants, are British subjects.
“ The propriety, or rather the necessity, of acting upon
“ these rules, is rested by Lord Stowell on the notoriety of
“ the fact that in almost all cases of breach of Blockade,
“ the attempt is made for the benefit and with the privity of
“ the owners of the cargo; that if they were at liberty to
“ allege their innocence of the act of the master, it would
“ always be easy to manufacture evidence for the purpose,
“ which the captors would have no means of disproving;
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“ and that, in order to make a Blockade effectual, it is
“ essential to hold the cargo responsible to the blockading
“ power for the act of the master, to whom the control
“ over it has been entrusted, leaving the owners to seek
“their remedy against the master or the owners of the
“ ship, if, in reality, the penalty was incurred without any
“ privity on their part.
“ It is impossible not to feel the force of this reasoning ;
“ it rests on the same grounds with another rule of the
“ Prize Courts, which treats as invalid the sale of a ship
“ in transitu; a point upon which we have had very
“ recently to examine the law (c?).
“ Against a rule, acted upon and promulgated to the
“ world for so many years, the Counsel for the Appellants,
“ though challenged to do so by the Bespondents, have not
“ produced a single decision or dictum by any one Judge or
“ Jurist in any part of the world. Under these circum“ stances, their Lordships must consider it as a settled
“ principle of Prize Law by which they are bound.”
CCCXIX. In cases of Blockade, the deviation into the
blockaded port is presumed to be in the service of the cargo,
and therefore the owner is bound by the presumption,
unless where there is no notice of the Blockade at the time
the ship sailed (e). And if the master, at the time of
sailing, put his ship under convoy, whose instructions he
is presumed to know, the act is illegal, and binds both
the ship and cargo (/). It is not considered like the case
of an unforeseen emergency happening to a ship at sea,
where the fact itself proves the owners to be ignorant and
innocent, and where the Court has held, that being proved
innocent by the very circumstances of the case, the owners
of the cargo should not be bound by the mere principle of
(d) In the Baltica, 11 Moore’s P. C. Rep. p. 141.
(e) The Alexander, 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 93.
The Shepherdess, 5 ib. p. 262.
(/) The Elsebe, ib. p. 173.
VOL. III.
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law, which imposes on the employer a responsibility for the
acts of his agent. On the contrary, it is a matter done
antecedently to the voyage, and must, therefore, be presumed
to be done on communication with the owners, and with
their consent; the effect of this presumption is such, that
it cannot be permitted to be averred against, inasmuch as
all the evidence must come from the suspected parties them
selves, without affording a possibility of meeting it, however
prepared. The Court, therefore, applies the strict principle
of law, and holds, as it does in Blockade cases of that
description, that the master must be taken to be the autho
rised agent of the cargo; and that if he has exceeded his
authority, it is barratry (g\ for which he is personally
answerable, and for which the owner must look to him for
indemnification (h). Whether a like principle ought not
to be applied to the owner of the cargo, in cases where the
ship originally sails on the voyage under an enemy’s licence,
has not been decided. The point was made in the Supreme
Court of the United States in a case ; but inasmuch as
knowledge was brought home to the actual agent of the
owners of the cargo, it became unnecessary to decide the
more general principle (i).
CCCXX. There is a material difference in the applica
tion of*the law in the case of commissioned captors upon the
high seas, and of non-commissioned captors who seize, in the
execution of their duty as internal police, vessels in ports or
harbours of the captor's country.
In the first place, Prize Courts would be unwilling to
extend the ex post facto defence, which has been mentioned,
to non-commissioned captors (A). In the next place, the non(g) “A fraudulent act of the master or mariners, committed contrary
to their duty as such, to the prejudice of the owners of the ship.”—
Bouvier’s Law Dictionary, vol. i. p. 159.
(h) Ib. and p. 175.
(i) The Hiram, 1 Wheaton {Amer.) Rep. p. 440. .
Story on the Prize Courts, by F. T. Pratt, D.C.L. pp. 72-73.
{h) The Elize {Dr. Lushington), 1854. 2 Spiles’ Eccles. and Adm.
Rep. p. 38- S. C. Spinks' Reports of Prize Cases, p. 88.
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commissioned captor can rarely if ever be inops consilii: his
Sovereign is bound to furnish him with the means of obtain
ing legal advice, whenever the energency arises. He is not
compelled by wind or weather, or any vis major, or any over
whelming necessity, to act according to his unaided discre
tion, upon the spur of the moment; but it is often the
bounden duty of the commissioned captor so to act; and it
is therefore with reason and justice, that Prize Courts usually
decline to award costs and damages against the commissioned
captor, when they decree restitution of the vessel which he
has seized. And it has been said, by high authority, that in
all cases during the last French war, except the Acteon (/), it
was the endeavour of the English Prize Court so far to relieve
the honest captor ; and that the Acteon, though the circum
stances caused the captor to be condemned in costs and
damages, did, in its general bearing, confirm the rule which
has been stated. Even, however, where the Court has
decided that there has been probable ground for seizure, it
has sometimes decreed a simple restitution of the ship without
costs against the seizors, who were revenue officers, acting
under the authority of the Lords of the Admiralty (m).
CCCXX.a. It has been decided that a violation of
Blockade is not an offence against the municipal laws of
England (n).
CCCXXI. (8.) The last division of the subject relates
to The Orders in Council.
In one of the leading cases on this subject, Lord Stowell
said:—(l)
(l) 2 Dodson’s Adm-. Rep. p. 48.
(m) The Caroline, 1855. Spinks’ Reports of Prize Cases, p. 252.
The law of Blockade underwent a minute examination in a judg
ment of the judicial committee during the last war between England
and Russia, but no new principle appears to have been promulgated.
The Franciska and the Johanna Maria, Spinks’ Reports of Prize Cases,
p. 287.
(n) The Helen, L. R. 1 Adm. and Eccl. i. ; Exparte Chavasse re
Grazebrook, 11 Jurist, N.S. 400; 34 Law Journal (.Bankruptcy), 17.
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“ It Is a matter of universal notoriety, that the French
“ Ruler published, in November, 1806, a Decree dated at
“ Berlin (from whence it usually takes its title), by which he
“ declared the British Isles to be in a state of Blockade;
“ that the British Government, in January and November,
“ 1807, published Orders of Blockade; the former pro“ hibiting the trade of Neutrals between ports from which
“ the British flag was excluded, the latter imposing a total
“ Blockade of those ports. These Orders were intended and
“ professed to be retaliatory against France ; without refer“ ence to that character they have not, and would not, have
“ been defended ; but in that character they have been justly,
“ in my apprehension, deemed reconcilable with those rules
“ of natural justice by which the international communication
“of independent States is usually governed. On the 26th
“ of December following, the French Government issued
“ an edict dated Milan (from whence it is commonly de-

u nominated), by which a still stronger pressure was imposed
“ upon British commerce and British maritime warfare. On
“ the 26th of April, 1809, the retaliatory measure on the
“ part of Great Britain, dated November, 1807, was re“ stricted to the extent of its local operation.....................
“ The United States, in March, 1809, passed a Non-inter“ course Act, directed against both countries, but accomu panied with a legislative declaration that it should cease
“ to operate against either Belligerent which should repeal
“ their respective Orders of Blockade (o).
The French Decree of Berlin, in 1806, was as follows :—
Art. 1. “ Les lies Britanniques sont declarees en etat de
“ blocus.,
2. “ Tout commerce et toute correspondance avec elles
“ est defendu.
4. “ Tout magasin, marchandise, ou propriete, quoi qu’elle
** soit, qui appartienne a un Anglais est de bonne prise.

5. “ Le commerce des marchandises Anglaises est de(o) The Snipe and otfoers, Edwards' Admiralty Reports, pp. 381-2.
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“ fendu, tous les produits d’industrie Anglaise et de ses colo“ nies sont de bonne prise.
7. “ Aucun yaisseau qui vient directement d’Angleterre,
“ on de ses colonies, ne pourra entrer dans des ports Frantjais,
“ ou qui sont sous la puissance Fran<jaise.
8. “ Tout yaisseau qui, par une fausse declaration, se con“ duira contre ces dispositions, sera confisque ” (/?).
The French Decree of Milan, in 1807, contained a further
outrage, of the same kind, upon International Law. It is
not necessary to state it at length (<7).
The Orders in Council were as follows:—
“ At the Court of the Queen's Palace, January
Present:

7, 1807.

The King’s Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
“ Whereas the French Government has issued certain
“ Orders, which, in violation of the usages of war, purport
“ to prohibit the commerce of all neutral nations with His
“ Majesty’s dominions, and also to prevent such nations
“ from trading with any other country in any articles the
“ growth, produce, or manufacture of His Majesty’s domi“ nions; and whereas the said Government has also taken
“ upon itself to declare all His Majesty’s dominions to be in
“ a state of Blockade, at a time when the fleets of France
“ and her allies are themselves confined within their own
“ ports by the superior valour and discipline of the British
“ navy; and whereas such attempts on the part of the
“ enemy would give to His Majesty an unquestionable
“ right of retaliation, and would warrant His Majesty in
“ enforcing the same prohibition of all commerce with
“ France, which that Power vainly hopes to effect against
“ the commerce of His Majesty’s subjects, a prohibition
“ which the superiority of His Majesty’s naval forces might
“

(p) Monitenr, 1806, No. 339.
(q) De Martens, v. Suppl. pp. 439-442.
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“ enable him to support, by actually investing the ports
“ and coasts of the enemy with numerous squadrons and
“ cruisers, so as to make the entrance or approach thereto
“ manifestly dangerous; and whereas His Majesty, thouofh
“ unwilling to follow the example of his enemies, by pro“ ceeding to an extremity so distressing to all nations not
“ engaged in the war, and carrying on their accustomed
“ trade, yet feels himself bound, by a due regard to the just
“ defence of the rights and interests of his people, not to
“ suffer such measures to be taken by the enemy, without
“ taking some steps on his part to restrain this violence, and
“ to retort upon them the evils of their own injustice : His
66 Majesty is thereupon pleased, by and with the advice of
“ his Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered, that
“ no vessel shall be permitted to trade from one port to
“ another, both which ports shall belong to, or be in the
“ possession of France or her allies, or shall be so far under
“ their control as that British vessels may not freely trade
“ thereat; and the commanders of His Majesty’s ships of
“ war and privateers shall be, and are hereby, instructed to
“ warn every neutral vessel coming from any such port,
“and destined to another such port, to discontinue her
“ voyage, and not to proceed to any such port: and any
“ vessel, after being so warned, or any vessel coming from
“ any such port, after a reasonable time shall have been
“ afforded for receiving information of this His Majesty’s
“ orders, which shall be found proceeding to another such
“ port, shall be captured and brought in, and, together with
“ her cargo, shall be condemned as lawful prize. And His
“ Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, the Lords Com“ missioners of the Admiralty, and the Judges of the High
“ Court of Admiralty, and Courts of Vice*Admiralty, are
“ to take the necessary measures herein as to them shall
si respectively appertain,
“ W. Fawkener ” (r).
(r) Annual Register, 1807, pp. 671-2.
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“ At the Court of the Queen’s Palace, the 24:th of May, 1809.
Present:
'
“ The King’s Most Excellent Majesty in Council.

“ Whereas His Majesty was pleased, by his Order in
“ Council of the 26th of April last, to declare certain ports
“ and places of the countries which have been lately styled
“ the kingdom of Holland, to be subject to the restrictions
“ incident to a strict and rigorous Blockade, as continued
“from His Majesty’s former Order of the 11th of Novem“ ber, 1807 ; and whereas advices have been received of
“ a certain Provisional Agreement entered into by His
“ Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten“ tiary in America, with the Government of the United
“ States, whereby it is understood that His Majesty’s
“ Orders in Council of the 7th of January, and of the
“ 11th of November, 1807, shall be withdrawn so far as
“respects the United States, on the 10th of June next;
“ and whereas, although the said Provisional Agreement
“ is not such as was authorised by His Majesty’s instructions,
“ or such as His Majesty can approve, it may already have
“ happened, or may happen, that persons being citizens of
“ the said United States may be led, by a reliance on the
“said Provisional Agreement, to engage in trade with and
“ to the said ports and places of Holland, contrary to, and
“ in violation of the restrictions imposed by the said Orders
“ of the 7th of January, and of the 11th of November,
“ 1807, as altered by the Order of the 26th of April last:
“ His Majesty, in order to prevent any inconveniences that
“ may ensue from the circumstance above recited, is pleased,
“ by and with the advice of his Privy Council, to order, and
“ it is hereby ordered, that the said several Orders shall be
“ suspended, so far as is necessary for the protection of
“ vessels of the said United States, so sailing under the
“ faith of the said Provisional Agreement, viz.: That after
“ the 9th day of June next, no vessel of the United States,
“ which shall have cleared out between the 19th of April
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“ last and the 20th of July ensuing, for any of the ports of
“ Holland aforesaid from any port of the United States,
“ shall be molested or interrupted in her voyage by the
“ commanders of His Majesty’s ships or privateers.

“ And it is further ordered, that no vessels of the United
“ States which shall have cleared out from any port of
“ America previous to the 20th of July next, for any other
“ permitted port, and shall, during her voyage, have changed
“ her destination, in consequence of information of the said
“ Provisional Agreement, and shall be proceeding to any of
“ the ports of Holland aforesaid, shall be molested or inter“ rupted by the commanders of any of His Majesty’s ships
“ or privateers, unless such vessel shall have been informed
“ of this Order on her voyage, and shall have been warned
“ not to proceed to any of the ports of Holland aforesaid,
“ and shall, notwithstanding such warning, be found attempt“ ing to proceed to any such port.
“ And it is further ordered, that after the said 9th day of
“ June next, no vessel of the said United States which
“ shall have cleared out, or be destined to any of the ports
“ of Holland from any other port or place not subject to
“ the restrictions of the said Order of the 26th of April
“ last, after notice of such Provisional Agreement as afore“ said, shall be molested or interrupted in her voyage by
“ the commanders of His Majesty’s ships or privateers,
“ provided such vessel shall have so cleared out previous to
“ actual notice of this Order at such place of clearance, or
“in default of proof of actual notice previous to the like
“ periods of time after the date of this order, as are fixed
“ for constructive notice of His Majesty’s Order of the
“ 11th of November, 1807, by the Orders of the 25th of
“ November, 1807, and of the 18th of May, 1808, at
“ certain places and latitudes therein mentioned, unless
u such vessel shall have been informed of this Order on her
“ voyage, and warned by any of His Majesty’s ships or
“ privateers not to proceed to any port of Holland, and
“ shall, notwithstanding such warning, attempt to proceed
“to any such port.
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“ And His Majesty is pleased further to order, and it is
“ hereby ordered, that the said several Orders of the 7th of
“ January and 11th of November, 1807, as altered by the
“ said order of the 26th of April last, shall also be sus“ pended, so far as is necessary for the protection of vessels
“ of the said United States which shall clear out to any
“ ports not declared to be under the restriction of Blockade
“ from any port of Holland between the 9th day of June
“and the 1st day of July next: Provided always, that
“ nothing that is contained in the present Order shall
“ extend, or be construed to extend, to protect any vessels
“ or their cargoes that may be liable to condemnation or
“ detention for any other cause than the violation of the
“aforesaid Orders of the 7th of January and the 11th of
“ November, 1807, as altered by the said Order of the 26th
“ of April last.
“ Provided also, that nothing in this Order contained shall
“ extend, or be construed to extend, to protect any vessel
“ which shall attempt to enter any port actually blockaded
“ by any of His Majest}^s ships of war.
“ And the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of
“ His Majesty’s Treasury, His Majesty’s Principal Secre“ taries of State, the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty,
“ and the Judge of the High Court of Admiralty, and the
“ Judges of the Court of Vice-Admiralty, are to give the
“necessary directions herein as to them may respectively
“ appertain.
“ Stephen Cottrell ” (s).

The only defence of these Orders by Lord Stowell is, it
has been seen, that they w7ere retaliatory. Why this defence
appears to the writer of these pages unsatisfactory and
insufficient has been already stated (t). The Decrees and
the Orders violated International Law.
(s) Annual Register, 1809, pp. 763-5,
(t) Vide ante, pp. 311-313.
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CHAPTER

III.

RIGHT OF VISIT AND SEARCH.

CCCXXII. The next limitation of the general rights
of the Neutral is that which flows from his duty to submit
to the Rights of Visit and Search on the part of the Belli
gerent (a).
This important subject will, perhaps, be most conveniently
discussed by considering:—
1. When the Right of Visit and Search may be exercised.
2. Where it may be exercised.
3. By what kind of force.
4. How it must be exercised.
5. Upon what kind of property.
6. What are the consequences to the Neutral of offering
resistance, with or without Convoy, to the exercise of this
belligerent right.
7. A reference to the principal Treaties which have
affirmed, modified, or taken away, between the contracting
parties, this right.
CCCXXIII. First, as to when this Right may be exer
cised. Even in time of peace it is not lawful for a vessel to
sail upon the high seas without any papers on board indi
cating the nation to which she belongs. Pirates, hostes
liumani generis, always seizable by everybody, and justici-

(a) (4 According to every known principle of reason, the establish
ment of any rule of law necessarily implies that the party interested
in its observance shall have some means of ascertaining the fact of its
violation.”—Letters of Sulpicius (IV.) (Lord Grenville).
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able everywhere, sail the seas in time of peace. The lawful
merchant, on this as well as other accounts, is bound by the
general principles of International Law to be furnished with
documents proving her nationality and her identity (b).
This appears to be an uncontroverted axiom of International
J urisprudence ; nevertheless, it is evident that two important
consequences flow from it.
1. That a vessel may, under extraordinary circumstances
of grave suspicion, be visited in time of peace upon the high
seas; for how otherwise could it be ascertained whether or
no she carried the proper papers on board ? Or for what
purpose, if she may not be visited, is she to carry them ? (c).
2. It follows that the high seas are not, as is sometimes
contended, a place in which no inquiry whatever, in any
circumstances, can be exercised by the ships of one State
into those of another; though the maintenance of this extreme
proposition is necessary to sustain the maxim already so
much discussed, that “ free ships make free goods.”
CCCXXIV. It is quite true that the Right of Visit
and Search is a strictly belligerent right (d). But the Right
of Visit in time of peace, for the purpose of ascertaining the
nationality of a vessel, is a part, indeed, but a very small
part, of the belligerent Right of Visit and Search.
When Bynkershoek argues for the Right of Search in
time of war, he points out the necessity of it in these words :

(b) “Un des principes du droit des gens est, que tout navire doit
etre muni de pieces de bord, qui permettent de constater son identity,
et de reconnaitre sa nationality. Tout navire neutre qui, en temps de
paix, navigue arme, sans pieces de bord, s’expose a etre traite comme
pirate.”—De Pistoye et Duverdy, Traite des Prises, t. i. p. 416.
(c) “Nous avons dit que le pavilion avait cessy d’etre une marque
certaine de la nationality des navires ; que tous, marchands et de
guerre, ils se permettaient d’arborer des couleurs mensongeres.”—
De Hautefeuille, t. iii. p. 438.
(d) Le Louis, 2 Dodson’s Adm. Pep. p. 210.
La Jeune Eugenie, 2 Mason’s (Amer.) Pep. p. 409, and cited in the
Antelope, 10 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Pep. p. 66.
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“ Velim animadvertas, eatenus utique licitum esse amicam
“ navem sistere, ut non ex falloci forte aplustri, sed ex
“ ipsis instrumentis in navi repertis constet, navem amicam
“ esse ” (e).
Surely this reasoning applies to the right of ascertaining
the national character of a suspected pirate in time of
peace ; and it may be added, that it appears to have been
so considered by no less a jurist than Mr. Chancellor
Kent (/).
^ ^
^
CCCXXV. Whatever may be the correct opinion with
respect to the Right of Visit in time of peace, the right, in
time of war, to visit, to search, and to detain for search, is a
belligerent right which cannot be drawn into question (g)\
it is a right which a Belligerent may exercise over every
vessel, not being a ship of war, or, as it is sometimes called,
a public vessel, that he meets with on the ocean (li); an
opinion which I am glad to find supported by Heffter.
This right is so rooted in the law and practice of nations,
that great institutional writers rather refer to it as acknow
ledged than vindicate its existence (i).

(e) Q. J. P. c. xiv.
She must at least have a register on board, though that may be
sufficient.—1 Paine’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 594 ; 1 Kent’s Comment, p. 161
(158), n. (c.)
(/) 1 Commentaries, n. 6 to p. 153.
(g) Merlin, Rep. t. xiii. p. 115.
Le Louis, 2 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 244.
The Anna Maria, 2 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 332.
(h) “ Im Uebrigen .kann selbst die Maxime, ‘Frei Schiff frei Gut/
das Recht der Untersuchung zu Gunsten der Neutralen nicht ausschliessen, da wenigstens immer eine Nachfrage und Nachsuchung
nach Contrebande, desgleichen nach der Nationalitat des Schiffes,
vergonnt werden muss.”—Heffter, p. 296, § 169.
(i) Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xiv.
Valin, Ordonn. 1. iii. t. ix. art. xii.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 114.
De Martens, viii. c. 7. s. 321.
Kent, Comm. i. pp. 153-4-5.
Heffter, p. 294, s. 167.
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The right of mitigated Visit in time of peace, is some
times delicately described as the Right of Approach. It is
called by the French, droit cCenquete du pavilion, as distin
guished from the droit de visite ou de recherche (k) ; and it
is said that this nationality of the flag may be ascertained
by signals and hailing, and that even when there is a sus
picion of piracy, all proceeding beyond the exchange .of
hailing and signals, must be taken at the risk of the manof-war (Z) who visits. Whether these limitations be just or
not, it is unquestionable that the Visit, for the purpose of
ascertaining the nationality of the vessel, must be exercised
without the Right of Search, which is exclusively incident
to a Belligerent.
CCCXXVI. A serious controversy at one time took
place between the United States of North America and
Great Britain, on account of a claim put forth by the latter
Power to detain vessels suspected of being engaged in the
Slave-Trade (m), in order to ascertain the nation to which
they belonged. The claim was thus expressed by Lord
Aberdeen, the then Secretary for Foreign Affairs:—
“ In certain latitudes, and for a particular object, the
“ vessels referred to are visited, not as American, but either
“ as British vessels engaged in an unlawful traffic, and car“ rying the flag of the United States for a criminal purpose,
“ or as belonging to States which have by Treaty ceded to
“ Great Britain the Right of Search, and which right it is
“ attempted to defeat by fraudulently bearing the protecting
“ flag of the Union; or, finally, they are visited as piratical
“ outlaws, possessing no claim to any flag or nationality
“ whatever.* (l)

(k) Ortolan, Dipl, de la Mer, p. 242.
(l) lb., and note (a) by Mr. Lawrence to his edition of Wheaton’s
Mem. p. 187.
(m) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. c. xvii. for an account of the Treaties
authorising in time of peace the capture of vessels belonging io
certain States engaged in this detestable traffic.
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“ Here, it will be seen, are three classes of cases enumerated, in which the Eight of Visitation and Search (for
“ such we have shown it to be) may be exercised under the
“ British claim. The first class is that of British vessels
“ engaged in an unlawful traffic, and seeking to screen their
“ offence under the American flag. The second consists of
“ vessels belongmg to other States, which have by Treaty
“ ceded to Great Britain the Eight of Visitation and
“ Search, and which right is attempted to be defeated by
“ fraudulently bearing the protecting flag of the United
u btates. The third comprises piratical outlaws, possessing
“ no rightful claim to any flag or national character what“ soever ” (?i).
All these positions were strongly contested by the North
American United States. It was said to be impossible to
distinguish this right of ascertaining the national character
of the vessel from the belligerent right of Visitation: further,
that Visitation without Search would be nugatory, and that
though the naval officer who visiled might be ordered, and
might be bound to release the vessel the moment that her
national character was ascertained, yet it would always
depend upon his judgment,whether or no the vessel did or
did not belong to any of the three classes mentioned
above. That it might be necessary to bring her into the
Admiralty Court for a decision upon the point, and that
thus, in time of peace, rights exclusively appertaining to
war would be frequently exercised. That as to indem
nification by costs and damages, first, the obtaining them
was uncertain; and, secondly, they wnuld probably be in
adequate.
That as to piratical outlaws, the Supreme Court of the
United States had holden, that their character must be
ascertained by other means than Visitation and Search;
“

(n) Wheaton, on the Right of Search, pp. 153-4.
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that, in fact, pirates were no longer formidable, and that
piracy was rare.
It can scarcely be denied that this argument, whatever
may be thought of those which preceded it, was extremely
weak. And it is difficult to see why the penalty of costs
and damages should not operate as a sufficient check upon
the possible abuse incident to the inquiry of ascertaining
the national character of the suspected vessel (0)..

(0)

Ibid.

The Antelope, 10 Wheaton's {Amer.) Rep. p. 66.
The dispute was closed by the Treaty of Washington, or Ashburton
Treaty, of 1842. “ The parties mutually stipulate that each shall
prepare, equip, and maintain in service on the coast of Africa a
sufficient and adequate squadron, or naval force of vessels, of suitable
numbers and descriptions, to carry in all not less than eighty guns,
to enforce, separately and respectively, the laws, rights, and obliga
tions of each of the two countries for the suppression of the SlaveTrade ; the said squadrons to be independent of each other, but the
two Governments stipulating nevertheless to give such orders to the
officers commanding their respective forces as shall enable them most
effectually to act in concert and co-operation, upon mutual consultation,
as exigencies may arise, for the attainment of the true object of this
Article ; copies of all such orders to be communicated by each Govern
ment to the other respectively.—Treaty between Great Britain and the
United States, dated Washington, 9th Aug. 1842 ; Hertslett's Treaties,
vol. iii. p. 853.
This Treaty granted no right of search, and no mixed tribunals.
“But ” (Mr. Dana observes, from whom I borrow what follows), “the
subject is now practically settled between the two nations by the Treaty
of 7th April, 1862, negotiated by Mr. Seward and Lord Lyons.
“ The chief provisions of this treaty are as follows :—The right to
detain, search, seize, and send in for adjudication, is confined to
cruisers of either Power, expressly authorised for that purpose ; and
is to be exercised only over merchant vessels, and only within a distance
of two hundred and twenty miles from the coast of Africa, and to the
southward of thirty-two degrees north latitude, and within thirty
leagues from the Island of Cuba, and never within the territorial
waters of either contracting power. The right to visit is to be ex
ercised where there is 4 reasonable ground ’ to suspect a vessel of
having been fitted out for, or engaged in, the trade. The only slavetrade referred to is the ‘slave-trade upon the coast of Africa,’ or the
‘ African slave-trade.’
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It is the language of the Prize Court of the North
American United States that, “ Upon the ocean, in time of
“ peace, all possess an entire equality. It is the common
« highway of all, appropriated to the use of all; and no
“ one can vindicate to himself a superior or exclusive pre« rogative there. Every ship sails there with the unques« tionable right of pursuing her own lawful business without
« interruption; but, whatever may be that business, she is
« bound to pursue it in such a manner as not to violate the
“rights of others. The general maxim in such cases is,
“ sic utere tuo, ut non alienum ladas.
“ It has been argued that no ship has a right to approach
“ another at sea, and that every ship has a right to draw
“ round her a line of jurisdiction, within which no other is
“ at liberty to intrude. In short, that she may appropriate
“ so much of the ocean as she may deem necessary for her
“ protection, and prevent any nearer approach.
« This doctrine appears to us novel, and is not supported
“To secure responsibility and freedom from vexation, special pro
visions are made as to exhibiting written authority, with names of the
cruiser and her commander ; entries on log-books ; requiring the
boarding-officers and commanders of authorised cruisers to be of a
certain rank in the Navy ; providing exchange of notifications between
the two Powers of the names of vessels, and commanders employed,
and as to the course to be pursued in case of convoy, &c.; and stipu
lations that each Power will make indemnification for losses to vessels
arbitrarily and illegally detained. As to what shall constitute reason
able suspicion, certain articles or arrangements found on board are
specified as authorising a bringing in for adjudication, and as affording
protection against claims for damages, and as primd facie evidence of
being in the trade, and as authorising condemnation of the vessel,
unlesg clear and incontrovertible evidence is adduced that they were
engaged in legal business. Mixed tribunals are constituted for adjudi
cation upon the vessels, but persons are to be sent home to their
respective jurisdictions to be tried. Vessels condemned by the
tribunals are to be broken up, unless either Government takes them
for its navy, at an appraisement ; and the negroes found on board are
to be delivered to the States whose cruiser made the capture, and to
be by that State set free.”—(U. S. Laws, xii. 279 ; Dana’s Wheaton’s
Jnt. Law, p. 203.)
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“ by any authority. It goes Jo establish upon the ocean a
“territorial jurisdiction, like that which is claimed by all
“ nations within cannon-shot of their shores, in virtue of
“ their general sovereignty. But the latter right is founded
“ upon the principle of sovereign and permanent appropria“ tion, and has never been successfully asserted beyond it*
“ Every vessel undoubtedly has a right to the use of so
“ much of the ocean as she occupies, and is essential to her
“ own movements. Beyond this, no exclusive right has
“ ever yet been recognised, and we see no reason for ad“ mitting its existence. Merchant ships are in the constant
“ habit of approaching each other on the ocean, either to
“ relieve their own distress, to procure information, or to
“ ascertain the character of strangers; and hitherto there
“ has never been supposed in such conduct any breach of
“ the customary observances, or of the strictest principles
“ of the Law of Nations. In respect to ships of war sailing,
“ as in the present case, under the authority of their Grovern“ ment, to arrest pirates and other public offenders, there is
“ no reason why they may not approach any vessels descried
“ at sea, for the purpose of ascertaining their real characters.
“ Such a right seems indispensable for the fair and discreet
“ exercise of their authority; and the use of it cannot be
“ j ustly deemed indicative of any design to insult or injure
“ those they approach, or to impede them in their lawful
“ commerce. On the other hand, it is as clear that no ship
“ is, under any such circumstances, bound to lie by or wait
“ the approach of any other ship. She is at full liberty to
“ pursue her voyage in her own way, and to use all neces“ sary precautions to avoid any suspected sinister enterprise,
“or hostile attack. She has a right to consult her*own
“ safety; but, at the same time, she must take care not to
“ violate the rights of others. She may use any precautions
“ dictated by the prudence or fears of her officers, either as
“ to delay, or the progress or course of her voyage ; but
“ she is not at liberty to inflict injuries upon other innocent
“ parties, simply because of conjectural dangers. These
VOL. m.

M M
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“ principles seem to us the ^natural result of the common
“ duties and rights of nations navigating the ocean in time
“of peace. Such a state of things carries with it very
“ different obligations and responsibilities from those which
“ belong to public war* and is not to be confounded with
“ it ” (p).
The law is perhaps as clearly stated as the nature of the
case will admit by Mr. Chancellor Kent (g), when he says,
“ The inter-visitation of ships at sea is a branch of the law
“ of self-defence, and is, in point of fact, practised by the
“public vessels of all nations, including those of the United
“ States, when the piratical character of a vessel is sus“ pected. The Eight of Visit is conceded for the sole
“ purpose of ascertaining the real national character of the
“ vessel sailing under suspicious circumstances, and is wholly
“ distinct from the Right of Search. It has been termed
“ by the Supreme Court of the United States the right of
“ approach for that purpose (r) ; and it is considered to be
“ well warranted by the principles of public law and the
“ usage of nations ” (s).
CCCXXVII. Secondly, as to where this right may
be exercised.
This question may be considered affirmatively and nega
tively (t). Affirmatively it may be exercised, 1st, in the
Belligerent’s own waters ; 2ndly, in those of his enemy;
and 3rdly, upon the high seas. Negatively, it may not be
exercised in the ports, harbours, or territorial waters of a
Neutral.
The law as to this subject has been already dwelt upon
at length in a former part of this work (?/).

(p) The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Hep. pp. 42-4.
(q) 1 Comment, p. 154 (153), note (6).
(r) The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Hep. p. 43.
(s) Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. cxiv.
(t) Merlin, RSp. t. xiii. p. 111.
(u) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. ce. vi. vii.
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CCCXXVIII. A delicate question sometimes arises as
to the right and duty of a Neutral State with respect to
prizes made by Belligerents in violation of Neutrality.
The Prize Courts of the United States of North America
appear to have laid down sound rules of International Law
upon this subject. They rightly hold, that whenever a
capture is made by a Belligerent in violation of Neutral
rights, if the prize come voluntarily within the jurisdiction
of the Neutral, it should be restored to its original owner.
But this jurisdiction in such cases does not extend beyond
the authority to decree restitution of the specific property,
with the costs and expenses incurred by the legal pro
ceeding. The Neutral, it is truly said by the North American
Courts, must entirely disclaim any right to inflict damages;
and it is no part of the duty of a neutral nation to inter
pose, upon the mere footing of the Law of Nations, to
settle all the rights and wrongs which may grow out of a
capture between Belligerents. Strictly speaking, there can
be no such thing as a marine tort between the Belligerents.
Each has an undoubted right to exercise all the rights of
war against the other; and it cannot be a matter of judicial
complaint, that they are exercised with severity, even if the
parties do go beyond those rules which the customary laws
of war justify. At least, they have never been deemed to
be within the cognizance of the prize tribunals of neutral
nations. The captors are amenable to their own Govern
ment exclusively for any excess or irregularity in their pro
ceedings ; and a neutral nation ought no otherwise to
interfere, than to prevent captors from obtaining any unjust
advantage by a violation of neutral jurisdiction. Neutral
nations may, indeed, inflict pecuniary or other penalties on
the parties for any such violation: but this must be pro
fessedly in vindication of their own rights, and not by way of
compensation to the captured. When called upon by either
of the Belligerents to act in such cases, all that justice
seems to require is, that the neutral nation should fairly
execute its own laws, and give no asylum to the property
mm2
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unjustly captured. It is bound, therefore, to restore the
property if found within its own ports ; but beyond this it
is not obliged to interpose between the Belligerents. If,
indeed, it were otherwise, there would be no end to the
difficulties and embarrassments of neutral prize tribunals.
They would be compelled to decide in every variety of
shape upon marine trespasses, in rem and in ‘personam,
between Belligerents, without possessing adequate means of
ascertaining the real facts, or of compelling the attendance
of foreign witnesses; and thus they would draw within
their jurisdiction almost every incident of prize. Such a
course of things would necessarily create irritations and
animosities, and very soon embark neutral nations in all
the controversies and hostilities of the conflicting parties.
Considerations of public policy, therefore, confirm the Law
of Nations on this subject (x).
CCCXX1X. The Courts of the North American United
States allow that property may be condemned in the Courts
of the captor while lying in a neutral country ; but still
they rightly hold that it can only be so adjudicated upon
while the possession of the captor remains; for if it be
divested, either in fact or by operation of law, that possession
is gone which can alone sustain the jurisdiction. And it
is to be observed, that, a fortiori, where the property is
already in the custody of a neutral tribunal, and the title
in it is sub judice, no other foreign Court can, by any
adjudication of its own, rightfully take away, forestall, or
defeat the jurisdiction of this neutral tribunal (y).
This would be to exercise, or to attempt to exercise, a
sovereign authority over the Court having possession of the
thing, and it would be to take from an independent State
the right of vindicating its own justice, and of fulfilling its
own obligations as a Neutral.

(sc) La Amistad de Hues, 5 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 385.
(y) The Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 355.
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The United States have therefore restored prizes made
by armed vessels, which in making them have violated the
Neutrality of the United States, when these prizes have
been brought into their ports (z). They have even restored
a prize, so taken in violation of their Neutrality, even
after a regular condemnation in the Prize Court of the
captor, the prize being still owned and controlled by the
original wrong-doer; nevertheless, it is not to be supposed
that a regular condemnation would not be considered by them
as protecting the title of a third person, being a bond fide
purchaser, without notice of the original defect (a). Lawful
captors may, by a violation of the municipal regulations of
the State within whose limits their prize is brought, work a
forfeiture of it (5).
In these doctrines a severe but a just conception of the
duties and rights of Neutrality appears to be embodied.
CCCXXX. Thirdly, by what kinds of force this Sight
may be exercised.
First, it must be exercised by an armed force, not by a
merchant vessel.
Secondly, it must be exercised by a vessel commissioned
by the authority of the State to which she belongs.
Such vessels are of two kinds :—
1. The regular navy—the public ships of the State.
2. Private vessels commissioned for the purposes of the
particular war, or, as they are generally called, privateers.
The subject of privateers has been treated of in a former
volume of this work (c). The power of granting com
missions and the consequences of exercising belligerent
rights without them, have been especially considered. To

(z) The Gran Para, 7 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep. p. 471.
(a) The Arrogante Barcelones, ib. p. 496.
(b) The Josefa Segunda, 5 Wheaton's (Amer.) Pep. p. 338.
Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. xv. in fine. Such was the doctrine of the Courts
of Holland, from which Bynkershoek himself dissented.
(c) Vol. i. §§ ccclxi. ccclxii.
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these former remarks it should be added, that it would not
seem to be just to condemn a person acting with good faith
under an illegal commission as guilty of piracy (d).
In the last war with Russia, England and France waived
their unquestionable right ofcommissioning privateers. Russia
maintained a silence upon the subject. It is true that great
abuses were perpetrated by privateers ; it is untrue, as will
presently be seen, that they altogether escaped punishment
in the Prize Courts. However, in the war with Russia, the
Queen of England declared that “ it is not her present
“ intention to issue letters of marque for the commissioning
“ of privateers ” (e), and no letters of marque were issued
by any Belligerent during that war.
The first article of the Declaration of Paris of 1856 is in
these words:—
“ Privateering is and remains abolished ” (“ La course
est abolie ”).
The United States of North America, as has been observed,
were not parties to this declaration, nor was Spain, nor

(d) United States v. Klintock, 5 Wheaton's (Amer.) Bep. p. 149.
The subject is here glanced at, but no judicial opinion is expressed.
(e) Order in Council of 28th March, 1854.
Speaking of privateers, Lord Grenville said, “The maxims of the
British Naval Code do not depend on the fluctuating circumstances of
occasional interest. They are fixed and permanent, drawn either from
the immutable principles of natural law, or from the long-established
usage of civilised societies ; and whoever will turn from the fleeting
dreams of modern speculation, to the immortal works of the great
masters of this science, will easily convince himself that no practice can
be more consonant to reason and justice than that of carrying on public
war in some degree by individual exertions. Nor, although it be true
that occasional irregularities may prevail, ought this country to re
nounce an important right, merely because we hear some exaggerated
statements of rapine and violence committed by those who exercise it.
Such assertions are made with great facility, because it is almost always
impossible to disprove them, unless the Neutral would pursue his com
plaint in those Courts which are constantly open for his redress.”—
Speech of Lord Grenville in the House of Lords, Nov. 13, 1801, on the
Motion for an Address, Ac. (published 1802), pp. 94-5.
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Mexico. In the War of the Secession, the President of
the Southern revolted States said in his Proclamation :—
“ Deprived of the aid of Congress at the moment, I was
“ under the necessity of confining my action to a call on the
“ States for volunteers for the common defence, in accord“ ance with the authority you had confided to me before
“ your adjournment. I deemed it proper, further, to issue
“ proclamation, inviting application from persons disposed
“ to aid our defence in private armed vessels on the high
“ seas, to the end that preparations might be made for the
“ immediate issue of letters of marque and reprisal, which
“ you alone under the Constitution have power to grant.
“ I entertain no doubt you will concur with me in the
“ opinion that, in the absence of a fleet of public vessels,
“ it will be eminently expedient to supply their place by
“private armed vessels, so happily styled by the publicists
“ of the United States, ‘the Militia of the sea,’ and so
“often and justly relied on by them as an efficient and
“ admirable instrument of defensive warfare. I earnestly
“ recommend the immediate passage of a law authorizing
“ me to accept the numerous proposals already received ” (/).
After this proclamation, the Northern United States
proposed to England and France to subscribe the Declara
tion of Paris. Earl Russell, on behalf of England, wrote
to Mr. Adams, representing the United States: “ I need
“ scarcely add, that, on the part of Great Britain, the
“ engagement will be prospective, and will not invalidate
“ anything already done,” and Earl Russell directed that
the Minister of Great Britain, on signing the convention,
should make the following declaration: “ In affixing his
“ signature to the convention of this day between Her
“ Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and* Ireland, and
“ the United States of America, the Earl Russell declares,
“ by order of Her Majesty, that Her Majesty does not

(/) Ann. Beg. 1861, p. 238.
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“ intend thereby to undertake any engagement which shall
“ have any bearing, direct or indirect, on the internal dif“ ferences now prevailing in the United States ” {g). The
purpose of this special declaration was afterwards explained
by Lord Russell to Mr. Adams to the following effect,
namely that:—
As Great Britain has acknowledged Belligerent rights in
the Confederacy, and the Confederacy was not a party to the
Declaration of Paris, Great Britain must, in consistency,
regard the Confederate privateers as lawful belligerents;
while the United States, claiming sovereign jurisdiction
over the Confederacy, and that all its inhabitants were
subject to the laws and treaties of the United States, might
argue that the parties to the declaration would be bound, after
the accession of the United States, to treat the privateers
of the so-called Confederate States as pirates.
The United States declined to subscribe the declaration in
these circumstances—subsequently the Congress authorised
the President to issue letters of marque, which at one time
it appears he was disposed to do, but as a matter of fact did
not.
But Prussia, one of the signers of the declaration, found
herself so pressed during the last war by the superiority of
the French navy, that she practically adopted Lord Gren
ville’s observations. “ No practice can be more consonant
“ to reason and justice than that of urging on public war in
“ some degree by individual exertions ”(A). And a decree,
on the 24th July, 1870, issued for the purpose of creating a
voluntary marine, which it appears to me very difficult to
distinguish substantially from the old system of privateers («).
CCCXXXI. Fourthly, how this Bight must be exer
cised.
It is a principle which governs the whole subject, that
this Bight of Visit and Search must be conducted with as
(g) Dana’s Wheaton, p. 455.
(h) Vide ante, p. 534 n, (e).
(i) See Calvo, ii. p. 257.

Calvo, t. ii. pp. 254-259.
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much regard to the rights and safety of the vessel detained
as is consistent with a thorough examination of her character
and voyage.
All that is necessary to this object is lawful, all that
transcends it is unlawful (A).
Whatever may be the injury that casually results to an
individual from the act of another, while in the reasonable
exercise of an established right, it i3 his misfortune. The
law pronounces it damnum absque injuria, and the individual
from whose act it proceeds is liable neither at law, nor in
the forum of conscience. The principal right necessarily
carries with it also all the means essential to its exercise. A
vessel must be pursued in order to be detained for examina
tion. And if in the pursuit she has been in any way injured,
e.g. dismasted, stranded, or even run on shore and lost,
it would be an unfortunate case, but the pursuing vessel
would be acquitted.
CCCXXXII. The mode of summoning the Neutral to
undergo Visitation is by the firing of a cannon-shot on the
part of the Belligerent. The distance at which this shall
be fired has often been the subject of particular convention,
but the name given to it is usually that which is borrowed
from the French, viz., semonce, coup d'assurance (Z) ; though
it has also been called by Jurists who use the English* (l)

(k) The Anna Maria, 2 Wheatons (Amer.) Rep. p. 332.
The Eleanor, ib. p. 358.
(l) Heffter, s. 169.
‘ ‘ Lorsque deux vaisseaux de guerre se rencontrent h, la haute mer,
sous quelque pavilion qu’ils aient navigue jusqu’a ce moment, celui
des deux qui desire connaitre reellement la nationality de l’autre,
arbore ses vraies couleurs, et tire un coup de canon, soit a poudre,
soit a boulet perdu. L’autre b&timent doit repondre de la meme
maniere, c’est-a-dire, hisser son pavilion, et tirer egalement un coup
de canon a boulet perdu ou a poudre. Ce coup de canon, appele
coup d’assurance, est la parole d’honneur donnee par le commandant,
par l’etat-major tout entier, que le pavilion qui flotte sur leurs tetes
est bien celui de la nation proprietaire du batiment.”—Hautefeuille,
t. iii. pp. 438-9.
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tongue, the affirming gun. This subject and the general
question of damage done to the Neutral in consequence of
his neglecting to obey the summons of the Belligerent was
much considered by the Judges of the North American
United States in the case of the Marianna Flora.
“We are not disposed ” (the American Judge said) “ to
“ admit that there exists any such universal rule or obliga“ tion of an affirming gun, as has been suggested at the bar.
“ It may be the law of the maritime States of the European
“ Continent, already alluded to, founded in their own usages
“ or positive regulations, but it does not hence follow that it
“ is binding upon all other nations. It was admitted, at the
“ argument, that the English practice is otherwise; and,
“ surely, as a maritime Power, England deserves to be
“ listened to with as much respect, on such a point, as any
“ other nation. It was justly inferred, that the practice of
“ America^ is conformable to that of England; and the
“ absence of any counter proof on the record is almost of
“ itself decisive. Such, however, as the practice is, even
“ among the continental nations of Europe, it is a practice
“ adopted with reference to a state of war rather than peace.
“ It may be a useful precaution to prevent conflicts between
“ Neutrals, and allies, and Belligerents, and even between
“ armed ships of the same nation. But the very necessity
“ of the precaution in time of war arises from circumstances
“ which do not ordinarily occur in time of general peace.
“ Assuming, therefore, that the ceremony might be salutary
“ and proper in periods of war, and suitable to its exigencies,
“ it by no means follows that it is justly to be insisted on at
“ the peril of costs and damages in peace. In any view, there“ fore, we do not think this omission can avail the claimants.
“ Again; it is argued that there is a general obligation
“ upon armed ships, in exercising the Iiight of Visitation and
“ Search, to keep at a distance, out of cannon-shot, and to
“ demean themselves in such a manner as not to endanger
“ Neutrals. And this objection, it is added, has been
“ specially provided for, and enforced by the stipulations of
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“ many of our own Treaties with Foreign Powers. It might
“ be a decisive answer to this argument, that here no Bight
“ of Visitation and Search was attempted to be exercised.
“ Lieutenant Stockton did not claim to be a Belligerent
“ entitled to search Neutrals on the ocean. His commission
“ was for other objects. He did not approach or subdue the
“ Marianna Flora, in order to compel her to submit to his
“ search, but with other motives. He took possession of her,
“ not because she resisted the Bight of Search, but because
“she attacked him in a hostile manner, without any reason“ able cause or provocation.
“ Doubtless, the obligation of Treaties is to be observed
“ with entire good faith and scrupulous care. But, stipu“ lations in Treaties having sole reference to the exercise of
“ the Bights of Belligerents in time of war, cannot, upon any
“ reasonable principles of construction, be applied to govern
“ cases exclusively of another nature, and belonging to a
“ state of peace. Another consideration, quite sufficient to
“ establish that such stipulations cannot be applied in aid of
“ the present case, is, that whatever may be our duties to
“ other nations, we have no such Treaty subsisting with
“ Portugal. It will scarcely be pretended that we are
“ bound to Portugal by stipulations, to which she is no
“ party, and by which she incurs no correspondent obliga“ tion.
“ Upon the whole, we are of opinion, that the conduct
“ of Lieutenant Stockton, in approaching, and ultimately
“ in subduing the Marianna Flora, was entirely justifiable.
“ The first wrong was done by her, and his own subsequent
“ acts were a just defence and vindication of the rights and
“ honour of his country (m), in any Court of International
“ Justice ” (n).
In the foregoing sentences the language of the North

(m) The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. pp. 48-50.
(n) The Eleanor, 2 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 258.
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American Prize Courts has been adopted. It is in perfect
harmony with the doctrine of the British Courts of Inter
national Law:—“ The right (Lord Stowell observes) of
“ visiting and searching merchant ships, upon the high
“ seas, whatever be the ships, whatever be the cargoes,
“ whatever be the destinations, is an incontestable right of
“ the lawfully commissioned cruisers of a belligerent na“ tion—be the ships, the cargoes, and the destinations what
“ they may—because, till they are visited and searched,
“ it does not appear what the ships, or the cargoes, or the
“ destinations are; and it is for the purpose of ascertaining
“ these points that the necessity of this Bight of Visitation
“ and Search exists. This right is so clear in principle,
“ that no man can deny it wTho admits the legality of mari“ time capture; because if you are not at liberty to ascer“ tain by sufficient inquiry whether there is property that
“ can legally be captured, it is impossible to capture. Even
“ those who contend that free ships make free goods, must
“ admit the exercise of this right at least for the purpose
u of ascertaining whether the ships are free ships or not.
“ The right is as clear in practice as in theory; for practice
“ is uniform and universal upon the subject. The many
“ European Treaties which refer to this right, refer to it
“ as pre-existing, and merely regulate the exercise of it.
“ All writers upon the Law of Nations unanimously ac
knowledge it, without the exception even of Hiibner.
“ The right must unquestionably be exercised with as little
“ of personal harshness and of vexation in the mode as pos“ sible; but, soften it as much as you can, it is still a right
“ of force, though of lawful force—something in the
“ nature of civil process where force is employed, but a
“ lawful force, which cannot lawfully be resisted ” (o).
CCCXXXIII. But a very different principle applies to
cases of wilful misconduct on the part of seizors.

(o) The Maria, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 361.
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If a neutral ship be destroyed by a captor, either wan
tonly or under an alleged necessity, in which she herself was
not directly involved, the captor, or his Government, is
responsible for the spoliation. The gravest importance ot
such an act to the public service of the captor’s own State
will not justify its commission. The Neutral is entitled
to full restitution in value (p). Severe damages ought to
be inflicted upon those captors wlho have behaved with
cruelty towards the captured crew, and also for negligence
in the care of Prize property (^), e.g. for refusing to
receive such nautical assistance as would in all probability
have prevented the happening of damages which have
actually accrued to the ship (r). The captor who takes
his prize, without necessity, to an inconvenient port for
adjudication, may be justly mulcted in demurrage, costs, and
damages, as the exigency of the case may require (s); and
a similar principle governs cases in which the captor has
shown an unnecessary delay in proceeding (t). Captors
who have made a justifiable seizure may forfeit their title
by subsequent misconduct (u).
CCCXXXIV. Fifthly. Upon what kind of property this
right may be exercised.
It may be exercised upon the merchant or private ships

(p) The Felicity, 2 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 381.
(q) The Maria and the Vrow Johanna, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 348.
The Concordia, 2 ib. p. 102.
The St. Juan Baptista and La Purissima Conception, 5 ib. p. 33.
The Eleanor, 2 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 359.
(r) Die Fire Damer, 5 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 357.
The St. Juan Baptista and La Purissima Conception, ib. p. 33.
Der Mohr, 4 ib. p. 314.
(s) The Anna, 5 ib. p. 385.
The Wilhelmsberg, ib. p. 143.
The Principe Athcelante, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 70.
The Catherina Elizabeth, 1 Acton’s Adm. Rep. p. 309.
(t) The Eliza, ib. p. 336.
The Zee Star, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 71.
(u) The Speculation, 2 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 296.
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of all Neutral States, but not upon their ships of war or
public vessels.
A universal and long-established usage of nations, grow
ing, perhaps, originally out of comity, but long ago trans
planted into the domain of right (x), exempts all such vessels
from the belligerent right of Visit and Search. The same
usage would no doubt, upon the other element, exempt all
military equipage, and all such as belonged to the executive of
a State, from detention and spoliation by belligerent armies.
CCCXXXV. A question has arisen in time of war, often
rife with international quarrels of the bitterest kind, viz., as
to the right of a Belligerent to search atl vessels, public
and private, suspected of harbouring deserters from the navy
and army of the Belligerent.
The Government of the United States of North America
admits the Bight of Visitation and Search by belligerent
men-of-war of their private merchant vessels, for enemy’s
property, articles contraband of war, or men in the land or
naval service of the enemy; but it does not understand the
Law of Nations to authorise, and does not admit the Right
of Search for subjects or seamen. England, on the other
hand, has asserted the right to look for her subjects on the
high seas, into whatever service they may embark. The
claim of England to the Right of Search, on the high seas,
of neutral vessels, for deserters and other persons liable to
military and naval service, has been a question of animated
discussion between her and the United States of North
America. It was one principal cause of the war of 1812
between these States, and remains theoretically unsettled to
this day. In the discussions in 1842, between Lord Ash
burton and Mr. Webster, relative to the boundary line of
the State of Maine, the American Minister incidentally
discussed the subject (y); but no conclusion was arrived at.
(x) Vide ante, vol. i. § § xvi. cxl. cxli.
(y) Kent’s Comm. vol. i. p. 157 (note).
An Inquiry into the Validity of the British Claim to a Right of
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It appears to me, however, that this claim must now, all
things considered, be pronounced untenable, and that the
doctrine of International Law, as now understood, is that one
State has not a right to take even its own subject out of a
merchant ship, on the high seas, belonging to another State,
with whom it is at peace (z).

This position is strengthened by the fact that, since 1858,
England has abandoned the claim, which rested on high
American as well as British authority, to stop, visit, or
search, in time of peace, the vessel of any Foreign State,
however strongly suspected, or even known, to bear the
infamous cargo of slaves on board, unless, of course, she is,
by treaty with that Foreign State, authorised so to do (a).
CCCXXXVI. Sixthly, what are the consequences which
flow from a resistance, on the part of the Neutral, to the
exercise of this belligerent right? This resistance may be
exercised (1) either by the ship herself, or (2) by an armed
vessel or vessels accompanying her by way of escort or
convoy.

CCCXXXVII. It is admirably said by Lord Stowell,
that it is a wild conceit, that wherever force is used, it may
be lawfully resisted: a lawful force cannot lawfully be
resisted. The only case where it can be so is in the state
of war and conflict between two countries, where one party
has a perfect right to attack by force, and the other has an
equally perfect right to repel by force; but in the relative
situation of two countries at peace with each other, no such
conflicting rights can possibly co-exist (5).
It is upon these principles that International Law univer
sally, by its accredited voice, inflicts the penalty of confiscaVisitation and Search of American Vessels suspected to be engaged in the
African Slave Trade, by Mr, Wheaton. London, 1842.
Webster’s Works, vol. v. p. 142, vol. vi. p. 329, cited by Mr. Law
rence in his edition of Wheaton’s Mem. note to p. 188.
(2) See Dana’s note to Wheaton, pp. 175-6.
(a) Dana’s Wheaton, p. 213 (note).
(b) The Maria, 1 C. Robinson’s Adm Rep. p. 36.
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tion upon the neutral merchantman or private vessel which
resists the Belligerent’s Bight of Search.
CCCXXXVIII. It remains to be considered whether the
fact that the private is accompanied, or, according to the
usual phrase, convoyed by a public vessel, makes any, and,
if any, what difference in the application of this principle.
Upon this subject I will use the language of Lord
Stowell, in one of his most careful and best reasoned judg
ments :—
.

“ That the penalty for the violent contravention of this
“ right is the confiscation of the property so withheld from
“ Visitation and Search. For the proof of this I need only
“ refer to Vattel, one of the most correct and certainly not
“ the least indulgent of modern professors of public law. In
“ Book III. c. 7. sect. 114, he expresses himself thus: On
“ c ne peut empecher le transport des effets de contrebande,
“f si l’on ne visite pas les vaisseaux neutres que l’on ren“ ‘ contre en mer. On est done en droit de les visiter.
“ e Quelques nations puissantes ont refuse en differents temps
“ ‘ de se soumettre k cette visite; aujourd'hui un vaisseau
“‘ neutre, qui refuseroit de souffrir la visite, se feroit con“ ‘damner par cela seul, comme etant de bonne prise.' Vattel
“ is here to be considered not as a lawyer merely delivering
“ an opinion, but as a witness asserting the fact—the fact
“ that such is the existing practice of modern Europe.
“ And to be sure, the only marvel in the case is, that he
“ should mention it as a law merely modern, when it is
“ remembered that it is a principle, not only of the Civil
“Law (on which great part of the Law of Nations is
“ founded), but of the private jurisprudence of most coun“ tries in Europe,—that a contumacious refusal to submit
“ to fair inquiry infers all the penalties of convicted guilt.
“ Conformably to this principle we find in the celebrated
“ French Ordinance of 1681, now in force, Article 12,
“ ‘ That every vessel shall be good prize in case of resistance
“‘and combatand Valin, in his smaller Commentary,
“p. 81, says expressly, that although the expression is in
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the conjunctive, yet that the resistance alone is sufficient (c).
“ He refers to the Spanish Ordinance, 1718, evidently
copied from it, in which it is expressed in the disjunctive,
66 6 in case of resistance or combat.’ And recent instances
“ are at hand and within view, in which it appears that
“ Spain continues to act upon this principle.
The first
a time in which it occurs to my notice on the inquiries I
“ have been able to make in the institutes of our own
“ country respecting matters of this nature, excepting what
a occurs in the Black Book of the Admiralty (d)9 is in
“ the Order of Council, 1664, Article 12 (e), which directs,

“

(c) “ In some of the Treaties of France, this article is expressly in
serted in the disjunctive. Treaty between France and the Duchy of
Mecklenburg, art. 18, an. 1779. De Martens’ Tr. vol. ii. p. 40, also
between France and Hamburgh, an. 1769.”
(d) “ B. 7- Item se aucune nef ou vessel de la ditte flotte a congie
et pouvoir de l’admiral de passer hors de la flotte entour aucun mes
sage on autre besongne, s’ilz encontrent ou trouvent aucuns vesseaulx
estranges sur la mer ou en ports des ennemys, adonques ceulx de
nostre flotte doivent demander des maistres et gouverneurs de telz
vesseaulx est.rangers dont ilz sont et eulx bien examiner de leur charge
ensemblement avecques leurs muniments et endentures, et s’il est
trouve aucune chose de suspicion en telz vesseaulx que les biens sont
aux ennemys, qui sont trouvez dedens les dits vesseaulx avec leurs
maistres et gouverneurs ensemblement avecques les biens dedens icelle
estants sauvement seront amenees devant l’admiral, et illecques s’il
est trouve qu’ilz sont loyaulx marchants et amys sans suspicion de
colerer, les biens seront a eulx redelivrees sans eulx rien dommager,
autrement seront pris avec leurs biens et raensonnez comme la loy de
mer veult et demande.
“ B. 8. Se aucunes de noz nefs ou vesseaulx encontrent sur la mer
ou en ports aucuns autres vesseaulx, qui facent rebelletees ou defense
encontre ceulx de noz nefs ou vesseaulx, adoncques bien lise a noz
gents les autres comme ennemys assaillir et par forte mayn les prendre
et amener entierement, comme ilz les ont gaignez, devant l’admiral
sans eulx piller ou endommager, illecques de prendre ce que loy et
coustume de mer veult et demande,” &c.
(e) ‘ ‘ During the struggle for naval superiority, which took place
between the maritime states of Europe, about the middle of the seven
teenth century, the pretension of resisting search by the protection of
convoy was put forward with much caution, and apparently for the
first time, by Christina, queen of Sweden, Aug. 16, 1653. Art. 4th,
VOL. III.
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That when any ship, met withal by the Royal Navy or
other ship commissionated, shall fight or make resistance,

‘ They shall in all possible ways decline that they, or any of those that
belong to them, be searched. For seeing they are only sent to prevent
all inconvenience and clandestine dealings, it is expected that they may
be believed, and suffered to pass and proceed on their course unmolested,
with all such things as are under their care.’—It was restrained to
neutral ports.—Art. 6th, 4 And more especially, for certain reasons, it
is our command, that our own men-of-war do chiefly, and in the
beginning, steer their course to such ports as are neutral in the English
and Dutch war, till we give any farther directions on that account.
However, without any hindrance to our own subjects, that intend to
carry on their own free trade to England and Holland without con
voy.’—Thurloe’s State Papers, vol. i. p. 424.
4 4 In 1655 it was taken up by Holland : 4 They have a design to
hinder the Protector all visitation and search ; and this by very strong
and sufficient convoy ; and by this means they will draw all trade to
themselves and their ships.’—Ibid. vol. iv. p. 203.
44 In May, 1656, there happened an actual rencounter on this subject
between a fleet of merchantmen from Cadiz (Spain being then at war
with England), under the convoy of de Ruyter, with seven men of war,
and the commodore of some English frigates. 4 Antwerp.—We have
certain news of the arrival of de Ruyter in Zealand from Cadiz,
from whence he brought stores of plate, mostly belonging to merchants
of this city ; he was met withal at sea by some English frigates, but
finding themselves too weak they let him go.’—Ibid. vol. iv. p. 740.
See also the particular account of what passed, given by a Dutch officer
to the States-General : 4 That upon de Ruyter declaring that there was
not any thing on board belonging to the king of Spain, they parted.’
Ibid. vol. iv. p. 730. It appears, however, that the arrival occasioned
great triumph in Holland and Flanders, and that the fleet was deeply
laden with silver for the king of Spain, and the service of his armies in
Flanders. 4 De Ruyter brought in his own ship, and others in his
fleet, the sum of 20,000,000 (perhaps rials) of gold and silver, the
greatest part for the king of Spain’s use and the merchants of Brabant
and Flanders.’—Ibid. vol. iv. pp. 732, 748. The 12th article of the
Eng. Ord. of 1664 might perhaps be pointed against these pre
tensions.
44 In another letter in the same collection, 21st Sept. 1657, from
Nieuport, the Dutch ambassador in England,—we find the subject of
convoy was strongly pressed at that time, and resisted on the part of
this country : 4 respecting secret articles, concerning the visitation of
ships which are convoyed under the flag of the state. I acquainted
their Lordships, that of old all kings and states had made a difference
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shall be adjudged lawful prize.’—
in the Proclamation of 1672. I

between particular ships sailing upon their risques and adventures
and between ships of the state and those which pass the sea
under their flag and protection. That their high and mighty lords
were of an opinion that it does strengthen the security of this state,
that the ships of the state and officers should be responsible, as it
were, for the ships sailing under their convoy ; and that which I had
proposed in my last memorandum concerning the same on behalf of
their high and mighty lords was no new thing, but that plan had been
most commonly proposed on all the treaties since the year 1581, in
that manner that without regulating the same according to the said
articles, the troubles at sea, whereof I had so often complained, could
not be removed and prevented, and I alleged several examples. Upon
which now one then the other of the said three lords* replied, and
did very much insist, that it could not consist with their security ;
that they could not nor ought to trust so much to particular captains
at sea ; that it would be an introduction and encouragement to dis
affected persons to assist the enemy, and urged especially that in no
former treaties any such articles were found, and that their high and
mighty lords had no reason to desire now any such novelty. I
said that the practice on this side in regard of searching and visitingships without difference was a new thing, and that the inhabitants
of the United Netherlands, feeling the trouble and inconveniency
of it, had reason to insist that it may be rectified by a good regula
tion.’—Yol. vi. p. 511. See also, for the former conference, vol. v.
p. 663.
“ It appears that so many objections had arisen on the treaty pro
posed on the part of Holland, that it was found necessary to form an
entirely new project.—Yol. v. pp. 523, 558.
“In a subsequent letter from the Hague, 30th Nov. 1657, it appears
that the treaty broke off on this difference : ‘ Le Sieur Nieuport n’est
pas encore ici arrive, mais il escrit aussi d’avoir prins son conge. II est
fort croyable qu’il ne sera guere content d’avoir faille' a achever le
traite de la marine ; neanmoins, je m'imagine que la Hollande a
present ne seroit pas fort marry de ne l’avoir pas acheve, pour ne se
pas oster la liberte de visiter des memes en cette guerre contre Por
tugal.’—Thurloe’s St. Pap. vol. vi. p. 622.
“ On the subject of search generally, without any expressed reference
to convoy, there is this letter from Cromwell to General Montagu :
( The secretary hath communicated to us your letter of the 28th, by
which you acquaint him with the directions you have given for the
* Thurloe, Wolsely, Jones.
N N 2
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“ am aware, that in those orders and proclamations are to be
“ found some articles not very consistent with the Law of
fC Nations as understood now, or indeed at that time; for
“ they are expressly censured by Lord Clarendon (/). But
“ the article I refer to is not of those he reprehends; and it
“ is observable that Sir Robert Wiseman, then the King’s
“ Advocate General, who reported upon the articles in
“ 1673, and expresses a disapprobation of some of them as
“ harsh and novel, does not mark this article with any
u observation of censure. I am therefore warranted in say“ ing that it was the rule, and the undisputed rule, of the
“ British Admiralty. I will not say that that rule may not
“ have been broken in upon in some instances by considera“ tions of comity or of policy, by which it may be fit that
“ the administration of this species of Law should be tem“ pered in the hands of those tribunals which have a right
“ to entertain and apply them ; for no man can deny that a
“ state may recede from its extreme rights, and that its
cc supreme councils are authorised to determine in what
“ cases it may be fit to do so, the particular captor having
“ in no case any other right and title than what the State
“ itself would possess under the same facts of capture. But
“ I stand with confidence upon all fair principles of reason,—
“ upon the distinct authority of Vattel,—upon the Insti“ tutes of other great maritime countries, as well as those of
“ our own country,—when I venture to lay it down, that by
“ the Law of Nations, as now understood, a deliberate and
“ continued resistance to Search, on the part of a neutral
searching of a Flushing and other Dutch ships, which (as you are in
formed) have bullion and other goods aboard them belonging to the
Spaniard, the declared enemy of this state. There is no question to
be made but what you have directed therein is agreeable both to the
laws of nations and the particular treaties which are between this
commonwealth and the United Provinces, and therefore we desire you
to continue the said direction, and to require the captains to be careful
in doing their duty therein.—Hampton Court, 30th August, 1657.’ ”
(/) Lord Clarendon’s Life, p. 242.
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“ vessel to a lawful cruiser, is followed by the legal con66 sequence of confiscation ” (g).
This judgment was pronounced in a case where a vessel
was sailing under convoy of an armed vessel for the pur
pose of resisting visitation and search; and Lord Stowell
seems to have made no distinction between such a resistance
and any other form of resistance to this right.
CCCXXXIX. It should, however, be stated that this
penalty of confiscation for resistance to Visitation and
Search cannot be inflicted in cases where the neutral vessel
had no reasonable grounds to be satisfied of the existence
of the war—for it is this existence which founds the duties
of Neutrality (A).
Nor will the forcible resistance of the master of an enemy
merchant vessel enure to the condemnation of neutral pro
perty laden on board of it. The attempt of the enemy
master to save or rescue his vessel from the captor is the
hostile act of a hostile person, and a perfectly legitimate
attempt (z).
CCCXL. On the other hand, if a neutral master attempt
a rescue, or to withdraw himself from Search, he is guilty
of a breach of duty ; and if he effect this breach by a
recurrence to force, the penal consequence will reach the
property of his owner, and the whole property entrusted
to his care. In such a case ship and cargo will be con
demned (A).
CCCXLI. What if a Neutral put his property on board
an armed ship, which he must presume will be defended
against the enemy ?
According to the opinion both of Stowell and Story—a
Neutral who so acts betrays an intention to resist Visitation
and Search, which he could not do by putting his property
(g)
(h)
(i)
(k)

The Maria, 1 C. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. pp. 363-9.
The St. Juan Baptista, 5 C. Robimon’s Adm. Rep. p. 33.
The Catharina Elizabeth, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 232.
The jFranklin, 2 Acton’s Rep. p. 106.
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on board a merchantman—and so far he adheres to the
Belligerent—he withdraws himself from the protection of
Neutrality, and adopts another mode of defence : he relies
on an enemy’s force for protection, and he must for the time
be considered as an enemy (/).
44 If,” says Mr. Justice Story, 44 for a moment it could be
44 admitted that a Neutral might lawfully ship goods in a
44 non-armed ship of an enemy, or might charter such a
44 ship, and navigate her with a neutral crew, these admis44 sions would fall far short of succouring the claimant.
44 He must successfully contend for broader doctrines, for
44 doctrines which in my humble judgment are of infinitely
44 more dangerous tendency than any which Schlegel and
44 Hiibner, the champions of Neutrality, have yet advanced
44 into the field of maritime controversy. I cannot bring
44 my mind to believe that a Neutral can charter an armed
44 enemy ship, and victual and man her with an enemy crew
44 (for though furnished directly by the owner, they are in
44 effect paid and supported by the charterer), with the
44 avowed knowledge and necessary intent that she should
44 resist every enemy; that he can take on board hostile
44 shipments on freight, commissions, and profits; that he
44 can stipulate expressly for the benefit and use of enemy
44 convoy, and navigate during the voyage under its guns
44 and protection ; that he can be the entire projector and
44 conductor of the voyage, and co-operate in all the plans
44 of the owner to render resistance to Search secure and
44 effectual; and that yet, notwithstanding all this conduct,
44 by the Law of Nations he may shelter his property from
44 confiscation, and claim the privileges of an inoffensive
44 Neutral. On the contrary, it seems to me that such
44 conduct is utterly irreconcilable with the good faith of a
44 friend, and unites all the qualities of a most odious
44 hostility. It wears the habiliments of Neutrality only(il)

(il) The Fanny,

1

Dodson's Adm. Hep. p. 443.
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“ when the sword and the armour of an enemy become
“ useless for defence. If it be, as it undoubtedly is, a
“ violation of Neutrality to engage in the transport-service
“ of the enemy, or to carry his despatches even on a neutral
“ voyage, how much more so must it be to enlist all our
“ own interests in his service, and hire his arms and his
“ crew in order to prevent the exercise of those rights
“ which, as Neutrals, we are bound to submit to. The
“ doctrine is founded in most perfect justice, that those who
“ adhere to an enemy connection shall share the fate of the
“ enemy ” (m).
It is true, however, that the Court was composed of four
Judges, of whom Mr. Justice Story was one only, and that
the other three dissented from his opinion, and, in a subse
quent case, adhered to this dissent (n).
So far, therefore, as the Prize Law of the United States
of North America is concerned, it is competent to a Neutral
to put goods on board an armed enemy’s ship.
But with respect to International Law, the case is
different. Mr. Justice Story adhered to his opinion (o');
and looking to his great reputation, it is hardly too much to
say that his agreement with such an authority as Lord
Stowell upon a question of this kind, does constitute a
(m) The Nereide, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 454.
(n) In the case of the Atalanta, Chief Justice Marshall said : “On
the first question the case does not essentially differ from that of the
Nereide. It is unnecessary to repeat the reasoning on which that case
was decided ; the opinion then given by the three judges is retained
by them. The principle of the Law of Nations, that the goods of a
friend are safe in the bottom of an enemy, may be, and probably will
be, changed, or so impaired as to leave no object to which it is ap
plicable ; but so long as the principle shall be acknowledged, this
Court must reject constructions which render it totally inoperative.”—
3 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 415.
(o) “I have been latterly engaged in drawing up my dissenting
opinion in the case of 4 The Nereide ’ (9 Cranch’s Reports, p. 449). I
have now completed it ; and never in my whole life was I more entirely
satisfied that the Court were wrong in their judgment.”—Life of Story,
vol. i. p. 256.
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balance in favour of the proposition which these great
jurists have deliberately sanctioned in most elaborate judg
ments.
CCCXLII. Seventhly. We have to notice some of the
principal Treaties which have affirmed, modified, or taken
away, between the contracting parties, this Right.
The leading Treaty (p) which affirms and incorporates
the Common Law of Nations upon the subject, is the
famous Treaty of the Pyrenees between France and Spain.
By the 17th article of this Treaty it is stipulated as
follows :—
44 Les navires d’Espagne, pour eviter tout desordre, n’ap44 procheront pas de plus pres les Frangais que de la portee
du canon, et pourront envoyer leur petite barque ou
44 chaloupe a bord des navires Frangais, et faire entrer
64 dedans deux ou trois hommes seulement, a qui seront
44 montres les passeports par le maitre du navire Frangais,
44 par lesquels il puisse apparoir, non-seulement de la
44 charge, mais aussi du lieu de sa demeure et residence, et
44 du nom tant du maitre ou patron que du navire meme,
44 afin que, par ces deux moyens, on puisse connaitre s'il
44 porte des marchandises de contrebande, et qu’il apparaisse
44 suffisamment tant de la qualite dudit navire que de son
44 maitre ou patron; auxquels passeports et lettres de mer,
44 ce decret donnera entiere foi et creance ’’ (q).
CCCXLIII. The matter of Convoy was made the
subject both of the Treaty of the Armed Neutrality of
1800, and of the Treaty between England and Russia in
1801. The provisions respecting each appear in the follow
ing parallel columns: —
(p) It is to be remarked that all treaties which have been concerned
with this subject have admitted the exercise of this right in time of
war.—De Hautefeuille, t. 3. p. 450.
Heffter, 169.
(q) Dumont, Cmps Diplom. t. vi. 2 part, p. 264.

TREATY OF THE PYRENEES.

1800.
Art. V. That the declaration
of the officer who shall command
the ship of war, or ships of war, of
the king or emperor, which shall
be convoying one or more mer
chant ships, that the convoy has
no contraband goods on board,
shall be sufficient, and that no
search of his ship, or the other
ships of the convoy, shall be per
mitted ; and the better to ensure
respect to those principles, and the
stipulations founded upon them,
which their disinterested wishes
to preserve the prescriptible rights
of neutral nations have suggested,
the high contracting parties, to
prove their sincerity and justice,
will give the strictest orders to
their captains, as well of their
ships of war as of their merchant
ships, to load no part of their
ships, or secretly to have on board
any articles which, by virtue of
the present convention, may be
considered as contraband; and for
the more completely carrying into
execution this command, they will
respectively take care to give
directions to their Courts of
Admiralty to publish it whenever
they shall think it necessary;
and to this end the regulation
which shall contain this prohibi
tion, under the several penalties,
shall be printed at the end of the
present Act, that no one may
plead ignorance (r).
44
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1801.
Art. IV. The two high con
tracting parties, wishing also to
prevent all subject of dissention
in future, by limiting the right of
search of merchant ships going
under convoy to those cases only
in which the belligerent power
might experience a real prejudice
by the abuse of the neutral flag,
have agreed :—
44 1. That the right of searching
merchant ships belonging to the
subjects of one of the contracting
powers, and navigating under con
voy of a ship of war of the same
power, shall only be exercised by
ships of war of the belligerent
party, and shall never extend to
letters of marque, privateers, or
other vessels, which do not belong
to the royal or imperial fleet of
their majesties, but which their
subjects shall have fitted out for
war.
4 4 2. That the proprietors of all
merchant ships belonging to the
subjects of one of the contracting
sovereigns, which shall be destined
to sail under convoy of a ship of
war, shall be required, before they
receive their sailing orders, to pro
duce to the commander of the con
voy their passports and certifi
cates, or sea letters, in the form
annexed to the present treaty.
4 4 3. That when such ship of
war, having under convoy mer
chant ships, shall be met with by
a ship or ships of war of the other
contracting party, who shall then
44

(r) See Appendix to Speech of Lord Grenville in the House of Lords,
Nov. 13, 1801 (pub. 1802).
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Le in a state of war, in order to
avoid all disorder, they shall keep
out of cannon-shot, unless the
state of the sea, or the place of
meeting, render a nearer ap
proach necessary; and the com
mander of the ship of the belli
gerent power shall send a boat
on board the convoy, where they
shall proceed reciprocally to the
verification of the papers and cer
tificates that are to prove, on one
part, that the ship of war is autho
rised to take under its escort
such or such merchant ships of
its nation, laden with such a
cargo and for such a port; on the
other part, that the ship of war
of the belligerent party belongs
to the royal or imperial fleet of
their majesties.
“4. This verification made, no
search shall take place if the
papers are found in form, and if
there exists no good motive for
suspicion. In the contrary case,
the commander of the neutral
ship of war (being duly required
thereto by the commander of the
ship or ships of war of the belli
gerent power) is to bring to, and
detain his convoy during the time
necessary for the search of the
ships which compose it; and he
shall have the faculty of naming
and delegating one or more officers
to assist at the search of the said
ships, which shall be done in his
presence on board each merchant
ship, conjointly with one or more
officers appointed by the comman
der of the ship of the belligerent
party.
“5. If it happen that the com-
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1801.
mander of the ship or ships of war
of the belligerent power, having
examined the papers found on
board, and having interrogated
the master and crew of the ship,
shall see just and sufficient reason
to detain the merchant ship, in
order to proceed to an ulterior
search, he shall notify such inten
tion to the commander of the con
voy, who shall have the power to
order an officer to remain on board
the ship thus detained, and to
assist at the examination of the
cause of her detention. The
merchant ship shall be carried
immediately to the nearest and
most convenient port belonging
to the belligerent power, and the
ulterior search shall be carried
on with all possible diligence.
“ Art. Y. It is in like manner
agreed, that if any merchant ship
thus convoyed should be detained
without just and sufficient cause,
the commander of the ship or
ships of war of the belligerent
power shall not only be bound to
make to the owners of the ship
and of the cargo a full and perfect
compensation for all the losses,
expenses, damages, and costs oc
casioned by such a detention, but
shall, moreover, undergo an ulte
rior punishment for every act of
violence or other fault which he
may have committed, according
as the nature of the case may
require. On the other hand, the
convoying ship shall not be per
mitted, under any pretext what
soever, to resist by force the de
tention of the merchant ship or
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1801.

ships by the ship or ships of war
of the belligerent power; an
obligation which the commander
of a ship of war with convoy is not
bound to observe towards letters
of marque and privateers ” (s).

CCCXLIV. The following Treaties will be found to be
among the most important of those which relate to the sub
ject of Visitation and Search in time of War:—
Austria and Spain, 1725.
,, and Morocco, 1805.
„ and Russia, 1785.
Columbia and The United States of North America, 1824.
„
and Holland, 1829.
Denmark and The Two Sicilies, 1742.
„
and France, 1663 and 1742.
„
(confirmed by that of 1842.)
,,
and Great Britain, 1669.
„
and Prussia, 1818.
„
and Russia, 1782 and 1800.
„
and Tripoli, 1752.
„
and Tunis, 1751.
The Two Sicilies and Holland, 1753.
„
and The Ottoman Porte, 1740.
„
and Russia, 1787.
„
and Sweden, 1742.
„
and Tripoli, 1741 and 1816.
„
and Tunis, 1816.
Spain and The United States, 1795.
„ and France, 1659.
„ and Holland, 1648 and 1650.

(s) See Appendix to Speech of Lord Grenville in the House of Lords,
Nov. 13, 1801. (Pub. 1802.)
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the Ottoman Porte, 1782.
Portugal, 1668.
Tripoli, 1784.
Tunis, 1791.

The United States and Central America (federation of),

1825.
„
and France, 1778 and 1800.
France and Great Britain, 1632, 1677, 1713, and 1786.
„ and Morocco, 1682 and 1767.
„ and Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 1779.
„ and Holland, 1646, 1662, 1678, 1697, 1713, and
1739.
,, and The Ottoman Porte, 1535.
„
and Russia, 1787.
,, and Tunis, 1604.
„
and Sweden, 1672.
Great Britain and Holland, 1667.
„
and Morocco, 1721, 1750, 1760, and 1801.
„
and Ottoman Porte, 1675.
„
and Portugal, 1642.
„
and Russia, 1766, 1797, and1801.
,, .
and Sweden, 1664, 1802, and 1803. (This
last Treaty authorises the exercise of a
right of preemption of 10 per cent.)
„
and Tripoli, 1662, 1716, and 1751.
„
and Tunis, 1662, 1686, and 1751.
Holland and Morocco, 1683 and 1782.
,, and Sweden, 1781.
„ and Tripoli, 1703 and 1728.
„
and Tunis, 1662, 1704, 1708, and 1713 (t).

(t) De Martens et De Gussy, Rec. de Tr. et Conv. vol. i. pp. 46, 47,
index explicatif.
See also, Rec. des Traites de Commerce et de Navigation de la France,
par M. le Comte d'FLauterive et M. le Chevalier F. de Cussy, t. ix.
pp. 350-358, tit. Neutralite.
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The Treaties which have conferred the right of Visitation
and Search, in time of peace, upon the ships of certain States
in certain latitudes and under certain conditions, for the pur
pose of extirpating the Slave-Trade, have been mentioned
in a former volume of this work (u).
(u) Yol. i. pt. iii. chap. xvii.
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CHAPTER IV.
TIIE RIGHT OF CAPTURE.—THE DUTY OF THE CAPTOR.

CCCXLY. The Right of Capture and the Duty of the
Captor are, of course, not dependent upon the element on
which they happen to be exercised. For instance, the rules
of International Law with respect to the circumstances which
are necessary to constitute an actual Capture, the exact time
when the contest is at an end, the enemy’s property actually
acquired, jure victoria, by the conqueror, the recognised signs
of surrender, and other questions of the like kind, are equally
incident to all war, whether waged by sea or by land.
But with respect to the Rights and Duties incident to
Capture, as with respect to the tribunal which adjudicates
upon them (a), they have, in maritime affairs, been moulded,
by the reason of the thing and by usage, into a more regular
system of established practice than has yet been attained in
matters connected with military operations by land (5).
It is with the consideration of the law as applied to the
Rights and Duties springing from Maritime Capture, that
this chapter will be principally occupied.
CCCXLYI. This subject of Maritime Capture (c) pre
sents for solution the following questions :—
1. What may be captured ?
2. What constitutes Capture ?
,

(a) Vide ante, p. 115.
(ib) Ibicl.
(c) Effect of War upon the Trade and Property of Neutral and Mari
time Capture and Prize, by J. P. Dearie, D.C.L. London, 1854.
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3. Where may Capture be made?
4. To whose benefit does the Capture enure ?
5. When does it so enure ?
6. What must be done by the Captor after Capture? and
to what ports may the captured property be taken ?
7. In the Courts of what country must it be adjudicated
upon ?
8. Where must the captured property be at the time of
condemnation ?
9. The forfeiture by misconduct of the Captors’ title to
Prize?
CCCXLYII. 1. What may he captured?
This question has already been answered in the foregoing
chapters. The summary of the details discussed in these
chapters is, that all property belonging to the enemy found
afloat upon the high seas, and all property so afloat of Sub
jects or Neutrals conducting themselves as Belligerents, may
be lawfully captured (cZ).
The limitations which this abstract principle of Inter
national justice has from time to time received must be
sought for in the preceding pages of this volume.
CCCNLVIII. 2. What constitutes Capture?
An act of taking possession is not indispensably necessary
to a Capture: an obedience to the summons of a hostile
attack or hostile force, though none of the enemy’s crew be
on board, is sufficient (e). The attack on an enemy’s ship

(d) See Mr. Justice Story’s judgment in The Julia, 8 Granch’s (Amer.)
Bep. p. 189.
‘ ‘ By fiction, or rather by intendment of law, all property condemned
is the property of enemies, that is, of persons so to be considered in
the particular transaction.”—The Elsebe, 5 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 170.
(e) La Esperanza, 1 Haggard’s Adm. Bep. p. 91.
The Edward and Mary, 3 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 305.
The Hercules, 2 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 363.
The Besolution, 6 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 13.
The William and Mary, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 38G.
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and the compelling her to run into the port of an ally
amounts to legal Capture (/).
But if one party take a vessel and afterwards abandon her,
and then another take the same vessel, the last seizor is in
law the only Captor (g). The inability, however, of the prize
master to secure the captured vessel against a rescue, should
one be attempted, his inability to bring in the vessel without
the aid of the hands belonging to her, is, in reason, no proof
of abandonment. If the circumstances of the captured
vessel be such as to do away all apprehension of rescue,
and inspire confidence that the crew will bring her into port,
the property of the Captor may be retained as well by a
prize master alone, as by a considerable detachment from
his crew (h).
The real surrender (deditio) of a vessel is to be dated from
the time of striking the colours (z). Restitution after a first
seizure does not bar a second by another seizor; though, if
judicially recorded, it would bar the first seizor; but otherwise a second seizure by the same seizor is lawful, though it
is made under peril of costs and damages (A).
CCCXLIX. 3. Where may Capture be made?
It has been already shown in preceding portions (Z) of
this work, that it is not competent to a Belligerent to
exercise any Rights of War within the territorial jurisdic
tion of a Xeutral State (m), and that this jurisdiction extends* (l)
(/) La Esperanza, 1 Haggard’s A dm. Bep. p. 91.
(g) The Diligentia, 1 JJodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 405.
The Polly and the Margueritte, note to the John and Jane, 4 C. Bob.
Adm. Bep. p. 217.
The Lucretia, 1 Hay and Marriott’s Adm. Bep. p. 227.
(/?,) The Alexander, 8 Granch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 180.
(i) The Bebechah, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep, p. 233.
(k) The Mercurius, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 80.
The Woodbmdge, 1 Haggard’s Adm. Bep. p. 74.
(l) Yol. i. pt. iii. chap. iv. viii.
(m) “Jure belli adversus hostem duntaxat utimur in nostro, hostis,
aut nullius territorio. In nostro si hostem deprehendamus, nihil
utique prohibet, quominus, si sine libero commeatu ad nos pervenerit,
VOL. III.
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not only within ports, headlands, and bays, but to a recog
nised distance at sea from the shore itself. Thus Captures
made by armed vessels stationed in a river of a Neutral
Power, or in the mouth of his river, or in his harbours, for
the purpose of exercising the rights of War from that river
or harbour, are invalid; and where a belligerent ship, lying
within neutral territory, made a Capture with her boats sent
out of the neutral territory, the Capture has also been
holden to be invalid; for though the hostile force employed
wras applied to the captured vessel lying out of the territory,
yet no such use of a neutral territory for the purpose of
War is to be permitted. No use of a neutral territory for
purposes of war is to be permitted. No proximate acts of
war, that is, are in any manner to be allowed to originate on
neutral grounds. Neither can you without leave carry
prisoners or booty into a neutral territory, because such an
act is an “ immediate continuation of hostility ” (ra).
CCCL. All Captures, therefore, made by Belligerents
within these limits are, at the request of the Government
of the Neutral State (0), pronounced by Courts of Interna
tional Law to be invalid.1
hostiliter eum excipiamus. Ipsum hostis territorium ingredi, et ibi
praedam agere, ratio belli permittit. In medio mari, utpote nullius
territorio, id ipsum licet. Sed in territorio utriusque amici qui
hostem agit, agit et adversus principem, qui ibi imperat, et omnem
vim, h, quocunque factam, legibus coercet.”—Bynkershoeh, Q. J. P.
1. i. c. viii.
(ri) The Twee Gebroeders, 3 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 1G2 (leading English
case).
The Anna, 5 ib. p. 373.
The Vroiv Anna Catharina, ib. p. 15.
See the arguments of counsel in the Topaz, 2 Acton's Adm. Bep.
p. 20.
(0) Merlin Bep. t. xiii. pp. 111-114. Prise Maritime, § iv. En quels
lieux peut etre exerce le droit de Prise Maritime. See the report of two
cases :—
1. La Christiana Colbiornsen, restored, as being within neutral ter
ritory.
2. Le Daniel Frederick, condemned, as having been a plus d’une
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But here two important observations must be made.
First, that the request for restitution must be made by some
person clothed with authority to represent his Government
in negotiations with foreign States, either generally or for
the particular purpose, and not by a merely public agent,
such as a Consul, whose authority usually extends only
to commercial matters. Secondly, as between enemies, a
Capture made within Neutral waters is deemed, to all
intents and purposes, rightful; it is only by the Neutral
Sovereign that its legal validity can be called in question;
and as to him, and him only, it is to be considered void.
The enemy has no right whatsoever; and if the Neutral
Sovereign omits or declines to interpose a claim, the property
is condemnable, jure belli, to the Captors. u Now it is an
“ established rule of law that a claim of Neutral territory
“ can be made by the Neutral Government only ” (p),
Lord Stowell says. “ This,” says Mr. Justice Story, “ is
“ the clear result of the authorities; and the doctrine rests
“ on well-established principles of Public Law” (<7). It is
not, as Wheaton suggests, “ a technical rule,” but, as Dana
observes, “ a direct and paramount question (r) of right.”
It may or may not be according to the circumstances a
ground of complaint on the part of a Belligerent that the
Neutral declines to make such a claim.
CCCLI. This restitution, as Mr. Wheaton observes (s),

double portee du canon from the neutral coast at the time of capture.
In this case the Rrocurenr-general (Collet Descotils) said : “Le conseil
sait qu’apres de longs debats entre les publicistes sur l’etendue que
l’on devait donner a la franchise de la mer territoriale, cette etendue
a ete definitivement fixee par le droit commun a la portee du canon du
rivage.”—Ib. p. 113.
The Vrow Anna Gatharina, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 17.
(p) The Diligentici, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 412.
'
(q) The Anne, 3 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 447.
(r) Dana’s Wheaton, p. 527. note.
(3) Wheaton’s Elements of International Law (Lawrence), vol. 2,
p. 722.
o o 2
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is generally made through the agency of the Courts of
Admiralty and Maritime Jurisdiction. Traces of the
exercise of such a jurisdiction are found in the writings
of Sir Leoline Jenkins (£). In a letter to the King in
Council, dated October 11th, 1675, relating to a French
privateer seized at Harwich with her prize (a Hamburg
vessel bound to London), Sir Leoline states several questions
arising in the case; among which was, 44 Whether this
44 Hamburger, being taken within one of your Majesty’s
“ chambers, and being bound for one of your ports, ought
“not to be set free by your Majesty’s authority, notwith“ standing he were (if taken upon the high seas out of
“ those chambers) a lawful prize. I do humbly conceive he
“ ought to be set free, upon a full and clear proof that he
44 was within one of the King’s chambers at the time of the
44 seizure, which he, in his first memorial, sets forth to have
“ been eight leagues at sea, over against Harwich. King
44 James (of blessed memory) his direction, by proclamation,
44 March 2, 1604, being, that all officers and subjects, by
44 sea and land, shall rescue and succour all merchants and
44 others as shall fall within the danger of such as shall
44 await the coasts, in so near places to the hindrance of trade
“ outward and homeward; and all foreign ships, when they
44 are within the King’s chambers, being understood to be
44 within the places intended in those directions, must be in
44 safety and indemnity, or else, when they are surprised,
44 must be restored to it, otherwise they have not the
“ protection worthy of your Majesty, and of the ancient
“ reputation of those places. But this being a point not
“lately settled by any determination, that I know of (in
“ case where the King’s chambers precisely, and under that
44 name, come in question), is of that importance as to
44 deserve your Majesty’s declaration and assertion of that
64 right of the Crown by an Act of State in Council, your
(t) Judge of the English High Court of Admiralty in the reigns of
Charles II. and James II.—Vide ante, vol. i. preface, pp. xliii., xliv.
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Majesty’s coasts being now so much infested with foreign
men-of-war, that there will be frequent use of such a
decision ” (z/).
CCCLII. In 1793, the North American United States
remaining Neutral, thought it necessary to define the extent
of the distance from their coast within which they claimed
jurisdiction; and Mr. Wheaton remarks that Wrashington,
then President, gave instructions to the executive officers to
consider it as restrained for the present, to the distance of
one sea league, or three geographical miles, from the sea
shores. This distance, it was supposed, could admit of no
opposition, being recognised by treaties between the United
States and some of the Powers with whom they were con
nected in commercial intercourse, and not being more exten
sive than was claimed by any of them on their own coasts.
As to the bays and rivers, they had always been considered
as portions of the territory, both under the Laws of the
former Colonial Government and of the present Union, and
their immunity from belligerent operations was sanctioned by
the general Law and Usage of nations. The 25th article of
the Treaty of 1794, between Great Britain and the United
States, stipulated that 44 neither of the said parties shall
44 permit the ships or goods belonging to the citizens or
“ subjects of the other to be taken within cannon-shot of
“ the coast, nor in any of the bays, ports, or rivers of their
44 territories, by ships of war, or others having commissions
44 from any Prince, Kepublic, or State whatever. But in
44 case it should so happen, the party whose territorial rights
44 shall thus have been violated, shall use his utmost en44 deavours to obtain from the offending party full and ample
44 satisfaction for the vessel or vessels so taken, whether the
44 same be vessels of war or merchant vessels.’* Previously
to this treaty with Great Britain, the United States were
bound by treaties with three of the belligerent nations
44
44

(v) Life and Works of Sir L. Jcukinsy vol. ii. p. 780.
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(France, Prussia, and Holland) to protect and defend, “ by
u all the means in their power,” the vessels and effects of
those nations in their ports or waters, or on the seas near
their shores, and to recover and restore the same to the
right owner when taken from them. But they were not
hound to make compensation if alt the means in their power
were used, and failed in their effect. Though they had, when
the w'ar commenced, no similar treaty with Great Britain,
it was the President’s opinion that they should apply to
that nation the same rule which, under this article, was to
govern the others above mentioned; and even extend it
to captures made on the high seas, and brought into the
American ports, if made by vessels which had been armed
within them. In the constitutional arrangement of the
different authorities of the American Federal Union, doubts
were at first entertained whether it belonged to the execu
tive government, or the judiciary department, to perform the
duty of inquiring into Captures made within the Neutral
territory, or by armed vessels originally equipped, or the
force of Avhich had been augmented within the same, and of
making restitution to the injured party. But it has been
long since settled that this duty appropriately belongs to
the federal tribunals, acting as Courts of Admiralty and
Maritime Jurisdiction (.r).
CCCLIII. It has been judicially determined by the Prize
Courts of the North American United States, that this pecu
liar jurisdiction to inquire into the validity of Captures made

(x) Wheaton's Elements of Interna tional Law (Laivrence), pp. 496-97.
Mr. Wheaton cites the following authorities in support of the doc
trines in the text :—
Mr. Jefferson's Letter to M. Genet, Nov. 8, 1793.
Waite's State Papers, vol. vi. p. 195.
Opinion of the Attorney-General on the capture of the British ship
Gmnge, May 14, 1793, ib. vol. i. p. 75.
Mr. Jefferson's Letter to Mr. Hammond, Sept. 5, 1793.
Waite's State Papers, vol. i. p. 165.
Wheaton's (Amer.) Reports, vol. iv. p. 65, note a.
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in violation of the Neutral immunity* will be exercised only
for the purpose of restoring the specific property when volun
tarily brought within the territory, and does not extend to
the infliction of vindictive damages, as in ordinary cases of
maritime injuries. And it seems to be doubtful whether this
jurisdiction will be exercised where the property has been
once carried infra prcesidia of the captor’s country, and there
regularly condemned in a competent Court of Prize. How
ever this may be in cases where the property has come into
the hands of a bond fide purchaser, without notice of the un
lawfulness of the Capture, it has been determined that where
it is found in the hands of the captor himself, the Neutral
Court of Admiralty will restore it to the original owner,
claiming under the sentence of condemnation. But the
illegal equipment will not affect the validity of a Capture,
made after the cruise to which the outfit had been applied
is actually terminated (y).
CCCLIY. An exception to the general rule of the im
munity of Neutral territory has been attempted to be raised
in the case of a vessel met on the high seas and pursued
thereon, but which, during the chase, enters the Neutral
limits. Bynkershoek expresses his private opinion that in
such a case the continuance, “ dam fervet opusf of the
pursuit and capture within the Neutral jurisdiction is
lawful (z).
(y) La Amistad de Rues, 5 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 385.
La Nereyda, 8 ib. p. 108.
The Fanny, 9 ib. p. 658.
The Arrogante Barcelones, 7 ib. p. 519.
The Santissima Trinidad, ib. p. 283.
Wheaton’s Elements of International Law (Lawrence), p. 497.
(z) Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. viii. : “An hostem liceat aggredi vel
persequi in amici territorio vel portu.” “ Sed aliud est vim inchoare,
aliud calente negotio, vi instare. Scilicet novum non est, valere quid
etiamsi in earn causam deductum sit unde incipere non possit. Uno
verbo : territorium communis amici valet ad prohibendam vim, quae
ibi inchoatur, non valet ad inhibendam, quae extra territorium inehoatur, dum ferret opus, in ipso territorio continuatur. ”
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“ True it is,” Lord Stowell says, 44 that that great man 77
(Bynkershoek) “ does intimate an opinion of his own to that
“ effect; but with many qualifications, and as an opinion
*' which he did not find to have been adopted by any other
44 writers. I confess I should have been inclined to have
44 gone along with him to this extent, that if a cruiser, which
“ had before acted in a manner entirely unexceptionable,
“ and free from all violation of territory, had summoned a
44 vessel to submit to Examination and Search, and that
44 vessel had fled to such places as these, entirely uninhabited,
44 and the cruiser had, without injury or annoyance to any
44 party whatever, quietly taken possession of his prey, it
44 would be stretching the point too hardly against the captor
44 to say that on this account only it should be held an illegal
44 capture. If nothing objectionable had appeared in the
44 conduct of the captors before, the mere following to such
44 a place as this is, would, I think, not invalidate a seizure
44 otherwise just and lawful ” (a).
CCCLV. It seems, indeed, as Mr. Chancellor Kent ob
serves, that Casaregis, and several other foreign jurists men
tioned by Azuni, held a similar doctrine. But D’Abreu,
Valin, Emerigon, Vattel, Azuni, and others, maintain the
sounder doctrine, that when the flying enemy has entered
neutral territory, he is placed immediately under the pro
tection of the Neutral Power. The same broad principle that
wrould tolerate a forcible entrance upon neutral ground or
waters, in pursuit of the foe, would lead the pursuer into
the heart of a commercial port.
To the writer of these pages it certainly appears a much
safer and juster construction of International Law, altogether
to reject the private opinion of Bynkershoek, which he admits
to be at variance with usage and authority, and to preserve
strictly, under all circumstances, the sacred immunity of the
neutral territory, and to say, with Mr. Chancellor Kent, that

(a) The Anna, 5 C. Robinson's Adm. Hep. p. 385, d.
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“ there is no exception to the rule, that every voluntary
“ entrance into neutral territory, with hostile purposes, is
“ absolutely unlawful ” (5).
By a Treaty between England and the United Provinces,
in 1654, if the ships of either party were taken by an
enemy in the port of the other, being Neutral, the latter
engaged to pursue and oblige the captor to restore his prize.
A similar engagement was made by the Treaty of 1669,
between England and Denmark, with the clause that such
pursuit was to be at the expense of the captured ship(e).
CCCLVI. 4. To tvhose benefit does the Capture enure ?
This is rather a question of Public than International
Law. But it may be observed that the right to all captures
vests primarily in the Sovereign. When a capture enures
to the benefit of an individual, it is in consequence of a
grant of the State of which he is a subject. Some States,
indeed, like Portugal, seem, during the war which grew
out of the first French Revolution, to have reserved the
property for the use and benefit of the State ; others, as
Great Britain, grant out the property to its captors. The
original right is in all cases in the State.
If two States join their forces for a common capture, one
of which has granted out its interest to captors and the
other has not, the only effect which the difference of practice
in dealing with the booty will have, is that the proportion
of the value will pass to the captor in one instance, and* 1
(ib) 1 Kent's Comm. (120), p. 125.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 133.
1 Emerigon, Traite des Ass. p. 449.
Azuni, vol ii. p. 223.
It was observed by the American Secretary of State (Mr. Webster),
in the diplomatic correspondence between him and the British
Minister (Lord Ashburton) relative to the case of the steamboat
Caroline, on the Canadian border, and seemingly admitted by Lord
Ashburton, that to justify a hostile entrance upon neutral territory,
there must exist a necessity of self-defence, instant, overwhelming*
leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation..
(<■) Dumont, Corps Dipl. vi. i. p. 129, and vi. ii. p. 76.
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will remain to the State in the other, if that State chooses
to assert its rights against the pretensions of its own
captors (d).
The general practice, indeed, of States (e) is to distribute
the proceeds of the capture when duly condemned as prize
among the captors.
But the general principle of public jurisprudence is that
“ bello parta cedunt Reipublica6 ” The distribution of the
proceeds of prizes, therefore, depends upon the regulations
of each State, and unless the local law has otherwise pro
vided, the prize vests in the Sovereign (/); and it has been

(d) The ships taken at Genoa, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 403.
(e) French Guiana, 2 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 157.
The Prize Act (17 Viet. c. 18), 1855, in accordance with many pre
cedents, began as follows : *44 Whereas Her Majesty, by her Order in
‘ 4 Council, dated the 29th day of March in the year 1854, was pleased
4 4 to order that general reprisals be granted against the ships, vessels,
4‘and goods of the Emperor of All the Russias, his subjects, and
“others inhabiting within any of his countries, territories, or
“dominions, so that Her Majesty’s fleets and ships shall and may
“ lawfully seize all ships, vessels, and goods belonging to the Emperor
“of All the Russias, or his subjects, or others inhabiting within any
“of his territories, countries, or dominions, and bring the same to
“judgment in such Courts of Admiralty within Her Majesty’s
“ dominions, possessions, or colonies, as shall be duly commissioned
“to take cognizance thereof : and whereas Her Majesty hath of her
“royal munificence been graciously pleased, by her proclamation
44 bearing the same date, to declare her intention to give the benefit
4 4 of all prizes taken during the present war to the captors thereof,
“ being in Her Majesty’s service (save as therein excepted). Now,
“ for the encouragement of the officers and crews of Her Majesty’s
4 k ships and vessels of war, and for inducing all British seamen, who may
44 be in any foreign service, to return into this kingdom, and become
“serviceable to Her Majesty; and for the more effectually securing and
44 extending the trade of Her Majesty’s subjects : be it enacted,” &c.
(/) 4 4 At de his quse quis actu bellico capit alia est ratio. Ibi enim
singuli reipubliese personam sustinent, ejusque vice funguntur, ac
proinde per eos populus, si lex civilis aliud non statuat, ut possessionem
ita et dominium nanciscitur, et id in quos vult transfert.”— Grotius,
1. iii. c. vi. s. 14.
44 Naturellemcnt ce butin n’appartient pas moins que les conquctes
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decided by the English Prize Courts, that the power of the
Crown to direct, before adjudication and against the will of
the captors, the release of property seized as prize, is not
taken away by any grant of prize conferred in the Order of
Council, the Proclamation, or the Prize Act, these being
the instruments which in England regulate the distribution
of the proceeds of captures (g).
It requires but little reflection to see how necessary the
preservation of such a power must be to the Government of
any State in its relations with foreign States.
With respect to Capture by Ship other than a Ship of War,
it is enacted by 27 & 28 Yict. c. 25, § 39, that any ship or
goods taken as Prize by any of the officers and crew of a
ship other than a ship of war of Her Majesty, shall, on
condemnation, belong to Her Majesty in her office of
Admiralty.
CCCLVII. 5. When does it so enure ?
Strictly speaking, and as regards the belligerents only,
the title passes and is vested when the capture is complete;
and that is complete when the deditio has taken place,
or when the battle is over and the spes reeuperandi is
gone (h).
Grotius (i) and other writers who have followed in his
au souverain qui fait la guerre ; car lui seul a cles pretentions a la
charge de Pennemi, qui l’autorisent a s’emparer de ses biens et a se
les approprier. Ses soldats, et memes les auxiliaries, ne sont que des
instruments dans sa main pour faire valoir son droit. II les entretient
et les soudoie ; tout ce qu’ils font, ils le font en son nom et pour lui.
S’ils ne sont pas associes dans la guerre, elle ne se fait point pour eux ;
ils n’ont pas plus de droit au butin qu’aux conquetes. Mais le
souverain peut faire aux troupes telle part qu’il lui plait du butin.”—
Vattel, L iii. c. ix. s. 164.
(r/) The Msebe (the leading case), 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 173.
(h) 1 Kent’s Comm. p. 101.
(/) L. iii. c. 9. s. 16. “Em vero res quse intra prmsidia perductm
nondum sunt, quanquam ab hostibus occupatm, ideo postliminii non
egent quia dominum nondum mutarunt ex gentium jure.” This.
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track, the Marine Ordinances of certain countries, e.g. those
of France and of the North American United States, make
twenty-four hours’ quiet possession the test of title by
capture. Bynkershoek maintains that a firm possession at
any time vests the property in the captor; and that there
can be no doubt but that the ownership of captured property
brought infra preesidia is vested in the captors.
Voet argues strongly that it vests immediately upon
capture (k). This is clearly the opinion which is warranted
by the reason of the thing (7). It is not, however, to be
regretted that, by the modern usage of States, neither the
twenty-four hours, nor the bringing the prize infra preesidia,
is sufficient to change the property of a captured vessel.
International Law now requires that a judicial tribunal
should exercise, according to the known laws and approved
doctrine is taken from the Roman Law. See—
Dig. xlix. tit. xv.
De Captivis et de Postliminio, etc.
Ib. s. v. § 1 : 44 In bello, cum hi, qui nobis hostes sunt, aliquem ex
nostris ceperunt, et infra preesidia sua perduxerunt.”
See, too, analogies furnished by—
Dig. xli. t. i. : 44 De acquirendo rerum dominio,” s. 44.
Dig. x. t. ii. : “Familiae erciscundae,” s. 8.
On the other hand—
Dig. xli. t. ii. : 44 De acquirenda vel amittenda possessione..”
Ib. s. 1, § 1:
4‘Item bello capta . . . ejus hunt, qui primus
possessionem eorum nactus est.”
(h) Comm, ad Pandectas, t. iv. (ed. 1829, Constantiis), p. 644, lib.
xlix , tit. xv. iii.
(I) 44 By some writers ” (Lord Stoivell says) 4 4 possession alone has been
deemed sufficient; but that rule, however agreeable to notions of
natural occupancy, is defective in practical convenience ; and therefore
a middle doctrine has generally prevailed, under which it has been
held, that something of a secure and definite possession is required to
establish and complete the property in prize ; that it should be in the
possession of the captor twenty-four hours, or that it should be brought
infra preesidia.”
The Ilenrick and Maria, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Reg), p. 46,
affirmed on appeal, a.d. 1807.
See some notice of this remarkable judgment in the Gauntlet, 3 L.
R., Adm., A Dec. pp. 389-91, a.d. 1871.
De Martens, Precis du Dr. des G. 1. iii. c. vii. s. 322.
Lamp>redi, s. 13.
The Polka, $'pinks*1 Prize Rep. p. 57. Adm. A Reel. Reg), vol. i. p. 447.
a.d. 1854.
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practice of nations, a scrutiny into the circumstances of the
capture, and that a regular sentence of condemnation should
be pronounced by a Court of competent jurisdiction ; that is,
as will presently be seen, a Court belonging to the Sovereign
of the captor* Documentary evidence of this fact must be
produced in support of any title on behalf of any person
other than the original owner.
CCCLVIII. This proposition of International Law was
firmly incorporated into the Common Law of England by a
decision of Lord Mansfield in 1758 (m).
The case which gave rise to this result related, indeed, to
a question of insurance. The judgment decided that an
insured ship being taken, the insured may demand as for a
total loss, and abandon to the insurer.
It was agreed by all the Judges, that whether by the
capture in question the property was or was not transferred
to the enemy by International Law, was immaterial as
between the insurers and the insured.

That question, it was truly said, could only arise in two
cases.
1. Between the owner and a Neutral who had purchased
from the enemy.
2. Between the owner and a recaptor.
Nevertheless, this eminent jurist and judge proceeded to
consider this question and expressed himself as follows :—
“ If the ship taken by an enemy escapes from the enemy,
“ or is retaken, or if the owner redeems (ransoms) the capture,
a his property is thereby revested, which property in the
“ ship taken was, by the Law of Nations, obtained by the
“ captor.
“ The general proposition of writers upon this subject is,
“ that * qucE ab liostibus capiuntvr, siatirn capientium jiuntj
(rn) Goss and another v. Withers, 2 Burrovfs Reports, p. 693.
In
tills case reference will be found to some old cases at common law,
from which it would appear that formerly goods taken from the enemy
belonged at once to the captor.
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44 which is to be understood, 4 when the battle is over.1
44 Indeed, nothing can be said to be taken till the battle is
44 over, and the battle is not over till all immediate pursuit
44 has ceased, and all hope of recovery is gone. This is the
44 definition of a capture, referred to by our Prize Act, 29
44 Geo. II. c. 34, of a ship taken by the enemy. And,
44 accordingly, Voet, in his Commentary upon the Pandects,
44 lib, xlix. tit. xv. vol. ii. p. 1155, and many authors he
44 refers to, maintain with great strength, 4 per solarn occupa44 4 tionem dominium prcedce hostibus acquirV
44 One argument used to prove it is, 4 that the instant the
44 4 captor has got possession, no friend, no fellow-soldier or
44 4 ally, can take it from him, because it would be a violation
44 4 of his property.'
44 But other writers and States have drawn other lines
44 by arbitrary rules, and partly from policy, to prevent too
44 easy dispositions to Neutrals ; and partly from equity, to
44 extend the jus postliminii in favour of the owner. No
44 wonder there is so great incertainty and variety of notions
44 amongst them about fixing a positive boundary by the
44 mere force of reason, where the subject-matter is arbitrary,
44 and not the object of reason alone.
44 Some have said, from the Roman law (which was
44 introduced in favour of the liberty and condition of a
44 Roman citizen taken captive), 4 that the prize must be
44 4 brought infra preesidia ; ’ but4 what custody at sea should
44 4 be equal to preesidia at land,,’ is a new fund of dispute,
44 and leaves the matter just where it was.
44 The writers whom Grotius follows, and many more who
44 follow him, and some nations (?z), have made twenty-four
44 hours’ quiet possession by the enemy the criterion. But
44 this Bynkershoek (0), and other writers whom he follows,
44 and several nations, absolutely deny.

(n)

Vide the Ordonnances of Lewis XIV.

(0)

Q. J. Pub.

1. i. c. iv.
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“ Some have said that the ship must be carried into the
“ enemy’s port, condemned there, sail out again, and arrive
“ in a friend’s port. All these circumstances are very
“ arbitrary, and therefore this is generally exploded.
“ I have taken the trouble to inform myself of the
“ practice of the Court of Admiralty in England, before
“ any Act of Parliament commanded restitution, or fixed
“ the rate of salvage ; and I have talked with Sir George
“ Lee, who has examined the books of the Court of Admi<c ralty, and informs me, that they held the property not
“ changed, so as to bar the owner in favour of a vendee or
“ re-captor, till there had been a sentence of condemnation;
“ and that in the reign of King Charles II., Sir Richard
“ Floyd (father of the late Sir Nathaniel) gave a solemn
“ judgment upon the point, and decreed restitution of a ship
“ retaken by a privateer, after she had been fourteen weeks
“ in the enemy’s possession, because she had not been con“ demned. Another case, upon the same principle, against
“ a vendee, is cited at the end of Assievedo v. Cambridge Qp),
“ in 1695, after a long possession, two sales, and several
“ voyages.”
CCCLIX. With respect to the vesting of the right of
Capture, according to the law of England, Lord Lough
borough remarks, that before the sixth year of the reign of
Queen Anne, there were no laws made on this subject.
Previous to that time, all prizes taken in war were of right
vested in the crown, and questions concerning the property
of such prizes were not the subject of discussion in Courts
of Law. But in order to do justice to claimants, from the
first year after the restoration of Charles the Second, special
commissions were issued to enable the Courts of Admiralty
to condemn such Captures as appeared to be lawful prizes, to
give relief where there was no colour for the taking, and
generally to make satisfaction to parties injured. By the

(p)

, p. 79 ; 10 Modern Reports, p. 77.

Lucas’s Reports
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Act of the 13 Car. II. c. 9 (y), indeed, some regulations
were made concerning the treatment of ships taken, but no
provisions enacted respecting any security to be given on
delivery : the sole interest in the thing condemned being in
the Crown, it was in public custody, and the disposition of
it a mere matter of prerogative ; no such provisions there
fore were necessary. But in the sixth year of Queen Anne,
it was thought proper, for the encouragement of seamen, to
vest in them the prizes they should take ; and for that
purpose the Statutes 6 Anne, c. 13 and c. 37 were passed.
The first of these Acts only respects proceedings in the
Courts of Admiralty in England, but contains no particular
directions to them, the practice of those Courts being already
settled ; the second, 6 Anne, c. 37, is particularly intended
for the regulation of the Courts of Vice-Admiralty in
America, and the operation of it is confined to captures
and condemnations there made. One object of that Act
was, that the judge should proceed to sentence with all
possible expedition. In the fourth section, therefore, this
case is provided for ; namely, that if, on the preparatory
examinations, there should arise a doubt in the breast of the
judge whether the capture were prize or not, and further
proof should appear to be necessary, the ship and cargo
should be appraised by persons named on the part of the
captor, and be delivered up to the claimants, on their giving
good and sufficient security to pay to the captor the full value
thereof according to such appraisement, if the ship should
be adjudged lawful prize by the same judge. By this pro
vision, the claimant is entitled to the immediate possession
of the subject in dispute, which the captor cannot obtain
but on the refusal of the claimant to give security for the
appraised value. After a sentence of condemnation, the
captor has a right to the possession. A o appraisement is to
be made in case of an appeal; nor is there any provision

(q)

Repealed by-22

Geo. II.

c. 33.
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for a sale by authority of the Court, in order to ascertain
the value. But (by the 8th section of the Act) the appeal
is to be allowed in like manner as appeals from the Courts
of Admiralty in England, with a special direction that the
appellant shall enter into a security to prosecute the appeal,
answer the condemnation, and pay treble costs, if the sen
tence shall be affirmed: no direction is given as to any
security to be taken from the party appellate, but by
reference to the practice of the Court of Admiralty in
England on appeals to the Sovereign ; and it is added, that
the execution of the sentence shall not be suspended by
reason of any appeal (r).
CCCLX. Before this part of the subject be dismissed,
it should be observed, that in cases where a captured ship
has been purchased, under a title invalid indeed, but not
notoriously bad, it has been the practice of the English
Court of Prize to decree restitution to the original owner,
but at the same time to allow the vendor the expense of
an amelioration.beyond the ordinary repairs, but not the
expense of ordinary repairs (s).
CCCLXI. 6. What must be done by the Captor after
capture, and to ivhat ports may the captured property be
taken ?

It is incumbent on the Captor—as will be seen more
at length in a subsequent chapter—to bring his prize as
speedily as may be consistent with his other duties within
the jurisdiction of the Court which has the power of adjudi
cating upon it. But he may find it necessary to touch at
a neutral port, or to deposit, if permitted, for a while his
prize therein: of course, no doubt can arise as to the law
fulness of taking the prize into the port of an ally. Accord

(r) Brymer v. Atkins, 1 BL Blackstone’s Rep. pp. 189, 190. The
Acts 6 Anne, c. 13 and c. 37, are now repealed by 27 & 28 Yict. c. 23.
(s) The Kierlighett, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 96.
The Perseverance, 2 ib. p. 239.
.
See Dig. v. 1. iii. 38. f De Haired. Petit.”
VOL. III.
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ing to the law of the English Prize Court, it is not, generally
speaking, competent to captors to carry prizes into a foreign
port, and offer to restore them on bail. It is an irregularity
which can only be justified by the evident and indeed over
whelming necessity of the particular case (t).
CCCLXII. It is perfectly competent to the Neutral
State, and it is in accordance with modern practice, to pro
hibit (u) the ingress into her ports of all prizes made by all
Belligerents; such cases of course excepted as belong to
the class of urgent necessity, such as arise from distress of
weather or the dangerous state of the vessels.
CCCLXIII. Upon the subject of permitting prizes to
be brought into neutral ports, no uniformity of practice has
prevailed. The matter has been sometimes governed (1)
by domestic regulation, sometimes (2) by Treaties. In
the absence of such provisions, it should seem that the pre
sumption is in favour of the permission (V). It is a prima
facie presumption, however, only, and capable of being easily
rebutted.
CCCLXIY. 1. With respect to domestic regulations upon
this subject, Mr. Manning (if) refers us to various authorities,
By a proclamation of Henry VI. in 1426, it was ordered
that all prizes were to be brought into British ports ; and a
similar regulation was issued by Elizabeth in 1602. Captors
were desired to bring French prizes into the ports of France
by various ordinances in 1400, in 1543, in 1674, and in
1689: the Ordinance of 1705 was the first that allowed
French prizes to be taken into the ports of an ally. And

(t) The Peacock, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 192.
(u) Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xv.
Valin, Ord. de la Marine, t. ii. p. 272.
Wheaton’s El. {Lawrence), p. 498.
J)e Pist. et Duverd. t. ii. p. 186.
.
(x) Wheaton’s El. (Lawrence), p. 498.
(y) P. 387. The statements in the text on this subject tare princi
pally derived from this accurate and valuable work.
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by the Danish Ordinance of 1710, it was forbidden, on pain
of death, to carry Danish prizes into any but Danish ports (z).
But such rules were not universal; and Loccenius, who wrote
in 1651, decided that prizes in Neutral ports could not be
interfered with unless special Treaty intervened (a).
By the French Ordonnance of 1650, no prizes brought into
French ports by foreign cruisers were to be sold there (b) ;
and by subsequent French Ordinances, no prize taken by a
vessel with a foreign commission was to be allowed to remain
more than twenty-four hours in a French port, unless com
pelled by stress of weather, or unless the prize had been
taken from the enemies of the French; and also any goods
belonging to the French, or to their allies, were to be taken
out of any prizes brought into French ports, and restored to
the original proprietors (c).
But by the Venetian Edict of 1779, respecting the Neu
trality of Venice, the sale of prizes, and even equipment
of cruisers, is equally allowed to all Belligerents (d).
CCCLXV. 7. In the Courts of zoliat country must it be
adjudicated upon ?

The answer to this question has, with an exception pre
sently to be noticed, been universally the Court of the captor
or of his ally (e)—for, as we have seen, the two “ unam con“ stituunt civitatem ” (/). In such cases there is nothing to

(z) Robinson’s Collectanea Maritima, p. 30.
(a) Loccenius, De Jure Maritimo, 1. ii. c. iv. s. 7.
(b) Valin, Ord. de la Marine, II. 1. iii. t. ix. art. i.
(c) Ib. 1. iii. tit. ix. arts. xiv. xv.
(d) De Martens, Rec. 1. iii. p. 85.
Manning’s Law of Nations, pp. 388, 389.
(e) The Flad Oyen (leading English case), 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p.
136. The doctrine of this case was affirmed by the Court of Appeal.
See the Falcon, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 198.
.
The Alerta, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Reports, pp. 359-364.
(/) Vide anU, p. 126, and the Henrick db Maria, 4 0. Rob. Adm.
Rep. p. 60.
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prevent the Government from proceeding to that last act of
hostility. There is a common interest between them on the
subject; and both Governments may be presumed to authorise
any measures conducing to give effect to their arms, and to
consider each other’s ports as mutually subservient. Such a
condemnation is sufficient in regard to property taken in the
course of the operations of a common war (g). With respect
to the Neutral State itself, the most vehement advocates of
neutral rights have holden that it has no power of inter
fering with prizes brought within its ports ; unless, indeed,
such power have been conveyed to it by the provisions of
special Treaties, of which some notice will be presently
taken (h) ; or unless, as has been already stated, the capture
have been made in violation of neutral rights, and the prize
be brought voluntarily within the jurisdiction of the Neu
tral (z). And now by 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25. s. 35, it is pro
vided that “ where any ship or goods is or are taken by any of
“ Her Majesty’s naval or naval and military forces while act“ ing in conjunction with any forces of any of Her Majesty’s
“ allies, a Prize Court shall have jurisdiction as to the same
“ as in case of Prize, and shall have power, after condem“ nation, to apportion the due share of the proceeds to Her
u Majesty’s ally, the proportionate amount and the dis“ position of which share shall be such as may from time
“ to time be agreed between Her Majesty and Her Majesty’s
“ ally.”
CCCLXVI. The exception arising from special Treaties
referred to in the last paragraph, is to be found in the
former practice of the French Government, at a period of

(g) The Christopher, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 210.
(h) Manning, p. 388, note (1).
Hiibner, De ta Saisie des Bdtiments Neutres, II. i. o. xi. s. 8.
De Martens, 1. viii. e. vii. s. 312.
(i) Vide ante, § cccxxviii. p. 531.
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admitted anomaly with respect to the administration of
Prize Law—viz., in the year 1796.
No such question, however, was presented for discussion
during the Crimean War by the existing Prize Law of
France, for, by the Decret du 18 Juillet, 1854, of the
Emperor Napoleon the Third, all Commissions Consulaires
were, by implication at least, annulled (k).
In fact, these commissions were never defended at the time
of their de facto institution by any eminent French jurists (Z),
though a skilful gloss is thrown over their illegality by the
authors of the recent Traite des Prises Maritimes (m).
They were always open to this dilemma—viz.:
1. Either they sat in the neutral territory without the
sanction of the neutral authority, and then they were clearly
illegal.
2. Or they sat with the sanction of the neutral authority:
and then either the Neutral might be fairly holden, by the
accordance of such sanction, to have acted as a Belligerent,
or, at all events, the judgments of such Court would not be
held binding upon any State but the neutral one which
sanctioned so mischievous and unwarrantable an innovation
upon the Rights of Nations. The truth is, that they were
among the worst features of the Revolution, and to them,
as well as to other abortive Courts of Prize, were appli
cable the words of that great jurist, M. Merlin : “ On ne se(l)
(h) Messieurs D’Hauterive and De Gussy state the law correctly :
“ L’usage moderne a generalement reconnu, pour juger les prises, la
juridiction de PEtat belligerant.”—Traites de Commerce, t. ix. p. 375.
(l) MM. De Fist, and Duverd., speaking of the Arretedu Germinal,
An YIII. art. 23, on this subject, are obliged to admit, “La redac
tion de cet article est pleine de reserves et de restrictions ; on voit
qu’elle avait ete prise sous Pinfluence des observations faites au Conseil
des Anciens par le rapporteur de la loi du 8 Floreal, An IY., lequel
avait emis sans contradiction la doctrine que les principes du droit des
gens, qui donnent exclusivement a chaque nation le pouvoir juridictionnel sur son territoire, et les traites qui, pour la plupart, repktent
ces principes, concourent pour s’opposer a ce que nos consuls exercent
une prerogative aussi extraordinaire chez Petranger.” t. ii. p. 173.
(m) De Fist, et Duverd. t. ii. p. 174.
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“ rappelle que trop combien furent desastreux lies resultats
“ de cette etrange legislation—les tribunaux ne tenaient
“ aucun compte dans leurs jugements des rapports de la
“ France avec les puissances etrangeres—dela des reclama“ tions nombreuses et energiques ” (tz).
CCCLXYII. The law upon this subject was admirably
discussed by Lord Stowell, in a case (o) which was adju
dicated upon in the English Prize Court in the early part of
the year 1799.
It was the case of a ship taken by a French privateer, and
carried into the port of Bergen, in Norway, where it appears
she underwent a sort of process, which terminated in a sen
tence of condemnation pronounced by the French Consul, and
under that sentence she was asserted to have been transferred
to a neutral proprietor.
“ But another question ” (Lord Stowell observes) “ has
“ arisen in this case, upon which a great deal of argument
“ has been employed; namely, whether the sentence of con(n) Cited De Pist. et Duverd. t. ii. p. 158.
(o) The Flad Oyen, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Pep. p. 135.
The Perseverance, 2 0. Pob. Adm. Pep. p. 240. (In this case, for
the amelioration of a prize ship, purchased by a Neutral, under illegal
condemnation, in Norway, allowance was made on restitution to
original owner.)
The Kierlighetty 3 ib. p. 95. (In this case a condemnation in Nor
way, before a French Consul, holden invalid, and not helped by a
sentence of a Court of Prize, in the enemy’s country, decreeing resti
tution to the neutral claimant, on the circumstances of a subsequent
capture, &c.)
Havelock v. Pockwood, 8 Durnford A Past, p. 268.
Donaldson v. Thompson, 1 CampbelVs Pep. p. 429.
The following decisions iii the Prize Courts of the N. A. United
States support the judgment of Lord Stowell :—
The Invincible, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Reports, pp. 28, 36.
S. G. 1 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Pep. p. 238.
Maissonnaire v. Keating, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Pep. pp. 224-234.
The Findlay and the William, 1 Peter’s (Amer.) Adm. Pep. p. 12.
Wheelw?'ight v. Depeyster, 1 Johnson’s (Amer.) Pep. p. 471.
Page v. Lennox, 15 ib. p. 172.
1 Kent’s Gomm. pp. 103, 104.
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“ demnation which was pronounced by the French Consul
“ is of such legal authority as to transfer the vessel, sup“ posing the purchase to have been bond fide made ? I
“ directed the counsel for the claimants to begin, because,
“ the sentence being of a species altogether new, it lay upon
“ them to prove that it was nevertheless a legal one.
“ It has frequently been said, that it is the peculiar doctrine
“ of the law of England to require a sentence of condemna“ tion as necessary to transfer the property of prize; and
“ that, according to the practice of some nations, twenty-four
“ hours, and, according to the practice of others, bringing
“ infra preesidia, is authority enough to convert the prize.
“ I take that to be not quite correct; for I apprehend that,
“by the general practice of the Law of Nations, a sentence
“ of condemnation is at present deemed generally necessary ;
“ and that a neutral purchaser in Europe, during war, does
“ look to the legal sentence of condemnation as one of the
“ title-deeds of the ship, if he buys a prize vessel. I believe
“ there is no instance in which a man, having purchased a
“ prize vessel of a Belligerent, has thought himself quite
“ secure in making that purchase, merely because the ship
“ had been in the enemy’s possession twenty-four hours, or
“ carried infra preesidia. The contrary has been more gene“ rally held ; and the instrument of condemnation is amongst
“ those documents w hich are most universally produced by a
“ neutral purchaser, that if she has been taken as prize, it
“ should appear also that she has been, in a proper judicial
“ form, subjected to adjudication.
“Now, in what form have these adjudications constantly
“ appeared ? They are the sentences of Courts acting and
“ exercising their functions in the belligerent country; and it
“ is for the very first time in the w^orld that, in the year 1799,
“ an attempt is made to impose upon the Court a sentence of
“ a tribunal not existing in the belligerent country, but of a
“ person pretending to be authorised within the dominions of
66 a neutral country. In my opinion, if it could be shown
“ that, regarding mere speculative general principles, such
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44 a condemnation ought to be deemed sufficient* that would
44 not be enough; more must be proved: it must be shown
44 that it is conformable to the usage and practice of
44 nations (/;).
44 A great part of the Law of Nations stands on no other
44 foundation ; it is introduced, indeed, by general principles,
64 but it travels with those general principles only to a cer44 tain extent; and, if it stops there, you are not at liberty to
44 go farther, and to say that mere general speculations would
44 bear you out in a further progress. Thus, for instance, on
44 mere general principles it is lawful to destroy your enemy,
44 and mere general principles make no great difference as to
44 the manner by which this is to be effected; but the con44 ventional law of mankind, which is evidenced in their prac44 tice, does make a distinction, and allows some and pro44 hibits other modes of destruction ; and a Belligerent is
44 bound to confine himself to those modes which the com44 mon practice of mankind has employed, and to relinquish
44 those which the same practice has not brought within the
44 ordinary exercise of war, however sanctioned by its prin44 ciples and purposes.

44 Now, it having been the constant usage that the tri46 bunals of the Law of Nations in these matters shall exer44 cise their functions within the belligerent country, if it
44 was proved to me in the clearest manner that on mere
44 general theory such a tribunal might act in the neutral
44 country, I must take my stand on the ancient and uni44 versal practice of mankind, and say that, as far as that
44 practice has gone, I am willing to go, and where it has
44 thought proper to stop, there I must stop likewise.
44 It is my duty not to admit, that because one nation has
44 thought proper to depart from the common usage of the
44 world, and to meet the notice of mankind in a new and
44 unprecedented manner, that I am on that account under

(p) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. c. v.
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“ the necessity of acknowledging the efficacy of such a novel
merely because general theory might give it
“ a degree of countenance, independent of all practice from
“ the earliest history of mankind. The institution must
“ conform to the text law, and likewise to the constant
“ usage upon the matter; and when I am told that, before
“ the present war, no sentence of this kind has ever been
“ produced in the annals of mankind, and that it is produced
“ by one nation only in this war, I require nothing more to
“ satisfy me that it is the duty of this Court to reject such
“ a sentence as inadmissible.
“ Having thus declared that there must be an antece“ dent usage upon the subject, I should think myself justified
“ in dismissing this matter without entering into any farther
“ discussion. But even if we look farther, I see no suffi“ cient ground to say, that on mere general principles such
“a sentence could be sustained: proceedings upon Prize
“ are proceedings in rem ; and it is presumed that the body
“ and substance of the thing is in the country which has to
“ exercise the jurisdiction ” (<7).
The learned judge then disposes of an argumentum ad
hominem, or ad gentem, arising from the practice of English
Prize Courts to condemn vessels lying in neutral ports
at the time of condemnation. To this argument he
replies:—
1. That the practice itself was infrequent and irregular.
2. That it did not authorise a bad practice in other States,
for “ the true mode of correcting the irregular practice #f a
“ nation is by protesting against it, and by inducing that
u country to reform it: it is monstrous to suppose, that
“ because one country has been guilty of an irregularity,
“ every other country is let loose from the Law of Nations,
u and is at liberty to assume as much as it thinks fit.”
3. That this practice had been in use only with respect

“ institution,

(q) The Flad Oyen, 1 0. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 139-142.
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to vessels lying at Leghorn and Lisbon, where the English
had peculiar privileges (r).
4. That Neutrals had no interest in disputing the validity
of their sentences.
5. And chiefly, as it should seem in these cases, there was
no doubt as to the authority of the tribunal itself, which was
acting in the country to which it belonged.
“ Here a person, utterly naked of all authority except
“ over the subjects of his own country, and possessing that
“ merely by the indulgence of the country in which he
“resides, pretends to exercise a jurisdiction in a matter in
“which the subjects of many other States may be con“ cerned. No such authority was ever conceded by any
“ country to a foreign agent of any description residing
“within it; and least of all could such an authority be
“ conceded in the matter of Prize of War—a matter over
“ which a neutral country has no cognizance whatever, ex“ cept in the single case of an infringement of its own ter“ ritory; and in which such a concession of authority cannot
“be made without departing from the duties, and losing
“the benefits of its neutral character.
“ Mark the consequences which must follow from such
“ a pretended concession: observe in the present case how
“ it would affect the neutral character of the ports in the
“ North ! If France can station a judge of the Admiralty
“ at Bergen, and can station there its cruisers to carry in
“prizes for that judge to condemn, who can deny that to
“ every purpose of hostile mischief against the commerce of
“ England, Bergen will differ from Dunkirk in no other
“ respect than this, that it is a port of the enemy to a
“much greater extent of practical mischief? To make the

(r) See on this point, too, the Henrick A Maria, 4 G. Bob. Adm.
Bep. p. 61.
The Polka, Spinks’ Prize Bep. p. 57. Adm. A Eecl. Bep. vol. i,
p. 447.
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ports of Norway the seats of the French tribunals of
war., is to make the adjacent sea the theatre of French
hostility.
44 It gives one Belligerent the unfair advantage of a new
44 station of war which does not properly belong to him,
44 and it gives to the other the unfair disadvantage of an
44 active enemy in a quarter where no enemy would naturally
44 be found.
The coasts of Norway could no longer be
44 approached by the British merchant with safety, and a
44 suspension of commerce would soon be followed by a sus44 pension of amity.
44 Wisely, therefore, did the American Government defeat
44 a similar attempt made on them, at an earlier period of
44 the war: they knew that to permit such an exercise of
44 the rights of war within their cities, would be to make
44 their coasts a station of hostility ” (s).
CCCLXVIII. But a claimant who has purchased under
an originally invalid sentence, may cure the defect of that
title, though passed after many changes of property, by the
sentence of a proper tribunal.
If the title is impeached before the sentence takes place,
it may be vitiated ; but when a valid sentence comes, it must
be considered as operating retroactively, so as to rehabilitate
the former title (t).
Where a ship has been captured, and carried into a hostile
port, and is afterwards sold to a Neutral, the presumption of
law is that she has been regularly condemned, and the burden
of proving the contrary rests on the claimant, and not on
the purchaser (u). The case in which this principle was
enunciated was decided in the Instance, and not in the Prize
Court of Admiralty. It would appear, that if the ship had
been carried into a Neutral’s port, the burden of proof
64
44
44

(s) The Flad Oyen, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 144.
(t) The Fcdcon, 6 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 200.
(?./) The Countess of Lauderdale, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 286.
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would have lain, if he had been a foreign purchaser, upon
the claimant (V).
CCCLXIX. It is to be observed that with respect to
the interests of parties, not being British subjects, a British
Prize Court does not, according to the opinion of Lord
Stowell, inquire into the sufficiency of a sentence passed by
a Neutral Court.
This doctrine was laid down in the case of an American
ship captured by the French, condemned in Spain, and
purchased by a Danish merchant. On a subsequent capture
by an English cruiser, a claim was given for the Danish
purchaser, and also for the former American proprietor, on
the ground that the condemnation, having been in a port
neutral towards America, was invalid. The Court declined
to judge of the relation of foreign States, and decreed
restitution to the Danish purchaser (y).
CCCLXX. It may be remarked here, though perhaps a
little out of the proper place, that a title originally defective,
being acquired under the sentence of an incompetent Court,
is cured by an intervening peace, for peace has the effect of
quieting all titles of possession arising from the war (z).
CCCLXXI. These observations may be properly closed
with the opinion of an eminent civilian expressed in the
clearest language, and in the most positive tone :—
“ Ut victor intra propria prcesidia tutus est, ita si amici
“ fidem elegerit et in ejus prsesidia se et sua contulerit,
“ etiam illic publico nomine tutus erit. Is verb cui res illse
“ jure belli ademptae sunt, frustra eas in communis amici
“ territorio repetitum venit; quod enim belli sors occupanti

(x) See note to the Countess of Lauderdale, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Rep.
p. 286.
The Constant Mary, referred to in the Kierlighett, 3 C. Bob. Adm.
Bep. pp. 97-8.
S. C. Carthew’s Bep. p. 423.
(y) The Cosmopolite, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 334.
(2) The Schoone Sophie, 6 ib. p. 138.
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“ dedit, in pacato loco apud communem amicum merit6 sibi
servabit ” (a).
CCCLXXII. The rule that the trial of captures made
jure belli, by a duly commissioned ship of war, whether from
an enemy or a neutral, belongs exclusively to the Courts
of the State to which the captor belongs, is undeniable.
But there are two exceptions to this rule: if, first, the capture
be made within the territorial limits of a neutral country
into which the prize is brought; secondly, or by a privateer
which had been illegally equipped in such neutral country;
the Prize Courts of such neutral country not only possess
the power, but it is their duty, to restore the property so
illegally captured to the owner (5).
CCCLXXIII. A remarkable instance of the vindication
of the rights of neutral jurisdiction grew out of an episode
of the Seven Years’ War.
In the month of August, 1759, the English Admiral
Boscawen fought an action off Cadiz with some French
ships under the command of M. De la Clue. The action
was unfavourable to the French, and they were compelled
to take refuge in the Bay of Lagos; thither they were pur
sued by the English, who set fire to and destroyed the
ships which had sought the protection of the Portuguese
ports.
This conduct was a clear and unquestionable violation
of the neutral rights of Portugal, which probably would
not have taken place, but for the very peculiar in
timacy of the relations subsisting between England and
Portugal.
It produced, however, a very spirited remonstrance from
the then Minister of Portugal, the Marquis of Pombal; and
the result was that an ambassador extraordinary was sent
“

(a) Loccenius, De Jure Maritimo, 1. ii. c. iv. s. 6.
(b) The Aierta, 9 Crunch?s (Amer.) Bej). p. 364.
Vide ante, pp. 531-580, § cccxxviii.-ccclxvi.
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from England to make a special and public apology for the
conduct of the English admiral (c).
CCCLXXIV. Mr. Lawrence, in his edition of Mr.
Wheaton’s work, furnishes us (d) with the following case
upon this subject:—

It appears that in September, 1814, a case of violation of
neutral territory occurred in the destruction, in the harbour
of Fayal, of the American privateer General Armstrong by
an English squadron. Reclamations founded on it were
made against the Government of Portugal, which were, by
the 2nd article of the Treaty of 26th February, 1851 (e),
agreed to be submitted to the arbitration of a sovereign,
potentate, or chief of some nation in amity with both the
high contracting parties. Under this provision, Louis
Napoleon, the President of the French Republic, was
selected as arbitrator. There is some discrepancy between
the American statement and the summary of facts on which
the award proceeds. The Prince President, however, in
pronouncing that no indemnity was due from Portugal, does
not deny the responsibility of a Neutral to make compensa
tion to a Belligerent whose property has been captured or
destroyed within its jurisdictional limits by the opposing
Belligerent, but he founds his decision on the assumed fact,
that the American commander had not applied, from the
beginning, for the intervention of the neutral sovereign ;
that by having recourse to arms, to repel an unjust aggres
sion of which he pretended to be the object, he had himself
failed to respect the Neutrality of the territory of the foreign
sovereign, and had thereby released that sovereign from
the obligation to afford him protection by any other means
than that of pacific intervention ; and that the Portuguese
(c) Revue de Droit Frangais et Etranger (1840), tom. vii. p. 751.
lxi.
(id) Wheaton’s Elements of International Law {Lawrence), p. 493.
note.
(e) Treaties of the United Stoles, 1854, p. 92.
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Government could not be holden responsible for the result of
the collision which took place in contempt of its rights of
sovereignty, and in violation of the neutrality of its terri
tory, and without the local officers being required in proper
time to grant the necessary aid and protection (jf).
CCCLXXY. It has been said that if a prize, which it
is alleged was captured within neutral waters, be brought
within the ports of the same Neutral, he has jurisdiction to
try this question. This position seems to have been rightly
maintained in the affirmative by the French Conseil
(PEtat (g). But does the simple fact that the captured
vessel, or cargo, belongs to the Neutral State within whose
ports she is brought by the Belligerent as prize, found the
jurisdiction of the Neutral over the prize ?
The whole question is sometimes divided by jurists into
two parts:
1. When the prize has been taken from a Neutral who
is not the subject of the State into whose port the captor
has brought the prize.
2. When the prize is taken from a Neutral who is the
subject of that State.
It appears to the writer of these pages that in both cases
the answer must be in the negative; the right of deciding
whether a capture made jure belli on the high seas (/*) be
lawful or not is a part of the Bight of War, and belongs
only to a Belligerent. The Neutral may claim justice in
the Court of the Belligerent, or may refuse altogether, as
we have seen, the right of asylum in his ports to any Belli
gerent bringing a prize (z).
(/) Cong. Doc., 32nd Cong. 1st Sess. H. Rep. Ex. Doc. No. 53 ;
32nd Cong. 2nd Sess. Senate, Ex. Doc. No. 24.
(,g) De Pist. et Duverd. t. ii. p. 191. case of La Satanique contre VAry
et Maria ; 2nd t. i. p. 186.
(h) That is directly, not incidentally, in a civil case of property, or
the like.
(i) De Pist. et Duverd. t. i. pp. 185, 186.
The Alerta, 9 Cranchis (Amer.) Rep. pp. 359, 364.
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CCCLXXYI. Nevertheless, the affirmative of both
these positions has found supporters among jurists of
celebrity.
As to the first position—namely, when the prize has been
taken from a Neutral who is not the subject of the State
into whose port the captor has brought the prize—it is
maintained by Azuni (A), that the captured ship may invoke
the jurisdiction of the neutral Court; and Hiibner (/) is, of
course, of the same opinion.
On the other hand, Lampredi (m) is strongly of opinion
that the captured Neutral is to all intents in the same pre
dicament as the captured enemy, and that he is not justici
able in the neutral Court; and he cites a variety of Treaties
in which this principle is recognised.
The doctrine and the practice of England, of the North
American United States, and of France (ft), are in accord
ance with the opinion of Lampredi.
Spain has recognised it by an express law (o), with the
rather whimsical exception of a case in which one half of the
value of the cargo of the captured ship belongs to Spaniards ;
in which event the prize is to be subject to Spanish juris
diction.
CCCLXXVII. With respect to the second position—
namely, when the prize is taken from a Neutral who is the
subject of the State into whose port the captor has brought
the prize ; that in such a case the neutral Court has juris
diction over the prize, is maintained in a qualified manner,
as has been stated, by the Law of Spain, by Galiani (/?),* (il)
(k) T. ii. c. iv. s. 3.
(il) T. ii. c. i. s. 7.
(m) S. 14.
(n) “ Quoi que l’on puisse dire contre cette opinion, il est certain
qu’elle a ete de tout temps celle du gouvernement Frant^ais, et qu’elle
a ete constamment pratique'e pour les prises faites sous son pavilion/’—
Merlin, Bep. t. xiii. p. 143.
(o) Cedule Royale o/14 June, 1797, Art. 7.
Merlin, Rep. t. xiii. p. 145.
(p) Merlin, Rep. t. xiii. pp. 143-5, “ Prise Maritime.”
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and without any reservation by Azuni (r), who relies upon
several judgments of the Sardinian Courts. M. Merlin (s)
appears to be of the same opinion, and thinks that he is
supported in it by the authority of the Ordonnance de la
Marine of 1681 (Arts. 14, 15). And, as has been men
tioned, the same doctrine is maintained by England and the
North American United States (t)9 and is confirmed by the
Statute Law of both countries (u).
On the other hand, Valin (x) is of a different opinion,
and puts a different construction on the articles of the
Ordonnance.
Nevertheless, it appears also to be the doctrine which the
French tribunals of prize adopted during the last war with
Russia: “ Nous ne pensons pas, en effet ” (say MM. De
Pistoye and Duverdy), “ que la nationality du capture doive
“etre une circonstance suflfisante pour attribuer a une
“ puissance neutre le pouvoir de juger de la validite de la
“ prise faite sur un de ses nationaux et amenee dans ses ports.
“ II y a, en effet, pour donner a la nation neutre pouvoir de
“ relaxer ses nationaux injustement. captures, un autre
“ principe, qui, independamment de la question de validite
“ ou d’invalidite de la prise, lui donne toute latitude.
“ Chaque etat est maitre dans ses ports, et si l’humanite
“ veut qu’on y admette les corsaires des parties belligerantes
“ et leurs prises, la politique permet qu’on fasse alors payer,
“ pour ainsi dire, le droit d’asile, ainsi que cela existe en
6i France (y) ; mais la puissance neutre ne peut pas, parce
“ qu’elle donne asile au capteur et au capture qui est sien,
“ usurper le droit de juger de la validite de la prise ; ce
“ droit appartenant exclusivement, en vertu du droit de
(r) Merlin, Rep. t. xiii. pp. 143-5. (“Prise Maritime P)
(s) Ibid.
(t) The Alerta, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 359.
(u) Vide anU, vol. i. App. vi.
(x) Merlin, Rep. t. xiii. pp. 143-5. (“Prise Maritime.”)
The Flad Oyen, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 135.
(y) V. Art. 15 de VOrdonnanee de 1681, et ci-apres, Tit re X.
VOL. III.
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“ guerre, au gouvernement au nom duquel la capture a ete
u faite ” (z).
CCCLXX VIII. By the convention entered into between
France and England during the last war with Russia, it was
stipulated (Art. 3), that in case of the capture of a merchant
vessel of one of the two countries, the adjudication of such
capture should always belong to the jurisdiction of the
country of the captured vessel; and the cargo should be dealt
with, as to the jurisdiction, in the same manner as the
vessel.
CCCLXXIX. 8. Where must the captured property he
at the time of condemnation ?

An attentive review of all the cases decided in the Courts
of England and the Xorth American United States leads
to the conclusion that the condemnation of a Capture, by a
regular Prize Court, sitting in the country of the Belligerent,
of a prize lying at the time of the sentence in a neutral
port, is irregular, but clearly valid (a). It appeared to be
the inclination of the English Prize Court, during the last
war with Russia, to limit to cases of necessity the condem
nation of vessels lying in a neutral port (b). It is scarcely
necessary to add, after what has been said as to the former
French law on condemnations by Judges of the Belligerent
in neutral ports, that such condemnations of vessels lying
in neutral ports are holden valid by the French Prize Courts.
CCCLXXX. Among the principal Treaties (c) which
(z) De Pistoye et Dumrdy, Traite des Prises Maritimes,
(a)

The

The
The

Christopher,

2

ih.

Boh. Adm. Rep.

Victoria, Edwards’ Adm. Rep.

Hudson
S. C.

4 C.
p. 207.

Henrick <h Maria,

6

v.

,4

Guestier

t. ii. p. 186.

p. 43.

p. 97.
, p. 293.

Crunch’s (Amer.) Rep

Crunch’s (Amer.) Rep.

p. 281.

The Arabella A Madeira, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 368.
The Polka, Spinks’ Adm.. and Eccl. Rep. vol. i. pp. 447-8; Prize
Rep. p. 57.
(c) The earlier Treaties between England and the Dukes of Bur
gundy, and the Treaties between Christian and Algerine and Barbary
States, on this subject, are not referred to in the text.
(b)
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have altered, as between the contracting parties, the gene
ral International Law respecting the non-interference of
Neutrals as to prizes brought into their ports, are the
following:—
The Treaty of 1654 between England and Portugal,
whereby prizes captured by either party, brought into the
ports of their ally, are to be restored to their original
owners (d).
A 'Treaty to the like effect between Portugal and Hol
land in 1661 (e).
A Treaty between Portugal and France in 1797, whereby
no prize of either party was to be sold in the ports of the
other, and no privateers, except in cases of imminent peril,
received (/).
A Treaty between France and the North American
United States in 1778, whereby no ship of the enemy of
either party was allowed to sell her prize, or discharge her
cargo, or buy more than provisions immediately indispen
sable in the ports of either party (g).
A Treaty between the same parties in 1800, whereby no
sale of prizes by either ally is allowed in the ports of the
other, and privateers are limited to indispensable provi
sions (h).
A Treaty between Holland and the North American
United States in 1782, whereby the sale of prizes brought
by either party into the ports of the other was legalised («’).
See generally the catalogue of Treaties on this subject between all
States. Traites de*Commerce de H. et De Cussy, t. ix. p. 375, “ Prises
et Reprises; ” and Manning, p. 368.
(d) Dumont, vi. t. ii. p. 84,
(e) lb. p. 369.
(/) De Martens, Rec. t. vi. p. 414.
(g) lb. t. ii. p. 597.
(h) lb. t. vii. p. 108.
(i) lb. t. iii p. 465.
De H. et De O., Tr. de Comm. (2nd Part), t. iii. p. 270, art. 1.
See t. ix. p. 107 of this work, for the mode of reference to the differ
ent Volumes and Parts of it.
.
Q Q

2
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A Treaty between England and the North American
United States in 1794, stipulating that prizes made by the
enemies of either of the contracting parties shall not be re
ceived in their ports (k).
A Treaty containing similar provisions between the same
parties in 1806 (Z).
A Treaty in 1829, between Holland and Columbia, allow
ing the entrance of prizes into their ports (m).
A Treaty between Spain and Denmark, in 1742, autho
rising the reception and sale of prizes in the ports of the
respective parties (n).
A Treaty between England and the Emperor of Germany,
in 1795, whereby prizes made from either ally were for
bidden to be sold in the ports of the other, and were to re
main only twenty-four hours therein under penalty of con
fiscation (o').
CCCLXXXI. 9. As to the forfeiture by misconduct of
the Captors’ title to Prize.
Captors, whether in command of public or private ships
of war, may forfeit their rights of prize by misconduct, and
this independent of any statutable provision by the oldestablished law of the Admiralty Court (p) ; and an obstinate
neglect or refusal to comply with the instructions of the
Government, or the Regulations of the Prize Act, has been
held sufficient to authorise an infliction of the forfeiture;
and, in such case, the prize is condemned to the Govern-

(k) De El. et De G. (2nd Part), tom. iii. pp. 204-5-8, art. 19.
(Z) lb. 228, art. 19.
(m) lb. (2nd Part), tom. i. p. 369, art. 21.
(n) lb. {2nd Part), tom. i. p. 425, art. 3.
(o) De Martens, Pec. vi. lxxxii. art. 7.
(p) La Peine des Anges, Stewart, p. 9.
The Cossack, ib. pp. 513-517.
The Herkimer, ib. p. 128.
S. C. 2 HalVs Am. Law Journ. p. 133.
The Clarissa, cited in Stewart, p. 144; and 2 HalVs Aw,.
Journ. p. 145.
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ment (q) : so in the case of the unlawful rescue of the prize
by the Captors from the custody of the Court (r). And
where the claimant has not affected his property with a
hostile character, as by a trade with the enemy, &c., but
has been engaged in some other traffic contravening the
municipal law of his own country, so that he cannot entitle
himself to a restitution of the property, it will be condemned
to the Government, and not to the captors (s).
By 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25. § 37, it is provided that “ a Prize
“ Court, on proof of any offence against the Law of Nations,
“ or against this Act, or any Act relating to naval disci“ pline, or against any Order in Council or royal pro“ clamation, or of any breach of Her Majesty’s instructions
“ relating to prize, or of any act of disobedience to the
“ orders of the Lords of the Admiralty, or to the com“mand of a superior officer, committed by the captors in
“ relation to any ship or goods taken as prize, or in re“lation to any person on board any such ship, may, on
“condemnation, reserve the prize to Her Majesty’s dis
posal, notwithstanding any grant that may have been
“ made by Her Majesty in favour of captors.”
The Der Mohr, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 129.
The Triton, 4 ib. p. 78.
The Barossa, note to the Woodbridge, 1 Haggard Adm. Bep. p. 75.
The Nemesis, Edwards’ A dm. Bep. p. 50.
With respect to the punishment of the misconduct of Privateers,
ride post.

The Bothnea & Janstoff, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. pp. 78, 92.
The Cossack, Stewart, p. 513.
(s) The Walsingham Packet, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 77.
The Etrusco, 4 ib. 262, note (a).
The Venus, 8 CrancNs (Amer.) Bep. pp. 277, 287.
(q)

(r)
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CHAPTER Y.
1. NON-COMMISSIONED CAPTORS.—2. JOINT CAPTURE.—
3. CAPTURES BY TENDERS.

CCCLXXXII. A TREATISE upon International Law
does not perhaps, strictly speaking, require a further investi
gation of the subject of Maritime Capture than has been
given in the preceding chapter ; but there are certain out
lying and collateral questions of a mixed public and inter
national character, which it is the object of the present and
following chapter to consider. It is now proposed to con
sider questions relating to—
1. Non-commissioned Captors.
2. Joint Capture.
3. Captures by Boats and Tenders.
CCCLXXXIII. 1. As to Non-commissioned Captors.
In cases of non-commissioned ships, and ships commissioned
against one enemy, having no commission against another
whose property is captured (a), the Captors are not entitled
to any share in the prize, and the property is to be con
demned to the Government, or to its special grantee, if any
such exist. Bynkershoek, indeed, contends, that if a non
commissioned ship is attacked, and captures the assailant
in her own defence, the officers and crew are solely entitled
to the prize; and this doctrine seems also to be supported by
Grotius (5). However, the general Prize Law of France,
(a)

vol. i. pt. iii. c. xx.
1. i. c. xx. Du Ponceau’s ed. pp. 155-161.
J. B. et P. 1. iii. c. vi. s. 10.
§ ccclvi. for provision on this subject in § 39 of 27 & 28

Vide ante,

(b) Bynk, Q. J. Pub.
Grotius de
Vide ante,
Viet.

c. 25.
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Great Britain, and the United States is as has been above
stated (c). If at the time of a Capture by a ship commis
sioned by letter of marque, the master of the capturing
vessel be not on board, the Capture is considered as made
without a commission, and it enures to the Government, or
its special grantee (d) ; and if a Capture be made by a
cutter fitted out by a captain of a man-of-war as a tender (e),
and manned from his ship, but without any authority or
commission, it is deemed to be made by a non-commissioned
vessel, and the Capture will not enure to the benefit of the
man-of-war. It would be otherwise if the tender were
attached to the ship by public authority, for then the
ship would share (/).
And if persons in the navy
land from their ships and man a fort, and thereby compel
a ship to strike as prize, it is considered as a Capture
made at sea by a force upon land, which is a Non-commis
sioned Capture (y). But it would be otherwise if the place
on shore were a resort for naval purposes by persons in the
navy only, for then it may be deemed a stationary tender,
rather attached to and dependent upon the vessels, than
having the vessels attached to and dependent upon it.
CCCLXXXIV. In England, by very ancient grants
from the Crown, the Lord High Admiral has the benefit of

p. 1G2, note (d).
1 Valin sur I’Ord. tom. i. p. 79.
The Haase, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 286.
The Bebeccah, 1 ib. p. 227.
The Amor Parentum, ib. p. 303. V
The Tivee Gesuster, 2 ib. p. 284, hote,^#).
The Melomane, 5 ib. p. 41.
if*1
The Joseph, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 545.
(d) The Charlotte, 5 C.BoJb. Adm. Bep. p. 280:
(e) Vide infra as to Tenders.
(/) The Melomane, 5 C.Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 41.
The Charlotte, ib. p. 280.
Capture of Curagoa, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 220, note
The Dos Hermanos, 2 Wheat. (Amer.) Bep. p. 76.
(g) The Bebeccah, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 227.
(c) Du Ponceau’s Bynk.

(a).
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all Captures made at sea by non-commissioned vessels; and
also of all Captures, by whomsoever made, of all ships and
goods coming, or already come, into ports, creeks, or roads
of England and Ireland, by stress of weather or other acci
dent, or by mistake of port, or by ignorance, not knowing of
the war, and also of all derelicts. But the Crown has still
reserved to itself all such ships and goods as shall be seized
in port before any declaration of war or reprisals; and also
all such as shall voluntarily come in, upon revolt from the
enemy, and as shall be driven or forced into port by the
King’s men-of-war ([h). The office of the Lord High Ad
miral has for more than a century past been put in commis
sion; but as the office is still considered to have a legal
existence, though now residing in the person of the King,
the rights and perquisites of that office are still distinguished
as they were anciently, and are ascertained by an observance
of the ancient rules, with the same exactness as if the pro
ceeds were carried in the ancient and distinct course (z).
Hence arises the well-known distinction of condemnation to
the King jure corona, and the King in his office of Admi
ralty, as droits of Admiralty: the former applying in all
cases where the Crown is still entitled to the prize property,
in virtue of its sovereignty and inherent prerogatives; the
latter applying to all cases where the same belongs to the
office of Lord High Admiral. Hence the appointment of an
Advocate and Proctor to Her Majesty, in her office of Ad
miralty, distinct from the appointments of the officer for

(h) The Bebeccah, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 227 and 230 note (a).
The Gertruyda, 2 ib. p. 211.
The Melomane, 5 ib. p. 22.
The Maria Frangoise, 6 ib. p. 282.
The Joseph, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 545.

By 1 & 2 Yict. c. 2. s. 2., droits of Admiralty, with other hereditary
revenues of the Crown, are transferred to the Consolidated Fund. As
to receivers of, see 17 & 18 Yict. c. 120.
(i) The Gertruyda, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 211.
The Maria Frangoise, G ib. p. 282.
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merly known as Queen’s Advocate and of the Queen’s
Proctor.
CCCLXXXY. In the North American United States,
strictly speaking, there are no droits of Admiralty; for all
prizes to which no persons can entitle themselves by a public
or private commission of war, are condemnable to the Go
vernment itself in its sovereign capacity (A). But the phrase
Droits of Admiralty is often used in the legal adjudications
of the United States, as equivalent to condemnations to the
United States, in virtue of their general sovereignty and
prerogative, as enforced in the Courts of Admiralty.
But although non-commissioned persons cannot, by
making a Capture, entitle themselves to the benefits of
prize, yet, in all cases of condemnations as droits of Ad
miralty, where their conduct has been fair, the Prize Court
will, in its discretion, award them a recompense; and even
in some cases will award them the whole value of the prize,
where there has been great personal gallantry and merit (7).
It is not necessary to enumerate at large the various cases
in which property is deemed a droit of Admiralty, or a prize
to the Government jure coronce. The preceding authorities
will be found to contain almost all the learning on the sub
ject,
CCCLXXXYI. 2. As to Joint Captures.—An accu
rate examination of the principles of Law applicable to this
subject, requires that a distinction should be made be
tween—
A. Private Ships of War, or Privateers.
B. Public Ships of War.
CCCLXXXVII. A. With respect to Private Ships of
War, or Privateers, it is a general principle, that no right to
share as Joint Captors accrues merely by being in sight at1

(7b) The Joseph, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 545.
The Ilactse, 1 G. Rob. Adm,. Rep. p. 286.
The Amor Farentum, ib. p. 303.

(1)
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the time when the prize is captured (m): there must be
actual intimidation, or actual or constructive assistance (rc).
And it may be here observed, that the same principle is
applied to Captures in sight of fortresses, and of land forces
and armies, for they do not share unless there be actual co
operation (o); and in such cases the assistance ought to be
material, in order to entitle the parties to share as JointCaptors (p).
CCCLXXXVIII. The reason of this rule in relation to
Privateers is, that the being in sight is not sufficient with
respect to them to raise the presumption of co-operation in
the Capture. They clothe themselves with commissions of
war from views of private advantage only. They are not
bound to put their commissions in use on every discovery of
an enemy ; and, therefore, the Court does not presume in
their favour, from the mere circumstance of their being in
sight, that they were there with a design of contributing
assistance, and engaging in the contest. There must be, as
(m) Bynk. Q. J. Pub. 1. i. c. xviii.
(n) Ibid.
And see a learned note of M. du Ponceau, in his translation of
Bynkershoek’s Q. J. P. p. 144.
Talbot v. Three Briggs, 1 HalVs Am. Law Journ. p. 266.
S. C. 1 Dallas’s (Amer.) Pep. p. 95.
De Martens on Capt. sec. 32. p. 91.
The Santa Brigada, 3 C. Pob. Adm. Pep. p. 52.
The Forsigheid, ib. p. 311.
L’Amitie, 6 ib. p. 261.
4 ‘ I. Aucun ne pourra etre admis au partage d’un vaisseau pris sur
les ennemis, s’il n’a contribue a l’arreter, ou contracts societe avec
celui qui s’en est rendu maitre. II. Celui qui pretend partager un
vaisseau ne sera point cense avoir contribue a l’arreter s’il n’a combattu, ou s’il n’a fait tel effort qu’en intimidant l’ennemi par sa presence,
ou en lui coupant chemin, et l’empechant de s’echapper, il Tail
oblige & se rendre, sans qu’il lui suffise d’avoir ete en me, d’avoir
donne chasse, lorsqu’il sera prouve que cette chasse aura ete inutile.”
—Reglement du 27 Janvier, 1706.
(o) Byrik. Q. J. Pub. 1. i. ch. xviii.
The Dordrecht, 2 0. Pub. Adm. Pep. p. 65.
(p) Ibid.
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to them, the animus capiendi demonstrated by some overt
act, by some variation of conduct, which would not have
taken place but with reference to that particular object, and
if the intention of acting against the enemy had not been
entertained (q). Formerly the principle of constructive
assistance was carried a great way, but the later inclination
of Courts has been rather to restrain than to extend the
rule (r) ; and where no actual assistance is alleged, the pre
sumption of Law leans in favour of the actual Captors (s).
But even with respect to Privateers, it is not necessary that
a joint chaser should actually board a prize; it will be
enough if there is the animus persequendi sufficiently indi
cated by the conduct of the vessel. The act of chasing,
therefore, if continued for any length of time, and not
abandoned at the time of Capture, will be sufficient to
found a title of Joint Capture (t); but if the chase be dis
continued, it is otherwise (w). And if a ship has actually
engaged another, and been beaten off, and yet remains in
sight about the enemy, with an evident intention of persist
ing in the contest, and another vessel then comes up and
makes the Capture, the first is entitled to share in the Cap
ture (x),
CCCLXXXIX. B. With respect to public ships of war,
public policy has introduced a different rule; and all such
ships being in sight are deemed to be constructively assist
ing, and therefore entitled to share in the Capture (y). The
(q)

6

C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 261.
p. 268.
(r) The Vryheid. 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 16.
The Odin, 4 ib. p. 318.
La Furieuse, Steivart, p. 177.
(s) The Robert, 3 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 194.
This rule was followed as to booty on land in the
Kir wee Booty” case, L. R. 1 Adm. and Fed. 109.
(t) L’Amitie, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 261.
L’Amitie,

La Flore

(u)

, 5

ib.

Ibid.

The Waahsamheid, 3 ib. p. 1.
(x) La Virginie, 5 ib. p. 124.
(y) The Dordrecht, 2 ib. p. 55.

“Banda and
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reason of this distinction is, that public ships are under a
constant obligation to attack the enemy wherever seen, and
therefore, from the mere circumstance of being in sight, a
presumption is sufficiently raised that they are there animo
capiendi. In the case of Privateers, the same obligation
does not exist; the law, therefore, does not give them the
benefit of the same presumption (.z). Where the actual
Captor is a public armed ship, the rule is additionally sup
ported by the obvious policy of promoting harmony in the
service. But the rule equally applies where the actual
Captor is a Privateer (a); though the Privateer, in the
converse case, is not entitled to share from merely being in
sight (b). There are exceptions, however, to the rule,
where the circumstances of the case repel the presumption
of the animus capiendi: such is the case where a public
ship is in sight, but steering an opposite or different course
inconsistent with the notion of an intent to capture (r).
But the mere sailing on a different course is not sufficient
The Robert, 3 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 194.
The Forsigheid, 3 ib. p. 311.
La Fiore, 5 ib. p. 268.
The Bellona, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 63.
La Furieuse, Stewart, Vice-Adm. Rep. p. 177.
The Sparkler, 1 Dodson Adm. Rep. p. 359.
“ Siplusieurs vaisseaux ont part h, une meme prise,—etpar vaisseaux
preneurs sont entendus ceux qui se seront trouves ensemble et a rue de la
prise lorsqu'elle aura etefaite,—ou faisant partie d’une meme escadre,

le montant de ce qui reviendra a chaque vaisseau, fregate et autres
batimens de Sa Majeste, sera constate sur la proportion du nombre de
leurs canons en batterie, et de leur calibre, a commencer par celui de
quatre livres et au-dessus, et du nombre d’equipage etant a bord de
chaque vaisseau, et cette proportion ainsi £tablie, la repartition de ce
qui reviendra a chaque vaisseau sera faite sur le pied qui est prescrit
dans 1’article precedent.”—Ordonnanee du Roi concernant les prises
faites par les vaisseaux, fregates et autres batimens de S. M. du 15 Juin,
1757.
(2) La Flore, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 268.
(a) Ibid.
(b) The Santa Brigada, 3 ib. p. 52.
(c) The Robert, ib. p. 194.
The Drie Gebroeders, 5 ib. p. 339.
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to defeat a title of Joint Capture; for it is not necessary
that two ships should pursue the enemy in the same line.
If one vessel sail in one direction, and the other in a different
direction, with the purpose of capturing, that difference of
course would not defeat a unity of purpose, nor destroy the
claim of Joint Capture (rf). But if the ship claiming as
Joint Captor has changed her course, and discontinued the
chase before the Capture, the claim is defeated, unless this
conduct be occasioned by the fraud or misconduct of the
capturing ship: for then the Court will let in the claim
with a view to punish the fraud or misconduct (e). So if
the persons claiming as Joint Captors have reconnoitred the
prize, and abandoned all design of Capture, they are not
entitled to share (/).
By 27 & 28 Yict. c. 26, s. 36, it is provided that
“before condemnation a petition on behalf of asserted
“Joint Captors shall not (except by special leave of the
“ Court) be admitted, unless and until they give security to
“ the satisfaction of the Court, to contribute to the actual
“ Captors a just proportion of any costs, charges, or ex“ penses or damages that may be incurred by or awarded
“ against the actual Captors on account of the capture and
“ detention of the Prize.
“ After condemnation, such a petition shall not (except
“ by special leave of the Court) be admitted, unless and
“ until the asserted Joint Captors pay to the actual Captors
“ a just proportion of the costs, charges, and expenses
“ incurred by the actual Captors in the case, and give such
“ security as aforesaid, and show sufficient cause to the
(d) Le Niemen, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 9.
(e) The Waaksamheid, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep.
The Bobert, ib. p. 194.
La Virginie, 5 ib. p. 121.
The Drie Gebroeders, ib. p. 339.
(/) The Lord Middleton, 4 ib. p. 153.
The Drie Gebroeders, 5 ib. p. 339.
L’Amitie, 6 ib. p. 2(51.

p. 1.
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“ Court why their petition was not presented before con“ demnation.
“ Provided, that nothing in the present section shall ex“ tend to the asserted interest of a flag officer claiming to
“ share by virtue of his flag.”
CCCXC. But even with regard to Public Ships of War
cases of constructive assistance in Joint Capture are not
to be extended, and therefore the Court requires that the
ship should be actually in sight (g). Therefore, being in
sight a day or two before the Capture is not sufficient. It
must be at the commencement of the engagement or chase,
or during its continuance (h). And being in sight when
the enemy was first descried, and being detached before the
chase or preparations, therefore, is not sufficient (z). But
it would be otherwise if detached in sight of the enemy at
the moment of chase, and under preparation for chase ; for
there must be some actual contribution of endeavour as
well as of general intention (A). And it would seem to
be very doubtful, whether the prize being seen from the
mast-head would bring the case within the rule of being in
sight (7).
...
.
.
CCCXCI. And a like rule is applied to the capitulation
of an island; for to entitle a public ship to share in the
Capture, she must not be detached upon another service,
but must be actually in sight at the time (m).
CCCXCII. No antecedent or subsequent services in the
expedition will help the case where the party would not
otherwise be entitled to share (ri).* (l)
The Vryheid, 2 C. Bob. A dm.
The Odin, 4 ib. p. 318.
La Furieuse, Stewart, p. 177.
(h) The Vryheid, 2 0. Bob. Adm.
(i) Ibid.
(g)

Bep.

p. 16.

Bep.

p. 16.

(Jc) Ibid.
(l) The Bobert, 3 ib. p. 194.
(m) The Island of Trinidad, 5 ib. p. 92.
(n) The Buenos Ayres, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p.

28.
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CCCXCIII. In respect also to a joint chase, if both ships
are in chase without any common co-operation, except such
as the two parties acting separately, with a common object
in view, might produce, and during the chase night comes
on, and the enemy is lost sight of, and the ships still are in
pursuit, but one of them cruises merely in search and from
conjecture adopts an erroneous course, and in consequence
thereof the prize is captured either by the other, or by a
third ship on the next day, out of sight, the ship so erro
neously cruising is not entitled to share as a Joint Captor,
for it is a discontinuance of the chase to change a course
upon conjecture (o). Nor will it vary the case that the
position or course run by such ship had the effect of throw
ing the prize into the hands of the other ship, by inducing
the prize to alter her course. It would, indeed, be an ex
travagant position to admit that every fleet or ship which,
either by accident or design, diverts the course of an enemy,
and by so doing occasions her Capture by a totally distinct
force, should be considered as a Joint Captor (p).
CCCXCIY. It is certainly true, that darkness prevent
ing sight will not universally exclude from a right to share;
nor can the rule be laid down universally the other way;
for there may not in every case be evidence to show the
proximity to the scene of action. Where it can be shown
that the asserted Joint Captor was in sight when the dark
ness came on, and that she continued steering the same
course by which she was before nearing the prize, and that
the prize itself also continued the same course, it amounts
almost to demonstration that the ships would have seen, and
been seen by each other, at the time of Capture, if darkness
had not intervened, and, in such case, she ought to be let in
to the benefit of Joint Capture (q).
(o) Le Niemen, 1 Dodson’s Adm.
The Financier, ib. p. 61.
(p) Le Niemen, ib. p. 9.
(iq) The Union, 1 ib. p. 346.

Rep.

p. 9.
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CCCXCV. But if the ship is lost sight of in the night,
and the Capture is afterwards made at such a distance that
the asserted Joint Captor would not at the time of Capture
have been in sight even if it had been day, the claim of
Joint Capture cannot be sustained. Lord Stowell has de
cided that where a ship is lost sight of in the night, the
pursuit of that ship cannot properly be denominated a chase;
it is a conjectural pursuit only ; it is a feeling about in the
dark, a search and inquiry, but no chase (r). And where a
ship is herself only a constructive Captor, it is not a suffi
cient ground to let in another ship that she had joined in a
previous chase with the constructive Captor, and lost sight
of the prize in the night (s). Therefore, in a case where
one of two joint chasers was ordered to pick up the boats
of the other, and in consequence of the delay occasioned by
her obedience to those orders she lost sight of the prize,
which was in the meantime captured by a third ship coming
up in the presence of the other, it was holden that the ship so
out of sight was not entitled to share (t). A revenue cutter,
though having a letter of marque, is not considered in
England as a public ship of war entitled to the benefit of the
rule of constructive assistance from being in sight (w). A
convoying ship, notwithstanding her special employment,
may be entitled as a Joint Captor, if by chase or intimida
tion she aid in the Capture, when it does not interfere with
convoy duty (V).
CCCXCYI. 3. With respect to Capture made by Boats,
it is a general rule that the ships to which they belong are
entitled to share (y). But if a boat be detached from the
(r) The Financier, 1
(s) Ibid.

Dodson's Adm. Rep.

p. 61.

(t) Ibid.
(u) The Bellona, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 63.
(x) The Waaksamheid, 3 G. Rob. Adm. Rep.
La Furie, ib. p. 9.
(y) The Anna Maria, ib. p. 211.
The Odin, 4 ib. p. 318.

p. 1.
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ship to which she belongs* and attached to another, the ship
only shares to which she is attached at that time; for she
must be taken at that time, and in those operations, to be
acting under the authority, and for the benefit of such ship
only (a). But constructive assistance by boats will not
entitle the ships to which they belong to share in the prize;
though actual Capture by the boats would be sufficient for
this purpose, for they are a part of the force of the ship.
And in cases of mere constructive assistance the right of
participation must be in proportion to the intimidation
caused, and cannot go beyond the force actually seen by the
enemy (b). And it is extremely questionable whether a '
boat of a ship of war could support a title to share on the
mere principle of being in sight. In the case of mere con
structive Capture, the construction which is laid upon the
supposed intimidation of the enemy, and the encouragement
of the friend, from a ship of war being seen or in sight,
applies very weakly to the case of a boat, an object that
attracts very little notice upon the water, and whose cha
racter, even if discerned by either of the parties, may be
totally unknown to both (c). Nor will the fact that the
ship to which the boat belongs is in sight, lying at anchor
in a harbour, entitle the ship to share (d).
CCCXCYII. The same principles apply to the case of
Tenders.
A ship of war is entitled to share in all Captures made by
a Tender attached to her, however distant she may have
been at the time of Capture (e). In order to support the
(a) The Melomane, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 41.
(b) La Belle Coquette, 1 Dodson Adm. Rep. p. 18.
The Odin, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 318.
The Nancy, ib. p. 327, note (a).
(c) The Odin, ib. p. 318.
(d) Ibid.
The Nancy, ib. p. 327, note (a).
La Belle Coquette, 1 Dodson Adm. Rep. p. 18.
(e) The Carl (1853), 2 Spinks’ Adm. & Reel. Rep. p, 261..
VOL. III.
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averment of a ship being attached as a Tender, it must be
shown either (1) that there had been some express designa
tion of her as of that character by the orders of the Admi
ralty ; or (2) that there had been a constant employment
and occupation in a manner peculiar to Tenders, equivalent
to an express designation, and sufficient to impress that
character upon her (f).
CCCXCVIII. In respect to Captures made by ships
which are associated in the same service,or engaged in a joint
enterprise under the orders of the same superior officer, it is

a general rule that they are entitled to share in each other’s
prizes, made while in such service or joint enterprise (g).
Therefore, if one ship of a squadron takes a prize in the
night, unknown to the rest, it will entitle the whole fleet to
share, although, possibly, the Capture may have been made
at a distance out of sight of most of the ships of war—even
if it had been noonday—for the fleet so associated is con
sidered as one body, unless detached by orders, or entirely
separated by accident; and what is done by one, continuing
to compose in fact a part of the fleet, enures to the benefit
of all ([h). Where a fleet is employed in a blockade, the
service is considered as joint, and all the ships are entitled
to share in all Captures, although all the ships have not

(/) The Charlotte, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 280.
See also the Melomane, ib. p. 41.
The Island of Curagoa and its Dependencies {Lords, May 4th, 1805),
ib. p. 282, note {a).
The Zepherina, 2 Haggard’s Adm. Rep. p. 320.
The Donna Barbara, ib. p. 373.
The Charlotte, 1 Dodson Adm. Rep. p. 220.
The Ville de Varsovie, 2 ib. p. 313.
Two Piratical Gun Boats, 2 Haggard’s Adm. Rep. p. 407.
The Anna Maria, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 211.
(g) The Forsigheid, ib. p. 311.
The Guillaume Tell, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 6.
The Empress, 1 Dodson Adm. Rep. p. 368.
(h) The Forsigheid, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 311.
S. C., Edw. Adm,. Rep. p. 124.
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joined in the chase, and the Capture has been made after
the chase, at a great distance from the blockaded port (i).
But if a part of the fleet be detached on a separate service,
or if the Capture be not within the purposes for which they
were associated, then the rest of the fleet, not actually or
constructively assisting in the Capture, are not entitled to
share (k). And this rule applies to all detachments for
some distinct and separate purpose, which, though possibly
connected with the main service, carries the detached ships
out of the scene of the common operations for the time (l).
But if they are only sent to look out, and they preserve
their connection with the fleet, and maintain their dependence
upon it, and keep within signal distance, this is not a de
tached service. It is more like stretching one of the arms
of the fleet, without dissolving in any manner the connection
between them and the main body (m). In respect to trans
ports, mere association in service is not sufficient to entitle
them to share as constructive Joint Captors; but for this
purpose they must actually acquire a military character,
and must be employed in military operations, and there
must be an animus capiendi, while so employed (n). It is
not sufficient that the enemy may have been intimidated by
their presence. Mere intimidation may be produced without
any co-operation having been given or intended. If a fri
gate were going to attack an enemy’s vessel, and four or
five large merchant ships, unconscious of the transaction,
should appear in sight, they might be objects of terror to* (l)
(i) The Guillaume Tell, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 6
The Forsigheid, ib. p. 124.
(;k) Ibid. 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 311.
The Nordstern, cited in the Forsigheid, Edw. Adm. Rep. pp. 124,
126, 127.
S. G. 1 Acton, p. 128.
The Island of Trinidad, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 92.
The Stella del Norte, ib. p. 349.
(l) The Forsigheid, 3 ib. p. 311.
(m) Ibid.
(n) The Cape of Good Hope, 2 ib. p. 274.
r

r
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the enemy, but no one would say that such terror would
entitle them to share. Though the fact of terror were ever
so strongly proved, there would not be that co-operation
which the law requires to entitle non-commissioned vessels to
be considered as Joint Captors. But if non-commissioned
ships chase animo capiendi, they are entitled to share if the
Capture be made by their contributions in this service (o).
CCCXCIX. 4. With respect to conjunct operation by
Land and Sea Forces, how far the former are permitted to
share in prizes made by the latter, where no express pro
vision is made by statute, depends upon the circumstances
of the case. A mere general co-operation in the same
general objects would not be sufficient (p) ; but an actual
co-operation in the particular object is clearly sufficient (<7).
By 27 & 28 Yict. c. 25, § 34, it is provided as follows :
“ Where, in an expedition of any of her Majesty’s naval or
“ naval and military forces against a fortress or possession
“ on land, goods belonging to the State of the enemy or
“to a public trading company of the enemy exercising
“ powers of government, are taken in the fortress or
“possession, or a ship is taken in waters defended by or
“ belonging to the fortress or possession, a Prize Court
“ shall have jurisdiction as to the goods or ship so taken,
“ and any goods taken on board the ship, as in case of Prize.”
CCCC. If the fleet of an ally and our own fleet serve
together under a commander who detaches the squadron of
the ally, the latter is not entitled to share in Captures sub
sequently made; but if an ally actually co-operates in
effecting a Capture, he is entitled to share as a Joint
Captor. But the question whether he is a Joint Captor or
not, is a question over which Courts of Common Law have

(0) The Tv)ee Gesuster and Le Franc, cited in 2 G. Bob. Adm. Bep.
pp. 284, 285, notes (a) (b).
(p) The Stella del Norte, 5 ib. p. 349.
(iq) Ibid.
The Dordrecht, 2 ib. p. 55.
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no jurisdiction, and which belongs exclusively to the Ad
miralty (r).
CCCCI. By the Convention (s) entered into between
France and England during the Crimean war, it was stipu
lated (Art. 1), that when a Joint Capture was made by the
naval forces of the two countries, the adjudication thereof
should belong to the jurisdiction of the country whose flag
should have been borne by the officer having the superior
command in the action.
And (Art. 2) when a Capture shall have been made by a
cruiser of either of the two Allied nations, in the presence
and in the sight of a cruiser of the other, such cruiser having
thus contributed to the intimidation of the enemy and the
encouragement of the Captor, the adjudication thereof shall
belong to the jurisdiction of the actual Captor.
By § 35 of 27 & 28 Yict. c. 25, it is provided that
“ where any ship or goods is or are taken by any of Her
“ Majesty’s naval or naval and military forces while
“ acting in conjunction with any forces of any of Her
“ Majesty’s allies, a Prize Court shall have jurisdiction as
“ to the same as in case of Prize, and shall have power, after
“ condemnation, to apportion the due share of the proceeds to
“ Her Majesty’s ally, the proportionate amount and the dis“ position of which share shall be such as may from time to
“ time be agreed between Her Majesty and Her Majesty’s
“ ally.”
CCCCII. In case of Joint Captures by public ships, the
rule as to the proportion in which they are to share is
(r) Duckworth v. Tucker, 2 Taunt, p. 7.
(s) May 20th, 1854.
For the Law of France upon this subject, see Merlin, Rep. t. xiii.
pp. 156-162. “ XIY. II faut ” (he says), “ sur cette matikre, distinjruer
trois cas : celui ou les prises ont 6te faites par les vaisseaux de l’Etat,
agissant avec ou sans le concours de corsaires particuliers ; celui oil
elles ont ete faites par des corsaires particuliers agissant isolement; et
celui ou elles ont ete faites, soit par les vaisseaux de l’Etat, soit par
des corsaires particuliers, avec le concours des garnisons de forts et
batteries de terre ou des pre'poses des douanes.”
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established generally by statute. In the North American
United States the proportion is fixed by the Act of the
22nd April, 1800, c. 33, which provides that the capturing
ships shall share “ according to the number of men and guns
“ on board each ship in sight.” In respect to privateers,
no statute regulation exists ; and by the general rule of the
Prize Law, they are to share in proportion to their relative
strength (t). This relative strength is, by the Law of
Great Britain and the United States, ascertained by the
number of men on board of such ship assisting in the
Capture (w). Such, too, is the rule where an ally co-operates
in the Capture (x). And the same rule seems applicable
to the case of a Joint Capture by a public ship and a private
ship of war, and this whether the latter be commissioned or
not (ij).
(t) Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xviii.
(u) Roberts v. Hartley, Doug. p. 311.
The Dispatch, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 1.
(x) Duckworth v. Tucker, 2 Taunt, p. 7.
(y) The Twee Gesuster, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 284 note (a).
Le Franc, ib. p. 285, note (6).
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CHAPTER VI.
POSTLIMINIUM.—RECAPTURE.—RANSOM.

CCCCIII. The jus postliminii (a) of the Roman Law
related to persons and to things.
I. With respect to the former, the person who was libe
rated from prison, and who returned to his country, had a
right to be replaced in his original legal status. It was said
of him, “prisiinum jus suum recipit,” or “postliminium fingit
“ eum, qui captus est, in civitate semper fuisse ” (b). This
jus postliminii had a double effect (c) : partly of a passive
character, inasmuch as in some instances it replaced the
returned person within the dominion of the right of another
person; as, for instance, the returned son fell again under
the power of his parent, the returned slave under the power
of his master. To produce this passive effect, the only
requisite was the simple return of the individual. But to
produce the active effect, the jus postliminii required that
the individual should have returned for the purpose of
regaining his rights ; that he should not have been abandoned
by his country; that he should not have been the subject of
a deditio, either during war, or at the time of making peace.
The jus postliminii was denied to those who illegally re
turned to their country during an armistice, to deserters,
and to those who had surrendered in battle.* 037
(a) Dig. 49. 15. 19. “De Capt. et Postlim”
(b) Inst. i. 12. 5.
•
(c) Puchta, Insiit. IT. 499-500, § 220 (a) ; 324-5, § 223 (m. qj ;
037, § 241 (2).
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II. With respect to things. The Roman Law considered
things taken by the enemy as withdrawn from the category
of legal relations during the period of the enemy’s possession
of them ; but they were restored to this category when they
were recovered, either by the State to which the original
proprietor belonged, or immediately by the original pro
prietor himself. In the former case, they were considered
as booty, or prize of war, and the original right of property
was holden to have been extinguished by the intervening
hostile possession; with certain exceptions, indeed, which
included parcels of territory, horses, mules, and ships used
for purposes of war. To these things the jus postliminii was
accorded (d).
CCCCIV. It will be seen, that this maxim of Roman
policy has not been engrafted into modern International
Law. But, generally speaking, the jus postliminii is fully
recognised by that Law (e) as an incident to the state of
war; it is a right which, strictly speaking, belongs exclu
sively to war. The recognition of this right by International
Law has a tendency to mitigate the necessary evils of war;
and it is a true general proposition of that law, that property
captured by the enemy and recaptured by the fellow-subjects,
or allies, of the original owner, does not become the property
of the recaptor, as if it had been a new booty or prize, but
must be restored jure postliminii, upon certain conditions, to
the original owner.
It is to be observed, that this right cannot be enforced in
Neutral States ; because, as we have seen, the Neutral is
bound to consider each Belligerent as equally just in his
position and demands ; and it follows, that he looks upon
the acquisitions of both parties as equally lawful; unless,
indeed, it has been accompanied by an infringement of
neutral territory or neutral rights. It is only, therefore,

(d) Puchta, Instit. II. 687, §§ 241-2.
(e) Kent’s Comm. vol. i. p. (108) 115.
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within the territory or jurisdiction of the Captor or his
ally (/*), that the jus postliminii can accrue.
CCCCV. As to persons, a different principle is appli
cable. While, indeed, they remain on board the Captor’s
ship, or within the Captor’s army, they are, by a recognised
international custom, without the neutral jurisdiction (<7) ;
but if they are found on shore, and not within the military
lines, then thejus postliminii with respect to them may be
protected by the Neutral (A).
CCCCVI. We have now to consider the doctrine of the
jus postliminii, according to the principles of International
Law («), in its application to moveable and immoveable pro
perty captured in war; a distinction, it may be observed,
deeply rooted in both branches of International Law,
public and private.
With respect to moveable property or prize captured in a
war by sea, all such property is vested in the Captor. If he
part with them to a Neutral, the former proprietor is not
entitled to claim them. But such things must be actually
and truly in the enemy’s power : whether the criterion of
their being so be, according to some authors, twenty-four
hours’ possession, or, according to others, the deductio in
locum tutum (A) or the deductio intra prcesidia, that is, within
the army, fleet, towns, or ports of the belligerent Captor, “ so
“ as to be incorporated with the mass of national stock ”(/).
This latter standard, on the whole, appears to the writer of
(/) Vattel, 1. iii. c. 14, ss. 207-8.
L’Amistad de Rues, 5 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 390.
(g) Vide ante, vol. i. § § cccxli. cccxlviii. a.
(h) 1 Kent, p. (109) 116.
Vattel, 1. iii. c. vii. s. 132.
Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xv. See note to M. Du Ponceau’s transla
tion, pp. 116, 117.
The classical reader may consult the provisions on this subject in
the commercial Treaty between Rome and Carthage, Polyb. III. c. iii.
(i) Vattel, 1. iii. cc. xiii., xiv.
(k) Vide post, § ccccix. Bynkershoek’s opinion.
(l) The Henrick and Maria, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 54.
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these pages the best warranted by practice and reason (m).
Vattel inclines to the standard of twenty-four hours.
Upon the question of recaptures of booty on land, as of
recaptures of prize at sea, by the fellow-countryman of the
original proprietor, there may of course be, and in many
instances are, private or municipal regulations of individual
States.
With respect to immoveable property captured in war, the
established doctrine of International Law may now be said
to be, that the acquisition of it is not holden to be com
pleted before (1) either the territory in which it is situated
has by submission, and consequent extinction of its national
personality, become incorporated in the possessions of the
conqueror; or (2), what is a much safer title to property
so acquired, before a Treaty of Peace has recognised and
ratified the possession of the conqueror. Further observa
tions upon the whole subject will be found in the latter part
of this volume, where the effect of Peace upon Prize and
Booty, concerning which no provision is made in the Treaty
which establishes the Peace, is discussed.
CCCCVII. Having considered the law applicable to the
retaking of moveable and immoveable property captured
during the course of hostilities carried on by land, it re
mains to examine the question of property retaken at sea.
A prize taken from the enemy who had taken it, is called
in our language a Recapture (w), and the law respecting it
requires a particular consideration.
(m) In the Gauntlet, L. R., 3 Adm. & Eccl. 381, this point was
much discussed, and no opinion upon it given by the Privy Council,
which, on another point, reversed the sentence of the Admiralty
Court. L. R. 4 P. G. 192.
(n) In Latin, Recuperatio; in French, Reprise or Recousse; in
Italian, Ripresa; in Spanish, Recobro; in German, Wiedereroberung or
Wiedernehmung; in Dutch, Hernoomen Schepen.
The authorities principally relied upon by me on the subject of
Recapture are :• De Martens, “ Essai concernant les Armateurs, les
Prises, et surtout les Reprises” d Gottingue, 1795. Translation by T.
Hartwell Horne, London, 1801. The recent work, already cited, of
MM. De Pist.oyp et Dvverdy.
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The best mode of dealing with this subject appears to be
—First, to consider the general principles of International
Law respecting it.
Secondly. The Private or Municipal Laws of States upon
this subject.
Thirdly. The Decisions of Prize Courts—more especially
those of England and the North American United States,
which are in principle and practice almost identical, and
which constitute a complete code upon the subject of Recap
ture as of Capture.
CCCCVIII. First. As to the general principles of Inter
national Law upon the subject.
The sources from which these principles are derived were
specified in the beginning of the present work (0), and they
are assumed to have been correctly specified in this and
in other discussions arising in the course of this work, in
which discussions the particular subject requires that these
sources should be, and indeed presumes that they are,
carefully remembered by the reader,—
“•

.

.

si prava est regula prima,

Omnia mendosk fieri, atque obstipa necessum est ” (p).

In the observations which follow as to Recapture, it is of
course taken for granted that the first Capture has been
completed according to the mode specified in the former
chapter, and up to the time of the Recapture, the title of
the original proprietor has been entirely divested.
CCCCIX. As to general principles of International Law
upon Recapture, it is remarkable, that of all the ancient
codes of Maritime Law,—such as the Consolato del Mare,
the Role des jugements d’Oleron, the laws of Wishy, the
ancient statutes of the cities of Hamburg, Lubeck, Bremen,

(0) Yol. I. pt. i. chapters iii.-viii.
(p) Lncretinx, De Rerwm Nat, L iv. verses 516-19.
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and the League of the Hanse Towns,—the Consolato del
Mare alone deals with the case of Recaptures.
That venerable authority declares (q), in article a, chapter
287, that if a ship and its cargo, taken by an enemy,
are retaken by a friendly ship, the Recaptor ought to restore
this property to those who are on board the ship, if there is
any person still alive, at a reward for the expenses and
trouble of salvage, which shall be estimated according to the
expenses and trouble occasioned by the Recapture; that if,
on the contrary, the enemy had already conducted it into a
place of safety, the ship and merchandise shall belong wholly
to the Recaptor.
That if he who has taken the prize abandons it in sight,
and for fear of a hostile ship, which becomes master of it,
it shall be restored to the proprietors in consideration of a
similar reward (r).
That if he who has taken the prize abandons it voluntarily,
after having taken out of it what pleased him most, and,
afterwards, the ship abandoned is recaptured, the Recaptor
shall restore it to the first proprietor for a reward; and if
there is no proprietor, it shall be used as a treasure trove (5),
which is disposed of by the 157th and 249th articles, or
rather chapters.
That if, finally, the ship taken is either ransomed of the
enemy, or is ransomed of others, or purchased out of the
enemy’s hands, we are to distinguish whether the ship was
(q) “ Di nave pigliata e ricuperata.—Nave o navilio che sara stato
pigliato per suoi inimici, se alcun altra nave d’ amici si riscontrera con
gli detti inimici, . . . e torra la detta nave, . . . quella . . . e tutto
quello che in quella sarb,, debba esser ristaurato a quello, o quelli, di
chi sara, ed essere debba, se alcuno vivo ci sard: quel impero dando a
quelli, che a i detti inimici tolta P averanno, beveraggio conveniente
secondo la fatica, . . . e secondo il danno, che ne averanno sofferto
. . . Pero, se i detti amici torrano, o averanno tolta la detta nave,
o navilio a i detti inimici in luogo, dove loro la tenessero a sb, e
in luogo sicuro, non ne debba esser dato beveraggio, se loro vorranno ;
anzi debba essere del tutto di loro, senza contrasto,” &c.
(r) Consolato del Mare, n. 1.
(s) Ibid. n. 5.
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already in a place of safety or not. In the first place, the
purchaser shall keep it without restoring it; in the second,
the ransomer or purchaser shall be obliged to offer it to the
proprietor, in consideration of his restoring him the value or
ransom, and a reward, if, at the time of the ransom, the
enemy was already master of the ship in such a manner that
there were no other means of saving it (t).
Lord Stowell remarks (u) upon the first of the articles or
chapters cited, viz. the 287th, that the doctrine of the
perductio infra prcesidia, infra portum tutum, as constituting
a sufficient conversion of property, is expressed therein in
terms, indeed, not very intelligible in themselves, but which
are satisfactorily explained by Grotius (V), and by his
commentator Barbeyrac, in his notes upon that article (y).
Bynkershoek lays it down to the same effect in these words:
“ Sane in libro, qui inscribitur Consulatus Maris, c. 287,
“ ita, ut modo dicebam, res definita est; nam is, qui navem
“ et onus ab hoste recuperavit, jubetur navem et onus re“ stituere pristino domino, salvo tamen servaticio, Idque
“ servaticium ut justum sit, constituitur pro modo operae et
“ impensae in recuperationem factae, praeterita omni distinc“ tione, quamdih navis onusque in potestate hostium fuerint.
“ Recte autem ibi additur, earn restitutionem duntaxat
“ obtinere, si navis nondum fuerit deducta in locum tutum,
“ sed si in locum tutum, dominio sic plane et plene in hostem
“ tran^lato, navem mercesque deinde recuperatas ex asse
“ recuperatori cedere. Quae apprim^ conveniunt cum his,
“ quae hoc capite disputavimus. Yellem omnia, quae in ilia
(t) Consolato del Mare, n. 6-7.
(u) The Ceylon, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 106.
(x) “ Cui oonsequens esse videtur, ut in mari naves, et res alhe,
captse censeantur turn demum, cum in navalia aut portus, aut ad eum
locum ubi tota classis se tenet, perducta sunt: nam tunc desperari
incipit recuperatio: sed recentiori jure gentium inter Europaeos populos
introductum videmus, ut talia capta censeantur ubi per horas viginti
quatuor in potestate hostium fuerint. ”—Grotius de Jure Belli ac Pads,
1. iii. cap. vi. s. 3.
(y) Lib. i. cap. 5.
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“ farragine legum nauticarum reperiuntur, asque proba
“ recta essent, sed non omnia ibi sunt tam bonse frueris.”
Grotius (z) expresses himself very much to the same
effect, and Loccenius (a) considers this rule as the general
law of Europe.
CCCCX. The subject of Capture and Recapture is ad
mirably discussed by Bynkershoek (b). The maxim of
the Roman Law, “ si quid bello captum est, in prcedd est,
“ non postiiminio redit” (c), was, as we have seen by that
law, not applicable to Ships of War. Such retained the
privileges of postliminy, others did not.
Bynkershoek, however, agrees with Grotius that moveable
goods are now, without distinction, subjects of Prize, and
divested of the privileges of postliminy. As goods captured
from the enemy, he argues, vest in the Captor, it follows,
when recaptured, they vest in the Recaptor. He then con
siders when such goods have pleno jure become the Captor’s
property. Clearly, in his opinion, if taken infra prcesidia
of the enemy, the property has been vested in the Captor.
But what are prcesidia ? Those of the ally as well as of his
ally ; though the States General of his country decided,
incorrectly, otherwise. In his opinion, too, the bringing the
Capture infra prcesidia of a Neutral suffices to change the
property. He does not lay down the doctrine which, we
have seen, is now well established in the Prize Courts of
England (d) and of the North American United States,
namely, the necessity of a sentence of condemnation by the
Captor’s tribunal on the Capture, which may be lying in the
port of the Captor, the Ally, or the Neutral.2
(2) Lib. iii. cap. 6.
(a) ‘ ‘ Hodik naves ab hoste captae communi inter Christianos et
Europaeos populos sive jure sive consuetudine postiiminio non
recipiuntur, si hostis eas non eodem die navali pugna iterum amisit,
sed per viginti quatuor horas in potestate victoris fuerint. Tunc enim
verk captae, et proprii juris factae censentur.”—Loccenius de Jure
Maritimo, lib. ii. c. iv. s. 4.
(b) Q. J. P. 1. i. cc. iv., v.
(c) Dig. 49, 15-28, “ De Capt. et Postlim.”
(d) 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, §§ 40, 41.
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But into one of these ports it must be brought, if re
captured before the property has vested neither in the Cap
tor nor the Recaptor. But has the original owner a right
to receive back his property, paying no remuneration to the
restorer of it ? Certainly not,—on the principles of natural
justice, and on the analogies of the Roman Law, into which
these principles are so often transcribed, the Recaptor is
entitled to a servaticium, as salvage reward. What con
siderations shall govern the amount of the reward ? First.
Public policy requires that the award should be made with
a liberal and not a grudging hand. Secondly. The amount
of labour, of danger, of time, of cost expended on the Re
capture should be duly weighed. Thirdly. The value of
the recaptured property ; and in applying these principles
of allotment, it matters not whether, according to ancient
usage, a part of the recaptured property, or, according to
modern usage, a sum of money, be awarded.
No writer has more completely exhausted the general
reasoning applicable to this subject than Bynkershoek.
CCCCXI. Secondly. As to the Private or Municipal
Laics of States.
The Law of France upon the subject of Recapture {Re
prise, Recousse) (e), is to be found in an Arrete du 2 Prairial,
an XI. Article 54, which is a reproduction of the Ordonnances of 1681. It provides different regulations for Re
captures made by (1) Privateers, and (2) Public Ships
of War. 1. As to the former, the law is that if a
French or an allied vessel be recaptured from the enemy,
after she has been twenty-four hours in the enemy’s posses
sion, she shall become the sole property (en totalite) of the
Privateer ; but if the Recapture be made before the twenty(e) “ Ces mots reprise ou recousse sont synonymes : on appelle aller
a la recousse (Tun navire, courir aprks le vaisseau qui s’en est empare,
dans 1’intention de Tenlever lui-meme avec sa prise, ou du moins de
l’obliger d’abandonner cette prise pour la lui arracher. La reprise ou
recousse doit se faire en observant les memes regies qu’une prise
directe.”—De list, et Duverd. t. ii. p. 105.
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four hours have elapsed, he shall be entitled to only a third
of the value of the recaptured ship and cargo (/).
If the Recapture be made by a Public Ship of War (bdtimerit de VEtat\ she shall be restored to her original pro
prietors, on payment to the recapturing crew of the thirtieth
part of her value, if the twenty-four hours have not elapsed ;
and of the tenth part if they have elapsed: all the expenses in
cident to the Recapture to be borne by the recaptured vessel.
The French Law, therefore, makes the profit of the Re
captor depend (1) partly upon the time during which the
captured vessel has been taken; (2) partly on the character
of the Recaptors (g) ; (3) partly also on the character of
the Captors from whom it is recaptured. For instance, if
a ship or goods be recaptured from a pirate, the Recaptors
shall be entitled, as frais de recousse, to a third of the value
of the ship and cargo, and the remainder shall be restored to
the original proprietor, if he be a subject or an ally (h).
The Law applicable to the Recapture of a French vessel
is equally applicable, as has been shown by the terms of the
Arrete of the 2nd Prairial, cited above, to the Recapture of
the vessel of an ally.
(/) A renewal of Art. 61 of the Ordonnance of 1584.
(g) The old law, Art. 61, Ord. 1584, made no difference between
public and private ships of war. The omission of the former in the
new law was intentional, and before its enactment the French, like the
Spanish Crown, had been in the habit of remitting the salvage-profit
due to public ships of war.—lb. p. 107.
(h) “2 Prairial, an XI. Art. 51. Seront de bonne prise tous
batiments commandos par des pirates, forbans, ou autres gens courant
la mer sans commission speciale d’aucune puissance.
“ Art. 52. Tout batiment combattant sous autre pavilion que celui
de l’Etat dont il a commission, ou ayant commission de deux puissances
diffdrentes, sera aussi de bonne prise; et s’il est arme en guerre, les
capitaines et officiers seront punis comme pirates.”
“ Loi du 10 Avril, 1825, Art. 10. Le produit de la vente des navires
et batiments de mer captures pour cause de piraterie sera reparti conformement aux lois et reglements sur les prises maritimes. Lorsque
la prise aura ete faite par des navires du commerce, ces navires et leurs
equipages seront, quant a F attribution et h, la repartition du produit,
assimiles a des batiments pourvus de lettres de marque et a leurs
equipages.”—DePist. etDuverdy, Trade des Prises Maritimes, pp. 52-3.
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But a difference subsists between the English practice
and the French Law on this subject. It was said by MM.
De Pistoye and Duverdy, that France, during the Crimean
War, would apply to Recaptures made by French vessels of
English ships taken by Russian Captors the 34th article of
the Treaty of Commerce, concluded between France and
England on the 26th September, 1786.
It might well be that the provisions of this Treaty might
furnish a reasonable analogy to guide the practice of the
French Prize Courts, but it could not be upon the ground
suggested by MM. De Pistoye and Duverdy, viz., that
this article of the Treaty is still in force («*). The third
article of the Convention, 16th May, 1854, said, “In cases
“ of the Capture of a merchant vessel of one of the two
“ countries, the adjudication of such Capture shall always
“ belong to the jurisdiction of the country of the captured
“ vessel; the cargo shall be dealt with, as to the jurisdiction,
“ in the same manner as the vessel.” But it was silent as
to Recaptures.
If a ship belonging to the King’s allies or subjects is
recaptured from a pirate, it shall be restored to the pro
prietors in consideration of one-third for the recovery of it,
independently of the time during which it may have been
in the enemy’s hands (A).
And if the ship, without being recaptured, is abandoned
(i) De Pist. et Duverdy, TraiUs des Prises Maritimes, p. 120.
De Martens, Essai, p. 161, § 60.
Edit du Boi concernant la Juridiction de VAmiraute du mois de Mars,
1584.
Art. 61. Ordonnance de la Marine, 1681, tit. Des Prises.
Art. 8. Ordonnance sur les Reprises faitespar les Vaisseaux de S. M.y
June 15, 1779.
Ordonnance dm, 15 Juin, 1779.
Ordonnance du 9 Janv. 1780.
Valin, Traite des Prises, p. 88.
Emerigon, Traite des Assurances, chap. xii. s. 23, p. 495.
(h) Ordonnance de la Marine, 1681, tit. Des Prises, art. 10.
Cf. De Pist. et Duverd. t. i. p. 51.
VOL. III.
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by the enemy, or if, by tempest or other chance, it returns
into the possession of French subjects, previously to having
been conducted into a hostile port, it shall be restored to
the proprietor, although it may have been more than twentyfour hours in the enemy’s hands (f).
CCCCXII. The laws of Spain (k) agree almost entirely
with those of France on the subject of Recaptures belonging
to Spanish subjects, made by privateers ; so that if a legiti
mate prize is recaptured before it has been twenty-four hours
in the enemy’s hands, it shall be restored to the known pro
prietor, in consideration of one-third for the Recapture (/),
but after that period it shall belong wholly to the recaptor.
As to Recaptures made by the King’s ships, the Ordinance
of 1633 (m) declares that property belonging to persons
who are known ought to be restored immediately, unless
it has been in the possession of the enemy for twenty-four
hours.
If a ship has been abandoned by the enemy (n\ or if a
tempest, or any other vis major, cause it to fall into the
hands of the King’s subjects before it has been brought
into any hostile port, it shall be restored to the first pro
prietor, even although the enemy should have had it in his
power more than twenty-four hours.
But with respect to ships recaptured from pirates, a
strange and reprehensible regulation occurs in the Spanish
laws; namely, that these Recaptures also shall belong to* (l)
(i) Ordonnance de la Marine, 1681, tit. Des Prises, art. 9. As to
whether, in this case, the third part may be demanded for the recovery,
compare Valin, Traite des Prises, p. 101, who maintains the affirmative,
and Emerigon, 1. c. s. 24, p. 503, who defends the negative.
Qc) De Martens, Essai, p. 169, § 62, Hornets Translation.
(l) Ordinance of 1621; Ordinance of 1718, art. 10 ; Ordinance of 1779,
art. 23. The case, however, of a ship which may have been laden with
contraband commodities, or which may have sailed for the mere pleasure
of those who might be on board it, is excepted.
(m) Ordinance respecting the Conduct of the Boyal Fleet, chap. 397.—
Abreu y Bertodano : Coleccion de los Tratados, Phil. IV. P. II. p. 371.
• (n) Ordinance of 1718, art. 2.
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the privateer, if the pirate has had them in his possession
during twenty-four hours (o). With regard to the rights of
foreign Powers, it must be observed, that though the Ordi
nances of 1621 and 1718 mention only Recaptures belonging
to the King’s subjects, and the Ordinance of 1633, for the
regulation of the royal fleet, directs only vaguely the resti
tution of what belongs to persons who are known, the
Ordinance of 1st July, 1779, respecting cruising (Jp), puts
foreigners upon the same footing as the King’s subjects,
directing that the ships of neutral or allied subjects, which
the enemy’s privateers may have captured, shall be restored
to the proprietors, together with their cargoes, if the
Recapture has been made before twenty-four hours, in
consideration of a servaticium of one-third of the value,
which shall be given to the recaptor.
CCCCXIII. There have been many and great variations
in the laws promulgated by the States-General of the
United Provinces of the Low Countries (g) on the subject
of Recaptures (r). The Ordinance of the States-General
of the 14th July, 1625, declares, that if the ship is retaken
before it has been twenty-four hours in the enemy’s hands,
the privateer that makes the Recapture shall have oneeighth ; if it be retaken before it has been twice twenty-four
hours in the enemy’s hands, he shall have one-fifth ; and if
it be recaptured later still, one-third; this has, by another
Ordinance of the 22nd July, 1625, been also extended to
Recaptures made by public ships of war. But the Ordi
nance of 11th of March, 1632, enacts, that without regard
to the time, whether more or less extended, of the Recap(o) Ordinance of 1621, art. 10 ; Declaration of 22nd December, 1624.
In the Ordinance of 1718, art. 7 and 12, there is an apparent con
tradiction on this point, which De Abreu, Tratado sobre Presas, p. 15,
endeavours to reconcile ; but the Ordinance of 1779 leaves no doubt on
this subject.
(p) Art. 24.
(q) De Martens, Essai, p. 197, § 66, Horne's Translation.
(r) Bynk. Q. J. Pub. 1. i. c. v.
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ture, there shall be two-thirds adjudged to the privateer who
makes the Recapture. Another Ordinance of the 1st
September, 1643, brings the matter back to the Ordinances
of 1625. But the Ordinance of 8th February, 1645,
introduced anew the regulations of that of 1632, adding,
that for want of an amicable arrangement between the first
proprietor and the recaptor, concerning the fixing of the
value of the ship and cargo, the Courts of Admiralty
shall decide it. Another Ordinance, of 19th April, 1659,
without making any distinction between the time and
quality of the captor, requires him to be content with oneninth of the vessel and cargo (s). The Ordinance of 13th
April, 1677, directs, with respect to privateers, that if the
Recapture, the ship or cargo, has not been forty-eight hours
in the enemy’s hands, there shall be assigned to them, in lieu
of all claim to salvage, one-fifth (voor borgloon) ; if it has
been more than forty-eight hours, and less than ninety-six
hours, in the hands of the enemy, one-third; and beyond
that, one-half. With respect to Recaptures made by ships
of war, that Ordinance confirms the ancient laws, without
specifying which ; it seems, however, that we must under
stand by these ancient laws the Ordinance of 1659, which
had annulled all anterior laws.
The edict of the States-General, concerning the rewards
for privateers, of the 6th June, 1702, art. 8 ; that of 1747,
art. 7; that of 1781, art. 7; and that of 1793, art. 7,
declare together, that if any ship or goods belonging to the
inhabitants of those States should be taken by the enemy,
and retaken by any privateer, ship, or other vessel fitted
out at the private expense of the inhabitants of those States,
the recaptor shall enjoy, if the Recapture be made within
forty-eight hours, one-fifth ; if it be made within ninety-six
hours, one-third; and after that, one-half. These laws are
therefore conformable to the regulation of 1677, but they
(s) Both De Martens, and his translator Horne, have here mis
translated Bynkershoek. The mis-translation is corrected in the text.
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make no mention of Recaptures made by ships of war
belonging to the State, with respect to which it seems that
the Regulation of 1659 is still applicable (t).
All these laws, both ancient and modern, relate only to
Recaptures belonging to the State’s subjects ; they contain
no regulation respecting those which may be the neutral’s
property, unless it is where the Edict of the 28th July,
1705, art. 18, directs, that as to the Recaptures of allied
and neutral ships, privateers shall be content with what has
been, or shall be, agreed on with them. This arrangement,
however, which in other respects is very insufficient on
account of the very few conventions that subsist concerning
it, has not been renewed in the Edicts of 1781 and 1793 (u).
CCCCXIV. With respect to Denmark (V), the code of
laws of Christian V. directs, that if a privateer recaptures a
Danish ship, he becomes proprietor of it when that ship
has been twenty-four hours in the enemy’s hands (y) ; if
the Recapture is made before that period, it shall be divided
equally between the privateer and the proprietor (z). The
Ordinances, concerning privateers, of the 5th April, 1710 («),
and of the 6th April, 1711 (6), do not settle the law of
(t) Besides, the officers and seamen who are on board the ships of
war, have as extensive a claim on their recaptures as privateers.—
Edict of 6th June, 1702, art. 7 ; Edicts o/1747, 1781, 1793, art. 6.
(u) Recueil van Zeezalcem, D. III. p. 348.
(x) De Martens, Essai, p. 204, s. 68, Horne’s Translation.
(y) The ancient maritime law of Denmark of 1561 (see Wesphaliens Monumenta Inedita, t. iv. p. 1831) determines nothing on the
subject of Recaptures ; but in the Maritime Law of Christian Y. (vid.
Cod. Legum Dan. 1. iv. c. vii. s. 6), it is enacted : “ Si quis, qui navi
praeest armatae, hosti navem Danicam 24 horarum spatio ab eodem
possessam eripere possit ac recuperare, unius ejus lucrum esto
praedatorium. Eandem verb si quis intra praefiniti temporis spatium
hosti eripuerit, lucrum esto praedatitium inter recuperatorem ac
possessorem aequaliter dividendum.”
(z) M. De Martens says :—“ Cette loi est la seule qui me soit connue
au sujet des reprises en Danemarc.”—Essai, p. 200.
(a) De Martens cites Forord. af Frid. iv. 1710, p. 55 ; Willenberg,
p. 172.
(h) Foi'ord. af Frid. iv. 1711, p. 23.
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Recaptures, any more than the Ordinance of 1756 (c), con
cerning neutral commerce.
This law therefore relates also to the Recaptures of Danish
ships only; it leaves the same doubts subsisting with re
spect to Recaptures belonging to foreign Powers or their
subjects.
CCCCXV. With respect to Sweden (d), the Ordinance
relative to the marine of Charles XI. (e) enacts, that in

case “ a ship belonging to Swedish subjects, after having
“ been taken by the enemy, should be retaken, the recaptor
“ shall have two-thirds of its value, and one-third shall be
“ restored to the proprietor, without respect to the time
46 during which it may have been in the enemy’s hands.”
This law appears to mention only Recaptures made by
privateers ; but the King’s ships have the same claim upon
their prizes as privateers (/). The regulations of Sweden
concerning privateers (g), of the 8—19th of February, 1715,
of the 25th of March, 1719, of the 28th of July, 1741, the
Declaration of the 14th August, 1741, do not relate to the
(c) Schon. Chron. Reg. D. IY. p. 306.
Hiibner, De la Saisie, dhc. p. 11, Append.
(d) De Martens, Essai, p. 207, s. 70, Horne’s Translation.
(e) Ordonnance for the Regulation of the Marine of 1667, P. VII.
Ammiralskap Balken, cap. viii. s. 8.
(/) De Martens cites Sioe Articlar, 1755, tit. 29 ; Modee, D. YI.
p. 3696.
(g) De Martens refers his readers to these regulations :—
For Sweden, the Naval Law of Charles XI. of 1677, P. VII.
Ammiralskaps Balk, the Regulation for Privateers of the 8-19th
February, 1715, in German, in Willenberg, loc. cit. p. 193 ; in Swedish,
in Modee, Utdrag af publique Handlingar, t. i. p. 42 ; the Regulation
of 28th July, 1741, in German, in Hempel, Staatslexicon, s.v. Commissfahrer; in Swedish, in Modee, Utdrag, t. iii. p. 1684; the
Declaration of the Regulation of 14th August, 1741, in Modee, loc.
cit. t. iii. p. 1690 ; the articles for the naval war of 1755, ibid. t. vi.
p. 3696,
Sweden also gave instructions for privateers, dated 1st July, 1788
(v. Klint, Historia Feed. Belg. P. II. p. 439).
These authorities are cited in a very full and learned note in an
earlier part of De Martens, Essai, p. 49, n. (q) in tine.
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subject of Recaptures : it is as little settled by the articles
of maritime war (Sioe Articlar) of the year 1755.
CCCCXYI. The ancient maritime law of the Society of
Hanse Towns (h) of 1593, revised in 1614, contains no
regulation concerning Recaptures; but some of those towns
have made laws for themselves relative to that subject.
The laws of the city of Lubeck (i) enact, that if a ship
be retaken by a private ship, the recaptor shall keep the
Recapture, and if it be recaptured by a public ship belong
ing to the city, it shall be restored entirely to the proprietor,
in consideration of a reward.
This last regulation was observed at Hamburg at the
commencement of the last century; a vessel (.Die Drey
Bienenk'drbe)9 bound for Russia, was taken by a French
privateer, and recaptured from him at the mouth of the Elbe
by the commander of the city (A).
De Martens observes that the wise policy and laws of
these towns prohibited their subjects during war to be con
cerned with the fitting out of any kind of armaments in
their ports, and forbade all participation, direct or indirect, in
privateering (7), especially the taking commissions from one
of the belligerent Powers.
It is of course not competent to the public or private
ship of war of belligerent Powers to make or pursue
Captures, or make Recaptures, within the maritime jurisdic
tion of these States, without violating the obligations of
Neutrality.
CCCCXVII. Thirdly. The decisions of the Prize Courts* (l)

(h) De Martens, Essai, p. 210, s. 73, Horne’s Translation.
(i) Stat. 1. vi. tit. v. art. 2.
Stein, Abhandlungen des Liibischen Rechts, t. v. p. 209, cited by De
Martens.
(k) Langenbeck, Anmerkungen, p. 299.
(l) Mand. de la Ville de Hamburg, 22nd March, 1672.
Langenbeck, p. 307.
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in the North American United States and in England are to
be considered with respect to this subject (m).
CCCCXVIII. In England the right of recovering
possession has been by a Prize Statute passed at the
beginning of every war, as between subjects, preserved for
ever, except where the vessel, after capture, has been fitted
out by the enemy for war; so that the original owner may,
in all other cases, claim restitution upon the payment of a
stipulated salvage (n).
According to the now permanent Prize Act of 1864,
27 & 28 Yict. cap. 25, it is provided as follows :
§ 40. “ Where any ship or goods belonging to any of Her
“Majesty’ssubjects, after being taken as Prize by the enemy,
“ is or are retaken from the enemy by any of Her Majesty’s
“ ships of war, the same shall be restored by decree of a
“ Prize Court to the owner, on his paying as Prize salvage
“ one-eighth part of the value of the Prize, to be decreed
“ and ascertained by the Court, or such sum not exceeding
“ one-eighth part of the estimated value of the Prize as
“ may be agreed on between the owner and the recaptors,
“ and approved by order of the Court: Provided, that where
“ the recapture is made under circumstances of special
“ difficulty or danger, the Prize Court may, if it thinks fit,
“ award to the recaptors as prize salvage a larger part
“ than one-eighth part, but not exceeding in any case
“ one-fourth part, of the value of the Prize : Provided
“ also, that where a ship after being so taken is set
“ forth or used by any of Her Majesty’s enemies as a ship
“ of war, this provision for restitution shall not apply,

(m) The following pages, on the practice of the English and North
American United States’ Prize Courts, are taken, with some alterations,
from Dr. Pratt’s useful edition of the “Notes on the Principles and
Practice of Prize Courts ” by Judge Story, originally printed in the
Appendix to Wheaton’s American Reports, vol. ii.
'
(n) Marshall on Ins. B. I. ch. xii. s. 8.
The Sedulous, 1 Dodson, p. 253.
The Ceylon, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 107.
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“ and the ship shall be adjudicated on as in other cases of
“ Prize.”
§ 41. “ Where a ship belonging to any of Her Majesty’s
“ subjects, after being taken as Prize by the enemy, is retaken
“ from the enemy by any of Her Majesty’s ships of war,
“ she may, with the consent of the recaptors, prosecute her
“voyage, and it shall not be necessary for the recaptors
“ to proceed to adjudication till her return to a port of the
“ United Kingdom.
“ The master or owner, or his agent, may, with the
“ consent of the recaptors, unload and dispose of the goods
“ on board the ship before adjudication.
“ In case the ship does not, within six months, return to
“ a port of the United Kingdom, the recaptors may never“ theless institute proceedings against the ship or goods in
“ the High Court of Admiralty, and the Court may there66 upon award Prize salvage as aforesaid to the recaptors,
“ and may enforce payment thereof, either by warrant of
“arrest against the ship or goods, or by monition and
“ attachment against the owner.”
In cases, however, not governed by municipal regulations
—although all nations agree that to change the property by
capture* a firm and secure possession is necessary—yet the
practice of nations is so various, that it seems difficult to
collect a general rule, as to what constitutes such firm and
secure possession, which might properly be asserted to be
the Law of Nations (o). The rule of bringing infra
prcesidia, or, in proper cases, the rule of pernoctation, or
twenty-four hours’ possession, seems generally recognised
by the most eminent jurists on the continent of Europe (/?),

(o) The Santa Cruz, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 50.
L’Actif\ Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 185.
The Ceylon, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 105.
(p) The Ceylon, ib. p. 105.
L’Actif, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 185.
See the Santa Cruz, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 50.
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and it appears to have been anciently the doctrine of the
English law. It has been seen, however, that according to
the established practice of English Prize Courts, property
captured is not deemed to be changed so as to bar the owner
in favour of the vendee or recaptor, till there has been a
sentence of condemnation ; and therefore, until that period,
the title of the original owner is not divested, and he is
entitled to restitution, in the hands of whomsoever he may
find the property (q). If such sentence of condemnation is
passed, it is a sufficient title to a vendee (r), and would
also have entitled a recaptor to condemnation of the property,
if the statute had not stepped in, and, as to British subjects,
revived the jus postliminii of the original owner, on payment
of salvage.
CCCCXIX. In the North American United States, cases
of Recapture have been the object of several legislative
provisions, which, as far as they apply, supersede all dis
cussions upon the principles of general law. The Act of
Congress of the 3rd of March, 1800, ch. 14 (new ed. ch.
168), directs, that in case of recapture of vessels or goods
belonging to persons resident within, or under the protection

“ Quoi qu’il en soit, ce deiai de vingt-quatre heures adopte par ladite
Ordonnance de 1584, et par celle-ci, passe lequel la prise par recousse
est bonne, et exclut la reclamation du proprietaire du vaisseau pris et
repris, ne peut etre regarde que comme un sage rhg\emeiit,puisqu'il est
du droit commun de VEurope, comme Loccenius l’atteste, de Jure
Maritimo, lib. ii. cap. 4, n. 4 et 8, fol. 157, 162 et 163 ; ou il dit que
c’est l’usage observe en France, en Espagne, en Hollande, et chez les
autres nations commer§antes par mer.”—Valinsur VOrdonnance, 1. iii.
tit. 9. Des Prises, art. 8.
(q) Le Gaux v. Eden, Douglas's Rep. pp. 613-616.
Goss v. Withers, 2 Burrows Rep. p. 694.
The Flad Oyen, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 135.
The Santa Cruz, ib. p. 50.
The Fanny <& Elmira, Edwards' Adm. Rep. p. 117.
The Ceylon, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 105.
L'Actif, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 185.
(r) The Purissima Conception, 6 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 45.
The

,

Victoria

Edw. Adm. Rep.

p. 97.
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of the United States, the same, not having been condemned
as prize by competent authority before the Recapture, shall
be restored on payment of salvage of one-eighth of the value
if recaptured by a public ship, and one-sixth if recaptured
by a private ship ; and if the recaptured vessel shall appear
to have been set forth and armed as a vessel of war before
such Capture, or afterwards and before the Recapture,
then the salvage to be one moiety of the value. If the
recaptured vessel belong to the Government, and be un
armed, the salvage is to be one-sixth if recaptured by a
private ship, and one-twelfth if recaptured by a public ship;
if armed3 then the salvage to be one moiety if recaptured
by a public ship. In respect to public armed ships, the
cargo pays the same rate of salvage as the vessel by the
express words of the Act; but in respect to private ships
the rate of salvage (by some probable omission in the Act)
is the same on the cargo, whether the vessel be armed or
unarmed (s).
CCCCXX. What constitutes a setting forth as a vessel of
war within the Act, has not been settled by any adjudica
tions in the United States.
This question has, however, been decided by the English
Prize Courts, in cases arising under a similar clause in the
English Prize Acts, which are, as Lord Stowell observed,
drawn with the intention of expressing the sense and mean
ing of International Law (t). And it has been there
settled that, where a ship was originally armed for the
slave-trade, and after capture an additional number of men
were put on board, but there was no commission of war
and no additional arming, it was not a setting forth as a
vessel of war under the Prize Act (w). But a commission
of war is decisive, if there be guns on board (x). And
(s) The Adeline, 9 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 244.
(t) The Ceylon, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. pp. 105-119.
(m) The Horatio, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 320.
(x) The Nostra Signora del Rosario, 3 ib. p. 10.
The Ceylon, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 105,
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where the vessel has, after the Capture, been fitted out as
a privateer, it is conclusive against her, although when
recaptured she is navigating as a mere merchant ship; for
where the former character of a captured vessel had been
obliterated by her conversion into a ship of war, the legis
lature meant to look no farther, but considered the title of
the former owner for ever extinguished (y). Where it
appeared that the vessel had been engaged in the military
service of the enemy under the appointment of the Minister
of Marine, it was holden a sufficient proof of a setting
forth as a vessel of war (z). So, where she is armed, and
is employed in the public military service of the enemy
by those who have competent authority so to employ her,
although she be not regularly commissioned (a). But the
mere employment in the military service of the enemy is
not a sufficient setting forth for war; but if there be a fair
semblance of authority in the person directing the vessel to
be so employed, and nothing upon the face of the proceed
ings to invalidate it, the Court will presume that he is duly
authorised, and the commander of a single ship may be
presumed to be vested with this authority as commander of
a squadron (Z>).
The valuation of the property, when restored under the
Acts respecting Recapture, is to be made upon its value at
the place of restitution, and not of recapture (c).
CCCCXXI. In respect to Recaptures of the ships and
cargoes of allies or co-belligerents, from the hands of the
common enemy, the general rule is to apply the principle of
reciprocity; and if they, under like circumstances, restore
on salvage or condemn generally, to deal out to them the* 2

(y) L’Actif, Edw. Adm. Hep. p. 185.
(2) The Santa Brigada, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 56.
(a) The Ceylon, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 105.
(b) The Georgiana, ib. p. 397.
(c) The Progress, Edw. Adm. Bep. pp. 210-222.
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same measure of reciprocal justice (d). If there should exist
a country h ving no rule on the subject, then the recaptur
ing country applies its own rule, as to its own subjects,
to the case, and rests on the presumption that the same
rule will be administered in the future practice of the other
party (<?).
CCCCXXII. Salvage (servaticium) is not in general
allowed on the Recapture of neutral property, unless there
be danger of condemnation, or such unjustifiable conduct on
the part of the Government of the captors as to bring the
property into jeopardy (f) ; but even if, in such case of Re
capture, the recaptors have entitled themselves to salvage,
they may forfeit the claim by the irregularity of their con
duct (jg). But it is no objection to an allowance of salvage
on a Recapture, that it was made by a non-commissioned
vessel; for no letters of marque are necessary for this pur
pose, nor is a Recapture at all made under the authority of

(d) The Santa Cruz, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 50.—Vide Valin sur
VOrdonnance, t. ii. p. 262.
(e) Ibid.
The San Francisco, Edw. Adm. Bep. p. 279.
The Act of Congress of the 3rd March, 1800, ch. 14, adopts the
same regulation.
The Adeline, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 244.
Vide Valin sur VOrdonnance, t. ii. p. 262.
.
(/) The War Onskan, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 299.
The Eleonora Catharina, 4 ib. p. 156.
The Carlotta, 5 ib. p. 54.
The Huntress, 6 ib. p. 104.
The Acteon, Edw. Adm. Bep. p. 254.
The Sansom, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 410.
Talbot v. Seeman, 4 Dallas’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 34.
S. C. 1 Cranch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 1.
.
“Sa Majeste a jug6 pendant la derniere guerre, que la reprise du
navire neutre, faite par un corsaire Frangais (lorsque le navire n’etait
pas charge de marchandises prohibees, ni dans le cas d’etre confisque par
Vennemi) etait nulle.”—Code des Prises, ed. 1784, t. ii.
See also the opinion of M. Portalis in the case of the Statira,
1 Cranch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 102, note (a).
(g) The Barbara, 3 C. Bob. Adm,. Bep. p. 171.
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Prize. It is the duty of every citizen to assist his fellowcitizens in war, and to retake their property out of the
possession of the enemy; and no commission is necessary
to give a person, so employed, a title to the reward which
the law allots to that meritorious act of duty (A). And if
a convoying ship actually recapture one of her convoy
which has been previously captured by the enemy, it en
titles her to salvage (?). But a mere rescue of a ship
associated in the same common enterprise, gives no right to
salvage (A).
CCCCXXIII. To entitle a party to salvage, as upon a
Recapture, there must have been an actual or constructive
Capture ; for military salvage will not be allowed in any
cases where the property has not been actually rescued from
the enemy (/). But it is not necessary that the enemy
should have actual possession: it is sufficient if the property
is completely under the dominion of the enemy (m). If,
however, a vessel be captured going in distress into an
enemy’s port, and is thereby saved, it is merely a case of
civil, and not of military salvage (n). But to constitute a
Recapture it is not necessary that the recaptors should
have a bodily and actual possession; it is sufficient if the
prize be actually rescued from the grasp of the hostile
captor (0).
CCCCXXIV. Where a hostile ship is captured, and
afterwards is recaptured by the enemy, and is again recap
tured from the enemy, the original captors are not entitled
to restitution on paying salvage ; but the last captors are
entitled to all the rights of Prize, for, by the first Recap-* (l)
(h) The Helen, 3 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 224.
(i) The Wight, 5 ib. p. 315.
(k) The Belle, Edw. Adm. Bep. p. 66.
(l) The Franklin, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 147.
(m) The Edward & Mary, 3 ib. p. 305.
The Pensamento Felix, Edw. Adm. Bep. p. 116.
(n) The Franklin, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 147.
(0) The Edward & Ma,ry, 3 ib. p. 305.
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ture, the whole right of the original captors is divested (p).
And where the original captors have abandoned their prize,
and she is subsequently captured by other persons, the
latter are solely entitled to the property (q). But if the
abandonment be involuntary, and produced by the terror of
superior force, and especially if produced by the act of the
second captors, the rights of the original captors are com
pletely revived (r). And where the enemy has captured a
ship, and afterwards deserted her, and she is then recap
tured, it is not to be considered as a case of derelict; for
the original owner never had the animus derelinquendi, and
therefore she is to be restored on a payment of salvage;
but it has been ruled that as it is not strictly a Recapture
within the Prize Act, the rate of salvage is discretionary (s).
(p) The Polly, 4 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 217, note {a).
The Astrea, 1 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 125.
“ Yeut et entend Sa Majesty, que les prises des navires ennemis,
faites par ses vaisseaux, ou par ceux de ses sujets armes en course,
recousses par les ennemis, et ensuite reprises sur eux, appartiennent
en entier au dernier preneur.”—Arrit du Gonseil d’Etat du 5 Novembre, 1748.
Valin sur VOrdonnance, t. ii. pp. 257-9.
Traite des
Prises, ch. vi. s. 1.
Pothier, Droit de Propriety, No. 99.
(q) The Lord Nelson, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 79.
The Diligentia, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 404.
(r) The Mary, 2 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 123.
(s) The John and Jane, 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 216.
The Gage, 6 ib. p. 273.
The Lord Nelson, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 79.
“ Si le navire, sans 6tre recous, est abandonn^ par les ennemis, ou
si par tempete ou autre cas fortuit il revient en la possession de nos
sujets, avant qu’il ait 6te conduit dans aucun port ennemi, il sera
rendu au proprie'taire qui le reclamera dans l’an et jour, quoiqu’il ait
ete plus de vingt-quatre heures entre les mains des ennemis.”—
Ordonnance de 1681, 1. iii. tit. 9, Des Prises, art. 9.
Pothier is of opinion that these words, avant qu’il soit entre dans
aucun port ennemi, are to be understood not as restricting the right of
restitution, on payment of salvage, to the particular case mentioned,
of a vessel which is abandoned by the enemy before being carried into
port, which case is mentioned merely as an example of what ordinarily
happens, “ parce que c’est le cas ordinaire auqnel un vaisseau echappe d
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But if the abandonment by the enemy be produced by the
terror of a hostile force, it is a Recapture within the term&
of the Prize Act (£).
CCCCXXV. Where the captors abandon their prize, and
she is afterwards brought into port by neutral salvors, it has
been holden that the neutral Court has jurisdiction to decree
salvage, but cannot restore the property to the original
belligerent owners ; for by the Capture, the captors ac
quired such a right of property as no neutral nation could
justly impugn or destroy, and consequently the proceeds
(after deducting salvage) belong to the original captors,
and neutral nations ought not to inquire into the validity
of a Capture as between belligerents (u). But if the captors
make a donation of the captured vessel to a neutral crew,
the latter are entitled as salvors ; but after deducting sal
vage, the remaining proceeds will be decreed to the original
owner (x).
CCCCXXYI. And it seems to be a general rule, liable
to but few exceptions, that the rights of Capture are com-V
,

V ennemi qui Va pris ne pouvant plus guhre lui echapper lorsqu’il a ete

No. 99.
But Valin holds that the terms of the Ordinance are to be literallyconstrued, and that the right of the original proprietor is completelydivested by the carrying into the enemy’s port.—Sur VOrdonnance, ib.
He is also of opinion that this species of salvage is to be analogised
to the case of shipwreck, and that the recaptors are entitled to onethird of the value of the property saved.—Ib.
But Azuni contends, that the rate of salvage, in this case, is not
regulated by the Ordinance, but is discretionary, to be proportioned
to the nature and extent of the service performed, which can never be
equal to the rescue of property from the hands of the enemy by
military force, or to the recovery of goods lost by shipwreck.—Part II.
ch. iv. ss. 8, 9.
Emerigon is also opposed to Valin on this subject, and cites, in sup
port of his own doctrine, the Consolato del Mare, ch. 287, and Targa,
ch. 46, n. 10.—Emerigon, Des Assurances, t. i. pp. 504, 505.
(t) The Goyge, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 273.
(u) The Mary Ford, 3 Dallas’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 188.
(x) The Adventure, 8 Cranch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 227.
S. C. 1 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 128, note (/).
conduit dans ses ports.”—Droit de Propriety
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pletely divested by a hostile Recapture, escape, or a voluntary
discharge of the captured vessel (y). And the same prin
ciple seems applicable to a hostile rescue ; but if the rescue
be made by a neutral crew of a neutral ship, it may be
doubtful how far such an illegal act, which involves the
penalty of confiscation, would be holden in the Courts of
the captor’s country to divest his original right in case of a
subsequent Recapture.
CCCCXXVII. As to recaptors, though their right to
salvage is extinguished by a subsequent hostile Recapture,
and regular sentence of condemnation carried into execution,
divesting the owners of their property, yet if the vessel be
restored, upon such Recapture, and resume her voyage,
either upon an acquittal in Court, or a release of the sovereign
Power, the recaptors are redintegrated in their right of sal
vage (z) : and recaptors and salvors have a legal interest in
the property, which cannot be divested by other subjects
without an adjudication in a competent Court; and it is not
for the Government’s ships or officers, or for other persons,
upon the ground of superior authority, to dispossess them
without cause (a).
CCCCXXVIII. In all cases of salvage, where the rate
is not fixed by positive law, it is in the discretion of the
Court, as well upon Recaptures as in other cases (b). And
where, upon a Recapture, the parties have entitled them
selves to a military salvage under the Prize Acts, the Court
may also award them, in addition, a civil salvage, if they

(y) Hudson v. Guestier, 4 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 293.
S. C. 6 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 281.
The Diligentia, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 404.
(z) The Charlotte Caroline, ib. p. 192.
(a) The Mendenhall, ib. p. 414.
(b) Talbot v. Seeman, 1 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 1.
The Apollo, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 308.
Bynk. Q. J. P. 1. i. ch. v.
Du Ponceau’s ed. pp. 36, 41, 42.
YOL. III.

T T
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have subsequently rendered services by succouring the
vessel in distress from perils of the seas (c).
CCCCXXIX. In the construction of the former English
Prize Acts, it has been holden that a revenue-cutter, havinoa letter of marque, is to be deemed a private ship of war,
and entitled to a salvage of one-sixth (d). But these
British revenue-cutters belonged to private individuals,
although fitted out, manned, and armed, at the expense of
the Government, and it may be thought doubtful whether
the authority of this case applied in the United States,
where the revenue-cutters are generally built and owned,
as well as equipped, manned, and armed, by the Govern
ment. A store-ship, however, armed at the public expense,
and commanded by commissioned officers, is clearly to be
deemed a public armed ship («?).
CCCCXXX. M. de Martens considers whether there
can be derived, from certain expressions and phrases per
petually recurring in Treaties (/), a general concurrence of
States as to rules upon this subject, and more especially
whether the subject of Recapture can be considered as
falling under one or other of two clauses which are most
frequently found in Treaties:
1. The clause of being treated as the most favoured
nation (d’etre traite comme la nation la plus favorisee).
2. The clause of being treated as the proper subjects of
the State (d'etre traite comme lespropres sujets de TEtai).
M. de Martens very wisely decides that Recapture can
not fairly be considered as falling within the purview and
intendment of either of these clauses.
CCCCXXXI. So much for two of the sources from
(c) The Louisa, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 317.
(d) The Helen, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 224.
The Sedulous, 1 Dodson Adm. Rep. p. 253.
(e) Ibid.
(/) Vide ante, vol. i. § li.
For specific Treaties on this subject see De Martens, Essai, and
vol. ix. Traites de Comm., De Haut. et de C. p. 374, Prises et Reprises.
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which we may in some measure derive* the principles of
International Law.
And with respect to a third, namely, the opinions of
Jurists, they are summed up by this author in contradiction
to his own opinion (z) upon the subject of Recapture, as
being agreed upon the two following propositions :—
1st. With respect to the Recapture of a vessel, before
the original Capture had been completed; that though in
such case the captured property ought to be restored to the
original proprietor, yet even in this case the recaptor
is entitled to demand a recompense, which, according to the
principles of natural justice, cannot be fixed at any certain
part of the value of the prize, but which ought to be pro
portioned to the dangers, expenses, and damages incurred
in the effecting of it,
2nd. With respect to the Recapture of property duly
vested in the captor, that, upon the same conditions by
which it became so vested, it has become by the Recapture
vested in the recaptor; and that the rights of the first pro
prietor lost by the Capture cannot revive, ipso jure, by
virtue of the seizure effected by the recaptor. And that
the first proprietor can no more revindicate his extinguished
right of property, than he can exercise a right of redemp
tion, the which always supposes the existence of positive
municipal laws, without which no proprietor is bound to
sell his property to any person.

(0 He candidly admits that this opinion is at variance with the
received opinion of Europe :—
“Que toute reprise, faite a une epoque quelconque de la guerre,
soit que la prise ait 6te legitime, soit qu’elle ait e'te illegitime, soit
que la reprise se fasse par le Souverain, soit qu’elle se fasse par un
armateur, doit etre restituee a l’ancien proprietaire quelconque ;
moyennant une juste retribution des frais et dommages du repreneur
quelconque ; a moins que l’ille'gitimite de la reprise ne prive le re
preneur du droit de demander une reparation.”—De Martens, Ess.,
and vol. ix. Tr. de Com,., De Haut. et de C. p. 374, Prises et
Reprises.
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CCCCXXXII* By the general Maritime Law, Ransom
is allowed, and the master may hind by his contract for
Ransom the whole cargo as well as the ship (k). About
the middle of George the Third’s reign Ransoms were,
by the policy of England, forbidden to English subjects (/).
But afterwards, in circumstances of necessity, they were still
allowed (m). At present the question is governed by the
provisions of the Permanent Act of 1864 (n). Ransoms have
never been prohibited by the North American United
States; and the Act of Congress of August 2, 1813, in
terdicting the use of British licences or passes, was holden
not to apply to the contract of Ransom (o').
The general law upon this subject is perspicuously stated
in the following extract from a judgment of Story (p) :—
“ The second question,” he says, “ is, whether it be com
petent for a friendly Belligerent to demand, or take, a* (l)

(k) The Gratitudine, 3 C. Bob. A dm. Bep. p. 240.
(l) 22 Geo. III. c. 25, ss. 1, 2. Now repealed. See cases at com
mon law on this subject :—
Havelock v. Bockwood, 8 Durnford & East, p. 268.
Wilson v. Bird, 1 Lord Baymond’s Bep. p. 22.
Anthon v. Fisher, 3 Douglas Bep. p. 166.
Same v. Same, 2 Douglas Bep. p. 649, n.
Woodward v. Larkin, 3 Espinasse’s Bep. p. 266.
Parsons v. Scott, 2 Taunton’s Bep. p. 363.
Webb v. Brooke, 3 ib. p. 6.
. Bicard v. Bettenham, 3 Burrows’ Bep. p. 1734.
Cornu v. Blackburne, 1 Douglas Bep. p. 641.
(m) The Ships taken at Genoa, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 403.
The Hoop, 1 ib. p. 169.
(n) § 45 of 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25. Vide antb, § cix. p. 178.
The previous statutes were 22 Geo. III. c. 25, 33 Geo. III. c. 66, ss.
36, 39 ; 43 Geo. III. c. 160, ss. 33, 36 ; 45 Geo. III. c. 72, ss. 16, 19;
55 Geo. III. c. 160, ss. 9, 12. See § 14 as to collusive capture.
.17 & 18 Viet. c. 18, ss. 42, 44. The first of these statutes only was
permanent, the others were Prize Acts.
(o) Goodrich v. Gordon, 15 Johnson’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 6.
Kent’s Comm. vol. i. pp. (105) 112.
(p) Maisonnaire et at. v. Keating, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 337
(Story).
.
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44 ransom for restoring the property of a Neutral after
44 capture. It is argued by the defendant, that every
44 ransom supposes a vested right in the captors ; that this
64 does not exist in respect to Neutrals, for the captors have

44only a right to bring in for adjudication; that neutral
property is liable to condemnation, only in case of delinquency ; and that captors have no right to remit, in behalf
of their Sovereign, a forfeiture for violation of neutral
duties.
44 It is not true, however, that the right to take a Ransom
44 is founded in a vested title in the captors to the captured
44 property. For, whether the property vest after twenty44 four hours’ possession, or after bringing infraprcesidia, as
44 seems the doctrine of civilians; or after condemnation, as is
44 the doctrine of Great Britain ; it is clear that the right to
44 take a Ransom exists from the moment of capture. And,
44 by the general practice of the maritime world, a decree of
44 condemnation is deemed necessary to ascertain and confirm
44 the inchoate title of the captors, at least in respect to the
44 Sovereign and subjects of their own country. Nor is a
44 Ransom, strictly speaking, a repurchase of the captured
44 property. It is rather a repurchase of the actual right of
44 the captors at the time, be it what it may; or, more pro44 perly, it is a relinquishment of all the interest and benefit,
44 which the captors might acquire or consummate in the
44 property by the regular adjudications of a Prize Tribunal,
44 whether it be an interest in rem, a lien, or a mere title to
44 expenses.
In this respect, there seems to be no legal
44 difference between the case of a Ransom of the property
44 of an enemy, and of a Neutral. For if the property be
44 neutral, and yet there be probable cause of capture, or if
44 the delinquency be such, that the penalty of confiscation
44 might be justly applied ; there can be no intrinsic difficulty
44 in supporting a contract, by which the captors agree to
44 waive their rights in consideration of a sum of money
44 voluntarily paid, or agreed to be paid, by the captured.
44
44
44
44
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“ Indeed, the case stands upon a stronger ground than that
gc of a Ransom between enemies ; for the latter have not, in
66 general, a capacity to enter into contracts. The very law
“ of war prohibits all commercial intercourse, and suspends
“ all existing contracts, between enemies; and the case of

“ Ransoms is almost the only exception, which has been ad“ mitted, from the general rule. If then, neither the subject
“ matter, nor the nature of the title or consideration, nor the
“ capacity of the parties, presents any serious objection to the
“ contract, as between a friendly Belligerent and a Neutral,
“ it remains to consider, if there be anything in the objec“ tion, that it is a remitter of the right of forfeiture, which
“ belongs exclusively to the Sovereign.
66 The commission of the Sovereign in general authorises
(C only captures of enemies’ property. But, without any
“ express clause, this commission clearly extends to the
(S capture of all neutral property seized in violating neutral
“ duties; for in such case the property is deemed quasi
“ enemies’ property. And, for the same reason, it authorises
“ the bringing in of property, under neutral passports and
“ papers, for adjudication, where there is probable cause to
“ suspect its real character; for, until adjudication, it cannot
“ be ascertained whether it be entitled to the protection of
“ the neutral character. If, therefore, the commission gives
“ hostile property to the captors, and enables them to deliver
“ it up on ransom, it also enables them to do the same in
if respect to neutral property, which has acquired a hostile
“ taint; and the ransom is not, in the one case, any more the
“ exercise of the Sovereign’s prerogative to remit a forfeiture,
“ than it is in the other. In both instances, it is considered,
“ by the Law of Nations, as a mere remitter of the rights of
“ the captors acquired jure belli; and every prohibition of its
tc exercise must expressly depend upon the municipal regula“ tions of the particular country. Upon principle, therefore,
c6 the distinction of the counsel for the defendant, as to the
“ incompetency of a Belligerent to deliver neutral property
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*c on Ransom, is unsupported; and there is not a scintillation
“ of authority in its favour ” (q).* 1
(q)

See also—Miller v. The

, 2

Resolution

Dallas’

{Amer.) Rep.

p. 15.
, c. iv. art. 6.
1 Emerigon, c. xii. s. 21.
2 Valin, art. 66, p. 149.
Ze Guidon, c. vi. art. 2.
Azuni

,

Pothier

Traite du Droit de Propriety

144.
Valin, OrZ des Prises, art. 19.
If>. ii. 1. iii. t. ix. art. 19.
Z6. Comm. t. ix. p. 261.

No. 134, 135, 138, 139, 140,
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PART THE ELEVENTH.
CHAPTER X.
THE GENERAL CHARACTER AND DUTY OF TRIBUNALS
OF PRIZE.

CCCCXXXIII. It has been observed that the tribunal
of maritime International Law, having cognisance of Prize,
has, from circumstances sufficiently apparent upon a very
slight reflection, assumed a form, consistency, and regularity
of procedure which no tribunal of International Law, re
specting military operations by land, and having cognisance
of Booty, has yet attained; and that so far as English legis
lation and jurisprudence is concerned, there has been a
growing tendency to submit both subjects to the same
tribunal (a).
It seems to the writer of these pages that, within the
whole range of International Jurisprudence, there is no
subject of more paramount importance than the character,
constitution, and mode of procedure of the Prize Court,
and of the Appellate Tribunal (b).
It ought to command the respect of nations—it ought to
be above, not slander indeed, for then it would not be a
human institution, but just and reasonable suspicion. It
ought to administer International, not Municipal Law,* (б)
(а) Vide anU, p. 221; Banda and Kirwee Booty, 1 L. B. Adm. &
Bccl. p. 109.
(б) Vide ante, vol. ii. §§ ccciv. cccv. as to International Law adminis
tered by the Pope.
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except In so far as it might happen that the latter was
identical with or declaratory of the former. Its procedure
ought to be open and exposed to all criticism. It ought to
allow every liberty of speech to the Claimant, or his repre
sentative, as well as to the Belligerent, or his representative.
It should administer a consistent law upon certain and
known principles, impartially applied to all States and to
their subjects. The high standard of the great philosopher
and jurist of antiquity should be perpetually before its
eyes. It should always remember that the law which it has
to administer is not of one character at Borne and of another
at Athens (c), but one and the same everywhere, founded
and applied, so far as human infirmity will permit, upon the
principles of immutable right and eternal justice.
CCCCXXXIV. The Prize Courts to whose proceedings
the greatest publicity (d) has been given, are, it will not be
denied by any candid and intelligent person, those of Great
Britain and of the United States of North America.
Nor will it be denied by the United States that they
have taken, with few and inconsiderable exceptions, the
rules, procedure, and practice of the English Courts as their
approved and recognised model.
In the case of the Ostsee, decided by the highest English
tribunal, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,
during the late war with Russia, it was well observed that—
“ The law which we are to lay down cannot be confined
a to the British Navy ; the rule must be applied to captors
“ of all nations. No country can be permitted to establish
“ an exceptional rule in its own favour, or in favour of
“ particular classes of its own subjects. On the Law of

(c) “ Neque erit alia lex Romse, alia Athenis: alia nunc, alia
postMc,” &c.—Cic. de Republ. 1. iii. c. 22.
(d) The reports are duly published, and in England, during the late
war with Russia, under the authority of the High Court of Admiralty.
These are independent of the daily reports in a great number of news
papers of various political creeds.
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“ Nations, foreign decisions are entitled to the same weight
“ as those of the country in which the tribunal sits.
“ America has adopted almost all her principles of prize
“law from the decisions of English Courts ; and, whatever
“ may have been the case in former times, no authorities
“ are now cited in English Courts, in cases to which they
are applicable, with greater respect than those of the
“ distinguished jurists of France and America. Whatever
“ is held in England to justify or excuse an officer of the
“British Navy, will be held by the tribunals of every
“ country, both on this and the other side of the Atlantic,
“ to justify or excuse the captors of their own nation ” (e).
It may be here observed, first, that England has during
the wars which have taken place since 1856 found herself
a neutral, having been almost always a belligerent during
the wars of the last and the beginning of this century ; and
that she has accepted loyally all the principles with regard,
to the duties of neutrals which her Prize Courts, when she
was belligerent, had laid down. Secondly, that during the
late American war the Prize Courts of America applied,
with very few exceptions, these principles with perfect fair
ness to English ships and owners.
CCCCXXXV. Let us consider, first, whether there has
been any theory upon this subject—viz. the duty of the
Prize Court towards all States—promulgated by the English
Courts; and next, whether that theory has been in accord
ance with the premisses which have been just laid down;
because these facts are of great importance to the civilised
world.
States which openly proclaim the standard, by reference
to which they assert that international justice ought to be
administered in their tribunals, witness, as it were, against
themselves, if they depart from it.
True it is that their practice may fall short of their
theory; but by the joint effect of openly promulgating
(e)

The Ostsce, 9 Moore, P. C. Rep. p. 150.

(1855.)
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their theory and openly conducting their practice, they
have for ever exposed themselves to the severest criticism,
and challenged, in some sense, the institution of a constant
comparison between the two, Nor, in these days, not only
of free but of universal discussion through the agency of
the press, can it be contended that this exposure and this
challenge do not constitute a great check upon the mal
administration of justice, and a great safeguard to those
States whose interests are necessarily submitted to the
decisions of the Belligerent Tribunal.
CCCCXXXYI. It has so happened that, during the
long and general war which ended in 1815, that great
magistrate of nations, Lord Stowell, more than once felt it
incumbent upon him to declare from the judgment-seat what
was in his opinion the duty of the tribunal over which he so
long presided.
It has appeared desirable to the writer of these pages to
collect these passages, and to place them consecutively be
fore the eyes of the reader.
It has been already observed, that, in time of war, Neutral
States have a right to demand, ex debito justitice (/), that
there be courts for the administration of International Law,
sitting in the belligerent countries.
The duties of those courts are thus faithfully described
by Lord Stowell in the case of the Swedish Convoy (g): “ In
“ forming my judgment, I trust that it has not for a moment
“ escaped my anxious recollection what it is that the duty
“of my station calls for from me; namely, not to deliver
“ occasional and shifting opinions to serve present purposes
“ of particular national interest, but to administer with in“ difference that justice which the Law of Nations holds out
“ without distinction to independent States, some happening
(/) The Snipe and others, Edwards9 Adm. Rep. p. 381, also pub
lished separately.
See important remarks of Mably, Droit des Gens, vol. ii. pp. 350,
351; and Wheaton, Hist. p. 171, n.
(g) The Maria, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. 350.
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“ to be neutral and some belligerent; the seat of judicial
“ authority is indeed locally here, in the belligerent country,
“ according to the known law and practice of nations, but
“ the law itself has no locality. It is the duty of the person
“ who sits here to determine this question exactly as he
“ would determine the same question if sitting at Stockholm ;
“to assert no pretensions on the part of Great Britain
“ which he would not allow to Siveden in the same circum
stances ; and to impose no duties on Sweden, as a neuttal
“country, which he would not admit to belong to Great
“ Britain in the same character.”
In another case (<g) he says : “ It is to be recollected that
“ this is a Court of the Law of Nations, though sitting here
“ under the authority of the King of Great Britain. It
“ belongs to other nations as well as to our own; and what
“ foreigners have a right to demand from it is the adminis“ tration of the Law of Nations simply, and exclusively of
“ the introduction of principles borrowed from our own
“ municipal jurisprudence, to which, it is well known, they
“ have at all times expressed no inconsiderable reluctance.”
In the case of the Fox, decided in 1811, Lord Stowell
said :—
“ In the course of the discussion a question has been
“ started, What would be the duty of the Court under
“ Orders in Council that were repugnant to the Law of
“ Nations? It has been contended on one side that the
“ Court would at all events be bound to enforce the Orders
“ in Council ; on the other, that the Court would be bound
“ to apply the rule of the Law of Nations adapted to the
“ particular case, in disregard of the Orders in Council. I
“ have not observed, however, that these Orders in Council,
“ in their retaliatory character, have been described in the
“ argument as at all repugnant to the Law of Nations, how“ ever liable to be so described if merely original and abstract.
“ And, therefore, it is rather to correct possible misappre(g) The Recovery, 6 C. Robinson's Adm. Rep. pp. 348-9.
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“ hension on the subject, than from the sense of any obliga“ tion which the present discussion imposes upon me, that I
“ observe that this Court is bound to administer the Law of
“ Nations to the subjects of other countries in the different
“ relations in which they may be placed towards this country
“ and its Government. This is what others have a right to
“ demand for their subjects, and to complain if they receive
“ it not. This is its unwritten law, evidenced in the course
“ of its decisions, and collected from the common usage of
“ civilised States. At the same time it is strictly true, that,
“ by the constitution of this country, the King in Council
“ possesses legislative rights over this Court, and has power
“ to issue orders and instructions which it is bound to obey
“ and enforce ; and these constitute the written law of this
“Court. These two propositions, that the Court is bound
“ to administer the Law of Nations, and that it is bound to
“ enforce the King’s Orders in Council, are not at all incon“ sistent with each other; because these orders and instruc“ tions are presumed to conform themselves, under the given
“circumstances, to the principles of its unwritten law.
“ They are either directory applications of those principles
“ to the cases indicated in them—cases which, with all the
“ facts and circumstances belonging to them, and which con
stitute their legal character, could be but imperfectly
“ known to the Court itself; or they are positive regulations,
“ consistent with these principles, applying to matters which
“ require more exact and definite rules than those general
“ principles are capable of furnishing.
“ The constitution of this Court, relatively to the legis“ lative power of the King in Council, is analogous to that
“ of the Courts of Common Law, relatively to that of the
“ Parliament of this kingdom. Those Courts have their
“ unwritten law, the approved principles of natural reason
“ and justice ; they have likewise the written or statute law
“ in Acts of Parliament, which are directory applications of
“ the same principles to particular subjects, or positive
“regulations consistent with them, upon matters which
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“ would remain too much at large if they were left to the
“ imperfect information which the Courts could extract
“ from mere general speculations. What would be the duty
“ of the individuals who preside in those Courts, if required
“ to enforce an Act of Parliament which contradicted those
“ principles, is a question which I presume they would not
“ entertain a 'priori, because they will not entertain a priori
“ the supposition that any such will arise. In like manner
“ this Court will not let itself loose into speculations as to
“ what would be its duty under such an emergency ; because
“ it cannot, without extreme indecency, presume that any
“ such emergency will happen. And it is the less disposed
“ to entertain them, because its own observation and expe“ rience attest the general conformity of such orders and
“ instructions to its principles of unwritten law (A). In the
“ particular case of the orders and instructions which give
“ rise to the present question, the Court has not heard it at
“ all maintained in argument that, as retaliatory orders, they
“ are not conformable to such principles; for retaliatory
“ orders they are. They are so declared in their own lan“ guage, and in the uniform language of the Government
“ which has established them. I have no hesitation in saying
“ that they would cease to be just if they ceased to be
“ retaliatory; and they would cease to be retaliatory from
“ the moment the enemy retracts, in a sincere manner, those
“ measures of his which they were intended to retaliate ” (i).
It is clear from these citations that it never has been the
doctrine of the British Prize Courts that, because they sit
under the authority of the Crown, the Crown has authority
to prescribe to them rules which violate International Law.

(h) “ Todos reconocer^n espoirtAneamente y admirar&n el perfecto
lenguage de esta exposicion,” says Pando ; but he proceeds to com
plain of Lord Stowell for not having followed his own rules ; while
upon his judgments delivered in 1798-9 he passes an unqualified
eulogy.—Pando (ed. 1852), p. 536.
(/) The Fox and others, Edwards’ Adm. Pep. p. 312.
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The Orders in Council of 1807 (k) did, in the opinion of
the writer of these pages, contravene that law; but in the
opinion of the Judge of the Prize Court they were, as has
been seen, consistent with it; and therefore his decrees
carried them into execution.
If he had not so considered them, and nevertheless had
executed them, he would have incurred the same guilt and
deserved the same reprehension as the Judge of a Municipal
Court, who executed by his sentence an edict of the legis
lature which plainly violated the law written by the Creator
upon the conscience of his creature.
There was a case tried before Sir James Mackintosh,
when Recorder of Bombay, which illustrates and fortifies
this position.
It was that of the Minerva, an American ship taken in
a voyage from Providence, in the course of which she had
touched at the Isle of France, from which place she sailed
to Tegall and Manilla; and on her voyage back from this
last place to Batavia she was detained, as trading between
enemies ports, in violation of his Majesty’s “Instructions ”
of June, 1803. Restitution was insisted on by the claimants,
on the ground that neither Manilla nor Batavia, nor the Isle
of France, were enemies colonies in such a sense as to render
the trading thereto by a Neutral, in time of war, illegal;
inasmuch as the trade to these places was open to foreigners
in time of peace. For the purpose of ascertaining this last
point, commissions had been sent to Calcutta and Madras;
and the Judge, finding that the trade had been, as alleged,
open to foreigners, pronounced for restitution, but without
costs.
In pronouncing judgment he observed;—“ That the sole
“ point in the case was, whether Manilla and Batavia were
“ colonies, according to the true meaning of His Majesty’s
“ * Instructions ’ of 1803 ; or, in other words, whether they
“ were settlements administered, in time of peace, on prin(k) Vide ante, p. 312, § clxvii.
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“ ciples of colonial monopoly. The word ‘ colony ’ was here
“ not a geographical, but a political term. His Majesty’s
“4 Instructions ’ must be construed so as not to be at
“ variance with the principle of Public Law, maintained by
“ Great Britain, called the Rule of 1756. No settlement
“ could be called a colony under that rule which was open
“ to foreigners in time of peace. As, from the return to the
u commissions, it appeared that Batavia and Manilla were
“ not such colonies, he did not therefore conceive that
“ trading to them was illegal under the Law of Nations,
“ as relaxed by His Majesty’s f Instructions’ of 1803.
“ Something had been said of the obedience due to the
“ letter of these ‘ Instructions.’ Undoubtedly the letter of
“ the ‘ Instructions ’ was a sufficient warrant for His Majesty’s
“ officers for detaining ships which appeared to offend against
“ it; but as to the doctrine that Courts of Prize were bound
“ by illegal instructions, he had already in a former case
“ (that of the Erin), treated it as a groundless charge by an
“ American writer against English Courts. In this case
“ (which had hitherto been,’ and he trusted ever would con“ tinue, imaginary) of such illegal instructions, he was con“ vinced that English Courts of Admiralty would as much
“ assert their independence of arbitrary mandates as English
“ Courts of Common Law. That happily no judge had
“ ever been called upon to determine, and no writer had
“ distinctly put the case of such a repugnance. He had,
“ therefore, no direct and positive authority ; but he never
“ could hesitate in asserting, that in such an imaginary case,
“ it would be the duty of a judge to disregard the ‘ Instruc“ c tions,’ and to consult only that universal law to which
“ all civilised Princes and States acknowledge themselves
“to be subject, and over which none of them can claim any
“ authority ” (Z).
Many years before this judgment was delivered Lord(l)
(l) Life of the Right Honourable Sir James Mackintosh, vol. i.
pp. 317-19.
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Mansfield had declared from the Queen’s Bench of England
that an Act of Parliament would not alter the Law of Na
tions (m), and that all the world were parties to a sentence
in a Court of Admiralty, that is, a Prize Court (w).
(m) Heathfield v. Chilton, 4 Burrows’ Reports, p. 2016.
“ The Act of Parliament (7 Anne, c. 12) did not intend to alter,
nor can alter, the Law of Nations.”
(n) Bernardi v. Motteux, 2 Douglas’ Reports, p. 581.
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CHAPTER II.
THE CONSTITUTION OF PRIZE TRIBUNALS IN DIFFERENT
STATES.

CCCCXXXYII. The tribunals in the United States
of North America which take cognizance of maritime cap
ture appear to he the following :—
First. The District Courts (a). These, as well as the
Circuit Courts, are derived from the power granted by the
Constitution to Congress of constituting tribunals inferior
to the Supreme Court.
The United States are at present divided into thirty-five
districts, which generally consist of an entire State : but in
some States there are more districts than one.
They have exclusive original cognizance of all civil causes
of Admiralty and maritime jurisdiction within certain
limitations as to the tonnage of vessels. They have also
cognizance, concurrently with the Circuit and State
Courts, of causes where an alien sues for a tort committed
in violation of the Law of Nations or a Treaty of the
United States.
They have also cognizance of complaints, by whomsoever
instituted, in cases of captures made within the waters of
the United States, or within a marine league of the coast.
It is more important to observe that they possess all the
powers of a Prize Court (b).
Secondly. The Circuit or Federal Courts. The United
States are now divided into nine great circuits. They have
appellate jurisdiction from all final decrees and judgments
of the District Courts in matters of Prize, where the
(a) 1 Kent's Comm. pp. 332-3 (303-4).

{b) Ib. p. 386 (355).
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matter in dispute, exclusive of costs, exceeds three hundred
dollars (c).
Thirdly. The Supreme Court, which is composed of a
Chief Justice and eight Associate Justices, of whom five
may make a Court. This Court, which is clothed with many
attributes and discharges many functions of an international
character, receives, as a Court of the last resort, appeals in
cases of Prize (d).
CCCCXXXVIII. The Prize Tribunal (e) in France has
undergone great changes.
Originally The Admiral or his Lieutenant exercised Prize
Jurisdiction.

As late as 1624 it appears that Henry de Montmorency
exercised this jurisdiction en vertu du pouvoir attache d sa
charge d’amiraute.

In the time of Louis XIII. the office of Admiral was
suppressed and replaced by that of a Grand-maitre, who took
cognizance of Prizes. This office was filled by Cardinal
Richelieu (f)<

During the minority of Louis XIV., Anne of Austria
exercised the jurisdiction. She was speedily succeeded by
the Hue de Vendome (1650). His appointment introduced
a great and lasting change in the Tribunal. He found
himself much embarrassed with the questions of Interna
tional Law, upon which he was obliged to adjudicate, and
appeals were constantly prosecuted from his judgments to
the Throne, till at last it became necessary to establish a
permanent commission for his assistance, with an appeal
to the Conseil d’Ltat du Roi. Such was the origin of the
Conseil des Prises, which, with some interruptions and
variations, has continued to the present day.
(c) 1 Kent’s Comm. pp. 331 (302).
(d) Ib. pp. 323 (298). I am not certain that the numbers of the
Courts and Judges may not lately have been increased, but the general
outline is substantially correct.
(e) De Fist, et Duverdy, Traite des Prises, t. ii. P. viii. ; cc. i. ii,
iii* iv.
(/) Ib. p. 162.
u u 2
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The office of the Admiral was re-established in favour
of M. le Comte de Vermandois; and in 1695 it appears to
have been fully revived in the person of M. le Comte de
Toulouse. The Admiral continued to adjudicate with his
attendant council till 1789. The last Conseil des Prises
under the old law was appointed in 1778 to take cognizance
of Prizes made from the English during the war between
England and her colonies.
This Conseil des Prises was nominated for each war, having
no authority during peace. The members were nominated
by the King, with a Pro cureur-general.
The famous treatise of Valin—his Traite des Prises—
was supervised and richly instructed with precedents by the
PJrocnreur-general of his time.
In 1793, when the war broke out between France and
England, a decree of the Convention (14 July, 1793) gave
the jurisdiction over Prizes to the Tribunals of Commerce.
Not long afterwards another decree issued, clothing the
Conseil executif provisoire with this jurisdiction. The effect
of this decree was to restore the jurisdiction to the adminis
trative authority of the State, which the French writers
appear (g), in very direct opposition to the doctrine of the
English and North American United States, to consider as
the proper repository of International Law. In a short
time the Comite du Salut public seized, and abused with
shameless ignorance and injustice, the jurisdiction.
Afterwards the Tribunaux de Commerce possessed the
jurisdiction, and with respect to their discharge of these
functions Cambaceres, Minister of Justice, said:—
“ Que la course etait devenue un brigandage, parce que
“ les lois qui lui etaient appliquees etaient insuffisantes ou
“ mauvaises et que Pon avoit entendu s’elever de toutes parts
“ les plaintes des negociants et des ministres etrangers, et
“ que cependant le Gouvernement, penetre de la justice de
(g) “ C’etait la rendre la connaissance des prises maritimes a
l’autorite administrative, qui devoit naturellement en connoitre.”—
De Pist. et Duverdy, Traite des Prises, t. iii. P. viii. c. iv. p. 149.
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“ ces plain tes, avoit toujours ete sans pouvoir pour y faire
“ droit” (h).
Under Napoleon the First, a Conseil des Prises was in
stituted to sit at Paris without any relation to the office of
Admiral; and special tribunals with a limited jurisdiction
were established in the ports, chiefly, it should seem, for the
purpose of collecting information as to the facts of the cases
submitted to the Conseil des Prises. From this tribunal
there was an appeal to the revived Conseil d'Etat.
Besides the Commissions des Ports, there were also Com
missions Coloniales to sit in the French Colonies, and Com
missions Consulaires, which established, in violation of the
soundest principles of International Law, French Tribunals
in the ports of Neutrals or Allies.
Napoleon the Third in the Crimean war re-instituted by
decree a Conseil des Prises at Paris. By the fourth article
of that decree the sittings of the Council were ordered to
be private, a provision which is much to be regretted by all
who consider publicity as a great security for the impartial
execution of public or international justice.
With respect to Spain, Abreu (?) has a chapter upon the
necessity of a regular and formal procedure in a Prize Court
in order to obtain the condemnation of a capture, the forms
of which are, he says, wisely provided for in las Ordenanzas
de Corso (A), with a view to secure the due administration
of international justice.
(h) De Pist. et Duverdy, Tr. des Prises, t. iii. P. viii. c. i\T. p. 158.
(i) Abreu, cap. xxiii. :—
“ Sobre el modo de probar el dominio de la Pressa y si la prueba de
que se liizo legltimamente incumbe al apressador o al apressado.”
(Jc) Ib. p. 251.
Ordenanza para navegar en Corso, December 4th, 1621, is to be
found in Phil. iv. t. i. p. 555, and Cedul. pp. 372-430, to be com
pared with later ordinances of 1718-1779, &c.
Cf. Coleccion de los Tratados de Paz, Alianza, Neutralidad, Ac., par
Joseph Antonio de Abreu y Bertodano.—Ed. Madrid, 1740. His
collection begins in 1598 (Philip II. and Henry IV.), consists of eight
small folios, ending 1700, and contains Treaties between France and
Spain. It has a continuation, published at Madrid in 1796, of
Treaties from 1701 to 1736 ; a work valuable for its accuracy, fulness
of detail, and beauty of type and paper.
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In Holland (Z) there are ancient and regular tribunals
for the administration of Maritime International Law.
In fact, no civilized State which has a commercial or an
armed navy is without them (m). There are different forms
of procedure in different States, but the principles of the
law, and the rules for ascertaining the truth of facts, ought
to be, and, as a general proposition, are, pretty much the same.
The proper constitution of these Courts, and the due
administration of justice therein, has not unfrequently been
matter of positive stipulation in Treaties (w).
One instance may be cited by way of illustration, taken
from Mr. Pitt’s Commercial Treaty between France and
England in 1787. 44 Their said Majesties,” it is there said,
46 being willing mutually to treat in their dominions the
44 subjects of each other as favourably as if they were their
44 own subjects, will give such orders as shall be necessary
44 and effectual, that the judgments and decrees, concerning
44 prizes in the Court of Admiralty, be given conformably
44 to the rules of justice and equity, and to the stipulations
44 of this treaty, by judges who are above all suspicion,
44 and who have no manner of interest in the cause of dis44 pute ” (o).
CCCCXXXIX. The constitution of the Prize Court in
England is in its origin much the same as that of similar
tribunals in other countries.
It is the Court of the Judicial Lieutenant of the Lord
High Admiral, which for more than a century it has been(l)
(l) De Martens, Hist, des Armateursy s. 7, notes.
For the Dutch Laws on the subject he refers to Distructie voor de
Collegien der Admiraliteyt in dato d. 13 August. 1597, in the Recueil van
Placaaten, G. D. L. P. i. 26.
(m) Azuni, Droit Maritime de VEurope (Paris, 1805), II. ch. iv. Des
Tribunaux des Prises. The account is meagre, but useful.
The Swedish are to be found in a folio volume, published at Orebro
in 1831, by Lindh, entitled Ny Lag Samling, Fdrsta PLdftet innehallende defyrafroste Balkarne af 1734 drs Lag.
(n) Cf. Traites de Commerce, D’Hauterive et De Gussy, t. ix. p. 374,
tit. Prises et Reprises.
(o) Chalmers’ Collect, of Treaties, vol. i. p. 536, art. xxxii.
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the practice of the Legislature (p) and the Crown, at the
breaking out of every war, to clothe with the authority of
a Prize Court, such authority being limited to the con
tinuance of that war.
What amount of international authority it might possess
irrespectively of such statutes is not an uninteresting in
quiry, but one of which the discussion would occupy an
undue space in the present work.
But there is no reason to doubt that it has such authority
exclusive of the Prize Acts.
“ It is the common practice 99 (Lord Stowell observes)
“ of European States in every war, to issue proclamations
“ and edicts on the subject of Prize; but till they appear,
“ Courts of Admiralty have a law and usage on which they
“ proceed, from ancient habit and practice, as regularly as
u they afterwards conform to the express regulations of their
“ Prize Acts ” (<7).
Sir L. Jenkins says:—
“ A mere routine and common experience will not do the
“business of a Register of the Admiralty, as it doth in
“ other posts not unlike it. A man must in this place have
“ a stock of Civil Law, and endeavour to increase it, by
“ searching into the style and practice of Maritime Courts
“ beyond the seas (which alters and varies considerably
“in a few years) ; and he must be skilled in the neighbour
“ languages, French and Dutch at least (otherwise he
“ must make use of a deputy, in taking the depositions of
“ foreigners, which hath many great inconveniences in it) ;
“ these Mr. Bedford hath perfectly, having sojourned abroad
“ a considerable time in foreign parts, in order to acquire
“them . . .
“ Another thing is, that this Court is one of the King’s
“ Courts of Justice, where foreigners almost of all nations
“ are suitors ; and ’tis for the reputation of the Government
“ that such a trust be committed to a person that is to be
(p) From the 13 Geo. II. c. 4. a.d. 1740, Prize Acts have been
regularly issued.
(q) The Santa Cruz, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 63.
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“ responsible in his own right; and to one that will have a
“ concern that nothing of male-administration, either through
“ ignorance or corruption, be charged upon him. For mis“ carriages in this post have sometimes come at last to
“ public sharpness and resentments between our and other
“ neighbouring nations ” (r).
The appeal from the Prize Court lay formerly to Loi ds
Commissioners appointed by the Crown, which sometimes
also granted a Commission of Review (s) : it now lies to a
Judicial Committee (t\ composed of eminent lawyers of
all branches of the profession, who are also Privy Coun
cillors.
This appeal is final. The form of the sentence of this
Court is a recommendation to the Crown to confirm or
reverse the sentence of the Court below; but in substance
and effect the recommendation operates as a judgment. The
Crown never is, and perhaps constitutionally could not be,
advised to do otherwise than adopt the recommendation of
her Judicial Privy Councillors.
The whole proceedings in the Court of Appeal, as in the
High Court of Admiralty, are conducted in an open Court,
accessible to everybody, of which the Reports are duly
published to the world.
CCCCXXXIX. a. Since the last edition of this work the
High Court of Admiralty has, by virtue of the Judicature Acts
1873 and 1875 (uf become a member of the High Court of
Justice, with an appeal to the Court of Appeal and thence* 6
(r) Life of Sir Leoline Jenkins, vol. ii. pp. 709, 710.
Letter to Samuel Pepys, JSsq., Secretary to the Lords Commissioners of
the Admiralty.
(s) Life of Sir Leoline Jenkins, vol. ii. p. 721.
(t) 2 & 3 William IV. c. 92, and 3 & 4 William IV. c. 41.
6 & 7 Victoria, c. 38.
But it is provided that nothing in the 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 41, con
tained shall impeach any Treaty or engagement with a Foreign Power
' by which it shall be stipulated that the appeal in cases of Prize shall
belong to another jurisdiction, but that the judgment of any persons
appointed by such Treaty shall be of the same force as if the Act had
not been passed.
.
(u) 36 & 37 Viet. c. 66 ; 38 & 39 Viet. c. 77.
'
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to the House of Lords. No special provision was made as
to the Prize Jurisdiction of the Court.
CCCCXXXIX. b. In the year 1877, during her war
with Russia, Turkey established a Prize Court at Constan
tinople, with a Court of Appeal (#).
(as) The Regulations establishing this Court are thus given in the
London Gazette of July 6, 1877 :—
u Article 1.—A Prize Court is provisionally instituted at Constanti
nople.
“ Art. 2.—This Court is composed of a President, six members, a
Commissioner, and a Secretary, nominated by Imperial Decree.
“Art. 3.—This Court decides as to the legality of all maritime prizes
captured during the present war.
“ Art. 4.—The Government Commissioner gives his opinion on each
question.
‘ ‘ In the event of his absence or inability to attend he is replaced by
one of the members of the Council, which member cannot in that case
take part in the judgment.
“ Art. 5.—The sittings of the Prize Court are public.
“ In order to constitute a valid sitting of the Court, the presence of
four members, besides the President, is necessary.
“ Art. 6.—The decisions of the Prize Court are not to be carried into
effect until eight days after they have been officially communicated to
the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and of Marine.
“ Art. 7.—In every case the Court can, if it considers it necessary,
order that its decision shall only be carried into effect subject to the
furnishing of security.
“Art. 8.—The decisions given by the Prize Court are final, and
cannot be challenged either by means of a civil suit, or by taking ex
ception, or by appeal. They can be referred to the Court of Appeal,
either by the Government Commissioners or by the interested parties,
on the ground of a violation of common or international law, or on
the plea of the Court having exceeded its powers, or because of any
serious error in form.
“ The right of appeal must be exercised by the Government Com
missioners within one month of the decision, and by the interested
parties within one month of the notification of the decision.
“ This right has no suspensory effect except as regards the final dis
tribution of what is realised by the prizes.
‘(In all cases the Court of Appeal may order the suspension of the
execution of a decision against which an appeal is directed, or that
security shall be lodged before execution.
“ Art. 9.—The parties interested shall have full power to urge their
claims, either in person or through agents having a power of attorney,
or barristers. ”
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CHAPTER III.
THE PRINCIPLES

AND

PRACTICE

OF

THE

TRIBUNALS—GENERAL OUTLINE.

PRIZE
*

CCCCXL. In the year 1794 («) Sir W. Scott and Sir J.
Nicholl, the two civilians best acquainted with the jurispru
dence and procedure of the Tribunal of Maritime Inter
national Law, wrote an answer to a letter of inquiry upon
this subject from the American Ambassador, Mr. Jay, which
answer contained an outline of the principles and practice of
these Courts. Judge Story refers to it as in all respects satis
factory. The North American Prize Courts have seldom
if ever departed from the rules contained in it.
It is extremely valuable, both on account of the authority
of the writers themselves and on account of their unreserved
adoption in this letter of the celebrated Memorial of 1753,
which has been often referred to in this work.
This remarkable letter (A) is in the following terms:—
“ Sir—
“ We have the honour of transmitting, agreeably to your
“ Excellency’s request, a statement of the general principles
“ of proceeding in Prize Causes in British Courts of Admi“ ralty, and of the measures proper to be taken when a ship
“ and cargo are brought in as Prize within their jurisdictions.
“ The general principles of proceeding cannot, in our* 1
(a) Pratt's Story, p. 1.
Wheaton on Captures, Appendix.
1 Wheaton's (Amer.) Reports, p. 494, Appendix, n. ii.
(b) It was enclosed in a civil and formal note to Mr. Jay, the
American Minister.
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“judgment, be stated more correctly or succinctly, than we
44 find them laid down in the following extract from a report
44 made to His late Majesty, in the year 1753, by Sir George
44 Lee, then judge of the Prerogative Court; Dr. Paul,
44 His Majesty’s Advocate-General; Sir Dudley Eider, His
44 Majesty’s Attorney-General; and Mr. Murray (afterwards
“Lord Mansfield), His Majesty’s Solicitor-General (c).
“4 When two Powers are at war, they have a right to
44 4 make prizes of the ships, goods, and effects of each other
44 4 upon the high seas. Whatever is the property of the
44 4 enemy may be acquired by capture at sea; but the
44 4 property of a friend cannot be taken, provided he ob44 4 serves his neutrality.
444 Hence the Law of Nations has established:
44 4 That the goods of an enemy, on board the ship of a
44 4 friend, may be taken ;
44 4 That the lawful goods of a friend, on board the ship
44 4 of an enemy, ought to be restored:
44 4 That contraband goods, going to the enemy, though
44 4 the property of a friend, may be taken as prize ; because
44 4 supplying the enemy with what enables him better to
44 4 carry on the war, is a departure from neutrality.
44 4 By the Maritime Law of Nations, universally and im44 4 memorially received, there is an established method of
44 4 determination whether the capture be, or be not, lawful
44 4 prize.
44 4 Before the ship, or goods, can be disposed of by the
44 4 captors, there must be a regular judicial proceeding,
44 4 wherein both parties may be heard; and condemnation
44 4 thereupon as Prize, in a Court of Admiralty, judging by
44 4 the Law of Nations and Treaties.
44 4 The proper and regular Court, for these condemnations,
44 4 is the Court of that State to whom the captor belongs.
44 4 The evidence to acquit or condemn, with or without
44 4 costs or damages, must, in the first instance, come merely
(c) Cabinet Library of scarce and celebrated Tracts.

Eclinb. 1837.
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“‘from the ship taken, viz,, the papers on board, and the
44 4 examination on oath of the master and other principal
44 4 officers ; for which purpose there are officers of Admiralty
44 ‘ in all the considerable sea-ports of every Maritime Power
444 at war, to examine the captains and other principal
44 4 officers of every ship brought in as a prize, upon general
44 4 and impartial interrogatories.
444 If there do not appear from thence ground to condemn,
44 4 as enemies’ property or contraband goods going to the
44 4 enemy, there must be an acquittal, unless, from the
44 4 aforesaid evidence, the property shall appear so doubtful
44 4 that it is reasonable to go into farther proof thereof.
44 4 A claim of ship, or goods, must be supported by the
44 4 oath of somebody, at least as to belief.
44 4 The law of nations requires good faith. Therefore,
44 4 every ship must be provided with complete and genuine
44 4 papers; and the master at least should be privy to the
44 4 truth of the transaction.
44 4 To enforce these rules, if there be false or colourable
44 4 papers ; if any papers be thrown overboard ; if the master
44 4 and officers examined in prcpparatorio grossly prevaricate ;
44 4 if proper ship’s papers are not on board ; or if the master
44 4 and crew cannot say whether the ship or cargo be the
44 4 property of a friend or enemy, the Law of Nations
44 4 allows, according to the different degrees of misbehaviour
44 4 or suspicion, arising from the fault of the ship taken,
44 4 and other circumstances of the case, costs to be paid, or
44 4 not be received by the claimant, in case of acquittal and
44 4 restitution. On the other hand, if a seizure is made
44 4 without probable cause, the captor is adjudged to pay
44 4 costs and damages.

44 4 For which purpose all privateers are obliged to give
44 4 security for their good behaviour ; and this is referred to
44 4 and expressly stipulated by many treaties.
44 4 Though from the ship’s papers and the preparatory
44 4 examinations, the property does not sufficiently appear
44 4 to be neutral, the claimant is often indulged with time
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“ ‘ to send over affidavits to supply that defect. If he will
“ 4 not show the property, by sufficient affidavits, to be
44.4 neutral, it is presumed to belong to the enemy.
“ 4 Where the property appears from evidence not on
“ 4 board the ship, the captor is justified in bringing her in,
“ 4 and excused paying costs, because he is not in fault; or,
44 4 according to the circumstances of the case, may be justly
44 4 entitled to receive his costs.
44 4 If the sentence of the Court of Admiralty is thought
44 4 to be erroneous, there is in every maritime country a
44 4 Superior Court of Review, consisting of the most con44 4 siderable persons, to which the parties who think them44 4 selves aggrieved may appeal; and this superior Court
44'judges by the same rule which governs the Court of
44 4 Admiralty, viz., the Law of Nations, and the Treaties
44 4 subsisting with that neutral Power, whose subject is a
44 4 party before them.
44 4 If no appeal is offered, it is an acknowledgment of the
44'justice of the sentence by the parties themselves, and
44 4 conclusive.
'"'This manner of trial and adjudication is supported,
44 4 alluded to, and enforced, by many Treaties.
44 4 In this method, all captures at sea were tried, during
44 4 the last war, by Great Britain, France, and Spain, and
44 4 submitted to by the Neutral Powers. In this method,
“ ‘ by Courts of Admiralty acting according to the Law of
4‘4 Nations and particular Treaties, all captures at sea have
44 4 immemorially been judged of in every country in Europe.
44 4 Any other method of trial would be manifestly unjust,
44 4 absurd, and impracticable.’
44 Such are the principles which govern the proceedings
44 of the Prize Courts.
44 The following are the measures which ought to be taken
44 by the captor, and by the neutral claimant, upon a ship
44 and cargo being brought in as Prize.
44 The captor, immediately upon bringing his Prize into
“ port, sends up, or delivers upon oath, to the Registry of
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“ the Court of Admiralty all papers found on board the
“ captured ship. In the course of a few days, the exami“ nations in prceparatorio of the captain and some of the
64 crew of the captured ship, are taken upon a set of
“ standing interrogatories, before the Commissioners of the
“ port to which the Prize is brought, and which are also
“ forwarded to the Registry of the Admiralty as soon as
“ taken.
“ A monition is extracted by the captor from the registry,
“ and served upon the Royal Exchange, notifying the cap“ ture, and calling upon all persons interested to appear and
“show cause why the ship and goods should not be con“ demned. At the expiration of twenty days, the monition
“is returned into the registry, with a certificate of its
“ service ; and if any claim has been given, the cause is
“ then ready for hearing, upon the evidence arising out of
“ the ship’s papers and preparatory examinations.
“ The measures taken on the part of the neutral master
“ or proprietor of the cargo, are as follows:
“Upon being brought into port, the master usually
“ makes a protest, which he forwards to London, as in“ structions (or with such further directions as he thinks
“ proper) either to the correspondent of his owners, or to
“ the consul of his nation, in order to claim the ship, and
“ such parts of the cargo as belong to his owners, or with
“ which he was particularly entrusted; or the master him“ self, as soon as he has undergone his examination, goes to
“ London to take the necessary steps.
“ The master, correspondent, or consul applies to a
“ proctor, who prepares a claim, supported by an affidavit
“ of the claimant, stating briefly to whom, as he believes,
“the ship and goods claimed belong; and that no enemy
“has any right or interest in them. Security must be
“ given to the amount of sixty pounds to answer costs, if
“ the case should appear so grossly fraudulent on the part of
“ the claimant as to subject him to be condemned therein.
“ If the captor has neglected, in the meantime, to take
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“ the usual steps (but which seldom happens, as he is
“ strictly enjoined both by his instructions and by the
“Prize Act to proceed immediately to adjudication), a
“ process issues against him on the application of the
“ claimant’s proctor, to bring in the ship’s papers, and pre“ paratory examinations, and to proceed in the usual way.
“ As soon as the claim is given, copies of the ship’s
“ papers and examinations are procured from the registry,
“ and upon the return of the monition, the cause may be
“ heard. It, however, seldom happens (owing to the great
“ pressure of business, especially at the commencement of a
“ war), that causes can possibly be prepared for hearing
“ immediately upon the expiration of the time for the
“ return of the monition. In that case, each cause must
“ necessarily take its turn ; correspondent measures must
“ be taken by the neutral master, if carried within the
“jurisdiction of a Vice-Admiralty Court, by giving a claim
“ supported by his affidavit, and offering security for costs,
“ if the claim should be pronounced grossly fraudulent.
“ If the claimant be dissatisfied with the sentence, his
“ proctor enters an appeal in the registry of the Court
“ where the sentence was given, or before a notary public
“ (which regularly should be entered within fourteen days
“ after the sentence), and he afterwards applies at the
“ Registry of the Lords of Appeal in Prize Causes (which
“ is held at the same place as the Registry of the High
< - Court of Admiralty) for an instrument called an in“ hibition, and which should be taken out within three
“ months, if the sentence be in the High Court of Admiralty,
“ and within nine months, if in a Vice-Admiralty Court ;
“ but may be taken out at later periods, if a reasonable
“cause can be assigned for the delay that has intervened.
“ This instrument directs the judge, whose sentence is
“ appealed from, to proceed no further in the cause ; it
“ directs the registrar to transmit a copy of all the pro
ceedings of the Inferior Court, and it directs the party
“who has obtained the sentence, to appear before the
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cc superior tribunal, to answer to the appeal. On applying
“ for this inhibition, security is given on the part of the
“ appellant, to the amount of 200/., to answer costs, in case
cc it should appear to the Court of Appeals that the appeal
“ is merely vexatious. The inhibition is to be served upon
“ the judge, the registrar, and the adverse party and his
“ proctor, by showing the instrument under seal, and
“ delivering a note or copy of the contents. If the party
“ cannot be found, and the proctor will not accept the
“ service, the instrument is to be served fi viis et modis ;5 that
“ is, by fixing it to the door of the last place of residence,
u or by hanging it upon the pillars of the Royal Exchange.
“ That part of the process above described, which is to be
“ executed abroad, may be performed by any person to
“ whom it is committed, and the formal part at home is
u executed by the officer of the Court. A certificate of the
“ service is endorsed upon the back of the instrument,
u sworn before a surrogate of the Superior Court, or before
“ a notary public, if the service is abroad.
“ Upon an appeal, fresh evidence may be introduced, if
“ upon hearing the cause the Lords of Appeal shall be of
“ opinion, that the case is of such doubt, as that further proof
“ ought to have been ordered by the Court below.
“ If the cause be adjudged in a Vice-Admiralty Court, it
“ is usual, upon entering an appeal there, to procure a copy
“ of the proceedings, which the appellant sends over to his
“ correspondent in England, who carries it to a proctor, and
“ the same steps are taken to procure and serve the inhibition
“ as where the cause has been adjudged in the High Court of
“ Admiralty. But if a copy of the proceedings cannot be
“ procured in due time, an inhibition may be obtained, by
u sending over a copy of the instrument of appeal, or by
“ writing to the correspondent an account only of the time
“ and substance of the sentence.
“ Further proof usually consists of affidavits made by the
“ asserted proprietors of the goods, in which they are some“ times joined by their clerks and others acquainted with the
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transaction, and with the real property of the goods claimed.
“ In corroboration of these, affidavits maybe annexed, original
“ correspondence, duplicates of bills of lading, invoices, ex“ tracts from books, &c. These papers must be proved by
“ the affidavits of persons who can speak to their authenti“ city; and if copies or extracts, they should be collated
“ and certified by public notaries. The affidavits are sworn
before the magistrates or others competent to administer
“ oaths in the country where they are made, and authenti“ cated by a certificate from the British Consul.
“ The degree of proof to be required depends upon the
“ degree of suspicion and doubt that belongs to the case.
“ In cases of heavy suspicion and great importance, the Court
“ may order what is called ‘ plea and proof; ’ that is, instead
“ of admitting affidavits and documents introduced by the
“ claimants only, each party is at liberty to allege, in regular
“ pleadings, such circumstances as may tend to acquit or to
“ condemn the capture, and to examine witnesses in support
“ of the allegations, to whom the adverse party may admi“ nister interrogatories. The depositions of the witnesses
“ are taken in writing; if the witnesses are to be examined
“ abroad, a commission issues for that purpose, but in no
“ case is it necessary for them to come to England. These
“ solemn proceedings are not often resorted to.
“ Standing commissions may be sent to America (V), for
“ the general purpose of receiving examinations of witnesses,
“ in all cases where the Court may find it necessary, for the
“ purposes of justice, to decree an inquiry to be conducted
“ in that manner.
“ With respect to captures and condemnations at Marti“ nico, which are the subjects of another inquiry contained
“ in your note, we can only answer in general, that we are
“ not informed of the particulars of such captures and con“ demnations, but, as we know of no legal Court of Ad“ miralty established at Martinico, we are clearly of opinion
“

(d) And of course to all Foreign States not Belligerent.
VOL. III.

X X
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“ that the legality of any Prizes taken there must be tried
“ in the High Court of Admiralty of England, upon claims
“ given, in the manner above described, by such persons as
“ may think themselves aggrieved by the said captures.
“ We have the honour to be, &c.
“(Signed)
William Scott,
John Nicholl.
“ Commons, Sept. 10th, 1794.”

CCCCXL. a. In 1864, “ An Act (e) for regulating Naval
“Prize of War” was passed. It contained the following
provisions with respect to procedure in Courts of Prize :—
“ Procedure

in

Prize Causes.

“ Proceedings hy Captors.
“ 16. Every ship taken as prize, and brought into port
“ within the jurisdiction of a Prize Court, shall forthwith,
“ and without bulk broken, be delivered up to the Marshal
“ of the Court.
“ If there is no such Marshal, then the ship shall be in
“ like manner delivered up to the principal officer of customs
“ at the port.
“ The ship shall remain in the custody of the Marshal, or
“ of such officer, subject to the orders of the Court.
“17. The captors shall, with all practicable speed after
“ the ship is brought into port, bring the ship papers into the
“ registry of the Court.
“ The officer in command, or one of the chief officers of
“ the capturing ship, or some other person who was present
“ at the capture, and saw the ship papers delivered up or
“ found on board, shall make oath that they are brought in
“ as they were taken, without fraud, addition, subduction,
“ or alteration, or else shall account on oath to the satisfac(e) 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25.
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tion of the Court for the absence or altered condition of
the ship papers or any of them.
“ Where no ship papers are delivered up or found on board
“ the captured ship, the officer in command, or one of the
“ chief officers of the capturing ship, or some other person
“ who was present at the capture, shall make oath to that
“ effect.
“18. As soon as the affidavit as to ship papers is filed,
“ a monition shall issue, returnable within twenty days from
“ the service thereof, citing all persons in general to show
“ cause why the captured ship should not be condemned.
“ 19. The captors shall, with all practicable speed after
“ the captured ship is brought into port, bring three or four
“of the principal persons belonging to the captured ship
“ before the Judge of the Court or some person authorised
“ in this behalf, by whom they shall be examined on oath
“ on the standing interrogatories.
“ The preparatory examinations on the standing inter“ rogatories shall, if possible, be concluded within five days
“ from the commencement thereof.
“ 20. After the return of the monition, the Court shall,
“ on production of the preparatory examinations and ship
“ papers, proceed with all convenient speed either to con“ demn or to release the captured ship.
“21. Where, on production of the preparatory examina“ tions and ship papers, it appears to the Court doubtful
“ whether the captured ship is good prize or not, the Court
“ may direct further proof to be adduced, either by affi“ davit or by examination of witnesses, with or without
“ pleadings, or by production of further documents ; and
“ on such further proof being adduced the Court shall with
“ all convenient speed proceed to adjudication.
“ 22. The foregoing provisions, as far as they relate to
“ the custody of the ship, and to examination on the stand“ ing interrogatories, shall not apply to ships of war taken
“ as prize.
“
“

x x 2
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“ Claim.
.
“ 23. At any time before final decree made in the cause,
“ any person claiming an interest in the ship may enter in
“ the registry of the Court a claim, verified on oath.
“ Within five days after entering the claim, the claimant
“shall give security for costs in the sum of sixty pounds;
“ but the Court shall have power to enlarge the time for
“ giving security, or to direct security to be given in a
“ larger sum, if the circumstances appear to require it.
“ Appraisement.
“ 24. The Court may, if it thinks fit, at any time direct
“ that the captured ship be appraised.
“ Every appraisement shall be made by competent per“ sons sworn to make the same according to the best of
“ their skill and knowledge.
“ Delivery on Bail.
“ 25. After appraisement, the Court may, if it thinks
“ fit, direct that the captured ship be delivered up to the
“ claimant, on his giving security to the satisfaction of the
“ Court to pay to the captors the appraised value thereof in
“ case of condemnation.
“ Sale.
“26. The Court may at any time, if it thinks fit, on
“ account of the condition of the captured ship, or on the
“ application of a claimant, order that the captured ship be
“ appraised as aforesaid (if not already appraised), and be
“ sold.
“27. On or after condemnation the Court may, if it
“ thinks fit, order that the ship be appraised as aforesaid (if
“ not already appraised), and be sold.
“ 28. Every sale shall be made by or under the super“ intendence of the Marshal of the Court or of the officer
“ having the custody of the captured ship.
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“29. The proceeds of any sale, made either before or
“ after condemnation, and after condemnation the appraised
“ value of the captured ship, in case she has been delivered
“ up to a claimant on bail, shall be paid under an order of
“ the Court either into the Bank of England to the credit
“ of Her Majesty’s Paymaster-General, or into the hands
“ of an official accountant (belonging to the Commissariat or
“ some other Department) appointed for this purpose by
“ the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury or by the
“ Lords of the Admiralty, subject in either case to such
“ regulations as may from time to time be made, by Order
“in Council, as to the custody and disposal of money
“ so paid.
“ Small armed Ships.
“30. The captors may include in one adjudication any
“ number, not exceeding six, of armed ships not exceeding
“ one hundred tons each, taken within three months next
“ before institution of proceedings.
“ Goods.
“31. The foregoing provisions relating to ships shall ex“ tend and apply, mutatis mutandis, to goods taken as Prize
“ on board ship ; and the Court may direct such goods to be
“ unladen, inventoried, and warehoused.
“ Monition to Captors to proceed.
“ 32. II the captors fail to institute or to prosecute with
“ effect proceedings for adjudication, a monition shall, on
“the application of a claimant, issue against the captors,
“ returnable within six days from the service thereof,
“ citing them to appear and proceed to adjudication; and on
“ the return thereof the Court shall either forthwith pro“ ceed to adjudication or direct further proof to be adduced
“ as aforesaid, and then proceed to adjudication.
“ Claim on Appeal.
“ 33o Where any person, not an original party in the
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“ cause, intervenes on appeal, he shall enter a claim, verified
“ on oath, and shall give security for costs.
“ Petitions of Right.
“ 52. A petition of right, under the Petitions of Right
“ Act, 1860, may, if the suppliant thinks fit, be intituled
“ in the High Court of Admiralty, in case the subject
“ matter of the petition or any material part thereof arises
“ out of the exercise of any Belligerent right on behalf of
“ the Crown, or would be cognizable in a Prize Court
“within Her Majesty’s dominions if the same were a matter
“ in dispute between private persons.
“ Any petition of right under the last-mentioned Act,
“ whether intituled in the High Court of Admiralty or
“ not, may be prosecuted in that Court, if the Lord Chan“ cellor thinks fit so to direct.
“ The provisions of this Act relative to appeal, and to the
“ framing and approval of general orders for regulating the
“ procedure and practice of the High Court of Admiralty,
“ shall extend to the case of any such petition of right in“ tituled or directed to be prosecuted in that Court; and,
“ subject thereto, all the provisions of the Petitions of
“ Right Act, 1860, shall apply, mutatis mutandis, in the
“ case of any such petition of right; and for the purposes
“of the present section the terms 6 Court ’ and ‘ Judge’
“in that Act shall respectively be understood to include
“ and to mean the High Court of Admiralty and the
“Judge thereof, and other terms shall have the respective
“ meanings
given to them in that Act.
©
©
“ Orders in Council.
“ 53. Her Majesty in Council may from time to time
“ make such Orders in Council as seem meet for the better
“ execution of this Act.
“ 54. Every Order in Council under this Act shall be
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“ published in the London Gazette, and shall be laid before
“both Houses of Parliament within thirty days after the
“ making thereof, if Parliament is then sitting, and, if not,
“ then within thirty days after the next meeting of Parlia“ment.”
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CHAPTER IV.
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF

THE PRIZE TRIBUNALS.

—DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUBJECT UNDER DIFFERENT
HEADS.

CCCCXLI. This important subject of the Principles
and Practice of the Tribunal of Maritime International
Law generally, but more especially in England and the
United States of North America, will be considered under
the following heads:
I. The Custody of the Prize, pending the judicial inquiry
as to the legality of the seizure.
II. The Process and the Practice of the Court; which
will embrace,—
Generally,
A. The Rights and Duties of Captors, with reference to
the conduct of the suit.
B. The Rights and Duties of Claimants, with reference
to the conduct of the suit.
Particularly,
C. The Pleadings.
D. The Evidence.
E. The question of Further Proof.
a. To Claimants.
/3. To Captors.
F. The Sentence, including the Decision.
a. As to the Legality of the Seizure.
/3. As to the Subsequent Conduct of Captors and
Claimants.
7. The question of Costs, Expenses, and Freight.
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III. The Appellate Tribunal.
I have thought it expedient to retain from the former
edition of this work the exposition of the principles and
practice of the Prize Courts, furnished by the English and
American judgments before 1864, in which year the English
Statute “ for regulating naval prize of war,” so often al
ready referred to, was passed ; because the former practice
was generally affirmed by the Statute, and would also be
valuable in the case of the Statute requiring interpretation.
But it must be remembered that reference as to all the
points discussed in this chapter should also be made to the
particular provisions of the Statute relating to practice set
forth at the close of the last chapter (a).
CCCCXLII. (I.) Custody of the Property captured.
The captor’s title to his Prize depends upon his obtaining
a sentence in his favour from the proper tribunal. It is,
therefore, his interest, as well as his duty, to bring in his
Prize as speedily as possible for adjudication. But if he
neglect to do so, the claimant may himself apply to the
Court for restitution.
In either case the property is immediately taken into the
custody of the Court; for in all proceedings in rem the Court
has a right to the custody of the thing in controversy ; and as
soon as proceeded against, it is always deemed in the custody
of the law (h). In the United States, a warrant immediately
goes to the Marshal, to take possession of the property ; and
he is bound to keep it in salvd et arctd custodia ; and if any
loss happen by his negligence, he is responsible for it to the
Court. In England, although the property is now usually
put into the hands of the captors, yet it still remains, in
contemplation of law, in the custody of the public. For
merly, it actually did remain in its custody, as is still the

(a) The Statute will also be found at length in the Appendix to this
volume.
(b) Jennings v. Carson, 4 Crunch?s (Amer.) Rep. p. 2.
Home v. Camden, 2 H. BlacJcstone*s Rep. p. 533.
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case in some foreign countries. It was merely for the
convenience of the captors that the English Admiralty
Court permitted them to take possession of the property.
But it must be remembered that it was so holden by them
as agents of the Court, and not in the right of property ;
and therefore, their possession might have been divested by
the act of the Court, either ex officio, or on the application
of the parties interested, showing good cause for taking it
out of their hands (c). And the property still remained in
the custody of the Court, notwithstanding an unlivery and
deposit in public warehouses (d).
By the present law, “ every ship taken as Prize and
“ brought into port within the jurisdiction of a Prize Court
“ shall forthwith, and without bulk broken, be delivered
“ to the Marshal of the Court. If there is no such Marshal,
“then the ship shall be in like manner delivered up to the
“ principal officer of customs at the port. The ship shall
“ remain in the custody of the Marshal, or of such officer,
“ subject to the orders of the Court ” (e).
CCCCXLIII. In fact, in England, where the property
is unlivered, if it has been captured by a public or private
commissioned vessel, it is de facto under the joint locks of
the Government and the captors, although in the legal
possession of the Marshal under the tenour of his writ for
unlivery ; and if captured by a non-commissioned vessel, it is
a droit, where the King, in his office of Admiralty, being the
captor, it is under his locks alone (f). In the United States
of North America, the Marshal holds the custody at all times
for the Court; and the latter is the guardian of the public
rights and revenue, as well as of the rights of the captors
(c) Per Sir W. Scott, arguendo in Smart v. Wolff.\ 3 Durnford and
East's Rep. pp. 323, 329.
The Herkimer, Stewart, p. 128.
S. G. 2 Hall's (Amer.) Law Journal, p. 133.
(d) The Maria, 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 348.
(e) 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, s. 16.
(/) The Rendsberg, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. pp. 142, 174.
.
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and claimants in all cases of Prize. It is, indeed, usual and
proper for the collector of the customs to keep an officer on
board, for the protection of the revenue, until the duties are
duly secured, which the captors may secure if they please ;
but since it cannot be ascertained until a decree of condem
nation, whether the property be good Prize or not, many
cases may occur in which it would be highly inconvenient
for them to adopt this course. If the property be restored
specifically and exported from the country by the claimants,
it is held not liable to duties; and if sold under an inter
locutory order of sale, it is the duty of the Court to reserve,
out of the proceeds, the amount of duties which then attach
upon it, and direct them to be paid over to the collector (g).
It is true that the American Prize Act of 1812 (h) seems
to contemplate that the duties may be paid or secured in
Prize Cases, in the same manner as goods ordinarily im
ported. But this clause is in terms applied only to goods
of British growth, produce, or manufacture, or imported
from British ports ; and is, at all events, inapplicable to
cases where it cannot be ascertained whether the goods are
imported or not, until after a judicial decision. And the
subsequent Act of the 27th January, 1813, ch. 155, mani
festly contemplates, that the payment of the duties is, in
cases of condemnation, to be made by the Marshal, out of
the proceeds of Prize Sales. And it has been repeatedly
holden, in the Circuit Court for the First Circuit, that no
forfeiture accrued for not securing the duties upon Prize
goods, before condemnation; and that the Court might, at
any time, direct an unlivery and sale ; and upon such sale
would deduct the amount of duties, and direct them to be
paid to the collector.
CCCCXLIY. It has already been stated, that when the
Marshal has possession of the property he is bound for safe
(g) The Concord, 9 Crunch?s (Amer.) Rep. p. 387.
The Nereide, 1 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 171.
(h) Act of the 26th June, 1812, ch. 107, s. 14.
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and fair custody; and if any loss be sustained, it is at least
his duty to be prepared to show that it was not lost by any
default of his (z). If, therefore, property be pillaged while
under his care, the Court will hold him responsible for its
value, if it arose from his negligence. If, indeed, upon an
application to enforce his responsibility, he by his answer
deny any negligence and loose custody, the Court may,
perhaps, think it no more than a legal and proper con
fidence in its own officer, to throw the burden of proof of
culpable negligence or fraud on the other party (k); and
where the property is lost while actually under the locks of
the Government, the Marshal will not be liable, although
he may still be considered as constructively having the legal
property (Z).
CCCCXLV. (II.) The Process and the Practice of the
Court.
A. The Rights and Duties of Captors with reference to
the Conduct of the Suit (m).
To enable a vessel to make captures which shall insure
benefit to the captors, it is necessary that she should have a
Commission of Prize (tz). But non-commissioned vessels of a* (l)

(i) The Hoop, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 145.
(k) The Rendsberg, 6 ib. pp. 142, 157.
(l) Ibid.
(m) 2 Brown's Civ. and Adm. Law, p. 524.
Casaregis Disc. p. 24, No. 24.
2 Wooddeson's Led. p. 432.
Consolato del Mare, ch. cclxxxvii. cclxxxviii.
3 Bulstrocle's Rep. p. 27.
4 Inst. (Coke), pp. 152, 154.
Zouch, Adm. Jurisd. ch. iv. p. 101.
Com. Dig. Adm. c. iii. E. p. 3.
The Ceorgianne, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 397.
The Diligentia, ib. p. 404.
The Emulous, 8 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 131.
The Nereide, 9 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 389.
The Dos Ilermanos, 2 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep. p. 76.
(n) “Aucun ne pourra armerun vaisseau en guerre, sans commission
de l’admiral."—Ordonnance de 1681, 1. iii. tit. ix. Des Prises, art. 1.
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belligerent nation not only may make captures in their
own defence, but may, at all times, capture hostile ships
and cargoes, without being deemed by the Law of Nations
to be pirates, though they can have no interest in Prizes so
captured. But every capture, whether made by commissioned
or non-commissioned ships, is at the peril of the captors.
If they capture property without reasonable or justifiable
cause, they are liable to a suit for restitution, and may also
be mulcted in costs and damages (o).
If the vessel and cargo, or any part thereof, be good
Prize, they are completely justified. And although the
whole property may, upon a hearing, be restored; yet, if
there was probable cause of capture, they are not responsible
in damages (p). But, on the other hand, they may, in
circumstances, according to the degree of doubt or suspicion
thrown upon the case, either from defects of papers, the
nature of the voyage, or the conduct of the captured crew,
be entitled to receive their costs and expenses in bringing
“ II est tellement vrai qu’il n’y a que ceux qui ont commission de
l’admiral, qui sont en droit de faire a leur profit des prises sur l’ennemi,
que si le capitaine d’un vaisseau marchand a ete attaque en mer par
un vaisseau ennemi dont il s’est rendu maitre dans le combat, la prise
qu'il afaite du vaisseau ennemi ne lui appartient pas, mais appartient
a l’admiral, qui est a cet egard aux droits du roi. L’admiral a coutume
d’en gratifier pour le tout ou pour partie celui qui a fait la prise, sans
tirer a consequence.”—Pothier Propriety No. 93.
Valin sur V Ordonnance, ubi supra.

u Lesdits preneurs empeschans aucuns marchands, navire ou
marchandise, sans cause raisonable, ou qu’ils ne soyent nos adversaires,
nostre dit admiral sera deuement restituer le dommage, et ne permettra
plus l’usage qu’ont a ce contre raison tenue iceus preneurs, en quoy
ils ont fait et donne de grands dommages k aucuns de nos alliez par
feinte, ou fausse couleur qu’ils mettoyent de non cognoistre s’ils
estoyent nos adversaires, ou non, qui est chose bien damnable, contre
raison et justice, que homme soubs telle couleur deust porter dommage
ou destourbier.”—Ordonnance de 1400, art. viii.
See the opinion of M. Portalis in the case of the Pigou, 2 Cranch's
{Amer.) Pep. p. 98, note (a).
(p) Opinion of M. Portalis in the case of the Statira, 2 Cranch's
(Amer.) Rep. p. 102, note (a), and Traite des Prises Maritimes, ii. p.
121, De Pist. et Duverd.
(o)
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in the property for adjudication. The circumstances are
of course very various, which may constitute a probable cause
of capture. They were much discussed in the case of the
Ostsee, decided by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in 1855 ; but it was not the intention of that tribunal
to alter the previous practice on this subject (p).
“ 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, enacts, by § 39, as to capture by
“ ship other than a ship of war, that any ship or goods taken
“ as prize by any of the officers and crew of a ship other
“ than a ship of war of Her Majesty shall, on condemnation,
“ belong to Her Majesty in her office of Admiralty.”
CCCCXLYI. Both in considering what reasons may be
sufficient to justify a captor in bringing a vessel into the Prize
Court for adjudication, and also in applying the principles
to be collected from decided cases upon this subject, it is
very necessary to bear in mind the distinction between two
cases, viz.:—
1. The case of a vessel seized in the port or harbour of
the Belligerent.
2. The case of a vessel seized upon the high seas.
In the (1) former case the seizor has opportunity and
means of obtaining proper legal advice as to the course
which he shall pursue. And though even in this case much
evidence must, until the examination of witnesses,—that is,
of a portion of the crew on board the captured vessel—
remain uncertain, and much allowance must be made for
the necessary ignorance of the captor with respect to the
possibility of explanation being produced by the claimant
to do away with the effect of circumstances, primd facie
fraught with suspicion ; still the reason of the thing requires
that a rule, in some degree less favourable to the captor,
and more favourable to the claimant, should be applied to

(p) See the Aline and Fanny, 10 Moore's F. C. Rep. 491 ; Spinks'
Prize Rep. p. 322, 1856.
The Ostsee, 9 Moore's P. C. Rep. 150 ; 2 Spmks' Adm. and Eccl. Rep.

175.
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cases of this description than to cases falling under the
latter category, viz. (2), of captures made upon the high
seas.
The captor in the latter case is, for obvious and various
reasons, inops consiIii; he must act instantly, and without
opportunity of prosecuting a minute or careful investigation
into all the circumstances of the case.
The reason of the thing therefore prescribes that, in this
case, if the captor has acted honestly, a less amount of
probable cause—to use a phrase now adopted in the Prize
Court—of suspicion shall avail not only to protect him from
the payment of damages to the vessel seized, but to insure
to him the payment of costs from her.
During the war of 1856 it will be seen that in the
English Prize Courts these principles have certainly not
been strained in favour of the captor. It may, perhaps, be
questioned whether the decisions have not tended towards
a contrary extreme.
But in England, the right to vessels seized in ports or
harbours belongs to the Lord High Admiral, or to the
Commissioners—usually called Lords of the Admiralty—
who execute his office under the authority of the Crown,
The Lord High Admiral is furnished with legal advice (q)
separate and distinct from that which is possessed by the
Crown. This is, perhaps, among the reasons why the seizor
in ports or harbours of England is obliged to show a
greater amount of probable cause than the captor on the
high seas.
But in general it may be observed, that if the ship
pretend to be neutral, and has not the usual documents of
such a ship on board (r) ; if the cargo be without any clear
ance (s) ; if the destination be untruly stated ; if the papers
(q) Advocate and Proctor to Her Majesty in her office of Admiralty.
These offices are of high antiquity. See them fully discussed in The
Rebeckah, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 230.
(r) The Anna, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 382.
(s) Ibid.
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respecting the ship or cargo be false or colourable* or be
suppressed or spoliated; or if the neutrality of the cargo
does not distinctly and fully appear (t) ; if the voyage be
from or to a blockaded port (w), or not legal to the parties
engaged in the traffic (.r); if the cargo be of an ambiguous
character as to contraband (<y); and generally* if the case
be a case of farther proof; all or any of these circumstances
furnish a probable cause for capture, and justify the captors
in bringing in the ship and cargo for adjudication.
CCCCXLVTI. Whenever the captors are justified in the
capture, they are considered as having a bond fide possession*
and are not responsible for any subsequent losses or injuries
arising to the property from mere accident or casualty, as
from stress of weather, recapture by the enemy, shipwreck,
and the like accidents (z).
CCCCXLVIXI. They are, however, in all cases bound
for fair and safe custody ; and if the property be lost from
the want of proper care* they are responsible to the amount
of the damage; for subsequent misconduct may forfeit the
fair title of a bond fide possessor* and make him a trespasser
from the beginning (a). Therefore, if the Prize be lost by
(t) Vide ante, p. 667, Report of 1753.
Wheaton on Captures, Appendix, p. 320.
(u) The Frederick Molke, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 86.
(x) The Walsingham Packet, 2 ib. p. 77.
The Hoop, 1 ib. p. 196.
The St. Antonius, 1 Acton, p. 113.
(y) The Endraught, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 22.
The Ringende Jacob, ib. p. 89.
The Jonge Margaretha, ib. p. 189.
The Twende Broder, 4 ib. p. 33.
The Frau Margaretha, 6 ib. p. 92.
The Ranger, ib. p. 125.
(z) The Betsey, 1 ib. p. 93.
The Catherine and Anne, 4 ib. p. 39.
The Caroline, ib. p. 256.
Del Col v. Arnold, 3 Dallas1s (Amer.) Rep. p. 333.
(a) The Betsey, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 93.
The Catherine and Anne, 4 ib. p. 39.
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the misconduct of the Prize Master, or from neglecting to
take a pilot, or to put on board a proper Prize Crew, the
Court will decree restitution in value against the captors (b).
But although, in general, irregularity of conduct in captors
makes them liable for damages; yet in case of a bond fide
possession, the irregularity to bind them must be such as
produces irreparable loss; as, for instance, such as may
prevent restitution from an enemy who recaptures the
property (c). And in cases of gross misconduct, the Court
will hold the commission of the captors forfeited (d). But
if the injured parties lie by for a great length of time, the
Court will not issue a monition to the captors to proceed to
adjudication, even when misconduct is laid as the ground of
the application (e).
CCCCXLIX. When a ship is captured, it is the duty of
the captors to send her into some convenient port for adjudi
cation (/). And a convenient port is such a port as the ship* 27
The Der Mohr, 3 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 129.
The Speculation, 2 ib. p. 293.
The William, 6 ib. p. 316.
Del Col v. Arnold, 3 Dallas’ (Amer.) Rep. p. 333.
Wilcocks v. Union Ins. Comp. 2 Binney’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 574.
(c) The Betsey, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 93.
27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, ss. 16-17. Vide ante, § ecccxl. a.
(d) The Marianne, 5 ib. p. 9.
(e) The Purissima Conception, 6 ib. p. 45.
(/) The Hiddah, 3 ib. p. 235.
The Madonna del Burso, 4 ib. p. 169.
The St. Juan Baptista, 5 ib. p. 33.
The Wilhelmsberg, ib. p. 143.
The Elsebe, 5 ib. p. 173.
'
The Lively, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 315.
“Enjoignons aux capitaines qui auront fait quelque prise, de
Pamener ou envoyer avec les prisonniers au port ou ils auront arme,
a peine de perte de leurs droits, et d’amende arbitraire ; si ce n’est
qu’ils fussent forces par la tempete, ou par les ennemis, de relacher en
quelque autre port, auquel cas ils seront ten us d’en donner incessamment avis aux interesses a rarmement.”—L’Ordonnance de 1681,
1. iii. t. ix. Des Prises, art. vii.
See also the Ordinance of 1584, art. xliii. Col. Mar. p. 113.
(b)
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may ride in with safety, without unloading her cargo (<7) ;
and the captors are bound to put on board the captured ship
a sufficient Prize Crew to navigate the vessel into such a
port, unless the captured crew consent to navigate her,
which in general they are not bound to do ; but if they
consent, they cannot afterwards impute any fault to the
captors (h).
CCCCL. The treatment of the captured crew, especially
of a crew belonging to a neutral State, is a matter of grave
importance. The crew ought never to be handcuffed or
put in irons, unless in very extreme cases; and if unneces
sarily done, the Prize Court will decree damages to the
injured parties (z). Captors are not bound to explain the
cause of capture; but it is highly proper so to do, as the
master may explain it away (k). They may chase under
false colours, but the Maritime Law does not permit them to
fire under false colours (/).
CCCCLI. They have no right to make any spoliation or
damage to the captured ship, or to embezzle or convert the* (l)

(g) The Washington, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 275.
The Principe, Rclwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 70.
•
(h) Wilcocks v. Union Ins. Comp. 2 Binney's (Amer.) Rep. p. 574.
The Resolution, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 13.
The Pennsylvania, 1 A cton, p. 33.
The Alexander, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 532.
S. C. 8 Crcmch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 169.
(i) The St. Juan Baptista, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 33.
The Die Fire Darner, ib. p. 357.
(k) The Juffrouw Maria Schroeder, 3 ib. p. 147.
(l) The Peacock, 4 ib. p. 185.
CkSaMajeste a ordonne, et ordonne, que tous les capitaines commandans ses vaisseaux ou ceaux armes en course par ses sujets, seront
tenus d’arborer pavilion fran§ais avant de tirer le coup d’assurance ou
de semonce. Defenses trks expresses leur sont faites de tirer sous
pavilion etranger, a peine d’etre prives, eux et leurs armateurs, de tout
le provenu de la prise, qui sera confisque au profit de sa Majeste, si le
vaisseau est juge ennemi, et en cas que le vaisseau soit juge neutre,
les capitaines et armateurs seront condamnes aux depens, dommages,
et interets des proprietaires. ”—Ordonnance du 17 Mars, 1696.
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property, or to break bulk, or to remove any of the property
from the ship, unless in cases of necessity, or where obvious
reasons of policy, or the urgency of the occasion, justify them
in so doing (m). And in every case of a removal of property
from a captured ship, the Court expects to be satisfied as to
the propriety of the removal, before it will proceed to adju
dication. But if any of the captured property be shown to
be missing, without any default on their part, as where it is
lost by robbery or burglary after unlivery, they are not
responsible for the Ioss(tz). And if captors, acting bond
fide, and for the benefit of the parties, under peculiar cir
cumstances, land, or even sell, the Prize Goods, this irregu
larity, if not injurious to the parties, will not be holden to de
prive them of the effects of a lawful possession (o).
CCCCLII. If the capture is made without probable cause,
the captors are liable for damages, costs, and expenses to the
claimants (p). And the Prize Court has exclusive authority* IS
(m) The Concordia, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 102.
IS Bole, 6 ib. p. 220.
The Washington, ib. p. 275.
Clerke’s Praxis, p. 163.
Del Col v. Arnold, 3 Dallas’ (Amer.) Bep. p. 333.
(n) The Maria, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 348.
The Bendsberg, 6 ib. p. 142.
(o) The Princessa, 2 ib. p. 31.
Sir W. Scott and Sir J. Nicholl’s Letter to Mr. Jay, ante, p. 666.
Opinion of M. Portalis in the case of the Pigou, 2 Cranch’s (Amer.)
Bep. p. 101, note (a).
Del Col v. Arnold, 3 Dallas’ (Amer.) Bep. p» 333.
The Charming Betsey, 2 Cranch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 64.
Maley v. Shuttuck, 3 Cranch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 458.
The Triton, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 78.
Camden v. Home, 4 Durnford & East’s Bep. p. 385.
Fallijeff v. Elphinstone, 5 Brown’s Pari. Cas. p. 343.
Clerke’s Praxis, p. 162.
The Lively, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 315.
“Si la prise etoit dvidemment mauvaise, de maniere quhl n’j eut
rien qui fut capable d’excuser le corsaire, nul doute alors que la mainlevee n?en fut ordonnee, non seulement avec exemption de tous frais,
mais encore avec tous depens, dommages et interets contre l’armateur.”—2 Valin sur VOrdomiance, p. 336.
.
(p)
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as to the allowance of freight, damages, expenses, and costs
in all cases of captures (y); and though a mere maritime
tort unconnected with capture jure belli may be cognisable
by a Court of Common Law, yet it is clearly established
that all captures jure belli, and all torts connected there with,
are exclusively cognisable in the Prize Court.
And the Prize Court will not only entertain suits for
restitution and damages in case of wrongful capture, and
award damages therefor, but it will also allow damages for
all personal torts, and that upon a proper case laid before
the Court as a mere incident to the possession of the prin
cipal cause. And in such a case it will not confine itself to
the actual wrong-doer; but will apply the rule of respondeat
superior, and decree damages against the owners of the
offending privateer (r) ; and where the captured crew have
been grossly ill-treated, the Court will award a liberal
recompense (s).
As the Prize Court has an unquestionable jurisdiction to
apply confiscation by way of penalty for falsity, fraud, and

(q) Le Caux v. Eden, 1 Doug. p. 594.
Lindo v. Rodney, ib. p. 613.
Smart v. Wolff, 3 Durnford & East's Rep. p. 223.
The Copenhagen, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 289.
The St. Juan Baptista, 5 ib. p. 33.
The Die Fire Darner, ib. p. 357.
The Betsey, 1 ib. p. 93.
Duckworth v. Tucker, 2 Taunton's Rep. p. 7.
Jennings v. Carson, 4 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 2.
Bingham v. Cabot, 3 Dallas' (Amer.) Rep. p. 19.
The United States v. Peters, ib. p. 121.
Talbot v. Johnson, ib. p. 133.
2 Broivn's Civ. and Adm. Law, p. 208.
(r) Del Colv. Arnold, 3 Dallas' (Amer.) Rep. p. 333.
The Anna Maria, 2 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep. p. 327.
Bynk. Q. J. Pub. 1. i. c. 19. Du Ponceau's Translation, p. 147.
(*>•) The St. Juan Baptista, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 33.
The Die Fire Darner, ib. p. 357.
The Lively, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 315.
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misconduct of citizens as well as of Neutrals (t) ; so it may,
in like manner, decree a forfeiture of the rights of Prize
against Captors, where they have been guilty of gross
irregularity, or criminal neglect, or wanton impropriety and
fraud. It is a part of the ancient law of the Admiralty
independent of any Statute, that captors may by their mis
conduct forfeit the rights of Prize; and in such cases the
property is condemned to the Government generally. And
this penalty has been frequently enforced, not only where
the captors have been guilty of fraud (u), but also where
they have violated the instructions of Government relative
to bringing in the Prize Crew, and have proceeded without'
necessity to dispose of the property before condemnation (x) ;
so where the captors have rescued a Prize Ship from the
custody of the Marshal, after a monition duly served (y). In
short, the Court is the constitutional guardian of the public
interests in relation to matters of Prize ; and wherever there
is any deviation from the regular course of proceedings, it
expects to have a sufficient reason shown for that deviation,
before it will give the captors any of the ordinary benefits of
Prizes captured by them (z).

The Johanna Tholen, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 75. .
v. Vigne, 15 East, p. 70.
(u) The Thomas Gibbons, 8 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 421.
The George, 2 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 278.
(x) La Reine des Anges, Stewart, p. 9.
(y) The Cossack, ib. p. 513.
(z) u Et si aucuns desdicts preneurs en leur voyage en especial
auoient commis faute telle qu’ils fussent attaints d’auoir enfondr6
aucuns Nauires, ou noles corps des prisonniers descendus a terre
en aucune loingtaine coste, pour celer le larrecinet et meffaict, voulons
que sans quelque delay, faueur ou deport, nostre dit admiral en face
faire punition et iustice selon le cas.”—Ordonnance de 1400, art. vii.
“ Si aucuns se trouvent avoir commis faute en leur voyage, soit
d’avoir mis a fonds aucuns Navires, ou robbe des biens d’iceux ou
noye les corps des Marchands, Maistres, Conducteurs, et autres
personnes desdits navires, ou iceux descendus
terre en aucune
loingtaine coste, pour celer le larcin et malfait, ou bien quand il
adviendroit comme il a fait quelques fois qu’aucuns d’eux se trouvans
(t)

0swell
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The usual course of the Court is by way of monition; and
if that process be disobeyed, an attachment issues against
the parties in contempt. But the Court may, in all cases,
proceed, in the first instance, by warrant of arrest of the
person or property, to compel security to abide its decree.
27 & 28 Viet. c. 25. § 37, deals with offences against the
Law of Prize as follows:—
“ A Prize Court, on proof of any offence against the Law
“ of Nations, or against this Act, or any Act relating to na“ val discipline, or against any Order in Council, or Royal
“ Proclamation, or of any breach of Her Majesty’s Instruc“ tions relating to Prize, or of any act of disobedience to
“ the Orders of the Lords of the Admiralty, or to the com“ mand of a superior officer, committed by the captors in
64 relation to any ship or goods taken as Prize, or in rela“ tion to any person on board any such ship, may, on con
ies plus forts viendront a rangonner a argent les navires de nos sub
jets, ou d’aucuns nos amis et alliez : voulons que sans quelque delay,
faveur ou deport, le dit admiral en face ou face faire justice et punition, telle que ce soit exemples a tous autres, deues informations des
cas preallablement faites, et selon qu’il sera cy-aprks ordonne. Et
pour ce que souventes fois quand une prise estoit faite sur nos ennemis
les preneurs estoyent si coustoumiers de user de leur volontez pour
leur profit, qu’ils ne gardoyent l’usage toujours et de toute anciennete
sur ce ordonne et observe, mais sans crainte de justice, comme
innobediens et pilleurs, eux estans encore sur mer, rompent les cofFres,
balles, boujettes, malles, tonneaux et autres vaisseaux, pour prendre
et piller ce qu’ils peuvent des biens de la prise, en quoy ceux qui ont
equippe et mis sur les navires & gros despens sont grandement foullez,
dont advient souvent de grandes noises, debats et contentions. Nous
prohibons et deffendons a tous chefs, Maistres, contre Maistres,
Patrons, Quarteniers, soldats, et compagnons, de ne faire aucune
ouverture des cofires, balles, &c., ny autres vaisseaux de quelques
prises qu’ils facent, ny aucunes choses des dits prises receler, trans
porter, vendre ny eschanger, ou autrement alliener, sins ayent a
representer le tout desdites prises, ensemble les personnes conduisans
le navire, audit Admiral ou Vice-Admiral le plustot que faire se
pourra, pour en estre fait et dispose selon qu’il appartiendra, et
comme contiennent nos presentes ordonnances, et ce sur peine de
confiscation de corps et des biens.”—Ordonnance de 1584, art. xxxv.
xxxvii.
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“ demnation, reserve the Prize to Her Majesty’s disposal,
“ notwithstanding any grant that may have been made by
“ Her Majesty in favour of captors.”
CCCCLIII. The three classes of cases (a) affecting this
question are (1) where damages have been given or refused
on restitution. (2.) Where compensation has been given
or refused, the Prize being lost in the hands of the captors.
(3.) Where, although restitution was decreed, the captors
have been allowed their costs and expenses.
(I.) In the Corier Maritimo (b) demurrage

was given for
unnecessary detention and unjustifiable delay in proceeding
to adjudication. In the Zee Star (c) demurrage was given to
the claimants, and costs and expenses refused to the captors
for improper delay in proceeding to adjudication. In the
Triton (d) costs and damages were given to the claimant of
the goods, and demurrage for the ship, for seizure on an
insufficient ground. In the Madonna del Burso (e) all the
circumstances concurred of a seizure originally unjustifiable,
protracted detention, and improper delay in proceeding to
adjudication; costs and damages were given. The Pea
cock (f) was the case of an unjustifiable detention of the
Prize vessel, carried into Lisbon, and delay in bringing
her home to England for adjudication. In the Wilhelmsberg (g), demurrage was allowed, and the expenses of the
application given against the captor, for loss arising from
his not bringing the captured vessel to the most convenient
port for adjudication within the meaning of the Prize Act.
In the Zacheman ([h), which was a mistake as to the Law
of Contraband under the Swedish Treaty, and in which the
seizure was pronounced perfectly justifiable, demurrage was* (б)
(а) The cases respecting damage for illegal capture and detention
will be found collected and classified in 9 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep.
p. 21, note 6.
(б) 1 G. Rob. Adm. Bep. p. 287.
(c) 4 ib. p. 71.
(d) 4 ib. p. 78.
(e) Ib. p. 169.
(/) Ib. p. 185.
(g) 5 ib. p. 143.
(h) Ib. p. 152.
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allowed for unreasonable delay. The Anna (z) was a case of
restitution, with costs and damages, for a violation of the
neutral territory of the United States. The seizure itself was
pronounced to be unjustifiable, and costs and damages were
given, because the Prize ship was improperly brought from
the mouth of the Mississippi to England for adjudication,
instead of being carried into one of the West India Islands.
In the Washington (A), damages were given for bringing the
vessel to an inconvenient port. The Acteon (l) was an
American ship sailing under a licence, unlawfully seized
and burnt. The St Antonio (m) was sailing under a licence
to enter a port of Holland, but was seized under suspicion
of an intention to go to a French port. On bringing in, the
captors offered to liberate on payment of their expenses, but
afterwards retracted, and went on to adjudication. There
was a decree of restitution, and the claimants appealed to the
Lords Commissioners for costs and damages; the appeal was
rejected, &nd the claimants condemned to pay the costs of the
appeal. In the Catfiarina Elizabeth (n) costs and damages
were given by the Lords Commissioners for carrying the
captured vessel to an inconvenient port. In the Louis (0),
damages were refused by Sir W. Scott, although he held the
seizure clearly illegal, it being a case of the first impression.
(II.) The rule on the subject of compelling the captors to
proceed to adjudication, where the property is lost in their
hands, is, that where the seizure is unjustifiable, the captor
is answerable for every loss or damage. In cases of justifi
able seizure, he is responsible for due diligence only, and is
holden to simple restitution in value.
The Carolina (p) was a neutral ship which had been
employed in carrying French troops to Egypt, and was
taken coming away. Had she been taken in actual delicto,* 1
(i) 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 373,
(k) 6 ib. p 275.
(1) 2 Dodson, p. 48.
(m) Acton's Rep. p. 113.
(n) Acton's Rep. p. 309.
(o) 2 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 210.
(p) 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 25G.
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she would have been liable to condemnation. The captors
were holden exempt, not only from costs and damages, but
from restitution in value, the ship having been lost while in
their possession by stress of weather. In the William (q)
1he original seizure was holden justifiable, but restitution in
value was decreed for a loss occasioned by not taking a
pilot on board, but no damages were given. In the Der
Mohr (r) the original seizure was considered as justifiable,
but the captors were holden responsible to make restitution in
value (not for costs and damages), on account of the loss of
the vessel by the ignorance and wilfulness of the Prize
Master.
(III.) In general the Captors are allowed their expenses
and costs on restitution, whenever there is probable cause of
capture (s). The only exceptions to this rule are where
there has been some negligence or misconduct on the part of
the captors. There are a great number of cases decided on
this point (t) ; but all adjudicated upon this principle.
If the captors unjustifiably neglect to proceed to adjudica
tion, the Court will, in case of restitution, decree demurrage
against them (u). So, also, if the captors agree to restitu
tion, but unreasonably delay it, demurrage will be allowed
against them (x). After an acquittal, a second seizure may
be made by other captors ; but it is at the peril of damages
and costs, in case of failure (y). And although a spoliation
of papers be made, yet, if it be produced by the misconduct
of the captors, as by firing under false colours, it will not pro(q) 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 316.
(r) 3 ib. p. 129.
(s) The Imina, 3 ib. p. 167.
The Principe, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 70.
(t) The Marianna Flora, Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. vol. xi. p. 21,
note (b).
(u) The Gorier Maritimo, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 287.
The Madonna del Burso, 4 ib. p. 169.
The Peacock, ib. p. 185.
The Anna Gathctrina, 6 ib. p. 10.
(x) The Zee Star, 4 ib. p. 71.
(y) The Mercurius, 1 ib. p. 80.
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tect them from damages and costs (z). An objection in the
Prize Court against awarding damages and costs, that the
ship was not navigated by a proper proportion of seamen of
her own country, according to its navigation laws, was
rejected on the ground that it was an irregularity which
must be referred to another branch of the Admiralty juris
diction (a).
CCCCLIY. As to the time within which a suit may be
brought in the Admiralty for damages for an illegal capture,
it may be observed, that as the Statute of Limitations does
not apply to Prize causes, there is no time during the
existence of the Prize Commission in which captors may not
be legally called on to proceed to adjudication, for the
purpose of awarding damages against them (Z>). But the
Court will extend, by equity, the principles of the Statute
of Limitations to Prize Causes; and therefore, it will not,
after a great lapse of time, compel the captors to proceed to
adjudication, or entertain a suit for damages for a supposed
illegal capture (c). It will be seen that the claimant may
compel the captor to proceed to adjudication (d).
CCCCLY. In respect to the measure of damages, where
the vessel and cargo are actually lost, it is usual to allow
the actual value of the property (e). And where a Prize
had been illegally condemned by a Vice-Admiralty Court,
erected by the commanders in the West Indies, under a
misapprehension that they possessed an authority to erect
such Courts, and afterwards restitution in value was decreed
by the High Court of Admiralty in England, the Court
(z) The Peacock, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 185.
(a) The Nemesis, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 50.
(b) The Mentor, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 179.
The Huldah, 3 ib. p. 235.
(c) The Susannah, 6 ib. p. 48.
The cargo ex Katharina, Lush. Adm. Rep. 142.
(d) Vide post, § cccclix.
(e) Del Gol v. Arnold, 3 Dallas' (Amer.) Rep. p. 333.
Maley v. Shattuck, 3 Granch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 458.
The Anna Maria, 2 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep. p. 327.
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allowed the invoice value, 10 per cent, profit, and freight,
as well where the ship and cargo belonged to the same
persons as where they were separately owned (/). What
items may properly form part of the damages, depends upon
the nature and circumstances of the case; and for guides to
direct his judgment, the reader is referred to the case
mentioned in the note (g). Where damages and costs are
allowed, if, after they are assessed, payment is delayed, the
Court will allow interest upon the principal sum from the
time of assessment, although it includes interest as well as
principal (h).
CCCCLYI. As to the mode of assessing damages, it is
usual for the Court to refer the subject to commissioners, to
make inquiry and return a regular report to the Court, of
the several items and amount of damages. But in their
report, they should state the principles upon which they
proceed in making allowances, where the items do not
explain themselves, and not report a gross sum without
specification or explanation (i).
CCCCLVII. In respect to the persons who are liable
for costs and damages, it may be observed, that the general
(/) The Lucy, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 208.
(g) Le Caux v. Eden, 1 Doug. pp. 594, 596.
Talbot v. Janson, 3 Dallas' (Amer.) Rep. pp. 133, 170.
Cotton v. Wallace, ib. pp. 302, 304.
The Charming Betsey, 2 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 64.
Maley v. Shattuck, 3 ib. p. 458.
The Narcissus, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 20.
The Zee Star, ib. p. 71.
The Gorier Maritimo, 1 ib. p. 287.
The St. Juan Baptista, 5 ib. p. 33.
The Die Fire Darner, ib. p. 357.
The Anna Catharina, 6 ib. p. 10.
The Driver, 5 ib. p. 145.
The Lively, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 315.
The Anna Maria, 2 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep. p. 327.
(h) The Driver, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 145.
(i) The Charming Betsey, 2 Granch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 64.
The Lively, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 315.
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rule in respect to public ships is, that the actual wrong-doer,
and he alone, is responsible (A). It is not meant by this,
that the crew of the capturing ship are responsible for the
seizure made in obedience to the commands of their superior;
for by the Prize Law the act of the commander is binding
upon the interests of all under him, and he alone is respon
sible for damages and costs (/). The meaning of the rule
is, that the person actually ordering the seizure, is liable for
the damages, and not his superior in command (who has not
concurred in the particular act), simply from the fact, that
the seizor is acting within the scope of his general orders ([m).
Therefore a suit cannot be maintained against an admiral
upon a station who is not privy to the act of seizure (n) ; nor
a commodore, who commands the squadron, but gives no
orders for the capture (0). In short, the actual wrong-doer
is the person to answer in judgment, and to him respon
sibility is attached by the Court. He may have other
persons responsible over to him, and that responsibility may
be enforced ; as, for instance, if a captain make a wrongful
seizure under the express orders of his admiral, that admiral
may be made answerable in the damages occasioned to the
captain by the improper act. But it is the constant and
invariable practice of the Prize Court to have the actual
wrong-doer the party before the Court: and the propriety of
the practice is manifest; because if the Court was once to
open the door to complaints founded on remote and con
sequential responsibility, it would be difficult to say where
it is to stop (p).
CCCCLVIII. In the case of private armed vessels the* (l)
(k) The Mentor, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 179.
(l) The Diligentia, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 404.
(m) The Mentor, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 179.
(n) Ibid. p. 179.
(0) The Eleanor, 2 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 346.
(p) The Mentor, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 179.
The principles applicable to this class of cases are fully developed in
the opinion in the case of the Eleanor, 2 Wheat. (Amer.) Bep. p. 346.
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owners, as well as the masters, are responsible for the
damages and costs occasioned by illegal captures; and this
is to the extent of the actual loss and injury, even if it
exceeds the amount of the bond usually given upon the
taking out of commissions for Privateers (q). But the

(q) Bynh. Q. J. Pub. 1. i. c. xix. Du Ponceau's ed. p. 147.
Talbot v. Three Brigs, 1 Dali. (Amer.) Bep. p. 95.
8. C. 1 Hall, Am. Laiv. Journ. p. 140.
The Die Fire Darner, 5 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 357.
The Der Mohr, 3 ib. p. 129.
See also—The Girolamo, 3 Hagg. Adm. Bep. p. 187.
2 Brown's Civ. and Adm. Law, p. 140.
Del Col v. Arnold, 3 Dali. (Amer.) Bep. p. 333.
The Anna Maria, 2 Wheat. (Amer.) Bep. p. 327.
Pothier holds, that the owner of the privateer may entirely dis
charge himself from the responsibility beyond the amount of the
penalty in his bond, by abandoning the vessel to the injured party.—
Propriety, No. 92 ; but Yalin decides that the Prize Law controls,
in this respect, the provision of the Municipal Law of France, by
which indeed the owners of merchant vessels are discharged from their
responsibility by abandoning the ship and freight, in like manner as
they were by the British Statute 7 Geo. II. c. 15—The Girolamo, 3
Haggard's Adm. Bep. p. 177. “En conformite desdits Reglemens de
1704 et 1744” (giving costs and damages to neutrals wrongfully seized),
“ il fait done tenir aujourd’hui, sans egard a la disposition de Part. 3 du
titre des proprietaires, &c. et du present article, en tant qu’il limite le
cautionnement a la somme de 15,000 livres, que l’armateur repondra
ind^finiment de tous les dommages et int^rets re'sultans des delits et
depredations des gens de son corsaire, et des prises irregulieres par
eux faites, sans pouvoir meme s’en defendre en payant la somme de
15,000 liv. pour laquelle il aura donne caution, et en declarant en
meme temps qu’il abandonne outre cela son navire avec tous ses agrets,
apparaux et autres dependances, relativement a Part. 2 du meme
titre des proprietaires, &c., dont la disposition n’est plus applicable en
matibre d’armement en course, que celle de Part. 3, attendu ces
memes reglemens, qui forme une decision particuliere a cet egard.”—
Sur VOrdonnance, 1. iii. t. ix. Des Prises, art. 2.
Such appears to have been the former law of France, but it was
changed by the new commercial code :—
4‘Les proprietaires de navires equipes en guerre ne seront toutefois responsables des delits et depredations commis en mer par les
gens de guerre qui sont sur leurs navires, ou par les equipages, que
jusqu’a concurrence de la somme pour laquelle ils auront donnd
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sureties to the bond are responsible only to the extent of
the sum in which they are bound (r).
And if a person appear on behalf of the captain of a
private ship of war, and give security in his own name with
sureties, instead of the captain, he is liable in the same
manner as the captain, as a principal in the stipulation (5).
And a part owner of a private armed ship is not exempted
from being a party to a suit, on a motion to bring in
the prize proceeds and proceed to adjudication, in conse
quence of having made compensation for his share to the
claimant, and received a release from him ; for the claimant
has a right to the answer of all parties, even supposing
that the decree ought not to be enforced against such part
owner (t). And in a Court of Law of Nations a person
may be holden a part owner of a Privateer, although
his name has never been inserted in the bill of sale or the
ship’s register (V).
CCCCLIX. Where the captors from any cause what
soever, as from loss of the property, or from fraud or
negligence, omit to bring the case before the Court for
adjudication, the claimant might always have applied to the
Court for a monition to the captors to proceed forthwith
to adjudication (x). And upon their neglect so to do after
service and return of the monition, the Court would,

caution, a moins quils n’en soient participans ou complices.”—Code de
Commerce, art. 217.
But the laws of the United States of North America not only con
tain no such provision, but have not even adopted the British Statute,
by which the owners were discharged in ordinary cases by abandoning
the vessel and freight to the injured party ; there can be no doubt
that the responsibility of the owners of privateers is not limited either
to the penalty of the bond, or the value of the vessel.
(r) Du Ponceau’s Bynh. p. 149.
2 Valin sur VOrdonnance, p. 228.
(s) The King v. Fergusson, Edw. Adm. Bep. p. 84.
(t) The Karasan, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 291.
.
(u) The Nostra Signora de lo's Dolores, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 290.
(x) The WUliam, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 214.
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if a proper case were laid before it, proceed to award
restitution, with damages and costs (y).
.
By 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, § 32, it is enacted, that “if the
“ captors fail to institute or to prosecute with effect proceed“ ings for adjudication, a monition shall, on the application
“ of a claimant, issue against the captors, returnable within
“ six days from the service thereof, citing them to appear
“and proceed to adjudication; and on the return thereof
“ the Court shall either forthwith proceed to adjudication,
“ or direct further proof to be adduced as aforesaid, and
“ then proceed to adjudication.”
It is the usual practice for a party to give in his claim in
the first instance, before calling upon the captors to proceed
to adjudication; but it will not necessarily vitiate the pro
cess, if there has been no claim. If it should in any manner
come to the knowledge of the Court that a seizure had been
made in the nature of Prize, and that no proceedings had been
instituted, it would be the duty of the Court to direct proceed
ings to be commenced (z). The same object is often effected
by the claimants by an original suit for restitution, on a peti
tion setting forth all the facts, and praying for a decree of
restitution either in rem or in value with damages (a).
CCCCLX. Whether the proceeding be in the one form or
the other, the rights of all parties remain the same. The
burden of proving the neutrality of the property rests on
the claimants ; and when that is shown, the existence of the
probable cause of capture is to be established by the other
side; and each party has a right to the answer of the other
upon all proper interrogatories, supported by oath (5).
(y) The Huldah, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 205.
The Susanna, 6 ib. p. 48.
(z) The William, 4 ib. p. 214.
(a) Del Col v. Arnold, 3 Dallas’ (Amer.) Bep. p. 333.
Maley v. Shattuck, 3 Granch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 458.
Jennings v. Carson, 4 ib. p. 2.
The Anna Maria, 2 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 327.
The Eleanor, 2 ib. p. 347.
(b) Maley v. Shattuck, 3 Granch’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 458.
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CCCCLXI. B. The Rights and Duties of Claimants
with respect to the Conduct of the Suit.
By 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, § 23, it is enacted, that “ at any
“ time before final decree made in the cause, any person
“ claiming an interest in the ship may enter in the registry
“ of the Court a claim verified on oath.
“Within five days after entering the claim, the claimant
“ shall give security for costs in the sum of sixty pounds ;
“ but the Court shall have power to enlarge the time for
“ giving security, or to direct security to be given in a
“ larger sum, if the circumstances appear to require it ” (c).
It is scarcely necessary to observe that the subject of
the enemy cannot, except perhaps under very exceptional
circumstances, be a claimant. He has no persona standi, as
civilians say, in the Court of his enemy.
In cases where no claim is made in consequence of this
position of law, condemnation passes as a matter of course ;
to borrow the language of Lord Stowell, “the enemy
“ proprietor is necessarily absent by operation of law, and
“ yet the sentence is completely valid as well against him as
“ against all the world ” (d). Such an exception giving a
persona standi to the enemy exists in the case of a ship
sailing under a cartel (e) agreement, or a flag of truce, and
captured by mistake of the captor, or in circumstances
of suspicion. The enemy master may appear and claim
restitution; and it is the duty of the Prize Court to up
hold in a liberal spirit the good faith of any agreement
of this kind, and to reject any argument drawn from the
mala fides of the other party as warranting a reciprocal
perfidy (/).
(c) See § 23 of 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, for proceedings by petition of
right. Vide ante, § ccccxl. a.
(d) The Falcon, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 199.
(e) The Daifjie, 3 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 143.
(/) “ When this case came on before, the Court intimated a dis
position to sustain the claim, if it should appear to have been the
understanding of the parties, and particularly of the party granting
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CCCCLXII. The principal duty of the claimants is to
resort only to legal means of redress, and to abstain from
the use of violence. A lawful force, they are to remember,
cannot be lawfully resisted (g).
CCCCLXIII. The master of the captured vessel, or his
correspondent, or his Consul, applies to a Procurator of the
Prize Court, who prepares their claim, supported by an
affidavit which contains an affirmative proposition as to
neutral, friendly, or subjects proprietorship, and a negative
proposition as to the absence of any enemy interest (A). In
like manner the whole or different parts of the cargo must
be claimed. Security for costs may or may not be required
of him as of every foreign suitor according to the general
principles of International Law upon the subject. He has
a right to obtain copies and translations of such papers as
he thinks fit to use.
It was emphatically laid down by the English Prize Court
during the last war with Russia, that all presumptions
arising from any deficiency in the Belligerent’s Tribunal
are to be construed in favour of the claimant (i).
CCCCLXIV. A party to be entitled to assert a claim in
the Prize Court, must be the general owner of the property;
the permission, that a ship sailing on this service, under a flag of
truce, should be protected ; though not strictly a cartel. Whether the
British commander might have exceeded his powers, or have made an
improvident concession, would not, I think, supersede the obligation
which this Court would feel itself under to support the good faith of the
agreement on which the other party had acted with confidence. . . .
Something has been said of the bad faith which the Government of
France has practised on some similar occasion, in detaining a vessel
sent regularly as a cartel ship from this country to a port of France.
Such a behaviour would on no account be resorted to as a precedent,
to which this Court would attend, in considering the proper effect of
the proceedings of these parties in this transaction.”—The Mary,
5 C. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 199.
(g) Vide ante, p. 19.
(h) The Adeline, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 244.
The Sally, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep p. 300, note.
(i) The Ottawas (July 3rd, 1855), Prize Court.
VOL. III.
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for a person who has a mere lien on the property for a debt
due, whether liquidated or unliquidated, is not so en
titled (k); and the same rule has been applied in America
to a mortgage, where the mortgagor is left in possession (7).
The rule that a claimant is not admitted to claim, who is
engaged in the traffic prohibited by the Municipal Laws of
the country, is applied only to citizens or subjects, and not
to foreign neutral proprietors (m). But to citizens or sub
jects the rule equally applies, whether the transaction is
between original contractors or under a sub-contract (n).
And an inactive or sleeping partner cannot receive re
stitution in a transaction in which he could not be lawfully
engaged as a sole trader (o). If enemy’s property be
fraudulently blended in the same claim with neutral
property, the latter is liable to share the fate of the
former (p).
CCCCLXY. An appearance by a Proctor for the
claimants, duly entered, cures all defects of process, such
as the want of a monition or of due notice (<7). And even
assuming that one partner has no authority to appoint a
proctor for all the partners, yet a general appearance for
all by a proctor is good and legally binding (r). In cases
of captures by Government ships, the proceedings in
England are exclusively carried on by the officers of the
Government; and no other persons can interfere to support
or pursue a suit, where they do not consent (s). Whether* (l)
(h) The Eenrom, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 1, 5.
The Tobago, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 218.
The Francis, Thompson's Claim, 8 Granch's (Amer.) Bep. p. 355.
Id. Irving's Claim, ib. p. 418.
The Marianna, 6 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 24.
(l) Bolch v. Darrel, Bee's (Amer.) Bep. p. 74.
(m) The Becovery, 6 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 341.
M The Cornelis and Maria, 5 ib. p. 28.
(0) The Franklin, 6 ib. pp. 127, 131.
(p) The St. Nicholas, 1 Wheaton's (Amer.) Bep. p. 481.
(q) Penhallow v. Doane, 3 Dallas' (Amer.) Bep. p. 54.
(r) Hills v. Boss, ib. p. 231.
(s) The Flsebe, 5 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 173.
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the same exclusive authority exists in the North American
United States, has never been made the subject of question
in the Supreme Court (t) of that country.
CCCCLXYI. A claimant who wishes to procure the
restitution of any property captured as Prize must, after
the Prize Libel is filed, and at or before the return of the
monition thereon, or time assigned for the trial, enter his
claim for such property before the proper Court. And if
the captors omit, or unreasonably delay to institute Prize
proceedings, any person claiming an interest in the captured
property may obtain a monition against them, citing them
to proceed to adjudication ; which if they omit to do, or to
show cause why the property should be condemned, it will
be restored to the claimants proving an interest therein.
And the same process is often resorted to where the property
is lost or destroyed, through the fault or negligence of the
captors, in order to obtain a compensation in damages for
the unjust seizure and detention (u). The claim should be
(t) In England it is also holden, that the power of the Crown to direct
the release of property seized as prize, before adjudication and against
the will of the captors, is not taken away by any grant of the prize
conferred in the Order of Council, the proclamation, or the Prize
Act (The Elsebe, 5 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 155) ; and in France the captors
cannot, after the prize is brought in for adjudication, terminate the
proceedings by a private arrangement with the claimants. Such an
arrangement to be valid must be communicated to the ProcurewrGenSral, and approved by the Court; because the rights and interests
of the State, of the officers and crew of the capturing vessel, and of
the subjects of neutral Powers, might be compromitted by such an
arrangement.
See the opinion of M. Portalis on this question (Code des Prises, par
Guichard, t. vii. p. 533). He distinguishes this case from that of
ransoms, which are regulated by peculiar laws, but never favoured :
and he cites, in support of his opinion, several ancient arrets of Council
and rescripts of the Admiral.
(u) The Betsey, 1 0. Bob. Adm,. Bep. p. 93.
The Mentor, ib. p. 181.
The Iiuldah, 3 ib. p. 239.
The Der Mohr, ib. p. 129.
The George, ib. p. 212.
.
..
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made by the parties interested, if present, or, in their
absence, by the master of the ship, or some agent of the
owners. A mere stranger will not be permitted to inter
pose a claim merely to speculate on the chances of an
acquittal (x).
The claim must be accompanied with an affidavit, stating
briefly the facts respecting the claim and its verity. This
affidavit should be sworn to by the parties themselves, if
they are within the jurisdiction ; but if they are absent from
the country, or at a very great distance from the place
where the Court is holden, the affidavit may be sworn to by
an agent. Before a claim is made, and affidavit put in
(which should always be special if the case stands on
peculiar grounds), it is not permitted to the parties to ex
amine the ship’s papers and the preparatory examinations
in order to shape their claims ; for this might lead to great
abuses.
CCCCLXVTI. But if it be necessary to ascertain the
particulars of a claim, the Court will, upon a special appli
cation, suffer so many of the papers to be examined as
directly relate to such claim; but a sufficient reason is
always expected to be shown on affidavit to sustain such an
application (?/). It is a general rule that no claim is to be
admitted which stands in entire opposition to the ship’s
papers, and to the preparatory examinations (z). But this
The William, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 215.
The Susanna, 6 ib. p. 48.
(ix) u II est fait tres expresses inhibitions et defenses a toutes sortes de
personnes de reclamer aucunes des prises faites par ses vaisseaux de
guerre ou ceux des armateurs particulars, ni faire aucune procedure en
l’Amiraute, sans etre, au prealable, porteurs de procurations en bonne
forme de ceux pour qui ilsferont les reclamations, et les avoir presentees

aux officiers de l’Amiraute des ports ou les prises auront ete' conduites,
a peine de 600 livres d’amende.”—Ordonnance du 30 Janvier, 1692.
B&glement du 19 Juillet, 1778.
(y) The Port Mary, 3 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 233.
(2) The Vrouw Anna Gatharina, 5 ib. pp. 15, 19.
La Flora, 6 ib. p. 1.
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only applies to cases arising during the war, and not to
cases arising before the war (a) ; and it is not so inflexible as
to exclude the interest of a citizen or subject, where there
is an absolute necessity to simulate papers, as in the case
of a trade with the enemy licensed by the State (b). It is
also, as has been observed, a general principle that no
citizen or subject can be admitted to claim in a Prize Court
where the transaction in which he is engaged is in violation
of the municipal laws of his own country (e). Nor can a
person be admitted to claim where the trade, in the carry
ing on of which he is taken, is forbidden by the law of
nature, and by the municipal laws of his own country, and
that where the court is sitting (d).
After a claim is once put in, it is not amendable of course;
but if an amendment is wanted to correct the generality of
the original claim, it will not be allowed, unless a proper
case is made out, and sufficient reasons given for the omis
sion in the first instance (e).
CCCCLXVIII. At the return day of the process, if no
claim be at that time or previously interposed, and upon
proclamation made no person appear to claim, the default is
entered on the record; and the Court will then proceed to
examine the evidence, and if proof of enemy’s property
clearly appear, it will immediately decree condemnation; if
the case appear doubtful, it will postpone a decision. It is not
now usual to condemn the goods for want of a claim, until
a year and a day (f) have elapsed from the time of the
(a) The Anna Catharina, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 15.
(b) La Flora, 6 ib. p. 1.
(c) The Walsingham Packet, 2 ib. p. 77.
The Ftrusco, 4 ib. p. 262, n.
The Gornelis & Maria, 5 ib. p. 23.
The Abby, ib. p. 251.
The Becovery, 6 ib. p. 341.
(d) The Amedie, Fdinburgh Beview, vol. xvi. No. 21. p. 426.
(e) The Graaf Bernstorff, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 109.
And see the Sally, ib. p. 179.

(/) This term was limited by the Prize Act of the Russian war, 17
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return of the monition, except in cases where there is a strong
presumption and reasonable proof that the property actually
belongs to an enemy (g). And if no claim be interposed
within that period, the property is condemned of course, and
the question of former ownership is precluded for ever, the
owner being deemed in law to have abandoned it (A).
CCCCLXIX. C. The Pleadings are of a simple cha
racter, formed upon the rules and practice of the Roman
Law (i). And so with respect to (D.) the modes of Proof
and the reception of Evidence, it is the duty of the Interna
tional Tribunal of Prize not to allow parties to be defeated by
any technical rules respecting the admissibility of evidence
which may prevail in the country in which it happens to be
locally situate. Lord Stowell (A), it will be found, refers
to the Roman Law, and to the commentators thereon,
as great authorities in this matter, and on the general
Viet. c. 18, s. 37, to three months, unadvisedly, as it seems to me. See
the Aspasia, 11 Moore P. G. Rep. 89, and the Achilles, 11 Moore P. G.
Rep. 86, before the J. C. of the Privy Council, July, 1856 ; term
extended in both cases.
‘ ‘ Si par la deposition de Vequipage et la visite du vaisseau et des
marchandises, on ne pent decouvrir sur qui la prise aura etc faite, le
tout sera inventorie apprecie et mis sous bonne et sure garde, pour etre
restitne a qu’il appartiendra, s'il est reclame dans Van et jour ; sinon,
partage, comme epave de mer, egalement entre nous, l’amiral, et les
armateurs.”—Ordonnance de la Marine de 1681, lib. iii. tit. ix. art. xxvi.
(g) The Staadt Embden, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. pp. 26, 29.
And see the Henrick A Maria, 4 ib. p. 43.
Goll. Mar. p. 88, n.
As to delivery on bail to claimant, see 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, s. 24.
Vide ante, § ccccxl. a.
(h) The Staadt Embden, 1 ib. pp. 26, 29.
The Henrick A Maria, 4 ib. pp. 43, 44.
The Harrison, 1 Wheaton's {Amer.) Rep. p. 298.
Robinson's Coll. Mar. p. 98, n.
The Avery, 2 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 308.
Ordonn. de la Marine, t. ix. art. 26.
(i) Vide ante, § ccccxl. a. ss. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25.
(k) The Maria, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 363.
The Tivee Gebroeders, 3 ib. pp. 338, 348, 349.
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rules, which in all civilized States regulate the question of
testimony.
CCCCLXX. In Prize causes, it is not usual to file any
special allegation of the peculiar circumstances on which the
captors found their title to condemnation. The libel is, and
always ought be, the mere general allegation of Prize,
such as is used in undoubted cases of hostile property. The
act of bringing the vessel in, and proceeding against her,
alleges her generally to be a subject of Prize rights; and
the captors are not called upon to state, at the commence
ment of the suit, the particular grounds on which they con
tend she is so. They have a right to institute the inquiry,
and take the chance of the benefit of any fact that may be
produced in the course of that inquiry (/). This is an ad
vantage on the side of the captors ; but it is controlled by
their liability to costs and damages if the inquiry produce
nothing; and, to say the very least, is fully balanced by
the advantage given to the claimant in this species of pro
ceeding, that no evidence shall be admitted against him but
such as proceeds from himself, from his own documents, and
from his own witnesses; the captors not being permitted,
except in cases marked by peculiar circumstances, to furnish
any evidence whatever (m).
CCCCLXXI. Upon filing the libel, the usual practice is
immediately to issue a Monition, citing all persons who are
interested to appear at a given day and show cause why the
property should not be condemned as Prize; and this pro
cess, in the Courts of the North American United States,
usually includes a warrant to take possession of the property.
But where the Prize has been first seized in port, a Monition
issues, in the first instance, to bring in the papers, if they
are in the possession of a subject or citizen (n). The usual
(?) The Adeline, 9 Crcmch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 244.
The Fortuna, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 81.
(m) The Fortuna, ib. p. 81.
(n) The Conqueror, 2 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 303.
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Monition is directed to the Marshal, and in England is served
by posting up a copy at the Royal Exchange in the City of
London. In former times, fourteen days were allowed
between the service of the Monition and the day of hearing
the cause : but in most of the later Prize Acts in England
and in the present one, twenty days are allowed after the
execution of the Monition (0). In the North American
United States, the return day of the Monition depends upon
the discretion of the district judge ; but it is usually twenty
days at least after the issuing of the process; and it is
served usually by posting up a copy on the mast of the
Prize vessel, and at such other public places as the Judge
may direct; and also by publication in the newspapers
printed in or near the principal place or port of the district
into which the Prize is brought. This proceeding, by
monition and service by public notice, is founded upon the
Roman Law, by which, when it became impracticable to
serve the party with a personal citation, recourse was had to
this method, which is called a citation per edictum (jp).
CCCCLXXII. As soon as a vessel or other thing
captured as prize arrives in our ports, notice should be given
thereof by the captors to the proper officer, whether to the
Judge or to the Commissioners appointed by him
that the
examinations of the captured crew, who are brought in, may
be regularly taken in writing, upon oath, in answer to the
standing interrogatories.

(0) Robinson's Coll. Mar. p. 80, n.
Marriott's Formulary, p. 187.
(p) Dig. lib. 5, tit. 1, s. 68.
Robinson's Coll. Mar. p. 88, n.
(q) Judge Story observes that “the standing interrogatories used in
the English High Courts of Admiralty (1 Rob. p. 381) have been
drawn up with great care, precision, and accuracy, and are an
excellent model for other Courts. They were generally adopted
during the late war by the District Judges in the principal States, with
a few additions, and scarcely any variations.”—Pratt's Story on Prize
Courts, p. 15.
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It is also the duty of the Prize Master to deliver up to
the Commissioner all the papers and documents found on
hoard, and, at the same time, to make an affidavit that they
are delivered up as taken, without fraud, addition, subduction, or embezzlement (?•).
In general, the master and principal officers, and some of
the crew of the captured vessel, should be brought in for
examination (s). This is a settled rule of the Prize Courts,
and was, during the war of the beginning of the century, en
forced by the express instructions of the American President.
The examination must be confined to persons on board at
the time of the capture, unless the special permission of the
Court is obtained for the examination of others (t).
(r) ‘ ‘ Aussitot que la prise aura ete amenee en quelques rades ou ports
de noire royaume, le capitaine qui Vaura faite, s'il y est en personne, si
non celui qu'il en aura charge, sera tenu de faire son rapport aux ojjiciers
de VAmiraute; de leur representer et mettre entre les mains les papiers et
prisonniers; et de leur declarer le jour et l’heure que le vaisseau aura

ete pris ; en quel lieu ou h, quelle hauteur ; si le capitaine a fait refus
d’amener les voiles, ou de faire voir sa commission ou son conge, s’il a
attaque ou s’il s’est defendu ; quel pavilion il portait, et les autres
circonstances de la prise et de son voyage.”—Ordonnance de la Marine,
1681, lib. iii. tit. ix. art. xxi.
Declaration du 24 Juin, 1778, art. 42,
See also the Swedish Ordinance of 1715, art. 6.
Collectanea Maritima, p. 168.
(s) As to ships of war, vide anU, § ccccxl. a. § 22 of 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25.
(t) 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 185.
The Eliza and Katy. The Henrick and Maria. 4 ib. pp. 43, 57.
Thus in a treaty of amity and commerce between Charles VIII.
King of France, and Henry VII. of England, concluded at Boulogne,
the 15th of May, 1497, which may be considered as evidence of
the Prize Practice of Europe at that period, is contained the following
article : “ Simili quoque juramento solemniter prsestando promittent,
quod de qualibet prseda, captivia, manubiis, sive spoliis, adducent duos
aut tres viros in captd navi prsccipuum locum obtinentes, ut magistrum,
sub-magistrum, patronum, ant hujusmodi conditionis, quos Admiraldo,
Vice-admiraldo, aut eornm officiariis exhibebunt, ut per eosdem, aut
eorum alterum, debite examinetur ubi, super quibus et qualiter navis ske
bona capta sint, nec facient aut fieri permittent aliquas prsedarum,

spoliorum, mercium, aut bonorum per eos capiendorum divisiones,
partitiones, traditiones, permutationes, alienationesve, priusquam se
viros captos, bona et merees, integre Bominis Admiraldo, Vice-
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In order to guard as much as possible against frauds and
misstatements from after contrivances, the examination should
take place as soon as possible after the arrival of the vessel,
and the witnesses are not allowed to have communication
with, or to be instructed by, counsel. The captors should also
introduce all their witnesses in succession; for if the Com
missioners have taken the depositions of some of the crew,
and transmitted them to the Judge, they will not be at
liberty, without a special order, to examine others who are
afterwards brought by the captors before them (u). On the
other hand, an equal strictness is holden over the conduct of
the claimants. If they keep back any one of the captured
crew for two or three days after the vessel comes into port,
and then offer him, together with papers in his possession,
admiraldo, aut eorum vices gerentibus reprsesentaverint ; qui de illis
disponi, si sequum putabunt, permittent, alias nihil hujusmodi permissuri.”—Coll. Mar. p. 95.
“ De toutes les prises qui se feront en mer, soit par nos subjects, ou
autres tenans nostre party, et tant soubs ombre et coleur de la guerre
q’autrement, les prisonniers, ou pour le moins deux ou trois des plus apparentes dHceuse, seront amenez a terre, devers nostre dit Admiral, ou son
Visadmiral, ou Lieutenant, pour au plustost que faire se pourra estrepar
lui examinez et ouys, avant qu’aucune chose des dits prises soit descendue,
a fin de savoir lepays de la ou ils seront, a qui appartiennent les navires et
biens d’iceux, pour si la prise se trouve avoir este bien faite, telle la

declarer, si non, et on il se trouveroit mal faite, la restituer a qui elle
appartiendra,” &c.—Ordonnance de 1584, art. 33.
Ord. de 1400, art. 4.
^ Ord. de 1543, art. 20.
Declaration du premier Fevrier, 1650, art. 9.
“ Les officiers de VAmiraute entendront sur le fait de la prise, le maitre
ou commandant du vaisseau pris, memequelques officiers etmatelots du
vaisseau preneur, s’il est besoin. ”—Ordonnance de la Marine, 1681, tit.
ix. art. 24.
“Si le vaisseau est amene sans prisonniers, charte-parties ni connaisemens, les officiers, soldats et Equipages de celui qui l’aura pris,
seront separement examines sur les circonstances de la prise, et pourquoi le navire a ete amene sans prisonniers, et seront, le vaisseau et les
niarchandises, visites par experts, pour connoitre, s’il se peut, sur qui
la prise aura ete faite.”—Ib. art. 25.
(h) The Speculation, 2 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 243.
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tlie Commissioners will be justified in not examining him (x).
The ship’s papers and other documents found on board,
which are not delivered up to the Commissioners, before, or
at the time of the examinations, will not be admitted as
evidence (y).
When the deposition is taken, each sheet is afterwards
read over to the witness, and separately signed by him (z).
And the Commissioners should be careful that the various
answers are taken fully and perfectly, so as to meet the
stress of every question, and should not suffer the witness
to evade a sifting inquiry by vague and obscure statements.
If the witness refuse to answer at all, or to answer fully,
the Commissioners are to certify the fact to the Court; and,
in addition to the other penal consequences to the owners of
the ship and cargo from a suppression of evidence, he will
be liable to close imprisonment for the contempt. The
witnesses should be examined separately and not in presence
of each other, so as to prevent any fraudulent concert be
tween them.
As soon as the examinations are completed, they are to
be sealed up and directed to the proper Court of Prize, to
gether with all the ship’s papers,. which have not been
already lodged by the captors in the registry of the Court.
CCCCLXXIII. It is upon the ship’s papers and depo
sitions thus taken and transmitted, that the cause is, in the
first instance, to be heard and tried (a). This is not a
(x) 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 331 ; and see the William db Mary, 4 ib.
p. 381.
(y) The Anna, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 331 ; and see the William and
Mary, 4 ib. p. 381.
(z) The Apollo, 5 ib. p. 286.
(a) The Vigilantia, lib. p. 1.
“Il est ordonne, &c., que pleine et entierefoi seraajoutee anx deposi
tions des capitaines, matelots, et officiers des vaisseaux pris, s’il n’y a
contre eux aucun reproche valable propose par les reclamateurs, on
quelque preuve de subornation et de seduction.”—Reglement du 26
Octobre, 1692.
“Yeut que dans aucun cas, les pieces qui pourraient etre rapportees,
apres la prise des batimcns, puissent faire aucune foi, ni etre d’aucunc
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mere matter of practice or form; it is of the very essence of
the administration of Prize Law; and it is a great mistake
to admit the Common Law notions, in respect to evidence,
to prevail in proceedings which have no analogy to those at
Common Law (b).
CCCCLXXIV. The onus probandi generally rests upon
the claimants (c) ; and by the Law of Prize, the evidence
to acquit or condemn must, in the first instance, come from
the papers and crew of the captured vessel. The captors
are not, unless in peculiar circumstances, entitled to adduce
any extrinsic testimony. It is of the last importance to
preserve the most rigid exactness as to the admission of
evidence: since temptations would otherwise be holden out
to the captured crew, to defeat the just rights of the cap
tors by subsequent contrivances, explanations, and frauds.
There can be no honest reason why the whole truth should
not be told by the captured persons, at the first exami
nation ; and if they then prevaricate, or suppress important
facts, it must be from motives which would materially impair
the credibility of their subsequent statements.
CCCCLXXY. Although, as has been said, the ship’s
papers found on board are proper evidence, yet they are
so only when properly verified; for papers by themselves
prove nothing, and are a mere dead letter, if they are not* 26
utilite, tant aux proprietaires desdits batimens qu’a ceux des marchandises qui pourraient avoir 6t6 chargees. Voulant qu’en toutes occa
sions Von naif egard qvVaux seules pieces trouvees abord.”—Reglement du
26 Juillet, 1778.
See also the Swedish Ordinance of 1715, art. vii. Coll. Mar. p. 169.
(b) Judge Story observes, that “ in some few of the District Courts,
it was not unusual, during the late war, to allow the witnesses to be
examined, orally, at the bar of the Court, long after their preparatory
examinations had been taken, and full opportunities had been given to
enable the parties to shape any new defence, or explain away any
asserted facts. This was, unquestionably, a great irregularity, and, in
many instances, must have been attended with great public mischiefs.”
(c) The Rosalie and Betty, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 343.
See s. 21 of 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, ante § ccccxl. a.
The Countess of Lauderdale, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 283.
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supported by the oaths of persons in a situation to give them
validity (d). And even upon the original hearing, papers
found on board another captured ship may be invoked into
the cause, and used by the captors. But if the papers are
taken from a vessel not so captured and carried in, they can
only be used upon an order for farther proof (e). But the
authenticity of papers thus invoked must be verified by
affidavit and otherwise to the satisfaction of the Court (/).
So also the depositions of the claimant in a former case, in
which he was owner and master, were permitted to be invoked
by the captors to prove his domicil (g). But where nothing
appears in the original evidence, which lays a foundation for
prosecuting the inquiry farther, it must be in very peculiar
circumstances indeed that the Court will be induced to
admit extraneous evidence (A). If the instructions found
on board of a Prize are transmitted from the department of
State for Foreign Affairs to the Prize Court, they are con
sidered as sufficiently authenticated, as having been found
on board, without farther proof to that effect (z). A person
skilled in nautical affairs may be called to examine the log
book of the captured ship, and to give his opinion as to the
verity of the statement in respect to destination, &c., from
the courses, winds, &c. (k).
The examinations of the Prize Crew are, as a general
rule, to be taken in the manner which has been already
alluded to; but if the Prize be carried into a foreign port
(d) The Juno, 2 G. Bob. Adm. Rep. pp. 120, 122.
‘ ‘ Il y a plus, et parce que les pieces en forme trouvees abord peuvent
encore avoir dte concertos en fraude, il a ete ordonne par arret de
conseil du 26 Octobre, 1692, que les depositions contraires des gens
de 1’equipage pris prevaudroit a ces pieces.”—Valin sur VOrdonnance,
liv. iii. tit. ix. Des Prises, art. vi.
(e) The Romeo, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 351.
The Maria, 1 ib. p. 340.
(/) The Romeo, 6 ib. p. 351.
(g) The Vriendschap, 4 ib. p. 166.
(h) The Sarah, 3 ib. p. 330.
(i) The Maria, 1 ib. p. 340.
_
(k) The Edward, 4 ib. p. 68.
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where there Is no commission, their affidavits taken in such
port have been admitted in evidence (/).
CCCCLXXYI. In the Prize Court, as in every other
judicial tribunal, there are certain presumptions which
legally affect the parties, and are considered as of general
application. Possession is presumptive evidence of pro
perty (ra). If there be a total defect of evidence to establish
the proprietary interest, it is presumed to belong to an
enemy (n). So, goods found in an enemy’s ship are pre
sumed to belong to the enemy, unless a distinct neutral
character, and documentary proof, accompany them. Res
in hostium navibus prccsumuntur esse hostium, donee contrarium probetur (d).

And in cases where the property falls within the general
character of contraband, if the claimant will avail himself of
the favourable distinction that it is the produce of his own
country, the onus of establishing that fact is on him (p).
Prima facie, a merchant is taken to be acting for himself,
and upon his own account; but if a person is not a merchant,
that may give a qualified character to his acts (q). If in
the ship’s papers property in a voyage from an enemy’s
port be described “for neutral account,” this is such a
general mode as points to no designation whatever: and
under such a description no person can say that the cargo
belongs to him, or can entitle himself to the possession of it
as his property. In such a case farther proof is indispen
sable (r). Where a ship has been captured and carried(l)
(l) The Peacock, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 185.
‘
The Arabella & Madeira, 29 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 368.
(m) Miller v. The Besolution, 2 Dallas’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 19.
(n) Sir W. Scott and Sir J. Nicholl’s Letter to Mr. Jay, ante, p. 666.
The Magnus, 1 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 31.
(o) Loccenius, 1. ii. c. iv. n. 11.
Grotius, De Jur. Bel. et Pac. 1. iii. c. vi. s. 6.
See Bynh. Q. J. Pub. 1. i. c. xiii.
(p) The Twee Juffrouwen, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 242.
(g) The Jonge Pieter, 4 ib. p. 79.
(r) Ibid.
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into an enemy’s port, and is afterwards found in possession
of a neutral, the presumption is, that there has been a
regular condemnation, and the proof of the contrary rests
on the party claiming the property against the neutral
possessor (s'). Where a Treaty expressly provides for the
removal of persons who happen to be settled in a ceded
port, the burden of proof rests on the other party, to show
that they did not intend to remove : for the presumption is
already to be taken in their favour (t). Where the master
of a captured ship is not fairly discredited, his testimony as
to destination is generally conclusive on that point (u). So
his testimony of the ill-treatment of his crew, if uncontra
dicted (x). Where the voyage is from the port of one
enemy to the port of another enemy, and farther proof is
required, the double correspondence of the shipper and con
signee should be produced, for there is a double interest
to be rebutted; but if the voyage be to a neutral port,
the correspondence with the shipper is all that is usually
required (y).
CCCCLXXVII. E. We have now to consider the
question as to farther proof.
a. To Claimants.
/3. To Captors.
CCCCLXXVIII. Though it be a cardinal rule that the
question of the legality of the capture is to be decided, in
the first instance, upon the ship’s papers, and upon the
depositions of the crew who are examined, it may happen
upon the hearing of the case with respect to the facts so put
in evidence that it becomes necessary for the ends of justice
that farther proof should be admitted. By § 21 of 27 &
28 Yict. c. 25, it is provided that “ where, on production of
(s) The Countess of Lauderdale, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 283.
(t) The Diana, 5 ib. p. 60.
Ci) The Carolina, 3 ib. p. 75.
The Convenientia, 4 ib. p. 200.
(x) The Die Fire Damer, 5 ib. p. 357.
(y) The Vreede, 5 ib. p. 231.
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“ the preparatory examinations arid ship papers, it appears to
“ the Court doubtful whether the captured ship is good prize
“ or not, the Court may direct further proof to be adduced,
“ either by affidavit, or by examination of witnesses, with
“ or without pleadings, or by production of further docu“ments, and on such further proof being adduced the
“ Court shall with all convenient speed proceed to adjudica“ tion.”
It is observed by Mr. Justice Story, that in the Supreme
Courts of the North American United States, during the
whole of the last foreign maritime war in which that country
was engaged, no farther proof was ever admitted until the
cause had been first heard upon the original evidence ; al
though various applications were made to procure a relaxa
tion of the rule (z).
CCCCLXX1X. Where farther proof is admissible, it
may, in the discretion of the Court, be by affidavits and
other papers introduced without any formal allegations, or
by way of plea and proof where formal allegations are made
by each party in the nature of special pleadings; and it
may be opened to the claimants only, or to the captors as
well as claimants. But upon a simple order for farther
proof, the captors are not entitled to adduce any new evi
dence, unless by the special direction of the Court; but upon
plea and proof, both parties are at liberty to introduce new
evidence to support their respective allegations and the
points in issue («). During the late war with Russia the
question of the admissibility of the captors to farther proof
underwent much discussion in the English Prize Court.
The severe construction of the rule as to what is probable
cause of seizure, pressed against the captors by the Appellate
Court in the case of the Ostsee, was urged as a reason for
admitting the captors more frequently than Lord Stowell
had been inclined to do, to the liberty of farther proof.
(z) Story on Prize Courts (by Pratt), pp. 18, 19.
(a) The Adriana, 1 C. Bob. A dm. Bep. p. 313.
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Nevertheless, the Judge of the Prize Court was of opinion
that the general rule must be adhered to of refusing the
captors the liberty offarther proof; and that the concession
of it must be a matter of exception to that rule (b).
The Court is in no case concluded by the original evidence,
but may order farther proof on a doubt arising from any
course or quarter (c); and it will sometimes direct it where
suspicion is produced by extrinsic evidence (d). But this is
rarely done, unless there be something in the original evi
dence, which lays a suggestion for prosecuting the inquiry
farther (e); and where the case is perfectly clear, and not
liable to any just suspicion, the disposition of the Court
leans strongly against the introduction of extraneous matter,
and against permitting the captors to enter upon farther
inquiry (/).
The most ordinary cases of farther proof are where the
cause appears doubtful upon the original papers, and the
answers to the standing interrogatories ; and in such cases, if
the parties have conducted themselves with good faith, and
the error or deficiency may be referred to honest ignorance
or mistake, the Court will indulge them with time to supply
the defects, by the introduction of new evidence. But
farther proof is in no case a matter of right, and rests in
the sound discretion of the Court. Farther proof has been
considered to be in all cases necessary, where the master
does not swear to, or give account of, the property (g);
where the shipment, though stated to be on neutral account,
is not stated to be on account of any particular person (^);
(b) The Ostsee (1856), 9 Moore, P. C. Pep. 150.
(c) The Borneo, 6 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 351.
(d) Ibid.
(e) The Sarah, 3 ib. p. 330.
(/) The Borneo, 6 ib. p. 351.
(g) The Eewrom, 2 ib. p. 1.
The Juno, 2 ib. p. 121.
The Convenientia, 4 ib. p. 201.
(h) The Jonge Pieter, 4 ib. p. 79.
VOL. III.
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where the ship has been purchased in the enemy’s country (i) ;
where there has been any loss or suppression of material
papers (k) ; and, indeed, in all cases, where the defects of the
papers, the conduct of the parties, the nature of the voyage,
or the original evidence in general, induces any doubt of
the proprietary interest, the legality of the trade, or the
integrity of the transactions.
CCCCLXXX. But it is not in every case where far
ther proof is necessary, that the parties wall be permitted
to introduce it ; for the privilege may be forfeited by fraud
or gross misconduct. And in cases where farther proof is
necessary, if it is not allowed, the penal consequences are
as fatal as if the property were originally hostile, since a
condemnation certainly follows the denial (7). Farther
proof is never allowed to the claimants where fraudulent
papers have been used (m) ; where there has been a spoliation
of papers (n) ; where there has been a fraudulent covering
or suppression of an enemy’s interest (o); where there is a(l)
if) The Welvaart, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 122.
(k) The Polly, 2 ib. p. 3GL
(l) The Welvaart, 1 ib. p. 122.
The Juffrow Anna, ib. p. 125.
The Graaf Bernstorff, 3 ib. p. 109.
The Eenrom, 2 ib. p. 1.
(m) The Welvaart, 1 ib. p. 122.
The Juffrow Anna, ib. p. 125.
The Juffrow Elbrecht, ib. p. 127.
(n) The Rising Sun, 2 ib. p. 104.
(o) The Graaf Bernstorff, 3 ib. p. 109.
“ Et pour ce qu’il pourroit advenir, qu’aucuns de nos dits AUiez et
Confederez voudroyent porter plus grande faveur d nos dits ennemis et
adversaires qu’d nous et d nos dits subjets, et a ceste cause, voudroyent
dire et soustenir contre verite que les navires pris en mer par nos dits
subjets leur appartiendroyent ensemble la marchandise, pour enfrauder
nos dits subjets, vo%dons et ordonnons, qu’incontinent aprks la prise et
abordement de navire, nos dits subjets facent diligence du recouvrer le
cliarte partie, et autres lettres concernant la charge du navire ; et in
continent h leur arrivement a terre, les mettre par devers le lieutenant
de nostre dit admiral, a fin de cognoistre a qui le navire et marchandises appartiennent; et ou ne seroit trouvee charte dedans les dits
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false destination and false papers (p) ; nor in general where
the case appears incapable of fair explanation (q)9 or where
there has been gross prevarication, or an attempt to impose
spurious claims upon the Court, or such a want of good
faith as shows that the parties cannot safely be trusted with
an order for farther proof.
If, upon farther proof ordered, no proof is adduced, or
the proof be defective, or the parties refuse to swear, or
swear evasively, it is deemed conclusive evidence of hostile
interests, or of such misconduct as authorises condemnation.
And it is a general rule of the Prize Court, that the
onus probandi that the property is neutral rests upon the
claimant; and if he fails to show it, condemnation en
sues (r).
CCCCLXXXI. In cases where farther proof is ad
mitted on behalf of the captors, it has been considered that
they may introduce papers taken on board of another ship,
if they are properly verified by affidavit (.<?). And they
may also invoke papers from another Prize Cause (t). It
has even been permitted to the captors to invoke the deposi
tions of the claimant given in, in another cause, to prove his
domicil at the first bearing, and without an order for farther

navires, on que le maistre et compagnons Veussent jettee en la mer, pour
en celer la vSritS, voulons que les dits navires ainsi pris, avec les dits biens
et marchandAses estans dedans, soyent declarer de bonne prise”—Ordonnance de 1584, art. 70, du 5 Septembre 1708, du 21 Octobre 1744,
art. 6.
(p) The Nancy, 3 C. Hob. Adm. Hep. p. 122.
The Mars, 6 ib. p. 79.
(q) The Vrow Hermina, 1 C. Bob. Adm. jRep. p. 103,
(r) The Walsingham Backet, 2 ib. p. 77.
The Rosalie and Betty, ib. p. 343.
The Countess of Lauderdale, 4 ib. p. 283,
(s) The Borneo, 6 ib. p. 351.
The Maria, 1 ib. p. 340.
(t) The Borneo, 6 ib. p. 350.
The Sarah, 3 ib. p. 330.
The Vriendschap, 4 ib. p. 166.
3 a 2
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proof (u). And upon an order for farther proof, the affi
davits of the captors, as to facts within their own knowledge,
are admissible evidence (x).
CCCCLXXXII. In respect to the persons who may he
witnesses in Prize Causes, it is very clear, that an alien
enemy, as such, is not in general disabled to be a witness (y) ;
and, indeed, in ordinary cases the prize crew, whether
national, neutral, or hostile, are necessary witnesses in the
cause (z). And upon farther proof ordered, the attestations
of the claimant and his clerks, and the correspondence be
tween him and his agents, are admissible evidence, and
proper proofs of property (a); and upon farther proof, the
affidavits of the captors, even without a release, are good
evidence of facts within their own knowledge (&); but
except in peculiar circumstances, the affidavits of captors
are not received in our Prize Courts (c).
Where farther proof is ordered, affidavits taken in foreign
countries, before notaries public whose attestations are pro
perly verified, are in general proper evidence. But in the
Supreme Court of the United States, it is by a rule of the
Court required, that all such evidence shall be taken under
a commission from the Court'(d). It is, however, a general

(u) The Vriendscliap, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 166.
(x) The Maria, 1 ib. p. 340.
The Besolution, 6 ib. p. 13.
(y) The Falcon, 6 ib. p. 194.
(z) The Ilenrick and Maria, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 43.
(a) The Adelaide, 3 ib. p. 281.
(b) The Maria, 1 ib. p. 340.
The Besolution, 6 ib. p. 13.
The Sally, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Bep. p. 401.
(c) The Henrick and Maria, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. 57. note (a).
The Gi'otius, 9 Cranch's (Amer.) Bep. p. 368.
The Sally, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Bep. p. 401.
The Haabet, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 54.
The Glierktigheit, 6 ib. p. 58, note (a).
The Charlotte Caroline, 1 Dodson's Adm,. Bep. pp. 192, 199.
(d) The London Packet, 2 Wheaton's (Amer.) Bep. p. 371.
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rule of the Prize Court not to issue any commission to be
executed in the enemy’s country (e).
CCCCLXXXIII. The questions which are most ordi
narily discussed in Prize Courts at the hearing of the cause,
respect the national character of the property ; and this
depends ordinarily upon the national domicil of the asserted
proprietor, or upon the nature of the title which he asserts
over the property; but sometimes upon the habits and
trade of the ship, upon the nature of the voyage or of the
cargo, or upon the legal or illegal conduct of the parties
themselves. In all these cases, where the property is con
demned, it is by fiction, or rather by intendment of law,
deemed the property of enemies, that is, of persons who are
so to be considered in the particular transaction, and is con
demned eo nomine (f)+
CCCCLXXXIV. With respect to the Nationality of
Persons, or the question, who are to be considered enemies
or not,the general principle is, that every person is to be con
sidered as belonging to that country where he has his domi
cil (y), whatever may be his native or adopted country (h).
(e) The Magnus, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 31.
The Diana, 2 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 93.
(/) The Msebe, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 173.
The Nelly, 1 ib. p. 219, note to the Hoop.
For American cases, see :—
The Alexander, 8 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 169.
The Julia, ib. p. 181.
The Thomas Gibbons, ib. p. 421.
The St. Lawrence, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 532.
The Joseph, ib. p. 545.
(g) See generally on this subject vol. iv. chapters iv.-xiii. on domicil,
(h) The Vigilantia, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 1.
The Endraught, ib. p. 19.
The Sarah Christina, ib. p. 237.
The Indian Chief, 3 ib. p. 23.
The President, 5 ib. p. 277.
The Neptunus, 6 ib. p. 403.
For American cases, see :—
The Venus, 9 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 253.
The Frances, Gillespie's Claim, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 614.
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And the masters and crews of ships are deemed to possess
the national character of the ships to which they belong,
during the time of their employment (?); and even if a
person goes into a belligerent country originally for temporary
purposes, he will not preserve his neutral character, if he re
main there several years, paying taxes, &c. (A). And a
neutral consul, resident and trading in a belligerent country,
is, as to his mercantile character, deemed a belligerent of
that country (Z) ; and the same rule applies to the subject
of one belligerent country resident in the country of its
enemy and carrying on trade there (m); but the character
acquired by mere domicil ceases upon removal from the
country (/?). The native character easily reverts, and it
requires fewer circumstances to constitute domicil in the
case of a native than to impress the national character on
The Mary and Susan, Richardson's Claim, 1 Wheaton's (Amer.)
Rep. p. 46.
M‘Connd v. Hector, 2 Bosanquet A Puller, p. 113.
Bynk. Q. J. Pub. ch. iii. Du Ponceau's edition, pp. 19, 25.
‘ ‘ On n’aura aucun egard aux passe-ports accordes par les princes
neutres ou allies, tant aux proprietaries qu’aux maitres des navires
sujets des etats ennemis, s’ils n’ont ete naturalises, et riont transfer^
leur domicile dans les etats desdits princes avant la declaration de la
presente guerre. Ne pourront pareillement les dits proprietaries et
maitres des navires ou sujets des etats ennemis, qui auront obtenu les
dits lettres de naturalite, jouir de leur effet si, depuis qu’elles ont ete
obtenues, ils sont retournes dans les etats ennemis pour y continuer
leur commerce.”—Reglement du 21 Octobre, 1744, art. 11. Deer. 36.
Juillet, 1778, art. 6.
(i) The Endraught, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 23.
The Bernon, ib. p. 102.
Vide the Ernbden, ib. p. 17.
The Frederick, 5 ib. p. 8.
The Ann, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 221.
(k) The Harmony, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 322.
The Ernbden, 1 ib. p. 17.
(l) The Indian Chief, 3 ib. p. 22.
The Josephine, 4 ib. p. 25.
(m) The Citto, 3 ib. p. 38.
MHonnel v. Hector, 3 Bosanquet <h Puller, p. 113.
(n) The Indian Chief, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 12.
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one who is originally of another country (o) ; and in his
favour, a party is deemed to have changed his domicil, and
his native character reverts, as soon as he puts himself
in itinere to return to his native country animo re
vertendi (p).
In general, a neutral merchant, trading in the ordinary
manner with a belligerent country, does not, by the mere
accident of his having a stationed agent there, contract the
character of the enemy (q). But it is otherwise, if he be
not engaged in trade upon the ordinary footing of a neutral
merchant, but as a privileged trader of the enemy, for then
it is in effect a hostile trade (r). So if the agency carry on
a trade from the hostile country, which is not clearly neu
tral (s), and if a person be a partner in a house of trade in
an enemy’s country, he is, as to the concerns and trade of
that house, deemed an enemy ; and his share is liable to
confiscation as such, notwithstanding his own residence is in
a neutral country, for the domicil of the house is considered
in this respect as the domicil of the partners (£). But if he
has a house of trade in a neutral country, he has not the
benefit of the same principle; for if his own personal resi
dence be in the hostile country, his share in the property of

(o) La Virginie, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 98.
(p) The Indian Chief, 3 ib. .p. 12.
The St. Lawrence, 1 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 467.
(q) The Anna Catharina, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 119.
The Rendsberg, ib. p. 139.
(r) The Anna Catharina, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 119.
(s) Ibid.
(t) The Vigilantia, 1 ib. pp. 1, 14, 19.
The Susa, 2 ib. p. 255.
The Indiana, 3 ib. p. 44. note (1).
The Portland, ibid.
The Vriendschap, 4 ib. p. 166.
The Jonge Klassina, 5 ib. p. 297.
The A.ntonia Johanna, 1 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep. p. 159.
The St. Joze Indiana, 2 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 268.
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the neutral house is liable to condemnation (u). However,
where a neutral is engaged in peace, in a house of trade in
the enemy’s country, his property, so engaged in the house,
is not, at the commencement of war, confiscated ; but if he
continues in the house after the knowledge of the war, it is
liable, as above stated, to confiscation ('x). It is a settled
principle, that traffic alone, independent of residence, will,
in some cases, confer a hostile character on the individual^) ;
and if a neutral be engaged in the enemy’s navigation, it
not only affects the peculiar vessel in which he is employed,
but all other vessels belonging to him that have no distinct
national character impressed upon them (z).
In the case of the Cargo ex Gerasimo, appealed to the
Privy Council, two points were specially considered: (1,)
the national character of the trader; (2,) what kind of pos
session of a territory by a hostile force clothes that territory
with a hostile character.
Their Lordships said as follows :—
“ This is an appeal from a decree of the High Court of
‘‘Admiralty, dated 8th August, 1856, condemning the cargo
“ of the ship Gerasimo as lawful prize («).
“ At the time of her capture this ship was bound to Trieste
“ with a cargo of Indian corn, which she had taken on board
‘‘ at Galatz. She was sailing under VTallachian colours, and
“ on the 19th July, 1854, during the prosecution of her
“ voyage, was captured as she was coming out of the Sulina
“ mouth of the Danube, by Her Majesty’s ship Vesuvius,
“ under the command of Captain Powell...............................
“ Upon the present appeal the first question is, whether the
(u) The St. Joze Indiana, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 268.
The Frances, 1 ib. p. 618.
S. G. 8 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 348.
(x) The Vigilantia, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. pp. 1, 14, 15.
The Susa, 2 ib. pp. 251, 255.
(y) Ibid.
The Vriend&chap, 4 ib. p. .166.
) Ibid.
(a) 11 Moore, P. 0. Rep. p. 88.
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“ appellant, in regard to this claim, is to be considered as an
“ alien enemy; and for this purpose it will be necessary to
“ examine carefully both the principles of law which are to
“ govern the case, and the nature of the possession which the
“ Russians held of Moldavia at the time of this shipment.
“ Upon the general principles of law applicable to this sub“ ject there can be no dispute. The national character of a
“ trader is to be decided for the purposes of the trade by the
“ national character of the place in which it is carried on. If’
“ a war breaks out, a foreign merchant carrying on trade in a
“ belligerent country has a reasonable time allowed him for
“ transferring himself and his property to another country.
“ If he does not avail himself of the opportunity, he is to be
“ treated, for the purposes of the trade, as a subject of the
“ Power under whose dominion he carries it on, and, of
u course, as an enemy of those with whom that Power is at
u war. Nothing can be more just than this principle; but
“ the whole foundation of it is, that the country in which the
“ merchant trades is enemy’s country.
“ Now the question is, what are the circumstances neces
sary to convert friendly or neutral territory into enemy’s
“ territory. For this purpose, is it sufficient that the terri“ tory in question should be occupied by a hostile force, and
“ subjected, during its occupation, to the control of the hostile
“ Power, so far as such Power may think fit to exercise con“ trol; or, is it necessary that, either by cession or conquest,
“ or some other means, it should, either permanently or tem“ porarily, be incorporated with, and form part of, the
“ dominions of the invader at the time when the question of
“ national character arises ?....................................
“ With respect to the meaning of the term 6 dominions of
“ ‘ the enemy,’ and what is necessary to constitute dominion,
“ Lord Stowell has in several cases expressed his opinion.
“ In the case of the Fama, 5 Rob. 114, he lays it down
“ that in order to complete the right of property, there must
“ be both right to the thing and possession of it; both jus ad
“ rem and jus in ret ‘ This,’ he observes, is the general
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“ ‘ law of property, and applies, I conceive, no less to the
“ ‘ right of territory than to other rights. Even in newly“ ‘ discovered countries when a title is meant to be established
“‘for the first time, some act of possession is usually done,
“ ‘ and proclaimed as a notification of the fact. In transfer,
“ ‘ surely, when the former rights of others are to be super“ ‘ seded and extinguished, it cannot be less necessary that
“‘ such a change should be indicated by some public acts,
“‘ that all who are deeply interested in the event as the in“ ‘ habitants of such settlements may be informed under
“ ‘ whose dominion and under what law they are to live.’
“ The importance of this doctrine will appear when the
“ facts with respect to the occupation of the Principalities
“ come to be examined.
“ That the national character of a place is not changed by
“ the mere circumstance that it is in the possession and under
“ the control of a hostile force, is a principle held to be of such
“ importance that it was acted upon by the Lords of Appeal
“ in 1808, in the St. Domingo cases of the Dart and Happy
“ Couple, when the rule operated with extreme hardship.
“In the case of the Manilla (1 Edw. 3), Lord Stowell
“ gives the following account of those decisions :—
“ ‘ Several parts of the island had been in the actual pos“ ‘ session of insurgent negroes, who had detached them as far
“ ‘ as actual occupancy could do from the mother country of
“ ‘ France and its authority, and maintained within those
“ ‘ parts, at least, an independent government of their own.
“ 6 And although this new power had not been directly and
“‘formally recognised by any express treaty, the British
“ ‘ Government had shown a favourable disposition towards
“ ‘ it on the ground of its common opposition to France, and
“ ‘ seemed to tolerate an intercourse that carried with it a
‘“pacific and even friendly complexion. It was contended
‘“therefore that St. Domingo could not be considered as a
“ ‘ colony of the enemy. The Court of Appeal, however,
“ ‘ decided, though after long deliberation, and with much
“ ‘ expressed reluctance, that nothing had been declared or
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‘ done by the British Government that could authorise a
‘ British tribunal to consider this island generally, or part
‘“of it (notwithstanding a power hostile to France had
‘;t ‘ established itself within it, to that degree of force and
c‘ ‘ with that kind of allowance from some other States) as
c‘ ‘ being other than still a colony, or part of a colony, of the
“ ‘ enemy. There can be no doubt that the strict principle
es ‘ of that decision was correct.’
“ On the other hand, when places in a friendly country
“ have been seized by and are in possession of the enemy, the
c‘ same doctrine has been held.

“ While Spain was in the occupation of France, and at war
“ with Great Britain, the Spanish insurrection broke out, and
the British Government issued a proclamation that all hostf‘ tilities against Spain should immediately cease. Great part
of Spain, however, was still occupied by the French troops,
and amongst others, the port of St. Andero.
“ A ship called the Santa Anna was captured on a voyage,
as it was alleged, to St. Andero, and Lord Stowell ob“ served:—

“ ‘ Under these public declarations of the State, establishing
“ ‘ this general peace and amity, I do not know that it would
‘“be in the power of the Court to condemn Spanish pro“ ‘ perty, though belonging to persons resident in those parts
“ ‘ of Spain which are at the present moment under French
“ ‘ control, except under circumstances which would justify
“ ‘ the confiscation of neutral property.’
“ The same principle has been acted upon in the Courts of
“ Common Law.

“ In the case of Donaldson v. Thompson (1 Campb. N.P.R.
“ 429), the Russian troops were in possession of Corfu and
“ the other Ionian Islands, though the form of a Republic
“ was preserved, and it was contended that the islands must
“ be considered as substantially part of the territory of the
“ Russian Empire if the Russian power was there dominant,
“ and the supreme authority was in the Russian Commander;
“ or, if not, that the Republic must be considered as a co-
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44 belligerent with Russia against the Porte, since the Emperor
44 of Russia derived the same advantages, in a military point
44 of view, from this occupation of the islands as if he had
44 seized it hostilely, or the Ionian Republic had been his ally
44 in the war he was carrving on.
44 Both these propositions, however, were repudiated by
44 Lord Ellenborough, and afterwards, on a motion to set aside
44 the verdict, by the Court of King’s Bench, Lord Ellen44 borough observing, 4 Will anyone contend that a Govern44 4 ment which is obliged to yield in any quarter to superior
44 4 force becomes a co-belligerent with the power to which it
44 4 yields ? It may as well be contended that neutral and
44 4 belligerent mean the same thing.’
44 The same doctrine was afterwards laid down by the Court
44 of King’s Bench, in the case of Hagedorn v. Bell, 1 Maufe &
44 Sel. 450, in the case of a trade carried on with Hamburg,
44 which had been for several years, and at the time was, in
44 the military occupation of the French.
44 The distinction between hostile occupation and possession
44 clothed with a legal right by cession or conquest, or con44 firmed by length of time, is recognised by Lord Stoivell in
44 the case of the Boletta, 1 Edw. 171.
44 A question there arose whether certain property belong44 ing to merchants at Zante which had been captured by a
44 British privateer was to be considered as French or as
44 Russian; that question depending upon the national
44 character of Zante at the time of the capture.
44 Lord Stowell observes:—
44 4 On the part of the Crown it has been contended, that
44 4 the possession taken by the French was of a forcible and
44 4 temporary nature, and that such a possession does not
44 4 change the national character of the country until it is
44 4 confirmed by a formal cession or by a long lapse of time.
44 4 That may be true, when possession has been taken by
44 4 force of arms and by violence; but this is not an occupa44 4 tion of that nature. France and Russia had settled their
44 4 differences by the peace of Tilsit, and the two countries
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“ 4 being at peace with each other, it must be understood to
44 4 have been a voluntary surrender of the territory on the.
44 4 part of Russia.’
44 On this ground he held the territory to have become
44 French territory, remarking, in a subsequent passage of his
44 judgment, 4 that this was a cession by treaty, and not a
44 4 hostile occupation by force of arms, liable to be lost the
44 4 next day.’
44 These authorities, with the other cases cited at the bar,
44 seem to establish the proposition that the mere possession of
44 a territory by an enemy’s force does not of itself necessarily
44 convert the territory so occupied into hostile territory, or
44 its inhabitants into enemies.
44 It is necessary now to inquire, what was the nature of
44 the possession of Moldavia held by the Russians, at the time
44 when the shipment in question was made ? ” . . . . .
This inquiry was then made, and the result is thus ex
pressed :—
44 It seems impossible to hold that, by means of an occupa44 tion so taken, so continued, and so terminated, Moldavia
44 ever became part of the dominions of Russia, and its in44 habitants subjects of Russia, and therefore enemies of those
44 with whom Russia was at war. The utmost to which the
44 occupation could be held to amount was a temporary sus44 pension of the suzerainete of the Porte, and a temporary
44 assumption of that suzerainete by Russia ; but the national
44 character of the country remained unaltered, and any inten44 tion to alter it was disclaimed by Russia. At what period,
44 then, could foreigners dwelling there be said to have that
44 notice of a change in the dominion and in the laws under
44 which they were to live, to which Lord Stoioell refers in
44 the case of the Fama ? At what period were they under
44 the obligation of changing their domicil in it, under
44 the penalty, if they omitted to do so, of being treated as
44 enemies of Great Britain?
44

44 Moldavia and Wallachia were not treated by the Porte
as enemies, and it would be singular if these countries,
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“ though not held to be enemies by Turkey, should be held to
u be enemies of the allies of Turkey. That the Wallachian
“ flag was recognised, both by the Russian and Turkish
authorities, sufficiently appears from the documents before
“ the Court; and their Lordships have ascertained, by com“munication with the Foreign Office, the other facts above
“ stated ; and, further, that no act was ever done by the
“ British Government to change the national character of the
“ Provinces in relation to Great Britain ; and without some
“ such act the occupation by the Russians, under the circum“ stances stated, could not produce such an effect.
“ Being of opinion, therefore, that the claimant has a per“ sona standi in the Court, we have now to consider the effect
“ of the evidence upon further proof.”
The result of the consideration was the reversal of the
sentence appealed from.
CCCCLXXXV. With respect to iheNationality of Ships.
Ships are deemed to belong to the country under whoseflag
and pass they navigate; and this circumstance is conclusive
upon their character (b). So, even if purchased by a neu
tral, if they are habitually engaged in the trade of the
enemy’s country (c), even though there be no seaport in the
territory of the neutral (r/) ; but, in general, and unless
in special circumstances, the national character of ships
depends on the residence of the owner (e). When, how
ever, it is said that the flag and pass are conclusive on the
character of the ship, the meaning is this: that the party
who takes the benefit of them, is himself bound by them;
he is not at liberty, when they happen to operate to his dis(b) The Vigilantia, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 1, 19, 26.
The Vrow Anna Catharina, 5 ib. p. 161.
The Success, 1 Dodson's Adm. Bep. p. 131.
(c) The Vigilantia, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 1, 19, 26.
The Laura, 3 Moore, P. C. Bep. N.S. p. 181.
The Planter's Wensch, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 22.
(d) Ibid.
(e) Ibid.
The Magnus, 1. ib. p. 31.
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advantage, to turn round and deny the character which he
has worn for his own benefit, and upon the credit of his own
oath or solemn declarations ; but they do not bind other parties
as against him ; other parties are at liberty to show that these
are spurious credentials, assumed for the purpose of disguising
the real character of the vessel; and it is no inconsiderable
part of the ordinary occupation of a Prize Court, to pull
off this mask, and exhibit the vessel so disguised in her
true character of an enemy’s vessel (/). Ships and cargoes
engaged in the privileged and peculiar trade of a nation,
under a special contract and the sanction of the Govern
ment, are considered as affected by the character of the
nation, and if it be hostile, the trade is stamped with the
same character (g) ; and the produce of an estate situated
in a hostile colony, is so impressed with the character of the
soil, that although the owner of the estate be resident in a
neutral country, his interest in the produce is deemed
enemy’s property (Ji).
CCCCLXXXVI. In respect to the transfers of enemies
ships during war, it is certain that purchases of them by
neutrals are not, in general, illegal; but such purchases are
liable to great suspicion ; and if good proof be not given of
their validity by a bill of sale and payment of a reasonable
consideration, it will materially impair the validity of the
neutral claim (i); and if the purchase be made by an
(/) The Fortuna, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 87.
The Success, ib. p. 131.
(g) The Frincessa, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 49.
The Anna Catharina, 4 ib. p. 107.
The Rendsberg, 4 ib. p. 121.
The Vrow Anna Catharina, 5 ib. p. 161.
The Commercen, 1 Wheaton's (Amer.) Rep. p. 382.
Vide the Vreede Scholtys, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 5. note (a).
(h) The Phoenix, 5 ib. p. 20.
The Vrow Anna Catharina, ib. p. 161.
The Drie Gebroeders, 4 ib. p. 232.
Bentzou's Claim, 9 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 191.
(i) The Bernon, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 102.
The Sechs Geschwistern, 4 ib. p. 100.
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agent, his letters of procuration must be produced and
proved (k); and if after such transfer the ship be employed
habitually in the enemy’s trade, or under the management
of a hostile proprietor, the sale will be deemed merely co
lourable and collusive (Z). But the right of purchase by
neutrals extends only to merchant ships of enemies (m) ; for
the purchase of ships of war belonging to enemies is holden
to be invalid (n) ; and a sale of a merchant ship, made by
an enemy to a neutral during war, must be an absolute un
conditional sale (o'). Anything tending to continue the
interest of the enemy in the ship vitiates a contract of this
description altogether (p). The property so transferred,
that is, by purchase from the enemy, must be bond fide and
absolutely transferred; but in 1857 the Privy Council held
that liens, whether in favour of a Neutral on an enemy’s
ship, or in favour of an enemy on a Neutral ship, are
equally to be disregarded in a Court of Prize (q) :—
Their Lordships said as follows :—
“ The general rule is open to no doubt. A Neutral, while
“ a war is imminent, or after it has commenced, is at liberty
“ to purchase either goods or ships (not being ships of war)* (l)
(h) The Argo, 1 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 158.
“ Que tout vaisseau qui sera de fabrique ennemie, ou qui aura eu
originairement un proprietaire ennemi, ne pourra etre cense neutre,
s’il n’en a et6 fait une vente pardevant les officiers publics qui doivent
passer cette sorte d’actes, et si cette vente ne se trouve a bord, et
n’est soutenue d’un pouvoir authentique donne par le premier pro
prietaire, lorsqu’il ne vend pas lui-meme.”—Reglement du 17 Fevrier,
1694 ; du 12 Mai, 1698.
(l) The Jemmy, 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 31.
The Omnibus, 6 ib. p. 71.
(m) The Minerva, 6 ib. pp. 396, 399.
(n) Ibid. p. 396.
(o) The Racket de Bilboa, 2 ib. p. 133.
The Noydt Gedacht, 2 ib. 137, note (a).
(p) The Seeks Geschwistern, 4 ib. p. 100.
(q) The Ariel, 11 Moore, P. 0. Rep. 139, one of what were called the
“ Sorensen ” cases, p. 140, note.
Sorensen v. The Queen, The Baltica, 11 Moore, P. C. Rep. pp.
145-151.
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“ from either belligerent, and the purchase is valid, whether
“ the subject of it be lying in a neutral port or in an enemy’s
“ port. During a time of peace, without prospect of war,
“ any transfer, which is sufficient to transfer the property
“ between the vendor and vendee, is good; also against a
“ captor, if war afterwards unexpectedly break out. But,
“in case of war, either actual or imminent, this rule is
“ subject to qualification, and it is settled that in such case
“ a mere transfer by documents, which would be sufficient
“ to bind the parties, is not sufficient to change the property
“ as against captors as long as the ship or goods remain
“ in transitu.
“ The only question of law which can be raised in this
“ case is not whether a transfer of a ship or goods in transitu
“ is ineffectual to change the property, as long as the state
“ of transitus lasts, but how long that state continues, and
“ when and by what means it is terminated.
“ In order to determine the question, it is necessary to
“ consider upon what principle the rule rests, and why it is
“ that a sale which would be perfectly good if made while
“ the property was in a neutral port, or while it was in an
“ enemy’s port, is ineffectual if made while the ship is on her
“ voyage from one port to the other. There seem to be
“ but two possible grounds of distinction. The one is, that
“ while the ship is on the seas, the title of the vendee cannot
“ be completed by actual delivery of the vessel or goods ;
“ the other is, that the ship and goods having incurred the
“ risk of capture by putting to sea, shall not be permitted
“ to defeat the inchoate right of capture by the belligerent
“ Powers, until the voyage is at an end.
“ The former, however, appears to be the true ground on
“ which the rule rests. Such transactions during war, or
“ in contemplation of war, are so likely to be merely colour“ able, to be set up for the purpose of misleading or de“ frauding captors ; the difficulty of detecting such frauds, if
“mere paper transfers are held sufficient, is so great, that
VOL.
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“the Courts have laid down as a general rule that such
“ transfers, without actual delivery, shall be insufficient;
“ that in order to defeat the captors, the possession as well
“ as the property must be changed before the seizure. It
“ is true that in one sense the ship and goods may be said
“to be in transitu till they have reached their original port
“ of destination; but their Lordships have found no case
“ where the transfer was held to be inoperative after the
“ actual delivery of the property to the owner.”
The cases of the Danckebaar Africaan (r), the Negotie
en Zeevaart, the Vrow Margaretha (s), and Mr. Justice
Story’s “ Notes on the Principles and Practice of Prize
“ Courts,” p. 64, were then cited, and their Lordships con
tinued :—
“ Applying these rules to the facts of this case, their
“ Lordships can have no doubt as to the result.
“ The Baltica sailed from Libau on some day before the
“ 17th of March, 1854 (n. s.), with a cargo of linseed bound
“for Leith. On the 17th of March she was transferred by
“ bill of sale (as far as, under the circumstances, such
“ transfer could be effectual) to Sorensen, junior. She was
“ described as then on a voyage from Libau to Copenhagen.
“ Probably she was intended to call at Copenhagen in the
“ prosecution of her voyage to Leith. . There does not seem
“ to have been any motive for misrepresenting her voyage,
“ for her ultimate destination was an English port. She
“ arrived at Copenhagen before the end of March, and
“ possession of her was then taken by Sorensen, junior, the
“ purchaser. He had her registered as a Danish ship, and
“ she was marked as such by the proper Danish authorities.
“ He detained the ship at Copenhagen till the middle of May.
“ He changed the captain and the crew and the flag, and
“ transferred the command to a Danish master; and under
“ a Danish commander and with a Danish crew, and under
(r) 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 107.
us) Ibid, p, 338.
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“ the Danish flag, the vessel sailed from Copenhagen for
on the 21st May.
“ There can be no manner of doubt, therefore, that at
“ this time the ship had come fully into the possession of
“ the purchaser, and thereupon, according to the principles
“ already referred to, the transitus, in the sense in which,
“ for this purpose, the word is used, had ceased.
“ But if it could be held that the transitus continued till
“the arrival of the ship at Leith, the result in this case
“ would be the same, for the ship actually arrived in Leith
“roads on the 29th of May. On the 31st of May she was
“ towed into MorisorHs Haven in that port, where her cargo
“ was discharged, which, it seems, has since been given up
“ to the consignee with the consent of the Custom-house
“ officers.
“ A seizure, however, was made of the ship, on what
“ particular day does not very distinctly appear, but clearly
“ after she had arrived at her port of destination.
“No distinction, therefore, can be made between the
“ Baltica and the other ships which have already been
“restored. Their Lordships will report to Her Majesty
“ their opinion that the same order should be made in this
“case as was made in the Ariel: an order for restitution,
“ but without damages or costs either in the Court below
“ or in the Court of Appeal.”
CCCCLXXXVII. With respect to the -proprietary in
terest in cargoes, though, in general, the rules of the Com
mon Law apply, yet there are many peculiar principles of
Prize Law to be considered; it is a general rule that,
during hostilities, or imminent and impending danger of
hostilities, the property of parties belligerent cannot change
its national character during the voyage, or, as is commonly
expressed, in transitu (t). This rule equally applies to ships
“ Leith,

(t) The Danckebaar Africaan, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep., p. 107.
The Herstelder, ib. p. 114.
3

b

2
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and cargoes; and it is so inflexible, that it is not relaxed, even
in owners who become subjects by capitulation, after the ship
ment and before the capture (u). But if the ship sails before
hostilities, when there is a decided state of amity between
the two countries, and before the capture, the owner, though
circumstances of hostility may have intervened, again be
comes a friend, and at the time of the capture, and also at
the time of adjudication, he is in a capacity to -claim; the
Prize Courts will then give him the benefit of the principle,
that the national character cannot be altered in transitu, and
will restore to him (^r). The same distinction is applied to
purchases made by neutrals of property in transitu; if
purchased during a state of war existing, or imminent and
impending danger of war, the contract is held invalid, and
the property is deemed to continue as it was at the time of
shipment until the actual delivery. It is otherwise, how
ever, if a contract be made during a state of peace, and
without contemplation of war; for under such circum
stances, the Prize Courts will recognise the contract and
enforce the title acquired under it (jy). And property is
still considered in transitu, if it be ultimately destined to
the hostile country, notwithstanding it has arrived at a
neutral port, and the ship is there changed (z). The reason
why Courts of Admiralty have established this rule as to
transfers in transitu during a state of war, or expected war,
is asserted to be, that, if such a rule did not exist, all goods
shipped in the enemy’s country would be protected by
transfers, which it would be impossible to detect (a).
CCCCLXXXVIII. The same public policy has esta
blished the rule of the Prize Courts, that property going,
during war, to be delivered in the enemy’s country, and under
(u) The Herstelder, I CL Rob. Adm, Rep. p. 114,
(x) Ibid.
(y) The Vroiv Margaretha, 1 ib. p. 336.
The Jan Frederick, 5 ib. p. 128.
(z) The Carl Walter, 4 ib. p. 207.
(a) The Vroiv Margaretha, 1 ib. p. 336.
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a contract to become the property of the enemy immediately
on arrival, if taken in transitu, is to be considered as enemy’s
property (b). And all contracts of purchase effected on
the part of the belligerent, where the payment is executory
and contingent on delivery at an ulterior port, at the risk of
the neutral vendor or shipper, are considered as contracts in
fraud of the Prize Law ; and the goods, if captured in
transitu, are condemned as the absolute property of the
enemy (c). But when the contract is made in time of peace,
and without any contemplation of war, no such rule
exists (d). But the rule is applied where such a contract
is originally made between allies in the war, if a party to it
becomes neutral after the contract, and before the execution
of it, and the shipment is made afterwards (e). A contract
by a neutral with a privileged company of the enemy, with a
view to the transportation of the whole produce of a colony, or
of the company itself, if made during war, or in the contem
plation of war, is pronounced illegal, and the property is liable
to condemnation as hostile property (f). But if a neutral,
during peace, and without contemplation of war, purchases
goods in a colony from a regular privileged company there,
and it is agreed that they shall be transported and sold in
the mother country by the company’s agents for the benefit
of the neutral, the contract is good, and the property re
mains neutral during its transit, notwithstanding an inter
vening war of the mother country (g).
In ordinary shipments of goods, unaffected by the fore
going principles, the question of proprietary interest often
turns on minute circumstances and distinctions, the general
(b) The Sally, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p, 300, note (a).
(c) The Atlas, 3 ib. p. 299.
The Anna Catharina, 4 ib. pp. 107, 133, note.
(d) Ibid.
(e) The Anna Catharina, 4 ib. pp. 107, 112.
(/) The Bendsberg, ib. p. 121.
The Jan Frederick, 5 ib. p. 128.
(g) The Vrow Anna Catharina, 5 ib. p. 161.
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principle being that, if they are going for account of the
shipper, or subject to his order or control, the property is
not divested in transitu. If there be any condition annexed
to the delivery of the goods to the consignee, the proprietary
interest remains in the shipper, notwithstanding the goods
are sent in pursuance of the orders of the consignee. Thus,
if a merchant in H. sends goods to A. in another country, by
order of B. and on account of B., but with directions not to
deliver them unless satisfaction could be given for the pay
ment, the property is not divested from the shipper, but
remains his in transitu (A).
The same principle applies where goods are shipped to the
orders of the shippers, but to be delivered by their agents
to the consignee, upon the agents being satisfied for the pay
ment (i). So, even if the goods are stated in the invoice to
belong to the claimants; yet if these papers are inclosed to
the consignee as agent to the shippers, and are to be de
livered to the claimants, only upon conditions in the discre
tion of the agent, the property remains in the shippers (A).
But if the goods are consigned to an agent of the shippers,
but the invoice, &c. show them to be for the account of the
claimants, and the invoice, &c. are, by the shippers, sent
directly to the claimants, the possession of these documents
gives them a title, and establishes the intention of the
shippers to vest the property in the claimants at the time of
the shipment (Z). So if the goods are shipped to the con
signee, unconditionally, for the use of the claimants (m).
But if the goods are consigned to the agent of the shippers,
and there are discretionary orders given, but no direction
for an absolute delivery to the claimants, the property* (l)
(A) Cited in the Aurora, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 219.
(i) The Aurora, 4 ib. p. 218.
The Merrimack, Kimmel and Albert’s Claim, 8 Cranch’s (Amer.)Bep.
p. 317.
See the Marianna, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 24.
(k) The Merrimack, 8 Cranch’s (Amer.) Bep. p, 317.
(l) Ibid. Messrs. Wilkins’ Claim, ib.
(m) Ibid. Messrs. McKean and Woodland’s Claim, ib.
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remains in the shippers (n). In all these cases, the goods
are supposed to have been purchased in pursuance of the
orders of the claimants ; for if they are sent by the shippers
without orders, or contrary to, or different from orders either
in quantity or kind, the proprietary interest remains in the
shippers during the transit, notwithstanding they are sent by
direct consignment to the consignee (0).
It is certainly competent for an agent abroad, who pur
chases goods in pursuance of orders, to vest the proprietary
interest in his principal, immediately on the purchase. This
is the case when he purchases exclusively on the credit of the
principal, or makes an absolute appropriation and designation
of the property for his principal. But where he sells his own
goods, or purchases goods on his own credit (and thereby in
reality becomes the owner), no property in such goods vests
in his correspondent, until he has done some notorious act to
divest himself of his title, or has parted with the possession
by an actual and unconditional delivery for the use of such
correspondent (p). But such delivery or appropriation to
the use of his correspondent need not be by a direct act ;
but it may constructively arise from the circumstances of
the case, even where the shipper has made an immediate
assignment of the goods (q).
In all these cases, the material question is, whether the
shipper retains or possesses any control over the property
(independent of the mere right of stoppage in transitu in
cases of insolvency), or has parted with the possession and
(n) The St. Joze Indiano, Lizaur’s Claim, 2 Gallison’s {Amer.) Rep
p. 268.
S. C. 1 Wheaton’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 208.
(0) The Venus, 8 Cranch’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 253.
The Frances, Durham and Randolph’s Claim, 1 Gallison’s {Amer.)
Rep. p. 445.
S. C. 8 Cranch’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 344 ; 9 ib. p. 183.
The Frances, French’s Claim, 8 ib. p. 359.
{p) The St. Joze Indiano, 2 Gallison’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 268.
S. C. 1 Wheaton’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 208.
{q) The Mary and Susan, ib. p. 25.
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all authority over it. For if an enemy’s shipper consign
goods or money to his correspondent at H., for the purpose
of answering drafts of his correspondent in A., without any
letter of advice or document, making it the absolute property
of such correspondent, or putting it out of his own control,
it still remains the property of the shipper; for he may at
any time countermand the order, or give the goods or money
a new direction. In substance it is the same transaction as
if a person send a sum of money to his private banker,
directing him to hold it subject to the order of A.; in which
case, if, on the next day, and before any such order had been
given, or even the fact of lodgment known to the other
party, he had changed his purpose, and directed a conversion
of the money to another object, it is clear that the bankers
could not resist with effect (r).
The same penalty is applied to subjects of allies in the
wrar trading with the common enemy (5) as to a subject of
an enemy. But a citizen of a belligerent country, domiciled
in a neutral country, may lawfully trade with the enemy of
his native country (t), with the exception of the case of
trade in articles contraband of war (u). And if the party
intends to trade with the enemy, but, during the voyage,
the port becomes neutral, the penalty is saved; for there
must be the act as well as the intention (x). And even
assuming that, after the knowledge of war, a citizen domi
ciled in the enemy’s country may lawfully withdraw his pro
perty without a licence from his government, which has been
denied (y), at all events, it must be done in a reasonable

(r) The Josephine, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 25.
(s) The Naiade, 4 ib. p. 251.
The Neptunus, 6 ib. p. 403.
Bynk. Q. J. Pub. cap. x. Du Ponceau’s edition, p. 81.
(t) The Danaus, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 255, note.
(u) The Neptunus, 6 ib. p. 403.
The Ann, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 221.
(x) The Abby, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 251.
(y) The Mary, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 620.
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time; and ten months after the war is too late, and the party
will then be deemed engaged in a trade with the enemy (z).
And if a vessel take on board a cargo from an enemy’s ship,
under the pretence that it is ransomed, it is an illegal traffic.
Even admitting the ransoming of captured property to be
legal, it cannot be admitted to be made at any distance of
time, and by any new voyages undertaken for this special
purpose (a). And sailing under the enemy’s licence is
deemed, per se, an efficient cause of condemnation (5).
These observations on the subject of proprietary interests
may be concluded with the remark, that to entitle the
claimant to sustain his claim in the Prize Court, the property
must be proved to be neutral, at all periods from the time of
shipment, without intermission, to the arrival and subsequent
sale in the port of the enemy (c). And if it be hostile at the
time of shipment, it is (as has been already stated) a universal
rule to condemn it, although the owner has become a friend
or subject (d).
CCCCLXXXIX. Before this subject be closed it may
be well to consider how far the illegal acts of the master bind
the interests of the owner of the ship or cargo.
It is a general principle, that the act of the master at all
events binds the owner of the ship, as much as if the act
were committed by himself (c). If, therefore, the master
deviate into a blockaded port, the owner is bound by the act,
(z) The St. Lawrence, 1 Gallison’s (.Amer.) Rep. p. 467.
S. C. 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 120.
(a) The Lord Wellington, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 103.
(b) The Julia, 1 ib. p. 594.
S. G. 8 Granch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 181.
The Aurora, ib. p. 203.
The Hiram, ib. p. 444.
S. G. 1 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 440.
Th^ Ariadne, 2 ib. p. 143.
(c) The Atlas, 3 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 299.
The Sally, ib. p. 300, note (a).
(d) The Boedes Lust, 5 ib. p. 233.
(c) The Vrow Judith, 1 ib. p. 150.
r
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and is not permitted to aver his ignorance of the act, or that
the master acted against his orders (/). And the same
principle is applied to the case of carrying goods contraband
of war (<7). But Grotius (A), Loccenius (i), Pothier (k), and
Bynkershoek (Z), all contend for a favourable distinction
where the owner is ignorant of the fact of unlawful goods
being on board. They are, however, contradicted by Valin
(m), whose doctrine is followed in the practice of Prize Courts.
The law, indeed, is established, that the principal is answer
able for the acts of his agent (and the master is the accredited
agent of the shipowner), not only civilly but penally, to the
amount of the property entrusted to his care (w). It would
be impossible for a Court of Prize to affect the proprietor
in any other way ; and whatever the hardship may be, it is
very much softened by recollecting that, if he has sustained
any injury by the fraudulent and unauthorised acts of his
agent, he will be entitled to his remedy against him (0).
But the act of the master does not, in general, bind the
owner of the cargo, unless he be owner of the ship or
cognizant of the intended violation of law, or the master be
his agent (p). In cases of blockade, the deviation into the
blockaded port is presumed to be in the service of the cargo,
and, therefore, the owner is bound by it, unless where there* (l)

(/) The Adonis, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 256.
(lg) The Imina, 1 ib. p. 167.
(h) Re Jure Belli et Pads, lib. iii. ch. vi. § 6.
(i) Re Jur. Mar. lib. ii. ch. iv. No. 12.
(h) Traite du Rroit de Propriety No. 103.
(l) Q. J. P. lib. i. ch. xii.
(m) Sur VOrd. tom. ii. p. 253.
Emerigon, Res Assurances, tom. i. p. 449.
(n) The Mars, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. pp. 79, 87.
(o) Ibid.
(p) The Vrow Judith, 1 ib. p. 150.
The Imina, 3 ib. p. 169.
The Rosalie and Betty, 2 ib. pp. 343, 351.
The Alexander, 4 ib. p. 93.
.
The Elsebe, 5 ib. p. 173.
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is no notice of the blockade at the time the ship sailed (q).
And if the master at the time of sailing put his ship under
convoy, whose instructions he is presumed to know, the act
is illegal, and binds both the ship and cargo (r). It is not
considered like the case of an unforeseen emergency happen
ing to a ship at sea, where the fact itself proves the owners
to be ignorant and innocent, and where the Court has holden
that, being proved innocent by the very circumstances of the
case, the owners of the cargo should not be bound by the
mere principle of law, which imposes on the employer a
responsibility for the acts of his agent. On the contrary, it
is a matter done antecedently to the voyage, and must, there
fore, be presumed to be done on communication with the
owners, and with their consent. The effect of this presump
tion is such that it cannot be permitted to be averred against,
inasmuch as all the evidence must come from the suspected
parties themselves, without a possibility of meeting it, how
ever prepared. The Court, therefore, applies the strict
principle of law, and holds, as it does in blockade cases of
that description, that the master must be taken to be the
authorised agent of the cargo ; and that if he has exceeded
his authority, it is barratry, for which he is personally
answerable, and for which the owner must look to him for
indemnification (s). Whether a like principle ought not to
be applied to the owner of the cargo, in cases where the
ship originally sails on the voyage under an enemy’s licence,
has not been decided. The point was made in a case before
the Supreme American Court; but knowledge being brought
home to the actual agent of the owners of the cargo, it
became unnecessary to decide the more general principle (*).
There are many other cases in which the act of the master
will bind the owner of the cargo as well as the ship ; such
(q) The Alexander, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 93.
The Shepherdess, 5 ib. p. 262.
(r) The Msebe, 5 ib. p. 173.
(s) Ibid. pp. 173, 175.
(t) The Hiram, 1 Wheaton's {Amer.) Rep. p. 440.
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are resistance of the right of search, suppressing or
fraudulently destroying the ship’s papers, rescue by the
neutral crew after capture, &c. (u). But though the act of
a neutral master in resisting search binds both ship and
cargo, yet it has been solemnly settled by the Supreme
American Court, that the resistance of a belligerent master
does not bind a neutral shipment, unless the proprietor has
co-operated in the resistance (x). Lord Stowell, however,
has asserted the contrary doctrine (g).
CCCCXC. But the act of the agent or consignee of the
cargo, whether he be the master or not, is conclusive upon
the owner of the cargo (z) ; and the act of a general agent
of the cargo, in covering the enemy’s property in the same
shipment with his principal’s property, affects the whole
with condemnation, although the principal had no knowledge
of the illegal act (a). And the same principle is applied in
the case of simulated papers ; for the carrying of simulated
papers is an efficient cause of condemnation (b). But in
peculiar circumstances, the act of an agent of the cargo will
be liberally construed in favour of his principal. As if the
agent be a belligerent, and has received orders to purchase
goods before the war or before a blockade, his acts in
making the shipment during a blockade are not binding on
his principal, unless he had had an opportunity to counter
mand the orders, and neglected it; for the agent in such
cases may have a personal interest in exporting the goods (c).* 6
(u) The Elsebe, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 173.
The Dispatch, 3 ib. p. 279.
The Nereide, 9 Granch’s {Amer.) Rep. pp. 388, 451.
(sc) Ibid. p. 388.
(y) The Fanny, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 443.
(z) The Vrow Judith, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 150.
{a) The St. Nicholas, 1 Wheaton’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 417.
The Phoenix Ins. Go. v. Pratt, 2 Binney’s Rep. p. 308.
(6) Oswell v. Vigne, 15 East’s Rep. p. 70.
{c) The Neptunus, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 170.
Cases cited in the Noop, ib. p. 196.
The Dankbaarkeit, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 183.
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But the act of the master will not bind even the owner of
the ship, unless it be in cases within the scope of his ordi
nary authority. If, therefore, the master of a non-commis
sioned merchant ship make a capture, the owner is not re
sponsible in damages, if it turns out to be illegal (d).
CCCCXCI. F. We have now to consider the sentence in
the Prize Court, and the subsidiary questions of freight, of
costs, and expenses.
CCCCXCII. Upon the hearing of the proofs, if the
case does not require or admit farther proof, the Court
proceeds to pronounce a sentence of acquittal or condemna
tion, as the justice of the case requires. And it may pro
ceed to make a decree as well after as before the death of
the parties; for in proceedings in rem the suit does not
abate by the death or absence of all or any of the parties
named in the proceedings {e). It may be proper in many
cases, where all the parties on either side are dead, not to
proceed to make a decree in rem without serving a monition
upon the representatives of the deceased party to appear,
and pursue or defend his rights: And where the decree is
in personam, the Court will generally require that the
representative should be duly cited to appear to protect his
interests, so far as they may be affected by the decree (jf).
It is, indeed, the duty of the Court to take notice of all
interests that result from evidence before it, and not to
suffer any persons to be precluded from their just demands
from want of notice of any facts that appear in the course
of the proceedings (g). And where the parties are not
formally before the Court, it acts as a general guardian of
all interests which are brought to its notice (A). Indeed,
(id) Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xix. Du Ponceau’s ed. pp. 147,
153.
(e) Penhallow v. Doane, 3 Dallas’ {Amer.) Pep. pp. 54, 86, 117.
The Falcon, 6 C. Pob. Adm. Pep. pp. 194, 199.
(/) Vide the Nostra Signora de los Dolores, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Pep:

p. 290.
(g) The Maria Frangoise, 6 C. Pob, Adm. Pep. p. 282.
(h) Ibid.
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in the common cases of condemnations, the enemy pro
prietor is necessarily absent by operation of law; and yet
the sentence is completely valid, as well against him as
against the whole world (z). To give validity, therefore,
to decrees in rem, it is not necessary that the adverse par
ties should be before the Court (k).
CCCCXCIII. When a sentence is pronounced in the
English Prize Court, either of acquittal or condemnation,
it is, in general, by an interlocutory decree. An interlo
cutory decree is proper in all cases, where anything farther
remains to be done by the Court, as in ascertaining damages
in cases of illegal capture, or in deciding who are captors,
after deciding that the property is to be condemned. The
right to decide who are captors entitled to distribution,
belongs exclusively to the Prize Court, and its adjudication
cannot be examined by a Court of Common Law (7).
And no title vests in the captors until a final adjudication
of the Prize Court (m). In England the usual practice is
to acquit or condemn by interlocutory decree in all cases (n).
And a definitive sentence is reserved until all other questions
and interests are disposed of (0). In the North American
United States it is more common to reserve a decree until
a final decision of all the questions before the Court; but,
according to Story, there can be no doubt of the propriety
of an adherence to the English practice, where the circum
stances of the case require a suspension of a final sentence,
although the propriety of an acquittal or condemnation is
perfectly clear ; and in case of an acquittal or condemnation
by interlocutory decree, there can be no question that an
appeal immediately lies to the proper Appellate Court by* (l)
(i) The Falcon, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 194, 199.
(k) Ibid.
(l) Home v. Camden, 2 H. Blackstone’s Bep. p. 533.
4 Durnford & East’s Bep. p. 382.
Duckworth v. Tucker, 2 Taunton’s Bep. p. 7.
(m) Ibid.
(n) Marriott’s Form. pp. 194, 196.
(0) Ibid. pp. 198, 203.
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the parties affected by that decree; for as to them it is an
interlocutory having the effect of a final decree.
CCCCXCIY. In respect to cases of acquittal. This
may be either with or without damages and costs, or upon the
terms of paying costs and expenses. In either case, where
the damages or expenses are uncertain, and to be ascer
tained, the Court itself may proceed directly to assess
them (p). But the usual practice is, to refer it to commis
sioners to hear the parties, examine their statements and
accounts, and report to the Court, in detail, such allow
ance as they think equitable or legally due to the parties.
Accompanying the report, the reasons of the commissioners
for the allowance or disallowance of any particular item are
usually given; and the report, when returned to the Court,
is heard upon exceptions by the parties.
CCCCXCY. When restitution is decreed, if the property
remains specifically in the custody of the Court, the warrant
issues for the delivery to the claimant; and in such case,
unless it is otherwise ordered by the Court, the expenses of
the delivery are to be borne by the captors (q). If the
proceeds of the property are in Court, an order for delivery
is usually made by the Court; and after a decree of resti
tution, the captors have no right to arrest the proceeds in
the registry of the Court by a caveat; that can only be done
by an application to the Court itself (r). If the proceeds
are in the hands of the captors or their agents, a monition,
and, if necessary, an attachment, issues to them to bring in
the proceeds. But where the captors have not conducted
themselves unfairly, on restitution decreed, they will not be
holden answerable for more than the proceeds, although the
sale made was less than the original value of the property (s).
The property, upon a decree of restitution, may be delivered
to the master as agent of the shipper ; for in such case the
(p) The Lively, 1 Gallison’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 315.
(q) The Rendsberg, 6 G. Rob. 4~dm. Rep. p. 142.
(r) The Fortnna, 4 ib. p. 278.
(s) The Two Susannahs, 2 ib. p. 132.
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master is the agent of the shipper* and is answerable to
him (t).
.
But in such a case, neither the master nor any other
Prize Agent can claim the property against his principal,
unless so far as to cover his expenses, and the Court will
thus far protect his rights ; but when his expenses and his
liens on the property are discharged, the Court will deliver
it directly to the principal upon his own application (u).
After a decree for restitution of partnership property to a
foreign house in solid-urn, the Court will not sever the pro
perty merely because one partner is a bankrupt here; but
if the assignees put in a claim for this purpose before a
decree, it would be otherwise (x).
CCCCXCYI. Where damages are decreed, the decree
is either against the parties by name, or by a description of
their relation to the ship. Where a decree is against the
owners of a privateer generally, a monition issues against
them personally to pay the damages assessed; and it may
also issue against the sureties to the bond given on taking
out the commission. In a Court of International Law, a
person may be considered as a part-owner, though his name
has not been inserted in the bill of sale or ship’s register ;
and the representative of a person so deemed a part-owner is
responsible for costs and damages decreed against the owners
generally, though the party of whom he is the representa
tive was not the actual wrong-doer (z/). And, as has been
already stated, a part-owner is not exempted from being a
party to a suit for the proceeds, by having a release from
the claimant for his share (z).
(t) Sir W. Scott and Sir J. NicholVs Letter to Mr. Jay, vide ante,
p. 666.
(u) The Franklin, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 404.
The St. Lawrence, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 39.
(x) The Jefferson, 1 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 325.
(y) The Nostra Signora de los Dolores, 1 Dodson1 s Adm. Rep
p. 290.
(z) The Karasan, 5 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 291.
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CCCCXCVIL In respect to cases of condemnation.
Where an interlocutory decree of condemnation passes in
favour of a privateer, it has been usual in England to deliver
that decree, with a proper commission, to the master of the
privateer* to make sale of the Prize, and to return an
account into Court (a). Butin the North American United
States, all sales of prizes, before as well as after condemna
tion, are made by the Marshal; and in respect to sales after
condemnation, this practice is farther enforced by Statute (b)f
CCCCXCVIIL With respect to freight. The following
observations relate to the old practice, before the Declaration
of the Treaty of Paris, 1856. It frequently happened that
enemies goods were found on board neutral ships; and
conversely, that neutral goods were found on board an
enemy’s ship. In these cases questions often occurred as
to the right of the parties to freight, expenses, &c.
CCCCXCIX. And first, in respect to Neutral ships.
It has been ruled that in general, where enemies goods
are captured in a neutral ship, the captors take cum
onere ; and if the conduct of the neutral has been perfectly
fair and impartial, it is the practice of the Prize Court to
allow him his full freight, in the same manner as if the
original voyage had been performed (c); apd in like manner,
to allow him his expenses (d). The freight allowed is not,
(a) Semble, the Venus, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 235.
*
(b) January 2*7 th, 1813, c. civ. new ed. c. cccclxxviii.
(c) The JToop, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. pp. 196, 219.
The Antonia Johanna, 1 Wheaton’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 159.
(d) The Hoop, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 196.
The Bremen Flugge, 4 ib. p. 90.
The Per Mohr, ib. p. 314.
Smart v. Wolff, 3 Durnford and East’s Bep. p. 323.
Vattel, liv. iii. c. vii. s. 115.
The Gonsolato del Mare, ch. cclxxiii.
Sir W. Scott and Sir J. NicholVs Letter to Mr. Jay, rente, p. 666.
The Copenhagen, 1 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 289.
The Anna Catharina, 6 ib. p. 10.
The Catharina Elizabeth, Acton’s Bep. p. 209.
The Fortuna, Edwards’ A dm. Bep. p. 59.
VOL. III.
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however, necessarily the rate agreed on by the parties, if it
he inflamed by extraordinary circumstances; but a reasonable
freight only will, in such cases, be allowed (e). And where
the goods have been once unlivered by order of Court, the
whole freight for the voyage is due, and the owner of the
goods, even in case of restitution, cannot demand the ship to
reload them and carry them to the original port of destina
tion, for by the separation the ship is exonerated (f); but
it would be otherwise if there had been no unlivery (g). And
the neutral will be allowed his freight where he carries the
goods of one belligerent to its enemy; for though such a
trade be illegal as to the subjects, it is not so as to
neutrals (h). So, on a voyage from the port of one enemy
to the port of another enemy (7). But if the neutral has
conducted himself fraudulently or unfairly, or in violation of
belligerent rights, he will not be allowed freight or expenses,
and, in flagrant cases, will be visited with confiscation, even
of the ship itself. And he is never allowed freight where
he has used false papers (k) ; nor upon the carriage of contra
band goods (7); nor where there has been a spoliation of
papers (m) ; nor where the cause of capture was the ship* (il)
(e) The Ttvilling Riget, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Rep. p. 82.
(/) The Iloffnung, 6 ib. p. 231.
The Prosper, Edwards' Adm. Rep. p. 72.
'
(g) The Copenhagen, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 289.
(h) The Hoop, ib. pp. 190, 219.
(i) The Wiihelmina, 2 ib. p. 101, note.
(k) The Atlas, 3 ib. pp. 299, 304, note.
Sir W.-Scott and Sir J. NicholVs Letter to Mr. Jay, ante, p. 666.
(il) Ibid.
Bynk. Q. J. Pub., Du Ponceau’s ed. p. 81.
The Sarah Christina, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 237The Mercurius, ib. p. 288.
The Emanuel, ib. p. 296.
The Neptunus, 3 ib. p. 108.
The Neutralitet, ib. p. 295.
The Oster Risoer, 4 ib. p. 199.
The Commercen, 1 Wheaton’s {Amer.) Rep. p. 382.
(m) The Rising Sun, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 104.
The Madonna del Burso, 4 ib. pp. 169, 383.
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and not the cargo (n). But where part of the goods are
condemned as contraband, and part restored after unlivery
of the cargo, freight may be decreed as a charge upon the
part restored (0). If the goods are unlivered under a hostile
embargo upon neutral ships, they are discharged of the lien
of the freight; and if freight be decreed, it can only be
against the original consignees or freighters, and not against
a prior purchaser, who has received them on bail (p).
When a decree is made that the freight shall be a charge
on the cargo, application must be made to the Court for the
sale of so much as is necessary for this purpose (q). In
general, where a ship and cargo are restored, with a decree
that the freight shall be a charge on the cargo, if the pro
ceeds of the cargo are not sufficient to pay the freight, the
captors are not responsible for the deficiency (r). But
although the capture be right, yet if afterwards the cargo
is lost by the negligence of the captors, and the freight be
decreed a charge on the cargo, the captors are responsible
to pay it (s). Where the freight of the neutral and the
expenses of the captors are both decreed to be a charge on
the cargo, and the proceeds are insufficient to discharge both,
priority of payment of the freight is, in ordinary cases,
allowed by the Court, as a lien that takes place of all
others (t).
D. In the next place, as to the allowance of freight
to the captors.—This may happen when the ship is hostile,
and the cargo, or a part thereof, is neutral. The general rule
is, that if neutral goods are found on board of a hostile ship,
the captors are not entitled to freight therefor, unless they

(n) The Fortuna, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 56.
(0) The Oster Risoer, 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 199.
{p) The Theresa Bonita, 4 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 236.
(q) The Vrow Margaretha, ib. p. 304, note.
(r) The Haabet, ib. p. 302.
(s) The Der Mohr, ib. p. 315.
(t) The Bremen Flugge, ib, p. 90.
'

.
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carry the goods to the port of destination (u). And the rule
is applied, notwithstanding there may have been a sale of
the goods beneficial to the owmers (V). But there are
exceptions to the rule itself; for if the captors bring the
cargo to the country where the claimants ultimately designed
to send it, but were compelled to take a circuitous route
in existing circumstances, the captors are entitled to
freight, notwithstanding the ship was actually destined to
another country, there to land it (y). So, if brought to the
same country, but not to the port of actual destination (z).
So, where the goods are brought to the country where the
proceeds were ultimately destined, and would have been
brought directly, but for a prohibition of municipal law (a).
Where freight is decreed to the captors, it will be paid by
the Court, out of the cargo or its proceeds, if yet remaining
in the Admiralty (5). And in particular circumstances,
application may be made to the Court, to decree the sale of
so much of the cargo as may be necessary to be sold for the
discharge of freight (c). And where freight is allowed to
the captors, if they have done any damage to the cargo, the
amount may be deducted by way of set-off or compensa
tion (d).
DI. As to the allowance of costs and expenses.—In cases
when farther proof is directed, costs and expenses are never
allowed to the claimant (e) nor refused to the captors.
(u) Bynk. Q. J. Pub. lib. i. c. xiii. Du Ponceau’s ed. p. 105.
The Diana, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 67.
The Fortuna, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 56.
(x) The Vrow Anna Catharina, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 269.
The Fortuna, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 56.
(y) The Diana, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 67.
(z) The Vrouw Henrietta, ib. p. 75, note.
But see the Wilhelmina Eleonora, 3 ib. p. 234.
(a) The Ann Green, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p, 274.
(b) The Fortuna, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 278.
(c) Ibid. p. 304, note.
(d) The Fortuna, ib. p. 278.
(e) The Einigheden, 1 ib. p. 323.
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Nor where the neutrality of the property does not appear
by the papers on board and the preparatory evidence (/) ;
nor where papers are spoliated or thrown overboard, unless
the act be produced by the captor’s misconduct, as by firing
under false colours (<7) ; nor where the master or crew, upon
the preparatory examinations, grossly prevaricate (A) ; nor
where any part of the cargo is condemned (z) ; nor where
the ship comes from a blockaded port (k) ; nor if the ship
be restored by consent, without reserving the question of
costs and expenses (7).
DII. But in all these cases it is in the discretion of
the Court to allow the captors their costs and expenses (m) ;
and, in general, wherever the captors are justified in the
capture, their costs and expenses are decreed to them by
the Court, in case of restitution of property (n). There
fore, they are allowed where the original destination was to!
a blockaded port, although changed on hearing of the block
ade (0); where ships, even of our own country, are cap
tured sailing under false papers (/?) ; where the nature of
the cargo is ambiguous as to contraband ( q) ; and, generally,

(/) Sir W. Scott and Sir J. NicholVs Letter to Mr. Jay, anti,
p. 666.
Opinion of M. Portalis in the Stabira, 2 CrancJVs (Amer.) Rep.
p. 102, note (a).
(g) The Peacock, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 185.
(h) The Peacock, 4 ib. p. 185.
(i) The William, 6 ib. p. 316.
(&) The Frederick Molke, 1 ib. p. 86.
The Betsey, ib. p. 93.
The Vrouw Judith, ib. p. 150.
(l) The Maria Poivlona, 6 ib. p. 236.
(m) Sir W. Scott and Sir J. NicholVs Letter to Mr. Jay, anti, p. 666,
(n) The Imina, 3 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 167.
The Principe, Edw. Adm. Rep. p. 70.
The Ostsee, 11 Moore, P. 0. Rep. p. 150 (1854).
(0) The Lmina, 3 0. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 167.
(p) The Sarah, ib. p. 330.
(q) The Twende Brodre, 4 ib. p. 33,
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in all cases of false papers (r) ; and in all cases where
farther proof is required (s).
Dill. In cases where the captors’ expenses are allowed,
the expenses intended are such as are necessarily incurred
in consequence of the act of capture (t) ; such are the ex
penses of the captors’ agent (w), but not insurance made by
the captors (x), nor expenses of transmitting a cargo from
a colony to the mother country (?/). And property restored
to the claimant is not to be charged with any expenses for
agency, or for taking care of it, unless made a charge by
the Court (z). And the expense of an unlivery or delivery
of the property which is restored is to be borne by the
captors or releasing party, and not by the property, unless
it is so directed by the Court (a). In general, where the
property is condemned, the expenses of unlivery and ware
housing, &c. fall on the captors ([b) ; and where it is re
stored the Court will apportion them in its discretion on the
captors and on the cargo (c).
DIY. In cases of neutral ships, it is usual to allow the
master his adventure and personal expenses, if his conduct
has been fair and unimpeachable (d) ; but where the master
and crew prevaricate in their evidence, their adventures are

The Gute Gesellschaft, 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 94.
The Christina Maria, ib. p. 166.
(r) The Nostra Signora de Piedade Nova Aurora, 6 ib. p. 41.
(s) See the Frances, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 445.
The Apollo, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 158.
The Mary, 9 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 126.
(t) The Catharine and Anna, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 39.
(u) The Asia Grande, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 45.
(cc) The Catharine and Anna, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 39.
(y) The Narcissus, ib. p. 17.
(z) The Asia Grande, Edwards’ Adm. Rep. p. 45.
(a) The Rendsberg, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 142.
(b) The Industrie, 5 ib. p. 88.
(c) Ibid.
(d) The Calypso, 2 ib. p. 298.
The Anna Catharina, 6 ib. p. 10.
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never restored (e) ; nor where the ship is engaged in a frau
dulent trade (f).
DV. It remains to notice a few miscellaneous and out
lying matters.
Firsts as to the extent of the jurisdiction of the Prize
Court (y).
The Admiralty Court* according to the law of England
and of the North American United States, merely by its
own inherent powers, never exercises jurisdiction as to cap
tures or seizures as Prize made on shore without the co
operation of naval forces, whether made in our own or in a
foreign territory (h) ; whenever such a jurisdiction is exer
cised, it is by virtue of powers derived aliunde. And
though when the jurisdiction has once attached, it may be
lost by a hostile recapture, escape, or voluntary discharge (Z),
yet it remains notwithstanding the goods are landed; for it
does not depend on their local situation after capture; but
the Court will follow the goods or their proceeds with its
process, wherever they may be found, or under whatever
title acquired (A). Therefore, where the property is carried
into a foreign port, and there delivered upon bail by the
captors, the Prize Court does not lose its jurisdiction,
but may proceed to adjudication and enforce the stipula
tion (/). So, if a Prize be lost at sea, the Court may,* (l)
(e) The Anna Catharina, 4 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 120.
(/) The Christiansberg, 6 ib. p. 376.
(g) Vide antej s. 34 of 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, § ccccxl. a.
(h) Anthon v. Fisher, 1 Doug. Rep. p. 649, note (1).
Maisonnaire v. Keating, 2 Gallison's (Amer.) Rep. p. 325.
(i) The Two Friends, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. pp. 271, 284.
The Emulous, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 563.
(k) Hudson v. Guestier, 4 Cranch's (Amer.) Rep. p. 293*
(l) Home v. Camden, 2 H. Blackstone’s Rep. p. 533.
4 Durnford & East's Rep. p. 383.
Willis v. Commissioners of Prize, 5 East Rep. p. 22.
The Noysomhed, 7 Vesey Rep. p. 593.
The Brig Louis, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 146.
The Two Friends, 1 ib. p. 271.
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nevertheless* proceed to adjudication, either at the instance
of the captors, or of the claimants (m) ; so, although the
property may be actually lying within a foreign neutral
territory, the Court may proceed to adjudication (w) ; so,
although the property has been sold by the captors, or has
passed into other hands (o); but it rests in the sound dis
cretion of the Court, whether, when property has been sold
or converted by the captors, it will proceed to adjudication
in their favour; for it is only in cases where the same has
been justifiably or legally converted by the captors that they
can claim its aid. The Court will withhold that aid where
there has been a conversion by the captors without necessity
or reasonable cause (p). When once the Prize Court has
acquired jurisdiction over the principal cause, it will exert
its authority over all the incidents (q). It will follow Prize
proceeds into the hands of agents, or other persons holding
The Eliza, 1 Acton Rep. p. 336.
Smart v. Wolff, 3 Durnford & East’s Rep. p. 223.
The Pomona, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 25.
(m) The Peacock, 4 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 185.
The Susanna, 6 ib. p. 48.
(n) Hudson v. Guestier, 4 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 293.
The Christopher, 2 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 209.
The Henrick and Maria, 4 ib. p. 43.
The Comet, 5 ib. p. 285.
The Victoria, Edivards’ Adm. Rep. p. 97.
(o) The Falcon, 6 G. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 194.
The Pomona, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 25.
(p) L’Eole, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 220.
La Dame Cecile, ib. p. 257.
The Arabella and Madeira, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 368.
(q) “ S’il y a aucun qui rompe coffre, balle ou pippe, ou autre marchandise, que nostre dit admiral ne soit present en sa personne pour
luy, il forfera sa part du butin et si sera par iceluy admiral puny selon
le meffaict.”—Ordonnance de 1400, art. 10. Coll. Mar. 79.
Ordonnance de 1584, art. 38. id. 111.
“ Defendons de faire aucune ouverture des cofires, ballots, sacs,
pipes, barriques, tonneaux et armoires, de transporter ou vendre ancime
rnarchandise de la prise : et a toutes personnes d’en achester ou receler,
jusqu’d ce que la prise ait ete jugee, ou qu’il en ait et& ordonne par
justice ; a peine de restitution de quadruple, et de punition cor-
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them for the captors, or by any other title; and in proper
cases will decree the parties to pay over the proceeds, with
interest upon the same for the time they have been in their
hands (r). It may also enforce its decrees against persons
having the proceeds of Prizes in their hands, notwithstanding
no stipulation, or an insufficient stipulation, has been taken
on a delivery on bail; for it may always proceed in rem
where the res can be found, and is not confined to the
remedy on the stipulation (s') ; and in these cases the Court
may proceed upon its own authority, ex officio, as well as
upon the application of parties (t) ; nor is the Court functus
porelle.”—Ordonnance de 1681, liv. iii. tit. ix. Des Prizes, art. 20, 4 Juin,
1783.
“ Jugement en dernier ressort de l’amiraute de Dunkerque, contre
les auteurs du pillage du navire L’Amitie, qui les condamne h la
restitution du prix des choses pillees, les prive de leur part aux prises,
et prononce le bannissement contre Tun d’eux, avec injonction au
capitaine du corsaire capteur d’etre plus circonspect a l’avenir.”—
Code des Prises, tom. i. p. 118. (Par Guichard.)
“ M. l’amiral et les commissaires connoitront aussi des partages des
prises et de tout ce qui leur est incident, meme des liquidations et
comptes des depositaires, lorsqu’ils le jugeront k propos, comme aussi
des echouements des vaisseaux ennemis qui arriveront pendant la
guerre, circonstances et de'pendances. ”—Reglement du 23 Avril, 1744,
art. 5.
2 Valin sur VOrdonnance, p. 318.
(r) Smart v. Wolff, 3 Durnford <£• Past’s Rep. p. 313.
Home v. Camden, 2 H. Blackstone, p. 533.
4 Durnford & Past's Rep. p. 382.
Jennings Vi Carson, 4 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 1.
The Two Friends, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 273.
kVillis v. Commissioners of Prizes, 5 Past Rep. p. 22;
The Noysomhed, 7 Vesey Rep. p. 593.
The Princessa, 2 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 31.
The Brig Louis, 5 ib. p. 146.
(s) Per Puller, J., in 3 Durnford & Past’s Rep. p. 323.
Per Grose, J., in 5 Past Rep. p. 22.
The Pomona, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 25.
The Herkimer, Stewart’s Rep. p. 128.
S. C. 2 Hall’s (Amer.) Law Journ. p. 133.
(t) The Herkimer> Stewart’s Rep. p. 128.
S. C. 2 Hall’s (Amer.) Law Journ. p. 133
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after sentence pronounced, for it may proceed to
enforce all rights, and issue process therefor, so long
as anything remains to be done touching the subject
matter (u).
The Prize Court has also exclusive jurisdiction as to the
question who are the captors and joint captors entitled to
share in the distribution; and its decree is conclusive upon
all parties (%).
DYI. Next, as to unlivery of Cargo,—It is a settled
rule of the Prize Court, not to deliver a cargo on Bail,
before the cause has been fully heard, unless by the consent
of all parties; and if any inconvenience should result from
this rule, as if the property be perishable, it may easily be
avoided by an interlocutory sale (y). After the hearing,
if the claimant obtain a decree in his favour, or an order for
farther proof, the Court will listen to an application for a
delivery on bail; but if this claim be rejected, or be affected
by the imputation of fraudulent or unlawful conduct, the
application will not be allowed, notwithstanding an appeal
is interposed. Where there is a decree of condemnation,
the captors are, in general, entitled to a delivery of the
property, or the proceeds thereof, upon bail (2).
DYII. In the progress of the cause, an unlivery of the
cargo often becomes necessary, either to ascertain its nature
and quality (a), or more effectually to preserve it from inofficio

(u) Home v. Camden, 2 H. Blackstone’s Bep. p. 533.
Cases ubi supra.
(x) Home v. Camden, 2 H. Blackstone’s Bep. p. 533:
4 Burn. & East’s Bep. p. 382.
The Herkimer, Stewart’s Bep. p. 128.
S. C. 2 Hall’s (Amer.) Law Journ. p. 133.
Duckworth v. Tucker, 2 Taunton’s Bep. p. 7.
(y) The Copenhagen, 3 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 178.
(z) Vide antt, § ccccxl. A. 27 & 28 Viet. c. 25, ss. 24, 28.
(a) The Liverpool Packet, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 513.
Marriott’s Form. p. 229.
The Carl Walter, 4 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 207.
The Bichmond, 5 ib. p. 325.
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jury and pillage (Z>), or because the ship stands in a pre
dicament altogether distinct from that of her cargo (e). In
all these and other proper cases, the Prize Court will, upon
proper application, decree an unlivery. Upon ordering an
unlivery, a warrant or commission of unlivery is directed
to some competent person, and usually to the Marshal, to un
lade the cargo, and to make a true and perfect inventory
thereof (d). At the same time, a warrant or commission of
appraisement is usually directed to some competent persons,
who are to reduce into writing a true and perfect inventory
of the cargo, and upon oath to appraise the same according
to its true value. In England, this commission is sometimes
directed to a person who is authorised to choose and swear
the appraisers himself (e). But in the North American
United States, the general practice is, for the Courts to
appoint the appraisers, in the first instance. And where it
becomes necessary or proper to unlade the cargo for inspec
tion of its nature or quality, a commission of inspection is
issued, directed to some competent persons, in like manner,
to return an inventory thereof, with a certificate of the par
ticulars, names, descriptions, and sortments of the goods,
together with their several marks and numbers, and the
nature, use, quantities, and qualities thereof (/). The Court
The Jonge Margaretha, 1 G. Bob. Adm Bep. p. 182^
The Oster Bisoer, 4 ib. p. 199.
(b) Marriott's Form. p. 323.
(c) The Hoffnung, 6 0. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 231.
The Prosper, Edwards' Adm. Bep. p. 72.
Marriott's Form. p. 224.
(d) Ibid.
(e) Ibid. p. 227.
(/) Ibid. p. 229.
.
“ S’il est necessaire, avant le jugement de la prise, de tirer les marchandises du vaisseau, pour en empecher le deperissement, il en sera
fait inventaire en presence de notre procureur et des parties interess^es, qui le signeront, si elles peuvent signer, pour ensuite etre
mises sous la garde d’une personne solvable, ou dans des magasins
fermans a trois clefs differentes, dont l’une sera delivree aux ama
teurs, l’autre au receveur de Fadmiral, et la troisikme aux reclama-
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may also, in its discretion, order the ship, or cargo, or both,
to be removed to another place or port; for, having the
custody of the things, it is bound to use all reasonable pre
cautions to preserve it, and to consult the best interests of
all parties; and in such a case a commission of removal is
issued, which is usually directed to the Marshal; but the
Court may direct it to any other person (y).
An unlivery of the cargo is considered as done for the
benefit of all parties, and therefore the expense is generally
borne by the party ultimately prevailing. If the captors
apply for an unlivery, and the property is condemned, the
expense falls on the captors; but if restitution be awarded,
the Court, in its discretion, usually makes the expense a
charge on the cargo (A).
After unlivery and appraisement, the Court sometimes
decrees a sale, or delivery on bail of the property to the
captors or the claimants. Where a sale is ordered, which is
usually done where the ship and cargo are in a perishing
condition, or liable to deterioration pending the process («),
in England a commission of appraisement and sale issues to
some competent persons, jointly and severally, to reduce
teurs, si aucun se presente, sinon h notre procureur.”—VOrdonnance
de 1687, liv. iii. tit. ix. Des Prises, art. 27.
(g) Marriott’s Form. p. 234.
The .Rendsberg, 6 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p, 142.
The Sacra Familia, 5 ib. p. 360.
(h) The Industrie, ib. p. 88.
Qu’a l’avenir, tons les frais faits tant pouf la conservation ou la
vente des marchandises des prises, dans le cas oil elle sera permise, que
pour la subsistance du maitre et autres officiers, mariniers ou matelots
qui y seront restes, seront pris sur le batiment, etpayes par le reclamateur
qui en aura obtenu la mainlevee, lorsqu’il en sera remis en possession.”
—Arret du Conseil du 23 Decembre, 1705.
(i) The St. Lawrence, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 467.
The Frances, ib. p. 451.
Jennings v. Carson, 4 Cranch’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 2.
Stoddart v. Read, 2 Dallas’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 40.
Marriott’s Form. pp. 237, 318.
The Copenhagen, 3 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 178.
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into writing a true inventory of the goods, and to choose ap
praisers, who are to appraise the same on oath ; and after
appraisement, the commissioners are to expose the same to
public sale, and bring the proceeds into the registry of the
Court (A). And in England it is the regular practice of
the Court, that one of the commissioners should be named
by the claimant (/). And in the United States, a sale is
sometimes ordered, without a previous appraisement; or if
an appraisement be ordered, the appraisers are always named
by the Court itself. In case of an appraisement and sale,
the expenses of taking out the commission, &c., are, in the
first instance, borne by the party applying for the sale, and
ultimately as the Court may direct (m) ; and such sale is
usually, in England, made by the Marshal; but it seems
that the Court may direct it to be made by any other per
son (ra). In the United States, the sale is invariably made
by the Marshal; and it would seem highly proper, in all
cases, to have a previous inventory and appraisement, with
a view to check any attempt of fraud, and to establish
the proper responsibility of the officers of the Court, in
cases of negligent custody. This is the regular practice of
the Prize Court; and the most obvious reasons of public
policy require a strict adherence to it.
DYIII. The subject of delivery has been already partially
discussed ; to the observations already made upon the sub
ject may be added the following (o'). Sometimes the pro
perty is delivered on bail to return the same, or the full
value to answer the decree, and in such case, the Court
has a right to inquire what is the full value, and to decree
accordingly Q?). And if the bail security be taken by way* (l)
(k) Marriott’s Form. pp. 237, 318.
(l) The Carl Walter, 4 G. Bob. Adm. Rep. pp. 207, 211.
(m) Ib. p. 207.
(n) The Rendsberg, 6 ib. p. 142.
(0) Ibid. pp. 142, 144.
The Euphrates, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 451.
The Diana, 2 ib. p. 93.
(p) Brymer v. Atkins, 1 II. Blackstone’s Bep. p. 264.
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of recognisance (which is irregular), and not by way of stipu
lation, still the Court may enforce it as a stipulation (y).
Upon such a delivery on bail, the sureties are not respon
sible beyond the sum in which they become bound (r) ; but
the principal may be made responsible for the full value of
the property. In ordinary cases, however, the property is
delivered on bail at an appraised value : and in such cases,
the principal and sureties are bound to the stipulated value,
but no,t farther. If, therefore, there be a delivery on bail
at an admitted value, the Court will not listen to an appli
cation to diminish the amount to the proceeds of a subse
quent sale, but will hold the parties to the appraised or
admitted value (.?). In case of a delivery on bail, the
expenses of the delivery are to be borne by the delivering
party, unless it is otherwise directed by the Court (t).
But generally the Court directs the expenses of the appli
cation to be borne by the party who applies for the delivery
on bail; and all expenses after the delivery are exclusively
borne by the party receiving the property (w). Bail bonds
or securities to answer adjudication are not discharged by
lapse of time, but may, at any distance of time, be enforced
by the Court; but after a great length of time the Court
will, in its discretion, refuse a monition or attachment to
enforce the bond, unless some reasonable ground for the
delay is established (%). Nor are these bonds considered as
mere personal securities given to the individual captors,
although taken in their names; they are considered as
securities given to the Court, to abide the adjudication of all
events at the time impending before it. The Court is not
in the habit of considering bonds precisely in the same
(q) 1 H. Blackstone’s Rep. p. 164.
The Alligator, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 145.
(r) Smart v. Wolff, 3 Durnford & East’s Rep. p. 323.
(s) The Betsey, 5 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 295, and p. 296, note (a).
(t) The Rendsberg, 6 ib. p. 142.
(u) 5 ib. p. 296, note (a).
(a?) The. Vreede, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 1.
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limited way as they are viewed by the Courts of Common
Law. In those Courts they are very properly considered
as mere personal securities for the benefit of those parties to
whom they are given. In Prize Courts they are subject to
more enlarged considerations ; they are there regarded as
pledges or substitutes for the thing itself, in all points
fairly in adjudication before the Court. If, therefore, a
bond be given to the actual captors to answer the adjudica
tion of the property, which should, from the locality of the
capture, or from other circumstances, be condemned to the
Government, the bail would, in such case, be answerable, in
the Admiralty, to the Government (y). But if the pro
perty at the time of capture was neutral, and delivered on
bail pending the proceedings, and hostilities subsequently
intervene with the neutral country, and, in consequence
thereof, the property is condemned to the Government, it
seems that the Court is not in the habit of enforcing the
bail bond in such cases; because the event was not origin
nally in the contemplation of the parties, at the time they
entered into the security (V). Whether this doctrine would
be sustained in the North American United States, is,
according to Story, a question upon which there is no deci
sion to guide the judgment: but he is of opinion that cei>
tainly much argument may be used against the asserted
exemption; for, the bail bond being a substitute for the
property itself, there does not seem any very conclusive
reason why it should not be subject to all the events which
would have affected the property, if still in the custody of
the Court (a).
(y) The Nied Elwin, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Rep. p. 50.
(z) Ibid.
(a) As to the jurisdiction of the Prize Court over, 1, The Distribu
tion of Prize proceeds, the reader is referred to the following decisions
in the English and Worth American United States Courts :—
English.

The Herkimer, Stewart’s Rep. p. 128.
Home v. Camden, 1 H. Blackstone’s Rep. pp. 476, 524.
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$. C. 2 H. Blackstone’s Bep. p. 633.
4 Durnford & East’s Bep. p. 382.
Duckworth v. Tucker, 2 Taunton’s Bep. p. 7.
The Diomede, 1 Acton’s Adm. Bep. pp. 63, 239.
Gardiner v. Lyne, 13 East’s Bep. p. 574.
Drury v. Gardiner, 2 Maule & Sehvyn Bep. p. 150.
Duncan v. Mitchell, 4 *5. p. 105.
Pill v. Taylor, 11 East’s Bep. p. 414.
Lumley v. Sutton, 8 Durnford & East’s Bep. p. 224.
The Ifostra Signora del Oarmen, 6 Ro5. Adm. ifop. p. 302.
Wemys v. Linzee, 1 Douglas’ Bep. p. 324.
The Alert, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 236.
Several Dutch Schuyts, 6 0. ifofr. Adm.
p. 48.
L’Alerte, 6 ib. p. 238.
The
Joseph, ib. p. 331.
The Babilion, Edwards’ Adm. Bep. p. 39.
La Clorinde, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 436.
L’Elise, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 442.
The Matilda, ib. p. 367The Frederick and Mary Ann, 6 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 213.
Bynkershoek, Q. J. P. 1. i. c. xviii. Du Ponceau’s ed. pp. 139,
American.

The St. Lam'ence, 2 Gallison’s {Amer.) Bep. p. 19.
Kean v. The Brig Gloucester, 2 Dallas (Amer.) Bep. p. 36.
Penhallow v. Doane, 3 ib. p. 54.
The Herkimer, 2 Hall’s (Amer.) Law Journ. p. 133.
Bingham v. Cabot, 3 Dallas (Amer.) Bep. p. 19.
Decatur v. Chew, 1 Gallison’s (Amer.) Bep. p. 506.
Exparte Giddings, 2 ib. p. 56.
As to Prize Ageyits, see the following decisions :—
English.

Home v. Camden, 1 JET. Blackstone’s Bep. pp. 374, 524.
S. C. 2 ib. pp. 5, 33.
Willis v. Commissioners, Ac. 5 East’s Bep. p. 22.
The Noysomhed, 7 Vesey’s Bep. p. 593.
Smart v. Wolf, 3 Durnford & East’s Bep. p. 323.
The Pomona, 1 Dodson’s Adm. Bep. p. 25.
The Herkimer, Stewart’s Bep. p. 128.
The Louis, 5 C. Bob. Adm. Bep. p. 146.
The Polly, ib. p. 147, note.
The Printz Henrick von Preussen, 6 ib. p. 95.
The Exeter, 1 ib. p. 173.
The PrincessOt, 2 ib, p. 31.
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American.

The St. Lawrence, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 19.
The Brutus, ib. p. 526.
Bingham v. Cabot, 3 Dallas’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 19.
Kean v. Brig Gloucester, 2 ib. p. 36.
The Herkimer, 2 Hall’s (Amer.) Law Journ. p. 133.
Hill v. Ross, 3 Dallas (Amer.) Rep. p. 331.
Penhallow v. Doane, ib. p. 54.

VoLi ill.
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PAKT THE TWELFTH.
CHAPTER I.
OF THE MANNER OF ENDING WAR, AND OF

RE-ESTA

BLISHING PEACE.

DIX. “In tota Belli administratione non potest se“ curus et Deo fidens animus retin eri, nisi semper in Pacern
“ prospectet; ” and again, “ Bellam pads causa suscipitur,”
are the maxims of Christianity, justice, and reason, expressed
by their noble expounder, the ever illustrious Grotius (a).
When, by use of the means of War, the invaded right
has been obtained or secured, or the inflicted injury re
dressed, or the threatened danger averted,—post juris consecutionem (b)—the abnormal state of War must cease, the
normal state of Peace must be re-established (c).
(a) L. iii. c. xxv. s. 2.
L. i. c. i. s. 1.
(b) Vide ante, vol. i. § xv.
(c) Albericus Gentilis, 1. iii. c. i.
Grotius, 1. iii. c. vi. viii. ix. xv. xvi. xx.
Zouch, pars. ii. sect. ix. p. 25 adjinem.
Wolff\ cap.- viii. De Pace et Pactione Pads.
Vattel, 1. iv. Du Retablissement de la Paix, dbc. eh. i, ii. iii. iv.
De Martens, D. des G., 1. viii. c. viii.
Ompteda, i. 49, 62, 63, ii. 604, continuat. by Carl Albert von
Kamptz, ss. 321, 331, (356, 360).
Kliiber, 2 Abschnitt, c. iii. Recht des Friedens, ss. 317, 329.
1Ieffter, ii. B., 4 Abschnitt: “Die Beendigung des Krieges, die
Usurpation und das Postliminium.” This part of the work, as indeed
the work generally, deserves careful study.
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We are, indeed, admonished by Grotius, that if a Peace
can be had, it is not ill obtained even by the
condonation of injuries, damages, and expenses, especially
among Christians (J),—for to them their Lord has be
queathed Peace as his peculiar legacy, to them the chosen
interpreter of their Lord’s Testament has made peace the
theme of his most earnest exhortations (e). If this admi
rable doctrine be too excellent for the present condition of
the Society of States, it may at least be propounded as an
unquestionable proposition of International Jurisprudence
that there is a legal as well as moral necessity that, with the
ceasing of the causes which justified the inception of the
War, the War itself should cease.
Moreover, it is to be remembered that in this cessation
every State is interested; because by the conflict between
the Belligerents every State, neutral as well as belligerent,
is to a certain extent injured; for War, as has been
shown (jf), necessarily disturbs the relations and affects the
condition, in a greater or less degree, of all States.
In the event, therefore, of a War unlawfully continued,
though lawfully begun, it would be morally and legally
competent to States who have taken no part in the conduct
of the contest, to combine for the purpose of compelling the
termination of War and the restoration of Peace (g).
The State which continues the evils and horrors of War
unrighteously, is but little, if at all, less an offender against
sufficiently safe

(d) Vide ante, vol. i. §§ xxix.-xxxii.
(e) See this noble passage, 1. iii. c. xxv. s. 3 : “Pax ergo tuta satis
haberi si potest, et malefactorum et damnorum et sumtiium condonatione non malk constat : prsecipuk inter Christianos, quibus pacem
suam Dominus legavit. Cujus optimus interpres1 nos vult, quantum
fieri potest, quantum in nobis situm est, cum omnibus Pacem quserere.”
(/) P. 57. As to what are causa belli justifies.
(g) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iv. ch. i. On Intervention.

1 St. Paul, Bom. xii. 18.
13 ]) 2
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the Society of Societies, against the great Commonwealth
of States (/*), than the original wrongdoer.
The duty which Cicero inculcates on the private citizen
with respect to Civil War is equally the duty of a State in
a War of Nations: “ Initia belli invitum suscipere, ex“ trema libenter non persequi ” (Z).
DX. There appear to be three ways by which War may
be concluded and Peace restored (k) :—
1. By a de facto cessation of hostilities on the part of
both Belligerents, and a renewal, de facto, of the relations
of Peace.
2. By the unconditional submission of one Belligerent to
another.

3. By the conclusion of a formal Treaty of Peace between
the Belligerents.
DXI. A formal declaration on the part of the Belligerents
that War has ceased, however usual and desirable, cannot
be said to be absolutely necessary for the restoration of
Peace. War may silently cease and Peace be silently
renewed, So ended the War between Sweden and Poland
in the year 1716, namely, by a reciprocal intermission of
hostilities : it was not till after the lapse of ten years that
Peace was formally and de jure recognized as subsisting
between the two kingdoms (Z).
In such a state of things the presumption of law would
be, that both parties had agreed that the status quo ante* (i)
(Ii) Vide ante, vol. i. p. 2. s. vi.
“ Caede nocentum
Se nimis ulciscens, exstitit ipse nocens.,?
Ovid, De Pont. i., Eleg. viii. 19, 20.
(i) “ Ostendistique ” (Cicero writes to Marcellus) “ sapientem et bonum
civem initia belli civilis invitum suscipere, extrema libenter non per
sequi.”—Epist. ad Earn. 1. iv. 7.
Grotius (1. iii. c. xxv. s. 3) misquotes this passage, and ascribes it to
Sallust.
(k) Heffter, p. 311, s. 176.
(l) Did.
De Steck, Essais sur divers Sujets de Polit. p. 2.
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helium should be revived. Yet in the absence of any formal
declaration it would not be concluded that the claims which
had given occasion to the War, or which had grown out of
the War, were abandoned, but they must be considered as
in abeyance. In fact, it is as difficult to predicate the con
sequences, legal and practical, of such a state of things, as
it would be to predicate the consequences of a treaty of
Peace which contained no clause of amnesty (m).

Since, Grotius observes, it is not usual for Belligerents
to make Peace on the basis of a confession from one of
them that he is in the wrong, u ea sumenda est in pactis in“ terpretatio quae partes quoad belli justitiam quam maximes
“ sequel.” This end is to be effected by one of two means,
viz.:—(1) Either by an agreement that the possession
which has been disturbed by the War shall be restored,
which is expressed by the well-known international formula
of the status quo ante bellum; or (2) by an agreement that
matters shall remain as they were at the period when the
War is ended; and this arrangement is expressed by the
formula, often little understood, though familiar enough in
its application, of uti possidetis, or, as Grotius says, “ut
“ res maneant quo sunt loco; quod Grseci dicunt s^ovtss a
s^ovac ” (n). T$ these two predicaments the learned Samuel
Cocceius adds two more,—namely (3), where a treaty is
made, in which “ nihil dictum est de damnis, injuriis et de“bitis,” or (4) in which “ paci clausula generalis amnestise
“ adjicitur ” (o).
(m) Heffter, nbi supra.
H. Cocceius, De Postliminio et Amnestia.
(n) Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. s. 11, § 2.
Vide post, Lord Grenville’s Remarks on the Treaty of Amiens.
(o) Grotius Illustratus, vol. v. p. 502 (ed. Halse, 1748).
The Times, Debate in the House of Commons, Friday, March 14,
1856.—“ The Crimean Tartars.—Mr. Holland asked the First Lord of

the Treasury whether the attention of Her Majesty’s Government had
been drawn to the position of the Crimean Tartars in the event of
peace being established, and the Allied forces, towards whom they had
shown themselves favourably disposed, being recalled ?—Lord Pah
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DXII. Secondly. As to the unconditional submission
(declitio) of one Belligerent to another.
Instances of such prostration are abundant in the pages
of classical history (p), and are not altogether wanting even
in very modern times.
But the most unconditional submission would be holden,
according to the principle of International Law, to imply a
retention of the common rights of humanity (q\ and, be
tween Christian States, of Christian humanity (r): any in
fringement of these rights would be beyond the moral com
petence of the conqueror.
The subject of the incorporation and of the extinction of a
State has been considered in an early part of the present
work (s).
DXIII. Thirdly. We have to consider the termination
of War by the conclusion of a formal Treaty of Peace be
tween the Belligerents.
The examination of this part of the subject must embrace
the following considerations :—
I. By whom the overtures of Peace may be made.

merston : When a year is terminated, in the course of which the armies
of one country have occupied the territory of another, it is the in
variable practice that there shall be an agreement between the parties
to insure a complete amnesty to all subjects of either Power who may
have been at all committed in the progress of hostilities ; and should
peace be now concluded, an arrangement of that kind will, of course,
be concluded between the Belligerents. ”
{p) The classical reader will find the formal language of a deditio in
Livy: “ Itaque populum Campanum urbemque Capuam, agros, delubra
Deum, divina humanaque omnia in vestram, Patres Conscripti, populique Bomani ditionem dedimus ; quicquid deinde patiemur dediticii
vestri passuri.”—L. vii. c. xxxi. He will find the rite and manner in
Caesar, De Bello Civili, 1. iii. ss. 97, 98.
(q) Heffter, p. 312, s. 178.
(r) Vide ante, vol. i. Part I. ch. iii.
(s) Vide ante, vol. i. Part II. ch. vi. vii.
P. 142, art. vi. of the Constitution of the N. A. United States, on this
subject.
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II. Where, or within the limits of whose territory, the
negotiations may be opened and carried on.
III. How, or according to what forms.
IV. When the Treaty of Peace takes effect, or the date
from which the operation of it becomes binding upon the
public relations of States and the private relations of in
dividuals.
DXIV. I. First, then, to consider by whom the overtures
of peace may be made.
These overtures may be made by one of the Belligerent
States, by a Neutral State acting as the common friend of
both litigants, or, by a State which is rather an auxiliary
than an ally, or which—to speak as correctly as the nature
of the distinction permits—has, as it were, been the passive
ally of one Belligerent, without positively declaring war
against the other Belligerent, without withdrawing its Am
bassador from his Court, and indeed while continuing with
this Belligerent, formally at least, the relations of amity.
This third kind of status is sometimes designated in the
books as the status of an auxiliary (t), as distinguished from
an ally.
A Neutral Power may also act as a mediator, or may
merely interpose its good offices. Between the two positions
there is a marked difference, inasmuch as the former implies
the consent of both Belligerents; the latter may be without
the consent of either, or with the consent of only one. The
good offices of a Neutral State may be accepted and its
mediation refused. In the war with Sweden in 1742,
Russia accepted the good offices and refused the mediation
of France.
The mediator must not be confounded with the arbitrator,
whose character and functions have been discussed in an
earlier part of this volume (u).

(t) De Martens, Essai sur les Armateurs, s. 50.
(u) Vide ante, p. 2.
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DXV. II Where, or within the limits of whose territory,
may the negotiations be carried on ?
This question is often adjusted by reference to consider a
tions of local convenience.
It ought of course to be the object of all parties to fix
upon a spot which may be of the readiest access to the re
spective Courts of the Belligerents. But this consideration
is often overborne by animosities growing out of or con
nected with the War, which render it desirable either that
some Neutral Territory should be selected, and not unfrequently some town of inconsiderable size and character
within that territory. These are all considerations be
longing rather to Public Policy than to Public International
Law.
All that the latter seems to require is, that the place of
negotiation shall be clearly and definitively agreed upon
before the negotiations themselves are opened. In the case
of arbitration, indeed, the Court of the arbitrator (x) is, for
obvious reasons, the proper place of the tribunal before
which States agree to argue their causes.
DXVI. III. How, or according to what forms, are the
negotiations to be carried on?
There are no necessarily fixed or unalterable rules upon
this subject, apart from those which flow from the respect
due to the equality and dignity of States (z/). If it should
appear that any question would be likely to arise with re
spect to these forms, they are the subject of agreement
before the substance of the Treaty is entered upon. The
time has gone by when one ambassador gravely and vigi
lantly observed, as is said to have been the case at the
Treaty of Byswick, the number of steps backwards or
forwards made by the other ambassadors.
DXVII. IY. We have now to consider token the Treaty
of Peace takes effect, or the date from which the operation
(x) Vide ante, pp. 2-7.
(y) Vide ante, vol. ii. § xxvii.
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of it becomes binding, both upon the public relations of
States, and upon the private relations of individual members
of States.
- The exact period of time from which the public Treaty
begins to operate is, as in the case of private contracts, the
day upon which it has passed through all the necessary
forms and been ratified: from that instant all hostilities
ought to cease, unless indeed a particular day has been
specified for the beginning of the Peace (z).
Vattel is of opinion that the Treaty does not bind the
subjects of States until it has been duly notified to them (a).
The extent to which this opinion is adopted by the practice
of States will be seen in the following remarks.
DXVIII. According to the doctrine of the best jurists,
the effect of Peace, once contracted, being to render unlaw
ful every act of force or violence between States, if a capture
be made after the stipulation is completed, though by per
sons ignorant of its completion, it must, vi pads, be re
stored (Z>), “ sublatum enimjam. erat bellijus ” (c).2
(2) “Au surplus les engagemens datent communement du jour de
Exchange des ratifications, a moins d’une stipulation contraire.”—De
Rayneval, ii. p. 113.
Vattel, 1. iv. c. iii. p. 24.
Ib. 1. ii. c. xii. p. 156;
House of Commons, 31 March, 1856 (Times, April 1, 1856).—“ Lord
Palmerston.—The House is perfectly aware, from the ‘ Gazette,’ that
yesterday, at 2 o’clock, a Treaty of Peace was signed at Paris. The
House will have seen by the announcement in the ‘ Gazette,’ that it
was determined by the Congress that the particular conditions of the
treaty should not be made public until the ratifications had been
exchanged. And that, indeed, is the usual course, for it is a mark of
obvious deference to the Powers who are parties to the Treaty.”
(a) L. iv. c. iii. p. 24.
Heffter, pp. 183-318.
(b) ‘ ‘ Effectus pacis contractse est, ut omnis vis tollatur : adeo* ut si
post stipulatam pacem ab ignorantibus aliquid captum vel occupatum
sit, vi pacis id restitui debeat.”—8. Cocceius, vol. v. p. 502 (1. vii.
c. vii. s. 864).
(c) ‘ £ Quae post perfectas pactiones capta sunt reddenda satis constat,
sublatum enim jam erat belli jus.”—Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. S; 20;
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For Peace (says the' author just cited) is considered to
be broken 44 non modo si toti corpori civitatis, sed et si
64 subditis vis armata inferatur, nimirhm sine nova causa : ”
and for this grave and excellent reason, 44 nam ut omnes
44 subditi tuti sint pax initur: est enim pax actus civitatis
44 pro toto et pro partibus ” (d).
DXIX. Abreu, however, is strongly in favour of the
lawfulness of the prize, and maintains stoutly the rights of
the captor (e). He was acting under a lawful commission ;
till that commission was directly or by clear implication
revoked, it was his right and duty to act under it. At the
time of the capture that commission was not so revoked ; the
capture was therefore legal. To the argument that the
conclusion of the Peace can retrospectively affect the prize,
he answers that a jus superveniens can never by retroaction (f)
affect the jus tertii, which is the right of the captor in this
supposed case.
The answer to the argument of Abreu appears to be that
the indemnification of the captor should proceed from the
State to which he belongs (g) : and that though individuals
are not deemed criminals for continuing hostilities after

(d) Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. s. 32.
(e) “Si la Pressa hecha despues de ajustada la Paz, no haviendo
llegado esta £ noticia del armador, 6 corsario, que la hizo, ni en la
realidad, ni en el concepto del derecho serd legltima, 6 n<5.”—Abreu,
c. xxii.
(/) The doctrine of the Roman Law, that in certain transactions,
conditio existens retrotrahitur ad initium negotii, is alluded to by
Vinnius in Inst. 1. i. tit. De Nuptiis, s. 13, n. 3.
(g) Grot. 1. iii. c. xxi. s. 5 : “ Illud obiter addam, inducias et si quid
est simile ipsos contrahentes statim obligare ex quo contractus absolutus
est : at subditos utrinque obligari incipere, ubi inducise acceperunt
formam legis, cui inest exterior quaedam publicatio : qua fact& statim
quidem incipit habere vim obligandi subditos, sed ea vis, si publicatio
uno tantum loco facta sit, non per omnem ditionem eodem momento se
exserit, sed per tempus sufficiens ad perferendum ad singula loca notitiam. Quare si quid interea a subditis contra inducias factum sit, ipsi
a poenis immunes erunt, neque tamen eo minus contrahentes damnum
resarcire debebunt.”
*
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their cessation has been agreed upon, through ignorance
of that cessation, yet they are civilly responsible before
the tribunals of International Law (A). When a place is
exempted from hostility by articles of Peace, it is the duty
of Governments to apprise with due diligence their subjects
of the fact; and to indemnify them for acts done in ignor
ance of that Peace (i).
But it is the actual wrongdoer who is to answer in judg
ment : the person from whom the injury has been received
cannot be passed over in order that it may be fixed upon
another person on the ground of a consequential responsi
bility. So, if a captain, acting under the orders of an
admiral, be the seizor, he, and not the admiral, must be
called, as the immediate wrongdoer, to adjudication (A).
DXX. It may happen that a period has been fixed
by Treaty for the cessation of hostilities within or at a
specified place, and before this period has arrived, but with
a knowledge of the Peace, a capture has been made. In such
a case, is the capture lawful? Jurists have entertained dif
ferent opinions upon this subject. Mr. Chancellor Kent (7)
adopts the opinion of Emerigon (m), that it would be unlaw
ful ; and his reasoning, viz. that if a constructive kjiowledge
of the Peace, after the time limited in different parts of the
world, renders the capture void, much more ought actual
knowledge of the Peace to produce that effect. It appears
to the writer of these pages that this reasoning is sound and
ought to govern the practice of States (n).
DXXL The effect of constructive knowledge has under
gone considerable discussion in the French Prize Courts.
It arose on the capture of the British ship Swineherd (o) by* (l)
(h) 1 Kent Comment, p. 170.
(i) The Mentor, 1 C. Rob. Adm. Rep. p. 171.
(k) Ibid.
(l) Comment, i. p. 172.
(m) Traite des Ass. c. xii. s. 19.
(n) Valin, Tr. des Prises, c. iv. ss. 4, 5.
(o) Le Porcher.
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the French privateer Bellone in 1801. The Swineherd was
carried into the Isle of France and condemned as prize. An
appeal was instituted in the Conseil des Prises at Paris :
that tribunal confirmed the judgment of the Court in the
Isle of France. We are indebted to M. Merlin (p) for the
report of the case. Unfortunately we are not indebted to
him for the expression of his own opinion, which that learned
and laborious jurist expresses his determination to withhold,
when he introduces the case to our notice. He reports,
however, at length the argument of the Advocate-General,
M. Collet Descotils, in favour of the legality of the capture.
The case depended in some measure upon the 11th article
of the Preliminary Articles of the Peace of Amiens : it was
decided, rightly or wrongly, that the French privateer was
entitled to its prize, the Swineherd, upon a variety of grounds,
the principal of which appear to have been, that the capture
was made at a period anterior to the time fixed for restitu
tion ; that it was sheltered by the Preliminary Article
which has been mentioned; that there was, on the part of
the privateer, “ le defaut de connaissance suffisante de la
fi cessation de toute hostilite ” (<7).
The exposition of the law upon this latter point by the
French crown lawyer is sound, whether the application of
it to the case before him were correct or not.
“ J’en reviens a l’opinion d’Emerigon et de Valin : je
“ pense, comme eux, qu’un corsaire qui a une connaissance
u positive de la paix avant de rencontrer un batiment qui
“ auparavant etait ennemi, n’a pas le droit de l’arreter, hors
“ toutefois le cas d’une legitime defense, encore bien que les
“ delais pour la validite des Prises ne soient pas encore
“ expires.

“ Mais qv?entend-on par connaissance positive de la paix ?
“ Ces auteurs en parlent, mais aucun ne la definit.

Je vais

(p) Rep. tome xxv. (xiii.) tit. Prise Maritime, s. 5, p.
quel temps peut etre exerce le droit 4e Prise Maritime.”
(q) Ib. p. 130.

115: “ En
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t&cher de le faire d’apres les principes de la raison, et de
suppleer par-U an silence qu’ils gardent sur ce point.
44 La connaissance dont il s’agit doit etre certaine, assuree,
44 indubitable ; elle doit emaner mediatement ou immediate44 ment de la puissance a laquelle appartient l’armateur, et
4v si Ton veut, de Tune ou de 1’autre des deux puissances
44 contractantes.
44 Cette connaissance doit etre telle, qu’elle previenne ou
44 dissipe tous les doutes, toutes les incertitudes, toutes les
44 craintes, tous les dangers que pourrait courir le corsaire;
44 elle doit, en meme temps qu’elle paralyse les lettres de
44 marque, qu’elle impose au corsaire le devoir de s’abstenir
44 de toutes hostilites, le mettre lui-m^me a l’abri de la
44 capture; elle doit enfin etre transmise par des pieces
44 authentiques et legales qui premunissent le corsaire contre
44 le danger, en se retirant dans un des ports de sa nation,
44 d’etre pris par quelque navire ennemi non encore informe
44 de la conclusion de la paix.
44II s’en faut done de beaucoup que je sois de l’opinion
44 qu’une ignorance absolue de la paix soit necessaire pour
44 qu’une saisie faite avant l’expiration des delais, soit valable:
44 l’admettre, e’est supposer qu’un bruit incertain, qu’une
44 nouvelle douteuse, qu’un rapport dont aucune piece
44 authentique ne garantit la verite, sont suffisans pour mettre
44 un corsaire dans l’obligation indispensable de cesser sa
44 croisiere, et de rentrer dans le port de son armement, tout
44 en demeurant expose au danger d’etre capture pendant le
44 temps de sa retraite.
44 Je ne saurais convenir, avec le Capitaine Black, que,
44 dans le cas d’une simple annonce de paix, non valablement
44 justifiee, le corsaire n’ait le droit d’arreter que provisoire44 ment, sauf & rel&cher le navire, sans etre susceptible de
44 dommages-interets, si la nouvelle se trouve vraie, ou a en
44 poursuivre la confiscation, si elle se trouve fausse.
44 Au moment meme de Parrestation, la saisie est bonne*
44 ou elle est nulle, selon que le corsaire n’a point ou qu’il
44 a la connaissance positive de la paix. S’il l’a, le navire

44
44
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doit etre relache avec dommages-interets; s’il ne l?a
“ point, la saisie est valable, et la confiscation doit etre pro“ noncee ” (r).
DXXII. Another case different from the foregoing has
happened, and been subjected to judicial decision, both in
England and the North American United States,—the case
of a capture made before the period fixed for the cessation of
hostilities, and in ignorance of the Peace; but not carried
into port and condemned. The vessel was recaptured after
the period fixed for the cessation of hostilities, but in
ignorance of the Peace. In both countries the possession
of the captor was holden lawful, and the divesting him of
his possession unlawful (s). The title of the owner was
completely barred by the intervention of Peace, which quiets
all titles of possession to property of this kind (t) arising
from War.
It is no longer competent to the original proprietor to
look back to the enemy’s title, either in his own possession
or in the hands of neutral purchasers.
And here it may also be remarked, that if a new war
break out after the Treaty of Peace, on account of non
fulfilment of its provisions or for any other reason, though
that may change the relation of those who are parties to it,
it can, as Lord Stowell observes, have no effect on neutral
purchasers, who stand in the same situation as before (u).
DXXIII. Having made the foregoing observations upon
the period at which Treaties begin to operate, we have now
to examine the effect of Treaties of Peace upon matters of
Public Right. In order to do this we must take into our
consideration—
“

vol. xxv. (xiii.) p. 125 ; see also p. 130.
1 Kent, p. 173.
The Legal Tender, Wheaton’s {Amer.) Digest, p. 302.
The Schoone Sophie, 6 C. Roh. Adm. Rep. p. 138.
(t) Vide ante, p. 618.
Vide post, p. 786.
(it) The Schoone Sophie, 6 C. Rob. A dm. Rep. p. 143.
(r) Merlin Rep.

(s)
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(a) The rules of interpretation by which the provisions
expressed in a Treaty are to be explained.
(ft) The rules of legal presumption, with respect to sub
jects, upon which the Treaty is silent, but which have either
been among the matters of dispute which have caused the
War closed by the* Treaty, or have arisen and been debated
during the course and progress of the War.
DXXIV. I. (a) With respect to the former the reader
must be referred to the rules for the Interpretation of Treaties
which have been mentioned in the Second Volume of this
work (x).
But, both with respect to the rules which govern the
Interpretation of Treaties, and the Legal Presumptions
which flow from the silence of Treaties, there may be said
to be four predicaments of a Treaty to which both are
applicable.
The Treaty may adopt as its basis (y)—
1. The state of things existing before the War (status quo
ante helium).
2. The state of things existing at the conclusion of the
War (usually, however inaccurately, called utipossidetis) (z).

(x) Vide ante, vol. ii. part. v. ch. viii.
(y) “Atmaximb disceptari solet, an injuries et damna ante helium
data per pacem remissa sint ? Nos quatuor casus distinguimus ; vel
enim paci adjicitur clausula, quod omnia restitui deheant in statum,
quo fuere ante helium, vel pactum est, ut omnia maneant in statu quo
nunc sunt, vel plane, nihil dictum, est de damnis, injuriis et dehitis, vel
paci clausula generalis amnestice adjicitur.”—S. Gocceii Grotius Illustr.

vol. v. p. 502 (1. vii. c. vii. s. 1864).
(z) This term is borrowed from the well-known interdict of the
Roman Praetor. He, finding a litigant in de facto possession, forbad
his expulsion hy force; but then it was expressly stated as the
foundation of the interdict, that the de facto possessor was not in this
possession by any act of violence. ‘ ‘ Ait Praetor, ‘ uti eas aedes, de quibus
agitur, nec vi, nec clam, nec precario alter ab altero possidetis, quo
minus ita possideatis, vim fieri veto ; ’ (4) est igitur hoc interdictum,
quod vulgo uti possidetis appellatur, retinendae possessionis ; nam
hujus rei causa redditur, ne vis fiat ei, qui possidet; (5) perpetuo
autem huic interdicto insunt hscc, quod nec vi, nec clam, nec precario
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3. A new state of things, composed perhaps of both the
former.
4. It may contain a general clause of amnesty, the effect
of which is a remission of all public wrongs and obliga
tions (a).
5. It may be silent as to all former public wrongs and
obligations between the Belligerents.
DXXV. The principal distinction which it is necessary
to observe in considering the Legal presumptions which flow
from the silence of Treaties is, whether the property be
moveable or immoveable.
To the eye of the philosophical jurist this latter division
may, as a matter of abstract speculation, appear strange or
untenable : but there is no doubt that to the eye of the
practical statesman it presents a distinction most deeply and
universally rooted in the laws, customs, and practice of all
civilised nations. The distinction is indeed of less im
portance in matters of Public Right, because in practice the
necessity for observing it but seldom occurs (6).
DXXVI. It is now pretty generally acknowledged (c)
that there is both absurdity and iniquity in classing territory
obtained by conquest under the category of res nullius; and
in applying, with unreasoning pedantry or sophistical in
justice, not the spirit, but the letter, of the Roman law (d),
to a subject matter which, like that of conquest, has neces

ab illo possideas.”—Dig. 1. xliii. t. xvii. The phrase uti possidetis
therefore cannot be used with strict propriety to signify the status quo
of Belligerents at the conclusion of a war**
(a) u Remit tit enim injuriam, qui se earn obliturum promittit,
adeoque hactenus quoque omnia in statu quo nunc sunt manent.”—
Cocceius, ubi supra,
1868*
(b) Vide ante, p. 618.
(c) See pp. 388, 391, tit. tercero, seccion cuarta, s. clix. of the
*{Elementos del Derecho International, obra postuma de Do'n Jose
Maria de Pando, Ministro de Estado que fue en 1823.” Madrid.

Second edition, 1852.
Pando was born at Lima, 1787 ; died at
d) Vide antei vol. i. p. 34,

Madridt

1840.
*
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sarily undergone, in all its bearings, a most important change
since the time of Justinian (e).
The shameless pretext of Frederick the Second for the
invasion of Saxony, in 1756 (jf), will not be alleged again
by the most reckless despiser of International Justiee.
Various and many Treaties of Peace fortify the sound
international doctrine that conquest and occupation (g) of
territory are distinct public acts, carrying with them very
different consequences, both to the State and to the individual.
The language of Treaties which concern the acquisition of
conquered territory is that the subdued state yields or con
cedes (A) a certain territory to another; not that the con
quering State retains or keeps possession of what it has seized,
which would be the proper expression in the Treaty with
respect to a State obtaining the recognition of an occupied
territory.
“ 11 est incontestable ” (says Monsieur de Payne val) “ que
“ le mot ceder suppose essentiellement la propriete, par con‘‘ sequent ni la guerre ni la conquete la detruisent. Ainsi
“la pratique dement le principe enseigne par le droit
“ romain et par la plupart des publicistes.”
DXXVII. Immoveable property, public or private, can,
according to the modern understanding of International

1. ii. t. i. s. 17.
xli. t. ii. 1. i. 1.
(/) Pando, p. 616, note 4.
(g) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. c. xii.
(h( E.g. in the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713, between Louis X1Y. and
Frederick William of Prussia, it is said (Art. 7), “que la partie du
quartier de Gueldres que possede et occupe le Roi de Prusse lui est
cedee a la perpetuite.”
In the preliminaries of the Peace of 1783 between France and
England, it is said, respecting the Isle of Tobago (Art. 7), “ que le
Roi de la Grande-Brdtagne cedera a la France File du Tobago.” This
island was, at the time of the Treaty, occupied under the title of con
quest by the French.
De Payneval, ii. pp. 156-7, note 35.
(e)

Inst.

Dig.

VOL. III.

3 E
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Law, be acquired under a sure title only in consequence of
a Treaty of Peace or the entire subjugation of the country
of the original proprietor. Until one or other of these
events the jus postliminii remains (i).
The question whether, if the people shake off the subjuf/ation, the jus postliminii would revive, is not without
difficulty. Pando (A) wisely distinguishes between two
predicaments :—
1st. If the subjugation presents the appearance of being
a mere temporary and involuntary submission to violence,
the state of War continues, and therefore the jus postliminii
continues (/).
2nd. If the dominion of the conquerors has been con
firmed by tlie consent, express or tacit, of the conquered —
a consent which is presumed in law after the peaceable
possession of some years (m),—then War has ceased, and
the jus postliminii is for ever extinguished by Peace.
DXXVIIL A striking illustration of the importance
generally ascribed to the presumption arising from the silence
of Treaties is to be found in the adjustment effected between
Russia and Denmark respecting the succession to the throne
of the latter country. The following is a copy of the Pro
tocol of Warsaw relative to the Danish Succession, and of
the renewal of that document by Russia in 1852 (ii).

(i) Pando, s. clxvii. p. 403: “Con respecto £ las cosas, hay differencia : 6 se trata de bienes-raices, 6 de bienes-meubles.”
“ As! pues, por lo que respecta £ los bienes-raices, tanto particulares
como publicos, el derecho de postliminio solo expira por el tratado de
Paz, 6 por la completa'subyugacion del Estado.”—Pando, p. 404 : he
cites Olmeda, 1. ii. c. xii.
(k) P. 404.
(l) Vide ante, vol. i. § cclvii., ii. § xi.
(m) Vide anti, vol. i. pt. iii. chapter xiii. on Prescription.
(n) Return to an Address of the House of Commons, dated 18 February,

1856.

'
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( Translation.)
u His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias and His
“ Majesty the King of Denmark, taking into consideration
“ the engagements entered into between their august pre“ decessors in the years 1767 and 1773 ;
“ Considering that, as well for establishing the tranquillity
“ of the North of Europe on a durable footing, as for re“ moving all that could then, or for the future, give rise
“ to misunderstandings or differences in the august House
“of Oldenburg, the Emperor Paul, of glorious memory,
“ then Grand Duke of Russia, renounced for himself, as
“ also for his heirs and descendants, in favour of His
“Majesty King Christian VII., of glorious memory, as
“ also of the heirs of his royal crown, all his rights
“ and pretensions to the Duchy of Sleswig in general,
“ and to the heretofore princely portion of that duchy in
“ particular ;
“ That in the same manner, and from the same motives,
“ His Majesty the Emperor Paul ceded for himself, as also
“ for his descendants, heirs, and successors, all that he pos“ sessed in the Duchy of Holstein, whether in common with
“ His Majesty the King of Denmark, or separately ;
“ Considering that this Act of Cession of the Duchy of
“ Holstein has only been made expressly in favour of His
“ Majesty King4 Christian VII., and of his male lineage,
“ and also eventually in favour of the late Prince Frederick,
“ the King’s brother, and of the male lineage of that prince,
“ and that the eventualities which the terms themselves of
“ this Act of Cession admitted, have already in part been
“ realised by the extinction of the male lineage of King
“ Christian VII., or may be realised at a period more or
“ less near, without the said transactions having in any
“ manner provided for them ;
“ Foreseeing the dangers which this silence in existing
“ Treaties may cause to the Danish monarchy, if, on the ex“ tinction of the male line actually on the throne of Denmark,
3 e 2
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the lex regia should receive its pure and simple application
to one part of the monarchy ;—
44 Have acknowledged the obligation and the right* as
44 successors of the august contracting parties to the engage44ments of 1767 and 1773, to come to an understanding as
44 to the ulterior arrangements most suited to the double ob
jects which they have had in view.
44 In consequence, the undersigned, after mature examina44 tion of all the questions connected with this affair, have
44 agreed amongst themselves, under the express reservation
44 of the high approbation of their respective Sovereigns,
44 and have embodied in the present protocol the points
44 which follow : —
44 1°. The objects proposed in the interest of the peace of
44 the North, as well as that of the internal peace of the august
44 House of Oldenburg, namely, the maintenance of the in44 tegrity of the Danish monarchy, can only be realised by
44 means of an arrangement summoning to the succession of
44 the whole of the states actually united under the sceptre
44 of His Majesty the King of Denmark, the male lineage
solely, to the exclusion of women.
44 2°. The male lineage of Prince Christian of Sleswig44 Holstein Sonderbourg Grliicksbourg, and of his consort
44 the Princess Louise of Hesse, unites in itself the rights
44 of inheritance, which, on the extinction of the male line
44 actually reigning in Denmark, devolve upon it in. virtue
44 of the renunciations of Her Royal Highness the Land44 o
gravine Charlotte of Hesse, of her son Prince Frederick
44 of Hesse, and of her daughter the Princess Mary of
44 Anhalt Dessau.
44 3°. Wishing on his part to complete the titles resulting
44 from these renunciations, and thus to effect an arrangement
44 which would be of such high importance and interest for
44 the maintenance of the Danish monarchy in its integrity,
44 His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, as chief of
44 the elder branch of Holstein Grottorp, would be ready to
44 renounce the eventual rights which belong to him in

44
44
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44 favour of Prince Christian of Gliicksbourg, and of his male
44 lineage.
44 Nevertheless it is understood:
44 That the eventual rights of the two younger branches
44 of Holstein Gottorp should be expressly reserved.
44 That those which the august chief of the elder branch
44 should abandon for himself and for his male lineage in
44 favour of Prince Christian of Gliicksbourg and of his male
44 lineage, should be revived in the Imperial House of Russia
44 whenever (which God forbid) the male lineage of that
44 Prince should become extinct.
44 That inasmuch as the renunciation of His Majesty the
44 Emperor would principally have for its object to facilitate
44 an arrangement called for by the first interests of the
44 monarchy, the offer of such a renunciation would cease to
44 be obligatory if the arrangement itself should fail.
46 4°. In consequence of the considerations which are
44 above pointed out by the above ss. 2 and 3, the Prince
44 Christian of Gliicksbourg, conjointly with the Princess,
44 his consort, and in their default, the male lineage of their
44 Highnesses, would have, more than any other branch, claims
44 which qualify them to succeed, if the contingency should
44 arrive, to the states actually united under the sceptre of
44 His Danish Majesty.
44 Consequently the two Courts of Copenhagen and of St.
44 Petersburg have agreed,—
44 That His Majesty the King of Denmark shall designate

the Prince and Princess of Gliicksbourg conjointly as heirs
presumptive of his crown, in case the male line of the
dynasty actually reigning should become extinct;
44 That His Majesty shall make known his high deter44 mination to the Powers in amity with Denmark;
44 That if, to ensure the complete success of this arrange44 ment, still further renunciations should be deemed useful
44 and desirable, it would be for His Danish Majesty to make
44 himself responsible for the indemnities to which just and
44 equitable claims should be established ;
44
44
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44 Finally, that the negotiations necessary to give to the
44 arrangements, in virtue whereof the Prince and Princess
44 of Gliicksbourg shall be acknowledged as successors pre44 sumptive to the throne of Denmark, the character of a
44 European transaction, shall take place in London.
44 The undersigned reserve to themselves to submit the
44 present procotol to their august Sovereigns, and to solicit
44 their high approbation in favour of the provisions it
44 contains.
44 (Signed) Nesselrode.

44 Meyendorff.
44 Reedtz.
44 Warsaw, this

TiSie 1851.”
( Translation.)

44 Monsieur

le Comte,
In accordance with the orders of my Court, it
44 becomes my duty to communicate to your Excellency
44 the accompanying Note, which I have this moment given
44 to the Minister of Denmark, upon signing conjointly
44 with him the Treaty of this day’s date.
44 In requesting you to have the goodness to take cogni44 zance of it, I have the honour, &c.
44 London, -jHSgy 1852.
44 (Signed)
Brunnow.

44

44

To Ilis Excellency the Earl of Malmesbury,
&c.
&c.
&c.”

Translation of a Note addressed by Baron Brunnow
to the Minister for Denmark.

1852.
44 The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
44 Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the Emperor of All the
44 Russias to Her Britannic Majesty, having been authorised
44 to sign the Treaty, concluded this day conjointly with His
44 London
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“ Excellency the Chamberlain cle Bille, Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the King of
“ Denmark, has been ordered to transmit to him at the same
“ time the present Note, for the purpose of recalling and
“ renewing the reserves contained in the Protocol of War“ saw of
1851; which, after having received the
“ sanction of His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias*
“ and of His Majesty the King of Denmark, was conveyed
“ to the knowledge of the Cabinets who have signed the
“present Treaty.
“ The third paragraph of the protocol above mentioned
“ is worded in these terms :—
“ ‘ Wishing on his part to complete the titles resulting
“c from these renunciations, and thus to effect an arrange“c ment which would be of such high importance for the
“ 6 maintenance of the Danish monarchy in its integrity ; His
“ 6 Majesty the Emperor of All the Russias, as chief of the
“ ‘ elder branch of Holstein Gottorp, would be ready to
“ 6 renounce the eventual rights which belong to him in
“ ‘ favour of Prince Christian of Gliicksbourg and of his
“ ‘ male lineage.
“ ‘ Nevertheless, it is understood that the eventual rights
“ 4 of the two younger branches of Plolstein Gottorp should
“ ‘ be expressly reserved ;
“ f That those which the august chief of the elder branch
“ ‘ should abandon for himself, and for his male lineage, in
“ ‘ favour of Prince Christian of Gliicksbourg, and of his
“ * male lineage, should be revived in the Imperial House of
“ £ Russia whenever (which God forbid) the male lineage of
“ £ that Prince should become extinct;
“£ That inasmuch as the renunciation of His Majesty the
“ £ Emperor would principally have for its object to facilitate
“ £ an arrangement called for by the chief interests of the
u £ monarchy, the offer of such a renunciation would cease to
“ £ be obligatory, if the arrangement itself should fail.’
“ In renewing, by order of his Government, the reserves
“ above mentioned, the undersigned, &c. &c.”
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CHAPTER II.
HOW TREATIES ENTERED INTO BEFORE

THE

WAR ARE

AFFECTED WHEN THE WAR IS CONCLUDED AND PEACE
RESTORED.

DXXIX. It seems to be a branch of the question—1,
how the public relations of States are affected by a treaty
which concludes a War; 2, to consider what effect the
War has upon Treaties existing before the War, but which
are not mentioned or referred to in the new Treaty of Peace.
Many Treaties, especially those relating to leagues for
War or for Commerce, are only contracted for a limited
period, at the expiration of which they become invalid unless
renewed. This renewal is not always expressly, but some
times tacitly (a) effected. M. de Martens observes that
more than one Treaty of Commerce entered into in the seven
teenth century was in existence towards the end of the
eighteenth century.
As, theoretically speaking, a private contract may be
tacitly annulled by a total alteration of the circumstances
on which it wTas founded; so it has been made a matter of
dispute, with respect to Treaties among States, whether a
change of circumstances subsequent to the Treaty does not
operate to the defeasance of the Treaty itself. For instance,
it was a matter of dispute whether Austria, being bound by
(a) G. F. von Martens, TJeber die Frneuerung der Vertrdge in den
Friedensschiiissen der europaischen Mdchte. Gottingen, 1797.
Biuntschli, 1. viii. § 538.
Cairo, § 729.
Jtleffter, § 122.
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the Barrier-Treaty of the United Netherlands to admit
Dutch garrisons into the fortresses which were to serve as a
defence against France, remained under this obligation after
the greater part of these fortresses had been demolished
during the War of the Austrian Succession. Joseph the
Second, in 1781, seems to have had little hesitation in
razing (b) them to the ground.
With respect to Treaties with a State which has ceased to
possess an independent existence (c), it seems evident that
the public contracts with it cease with the cessation of its
distinct personality—as with Poland after its partitions, and
the Crimea after its subjugation to Russia in 1783.
But this observation requires an important limitation.
Such a loss of personality and independence leaves unim
paired the obligations of what are usually, but somewhat
carelessly, termed transitory Treaties,—that is to say,
Treaties relating to cessions of territory, to demarcations of
boundary, to that particular class of obligations called Servitutes Juris Gentium (cT), the nature and character of which
have been already discussed in this work.
Certain Genoese families, the Counts of Casati and others,
pressed their claims to certain portions of Crimean territory
upon the Russians, both in 1779 and in 1783, at which latter
period the subjugation of the Crimea was complete. Russia
replied on both occasions that she would recognise no claims
which did not flow from the provisions of her Treaty with
the Porte. This answer, in the opinion of De Martens, was,
in 1783, whatever it might have been in 1779, bad in
law (e).
DXXX. It was at one time an international custom
that the Belligerents should, at the breaking out of War,

(b) See De Martens, Bee. des Tr. t. iv. p. 433, for State Papers on
the subject.
(c) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. ii. ch. vi. vii.
(d) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. ch. xv.
(e) Ueber die Emeuerung der Vertrage, p. 7.
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make a public and solemn proclamation that the obligations
of Treaties between them had ceased (f). That custom has
become obsolete. In the place of it has arisen the general
maxim, that War, ipso facto (von selbst), abrogates Treaties
between the Belligerents. The questions which present
themselves for our consideration are, first, whether this pro
position be true in all its latitude, of whether it requires any
—and if any, what—limitations, before it can be enunciated
as one of the admitted and incontrovertible principles of
International Jurisprudence ?
Secondly, if it be universally, or with certain limitations,
true, that Treaties annulled by War are revived by the
return of Peace without express stipulations to that effect?
DXXXI. The general maxim must manifestly be subject
to limitation in one case, namely, in the case of Treaties
which expressly provide for the contingency of the breaking
out of War between the contracting parties : and the Judges
of the North American United States were well warranted
in saying, “We are not inclined to admit the doctrine urged
“ at the bar, that Treaties become extinguished, ipso facto,
“ by War between the two governments, unless they should
“ be revived by an express or implied renewal on the return
“ of Peace. Whatever may be the latitude of doctrine laid
“ down by elementary writers on the law of nations, dealing
“ in general terms in relation to this subject, we are satisfied
“that the doctrine contended for is not universally true.
“ There may be Treaties of such a nature, as to their object
“ and import, as that War will put an end to them; but
“ where Treaties contemplate a permanent arrangement of
“ territorial and other national rights, or which in their
“ terms are meant to provide for the event of an intervening
“War, it would be against every principle of just interpre
tation to hold them extinguished by the event of War.
“ If such were the law, even the Treaty of 1783, so far as it
“ fixed our limits and acknowledged our independence, would
(/) Leibnitz, Prcef. ad Cod. Diplom. Jur. Gentium.
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“ be gone, and we should have had again to struggle for both
“ upon original revolutionary principles. Such a construc“ tion was never asserted, and would be so monstrous as to
“ supersede all reasoning” (g).
Some writers on Public and International Law go further,
and say that War abrogates only those Treaties the existence
of which is incompatible with Belligerent relations (h).
Mr. Wildmaii has expressed an opinion that “ all en“gagements subsisting between Belligerents at the com“mencement of hostilities are revived by a Treaty of
“ Peace, so far as they are consistent with its provisions” (7).
This opinion appears to the writer of these pages to
be at variance with the true doctrines of International
Law, and especially with those derived from two of the
sources of this jurisprudence, viz., the conclusions of ac
credited writers and thz practice of States (A).
The opinion (/) has arisen partly (1) from a misappre-* (l)
(g) The Society, dc. v. New Haven, 5 Curtis9 (Amer.) Reports, p. 493.
(h) De Martens, in his treatise above referred to, after stating the
general maxim, says : ‘ ‘ So gilt doch nicht eben dieses von alien iibrigen
vorhergehenden mit dem jetzigen Kriege nicht in Yerbindungstehenden
Yertragen : undwenn dieses so allgemeinvon einzelnenSchriftstellern,
und wohl gar zuweilen inoffentlichen Staatsschriften, behauptet worden,
so liegt dabei wohl noch mehr eine Yerwechselung des Ausdrucks, als
ein Irrthum in der Sache selbst, zum Grunde,”—s. 8.
He cites “Moser, Vermischte Abhandlungen aus dem europ. Vbikerrecht,”—s. 3, n. f,
(i) Yol. i. p. 176.
(k) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. ch. v. and vii.
(l) There is an able discussion upon this point to be found in the
columns of the Morning Chronicle for December, 1853.
Heffter, p. 183, s. 99 ; p. 215, s. 122; p. 316, s. 181 and s. 182,
note 1, in which the author says, “ Dieser Punkt ist und bleibt einer
der schwierigsten : ” in the text he says, “ Dagegen sind alle Yertragsverpflichtungen, deren Erfiillung erst noch in Zukunft geschehen sollte,
wo also noch eine Willensanderung in Betreff der ubernommenen
Yerpflichtung moglich war, durch den Ausbruch des Krieges zweifelhaft
und unsicher geworden, so dass sie zu ihrer ferneren Giiltigkeit einer
Bestatigung durch eine neue deutliche Willenserklarung bediirfen.”
But all private rights of subjects or sovereigns, he says, remain, as
a general rule, unaffected.
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hension of the meaning of a passage in Vattel, partly (2)
from misapplying judicial dicta, uttered with respect to
Private Contracts, to Public Treaties; partly (3), and
perhaps chiefly, from not discriminating between those parts
of a Treaty which contained a final adjustment of a par
ticular question, such as the fixing a disputed boundary or
ascertaining any contested right or property ; or which in
corporated by the common consent, express or tacit, of 'all
States concerned in its assertion and maintenance, a great
public principle into the International Code. That principle
once so incorporated, does not require reiteration in subse
quent Treaties, and, unless expressly repudiated, revives
with Peace, or rather remains unaffected by War waged
upon grounds unconnected with it.
(1 ) The passage in Vattel is taken from the 42nd Section
of his Fourth Book. “ It is ” (he says) “ of great importance
“ to draw a proper distinction between a new War and the
“ breach of an existing Treaty of Peace ; because the rights
“ acquired by such a Treaty still subsist notwithstanding
“ the new war: whereas they are annulled by the rupture of
“ the Treaty on which they are founded. It is true, indeed,
“ that the party who had granted those rights does not fail
“ to obstruct the exercise of them during the course of the
“ War as far as lies in his power; and he even may, by the
“ right of arms, wholly deprive his enemy of them, as well as
“ he may wrest from him his other possessions. But in that
“ case he withholds those rights as things taken from the
“ enemy, who, on a new Treaty of Peace, may urge the re“ stitution of them. It often happens, when nearly equal
“ success has attended the arms of both parties, that the
44 Belligerents agree mutually to restore their conquests and
44 to replace everything in its former state. When this is the
44 case, if the War in which they were engaged was a new
44 one, the former Treaties still subsist
But of what is the writer speaking ? Not of the effect of
War generally upon Treaties—not whether existing public
covenants are dissolved by hostilities—but whether the dis
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pute between the Belligerents arises out of an alleged breach
of an existing public covenant, or whether it arises out of a
new cause of offence, e.g.. a violation of general International
Bights, irrespective of any positive convention subsisting be
tween the Belligerents.
In the passage under discussion Vattel is not considering
Treaties, in which it is agreed that there shall be either an
express renewal, or a tacit revival, of former Treaties, irre
spective of the new convention between the parties. He is
supposing that the Belligerents have agreed to adopt the
status quo ante helium as the adjustment of their quarrel. In
order to ascertain what that status was, the relations of the
parties before the War broke out must be considered, and
whether, therefore, independently of this War, the former
Treaties between the parties were in existence. Now, if the
War was a new War,—that is a War on account of the viola
tion of some general right and not of a positive convention,
—then, previously to the War, the former Treaties were un
broken, and then, by the engagement of both parties to ob
serve the status quo ante helium, these Treaties are con
sidered as still existing. If, on the other hand, former
Treaties have been broken, and the War has been waged
upon this account, then a specific reneival of the covenants of
these former Treaties would be necessary. In this latter,
however, as in the former case, the Belligerents would have
agreed to adopt the status quo ante helium.
This explanation renders Vattel consistent with himself,
and reconciles the passage which has been commented upon
with that contained in the 175th Section of his Third
Book (m), in which he says that “ the conventions made with
“ a nation are broken or annulled by a WTar arising between
“ the two contracting parties, either because their compacts
“ are grounded on a tacit supposition of the continuance of
“ Peace, or because each of the parties being authorised
“ to deprive the enemy of what belongs to him, takes from
(m) Chap. x.
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“ him those rights which he had conferred on him by Treaty.55
Vattel, it will be seen, does not speak of Treaties being
suspended, but of their being broken and annulled by War.
To give a new occasion for War and to break the Peace
are, as Grotius observes, different things. The difference
between the two is important, and has a double bearing ;
first, as to the penalty incurred by the breaker of the
Peace 5 and, secondly, as to how far his act relieves the
other party from his engagement. “ Peace,” he says, “ may
“ be broken in three ways: first, by doing what is at
“ variance with the intrinsic character of every Peace
“ (faciendo contra id quod, omni pad inest); secondly, by
violating the express conditions of the Peace ; thirdly, by
“ acting contrary to that which ought to be understood
“ from the particular nature of each Peace (contra id quod
“ ex pads cujusque naturd intelligi debet) (n).
(2.) The misapplication of the doctrine of International
Law respecting the revival after Peace of private contracts,
the operation of which is suspended during War, to the case
of public Treaties, has occasionally led persons into an error
on this point (0).
The supposed analogy between the public and the private
contract is unsound. It is the State and not the individual
(n) Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. s. 27.
(o) Grotius furnishes no direct authority on this question. He
says : “ Quod vero diximus *1 jus quod ante helium fuit ademtum facilk
censeri non debere ; id in privatorum jure firme tenendum est; in jure
autem regum et populorum facilius est ut condonatio aliqua intelligatur
facta, si modo verba aut conjecture non improbabiles suppetant ;
maxime vero si jus de quo agitur non liquidum erat, sed in contro
versy positum. Benignum enim est credere id actum, ut belli semina
evellerentur. ”—L. iii. c. xx. s. 19.

1 Referring to s. 16 : “ Jus vero quod ante bellum fuit, quamquam
nemini facile ademtum censeri debet (hanc enim ob causam maxime ut
sua tenerentur res publice civitatesque constitute sunt, ut recte ait
Cicero), intelligendum id tamen de eo jure quod ex rerum inequalitate
nascitur.”
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who wages War. The contracts between the individuals of
Belligerent States are necessarily suspended during the War
of these States, but are not annulled (p) : no precedent can
therefore be drawn from the tacit renewal of these private
relations on the return of Peace, to found the argument for
the tacit renewal of public relations, Judicial decisions of
Municipal Courts of Law upon the former are without bear
ing upon the latter question.
DXXXII. The language of Lord Stowell is strong upon
this point, though his opinion is incidentally or parenthetically
expressed. He speaks of Treaties being extinguished by
War (q).
‘
It has been observed with respect to England, that in
all her Treaties concluding War she has studiously preserved
silence upon the disputed questions of Maritime International
Law, thereby reserving to herself the right in all future
Wars of maintaining her exposition of International Right
and Law upon these subjects (r) : but, as has been already
remarked in this work, she accompanied the Treaty, which
closed her last war with Russia (March 1856), with a
Declaration by which she admitted, in concert with the
Great Powers of Europe, the doctrine that free ships make
free goods. This Declaration has not yet been embodied in
a formal Treaty (s).
DXXXIII. This question was much discussed between
England and the United States of North America during
the negotiation at Ghent in 1814, England considering that
certain Rights of Fishery accorded by her to the United
States by the Treaty of 1783 had been abrogated by sub
sequent War, and giving notice that she did not intend to
renew them.
(p) Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. s. 16. Abbot on Shipping, part iv. ch, xiii.
The Frau Ilsabe, 4 0. Robinson’s Adm. Rep. p. 64. He is speak
ing, however, of a War actually existing.
(r) De Hantefeuille, i. pp. 160, 161.
(s) See Parliamentary Debates, Hansard, vol. cxlii. (1856), p. 18
&c. Et vide ante, § ccx. p. 359.
(q)
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The United States contended, on the other hand, that
the Treaty of 1783 was not one of those which by the
common consent and understanding of civilised nations are
considered as annulled by a subsequent War between the
parties.
It is to be observed that England did not wholly traverse
this allegation, but denied the application of the principle
to the provision relating to Fisheries : the Treaty of 1783,
like many others, she said, contained provisions of different
character, some in their own nature irrevocable, and others
merely temporary ; the provision in question was among
the latter (t).
DXXXIV. Mr. Wheaton remarks that the reasoning of
England seemed to confine the perpetuity of obligation to
recognitions and acknowledgments of title, and to consider
its perpetual nature as resulting from the subject matter
of the contract, and not from the engagement of the
contractor (m).
It appears to the writer of these pages that the doctrine
intended to be conveyed in the English note was in harmony
with that conveyed in the text, namely, the doctrine that
there is a distinction between the parts of a Treaty which
recognised a principle and object of permanent policy, and
the parts which related to objects of passing and temporary
expediency.
DXXXV. Nor is this doctrine at variance with the
opinion of Mr. Wheaton himself, who says in one part of
his Elements (x)
“ General compacts between nations may be divided into
(t) See the whole correspondence, British and Foreign State Papers
(1819-20), vol. vii.
See an analysis of the whole discussion, pp. 334-342, Wheaton's
Elem. (by Lawrence).
See, too, a valuable chapter in The Oregon Question examined by
Dr. Twiss (1846), chap. x.
(u) Wheaton's Elemen. (by Laurence), p. 341.
(x) Ibid. p. 332.
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“ what are called Transitory Conventions and Treaties
“properly so termed. The first are perpetual in theit
“ nature, so that, being once carried into effect, they subsist
“ independent of any change in the sovereignty and form
“of government of the contracting parties; and although
“ their operation may in some cases be suspended during
“ War, they revive on the return of Peace, without any ex
press stipulation. Such are Treaties of cession, boundary,
“ or exchange of territory, or those which create a perma“ nent servitude in favour of one nation within the territory
“ of another ” (y).
And in another part of the same treatise (z) he says, and
his observation deserves careful attention:
“ Most international compacts, and especially Treaties
“ of Peace, are of a mixed character, and contain articles
“ of both kinds, which renders it frequently difficult to
“ distinguish between those stipulations which are perpetual
“in their nature, and such as are extinguished by War
“ between the contracting parties, or by such changes of
“ circumstances as affect the being of either party, and
“ thus render the compact inapplicable to the new condition
“ of things. It is for this reason, and from abundance
“ of caution, that stipulations are frequently inserted in
“ Treaties of Peace, expressly reviving and confirming the
“ Treaties formerly subsisting between the contracting
“ parties, and containing stipulations of a permanent cha“ racter, or in some other mode excluding the conclusion that
“ the obligation of such antecedent Treaties is meant to be
“ waived by either party. The reiterated confirmations of
“the Treaties of Westphalia and Utrecht, in almost every
“ subsequent Treaty of Peace or Commerce between the same
“ parties, constituted a sort of written code of conventional
“law, by which the distribution of power among the principal
(y) Vattel, Droit des Gens, 1. ii. c. xii. s. 192.
Martens, Precis, c&c. 1. ii. c. ii. s. 58.
(z) Wheaton's Elem. (by Lawrence), pp. 343, 344.
VOL, III.

3 F
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“ European States was permanently settled, until violently
“ disturbed by the Partition of Poland and the wars of the
u French Revolution.”
It must be admitted that a Municipal Court of the United
States has denied the general doctrine of the abrogation
of Treaties by War; but this Court was dealing at the
time with a question of private property, to which the
doctrine was certainly not applicable; and the language
of the Court, though certainly going beyond the case, must
be considered, in some degree at least, as the obiter dicta of
judges (a).
But even without these qualifications, the language of the
American Court has confined its denial of the general
doctrine—that Treaties are abrogated by War—within
limits which are scarcely, if at all, distinguishable from the
position which has been maintained in these pages.
That Court expressed its opinion that Treaties stipulating
for permanent rights and general arrangements, and pro
fessing to aim at perpetuity, and to deal with the case of
War as well as of Peace, do not cease on the occurrence of
War, but are at most only suspended while it lasts ; and that
unless they are waived by the parties, or new and repugnant
stipulations are made, they revive and come again into opera^
tion at the return of Peace (b).
In 1830 a question was raised in an English Munici
pal Court (c), whether, by the ninth article of the Treaty
of 1794, between Great Britain and the United States,
American citizens who held lands in Great Britain on
October 28th, 1795, and their heirs and assigns, are at all
times to be considered, as far as regards those lands, not
as aliens, but as native subjects of Great Britain. The
28th article of the Treaty declared that the ten first articles
(a) The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel v. The Town of New
Haven and William Wheeler, 5 Curtis’ (.Amer.) Rep. p. 483.
(b) The Oregon Question, by Dr. Twiss, p. 180.
(c) Sutton v. Sutton, 1 Russell & Mylne’s Rep. p. 663. Rolls Court,
Sir John Leach.
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should be permanent; but the counsel in support of the
objection to the title contended that “ it was impossible to
“ suggest that the Treaty was continuing in force in 1813 ;
“ it necessarily ceased with the commencement of the War;
“ the 37 Geo. III. c. 97, could not continue in operation a
“ moment longer without violating the plainest words of the
“ Act: that the word ‘ permanent ’ was used, not as syno“ nymous with ‘perpetual,’ or ‘ everlasting,’ but in opposition
“ to a period of time expressly limited.” On the other
hand, the counsel in support of the title maintained that
“ the Treaty contained articles of two different descriptions ;
“ some of them being temporary, others of perpetual obli“ gation. Of those which were temporary, some were to
“ last for a limited period—such as the various regulations
u concerning trade and navigation; and some were to con“ tinue so long as peace subsisted, but, being inconsistent
“ with a state of War, would necessarily expire with the
“ commencement of hostilities There were other stipula“ tions which were to remain in force in all time to come,
“ unaffected by the contingency of Peace or War. For
u instance, there are clauses for fixing the boundaries of the
“United States. Were the boundaries so fixed to cease
“ to be the boundaries the moment that hostilities broke
“ out ? ”
The Master of the Rolls, in his judgment, said :—“ The
“ privileges of natives being reciprocally given, not only to
“ the actual possessors of lands, but to their heirs and assigns,
“ it is a reasonable construction that it was the intention of
“ the Treaty that the operation of the Treaty should be per“ manent, and not depend upon the continuance of a state of
“ Peace.

“ The Act of the 37 Geo. III. c. 95, gives full effect to
“ this article of the Treaty in the strongest and clearest
“ terms ; and if it be, as I consider it, the true construction
“ of this article, that it was to be permanent, and indepen
dent of a state of Peace or War, then the Act of Parlia“ment must be held, in the 24th section, to declare this
3

f

2
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u permanency, and when a subsequent section provides that
“ the Act is to continue in force so long only as a state of
“ Peace shall subsist, it cannot be construed to be directly
“ repugnant and opposed to the 24th Section, but is to be
“ understood as referring to such provisions of the Act
“ only as would in their nature depend upon a state of
“ Peace ” (d).
After the War of 1856, Russia and Sardinia, by special
Treaty, renewed the obligations of Treaties which had been
abrogated by the War.
(3.) The practice of States is clear upon this subject. It
receives an ample illustration, especially as far as England
is concerned, from the debates in both Houses of the English
Legislature at the period of the Peace of Amiens (1801).
DXXXVI. In the House of Lords there were two debates
upon the subject of this Peace. Upon a careful perusal and
attentive consideration of them it will be found that the
doctrine of the abrogation of Treaties by the breaking out
of War was either expressly, or by implication, admitted by
every speaker who had any pretensions to be considered
either a jurist or a statesman.
In the first debate Lord Grenville observed that “ in
“ entering into negotiation, every statesman knew that the
“ basis must be one of these two—either to take the status
“ ante helium or the uti possidetis at the moment of nego“ tiating. From one of these points every negotiation must
“ set out5’ (e).
He afterwards added, that “ he was peculiarly called upon
“ to direct the attention of Ministers to the subject of an
“ omission which appeared to him of great consequence, of

(d) The Oregon Question, examined by Dr. Twiss, pp. 181, 182.
(e) Debate on the Treaty of Amiens (1802), Hansard's Parliamentary
History, vol. xxxvi. (1801-3), p. 164.
Reported and amplified in second debate on the same Treaty, ib.

p. 690. The speeches of the principal speakers are given in the Appendix
to this volume.
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“ not stipulating for the renewal of all or most of the
66 Treaties before subsisting between this country and those
“ nations with which we had lately been at Avar” (f) . . .
66 He next adverted to the non-renewal of ancient Trea“ ties, which he would contend was a principle in the pro“ cess of negotiation equally novel and injurious; and, in
“ illustrating these propositions, he again referred to the
‘ French official papers that he had already quoted, which
“ said,c the old law is destroyed; a new public law com“ 6 mences ; ’ which principle might be most destructively
u applied by France in her future projects of aggrandise“ment; and they might well say to us, that, abiding by
“ the Treaty of Amiens, which in effect ordained a new
u Law of Nations, we had no right or title to inquire ” (g).
In this debate, too, the ex-Lord Chancellor, Lord Thurlow,
“ insisted that all subsisting Treaties were at an end as
“ soon as a War was commenced with those who were par“ ties to them. It by no means followed as a matter of
“ course that ancient Treaties were necessarily to be revived
“ and renewed in every Treaty of Peace : that must depend
“ upon the will of the contracting parties ” (A).

In the second debate Lord Grenville (i) moved an address
which in one of its paragraphs adverted to the “ immense
“ accessions of territory, influence, and power which it (the
“ Treaty) had tacitly confirmed to France.”
Dr. LaAvrence (A), Sir W. Grant (Z),—authorities second
to none upon a question of International Law,—Mr. Wind
ham, Mr. Pitt, Lord Chancellor Eldon (???.), Lord Hawkes-* (i)

(/) Debate on the Treaty of A miens (1802), Hansard’s Pari. Hist.
vol. xxxvi. (1801-3), pp. 587, 588.
(g)"Ib. p. 593.
(h) lb. p. 596.
(i) lb. p. 699.
(k) lb. pp. 674, 675, 677-9.

(.I) 16. pp. 801, 802, 803.
(m) 76. p. 725.

.
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bury (ri), Lord Carnarvon (o), speakers taking different
parts, and maintaining different opinions in the debate as
to the policy of the Treaty of Amiens, will all be found to
have admitted expressly, or by implication, the doctrine that
Treaties are abrogated by War.
DXXXVII. It has been thought that this doctrine re
specting the abrogation of Treaties by War is at variance
with the language of the English and French Ministers for
Foreign Affairs, Lord Palmerston and M. Guizot, during
the painful discussion upon that most discreditable inter
national transaction of the Spanish Marriages in 1846 (/?).
('n) Debate on the Treaty of Amiens (1802), Hansard1 s Pari. Historyv
vol. xxxvi. (1801-3), pp. 761, 762.
(o) lb. p. 714.
(p) Correspondence relating to the Marriages of the Queen and Infanta
of Spain. Papers presented to Parliament, 1847.
P. 18. Lord Normanby’s account to Lord Palmerston of his (Ld.
N.’s) conversation with M. Guizot, who said, as to the union of the
crowns of France and Spain, “ That need not be feared ; it is guarded
against by the Treaty of Utrecht.”
P. 24. Lord Palmerston. — “ The decision of the King of the French
that the Duke of Montpensier should not be a candidate for the hand
of the Queen of Spain . . . was the result of the sense which the
King of the French spontaneously entertained of what was due by
France to the faith of the transactions of the Treaty of Utrecht, and to
the just value attached by other States to the maintenance of the
balance of power in Europe.”
P. 25. “It is perfectly clear that by virtue of the renunciation made
at the Peace of Utrecht by the Duke of Orleans of that day ‘ all his
descendants, male and female, for that time and for ever, are excluded,
disabled, and incapacitated from succeeding to the throne of Spain, in
what manner soever the succession might fall to their line : ’ and there
fore the children and descendants of the Duke of Montpensier would,
in consequence thereof, be excluded from succeeding to the Spanish
crown.”
P. 47. M. Guizot says that (1) to secure the throne of Spain to the
descendants of Philip V., (2) to prevent the union of the thrones of
France and Spain, was the double object of the Treaty of Utrecht, and
contends, “ la double intention du Traite d’Utrecht est done toujours
accomplie.”
See also pp. 69, 70, 75, 76. The Spanish Minister, Xavier delstnriz,
admits the validity of the renunciation, and, by implication, the
Treaty itself of Utrecht.
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It has been said by a modern writer that (q), “ in the dispute
“ on the Spanish marriages, the French Minister had to
“defend, and the English Foreign Secretary to impugn, a
“ transaction which both knew to be too infamous for public
“ discussion ; it was for this reason that both parties selected
“ a fictitious issue” (r).
But in truth it is hardly necessary to have recourse to
this supposition in order to reconcile with the doctrine which
has been laid down the opinion that the Treaty of Utrecht,
though not renewed by the later Treaties, was nevertheless
a bar to the scheme of uniting France and Spain under one
crown.
The Treaty of Utrecht contemplated a permanent ar
rangement of National and International Rights ; moreover,
it contained the assertion of a great principle relating to
the balance of power and the security of the liberties of
Europe; it contained, further, a solemn renunciation on the
part of the Duke of Orleans, for himself and his successors,
of any title to the throne of Spain. So far as this per
manent arrangement, this principle, and this renunciation
are concerned, the Treaty is not abrogated by the omission
or the non-renewal of it in later Treaties (s'). It would
“ Lo que el Gobierno de su Majestad reconoce como objeto claro y
explfcito del Tratado de Utrecht, es la estipulacion de que las coronas
de Espana y de Francia no puedan en ningun caso reunirse en una
misma persona.”—P. 83.
(q) Letters in the Morning Chronicle, vide supra, p. 795, n. (1).
(r) “To which” (the writer adds) “Lord Palmerston might well
have demurred, when it was tendered by M. Guizot. On no other
theory is it possible to account for the declaration by a grave states
man, that England would not recognise a Spanish monarch descended
from Philip of Orleans, or a French monarch descended from
Philip of Spain. Queen Isabella was excluded by one category,
and both the Comte de Paris and the Comte de Chambord by the
other, from their respective inheritances ; but Lord Palmerston was
not so much discussing a Treaty as intimating, with diplomatic courtesy,
the deep indignation of England and of Europe.”
(s) Considerations respecting the Marriage of the Duke of Montpensier
ivith reference to the Treaty of Utrecht (London, JRidgway, 1847) con
tains a very full and ample discussion of the subject.
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require either an express waiver or repugnant stipulations
in these later Treaties to extinguish these consequences of
the Treaty (t).
(t) The suggestion in the text appears to reconcile the language of Lord
Palmerston in an earlier debate (1839, upon the Mexican blockade), as
to the Treaty of Utrecht, with the opinion expressed in the case of the
Spanish marriages. In the course of this debate, which was brought
on by Lord Sandon, as to the legality of the blockade of the
Mexican ports, Mr. E. Tennent said, “ But not only had France thus
excluded us from the profitable trade of the La Plata and the Gulf of
Mexico, but on another, and, if possible, a still less tenable ground,
she had recently taken forcible occupation, and to this hour holds
possession, of the entire territory of Brazilian Guiana, on no other pre
tence, and by no other authority, than an alleged inaccuracy in the
wording of the Treaty of Utrecht, which, it is asserted, describes in
accurately the relative boundaries of French and Portuguese Guiana.
That such an error, that a geographical error, did exist in the wording
of the Treaty of Utrecht, on this point, there could be no manner of
doubt; but it was also equally certain that it was a matter of easy
adjustment ; and by the terms of the Treaty of Paris in 1817, it was
expressly determined that Commissioners should be mutually appointed
to determine the boundary ; and that if at the expiration of one year
they should not be able to come to an understanding, ‘ the two con
tracting parties should proceed by friendly accord to form another
arrangement under the mediation of Great Britain, and conformably
to the Treaty of Utrecht, concluded under the guarantee of that
power.’ ”1
To which Lord Palmerston is reported by the historian of Parlia
mentary Debates to have replied : “ By the Treaty of Vienna—for
the provisions of the Treaty of Utrecht had long lapsed in the varia
tions of war—and by the 107th article of that Treaty, the Prince
Regent of Portugal and the Brazils, to manifest, in the most indis
putable manner, his consideration for the King of France, agreed to
restore Guiana up to the river Amazon, in the 4th and 5th degrees of
northern latitude, being the same limitation as it was considered was
imposed on Portugal by the Treaty of Utrecht.” 12
It would seem also that these expressions with respect to the lapse
of the provisions of the Treaty of Utrecht must be confined to those
provisions which related to the Portuguese territory of Guiana, and
which had been altered or affected by subsequent Treaties. On the
other hand the stipulation respecting the demolition of the fortifica1 Hansard?s Pari. l)eb. vol. xlvi. p. 914.
2 lb. Speech of Viscount Palmerston, p. 939.
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DXXXVIII. The English Minister addressed the fol
lowing protest to the Spanish Court upon the subject of the
Spanish marriages:—
w Draft of Note to be presented by Mr. Bulwer to the
Spanish Government.— October, 1846 (?^).
64 The undersigned* &c. has been instructed by his
Government to refer the Government of Her Majesty the
Queen of Spain to the Protest which; on the -------- - of
September of this year, he presented, by the special orders
of his Government, against the projected marriage of the
Infanta Luisa-Fernanda to the Duke of Montpensier.
On that occasion the undersigned protested, in the name
44 of the British Government, against the conclusion of that
44 marriage, upon the ground that it would be injurious to
*4 the political independence of Spain, and detrimental to the
44 balance of power in Europe (V), and that it would therefore
44 most seriously affect the future relations between Spain
44 and Great Britain. The undersigned is now instructed to
44 declare, on behalf of the British Government, that the
44 issue of such marriage would be held by GreatBritain to
44 be disabled by the stipulations of Treaties and by the
44 Public Law of Europe, from succeeding in any case to the
44 Spanish throne. For, in the first place, on the 19th of
44 November, 1712, the Duke of Orleans, in the Act of re44 nunciation then made by him of all eventual right and
44 title to the crown of Spain, declared that his descendants
44 were from that time forward and for ever excluded and
44 disabled from, and incapable of succeeding to the crown of
44 Spain, whatever might be the way in which the succession
44 might devolve upon his line; and this renunciation and

44
44
44
44
44

tions of Dunkirk, which was one of the stipulations of the Treaty of
Utrecht, was considered to have been abrogated by the silence of sub
sequent Treaties respecting it.
(u) P. 28 of Papers presented to Parliament.
(yi) The italics are mine. Vide ante, vol. i. § ccccii.
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“ declaration on his part having been incorporated in the
“ Treaties signed in 1713 at Utrecht, became thereby part
“ and parcel of the Public Law of Europe. Moreover, the
“ third article of the Treaty concluded in 1725, between
“ Spain and Austria, stipulates that the Crowns of France
“and Spain shall never be united either in the same person
“ or in the same line.
“ And, secondly, Philip the Fifth of Spain declared, on
“the 8th of July, 1712, that no descendant of any family
“ which might at any time reign in France should be
“ capable of succeeding to the throne of Spain ; and in 1713,
“ the same Sovereign issued a Cedula, in which he declared
“that all the princes of the blood of France, and all their
“ lines, either then in existence,or which might thenceforward
“ exist, should remain excluded from the succession to the
“ Spanish monarchy.
“ It is indisputably demonstrable that, in consequence of
“ these public acts, no person being the offspring or the
“ descendant of the Duke of Montpensier, could, under any
“ circumstances, succeed to the throne of Spain; and there“ fore the offspring or descendants of the marriage of the
“ Duke of Montpensier with the Infanta Luisa-Fernanda,
“ if that marriage should take place, would be for ever
“ excluded from the succession to the Spanish crown, in the
“ event of a failure of succession in the line of her present
“Majesty the Queen Isabella; nor could any right or
“ capacity which such offspring or descendants of the mar“ riage of the Duke of Montpensier with the Infanta might
“ inherit from the Infanta prevail against the positive dis“ qualification and exclusion which would attach to them as
“ descendants of the Duke of Orleans of 1712.
“ The British Government deems it to be its duty to
“ make this public and solemn declaration of the incapacity,
“ disability, and exclusion, in regard to the succession to the
“ throne of Spain, which would attach to any issue or de“ scendants of the marriage of the Infanta with the Duke of
“ Montpensier, if, in utter disregard of the remonstrance and
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“ protest of Great Britain, that marriage should be persisted
44 in ; and thus, if at any future time any dispute should in
44 consequence thereof arise as to the succession to the throne
44 of Spain, and if Great Britain should in such case deem it
44 proper to take part in such dispute, in support of the prin44 ciples which have been set forth in this note, it will not be
44 in the power of any of the parties concerned to allege that
44 the British Government did not give timely warning of
44 its sentiments and views.
44 The undei signed, &c.”

In a message of the President of the N. A. United States
in 1847, the doctrine in the text is strongly insisted upon:
44 A state of war ” (it says) 44 abrogates Treaties previously
44 existing between the Belligerents, and a Treaty of Peace
44 puts an end to all claims for indemnity for tortious acts
44 committed under the authority of one Government against
44 the citizens or subjects of another, unless they are provided
44 for in its stipulations 55 (z/).
(y) President's Message, Annual Register, 1847, p. 407.
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CHAPTER HI.
WHERE, HOW, AND UNDER WHAT LIMITATIONS THE DOC
TRINE OF POSTLIMINIUM MAY BE APPLIED TO STATES
AND THE SUBJECTS
PEACE.

OF STATES ON THE RETURN OF
.

DXXXIX. Where the Treaty of Peace is silent, con
taining no express or implied provision concerning rights or
property which have undergone a de facto change during the
vicissitudes of War, some rules of justice must be applied,
w'hen the War is over, to settle the condition of these rights
or this property, whether they appertain to a nation or an
individual subject.
These rules belong to the category of Postliminium (a),
a name which has, ever since its introduction into the Roman
Law, obtained universally in Public and International Juris
prudence.
It is true that, strictly speaking, the name itself appertains
to a state of War; but the principle, which the doctrine
conveys, is applicable to the state of things now under our
consideration. For the doctrine of Postliminium applies to
personal status, to property, and to obligations, and says, in
its general language, that these, being de facto freed from
the pressure of the enemy’s force, shall return to the channels
in which they flowed before they were by the pressure of
(a) Vide ante, vol. i. §§ cclvii. cclxxxix.
Heffter, s. 187.
Dig. xlix. t. xv. De Captivis, et de Postliminio, et Redemptis db
Hostibus.
Voet, t. iv. p. 642, upon Dig. xlix. t. xv.
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that force diverted from them. The principle upon which
the doctrine rests is, that rights duly acquired cannot be
permanently taken away, either by the act of an individual
or by the act of an enemy State, without the consent of the
State, to which the original owner belongs.
It is true that the provisions in the Roman Law upon
this subject are applied, almost exclusively, to the question
of Private Rights ; but, as has been often before observed
in the course of this work, the principles of natural
justice embodied in the Roman Law are applicable to
States, as well as to individuals, in their intercourse with
each other (b).
DXL. Having made these general observations as to the
effect of the doctrine of Postliminium upon the property of
the State after the conclusion of a War, and in the absence
of any express stipulations in the Treaty of Peace, it becomes
necessary to examine the subject a little further as to its
practical application.
It is a subject which has undergone at different periods,
both of modern and ancient history, much discussion, and
elicited a variety of opinions. An examination of these
opinions seems to demonstrate that there has been too often
a want of clearness and discrimination upon two cardinal
points.
1. As to the distinction which exists between the question
considered as a matter of Public, and considered as a matter
of International Law, or, in other words, between the sub
jects and the government of the same State, and between the
government of one State and the subjects or the government,
of another State.
2. As to the distinction which exists between (a) the
effect of a simple conquest or the acts of a conqueror; and (/3)
the effect of an interregnum (c) or the acts of a de facto
Sovereign.
(b) Yol. i. § xxxvi.
(c) Pfeiffer: In wiefern sind Regierungshandlungen eines Zwischenherr-
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It is necessary for the due unravelling of this question
to keep these distinctions continually in mind.
It has been already observed in an earlier part of this
work, that “ Conquest, fortified by subsequent Treaty, gives
“ a valid international title to territory” (d).
The distinction between the effect of the doctrine of Postliminium upon moveable and immoveable property has been
already the subject of remark ; it is one indeed which has
been pretty generally observed by all writers upon the
subject.
DXLI. Conquest and occupation are distinct things, go
verned as to their legal effects in various respects by different
principles and attended with different consequences. Never
theless, there is an analogy between the two, and, in some
respects, the rules of OQcupation are applicable to the case
of conquest.
Conquest is often defined as occupatio bellica ; and it so
far partakes of the nature of occupation, that unless the
conqueror has actual possession of the thing conquered he
can exercise no right over it. “ Vox ipsa capta,” Cocceius
observes, “ indicat rem ita in nostra custodia et potestate
“ esse ut eximi non potest ” (e); and Grotius, speaking of
the nature of acquisition by conquest, “ non causa aliqua
“ sed ip sum nudum factum spectatur, et ex eo jus na“ scitur ” (f),
DXLII. It has been already seen that, in the case of
immoveable property, even actual possession by the conqueror
does not confer a right of alienation, which, after the con
queror has departed, will enure to oust the original owner,
unless such a result has formed part of the stipulations of a
Treaty or been ratified by some public act of the State.

setters fur den rechtmcissigen Regenten nach dessert Riickkehr verbindlich
1819.
(d) Vide ante, vol. i. § cclxxvi.
(e) Grotius Ulustr. iii. p. 308, n. (m).
(/) L. iii. c. vi. s. 2, n. 4.
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DXLIII. It is upon this principle that the Courts of
the United States of North America have determined that
grants of territory made by British governors after the
Declaration of Independence by the Americans are invalid.
In the case of a grant of land lying between the Missis
sippi and the Chatahouchee rivers made after the Declara
tion, by the British Governor of Florida, the American
Justice Johnson said,—
“ Two questions here occur : first, whether this separation
“ had taken effect by any valid act; and secondly, if it had,
“ whether it made any difference in the case upon inter“ national principles.
“ On both these points we are of opinion that the law is
“ against the validity of this grant. It is true that the
“power of the Crown was at that time admitted to be very
“absolute over the limits of the royal provinces; but there
“ is no reason to believe that it had ever been exercised by
“ any means less solemn and notorious than a public pro“ clamation. And although the instrument by which Georgia
“ claimed an extension of her limits to the northern boun“ dary of that territory was of no more authority or solem“ nity than that by which it was supposed to have been
“ taken from her, it was otherwise with South Carolina.
“ Her territory had been extended to that limit by a solemn
“grant from the Crown, to the lords proprietors, from
“ whom, in fact, she had wrested it by a revolution, even
“ before the rights of the proprietors had been bought out
“ by the Crown.
'
“But this is not the material fact in the case; it is this,
“ that this limit was claimed and asserted by both of those
“ States in the Declaration of Independence, and the right
“ to it was established by the most solemn of all Inter“ national Acts, the Treaty of Peace. It has never been
“ admitted by the United States that they acquired anything
“ by way of cession from Great Britain by that Treaty. It
“ has been viewed only as a recognition of pre-existing rights,
“ and on that principle, the soil and sovereignty within
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“their acknowledged limits were as much theirs at the
“ Declaration of Independence as at this hour. By reference
“ to the Treaty, it will be found that it amounts to a simple
“ recognition of the independence and the limits of the
“ United States, without any language purporting a cession
“ or relinquishment of right on the part of Great Britain.
“ In the last article of the Treaty of Ghent, will be found a
“provision respecting grants of land made in the islands
“ then in dispute between the two States, which affords an
“ illustration of this doctrine. By that article, a stipulation
“ is made in favour of grants before the War, but none for
“ those which were made during* the War ; and such is un“ questionably the Law of Nations. War is a suit prosecuted
“ by the sword ; and where the question to be decided is one
“ of original claim to territory, grants of soil made flagrante
“ bello by the party that fails, can only derive validity from
“ Treaty stipulations. It is not necessary here ‘to consider
“ the rights of the conqueror in the case of actual conquest,
“ since the views previously presented put the acquisition of
“ such rights out of this case v (g).
DXLIV. This doctrine therefore of the necessity of an
actual possession, as a foundation for the rights incident
to an occupatio bellica, finds its principal application with
respect to (1) moveables, and to (2) incorporeal things or
rights. The former may be alienated by the conqueror, who
has actual possession of them, and are not subject, as we
have seen (h), to Postliminium. The latter raises a question
as to the power of the conqueror to alienate incorporeal things
or rights, which is one of no mean difficulty, and which,
indeed, ranks among the most remarkable and arduous
subjects both of Public and of International Jurisprudence.
It will be necessary to consider the
(I.) Theory of International Law, and—
(II.) The Practice of States, upon this important subject.
(g) Harcourt v. Gaillard, 7 Curtis’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 332.
(h) Vide ante, pt. x. ch. vi. pp. 615-17.
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CHAPTER IV.
THE THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW AS TO THE POWER
OF THE CONQUEROR, AND OF THE SOVEREIGN jDE FACTO
OVER INCORPOREAL THINGS.

DXLV. I. As to the theory of International Law.
An occupation of Incorporeal Things or Rights has been
truly said (a) to be what is technically termed contradictio
in adjecto. Incorporeal Things or Rights belong to the
class described by Seneca, “ quae nec visu, nec tactu, nec
“ ullo sensu comprehenduntur ” (b). They cannot in them
selves be the subjects of actual possession; they are not
external things on which the Conqueror can lay his armed
hand. They are Rights which exist in mental apprehension (c)
as connected with a given subject to which they are attached,
and with a material object upon which they can be exercised.
Therefore the Roman Law philosophically said, “ ipsumjus
“ obligations incorporale est ” (cl) ; and again,64 necpossideri
“ videtur jus incorporale ” (e).
It is therefore only by the actual possession of the subject
to which they adhere that they can be occupied by the Con
queror (/), or, as a learned jurist has happily expressed it,
(а) Pfeiffer, Das Recht der Kriegseroberung in Beziehung auf Staatscapitalien. Cassel, 1823—41.
(б) Epist. lviii. s. 13.
(c) “ Quse non sunt, sed tamen intelliguntur.”—Cicero, Topica, c. 5.
(d) Dig- i. t. viii. 1, De Divisione Rerum et Qualitate.
(e) Ibid. xli. t. iii. 4. s. 27. De Usurpationibus et Usucapionibus.
Ibid. xli. t. ii. 3, De adquirenda rel amittendd Possessione.
(/) “ Incorporalia omnino tenentur cum re cui cohaerent.”—Grot.
Illustr. iii. c. viii. s. 4, n. v.
VOL. III.

3
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“ mediantibus corporibus quibus inherent occupari possunt ” (g).
If the Conqueror, therefore, possess himself of the corpo
real thing to which the incorporeal right is attached, he pos
sesses himself of both.
The Roman Law furnishes a strong analogy in the in
stance of servitutes (A).
These servitutes, when attached to real property, could only
be acquired by the acquisition of the property itself; the
servitus could not be acquired by usucapio (i) unless simul
taneously with land to which it was attached. Now it has
been said that immoveable property cannot be permanently
alienated by the Conqueror without the confirmation of a
subsequent treaty, or of some public act of the State.
DXLVI. But a question of greater difficulty presents
itself in the case of an incorporeal thing attached, not to a
corporeal thing, but to a person.
Does the capture of the person carry with it the posses
sion of his incorporeal rights ? The language of some great
jurists is vague upon this subject: thus Grotius says,
“ Yerum est, incorporalia belli jure non primo ac per se
“ adquiri, sed media persona, cujus ea fuerunt ” (A) ; and
Cocceius, “ Res incorporales sunt, ad quarum substantiam
*c corpus non pertinet, et vel personis insunt vel rebus, quibus
“ proinde captis, simul jura ilia inhasrentia capta censen“ tur ” (/).
But it is well said by the erudite Pfeiffer (?/?), whose work
may be said to exhaust the learning upon this subject, that
neither Grotius nor Cocceius appear to have sufficiently con
sidered the essential distinction between Rights inherent in* (l)
(g) Brunleger, Diss. de Occupatione Bellied.
cited by Pfeiffer, p. 44.

(h) Vide ant&, vol. i. §§ cclxxxi. -cclxxxiii.
(i) Tb. pp. 294-6.
(k) L. iii. c. vii. s. 4, c. viii. s. 2.
(l) iii. c. vii. s. 4.
(m) P. 47.

Argent. 1702, p. 38 ;
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a thing and Rights attached to a person. In the latter case
there is not the presence of the corporeal medium through
which the Right accrues; a free man can neither be him
self the subject of possession, nor be the medium through
which a thing, in itself incapable of actual possession, can
be acquired.
Man, as the subject of right, cannot be compared to a
thing (n); his rights do not, so to speak, hang upon him as
they hang upon a piece of land; they rather proceed from
him; they constitute his intellectual or, if the expression be
allowable, spiritual property, which cannot, by the agency of
what Grotius calls a nudum factum, be separated without
his consent, from his person (o).
The jura obligationis especially consist in personal relations,
binding, so to speak, at one end the obligor, at the other the
obligee; they therefore consist in something external, which
cannot be taken possession of by the mere seizure of the
physical person of the obligor. Therefore, when a person, to
whom certain rights belong, is captured by an enemy, such
capture gives the captor only the corporeal and actual things
in the possession of his prisoner. The case of the capture
of a slave might at one time, perhaps, have given rise to
different considerations, but that is an occupatio not to be
recognised by modern International Law (p).
The possession of the creditor’s person does not give a
jus exigendi of his debts. The doctrine on the subject is
clearly stated by Burlamaqui: “ A Pegard des droits per
sonnels sur leschoses, il ne suffit pas de s’etre saisi dela per“ sonne de Pennemi pour avoir acquis tous ses biens, a moins

(n) Vide ante, vol. i. § ccxcvi.
Pfeiffer, ubi supra, p. 51.
(o) “Jura quae personae competunt in aliam personam, cum non nisi
hujus consensu sint quaesita (qui consensus non promiscuk quemlibet
spectavit, sed certum duntaxat hominem), haud quidquam simul adquisita intelligentur, utut persona, cui ista competebant, in hostium manus
pervenerit.”—Puffendorf de Jure Nat. et Gent. 1. viii. c. vi. s. 22.
(p) Pfeiffer, pp. 52, 53. *
3 o 2
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qvion ne s'empare en effet de ces biens merries duns Vocca“ sion ”(<7) : and so Puffendorf, “ Si civis ab hoste captus

“fuerit, bona istius, quae simul capta non fuerunt, non
“ adquiruntur capienti, sed ad eum perveniunt, quem leges
“ civiles ad successionem vocabant, si iste naturali morte
“ functus est.” ( This latter proposition is, of course, one of
Municipal and not International Law.) “ Quod si autem,”
he continues, fc simul eum persona hostis ipsius quoque bona
“ ceperit, sufficit ipsi ad dominium reruin captarum titulus
“ captionis bellicae, nec opus est ut istud dominium demum
“ arcessat ex persona prioris domini simul capti : adeoque
“ perinde est quantum ad jus captoris in res captas sive
“ dominum simul ceperit sive non” (r). The learned
Hertius supports, in his commentary on Puffendorf, this
position ; it is impugned, indeed, by Barbeyrac (s), but
upon the ground that the prisoner may be made a slave, and
that the possession of a slave is the possession of all that
belongs to him,—in fact is the possession of a thing rather
than of a person,—a doctrine happily exploded from the
code of International Jurisprudence.
DXLVII. It is then the necessary conclusion from
the premisses which have been laid down, that Incorporeal
Things, such as debts, do not accrue to the Conqueror as a
consequence of his possession of the person who is en
titled to them.
DXLVIII. Do they accrue to him from his possession of
the instruments or documents which contain the legal state
ment of the obligation of the obligor, which are, so to speak,
the title-deeds of the obligee ? (£). If part of the booty of
(q) Principe de Droit de la Nat. et des Gens, vol. ii. p. iv. cli. vii. s. 14.
(r) De Jure Nat. et Gent. L viii. c. vi. s. 22.
(s) “ Car aujourd’hui meme dans les pais oil l’on fait esclaves
oeux que l’on prend, on aquiert, coinme autrefois, avee la personne,
tous ses biens, de quelque nature qu’ils soient, au nombre desquels
gont les dettes actives, quelque fondees qu’elles soient sur un con
tract.”—See Barbeyrac’s Transl. of Puf. 11. 1. to s. xix. 1. viii. c. vi.
(t) Pfeiffer, p. 55.
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the Conqueror be a promissory note, can he put himself
in the place of the promisee, and exact the debt from the
promisor ?
Some jurists have answered this question in the affirma
tive ; but in so doing they appear to have been misled by
the analogies of the Roman Law (w). According to that
law the testator who bequeathed the promissory note be
queathed the money which it promised. The person who
gave up a promissory note signed by the testator to his heir
released the testator’s representative from the payment of
the money due by the testator. Acting upon this analogy,
some jurists have said, “ Quod cliirographo occupato etiam
“ debitum occupatum sit ” (x). But in the case both of the
testator and the creditor the analogy fails.
There is in both cases an intention on the part of the
person entitled to the money to transfer his right to another,
and the bequest or donation of the instrument is the bequest
or donation of the proof of his right. No other construc
tion can be put upon the act. In neither case is the res
ipsa parted with; but it is the possession of the res ipsa
which is necessary to found the title of the Conqueror.
“ Regulam ” (says a learned civilian) “ quod res ex hostibus
“ captae capientium fiant, hie applicari non posse, cum res
“ debita nondum sit occupata, liquet; nec obstat 1. 59. D.
(u) “ Eum, qui chirographum legat, debitum legare, non solum tabulas, argumento est venditio ; nam cum chirographa veneunt, nomen
venisse videtur.”—Dig. xxx. t. i. s. 44, § 5.
“ Qui chirographum legat, non tantiim de tabulis cogitat, sed etiam
de actionibus, quarum probatio tabulis continetur. Appellatione enim
chirographi uti nos pro ipsis actionibus, palam est, quum venditis chirographis intelligamus nomen venisse.”—Dig. xxxii. t. i. s. 59.
‘ ‘ Si ita cui legatum esset : Si tabulas chirographi mei heredi meo
reddiderit, heres mens ei decern dato, hujusmodi conditio hanc vim habet,
si heredem meum debito liberaverit.”—Dig. xxx. t. i. s. 84, § 7.
“ Si debitori meo reddiderim cautionem, videtur inter nos con venisse,
ne peterem, profuturamque ei conventionis exceptionemplacuit,”—Dig.
ii. t. xiv. s. 2, § 2.
(x) Brunleger, in Dissert, cit. v. p. 39, cited by Pfeiffer, p. 57,
^
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“ de Legat. III., nam ab actu benefico ad occupationem hostilem male infertur, si quis enim chirographum tertio vel
“ ipsi debitori leget, turn merit 6 jus suum transtulisse vel
“ exstinxisse praesumitur, cum ali&s nihil actum foret, quale
“ interpretandi genus absurdum est ” (y).
And another civilian says : “ Quseritur, si miles in bello
“ chirographum debitoris occupaverit, an ipsi statim jus
“ debitum exigendi et solutum accipiendi adquiratur ?
“ Respondetur negative, quia tantum censetur adquisitum,
“ quantum occupatum, chirographo autem occupato, non
“ statim est occupatum jus debitum exigendi, quod personae
“ adhaeret, et per chirographum tantum probatur ” (2').
In confirmation of these positions it may be observed, that
the creditor may recover his debt though these instruments
be lost or destroyed; because they are not the debt itself,
but one means, and not the only means, in all circum
stances, of proving that it exists.
Incorporeal rights, therefore, do not accrue to the Con
queror from the fact of his having possessed himself of the
documents relating to those rights, and it is not competent
to him to bestow upon or transfer to another what he has
not physically taken possession of himself.
DXLIX. It remains to apply these general principles to
the particular case of the seizure and confiscation by the
Conqueror of the public debts of the conquered country.
In attempting the solution of this vexed question, it is
very necessary to bear in mind the distinction already alluded

“

(y) Titius in Observat. ad Lauterbach. Observat. 1438,
Pfeiffer, p. 58.
(z) Lauterbach, Colleg. Pandect, lib. xlvi. t. iii. 16,
Pfeiffer, p. 60.
Lauterbach cites Dig. xx. t. i. § 1, De Pignoribus, &c. : “

cited by
cited by

Conventio
generalis in pignore dando bonorum vel postea qusesitorum recepta
est; in speciem autem alienee rei collate conventione, si non fuerit ei,
qui pignus debet, debita, postea debitori dominio queesito, difficilius
creditori, qui non ignoravit alienum, utilis actio dabitur ; sed facilior
erit possidenti retention
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to, between the mere conqueror and the established regent
of a country.
It is the opinion of the best jurists, fortified by reason and
practice, that, until a title indicating permanent possession
has been superadded to the temporary title of the sword, no
valid alienation of immoveable property can be made by the
Conqueror (a).
In effecting the change from conquest to established go
vernment, time (b) is of course a principal agent; but the
recognition of such government by a Treaty of Peace with
other States is the most usual and most unquestionable evi
dence. This change, however, may also be effected by the
submission of the conquered people to the new government,
indicated either by some public act of the State, or by
the fact itself, evidenced by the tranquillity of the people,
their obedience to the laws, and, above all, by the quiet
and regular administration of justice in the proper civil
tribunals.
It is manifest that the conquest which is to be the foun
dation of empire must not be the mere conquest of a capital
(victoria p articularis), but of a country (victoria universalis).
“ Quoniam illi,” says Wolff (c), “ quos gens sua ad versus
“ vim hostilem defendere nequit, non amplius eidem obli(a) “ II faut bien prendre garde, que la guerre ou la conquete, con
sider^ en elle-meme, n’est pas proprement la cause de cette acquisition ;
elle n’est pas la source ou l’origine immediate de la souverainetd, c’est
toujours le consentement du peuple, ou exprks ou tacite ; sans ce consentement l’6tat de guerre subsiste tou jours ; la guerre n’est done, h
proprement parler, que Voccasion de l’acquisition de la souverainet^.”—
Burlamaqui, vol. ii. p. iv. ch. viii. s. 2.
“ Si les peuples, traites non plus en ennemis, mais en vrais sujets, se
sont soumis k un gouvernement legitime, ils reinvent d^sormais d’un
nouveau souverain, ou ils sont incorpores k l’etat conqu6rant, ils en
font partie, ils suivent sa destinee ; ” but a contrary result follows,
“ si son vainqueur n’a point quitt6 l’ep^e de conqu^rant, pour prendre
le sceptre d’un souverain Equitable et pacifique.”—Vattel, 1. iii, c. xiv,
s. 213.
(b) Vide ante, vol. i. § cclvi.
(c) Jus Gentium, s. 868,
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gantur et imperium ejusdem in ipsos extinguitur, jure se
“ subjicere possunt imperio hostis et ejus fieri cives. Victus
“ victoris imperio jure se subjicit, sive id fiat pacto, sive ipso
“jacto, quatenus eidem non resistit, seu animum resistendi
“ deponit vel deponere cogitur.”
.
Does the same change—the same establishment of sove
reignty (imperium) upon the foundation of conquest—which
empowers the new Sovereign to alienate immoveable pro
perty, empower him also to deal with the public credits and
debts ?
“ Potest imperium victoria adquiri,” Grotius says, “ ut
“ est in rege aut alio imperante, et tunc in ejusjus succeditur ”
(d). The Conqueror succeeds, according to the commentary
of Cocceius, “in omne id quod publici juris seu populi est” (e).
Like the lawful heir, he has succeeded to the universum
jus.
And therefore Grotius argues, “ Res universitatis
“ eorum fiunt qui sibi subjiciunt universitatem: . . . ergo et
“ incorporalia jura, quae universitatis fuerant, fient victoris
“ quatenus velit ” (/) ; or, as it is still more forcibly stated by
Cocceius, “ Si hostis jure ultimas victories imperium perpetuum
“ nactus est, publica nomina, ut omnia jura civitatis publica,
“ sibi adquirit, quae proinde aliis donare potest ” (g).
This is to be understood, however, of an imperium esta
blished over the whole State, and not over a particular part of
it. Upon this point the Private Law of the Romans furnishes
a striking analogy. By that law the possessor of a whole build
ing acquired, by reason of this possession, a prescriptive
right over the immoveable appurtenances of it; but if any
of these were separated from the building itself, then the
fact of the former possession of the whole could not be used
“

(d) L. iii. c. viii. s. 2. n. 3.
(e) H. Cocceii Grot. Ittustr. t. iii.
S. Cocceii Introd. in Grot. Illustr.

(/) L. iii. c. viii. s. 4.
(g) De Jure Postlimin. in Pace
cited by Pfeiffer, p. 88, n. r.

p. 192. Prop. iv.
Diss. xii. s. 752.

et Amnestid,

t. i. p. 1113, ss. 15, 10,
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in aid of the title to the part, but a new prescription was
invoked, adapted to the character of the severed part (A).
“ If,” says Savigny, in his great work on the Law of
Possession («), “ I possess a carriage, in which is a wheel
“ which has been stolen, and the defect in the original title
“ to which, therefore, prescription does not heal, I may never
theless acquire a valid title to the carriage as a whole,
“ which will include the wheel as a part: but if I separate
“ the wheel, from the carriage, the original character of the
“ part returns, and vitiates the title of its possession.”
' ;
So if the active debt (activum) of the State be not locally
within the imperium of the conquering ruler, he does
not acquire a title by which he can dispose of it, much
less can he do so if he have not an imperium over the
whole State, and if by the exercise of a simple jus victoris he
attempt to separate the active debt, not in his possession,
from the State to which as a whole it is attached.
DL. It becomes necessary, therefore, for the due consi
deration of the question, whether the debts due to a State
are subject to the imperium of the conquering ruler, to
inquire in what place they are situated.
They may be,
1. In the country which is actually taken possession of.
2. In an unconquered or neutral country.
3. In the country of the Conqueror.
DLL (1.) If the debts due to a State (K)(Staatscapitalien)
be actually situated in the country of which permanent

(h) Dig. xli. t. iii. 23, De Usurp, et Usucap.
(i) Becht des Besitzes, s. 22. (260.)
(k) Vattel says (1. iii. c. v. s. 77) : “Au nombre des choses appartenantes k l’ennemi sont les choses incorporelles, tous ses droits, noms et
actionsand he adds, “La guerre nous donne sur les sommes
d’argent que des nations neutres pourraient devoir k notre ennemi, les
memes droits qu’elle peut nous donner sur ses autres biens ; ” but he
does not mean that such money can be lawfully acquired without the
consent of the neutral State ; in giving which consent she would lose
her character of neutrality.
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possession is taken, and over which an imperium is exercised,
it is clear that if these debts are actually collected from the
debtors, they fall within the imperium of the Conqueror.
If they are of the nature of hypothecations {jura realia,
actiones reales) attached to particular portions of conquered
land, and are called in and brought within the possession of
the Conqueror, he may make a valid disposition of them.
DLII. (2.) If the debts due to the State be situated not
in the conquered country, but either in an unconquered
or in a neutral country, there is no doubt that they are not
within the imperium of the Conqueror. There cannot be a
more unquestionable maxim of International Law. “ Quodsi
“ ergo,” Woltf says, “ belligerator in territorio pacato jus
“ quoddam sibi arrogaret in res hostiles, id fieret contra jus
“ domini territorii, consequenter eidem faceret id quod non
“licet” (7).
If, indeed, an actual seizure of enemy’s funds did take
place in a neutral territory, it must be admitted that these
funds would be actually acquired and might be alienated by
the Conqueror, because it is the nudum factum upon which
the occupatio bellica is founded. It is said by a civilian (m)
of great learning upon this point, “ Quo autem loco res hos“ tium deprehendantur, nihil interest, etiamsi in territorio
“ tertii vel confoederati. Dominus tamen territorii prohibere
“ potest, ne quid hostiliter ibi fiat, et si contra hanc prohibi“ tionem aliquid factum sit, de eo, tamquam de delicto, pos“ cere potest, ut sibi satisfiat. Ceterum captum capientis jit,
“ quia prohibitio conditionem rei hostilis non mutat ” {n).(l)
(l) Cap. vii. s. 833.
(m) Lauterbach, Colleg. Pandect, lib. xlix. t. xv. s. 7, cited by Pfeiffer,
p. 109.
(n) Founding himself upon this analogy, uNec interest, quod ad
feras bestias et volucres, utrum in suo fundo quisque capiat, an in alieno.
Plank, qui in alienum fundum ingreditur venandi aut aucupandi
gratis, potest a domino, si is provident, prohiberi ne ingrediatur.
Quicquid autem eorum ceperis, eousque tuum esse intelligitur donee
tua custody coercetur.”—Inst. 1. ii. t. i. s. 12; Dig. xli. t. i. s. 3. § 1.
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DLIII. The general rule, however, remains, that neither
nor immoveable, corporeal nor incorporeal property
situate within or to be extracted from ^neutral or an uncon
quered land, can be considered as among the acquisitions of
the Conqueror.
As to enemy’s property situate in the territory of an ally—
it seems difficult to distinguish between this case and the
case of property found in the territory of the Conqueror, in
asmuch as allies, for the purposes of the war, are considered,
as has been shown (o), to be one State. No seizure of pro
perty in such place could, however, take place without the
full consent of the ally.
DLIV. (3.) If the debts due to the enemy State be
situate in the Conqueror’s own country, they cannot be ac
quired upon the principle on which debts in the conquered
country are seized; they are not a part of the bellica occu
pation they are not captured simultaneously with the land in
which they are situate, but they are acquired on the prin
ciple that, when war has broken out, a belligerent has a right
to compel his own subjects to pay to their own State the
debts due from them to the enemy State. Bynkershoek
discusses this subject in one of his celebrated “ Qucestiones
“ Juris Publici ” (p). He asks the question, “ Hostium action es
“ et credita quae apud nos invenirentur, an exorto bello recte
“ publicentur ? ” He answers the question in the affirmative ;
and though, in the beginning of the chapter, he speaks some
what loosely, as if the foundation of the right to confiscate
them accrued upon the principle that, after the declaration
of war, enemy’s property in an enemy’s country necessarily,
and without an act, changed owners, towards the end of the
chapter he shows that such was not his meaning, but that
there must be an actual possession of the subject of the
enemy’s obligation before it can be dealt with as Conqueror’s
moveable

(o) Vide anU, pp. 126, 127.
(p) L. i. c. vii.
Vide ante, vol. ii. § xc. as to Russo-Dutch Loan.
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booty. No writer has more clearly laid down the true prin
ciples of the law upon this question : “ Quod dixi,” he says,
“ de actionibus rect& publicandis, ita demum obtinet, si,
“ quod subditi nostri hostibus nostris debent, princeps a
“ subditis suis reverd exegerit. Si exegerit, recte solutum
<c est, si non exegerit, pace facta reviviscit jus pristinum cre“ ditoris, quia occupatio, quae bello fit, magis in facto quam
“ in potestate juris consistit. Nomina igitur non exacta
“ tempore belli quodammodo intermori videntur, sed per
u pacem, genere quodam postliminii, ad priorem dominum
“ reverti. Secundum haec inter gentes fere convenit, ut,
“ nominibus bello publicatis, pace deinde facta exacta cen“ seantur periisse et maneant extincta, non exacta autem re“ viviscant et restituantur veris creditoribus.”
DLV. We have seen when and in what circumstances
the right of the Conqueror may be so exercised as to
acquire a title to possess and to alienate both immoveable
and incorporeal property. Two conditions, we have seen,
are requisite—the Conqueror must have become Regent of
the country, and he must have reduced into his actual pos
session the property ; in other words, the tide of conquest
must not only have overflowed the land and then retreated,
but, after its ebb, the fabric of a de facto regular government
must have been established upon the soil which the inunda
tion has ceased to cover.
DLVI. But here another question arises. Assuming
that the conquest has subsided into government, the Con
queror being changed into the Regent, and yet that after a
lapse of time the former Sovereign and the former Govern
ment return, and having returned, claim, at the hands of their
debtor, the payment of the debt, which he has discharged,
during the interregnum, to the Sovereign or Government de
facto, does it follow that, if this Sovereign and Government
had the right to exact the debt, it was the debtor’s duty to
pay it ? are the two propositions convertible ? Or, if so,
may not the original creditor demand a second payment ?
Bynkershoek, as we have just seen, says that the debt is
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satisfied and extinct. And such is unquestionably the opinion
both of the greater number and of the most able jurists ; such
is the conclusion from many analogies of the Roman Law;
such is the language of Treaties, which latter are about to be
considered under the head of International Practice on this
subject.
DLVII. Rut in order to arrive at this conclusion of law
respecting the extinction of the debt paid by the State debtor
to the executive authority de facto of the State, founded
upon conquest, certain conditions are required by reason,
justice, practice, and the analogies of positive, especially
Roman, Law.
These conditions are as follows (q):—
I. As a general rule, the public authority to wThich the
debt is paid, and from which a receipt is taken, should be
that to which the country is actually subject at the time of
the payment; it must, as has been said, be the established
authority of a Regent grafted upon the bare right of the
Conqueror. There can be no doubt, therefore, as to the
legality of the payment, if the legitimate Sovereign has by
a treaty, either before or after the payment, recognised the
Government de facto to which the payment is made, or if
the legitimate Sovereign has assented, either by a declara
tion expressed or implied upon the subject, or by treaty with
some third Power, to any special act of the de facto Govern
ment.
II. If, however, the payment be made to a mere Con
queror, it may nevertheless be valid; but then a burden of
proof lies upon the debtor to show—
1. That the sum was actually paid; for an acquittance or
a receipt, without actual payment, is no bar to the demand
of the original creditor.
2. That it was due at the very time it was paid.

(q) Pfeiffer, pp. 161-4.
Kliiber, ss. 258, 259.
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3. That the payment had not been delayed by a mora (r)
on the part of the debtor, which had thus operated to defeat
the claim of the original creditor.
4. That the payment had been compulsory,—the effect of
a vis major upon the debtor,—not necessarily extorted by the
use of physical force, but paid under an order, the disobedi
ence to which was threatened with punishment.
The debtor, therefore, must either have been a subject of
the Conqueror, or a resident within the country subject to
his military power. The dweller in a land not subject to this
power cannot plead compulsion as a justification for paying
the debt to a person whom he knew not to be his creditor.
5. That the constitutional law of the State recognised the
payment to the Conqueror as valid.
It is not a necessary condition, but it is a substantive
defence against the original creditor, if the money paid has
been applied to his benefit; thus, in the case of a State cre
ditor, if the money has been applied to the benefit of the
State, if there has been what civilians term a versio in rem.

(r) J. Voei speaks very clearly upon this matter : “ Illud circa mercedis prsestationem prsetermittendum non est, cogendos haud esse prmdiorum conductores ad mercedem locatori iterato solvendam, si earn
hostibus, ea regione ad tempus potitis, bond fide ac sine collusione solvere
compulsi sint, nec ante hostilem occupationem in mora solvendi fuerin
ex more regionis” Nor (he says) does the analogy of the Roman Law
respecting the invalidity of payment made to a robber affect the prin
ciple, “ cum prrndo illic accipiaturpro malm fidei possessore, qui privatus
est, ac neque vi coegit ad solvendum, neque, si vi compulisset, ullo id
fecisset jure : contra, qukm est in hostibus, qui belli jure ex jure gen
tium muniti, et per hoc k prsedonibus etiam publicis distincti sunt.”—
L. xix. t. ii. s. 28.
4‘Quod te mihi dare oporteat, si id postea perierit, quam per te
factum erit, quo minus id mihi dares, tuum fore id detrimentum con
stat.”—Dig. xii. t. i. s. 5 (DeBeb. Gred.)
“Debitoribus hostium, civibus suis, ut veniente die solutionis solvant
sibi, imperare potest.”—Wolff,, c. vii. s. 840.
‘ ‘ Le souverain peut done confisquer les dettes de cette nature ” (that
is, debts due from his subjects to the enemy), “ si le terme du payement
tombe au temps de la guerre.”—Vattel, 1. iii. c. v. s. 77.
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DLVIII. It is a corollary to this proposition* that any
money expended for the benefit of the creditor to preserve
property which would otherwise perish (res alias jperitura)
must be deducted from the principal debt. The original
owner is, on the same principle, bound to indemnify the in
termediate owner for any improvements which have been
made in the recovered property, according to the maxim of
jurisprudence, “ Petitor ex aliena jactura lucrum facere non
“ debet ” (Y).
DLIX. There is a means of adjusting all difficulties, and
of healing all controversies which might otherwise arise at
the return of peace, on the subject of transactions which
have taken place more or less under the influence of the
enemy during the war: this means is the public declaration
of an amnesty, which generally does form part of the treaty
which concludes the war, and which always ought to do so.
It is of course understood that the State against whom the
amnesty is to be urged has been a party to the treaty.
The general effect of an amnesty is accurately stated by
Cocceius in the following terms: “ Post amnestiam nec
“ debitor noster, cujus, cum in hostium potestate esset,
“ debitum publicatum ab hoste vel remissum est, amplius
“ conveniri potest; nec vice vers& creditor, cui hostis, cum
“ in ejus potestate esset, nomen abstulit, id post amnestiam
“ repetet, adeo ut, licet ipse debitor, qui ab hostium partibus
“ est, compulerit eum, ut accepto tulerit, non tamen con“ veniri possit, quia creditor allegare injuriam acceptilationis
“propter amnestiam non potest. At, si creditor sit e gente
“ pacata, non obstante ulla amnestia is debitum petit, quia
“ pactio amnestise hostes tantum, inter quos contrahitur,
u eorumque subditos, non autem tertium populum, ob“ ligat ” (t).
(s) Dig. v. t. iii. 31, De Hatred. Petitione.
(t) H. Cocceii Diss. de Postliminio, sect. v. § § 10, 11.
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CHAPTER V.
INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE AS TO
CONQUEROR AND

THE POWER OF THE

THE SOVEREIGN

DE FACTO, OVER

INCORPOREAL THINGS.

DLX. Having considered the theory of International
Jurisprudence, it remains to inquire (a) what has been the
practice of States upon the subject, which must be evidenced
by the (I.) history of their public Acts, and (II.) Treaties (h).
DLXI. With respect to the former, it is to be observed,
that they include acts between States, and acts between a
State and the individuals of another State.
The historical event (c), which has furnished the text for
almost every commentator upon this subject, happened a
very long while ago, and the record of it has been strangely
and incidentally preserved.
,
We learn from the Oratorical Institutes of Quintilian (d),
that after the conquest of Thebes, Alexander the Great
found documents in which the Thessalians acknowledged
(a) Vide ante, p. 829 ; and vol. i. § xliv.
(b) Vide ante, vol. i. § xlix.
,
Pfeiffer, p. 165, has some very good remarks on the value of historical
evidence of International Practice.
(c) “ Sit exempli gratia proposita controversia, quse minime com
munes cum aliis quaestiones habet.”—Quintil. vide infra.
(d) V. 10 (ed. Burman, 1720, p. 431): “Cum Thebas evertisset
Alexander, invenit tabulas, quibus centum talenta mutua Thessalis
dedisse Thebanos continebatur. Has, quia usus erat commilitio Thessalorum, donavit his ultro. Postea restituti k Cassandro Thebani
reposcunt Thessalos. Apud Amphictyonas agitur. Centum talenta
et credidisse eos constat et non recepisse. Lis omnis ex eo, quod
Alexander ea Thessalis donasse dicitur, pendet.”
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themselves to have borrowed a hundred talents from the
Thebans. The Thessalians had been allies of Alexander*
and in return for their aid he gave them the documents
■which contained the acknowledgment of their debt. The
Thebans, nevertheless, being subsequently reinstated in the
possession of their state by Cassander, demanded payment of
their debt from the Thessalians.
It was admitted on all hands that the hundred talents
had been borrowed and not been repaid : the question of law
depended upon the validity of the gift by Alexander.
The cause was heard before the great International Tri
bunal of Greece, the Amphictyonic Council. What the
decision was we are not told ; but it is inferred from Quin
tilian’s silence that it was in favour of the Thessalians (e).
He says, “ Et prima quidem actio facilis ac favorabilis
“ repetentium jure quod vi sit ablatum, sed hinc aspera et
“ vehemens quaestio exoritur de jure belli; dicentibus
“ Thessalis, hoc regna, populos, fines gentium atque urbium
“eontineri.” But says the great preceptor of oratory,
“ inveniendum contra est quo distet haec causa a ceteris,
“ quae in potestatem victoris venirent ” (f). And he ob
serves, that various distinctions may be taken:—

(e) JErodius says : “ Placuit Thessalos petitione liberari. Ita enim
arbitror Amphictyones judicasse postquam id & Quintiliano est praetermissum.”—Berum Judicatarum Pandectce, 1. ii. tit. ii. c. i. cited by
Pfeiffer, p. 172, note u.
(/) “ Dicamus in primis, in eo, quod in judicium deduci potest, nihil
valere jus belli ; nec armis erepta, nisi armis posse retineri. Itaque,
ubi ilia valeant, non esse judicem : uhi judex sit, ilia nihil valere. Hoc
inveniendum est, ut adhiberi possit argumentum. Ideo captivos, si in
patriam suam redierint, liberos esse, quia bello parta non nisi eadem vi
possideantur.
Proprium est et illud causae, quod Amphictyones
judicant : ut alia apud centumviros, alia apud privatum judicem in
iisdem quaestionibus ratio sit. Turn secundo gradu, non potuisse
donari a victore jus, quia id demum sit ejus, quod ipse teneat: jus autem,
quod sit incorporate, apprehendi manu non posse. Hoc reperire difficilius quam, quum inveneris, arguments adjuvare, ut alia sit conditio
heredis, alia victoris, quia ad ilium jus, ad hunc res transeat.”
VOL. III.
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First, it might have been contended that the jus belli in
a Court of Law could not be pleaded.
Secondly, that a right (jus) could not be the subject of
gift by a conqueror; that he could only dispose of what he
was actually seised or possessed (quod ipse teneat). Rights
(jura) devolved, indeed, upon a civil heir, but only things
themselves (res ip see) upon a military conqueror (g).
Again, that the title to a national debt (jus publici crediti)
could not be disposed of while one member of the com
munity survived; and other less important arguments, by
way of rhetorical exercitation, are suggested. To all of
which, it may be observed, Puffendorf (h) suggests answers.
DLXII. The great majority of jurists, however, reject
the suggestions of Quintilian, and support the supposed
decision of the Amphictyons; but it must not be therefore
concluded that they contravene the principles which were
laid down, when the International Theory was considered,
respecting the conditions which are necessary to establish
the legality of such a transfer of such Incorporeal Property.
The jurists argue that Alexander had become so entire
and absolute a master of Thebes,—the heir as it were and
universal successor to a defunct and extinguished state,—that
he was possessed of every thing and right appertaining to
that city: and on the other hand, those who contend against
(g) Grotius, as has been already observed, is of opinion that pos
session of the 'person carries with it possession of his rights. He says
(1. iii. c. viii. s. iv.) : “Ergo et incorporalia jura, quae universitatis
fuerant, fient victoris quatenus velit. Sic Alba vict&, quae Albanorum
jura fuerant sibi vindicarunt Romani. Undk sequitur omnino liberatos
Thessalos obligatione centum talentorum, quam summam cum ipsi
Thebanis deberent, Alexander Magnus Thebarum dominus factus jure
victorhe ipsis donaverat; neque verum quod pro Thebanis apud Quintilianum adfertur, id demum victoris esse quod ipse teneat; jus quod
sit incorporale apprehendi manu non posse ; aliam conditionem esse
heredis, aliam victoris, quia ad ilium jus, ad hunc res transeat. Nam
qui dominus est personarum, idem et rerum est, et juris omnis quod
personis competit. Qui possidetur non possidet sibi, nec in potestate
liabet qui non est suae potestatis.’’
(h) Jus Nat. et Gent. 1. viii. c. vi. p. 24.
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the validity of the gift, do so on the ground that the abso
lute and entire dominion over the universal successorship to
Thebes had not accrued to Alexander (i).
DLXIII. The next classical example is that furnished*
about a hundred years later, by the war of Antiochus, King
of Syria* with the Romans.
The Rhodians were the allies of the Romans, but the
vicinity of their island to the Syrian coast caused a great
commercial intercourse between them and Syria; and when
the Rhodian was united to the Roman fleet, it might have
been supposed that Antiochus would have resorted, as one
means of defence* to the confiscation of the Rhodian
property, consisting of houses and debts, within the Syrian
dominions. But the peace of 189 b.c. provided that the
statics quo ante helium should be replaced, and especially
that the houses of the Rhodians should be restored, what
was due to them paid, and what had been confiscated made
good to them(^).* 1
(i) “Alexander videri Thebanorum universalis successor potuit, quo
niam eversse Thebse et itaque mortem passae erant. Fuit Alexander
princeps ac dominus, non urbis modo, sed et civitatis, quam redegerat
sub se universam,”—Alb. Gentilis de Jure Belli, 1. iii. c. v.
“Thebae interierunt, adeoque et jura ei inhaerentia; jure victoriae
omne jus civitatis Thebae in victorem transiit; Thebani non amplius sui
juris erant, omne eorum jus in victorem transiit ; dissoluta civitate eundem populum non censeri, nec’postliminio restitui potuit ; sed ex nov&
gratia victoris populus factus est.”—Cocceii Grotius Illustratus, t. iii.
pp. 202, 236, 237.
“ Lorsqu’Alexandre fit present aux Thessaliens de la somme qu’ils
devaient aux Thebains, il 6toit maitre absolu de la republique de
Thebes, dont il detruisit la ville et fit vendre les habitants.”—Vattel,
1. iii. c. xiv. s. 212.
“ Quoniam Alexander non universalis et juris successor est, sicuti
heres aut bonorum possessor, sed particulars et rerum singularum, ut
emtor aut donatarius, quia victores earum demum rerum domini sunt
jure belli, quae manu capi possunt.”—Hotman, Quaest. Illustr. Qu. 5,
cited by Pfeiffer, p. 180.
‘ ‘ Alle Meinungsverschiedenheit besehrankt sich auf die Beurtheilung
des historischen Stoffes.”—Pfeiffer, p. 180.
(k) Polybii Histor. Excerptx Legationes, c. xxxv.
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DLXIV. The Macedonian city Dyrrachium was fre
quently the scene of the civil war between Caesar and
Porapey. The citizens appear to have inclined to Caesar. He
had remitted to them the payment of a debt which they
owed to Caius Flavius, the friend of Decius Brutus. Cicero
was the friend both of Dyrrachium (/) and Brutus. He
appears to have been appealed to on behalf of Flavius (m).
The course which he took is, however, uncertain ; but it is
certain that Brutus, a statesman, and well versed in public
law, considered the refusal of Dyrrachium to discharge the
debt contrary to law. The jurists who have commented on
this transaction have agreed in this opinion, but upon
various grounds ; partly, because in a civil war there could
be no occupation properly speaking {n) ; partly, because it
was a private and not a public debt (0),—(but this distinction
is one of the refinements of modern International Law,
and, indeed, rather appertains to comity than strict law,)—
partly, for both these reasons together (p). Pfeiffer points
out that the titulus imperii under which Alexander acted
was w7anting to Caesar, especially regard being had to the
fact that the Dyrrachian debt was due to a private indi
vidual (^).
DLXV. The first example of modern times occurs in
the fourteenth century. A Fleming lent a Frenchman a
thousand crowns ; the time of payment arrived, the money
was not paid. The Fleming sued the Frenchman in a
French Court of Justice. The Frenchman contrived to pro
tract the litigation until war broke out between Flanders(l)

(l) Epist. ad Atticum, 1. iii. note 22 ; Ad Familiares, 1. xiv. note 1.
(m) Epist. ad Brutum, note 6.
(n) Grotius, 1. iii. c. viii. s. 4, § 3 : “ Imitatus fuit factum Alexandri

Caesar, donato Dyrrachinis aere alieno, quod nescio cui adversarum
partium debuerant. Sed hie objici poterat bellum Caesaris, non ex eo
esse genere de quo jus hoc gentium constitutum est.”
(0) PL. Cocceii l. c. cited by Pfeiffer, p. 185.
(p) JErodius, l. c. c. ii. cited by Pfeiffer, ib.
(<]) -Pfeiffer, p. 185.
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and France. The money was then paid by the debtor into
the French Treasury. After the peace the Fleming again
demanded his debt: the Frenchman defended himself by
alleging the payment to the Royal Treasury. The Flemingreplied that the payment had been fraudulently delayed
until the breaking out of the war : he was cast in his
suit (r) ; but nevertheless the Frenchman was condemned
to pay back so much of the thousand crowns as he should
be proved to have expended for his own benefit.
The decision is remarkable, as showing that, even under
the circumstance of the debt having been paid to the
Sovereign of the debtor, the Court of the same Sovereign
considered that the debtor was only relieved to the extent
of the sum actually paid. The fraudulent mora of the
debt ought certainly to have been, though it does not appear
to have been, the subject of judicial investigation (.9).
Cocceius (t)y it should be observed, has mistaken the date
of this affair, placing it in the year 1554 instead of 1349.
DLXVI. Towards the close of the fifteenth century Pisa
and Florence were at war. The Pisan government com
pelled, by threats of punishment, their subjects, who were
debtors to Florentine subjects, to pay their debts into the
Pisan treasury. A Pisan debtor, who had so paid his debt,
was nevertheless sued by his Florentine creditor for it; it
was admitted that he had paid it under compulsion, having
refused to do so as long as he was able.
Philip Decius, a Milanese jurist of the highest reputation,
was called in to arbitrate or to adjudicate on the matter.
Decius, in his Consilia, recites the premisses, and concludes :
“ Ex quibus omnibus concludo et indubitanter existimo, quad
“ Ludovicus (u) mediante tali solutione fuerit liberatus ” (x)
------------------------------------------------- 7------------------------(r) By an Arret in August 1349.
(s) Paponius, Becueil d? Arrets Notables des Cours Souveraines de
France, 1. v. t. vi. art. 2.
(t) Diss. des Postlim. s. v. § 10.
(u) The Christian name of the debtor.
(x) Phil. Decii Consilia, c. xxv.
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There are two other cases mentioned by Pfeiffer (y); but
in one of them the debtor and creditor were both subjects of
the State which made the order for payment into the national
treasury, and the creditor had gone over to the enemy.
This latter case is narrated by Baidas de Perusio, and it is
clearly founded on the doctrine of Public Law that the
Fiscus is the heir of confiscated property : the application of
the principle to a matter of International Law is therefore
only by way of analogy (*).
DLXVII. In the year 1495, Charles the Eighth of
France overran Italy, and replaced for a moment the House
of Anjou upon the throne of Naples. During his brief
tenure of that kingdom the French King bestowed upon his
adherents all that he could lay hands upon. Amongst other
devices for enriching the Angevin party, that of calling in
debts due to the State from the opposite faction was adopted.
Many of these debtors paid honestly the full amount of their
debt. Some tried to drive a bargain to their advantage, paying
only a portion of their debt, and obtaining a receipt for the
whole. Some contrived to pay nothing, and obtain a written
discharge from everything. Four months afterwards, when
the French King, with the Angevins, was driven out, and
Ferdinand, with the Arragonese, was restored, the question
as to the validity of these payments and receipts was sharply
contested. Among other jurists invoked to adjudicate or
arbitrate upon it, was one summce auctoritatis, named Mat-

(g) P. 191.
(z) Baldus, Consilia, 1. ii. c. cxxviii. is cited by Pfeiffer (p. 192) as
saying : “Debitor liberabitur sive coactus solvent sive sponte, quia in
jus creditoris fiscus successerat, et ideo fisco solvi debebat, quia fiscus
habeatur loco hseredis.”—L. ii. C. ad. L Jul. de In. Publ.
And Pfeiffer remarks that Baldus, in his lecture on Cod. 1. xix. De
Furtis, observes : “Si debitor est compulsus per viam juris, prius confiscato creditor e, turn certum est quod etiam antequam solveret, erat
liberatus ab eo, quia translata erat in fiscum obligation
See also Hugo, Lehrbuch des heutigen romischen Rechts, s. 68,
note 2.
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Ulceus de Afflictis (a). His conclusions on this important sub
ject are here given in his own words:—“ Prima conclusio,
“ quod illi debitores dictorum regum de ArragoniS,, qui
“ fuerunt in mora solvendi dictis regibus pecuniam debitam
“ in genere, et jussu regis Caroli et suorum officialium
“ solverunt ipsis donatariis, quod non sunt liberati, et tenen“ tur solvere dictis regibus, veris creditoribus. . . . Secunda
“ conclusio sit ista, quod illi debitores qui non fuerunt in
“ mora solvendi dictis creditoribus, sed jussi ab officialibus
“ regis Franciae, quod solvant illis Gallis, virtute largitatis
“ regis, et ipsi fecerunt, quidquid eis fuit possibile, ut non
“ solverent, et realiter eis solverunt propter jussum poenale,
ce quod isti sunt liberati. . . . Tertia conclusio sit ista, quod
“ si debitor fuit in mora, sed erat infra tempus purgandi
“ moram, et infra illud tempus sit exactus ab illis Gallis
“ jussu magistrates, tunc solvendo Gallis perinde habetur ac
“ si non esset in mora, et sic erit liberatus. . . . Quarta con“ clusio sit ista, quod debitor, qui solvit Gallis illam pecu6e niam debitam regibus de Arragonia virtute jussus magis“ tratus, cui non potuit resistere, et pecuniam illam debitam
“ post diem solutionis faciendae erat solitum quod ipsi debicc tores penes se retinebant pro expensis occurrentibus in
“ administratione officii nomine regio, si ipsam pecuniam
“ Gallis solverunt, sunt liberati, etiam quod fuerint in mora.
“ . . . Quinta conclusio sit ista, quod illi debitores, qui solu“ tionem probant per confessionem Gallorum publicam vel
“ privatam, ita, quod non probant veram numerationem
u pecunia6 eis factam, non sunt liberati, sed debent solvere
“ veris creditoribus, quantumcunque ostenderint dictum
“ jussum. . . . Sexta conclusio, quod illi debitores, qui se
“ concordaverunt, quod si non ostendunt veram solutionem
“ in totum vel in partem, non sunt liberati. . . . Exitus rei
“ approbavit istas conclusiones ” (b).

DLXVII.

A.

In 1860 it was holden(c) by an English

(а) Decisiones Neapolitans Antiqus et Novce, Dec. 150.
(б) Matth. de Afflictis, Decisiones Neapolitans Antiqnce et Novs,
Dec. 150, Pfeiffer, pp. 196, 197 : Corrected by Yenetian edition of 1596.
(c) Wadeer v. The East India Company. 7 Jurist, N.S. 350 (1860).
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Court of Justice, that if a foreign Power takes prisoner an
enemy, and thereby obtains possession of documents esta
blishing his right to a debt due from another to him in his
private capacity, the prisoner is entitled to relief; and the cir
cumstance that the foreign Power is also the debtor will not
alter the right, but if such documents are the property of
the prisoner in his sovereign character, and are taken
possession of by the conqueror in the exercise of his
sovereign and political rights, a Court cannot interfere.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE CASE OF THE DEBTS AND DOMAINS OF HESSE-CASSEL
CONFISCATED

OR

ALIENATED

BY

NAPOLEON

THE

FIRST.

DLXVIII. The instance of the payments made to the
first Napoleon by the debtors of the Prince of Hesse-Cassel
furnished the last occasion, upon which these principles of
International Law respecting the extinction of public debts
by payment of them to a conqueror were invoked for prac
tical application. The case of the purchasers of the (1)
Debts, and of the (2) Domains of Hesse-Cassel during the
interval between 1807 and 1813 has, from the importance of
the principles involved in its discussion, taken its place among
the causes celebres of Public and International Law (a).* 1
(a) The reader should consult Pfeiffer’s two works :—
1. In wiefern sind Regierungshandlungen eines Zwischenherrschers fur
den rechtmassigen Regenten nach dessen Riickkehr verbindlich ? (1819).
2. Das Recht der Kriegseroberung in Beziehung auf Staatscapitalien,

(Cassel, 1823)—both for the arguments and the accumulation of
valuable authorities upon the general question ; but upon the appli
cation to the particular case of Hesse-Cassel, the reader must
remember that the author wrote at Cassel, and was 4 ‘ Kurfurstlich
hessischer Oberappelationsrath.” He wrote naturally under a strong,
though, very likely, unconscious, bias for the Prince of Hesse-Cassel.
See too Zachariah, Ueber die Verpflichtung zur Aufrechthaltung der
Regierung des Konigreichs Westphalen. Heidelberg, 1817.
For a list of other writers, see note *, p. 484, vol. iv. of Rotteck and
Welcker’s Staats-Lexikon, tit. Domainenkaufer. The authors of this
Lexicon remark that no German or Dutch writer or jurist out of the
territory of Hesse-Cassel impugned the validity of the transfers and
alienations made during the period of the government of the Bonapartes, i.e. Napoleon and Jerome.
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DLXIX. First, as to the Debts. The war between
France and Prussia in 1806 extended its consequences to
the Elector of Hesse-Cassel (&), though he had professedly
abstained from interfering in it.
In October, 1806, the French troops occupied the Elec
torate and drove out the Elector, upon the plea that his
armed neutrality endangered the security of the French
army.
Hesse-Cassel remained under the military government of
France until the end of the year 1807, when the greater
portion of it, Hanau and Catzenelnbogen alone excepted,
was incorporated into the newly-formed kingdom of West
phalia. This result was a consequence of the Peace of
Tilsit (c), by which Russia and Prussia recognised Jerome
Bonaparte as King of Westphalia, and agreed that the king
dom should be composed of certain provinces then in the de
facto possession of Napoleon, and of others ceded by Prussia
on the left bank of the Elbe. Napoleon retained for his own
purposes the half of the allodial domains of the Elector, and
a compact was entered into at Berlin (d), on the 22nd April,
1808, between Napoleon and Jerome, for the adjustment of
the spoils of Hesse-Cassel, namely, with respect to the ac
tive debt (a.ctiv- capitalien) (e') of the Princes and Government
of those provinces out of which the Westphalian kingdom
was composed.
The King of Westphalia renounced all claim to the debts
Schweikarfs lesser work, Napoleon und die Churhessischen
Capitalschiildner. Konigsberg, 1833.
jRotteck und Welcker, Staats-Lexikon, iv. u Domainenkaufer.”
Conversations-Lexikon, iii. u Domainen.”
Heffter, p. 326, and note 1.
(b) Koch, Hist, des Traites, t. iii. pp. 26, 41, 42. Ed. Bruxelles,
1838, t. ii. pp. 492, 503, 511.
Pfeiffer, Das Recht der Kriegseroberurg, s. 4, p. 237.
(c) De Martens, Suppl. an Rec. des TraiUs, t. iv. pp. 423, 434, 436,
491.
(d) De Martens, Suppl. t. v. p. 34.
(e) Pfeiffer, pp. 240, 241.
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which were due from persons who were not the subjects of
his kingdom, provided that these debts were paid to the
Emperor of the French, to whom these provinces belonged
by right of conquest, and were incorporated in his “ domaine
extraordinaireNapoleon, on the other hand, declared that he
yielded up all the debts of those debtors, whether of princes
or noblemen, who were subjects of the King of Westphalia,
or of private persons domiciled in his dominions, to the King
of Westphalia, for his full and absolute possession and en
joyment.
DLXX. The legal title of the Emperor was set forth in
this way : u Que par suite de la conquete de l’Electotat
“ de Hesse, l’Empereur a confisque au profit de son domaine
“ extraordinaire les creances appartenantes, soit au ci-devant
“ Electeur de Hesse, soit aux etats et provinces, dont il
“ avait ete pris possession, et a declare, qu’il entendoit,
“qu’aucun debiteur ne put se liberer valablement qu’au
“ tresor dudit domaine.”
The form of discharge (bonne et valable quittance) was :
“ Au moyen du payement stipule et par le seul fait de sa
“ realisation, le directeur des domaines cede, transporter et
“ abandonne a N. N. tous les droits et actions appartenant
“ k S. M. I. sur l’obligation hypothecate, consentie primi“ tivement au profit de l’ex-Electeur de Hesse, en vertu du
“ decret imperial du 4 Aout, 1807 ; ” or, “ Au moyen du“ dit payement le directeur des domaines assure la garantie
“ la plus formelle et la plus enti&re ii N. N., contre toutes
“recherches, demandes, et pretentions, soit de la part de
“ Vex-Electeur de Hesse, soit de tout autre detenteur du titre
“ original” (f).
DLXXI. Towards the close of the year 1813, after
the power of Napoleon was broken by the battle of Leipsic,
the son of the Elector of Hesse, having borne his part in that
great contest, returned to his paternal dominions, and his
(/) Pfeiffer, p. 252.
SchiveiJcart, p. 8.
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father was confirmed in the possession of them by a treaty
with the Allied Powers of 2nd December, 1813 (<7), which
contained a formal guarantee of his sovereignty ; and this
was further confirmed by the Peace of Paris, 1814 (/*).
DLXXII. Hesse-Cassel was a poor country, with
out foreign commerce, without facility of internal com
munication, without extraordinary fertility of soil; but the
sovereign was a wealthy potentate. Absolute lord over
his subjects, he had enriched himself, among other means,
by selling their valour and their sinews to aid the wars
of foreign nations. The gold of England had at different
times largely contributed to the overflowing of his coffers.
In the time of Napoleon he was one of the richest of the
German princes. His money—for it must be borne in
mind that it was his private property—was invested in loans
and mortgages to the inhabitants of various States of the
Continent.
When Napoleon possessed himself of the territories of
Hesse-Cassel, he had comparatively little difficulty in com
pelling the subjects of his newly-acquired dominion to pay
their debts to the prince into the exchequer of the Con
queror. This Napoleon could effect proprio motu. It was
not so easy a task to possess himself of the debts due from
foreign subjects to the dethroned prince. He did, however,
in great measure, accomplish this object also. One case,
the celebrity of which made it the theme of various legal
treaties, will serve to illustrate both the fact and the law.
A certain Count von Hahn, the possessor of large landed
estates, had borrowed money from the Prince of HesseCassel. The Count was a subject of Mecklenburg, and his
estates were in that duchy. How was Napoleon to obtain
possession of this portion of the Prince of Hesse-CassePs
property, which consisted in the mortgages on the Count’s
estate ?
(g) Koch, iii. pp. 307, 308.
(h) Pfeiffer, pp. 246, 247.
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The mortgage was duly registered in the proper office in
Mecklenburg. No one but the creditor could cause that
mortgage to be crossed out or recorded as extinguished ; and
by no other procedure could the debtor obtain a valid dis
charge.
The Duke of Mecklenburg, at the instance of Napoleon,
issued an order ( Circular Rescript) (z), which, after reciting
that Napoleon, being possessed of the sovereignty of HesseCassel, was possessed, as an accessory to the principal, of
the debts due to that sovereignty, directed the Court of
Registration to record as extinguished those mortgages in
favour of Hesse-Cassel, for which a particular discharge or
receipt had been given by Napoleon, or by his appointee for
that purpose.
This Rescript was dated the 15th June, 1810. It appears
that it was obeyed, but that a particular minute of the cir
cumstance of the extinguishment of the mortgage was also
recorded, so as in some measure to leave open the question
of the lawfulness of the discharge.
The affairs of the Count became embarrassed, and after
his death creditors claimed his property; among them was
the restored Prince of Hesse-Cassel. The actor communis
or official assignee (to use the English phrase) of the
creditors brought the question into Court.
The Mecklenburg Court of Justice (k) at Gustrow first
entertained the question. The Prince denied both the
validity of the discharge, and the legality of the Mecklen
burg order of 1810, and asserted that Napoleon possessed
himself of the money in the character of a robber and not
of a conqueror.
The international character of Universities (/) has been
referred to in an earlier part of this work. It is owing,
(i) Schweikart, pp. 4, 10.
(k) Then called Hof and Landgericht; now Justizkanzlei.—Schwei
kart, p. 10.
(?) Yol. ii. cccviii.
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perhaps, in some degree to this character that in Germany
these learned institutions possess judicial powers in questions
which concern the interests of two or more German States.
This matter was first remitted to the Prussian University
of Breslau. The decision of this tribunal (29 May, 1824)
was in substance that the Prince might recover that portion
of the debt which had not been actually paid in money to
Napoleon, but no more. It had happened that in many
cases Napoleon had remitted—no doubt in order to induce
payment—a considerable portion of the original debt, giving,
however, a discharge from the whole.
Both parties, being dissatisfied with this judgment, appealed
to the Holstein University of Kiel, which, however, con
firmed, with some difference as to the costs, the sentence (24
March, 1831). But from this sentence the Court itself (m)
sanctioned an appeal “ ad impartiales exteros, ” that is, to
another German University (n).
This learned body delivered at great length the reasons
of their judgment.
They rightly said that the real question was, whether
Napoleon had, or had not, become the true creditor of the
Hesse-Cassel funds (0).
They drew a broad distinction
between the validity of acts done by a mere transient con
queror and acts done by him after the kingdom had been
wholly subdued, and the subjects had either expressly, or by
necessary implication, accepted him as their ruler.
In the former case the Conqueror’s right was confined to
the effects of his private acts, to the occupatio bellica, and
required actual seizure and possession for its valid exercise.
In the latter case the rights and title of the Conqueror
had been ratified by the Public Act of the State. As
Napoleon’s right and title was of the latter kind, the fact
(m) “ ‘ Ad impartiales exterosy von Amtswegen verschickt.”—
Schweikart, p. 12. Vide ante, as to arbitration, § iii.
(n) The name is not given by Schiveikart.
(o) Schiveikart, p. 14.
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that these funds were the private property of the Prince,
and not the public property of the State, became of no im^
portance. There were not, in this respect at least, two
questions (as Pfeiffer has suggested), one respecting the legal
validity of the acts of Napoleon, another respecting those
of Jerome, King of Westphalia; for Napoleon had been
recognised and had acted as Sovereign of Hesse-Cassel before
he delivered that country to his brother (p). They rejected
the consideration of the justice or injustice of the war which
Napoleon had waged against the Prince, wisely holding that
the presumption of law, upon which they were bound to act,
was in favour of its justice (q). Nor did it matter that the
Prince, instead of giving battle to Napoleon, had departed,
and resigned his country to the military occupation of the
enemy (r). They pointed out that the Prince had, from the
time of his departure or abdication, been an active enemy
of the new government established under Napoleon and
Jerome, and that, by the laws of all countries, the property
of a person, qui sub publico hoste egit against the State, was
confiscable.
They rejected the doctrine that, because the Prince had
retained possession of the instruments containing the written
acknowledgments of the debtors (Schulddocumente), he there
fore had constructive possession of the debts, the circum
stances being considered under which the money had been
borrowed (s),—adopting the principle of the Roman Law,
“ Dissolutse quantitatis retentum instrumentum inefficax
“ penes creditorem remanere . . . non est ambigui juris ” (rf).

(p) Schweikart, p. 25.
(1q) Menochius de Pr&sumt. 1. vi. prsesumt. 96, num. 4 et 17.
(r) Schweikart, pp. 44, 45.
(s) lb. 55.
God. de Solut. 1. viii. t. xliii. ss. 4, 19.
Cod. ad Dxhib. 1. iii. t. xlii. s. 9.
Dig. God. 1. x. t. iv. s. 18.
God. Depositi, 1. iv. t. xxxiv. s. 5, in fine.
(t) God. de Gondict. ex Lege, 1. iv. t. ix. s. 2.
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They considered how the question was affected by the
return of the Prince, and by his reclamation of his former
property, and they held that the principle of the decision of
the Amphictyons in the case of the Thebans and Thessa
lians was sound law, and that it had been so treated by
almost all jurists, ancient and modern (u).
They considered the general question whether, after peace,
there did or did not take place a restitutio in integrum with
respect to those who had been dispossessed by war (x). They
held that, even according to the letter of the Roman Law, the
restored owner must take the property as he found it, and
was entitled to no compensation for the damage which it
might have suffered in the interval; that what was actually
gone he could not claim to have replaced; and especially
that what the public exchequer (fiscus) had alienated was
not to be restored {y).
That as to such alienations the principle of all law, whether
private, public, or international, was expressed in the words
of the Roman Law, “ Non debet quod rite et secundum leges
“ ab initio actum est, ex alio eventu resuscitari ” (z).
It was impossible, these judges observed, to consider the
return of the Prince as a continuation of his former govern
ment.
He had not been constantly in arms against Napoleon,
and at last successful, by force of arms, in recovering his
domains. He had been treated by the Peaces of Tilsit and
Schonbrunn as politically extinct, and the King of West-

(u) “ Und so urtheilen fast alle altere und neuere Rechtsgelehrte,
welche sich liber diesen Fall geaussert haben.”—Schweikart, pp. 58,
61.
(x) lb. p. 67.
(y) “Constitutio autem divee memorise Zenonis bene prospexit
iis qui a fisco per venditionem aut donationem, vel alium titulum
accipiunt aliquid : ut ipsi quidem securi statim fiant et victores
existant, srve experiantur sive conveniantur.”—Instit. 1. ii. t. vi.
s. 14.
(z) God. de Administ. Tutor. 1. v. t. xxxvii. s. 25.
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phalia had been recognised by the Continental Powers as
Regent of Hesse-Cassel (a).
They travelled through a variety of Treaties (b) to show
that the conventional practice of States is in accordance with
this view ; and especially, that the non-obstante clause, some
times found in Treaties—e.g. “ nonobstant toutes donations,
concessions, declarations, confiscations ” (c)—applied to
immoveable and not moveable property, unless the latter
were specially designated.
They remarked that the Prince’s own tribunals of HesseCassel had pronounced (27th June, 1818) that those sub
jects of the King of Westphalia who had paid to him or his
exchequer their debts, and received due discharges, could
not be legally called upon to pay a second time ; and they
thought the principle of that decision, as well as the autho
rities which they had referred to, led them to the judicial
conclusion that all the debts, whether the whole sum had
been paid or not, for which discharges in full had been given
by Napoleon, were validly and effectually paid; and they
therefore, so far, reversed the former sentences, leaving, it
should seem, both parties to pay their costs (d).
DLXXIII. (2.) The restored Prince of Hesse-Cassel
not only denied the validity of the alienation of the Debts,
but, as has been said (e), of the Domains of his country.
The pretext for this denial was mainly founded upon a
misapplication of the “ lex de captivis et postliminio ” in the
Roman Law. It was manifest, nevertheless, that the ana-

(d) They refer to Zctchariah, Ueber die Verpflichtung zur Aufrechthaltung der Regierung des Konigreichs Westphalen. Heidelberg, 1817.
(6) Schiveikart, pp. 74, 90.
(c) lb. p. 79 : “ Nur an Immobilien und radicirten Renten, nicht an
beweglichen Sachen wenn dies nicht besonders ausgedriickt war.”
(d) The judgment was given at Mecklenburg, and was in the name
of the Grand Duke ; but specifies 4 ‘ nach eingeholtem Rathe auswartiger Rechtsgelehrten fur Recht.” Seethe Urtheil itself, Schiveikart,
pp. 103, 104.
(e) Vide ante, p. 841.
VOL. III.
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logy (/) of this jurisprudence failed in a material point.
The law in question applied to property found in the land of
the enemy or his ally, not to property transferred to a third
party, and certainly not to property so transferred by the
deliberate order formally enacted and legally executed of a
de facto sovereign, acknowledged by the subjects over whom
he ruled, and recognised by foreign States (jf).
The purchasers of these domains within the territory of
Hesse-Cassel were in many instances deprived of their
possession, which had been delivered to them with every
formality of law. The possessor of the Freienhagen estate,
for instance, was driven out of it by a troop of Hesse-Cassel
hussars (h). The unfortunate proprietors appealed in vain
to the Congress of Vienna. But Prussia, through the mouth
of her Chancellor, Prince von Hardenberg, declared in their
favour. It was true, he said, that the additional article of
the Peace of Paris (30th May, 1814) had declared the
Peace of Tilsit (9th July, 1807) null and void ; “ but it was
“ self-evident,” he said, “ that this article only applied to
the mutual public relations of the contracting States, not
“ to private relations between individuals, which had legally
“ arisen during the continuance of the Peace of Tilsit. It
“ would be a manifest injustice to declare on that account
“ contracts, had between individuals under the former West“ phalian Government, invalid, which contracts had been
“ sanctioned by the Government which the Peace of Tilsit
(/) As to the use of the Roman Law in deciding international
questions, vide anU, vol. i. § xl.
Indeed the analogy of this law is adverse to the position ; it recog
nises the necessity of the case as validating an act which infringed the
rights of a third party : e. g. it compelled the father returned from cap
tivity to acknowledge the marriage of his son made medio tempore
without his consent,—a great violation of the much-prized parental
right. “Non mirum ” (says the law) “quia illius temporis conditio
necessitasque faciebat et publica nuptiarum utilitas exigebat.”—Dig.
xlix. t. xv. 12, 3, in fine.
('/) Vide ante, vol. ii. pt. v. c. iv.
(h) Rotted:, Stoats-Lexikon, pp. 488, 490.
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“ had recognised.” Nevertheless, the Congress of Vienna
gave no aid to those proprietors. The Supreme Court of
Appeal in Cassel was stopped by an inhibitorium (i) from
taking cognisance of the matter.
The German Confederation was in vain appealed to; it
either could not or would not intervene between a Sovereign
and his subjects : though the question appears to have been
kept open before this modern Amphictyonic assembly (A) ; for
Rotteck complains in 1837 that, after a lapse of more than
twenty years, the fate of many proprietors of Westphalian
domains was yet undecided (l).
DLXXIV. It is a circumstance (ni) well worthy of the
attention of the jurist, the statesman, and the historian, that
when the Allied Powers of Europe overthrew the dynasty
of Napoleon, and restored to the countries which he had
subdued their legitimate sovereigns, there were but two or
three inferior States, and those in Germany (n), which
attempted to deprive proprietors" of domains acquired by
them under the authority of their de facto rulers. Austria,
Prussia, Russia, the Bourbon Sovereigns in France and
Italy, Sardinia, and the Pope, respected the law of reason,
of justice, and of nations, and left undisturbed titles so
acquired.
The discreditable exception of these German States arose,
no doubt, in some measure from the habit which their rulers
still retained of considering the power which they as sove
reigns possessed, as equivalent to that of a father over his
children, and of treating the whole country as their patri
mony.
On the other hand, the general acquiescence of restored* (l)

{%) Rotteck, Staats-Lexikon, p. 491.
(k) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. i. c. iv.
(l) Staats-Lexikon, iv. p. 521.
(m) lb. p. 483.
(n) Koch says (Traites de Pcdx) Hanover and Hesse only, t. iii.
p. 364 (Brussels ed. 1838).
3 i 2
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Sovereigns in the acts of the Conquerors or Usurpers was
more remarkable* because the Peace of Paris (Art. 27) had
only protected French subjects in their possessions acquired
“ a titre onereux ” in the departments of Belgium, the left
bank of the Rhine, and the Alps beyond the limits of Old
France. Koch (o) actually defends this limitation of the
general amnesty on the ground that the Allies would other
wise have recognised the usurpation of Napoleon, and his
authority to alienate the domains of countries which he had
conquered. Therefore, he says, the Allies did not legalise
the alienations in Holland, in the Transrhenish Provinces,
in the Tuscan or Papal States. But Koch’s reasoning is
both inconsistent and unsound:—the former, because, if
good at all, it was applicable to all the territory acquired by
France since the Revolution,—the latter, because it is con
trary, as has been attempted to be shown in the preceding
pages, to the true principles of International Justice.
Moreover, he admits that the restriction of the amnesty in
this particular was solely for the purpose of protecting the
restored monarch of France against the reclamations and
solicitations of proprietors who had been despoiled during
the reign of Napoleon.
But, as has been seen, the good sense, if no higher motive,
of the restored Sovereigns gave an almost universal applica
tion to the principle and rejected the limitation.
(o) Rotteck, Staats-Lexikon, p. 364.
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CHAPTER VII.
POSTLIMINIUM.—DECISIONS IN ENGLISH COURTS

OF

JUSTICE.

DLXXV. The question as to the right to confiscate the
Public Debts of a State has been already discussed, and,
generally speaking, the principles relating to this subject are
the same as those which relate to the confiscation of Private
Debts (a). It has been stated, in an earlier part of this
volume (5), that the right of confiscating the private debts
of an enemy is a corollary to the right of confiscating his
property. That, however rigorous and inexpedient the
application of this summum jus may be, it is nevertheless
competent to an enemy to exercise it. That this position
is supported by the reason of the thing, and by the authority
of jurists and judges on the Continent of Europe and in the
United States of North America.
DLXXVI. Nevertheless, in 1817, the English Court of
King’s Bench made a decision (c) wholly at variance with
these authorities. A Dane, who had been for many years
naturalised by Act of Parliament, and resided in this
country, brought an action in the English Court against a
Danish subject, who had been arrested and holden to bail in
this country. The debt had been contracted in England, at
a time when the Danish debtor was resident in Denmark,
having a house of trade established there, and when Den(a) Vide anU, p. 146.
See, too, Story’s Conflict of Law, ss. 334, 348, 351.
(b) Vide anU, pp. 145-7.
(c) Wolff v. Oxholm, 6 Maule & Selwyn’s Reports, p. 100.
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mark and England were at peace with each other. Pro
ceedings had been instituted in the Courts of Denmark for
the recovery of this debt: while these were pending, in
1807, a war broke out between England and Denmark, and
an ordinance was therefore made by the latter, dated 16th
August, 1807, whereby all ships, goods, moneys, and money’s
worth were declared to be sequestrated and detained ; and
by another ordinance, dated 9th September, 1807, all
persons were commanded, within three days after the pub
lication thereof, to transmit an account of the debts due to
English subjects, of whatsoever nature or quality they might
be, the whole of which were directed to be paid into the
Danish Treasury; and in case of concealment, the person
so offending was to be proceeded against by the officers of
the Exchequer; and Commissioners were appointed to
receive the sequestrated debts: to them the debt in this
case had been paid, and it was contended, for the defendant,
that it was a valid discharge according to International Law.
The plaintiff, on the other hand, contended,—(1.) That the
ordinance was contrary to International Law. (2.) That
it did not appear to have been a compulsory payment under
the ordinance. (3.) That the defendant, being a Danish
subject, paid to himself in paying to the Government,
because every subject of a State is deemed to be a party to
the laws of his own Government.
The English Court, presided over by Lord Ellenborough,
pronounced in favour of the plaintiff, and against the validity
of the defence which had been set up. The Court observed,
indeed, that the ordinance in question had not been followed
up by any practical measure of compulsion upon the subjects
of Denmark; that there had been nothing in the nature of
process against the defendant to enforce the payment of
this particular debt—nothing analogous to the seizure or
condemnation of corporeal things taken in the time of war;
and that, though the Sequestration Commissioners wTere
informed of the debt in 1807, the defendant did not pay the
debt till 1812. Yet the Court, in fact, decided upon the
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broad ground that the Danish Ordinance was a violation of
the principles of International Law. The principal grounds
of this decision appear to have been:—(1.) The language
of Vattel, in which he speaks of the security of enemy’s
money in the public funds, the reason of which, the Court
said, extended equally to debts owing to an individual in the
course of commerce; it was said that Vattel, in laying down
that a Sovereign might, at least, prohibit his subjects from
paying debts pendente hello, intimated a doubt as to the
right of confiscating debts; and that the right was properly
limited to its operation in personam, upon the subject of the
State, or upon his property within the reach and control of
that State. (2.) That the language of Yattel with respect
to the practice of Europe as to not confiscating debts, had
become so general that the confiscating State must be holden
to violate the public faith. (3.) That, in spite of what is
said in Treatises as to the Law of England, there was no
case in the books in which debts had been so confiscated.
(4.) That even in the time of Grotius(d) doubts had been
entertained as to the lawfulness of confiscating debts; that
he expresses no opinion in favour of such a course, but
rather inclined the other way. (5.) That the reasoning of
Puffendorf, in the 22nd section of the sixth chapter of
the eighth book of his Treatise “ De Jure Naturali et
“ Gentium,” was opposed to such a right.
(6.) Lastly and chiefly, the Court said that it was admitted
that, notwithstanding all the violent measures to which
recourse had been had during the extraordinary warfare that
characterised those times, the Ordinance of the Court of
Denmark stood single and alone, not supported by any
precedent, nor adopted as an example in any other State.
They therefore gave judgment for the plaintiff.
DLXXVII. The authority both of Bynkershoek and of
the Dutch Tribunals is directly opposed to this judgment.

(id) L. iii. c. vii. s. 4, c. viii. s. 4.
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“ Quapropter ” (he says) “ si subditus Principi, qui credita
“ publicavit, solvent quod hosti debebat, liberationem contin“ gere optimo jure responsum est ” (<?). His authority does not
appear to have been cited in the argument, and to have been
but slightly referred to in the judgment. And it seems to the
writer of these pages that the opinion of Grotius does coun
tenance the doctrine. The passage, “ Incorporalia jura, quae
“ universitatis fuerant, fient victoris quatenus velint,” cannot
be otherwise interpreted.
The famous passage in Quintilian (f) relating to the re
mission of the Thessalian debt is, as has been shown, re
ferred to by Grotius, Puffendorf\ and Vattel; and it was
also discussed in Wolff v. Oxholm (g). The question, it
will be remembered, was, did the remission of the debt
fall within the jus victoris ? Quintilian suggests that it
did not) “quia id demum sit ejus quod ipse teneat; jus,
“ quod sit incorporate, apprehendi manu non posse—non
“ in tabulis esse jus.”
These and other arguments Gro
tius condemns (A), while mentioning the transaction as ex
emplifying his position, that jura incorporalia do belong to
the victor; and yet the judge in Wolff v. Oxholm says that
because he does not go on, as Yattel did, to express a con
clusion that private debts may be confiscated, “ there is
u nothing in the works of that very learned author (Grotius)
“ which can give a countenance to such a right ” (z). Surely
this is an inaccurate and erroneous statement.
Heffter,
whose opinion is on the whole in favour of the continuing
liability of the debtor, and who therefore adopts the argu
ment of Quintilian, admits that he has to contend against
the opinion of a phalanx of International Jurists (A).
(e) Consil. HolL t. i. consil. 297, cited by Bynkershoek, Q. J. P.
b. i. c. vii.
(/) Inst. Omt. v. 10.
(g) 6 Maule <b Selwyn's Rep. p. 92.
(A) L. iii. c. v. s. 77.
(i) 0 Maule <b Selwyn's Rep. p. 103.
.
(A) “Die meisten Publicisten haben sich in langer Reihefolge fur
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In this decision of the English Court, the authority of
Vattel (/) appears to have been greatly overestimated and
not a little overstrained ; the inferences from the language of
Grotius and Puffendorf appear to be ingenious rather than
sound : while to the high authority of Story and the Ameri
can Tribunals, no allusion was or could then have been
made by counsel or judge.
The question for the International Jurists who review
this judgment is really this, whether the practice of nations
was so rooted and confirmed in opposition to the strict right
as to have superseded it—whether, to repeat a former pas
sage in this work, this was one of those cases in which a
usage, which had its origin in the precarious concession
of Comity, had become transferred, through uninterrupted
exercise and the lapse of time, into the certain domain of
Right ( m).
It must be remembered that this was a decision against a
foreigner for obeying the law of his own country, and that
this law was warranted by the authority of most eminent
jurists and judges. There were, no doubt, traces of mala
Jides in this case, which had their effect upon the minds of
the English judges ; but, as far as the general principle is
concerned, the decisions of the American, Dutch, and Ger
man Courts (none of which, strange to say, were quoted),
appear much sounder; and perhaps, if the occasion should
present itself, the decision of Lord Ellenborougli might be
reversed in England. It was the decision of a single Court,
not much accustomed to deal with questions of International
Law. Moreover, the argument was not, as in the case of
Potts v. Bell (ra), before Lord Kenyon, or in the more recent
slave case of the Felicidade, argued with the assistance of* (l)

ein solches Verfiigungsrecht ausgesprochen,” u. s. w.—Heffter, § 134
Calvo, § 914, &c.
(l) L. iii. c. viii. s. 4.
(m) Vol. i. § xvi.
(n) 8 Durnford <& East's Rep. p. 548.
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civilians (o), and some of the principal International au
thorities were not referred to.
DLXXVIII. Where a Treaty has awarded compensation
for confiscated property, there have been various decisions in
England upon eases alleged to fall under this category: they
have been principally decided by the Privy Council, on
appeal from Commissioners appointed to inquire into the
claims. Among the principal cases the following relate to
Individuals. It has been decided by the Privy Council that a
person who possesses the characters both of a French subject
under the municipal Law of France, and of a British subject
under the Statute 13 Geo. III. c. 26 (now repealed), as the
grandson of a natural-born British subject, although both he
himself and his father were born in a foreign country, is not
entitled to claim compensation for a loss he has sustained from
a confiscation of his property by the French Government
under a Treaty between Great Britain and France, giving
compensation for such a loss to British subjects (/?). That
an Englishman who has taken out letters of naturalisation
in France is not entitled to compensation as a British
subject under such a Treaty (q). That the foreign wife
of a British subject is not entitled to compensation for the
loss of her separate property, under a Treaty providing
such a compensation for British subjects, unless she has
herself acquired a domicile in Great Britain at the time of
her loss (r). That a foreigner domiciled in Great Britain is,
under such a Treaty, entitled to claim compensation for his
losses (s).
The same judicial body has decided, with respect to
Corporations, that a corporation of British subjects in a

(o) Vide ante, vol. i. § cccix.
Denison's Crown Cases reserved, vol. i. p. 154.
(p) Drummond's Case, 2 Knapp's Privy Council Pep. p. 295.
(q) Fanning's Case, ib. p. 301.
(r) Countess de Conway's Case, 2 Knapp's Privy Council Pep. p. 364.
(s) Ibid.
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foreign country, existing for objects in opposition to British
law, and under the control of a foreign government, is not
entitled to claim any compensation from the government of
the country in which they existed for the confiscation of
their property under a Treaty giving the right to British
subjects (£). It has been also decided that the individual
members of such a corporation are also equally incapacitated
from making any claim, as British subjects, from the loss of
their income arising from the funds of such a corporation (u).
That a corporation of Irishmen, existing in a foreign country,
and under the control of a foreign government, must be
considered as a foreign corporation, and is not therefore
entitled to claim compensation for the loss of its property,
under a Treaty giving the right of doing so to British
subjects (ir). That it makes no difference whether the pur
poses forwThich such a corporation existed were or were not
contrary to the law of Ireland (y).
And generally the English Privy Council has decided,
that a country re-conquered from an enemy reverts to the
same state that it was in before its conquest. The British
inhabitants of a part of the French dominions which was
conquered by the Dutch, and afterwards re-conquered by
the French, ought therefore, the Privy Council decided, to
have had, after the re-conquest of that part, the same
protection that they were entitled to under a Treaty of
Commerce of 1786 ; and this Tribunal awarded them com
pensation in respect of losses after the re-conquest, incurred
by sequestration of their property in contravention of that
Treaty by the French Government (Y).
{t) Daniel v. Commissioners for Claims on France, 2 Knapp's Privy
Council Rep. p. 23.
(u) Ibid.
(x) Long v. Commissioners for Claims on France, 2 Knapp's Privy
Council Rep. p. 51.
{V) Ibid.

(z) Gumbe's Case, 2 Knapp's Privy Council Rep. p. 369.
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CHAPTER VIII.
DOCTRINE

OF

POSTLIMINIUM AS

TO

PRIVATE

RIGHTS

AND PROPERTY WHICH HAVE BEEN DURING THE WAR
UNDER

THE

DOMINION

OF

THE

ENEMY, AND

NOT

CONFISCATED BY THE STATE.

DLXXIX. We have now inquired into the effect of
Peace upon the Public Property and Contracts of States;
(II.) it remains to consider the effect of Peace, so far as the
State is concerned, upon the Private Rights, Property, and
Contracts (a) of the subjects of the contracting parties who
have been Belligerents, and also partially and incidentally
upon the subjects of Neutrals. The general principles which
it is important to lay down are these :—First, that a distinc
tion is to be observed between the question of the competency
of the State to sacrifice for public domestic purposes the
property of the Individual, together with the right of com
pensation thereby accruing to him, and the question with
respect to the competency of the State to surrender property
of Individuals to Foreign States. The former question is
one of Public if not of Municipal Law, the latter is one of
International Jurisprudence; or, as it is clearly stated by
Grotius (&), “ externis, qui cum rege contrahunt, sufficit
“ factum regis, non tantum ob praesumtionem quam secum
“ adfert dignitas persona}, verum etiam ob Gentium Jus,
“ quod bona subditorum obligari ex facto regis patitur.” It
is only necessary, in applying the principle contained in this
passage, to bear in mind that Grotius must be considered to
(a) Vide anti, p. 115.

(b) L. iii. c. xx. s. 10.
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use the expression Rex as synonymous with the constitu
tional government, whatever it may be, of the State.
Secondly. The losses of Private Persons, like the losses of
the State, inflicted by the war, cannot, unless in the event
of a special convention to that effect, be recovered after the
peace (c).
Thirdly. Obligations under which either the State or
Private Persons, members of it, lie to Private Persons
members of another State, due before the war, are, generally
speaking, not cancelled by the war, but sleep during its
continuance and awaken at its close (d).
DLXXX. We have considered the doctrine of postli
minium as growing out of the silence of the Treaty which
concludes the Peace in its application to States and Public
Property. We have now to consider the same doctrine in its
application to Private Persons, Rights, and Property.
This consideration will relate to the
1. Personal Status.
2. Immoveable Property (immobilia).
3. Moveable Property (mohilia).
4. Obligations, such as Contracts, Debts (jura incorporalia ; Forderung srechte).

To all these subdivisions of the subject the general prin
ciples mentioned at the beginning of this chapter are of course
applicable: and it may be added that it is a proposition
equally affecting both kinds of property, that the property
of one enemy found within the territory of another at the
time of the declaration or breaking out of war, and which
has not been confiscated pending the war (e), may be claimed
by its owner at the end of the war (f).
DLXXXI. (1.) With respect to Personal Status
the doctrines of the Roman Law form a very small part of
(c) Grot. 1. iii. c. xx. s. 15.
(d) lb. s. 16.
(e) Vide ante, pp. 128, 129, 130, 134.
(/) The Adventure, 1 Curtis’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 103.
(g) Heffter, s. 189.
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International Law. By the latter the right of Postliminium
and the recovery of Personal Status is not taken away from
an individual unless by the municipal law of his own country,
or by the express stipulation of the Treaty.
The Roman Law might furnish some analogies for deter
mining, when the captivity of a prisoner of war was at an
end, whether, if his freedom had been obtained by breach of
his parole of honour, or whether, when he had escaped into
a neutral territory, he ought or ought not to be delivered
back to the enemy. But these are cases not relating to the
subject now under consideration. And with respect to
those Private Rights which are restored by Postliminium, it
may be said, generally, that under this category are included
all Rights appertaining to Person, to Property, or to Obli
gation. International Law rejects all distinctions of the
Roman Law upon this point.
There are, indeed, two ways by which this Postliminium
of Rights, so to speak, may take effect.
a. When the prisoner returns during war and re-enters
upon the Rights taken from him during the period of his
captivity. This is a subject which has been already dis
cussed in the earlier pages of this volume.
/3. When the original owner claims, after the restoration
of peace, Rights forcibly taken from him by the enemy
during war. It is with this predicament that we are now
concerned (7i).
DLXXXII. As to the Personal Status, it unquestionably
returns with all its incidents, unless, indeed, it should have
been affected by traitorous dealings with the enemy during
the war. But this, and also the question as to any claim to
a return of the profits of any office from which a person may
have been ejected during the war, are matters of public and
constitutional, not, strictly speaking, of International Law.
But it may be observed that, as to the relation of marriage,
of which the earlier Roman Law appears to have required a
(h) Dig. xix. tit. i.
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reintegratio,

there is no doubt that it remains unaffected by
the captivity of either party to the contract (i).
DLXXXIII. (2.) With respect to Immoveable Private
Property, it has been already observed that the laws which
relate to the effect of peace upon Public and Private
Property are in principle the same (k), and that the rule of
International Law is that the Immoveable Property returns,
on Peace being made, to its original owner, unless there has
been an express stipulation to the contrary (Z).
The conqueror dethrones the sovereign and assumes the
dominion of the conquered territory; but as a general rule
he does no more. It has been wTell laid down by the Tribunals
of the North American United States that the modern usage
of nations, that large and important part of International
Law, wrould be violated—the sense of justice and of right,
which is felt and acknowledged by the civilised world, would
be outraged, if Private Property were generally confiscated
and Private Rights annulled. The people, indeed,.change
their allegiance, their relation to their ancient sovereign is
dissolved ; but their relations to each other and their Rights
of Property remain undisturbed. And it may be observed
that this doctrine applies even more strongly to an amicable
cession of territory. The cession of a territory by its owner
from one State to another, while it conveys, in intent at least,
both the lands and the people who inhabit them, must be by
(i) See the provisions in the Roman Law, G. 1. xii. t. xxxv.
(xxxvi.) s. 1. “ De Re Militari.” Nov. xxii. c. vii.
(h) Vid,e ante, p. 148.
(0 Peffter, § 190.
.
_
#
“Integer autem populus, si vel propriis viribus, vel sociorum armis
jugum hostile excusserit, sine dubio libertatem et statum antiquum
recuperat. Quod si autem aliqua pars bonorum, quse antea ad ipsum
pertinuerant, adhuc sub potestate hostis remaneat, ad illam recuperandam prsetensionem retinet, quamdiu bellum pace nondum fuit
compositum.”—S. Puffendorfti de Jure Nat. et Gent. 1. viii. c. vi.
s. 26.
'
See Memorandum of Sardinia as to the sequestration by Austria of
the property of Lombardo-Venetians who had become Sardinian
subjects.—Annua ire des Deux Mondes (1852-3), p. 915.
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moral necessity understood to pass the sovereignty only,
and not to interfere with the Private Property of indivi
duals (jn).
DLXXXIV. It may be observed, with respect to both
kinds of property, that, according to the authority of Vattel,
those things, of which the restitution is, without further
explanation, simply stipulated in the Treaty of Peace, are
to be restored in the same state in which they were when
taken; for the word “ restitution ” naturally implies that
everything should be replaced in its former condition. Thus
the restitution of the thing is to be accompanied with that
of all the Rights which were annexed to it when taken.
But this rule must not be extended to comprise those changes
which may have been the natural consequences and effects
of the war itself, and of its operations. A town is to be
restored in the condition it was in when taken, as far as it
still remains in that condition, at the conclusion of the peace.
But if the town has been razed or dismantled during the
war, that damage was done by the right of arms, and is
buried in oblivion by the Act of Amnesty. We are under
no obligation to repair the ravages that have been committed
in a country which we restore at the peace ; we restore it in
its existing state. But, as it would be a flagrant perfidy to
ravage that country after the conclusion of the peace, the
case is the same with respect to a town whose fortifications
have escaped the devastation of war: to dismantle it previous
to the restoration would be a violation of good faith and
honour. If the captor has repaired the breaches, and put
the place in the same state it was in before the siege, he is
bound to restore it in that state. If he has added any new
works, he may indeed demolish these: but if he has razed
the ancient fortifications, and constructed others on a new
plan, it will be necessary to come to a particular agreement
respecting this improvement, or accurately to define in what
(m) C. J. Marshall, in United States v. Percheman, 7 Peters' (Amer.)
Pep. pp. 86, 87.
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condition the place shall be restored. Indeed, Vattel adds,
this last precaution should in every case be adopted, in
order to obviate all dispute and difficulty (ra).
DLXXXV. It is a maxim, however, of universal justice
(though Pando complains of its frequent violation in Spain
during the recent civil wars of that country), that, if the
thing restored have been improved by the temporary owner,
the value of the improvement should be defrayed to him
before he delivers it back to the original owner (0).
DLXXXVI. (3.) With respect to Moveable Property.
It is a well-established rule of International Law that, if
a Treaty of Peace contains no especial provision relative to
Moveable Property captured during the W^ar, such pro
perty remains in the condition in which it exists at the time
of the conclusion of the Treaty, and the title of the de facto
possessor (p) is thereby tacitly and by implication confirmed(^).
(n)
(0)

Vattel, 1. iv. c. iii. s. 31.
Pando (tit. tercero, seocion cuarta), De las hostilidades contra las
cosas del enemigo en la guerra terrestre: “ Antiguamente no se hacia

distincion entre las propiedades de los siibditos y las de los soberanos :
£ todos se les miraba como £ enemigos y se les trataba con la misma
dureza. La politica moderna, bajo el influjo de nociones mas sanas y
mas an&logas £ los progresos de la razon humana, ha modificado esa
rigorosa 6 injusta jurisprudencia ; y en general se respetan las propie
dades particulares. . . . Cualquiera que en el dia de otra manera
obrara, seria reputado con razon como violador del derecho de gentes,
porque haria el mal sin utilidad para el objeto de la guerra.”—Pando,
p. 392.
“ Generalmente fud violado, lo decimos con amargura, varias veces
en nuestra Espana, el principio que prescribe si el adquirente ha hecho
mejoras reales en la cosa que £ restituir se la obliga, puede exigir que
se le indemnice. 4 Petitor ex aliena jactur& lucrum facere non debet.9 ”
—Ib. p. 412.
(p) Thus, in the case of the Peregrinus who could not acquire pro
perty by mancipatio or by in jure cessio, the Praetor recognised a de
facto possession as a principle of the jus gentium, and indeed of the
jus inter geyites; for Puchta remarks, Instit. i. p. 360, 4 4 Denn so
geschieht die Erwerbung im Krieg die unter alien Volkern gilt.”
Heffter says: “Yermoge eines allgemeinen internationalen Herkommens.”—§ 190.
(q) 1 Kent's Comm. p. 117 Q11).
VOL. III.

3 K
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The intervention of hostilities puts the property of an
enemy in such a situation that confiscation may ensue ; but
unless some step is taken for that purpose, unless there is
some legal declaration of the forfeiture, the right of the owner
revives on the return of Peace. This, Lord Stowell observes,
is an acknowledged principle of the Common Law of Eng
land, which it has borrowed from the stores of International
Jurisprudence (r).
At the same time due vigilance must be used by the
claimant in such cases. No Court of International Law will
allow itself to be the depository of slumbering rights and
antiquated claims after a lapse of time when it may be im
possible to ascend to the whole justice of the case. The
maxim “ vigilantibus non dormientibus subveniunt leges ” is
a principle of limitation inherent in every sound system of
jurisprudence (s).
DLXXXVII. It is a very general modern International
usage to consider that the moveables on land (t) of indi
viduals who have taken no part in the war are exempted
from hostilities and from consequent capture or confiscation.
This is a matter, however, rather of Comity than of strict
Eight.
DLXXXVIII. It remains to say a word upon (u) the
question of Obligations existing before the war, and more
especially upon such as relate to covenants and debts. So
far as this subject relates to transactions between States and
the individuals of other States, it has been already con
sidered.

See, too, Mably, vol. i. p. 143, some good remarks on the true title
of conquest.
Gunther, ii. pp. 20, 113 {Erwerbung im Kriege).
(r) Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, 1 Edwards’ Adm. jRep. p. 60.
(s) The Rebecca, 5 C. Robinson's Adm. Rep. p. 105.
The Mentor, 1 ib. 180, note.
, (t) “ Con excepcion de los buques de comercio y de su carga que son de
fuera presa, los buques de guerra y armadores,” Pando remarks, p. 407.
(u) 1 Curtis' (Amer.) Digest, pp. 484, 485, British Debts.
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DLXXXIX. The sound rule of International Law is
that war suspends but does not annul obligations contracted
between individuals of different countries before its exis
tence, or, as it has been happily expressed : 44 Jus exigendi
44 nobis quaesitum fuit ante bellum, hoc jus non desinit nos44 trum esse existente bello, utpote quo non jus tollitur sed
44juris executio ” (x).
DXC. The principle of this rule covers the case of
penal damages due to a private person : but if the war
should happen to have been waged on account of an in
jury done to a private person, then the payment of his da
mages should be expressed; for it requires but a slight con
jecture to found the remission of a penalty. 44 Pcense,”
Grotius says, (?/) 44 semper aliquid odii habeant ; levis ver44 borum conjectura sufficit ut hoc quoque donatuui intelli44 gatur.”
The learned Samuel Cocceius expresses his opinion upon
this curious and not uninteresting point, as follows :—
44 Quoad debita pcenalia certum est, salvam esse actionem
44 non obstante pace, si privatis poena debetur; nam hie
44 quoque valet ratio, quod debita ilia non sint belli jure
44 quaesita, sed bello tantum exigi vetita. Adeoque si civis
64 hostium ante coeptum bellum in nostro territorio adulte44 rium commisit, vel homicidium perpetravit, finito bello ideo
44 conveniri et puniri potest. Si ipsa deltas poenam debet,
44 uti si hostis, cum quo pax inita est, extra prsesentis belli
u causam, olim cives nostros violavit, eos occidit, vel res
44 eorum rapuit, necdum satisfecit, quaeritur an adhuc satis44 factio peti possit ? Merito id affirmamus. Tot enim sunt
44 actiones, quot debita, et qui ex una causa bellum gerit ac
44 de ea transigit, ideo reliquis debendi causis non renunciat;
44 base enim belli causa neque fuit disceptata, adeoque nec
44 pace sopita videri potest; adeoque salvum jus, salvaque
(x) S. Cocceii Grotius Illustr. 1. vii. c. vii. t. v. pp. 502, 503.
(y) L. iii. c. xx.
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actio manet exigendi poenam ab ipsa civitate, si ilia reos vel
“ dedere vel punire nolit.
“ Nequeo&statf, quod hac ratione pax non satis pax videa“ tur, si veteres ad bellum causas relinquat. Resp. 1., hsec
“ ratio seque ad causas civiles pertinet, nam si hostis antiqua
■( debita solvere recusat, itidem pax veteres ad bellum causas
“ relinqueret. Resp. 2., pax satis pax manet, quoad causam,
quae in lite fuit, et jam sopita est: et si pax relinquit
“ veteres ad bellum causas, id ex injuria alterius civitatis
“ oritur, quae, dum ius mihi non tribuit, causam dat
“bello ”(*).
The general rule as to the revival of Obligations at the
close of the War and the restoration of Peace, is thus laid
down by Grotius: “Non tamen et quae privatis deberi
“ coeperunt belli tempore condonata censeri debent, nam
“haec non belli jure quaesita sunt, sed bello tantum exigi
“ vetita. Itaque sublato impedimento vim suam reti“ nent ” (a).
DXCI. It often happens that the consideration of the
effect of conquest upon Private Rights gives rise to a ques
tion of the largest magnitude and gravest importance (Z>),
namely, the effect of this event upon the allegiance of the
inhabitants of the conquered country. This is a question
which requires to be examined with reference to two pre
dicaments; viz.: —
1. The effect of a foreign conquest upon the allegiance of
the conquered.
2. The effect of conquest (e) by one of the parties in a

“

(2) Gocceii Grotius Illustratus, v. 1. vii. c. vii. p. 503.
(a) Grotius Do Jure Belli et Pads (Whewell), 1. iii. c. xx. § 16.
(b) Inglis v. The Trustees of the Bailors' Snug Harbour, 3 Peters'
(Amer.) Pep. p. 100. Judge Story's Remarks, pp. 155, 165, over
rule, to a certain extent, MJlvaine v. Goxey 4 Granch's (Amer.) Rep.
p. 209.
(c) Johnson and Graham's Lessee v. M^Kintosh, 5 Curtis's (Amer.)
Rep. p, 503 ; Judgment of G. J. Marshall. The important questions of
title derived from Grant, Discovery, and Conquest are much dis
cussed in this case. But 1 do not assent to the doctrine as to the
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civil war upon the allegiance of the adherents of the defeated
party.
DXCII. As to the effect of a foreign conquest upon the
allegiance of the conquered, the following observations in a
judgment delivered by Mr. Justice Story are well worthy
of observation :—
“ The second objection,” says that learned Judge, “is,
“ that the Court directed the jury that Castine was, under
“ the circumstances, a foreign port. By c foreign port,’ as
“ the terms are here used, may be understood a port within
“ the dominions of a foreign sovereign, and without the
“ dominions of the United States. The port of Castine is
“ the port of entry for the district of Penobscot, and is
“ within the acknowledged territory of the United States.
“ But, at the time referred to in the Bill of Exceptions, it
“ had been captured, and was in the open and exclusive
“ possession of the enemy. By the conquest and occupa“ tion of Castine, that territory passed under the allegiance
“ and sovereignty of the enemy (d). The sovereignty of the
“ United States over the territory was, of course, suspended,
“ and the laws of the United States could no longer be right“ fully enforced, or be obligatory upon the inhabitants, who
“ remained and submitted to the conquerors.
Castine,
“ therefore, could not, strictly speaking, be deemed a port of
“ the United States ; for its sovereignty no longer extended
“ over the place. Nor, on the other hand, could it, strictly
“ speaking, be deemed a port within the dominions of Great
“ Britain, for it had not permanently passed under her
“ sovereignty. The right which existed was the mere right
“ of superior force ; the allegiance was temporary, and the
“ possession not that firm possession which gives to the con
queror plenum, dominium et utile, the complete and perfect

European grounds of the invalidity of the Indian titles ; indeed the
Chief Justice (p. 589) does not assent to them.
(d) See The Foltina, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. p. 451. It is to be ob
served that this was a case primse impressionis.
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“ ownership of property. It could only be by a renuncia
tion in a Treaty of Peace, or by possession so long and
“ permanent as should afford conclusive proof that the terri“ tory was altogether abandoned by its sovereign, or had
u been irretrievably subdued, that it could be considered as
“ incorporated into the dominions of the British sovereign.
“ Until such incorporation by a recapture or repossession,
“ the territory would be entitled to the full benefit of the
“ law of Postliminy. If then, by the term * foreign port,’
“ were intended a port absolutely within the dominions of a
“ foreign sovereign, and incorporated into his realm, it might
“ be very doubtful if the direction of the Court could be
“ sustained. But it seems to me, that taking the whole
“ direction together, in reference to the first and third counts,
“ it meant no more than that Castine, being in the possession
“ of the enemy by right of conquest, it was no longer to be
“ considered as a port of the United States with reference to
“ the non-importation Acts, but that, so far as respected the
“ obligatory force of the laws of the United States, it was
“ to be considered a ‘ foreign port,’ or port extra ligeantiam
“ reipublicce. And in this view the direction may well, in
“ point of law, be supported.
“ This leads me to the third objection, viz., that the
“ bringing of the goods from Halifax to Castine was suffi“ cient, to all purposes, to entitle the United States to a
“ verdict on the first and third counts, whereas the Court
“ directed the jury to the contrary. Without stopping to
“ examine whether the single fact of bringing the goods from
“ Halifax to Castine was of itself, c to all the purposes of
“ ‘ this libel,’ sufficient to entitle the United States to a
“ verdict on these counts, as the opinion guardedly expresses
“ it, let us attend to the substance of the objection. It rests
“ altogether upon the assumption that Castine was to be
“ deemed a port of the United States, in which the laws had
“ their full operation, notwithstanding it was, at the time of
“ the supposed importation, in the actual possession of Great
“ Britain. This position, however, is utterly inadmissible
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“upon every principle of the Law of Nations. By the con“ quest and occupation, the laws of the United States were
“ necessarily suspended in Castine ; and hy their surrender
“ the inhabitants became subject to such laws, and such laws
“ only, as the Conquerors chose to impose. No other laws
“ could, in the nature of things, be obligatory upon them,
“ for where there is no protection or sovereignty, there can
“ be no claim to obedience. This objection, therefore, must
“ be also overruled ” (e).
DXCIII. (2.) We have next to consider the effect of
a conquest by one of the parties in a Civil War upon the
allegiance of the adherents of the defeated party.
The case supposed is always one of nicety and difficulty.
It would rather seem, as a matter of speculation, that,
when an old government is so far overthrown that another
government entirely claims, and at least partially exercises,
the jurisdiction which formerly belonged to it, the indi
vidual is left to attach himself to, and to become, by adop
tion at least, the subject of either government The analogy
under which it is most just to range such cases has been
thought to be that which has just been discussed, viz.
the rule which applies to cases of foreign conquest, where
those only are bound to obedience and allegiance who remain
under the protection of the Conqueror (f).
In the cases arising out of the Revolution by which the
North American Colonies of Great Britain became an Inde
pendent State, it was considered to be an established maxim
of Public and International Law that there was vested in an
Individual a right of electing to remain under the old or of
contracting a new allegiance. The choice must be made
within a reasonable period of time (g).
(e) The United States v. Hayward, 2 Gallison’s (Amer.) Rep. pp.
500-2.
See, too, The United States v. Percheman, 7 Peters’ (Amer.) Rep.
p. 86.

(/) Inglis v. The Trustees of the Sailors’ Snug Harbour, 3 Peters’
(Amer.) Rep. p. 157.
(g) lb. p. 160. Jackson v. White, 20 Johnson’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 313.
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At the close of the recent War between France and
Prussia, the inhabitants of the conquered provinces of
Alsace and Lorraine were obliged to make their choice of
nationality within a given time (A).
DXCIV. In the case of a Civil War, English Law fur
nishes a good criterion as to whether the country is to be con
sidered as at Peace or at War,—for it does not contemplate
a state of transition from the one to the other,—the criterion
is that, “ wherever the King’s Courts are open, it is time of
“ Peace in judgment of law ” (z).
DXCV. The jurisprudence (k) of the United States of
North America upon this subject is remarkable. The re
cords of their Supreme Court may be said, with few excep
tions, to furnish almost the only example of the disputes of
States submitted to formal trial and decision before judges
in the same manner as the affairs of Private Individuals.
This peculiarity is owing to the particular relations in
which the executive of the Union stands to the different
States which compose that Union, and the now established
right of the Supreme Court to decide public disputes
arising between State and State, and also those disputes in
which the great corporation of the United States has an
interest.
It has been truly said that “ a suit in a Court of Justice

(h) See also Memorandum of the Sardinian Government as to the
Sequestration of Property of Lombardo-Venetian Emigrants having
become Sardinian Subjects, 1852.—“Ann. des Deux Mondes1852-3,
pp. 914-18.
(i) Lord Hale, Pleas of the Crown, pt. i. c. xxvi. p. 344.
Coke's Commentary upon Littleton, p. 249. b.
Elphinstone v. Bedreechund, 1 Knapp's Privy Council Reports, pp.
345, 346.
Argument of counsel confirmed by the judgment, pp. 360, 361.
(k) The edition of Reports of Decisions in the Supreme Court of
the United States, by B. R. Curtis, one of the Associate Justices of the
Court, is a most valuable contribution to Public and International
Jurisprudence.
.
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“ between such parties, and upon such a question, is without
example in the jurisprudence of other countries” (7).
These decisions will often be found valuable reposi
tories of learning and argument upon questions of Inter
national Jurisprudence. They are of course not binding as
precedents upon foreign States; and the stream of public
justice upon these great topics may sometimes be coloured by
the necessities of the peculiar position, actual and historical,
in which the North American United States stand, in their
relation both to their own territorial acquisitions and to those
of other States inhabiting the same continent with them
selves* For instance, it has become a cardinal maxim of
their public jurisprudence that the system under which the
United States were settled has been that of converting the
discovery of the country into conquest; and the property of
the great mass of the community originates in this principle,
which cannot be rejected by Courts of Justice (m).
With the doctrine of merging the rights of discovery (n)
into those of conquest and the denial of rights of property to
the native inhabitants, it is certainly not the intention of the
writer of these pages to express any concurrence. Though
it appears to him perfectly clear that the rights of sovereignty
of the United States over their territorial acquisitions are
now placed upon the solid and secure basis of prescriptive (o')
possession. It is manifest, however, that if the doctrines of
Public Law laid down in these decisions of the Supreme
Court are adopted by foreign States, they are certainly
binding upon the United States themselves, according to
one of the principles of International Law laid down at the
threshold of this ivork (p).(l)
“

(l) The State of Florida, Complainant, v. The State of Georgia, 21
Curtis's (Amer.) Rep. p. 625 (a.d. 1853).
(m) Johnson v. M‘Kintosh, 5 Curtis' (Amer.) Rep. pp. 513, 514.
(n) Vide ante, vol. i. pt. iii. ch. xii.
(o) Vide anU, vol. i. pt. iii. ch. xii.
(p) Vide antt, vol. i. § lvii.
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DXCVI. This Supreme Court has arrived at the follow
ing among other conclusions, which cannot fail to be in
teresting to the student of International Law.
That by the conquest and military occupation of a portion
of the territory of the United States by a public enemy,
that portion is to be deemed a foreign country, so far as
respects their revenue laws.
That goods imported into it are not imported into the
United States; and are subject to such duties only as the
Conqueror may impose.
That the subsequent evacuation of the conquered terri
tory by the enemy, and resumption of authority by the
United States, cannot change the character of past transac
tions. That the jus p os tliminii does not apply to such a case ;
and that goods previously imported do not become liable to
pay duties to the United States, by the resumption of their
sovereignty over the conquered territory (g).
That the Courts of a conquering power cannot deny the
title acquired by conquest (r).
That the people of a conquered territory change their
allegiance, but that their relations to each other and their
rights of property remain undisturbed.
That it is very unusual, even in cases of conquest, for
the Conqueror to do more than to displace the Sovereign
and assume dominion over the country. The modern
usage of nations, which has become law, would be violated,
that sense of justice and of right which is acknowledged
and felt by the whole civilised world would be outraged, if
private property should be generally confiscated and private
rights annulled.
That this being the modern rule, even in cases of conquest,
is yet more applicable to the case of an amicable cession of
territory (s).
(q) United States v. Rice, 4 Curtis’ (Amer.) Rep. p. 391.
(r) Johnson v. MlKintosh, 5 Curtis’ (Amer.) Rep. p. 503.
(s) United States v. Perchewan, 7 Peters’ (Amer.) Rep. pp. 86, 87.
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These United States by their Inferior Courts have decided
that when a conquered territory is repossessed by its former
Sovereign, private individuals acquire a right to all property
that belonged to them before it was taken by the Conqueror (t).
(t) Wade v. Bamewell, 2 Bay’s (Amer.) Rep. p. 299.
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CHAPTER IX,
WHEN PEACE IS BROKEN.—CONCLUDING REMARKS.

DXCVII. It is a frequent question, says one of the
learned commentators on Grotius (a), by what acts Peace
shall be considered to be broken. It is obvious that this
question is closely connected with that which occupied many
pages of the earlier part of this volume, viz*, what are in
any case the causes which justify the original declaration
of war (ib) ? Independently of these considerations, the
question of the breaking of the particular Peace gives rise
to the following observations :—
The particular Peace is broken when what is contrary
to it is done by either of the contracting parties, whether by
omitting to fulfil the stipulations which it contains, or by
doing some act which contravenes those stipulations.
It is hardly necessary to state that it matters not whether
the ally or the principal contracting party be the sufferer by
this omission or contravention (c).
The particular Peace may be broken by a palpable evasion
of its stipulations, or by a manifest violation of its general
spirit. The proof, however, of both these latter offences may
be very difficult, and they are buttoo capable of being alleged
as pretexts for an unjust war. The violation of the express
article of a Treaty, however, is a breaking of the Peace,
which can admit of no doubt; and it is important to observe
(a) $. Cocceii Grotius Illustr. v. diii. 1. vii. c. vii. pp. 971-4.
(b) Vide anU, p. 54, &c.
(c) Vattel, 1. iv. c. iv. §§ 38-54, generally as to the manner in
which Peace may be broken.
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that the breaking of one article is the dissolution of the
whole Treaty (d). It is not competent to a State, any more
than to an Individual, to reject or neglect one provision of a
contract, and to claim the benefit of the others. It may
indeed happen that an express stipulation to the effect that,
though one of the articles be violated, the others shall remain
in force, may be a part of the Treaty ; but in the absence of
any such express stipulation, the law is clear that the whole
Treaty is at an end. Nor can it be allowed as a matter of
right to draw distinction between articles of greater and
less importance, though it may be a matter of wisdom or
prudence, according to the circumstances, to make such a
distinction ; or it may be that a specific penalty is attached
to the violation of an article of inferior consequence. It is
manifest also that a studied and intentional delay in the ful
filment of the articles of a Treaty is equivalent to an express
rejection of them, and is, indeed, an artifice which aggravates
the offence of breaking faifch. Invincible necessity, as we
have already seen (e), insurmountable obstacles, must be duly
considered in the execution of this, as of every other con
tract.
Lastly, it is good faith which above all things Interna
tional Law requires, and where that is apparent or demon
strable, the Peace of the world ought never to be broken, in
the matter of the construction of a Treaty, upon any inferior
consideration.
•
(d) Vattel (ubi supra) implicitly follows Grotius, 1. iii. c. xix. s. 14,
on this matter.
Wolff, § § 1022,1023, erroneously draws a distinction between articles
connexi and diversi.
(e) Vide antt, pp. 71, 72.
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CONCLUSION.
The writer of these pages has now arrived at the con
clusion of the Commentaries upon Public International Law
(jus inter gentes). Another volume will contain the Com
mentaries upon Private International Law (jus gentium).
Those readers who will take the trouble of comparing the
scheme of the work, as sketched out in the early chapters of
the First Volume, with the distribution of the subject in that
and the following volumes, will see that the original plan has
been faithfully adhered to, and the outline, howsoever, filled
up.
Whatever defects with respect both to knowledge and to
execution the work may have—and that it has many the
author is painfully conscious—it will be recollected that
this is the first English work published in England in which
an attempt has been made to bring the whole subject of the
Rights and Duties of States within some approach to the
order and arrangement of a regular system. The difficulties
of such a task inherent in the nature of the subject can only
be fairly appreciated by those who have endeavoured to fulfil
it. It has been the object of the writer of these pages to
strengthen or add to the previously existing proof that
States, as well as the Individuals of which they are the
aggregate, have in their collective capacity a sphere of duty
assigned to them by God. He has endeavoured to forward
the great argument that there are International Rights, and
therefore International Laws, convinced that every work,
however humble, which tends to procure the recognition of
these laws,—to show, by history, by reason, by authority,
that the interest and the duty of States are eventually one,
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- that the substitution of might for right brings misery, not
only on the oppressed but on the oppressor—deserves an in
dulgent reception from the world to which it is addressed.
“ Reconnaissons done que 1’injustice est un mauvais fon“ dement, sur lequel le monde politique ne saurait batir que
“ pour sa ruine ” (//).
At least he has the consolation of thinking that he has
been a fellow-worker wTith Grotius, and that he has endea
voured, however feebly, to accomplish the wish which Leib
nitz, expressed, when he said, “ Recte a viris doctis inter
“ desiderata relatum est jus Naturae et Gentium, traditum
“ secundum disciplinam Christianorum ” (b).
God has so interwoven the interests of individual men, that
each, by acting his allotted part, serves himself and benefits his
kind (c). The same Divine Author, who willed the State, as
He willed the Individual, has so interwoven the interests of
States that each by the due performance of its duty pro
motes the welfare of all. “ Neque enim ” (says St. Augus
tine) “aliunde beata Civitas, aliunde homo: cumaliud Civitas
“ non sit, quam concors hominum multitudo ” (d). It was the
voice of inspiration, though it found expression in the pen
of the heathen, which pronounced that the just State
differed in nothing from the just Man (e) ; it was the voice
(a) “ Memoire raisonne,” by Talleyrand, on the Treatment of
Saxony, 1814. See Appendix IX.
(b) The
whole passage will be found in Leibnitz, xxxii., Be
Notionibus Juris ct Justitice (p. 120, ed. Erdman, Berolini, 1840) :
“ Nam ut reipubliese, ita multo magis universi interest ne quis re sua
male utatur. Itaque hinc supremum illud juris prseceptum vim
accepit quod honeste (id est pie) vivere jubet. Atque hoc sensu recte a
viris doctis inter desiderata relatum est jus naturae et gentium,
traditum secundum disciplinam Christianorum, id est (ex Christi
documentis) ra avoorepa, sublimia divina sapientum.”
(c) Light of Nature (by Abraham Tucker, under the name of Edward
Search).
See Mackintosh’s account of this very original writer in his
Biss. Ethical Philosophy, p. 268 (ed. Whewell), vol. v. p. 190.
(d) St. Augustin, de Civ. Bei, lib. i. c. xv. 2.
(e) Kai diKaios dpa dvrjp biKCiias nokecos, Kar avro to rrjs biKaLoavv-qs eibos

earat.—Plato
vol. iii. p. 300.

ovbkv 8loI(T€l, a\X op,oios
Stcdlbaum,

de

, 1. iv. (443.) ed.

Republica
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and the language of inspiration which has told us that
the work of righteousness shall be peace; and the
“ effect of righteousness, quietness and assurance for
ever” (/).
“

(/) Isaiah, xxxii. 17,
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Letter of Lord Grenville dismissing French Ambassador, Mons.
Chauvelin, dated Whitehall, December 31 st, 1792.—From State
Papers relating to the War against France, London, 1794,
p. 227.
“ I have received, Sir, from you a note, in which, styling yourself

“
“
“
u
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
**
u
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
u
“
“
“
u

Minister Plenipotentiary of France, you communicate to me, as the
King’s Secretary of State, the instructions which you state to
have yourself received from the Executive Council of the French
Eepublic. You are not ignorant, that since the unhappy events of
the 10th of August, the King has thought proper to suspend all
official communication with France. You are yourself no otherwise
accredited to the King, than in the name of His Most Christian
Majesty. The proposition of receiving a minister accredited by
any other authority or power in France would be a new question;
which, whenever it should occur, the King would have the right
to decide, according to the interests of his subjects, his own dignity,
and the regard which he owes to his allies, and to the general
system of Europe. I am therefore to inform you, Sir, in express
and formal terms, that I acknowledge you in no other public character than that of Minister from His Most Christian Majesty, and
that, consequently, you cannot be admitted to treat with the King’s
Ministers in the quality and under the form stated in your note.
11 But observing that you have entered into explanations of some
of the circumstances which have given to England strong grounds
of uneasiness and jealousy, and that you speak of these explanations
as being of a nature to bring our two countries nearer, I have been
unwilling to convey to you the notification stated above, without
at the same time explaining myself clearly and distinctly on the
subject of what you have communicated to me, though under a
form which is neither regular nor official.
“ Your explanations are confined to three points.
“ The first is that of the decree of the National Convention, of the
19th of November, in the expressions of which all England saw
the formal declaration of a design to extend universally the new
principles of government adopted in France, and to encourage
disorder and revolt in all countries, even in those which are neutral.
If this interpretation, which you represent as injurious to the Convention, could admit of any doubt, it is but too well justified by

3

l

2
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the conduct of the Convention itself; and the application of these
principles to the King’s dominions has been shown unequivocally,
by the public reception given to the promoters of sedition in this
country, and by the speeches made to them precisely at the time
of this decree, and since on several different occasions.
“ Yet, notwithstanding all these proofs, supported by other cirlt cumstances, which are but too notorious, it would have been with
“ pleasure that we should have seen here such explanations and such
“ a conduct as would have satisfied the dignity and honour of England,
“ with respect to what has already passed; and would have offered
u a sufficient security in future for the maintenance of that respect
“ towards the rights, the government, and the tranquillity of neutral
“ powers, which they have on every account the right to expect.
“ Neither this satisfaction nor this security is found in the terms of
u an explanation which still declares to the promoters of sedition in
“ every country, what are the cases in which they may count beforeu hand on the support and succour of France ; and which reserves
“ to that country the right of mixing herself in our internal affairs,
“ whenever she shall judge it proper, and on principles incompatible
“ with the political institutions of all the countries of Europe. No
“ one can avoid perceiving how much a declaration like this is cal“ culated to encourage disorder and revolt in every country. No
“ one can be ignorant how contrary it is to the respect which is
“ reciprocally due from independent nations, nor how repugnant to
“ those principles which the King has followed on his part, by ab“ staining at all times from any interference whatever in the internal
“ affairs of France ; and this contrast is alone sufficient to show, not
“ only that England cannot consider such an explanation as satisfac“ tory, but that she must look upon it as a fresh avowal of those
“ dispositions which she sees with so just an uneasiness and jealousy.
“ I proceed to the two other points of your explanation, which
u concern the general disposition of France with regard to the allies
“ of Great Britain, and the conduct of the Convention and its officers
“ relative to the Scheldt. The declaration which you there make,
“ that France will not attack Holland so long as that power shall
“ observe an exact neutrality, is conceived nearly in the same terms
“ with that which you were charged to make in the name of His Most
“ Christian Majesty, in the month of June last. Since that first
11 declaration was made, an officer, stating himself to be employed in
“ the service of France, has openly violated both the territory and
u the neutrality of the Republic, in going up the Scheldt to attack
“ the citadel of Antwerp, notwithstanding the determination of the
“ Government not to grant this passage, and the formal protest by
“ which they opposed it. Since the same declaration wras made, the
“ Convention has thought itself authorised to annul the rights of the
u Republic exercised within the limits of its own territory, and
“ enjoyed by virtue of the same treaties by which her independence
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is secured ; and at the very moment when, under the name of an
amicable explanation, you renew to me in the same terms the
promise of respecting the independence and the rights of England
and her allies, you announce to me, that those in whose name you
speak intend to maintain these open and injurious aggressions.
u It is not, certainly, on such a declaration as this that any re
liance can be placed for the continuance of public tranquillity.
“ But I am unwilling to leave, without a more particular reply,
“ what you say on the subject of the Scheldt. If it were true that
“ this question is in itself of little importance, this would only serve
“ to prove more clearly that it was brought forward only for the
“ purpose of insulting the allies of England, by the infraction of their
“ neutrality, and by the violation of their rights, which the faith of
“ treaties obliges us to maintain. But you cannot be ignorant, that
“ here the utmost importance is attached to those principles which
“ France wishes to establish by this proceeding, and to those con“ sequences which would naturally result from them ; and that not
“ only those principles and those consequences will never be admitted
“ by England, but that she is, and ever will be, ready to oppose
u them with ail her force.
“ France can have' no right to annul the stipulations relative to
u the Scheldt, unless she has also the right to set aside equally all the
“ other treaties between all the powers of Europe, and all the other
“ rights of England, or of her allies. She ean even have no pretence
u to interfere in the question of opening the Scheldt, unless she were
“ the sovereign of the Low Countries, or had the right to dictate
“ laws to all Europe.
“ England never will consent that France shall arrogate the power
“ of annulling at her pleasure, and under the pretence of a pretended
“ natural right of which she makes herself the onh7 judge, the political
“ system ofEurope, established by solemn treaties, and guaranteed by
“ the consent of all the Powers. This Government, adhering to the
“ maxims which it has followed for more than a century, will also
“ never see with indifference, that France shall make herself, either
u directly or indirectly, sovereign of the Low Countries, or general
“ arbitress of the rights and liberties ofEurope. If France is really
“ desirous of maintaining friendship and peace with England, she
u must show herself disposed to renounce her views of aggression
u and aggrandizement, and to confine herself within her own terri“ tory, without insulting other Governments, without disturbing
“ their tranquillity, without violating their rights.
“ With respect to that character of ill-will which is endeavoured
“ to be found in the conduct of England towards France, I cannot
“ discuss it, because you speak of it in general terms only, without
“ alleging a single fact. All Europe has seen the justice and the
“ generosity which have characterized the conduct of the King. His
“ Majesty has always been desirous of peace : he desires it still; but
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“ such as may be real and solid, and consistent with the interests
“ and dignity of his own dominions, and with the general security of
“ Europe.
“ On the rest of your paper I say nothing. As to what relates to
“ me and my colleagues, the King’s Ministers owe to his Majesty the
“ account of their conduct; and I have no answer to give to you on
“ this subject, any more than on that of the appeal which you pro“ pose to make to the English Nation. This nation, according to
“ that constitution by which its liberty and its prosperity are secured,
“ and which it will always be able to defend against every attack,
“ direct or indirect, will never have with foreign powers connection
“ or correspondence, except through the organ of its King; of a
“ King whom it loves and reveres, and who has never for an instant
“ separated his rights, his interests, and his happiness, from the
u rights, the interests* and the happiness of his people.
“ I have the honour to be, &c.
“ Grenville.”
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Letter of Mr. Canning to Sir Charles Stuart, as to the State of
Spain in 1823.—From State Papers (Spainf 1822, 1823,
vol. x. p. 25.
“Foreign Office, January 28, 1823.
“ Sir,—Shortly

“
“
u
u
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

after I had despatched the messenger yesterday,
M. de Marcellus delivered to me the official answer of M. de
Chateaubriand to the note addressed by me to M. de Marcellus on
the 10th instant.
“ As it appears from your Excellency’s despatch of the 24th,
which also reached me yesterday, that M. de Chateaubriand, though
he stated to your Excellency the substance of this note, had not
furnished you with a copy of it, I think it right to inclose a copy
for your information.
“ Upon a first consideration, I am by no means sure that it will
be necessary to reply officially to this note of M. de Chateaubriand ;
since it, in effect, admits all the material propositions of the note
to which it is an answer.
“ The questions brought forward by France at Verona are acknowledged to have been French questions, in the sense in which
they are in my note described to have been such ; that is to say,
the interest of France is stated in those questions, not as distinct
from the interest of Europe, but as more immediate :—and it is
not denied that the refusal of his Majesty’s Plenipotentiary to
concur in the decisions of Verona wras founded on the omission
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“ by France to substantiate any specific ground of complaint against
u the Spanish Government.
“ In the subsequent part of M. de Chateaubriand’s note, while the
“ assertion of my note of the 10th instant—that Great Britain had,
“ in 1820, declined anticipating hypothetical cases in which it might
“ be impossible to remain at peace with Spain—is disputed ; the
“ only two cases which are cited in exception of that assertion are cases
“ wholly independent of the principle of interference in the internal
“ concerns of other nations.
“ It is averred, that we admitted the necessity of war against
“ Spain ; first, if Spain herself should be guilty of aggression against
“ other states; and, secondly and specifically, if she should attempt
u to possess herself of Portugal.
“ Unquestionably, with respect to either of those cases, Great
“ Britain would admit, not only prospectively and hypothetically,
“ and as to Spain, but positively and directly as to any Power
u whatever, that aggression against any of its neighbours would
“ justify war; and that aggression against Portugal would impose
“ upon Great Britain the duty of protecting her ally.
“ But these admissions leave the question, as to the right of in“ terference in the affairs of Spain, where it was.
“ With respect to that part of M. de Chateaubriand’s note which
“ describes the nature of the demands intended to be made by France
“ upon Spain, and takes credit for the moderation of them; your
“ Excellency will not fail to observe, that our difference with France
“ and the allies throughout is not as to the arrangements which it
“ might be desirable to obtain from Spain, but as to the principle
“ upon which France and the allies propose to require them.
“ We disclaim for ourselves, and deny for other Powers, the right
u of requiring any changes in the internal institutions of independent
u States, with the menace of hostile attack in case of refusal. The
“ moderation of such demands in no degree justifies in our eyes such
“ a mode of enforcing them; and this distinction it is the more im“ portant to keep steadily in view, and to impress upon the French
“ Government at a moment when, for their sake, and at their desire,
“ we are suggesting to Spain, in a tone of friendly counsel, altera“ tions similar to those which France is proposing as the alternative
“ of hostilities.
u Your Excellency will speak in this sense to M. de Chateaubriand,
“ when you acknowledge on my part the receipt of his official note;
“ from the general tone of which, and from the friendliness of its ex“ pressions towards this country, you will inform M. de Chateau“ briand that his Majesty’s Government derives the liveliest satis“ faction ; at the same time that it views with deep regret the
<£ tendency of that part of the Note which appears to indicate an
<£ expectation of hostilities with Spain.
“ 1 am, &c.
“ H. E. the Right Hon. Sir Charles Stuart ”
“ GEORGE CANNING.

(
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MEDIATION AND INTERVENTION.

Despatch of Mr. Canning on the State of Spain.—From State
Papers (Spain), vol. x. p. 19.
“ The undersigned, His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for
‘ ‘ Foreign Affairs, has received from the Duke of Wellington, late His
“ Majesty’s Plenipotentiary at the Congress of Verona, and has laid
“ before the King his master, the answer of the Minister for Foreign
u Affairs of His Most Christian Majesty, to the Official Note, in
“ which the Duke of Wellington, on his return from Verona, ten“ dered to the French Government the mediation of the King, for
“ the adjustment of differences between France and Spain.
“ The undersigned is commanded to address to M. de Marcellus,
“ Charge d’Affaires of His Most Christian Majesty, the following
“ observations on the Note of His Excellency the Duke de Mont“ morency, to be transmitted by M. de Marcellus to his Court.
“ The King has seen with pleasure, that His Most Christian
“ Majesty does justice to the sentiments which dictated the offer of
“ His Majesty’s mediation ; and although the view which is taken in
“ M. de Montmorency’s Note, of the nature of the differences be“ tween the French and Spanish Governments, has induced his Most
“ Christian Majesty to decline that mediation, the King will not the
“ less anxiously employ, in every way that is yet open to him, those
“ 4 conciliatory dispositions,’ for which His Most Christian Majesty
“ gives him credit, to bring about a state of things less menacing to
“ the peace of Europe, than that which is exhibited in the present
u position of those two Governments towards each other.
.
“ The British Cabinet had not to learn how fearfully the tranu quillity of all Europe must be affected by the hostile collision of
“ France and Spain. Accordingly, in the Duke of Wellington’s
“ Official Note, the ‘adjustment’ of the supposed ‘differences
“ ‘ between the French and Spanish Governments,’ was stated as
“ auxiliary to the ‘ preservation of the peace of the world.’ But the
“ British Cabinet certainly did not understand the questions brought
“ forward at Verona, by the Plenipotentiary of His Most Christian
“ Majesty, with respect to the actual situation and possible conduct
“ of Spain, to be questions in which the concern of France was so
“ little distinguishable from that of other Powers, as the Duke de
“ Montmorency’s Note represents it.
“ The Plenipotentiary of the King of France solicited from His
“ Most Christian Majesty’s allies a Declaration :—1st. Whether, if
“ France should find herself obliged to recall her Minister from
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“ Madrid, and to break off all diplomatic relations with Spain, they
“ would be disposed to take the like measure, and to recall their
“ several Legations ?
“ 2nd. If war should break out between France and Spain, in
“ what form, and by what acts, would they afford to France that
“ moral support which would give to her proceedings the whole
“ force of the alliance, and would inspire a salutary fear into the
6i revolutionists of all countries?
,
“ 3rd. What were the intentions of the several Powers, both as to
“ the substance and the form of the direct assistance which they
“ would be disposed to give to France, in a case in which, upon her
“ demand, their active intervention should become necessary ?
“ France, therefore, originated the discussions upon Spanish affairs
“ at Yerona; and the answers of the three continental members of
“ the Alliance were addressed to the cases supposed, and to the
“ support demanded by France.
“ In common with the three Continental Powers, the Plenipo“ tentiary of His Majesty considered the question of peace or war
“ with Spain, as a question peculiarly French. In his answer (given
“ in simultaneously with those of the three Continental Powers) to
“ the queries of the French Plenipotentiary, and in all the discussions
“ which followed thereupon, the Duke of Wellington uniformly
“ alleged, as one of his reasons for not assenting to the propositions
“ of M. de Montmorency, the ignorance of the British Government
“ as to the antecedent transactions and communications (during the
“ last two years) between the Governments of France and Spain.
u No objection was stated by the Duke of Wellington, on the part
“ of the King his master, to the precautionary measures of France,
“ within her own frontier; measures which the right of self-defence
“ plainly authorised, not only against the danger of contagious
“ disease (in which they professedly originated, and to which, till
“ the month of September, they were exclusively ascribed), but
u against those inconveniences which might possibly arise to France
“ from civil contest in a country separated from France only by a
“ conventional line of demarcation ; against the moral infection of
<c political intrigue, and against the violation of French territory by
“ occasional military incursions. But it appeared to His Majesty’s
“ Plenipotentiary at Yerona to be necessary and just, that, before he
“ was called upon to promise eventually the support of his Govern“ ment to measures on the part of France which were likely to lead
“ to war with Spain, opportunity should have been allowed to his
“ Government to examine the grounds of those measures ; that the
“ cause of offence given by Spain to France should have been speci“ fically defined.
“ It was therefore impossible for His Majesty’s Plenipotentiary to
“ ‘concur ’ in the decisions of Yerona.
u It remains for the undersigned to advert to that part of
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the French Official Note, which appears to insinuate a reproach
against this country, as if she had abandoned at Verona opinions
which she had formerly declared with respect to the affairs of
Spain.
“‘England,5 it is said, ‘partook, in 1820, of the inquietude
“ ‘ which the revolution in Spain occasioned to many great Powers ;
“ ‘ she foresaw cases in which it might be impossible to preserve
“ ‘ with Spain the relations of good intelligence and peace.5
“ The undersigned must be permitted to say, that though ques“ tions were indeed propounded to England in the year 1820, as to
“ possible future contingencies in the affairs of Spain, so far from
“ ‘ foreseeing cases,5 and deciding upon the conduct which would be
“ applicable to them, in the manner here described, the British
“ Government positively declined to bind itself, by a contingent
“ opinion, to any conditional course of action.
“ But there was no indisposition or hesitation to avow the prin“ ciples upon which the opinion of England would be formed, and
“ her coarse of action regulated. It was not only declared that the
“ British Government disclaimed any general right of interference
“ in the internal concerns of independent nations ; but it was spe“ cifically stated that there was, perhaps, no country of equal mag“ nitude with Spain, whose internal disturbances would be so little
“ likely to menace other States with that direct and imminent
“ danger, which could alone, in exception to the general rule, justify
“ foreign interference.
“ The application of these principles to the cases brought forward
“ by France at Verona, was as direct as it was consistent with the
“ former professions of the British Cabinet. That application was
“ further enforced by other considerations, which, though they had
“ not, perhaps, been distinctly anticipated in a prospective and
“ hypothetical argument, bore nevertheless with undeniable force
“ upon the question to be decided at Verona.
“ Dangers, not necessarily arising from the existence of the internal
“ agitations of Spain, might nevertheless be created by an uncalled“ for and injudicious interposition in them. The spirit of revolution,
“ which, shut up within the Pyrenees, might exhaust itself in
“ struggles, trying, indeed, to Spain, but harmless to her neighbours,
“ if called forth from within those precincts by the provocation of
“ foreign attack, might find, perhaps, in other countries fresh aliment
“ for its fury; and might renew, throughout Europe, the miseries of
“ the five-and-twenty years which preceded the Peace of 1815.
“ For these and abundant other reasons, the voice of His Majesty’s
“ Plenipotentiary at Verona was for peace. The preservation of
“ general peace is the eari est wish and object of His Majesty ; and
“ the undersigned is commanded to repeat, that no means will be left
“ unexhausted by His Majesty’s Government, which the impartial
“ employment of good offices can afford, to soothe the irritation at
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-il present unhappily subsisting between the Governments of France
u and Spain, and to prevent, if possible, the commencement of hosti11 lities, the consequences of which no human foresight can calculate.
u The undersigned, &c.
“ George Canning.”

“ The Vicomte de Marcellus
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Another Despatch from Mr. Canning on the same Subject, dated
March 31 st, 1823.— From State Papers (Spain), vol. x. pp.
64-70.
“ Foreign Office, March 31st, 1823.

“
u
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
u
“
“
“
“
“
u
“
u
11
“

“ Sir,—The hopes of an accommodation between France and
Spain, which His Majesty has so long been encouraged to cherish,
in despite of all unfavourable appearances, being now unhappily
extinguished, I am commanded by His Majesty to address to your
Excellency, for the purpose of being communicated to the French
Minister, the following explanation of the sentiments of your
Government upon the present posture of affairs between those two
kingdoms.
“ The King has exhausted his endeavours to preserve the peace of
Europe.
“ The question of an interference in the internal concerns of Spain,
on account of the troubles and distractions which have for some
time prevailed in that kingdom, was not one on which His Majesty
could, for himself, entertain a moment’s hesitation. If His Majesty’s
Plenipotentiary at Verona did not decline taking part in the deli—
berations of the Allied Cabinets upon that question, it was because
His Majesty owed to his Allies, upon that, as upon every other
subject, a sincere declaration of his opinions, and because he hoped
that a friendly and unreserved communication might tend to the
preservation of general peace.
“ The nature of the apprehensions which had induced the King of
France to assemble an army, within his own frontier, upon the
borders of Spain, had been indicated, in the first instance, by the
designation of the ‘ Cordon Sanitaire.’ The change of that designation to that of an ‘ Army of Observation ’ (which took place in
the month of September last) did not appear to His Majesty to
imply more than that the defensive system originally opposed to
the contagion of physical disease, would be continued against the
possible inconveniences, moral or political, which might arise to
France from a civil contest raging in a country separated from the
French territory only by a conventional line of demarcation. The
dangers naturally incident to an unrestrained intercourse between
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“ two countries so situated towards each other, the dangers of poliu tical intrigue, or of occasional violation of territory, might suffi‘k ciently justify preparations of military defence.
“ Such was the state of things between France and Spain at the
“ opening of the Congress of Yerona. The propositions brought for“ ward by the French Plenipotentiary in the Conferences of the
“ Allied Cabinets were founded on this state of things. Those prou positions did not relate to any project of carrying attack into the
“ heart of the Spanish monarchy, but were in the nature of in“ quiries:—1st. What counte ance France might expect to receive
“ from the Allies, if she should find hei’self under the necessity of
“ breaking off diplomatic intercourse with the Court of Madrid? and,
“ 2ndly, What assistance, in supposed cases of outrage to be com“ mitted, or of violence to be menaced by Spain? These cases were
u all contingent and precautionary. The answers of the three Con“ tinental Powers were of a correspondent character.
u The result of the discussions at Verona was a determination of
u His Majesty’s Allies, the Emperors of Austria and Russia and the
“ King of Prussia :—1st. To make known to the Cabinet of Madrid,
“ through their respective Ministers at that Court, their sentiments
“ upon the necessity of a change in the present system of the Spanish
“ Government; and, in the event of an unsatisfactory answer to that
“ communication, to recall their respective Ministers, and to break
“ off all diplomatic intercourse with Spain. 2ndly. To make common
“ cause with France against Spain, in certain specified cases; cases,
“ as has been already observed, altogether contingent and precau“ tionary.
“ His Majesty’s Plenipotentiary declined concurring in these
“ measures; not only because he was unauthorised to pledge the
“ faith of his Government to any hypothetical engagement, but be“ cause his Government had, from the month of April, 1820, uni“ formly recommended to the Powers of the alliance to abstain from
all interference in the internal affairs of Spain; and because, having
u been from the same period entirely unacquainted with whatever
“ transactions might have taken place between France and Spain, his
a Government could not judge on what grounds the Cabinet of the
“ Tuileries meditated a possible discontinuance of diplomatic relations
“ with the Court of Madrid, or on what grounds they apprehended an
“ occurrence apparently so improbable as a commencement of hosti“ lities against France by Spain.
“ No proof was produced to His Majesty’s Plenipotentiary of the
“ existence of any design on the part of the Spanish Government to
“ invade the territory of France ; of any attempt to introduce dis“ affection among her soldiery, or of any project to undermine her
“ political institutions ; and so long as the struggles and disturbances
“ of Spain should be confined within the circle of her own territory,
“ they could not be admitted by the British Government to afford
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any plea of foreign interference. If the end of the last and the beginning of the present century saw all Europe combined against
France, it was not on account of the internal changes which France
thought necessary for her own political and civil reformation, but
because she attempted to propagate, first her principles, and afterwards her dominion, by the sword.
u Impossible as it was for His Majesty to be party to the measures
“ concerted at Verona with respect to Spain, His Majesty’s Plenipo“ tentiary declared, that the British Government could only en“ deavour, through His Majesty’s Minister at the Court of the
“ Catholic King, ‘ to allay the ferment which those measures might
“ 1 occasion at Madrid, and to do all the good in his power.’
“ Up to this period no communication had taken place between his
“ Majesty and the Court of Madrid, as to the discussions at Verona.
“ But about the time of the arrival of His Majesty’s Plenipotentiary
“ on his return from Verona, at Paris, Spain expressed a desire for
“ ‘the friendly interposition’ of his Majesty to avert the calamities of
“ war; Spain distinctly limited this desire to the employment of
“ such 1 good offices ’ on the part of Great Britain, as would not b§
“ ‘ inconsistent with the most strictly conceived system of neutra“ ‘ lity.’ Nor has any period occurred throughout the whole of the
“ intercourse of the British Government with Spain, at which the
“ Spanish Government has been for one moment led, by that of
“ Great Britain, to believe that the policy of His Majesty, in a con“ test between France and Spain, would be other than neutral.
“ In pursuance of this request, and of his previous declaration at
“ Verona, His Majesty’s Plenipotentiary received instructions at
“ Paris, to make to the French Government the offer of His Majesty’s
“ mediation. In making this offer, the British Government depre“ cated, from motives of expediency as well as from considerations of
“justice, the employment towards Spain of a language of reproach
“ or intimidation. They represented, as matter of no light moment,
“the first breach, by whatever Power, of that general pacific settle“ inent which had been so recently established, and at the cost of so
“ many sufferings and sacrifices to all nations. Nor did they disguise
“ from the French Government the anxiety with which they looked
“ forward to all the possible issues of a new war in Europe, if once
“ begun.
“ in addition to suggestions such as these, the British Government
“ endeavoured to learn from the Cabinet of the Tuileries the nature
“ and amount of the specific grievances of wdiieh His Most Christian
“ Majesty complained against Spain ; and of such specific measures
“ of redress or conciliation, on the part of Spain, as would arrest the
“progress of His Most Christian Majesty’s warlike preparations.
“ The French Government declined the formal mediation of His
“ Majesty; alleging, in substance, that the necessity of its warlike preu parations was founded, not so much upon any direct cause of com-
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plaint against Spain, which might be susceptible of accurate specification and of practical adjustment, as upon the general position in
which the two kingdoms found themselves placed towards each
other;—upon the effect which all that was passing, and had been
for some time passing, in Spain, produced upon the peace and tranquillityof His Most Christian Majesty’s dominions; upon the burdensomeness of that defensive armament which France had thought
herself obliged to establish on her frontier towards Spain, and which
it was alike inconvenient to her to maintain, or, without some
change of circumstances which would j ustify such change of counsel,
to withdraw ;—upon a state of things, in short, which it was easier
to understand than to define; but which, taken altogether, was so
intolerable to France, that open hostility would be far preferable to
it. War would at least have a tendency to some conclusion;
whereas the existing state of the relations between France and
Spain might continue for an indefinite time; increasing every day
the difficulties of Spain and propagating disquietude and alarm
throughout the French army and nation.
44 But although His Most Christian Majesty’s Government de~
44 cline.d, on these grounds, a formal mediation, they professed an
44 earnest desire for peace, and accepted His Majesty’s ‘good offices’
44 with Spain for that object.
44 Contemplating all the mischiefs which war might inflict upon
44 France, and through France, ultimately,perhaps, upon all Europe;
44 and which it must inflict, more immediately and inevitably, upon
44 Spain,—whose internal animosities and agitations a foreign war
44 could not but exasperate and prolong—the British Government was
44 deeply impressed with the necessity of peace for both kingdoms;
44 and resolved, therefore, whether invested or not with the formal
44 character of mediator, to make every effort, and to avail itself of
44 every chance for the prevention of hostilities. The question was
4' now become a question simply and entirely between Spain and
44 France; and the practical point of the inquiry was, not so much
44 how the relations of those two Governments had been brought into
44 their present awkward complication, as how that complication could
4* be solved without recourse to arms, and an amicable adjustment
44 produced, through mutual explanation and concession.
44 Nothing could have induced His Majesty to suggest to the
44 Spanish nation a revision of its political institutions as the price of
44 His Majesty’s friendship. But Spaniards of all parties and de44 scriptions admitted some modifications of the Constitution of 1812 to
44 be indispensably necessary; and if in such a crisis as that in which
44 Spain now found herself, distracted at once by the miseries of civil
44 war and by the apprehension of foreign invasion, the adoption of
44 modifications, so admitted to be desirable in themselves, might
44 afford a prospect of composing her internal dissensions, and might
44 at the same time furnish to the French Government a motive for
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withdrawing from the menacing position which it had assumed
towards Spain, the British Government felt that no scruple of delicacy, or fear of misconstruction, ought to restrain them from
avowing an earnest wish that the Spaniards could prevail upon
themselves to consider of such modifications, or at least to declare
their disposition to consider of them hereafter.
“ It is useless now to discuss what might have been the result of
“ His Majesty’s anxious endeavours to bring about an accommodation
tl between France and Spain, if nothing had occurred to interrupt
“ their progress. Whatever might be the indisposition of the Spanish
“ Government to take the first step towards such an accommodation,
“ it cannot be disguised that the principles avowed, and the preten“ sions put forward, by the French Government, in the Speech from
“ the Throne at the opening of the Chambers at Paris, created new
“ obstacles to the success of friendly intervention. The communica“ tion of that speech to the British Government was accompanied,
“ indeed, with renewed assurances of the pacific disposition of France;
“ and the French Ministers adopted a construction of the passage
u most likely to create an unfavourable impression in Spain, which
“ stripped it of part of its objectionable character.
But all the
“ attempts of the British Government to give effect at Madrid to
“ such assurances and explanations proved unavailing. The hopes of
“ success became gradually fainter, and have now vanished altogether.
“ It remains only to describe the conduct vrhich it is His Majesty’s
u desire and intention to observe in a conflict between two nations,
“ to each of whom His Majesty is bound by the ties of amity and
“ alliance.
“ The repeated disavowal by His Most Christian Majesty’s
u Government of all views of ambition and aggrandizement, forbids
“ the suspicion of any design on the part of France to establish a
“ permanent military occupation of Spain, or to force His Catholic
“ Majesty into any measures derogatory to the independence of his
“ Crown, or to his existing relations with other Powrers.
“ The repeated assurances which His Majesty has received of the
“ determination of France to respect the dominions of His Most
“ Faithful Majesty, relieve His Majesty from any apprehension of
“ being called upon to fulfil the obligations of that intimate defensive
“ connection which has so long subsisted between the Crowns of
“ Great Britain and Portugal.
“ With respect to the provinces in America, which have thrown
“ off their allegiance to the Crown of Spain, time and the course of
“ events appear to have substantially decided their separation from
“ the mother country ; although the formal recognition of those
“ provinces as Independent States, by His Majesty, may be hastened
“ or retarded by various external circumstances, as well as by the
“ more or less satisfactory progress in each State towards a regular
“ and settled form of government. Spain has long been apprised
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of His Majesty’s opinions upon this subject. Disclaiming in the
most solemn manner any intention of appropriating to himself the
smallest portion of the late Spanish possessions in America, His
Majesty is satisfied that no attempt will be made by France to
bring under her dominion any of those possessions, either by conquest or by cession from Spain.
“ This frank explanation upon the points on which perhaps alone
the possibility of any collision of France with Great Britain can
be apprehended in a war between France and Spain, your Excellency will represent to M. de Chateaubriand, as dictated by an
earnest desire to be enabled to preserve, in that war, a strict and
undeviating neutrality; a neutrality not liable to alteration towards
either party, so long as the honour and just interests of Great
Britain are equally respected by both.
u I am commanded, in conclusion, to direct your Excellency to
declare to the French Minister that His Majesty will be at all
times ready to renew the interposition of his good offices, for the
purpose of terminating those hostilities which His Majesty has so
anxiously, although ineffectually, endeavoured to avert.
“ I am, &c.
“ George Canning.

“ H. E. the Bight Hon. Sir Charles Stuart.”
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Power of the High Court of Admiralty to act as a Court, of
International Law in time of War without a Prize Act; and
as to Jurisdiction of Prize Court over Freight.
Argument of
Queen's Advocate (Lord Stowell) in Smart v. Wolff, 3 Durnford
and East’s Reports, p. 329.
The marginal note is as follows:—
“ The Admiralty Court has jurisdiction over the question of
“ freight, claimed by a neutral master against the captor, who has
“ taken the goods as prize. And a monition having issued, after
“ the goods were condemned and decreed to be delivered to the
“ captors, at the suit of such master against the plaintiffs as owners
“ or agents of the prize goods, to bring into Court the produce
“ remaining in their hands to answer the freight, this Court refused
“a prohibition; though no fidejussory caution had been taken
“ before the goods were delivered to the captor, but the question of
a freight had been reserved by the terms of the decree for future
‘ 4 consideration.”
The argument is as follows :—
“ The Advocate General (Sir William Scott), Bectrcroft and
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1* Bower, showed cause against the rule for prohibition; and
“ submitted two propositions to the Court. First, that the Court of
u Admiralty has power by a monition to order in the proceeds of a
u prize from any person in whose hands they are charged (and
“ not denied) to be, for the purpose of adjudication, and to enforce
“ the sentence of adjudication. And, 2dly, that this power subsists
“ till the enforcement of a sentence of adjudication on all prize
“ claims arising from the capture. As to the first: although the
“ Prize Court of the Admiralty acts principally in rem., yet it
“ possesses a complete and original power over the persons of the
li captors, and those who by their acts become possessed of the
“ proceeds of a prize. By the capture the thing is acquired, not
“ to the individual, but to the State; and though it is now usually
“ put into the hands of the captors, it remains in contemplation of
u law in the custody of the public. Formerly it actually did
u remain in their custody, as is still the case in all foreign countries :
u it is merely for the convenience of the captors that the English
u Admiralty permits them to take possession of the property. But
“ it must be remembered that it is so held by them as agents of
u the Court, and not in right of property ; and therefore their
u possession may be devested by the act of the Court, either ex officio,
“ or on the application of the parties interested, showing good cause
“ for taking it out of their hands. Now if the captor himself be
“ compellable to bring in the proceeds of the prize, his agent must
“ be equally so, since they are both the agents of the public. It is
“ not necessary here to contend that a case may not exist in which
“ a person charged to be possessed of the proceeds of a prize may
“ not show a sufficient cause why the monition should not be
“ enforced, either by denying the fact of possession, or by giving
“ some satisfactory plea why the possession should not be delivered
“ up. It is sufficient in this case that such a monition may issue,
u calling on the parties to show why the proceeds should not be
“ brought into Court. It may be admitted that no such power as
“ this is to be found in the Prize Acts; but there are many undoubted
“ privileges of the Court of Admiralty which are not given by
“ them. The Prize Acts are of a modern date, and form indeed but
“ a very small portion of the law of the Admiralty. They were
“ drawn up principally for the direction of the Vice-Admiralty
“ Courts, to which a jurisdiction over questions of prize was thereby
“ for the first time given. But a great part of the Admiralty
“ jurisdiction is founded on the established usage, and (as it were)
“ the common law of the Admiralty. It is not contended that the
“ Admiralty has a jurisdiction inconsistent with those Statutes : but,
“ being affirmative Acts, they leave every other matter, not thereby
<( specially provided for, as it was before. And notwithstanding
u those Statutes require that bail shall be taken in some cases, when
“ the possession of the prize is given up, yet they do not destroy
VOL. III.
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“ the lien which the Admiralty has in rem. When the claimant is
u a foreigner, or insolvent, it is prudent to take a personal security ;
“ but the real security (the thing itself) still continues so long as
“ it remains within the reach of the process of the Court. The
“ suggestion proceeds on an idea that the Admiralty has only
“ jurisdiction over the thing, and that, when the possession is
“ given up, it has no longer any jurisdiction upon the subject,
“ except to the amount of the stipulation given by the parties.
u Sureties, indeed, are only answerable to the amount of the stipu“ lation; but the Prize Court of the Admiralty has also a jurisdiction
“ over every person, who obtains the possession of the proceeds of
“ any prize. And there is a material distinction in this respect
“ between the Instance and the Prize Court of the Admiralty. The
“ former proceeds originally by arrest, in order to compel bail to be
“ given to submit to its jurisdiction ; but that is not done in the
u Prize Court, whose jurisdiction is founded on a higher authority
u than the mere consent of the parties; it is founded on the right
u to enforce the Law of Nations. That such a power as this now
u contended for is necessary cannot be disputed.
Courts of
a Admiralty are the only tribunals to which neutral subjects can
a resort on complaints arising in time of war. It is stipulated
“ between all the Maritime Powers of Europe, that there shall be
u a Court of Admiralty in their respective dominions; and in this
u country it also subsists on the footing of ancient and established
il usage. Then it would be absurd to allow the existence of such
“ a Court, and to deny it the necessary power of enforcing its own
“ decrees. For if it has no power of ordering in the proceeds of a
u prize which is carried into a neutral port, and sold, and the
“ produce remitted to the agents of the captors here, there must
u necessarily be a failure of justice. But the constant and regular
u exercise of this power is a decisive proof of its legality. In the
“ course of the last war several instances of this sort occurred,
u where the Prize Court of Admiralty exercised the jurisdiction now
“ contended for, and their proceedings were confirmed by the Court
“ of Appeals. One of them was in the instance of the ' Buoen
u Consago, which was a prize taken by an English ship, and carried
into Lisbon, where the proceeds were lodged in an English house
u under the firm of Mayne and Co. : after condemnation of the
u cargo there, which was confirmed on appeal here, a claim was
“ set up on the part of the joint captors for their proportion of the
u prize; and a monition was accordingly issued from the Court of
“ Appeal (at which Court the Lords Camden and Grantley were
“ present), requiring Mayne and Co. to bring the proceeds into
a court; for disobeying which monition an attachment issued on
“ the 5th of July, 1786 ; and in consequence of that the proceeds
“ were brought in. The cases of the Misericordia, the Jean de
u Theodore, the Vrow Maria, the Nosti'a Seignora de Saragossa,
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and the Santa Rita, were also mentioned as similar instances.
This, power of the Admiralty was also incidentally recognised in
Parliament in 1785, when a Bill was brought in for the purpose
of compelling the prize agents to deliver the proceeds of the
capture at St. Eustatia into the hands of certain commissioners;
but that Bill was dismissed on the ground that the Admiralty
Court had a competent power to compel the production of the
proceeds, if a proper case were made out. In consequence of
this, a monition has since issued against these agents; some of
whom are indeed out of the reach of the process of the Court,
but the others are made amenable. Then if it be objected that
at all events this power of the Admiralty only exists till sentence
of condemnation, and that afterwards its jurisdiction is at an end,
for that then the parties hold the proceeds of the prize, not as
agents, but in right of property, it is contended,—
“ 2ndly. That that power subsists after a general adjudication,
“ until all claims respecting the prize are determined. Those claims
“ may arise from three different parties; the captor enemy, the
“ captured enemy, or a neutral. The rights of the latter form
“ the most important object of the attention of the Prize Court; for
“ with regard to enemies, the condemnation puts a final end to their
“ claims; but it is otherwise with respect to the neutrals, whose
u claims arise after condemnation; and the condemnation itself is
“ subject to such rights as neutrals may have in the property. The
“ neutral master, who is a mere carrier, has a lien on the cargo for
“ freight and expenses; and this lien still continues, notwithstanding
“ a general condemnation, for the cargo is condemned subject to his
“ right. The master is no party to the suit respecting the question
“ of prize ; and a judgment can only conclude those who are parties
“ to the suit. And in this particular case the plaintiffs are bound
“ by their own agreement; for the cargo was put into their hands
“ with an express reservation

,

of the question of freight

to

be

heard

So that this cargo was only de“ livered to them conditionally, and a part of this cargo sufficient to
“ answer the claim for freight and expenses has not been condemned
“ at all. Neither can it be said that the question of freight is to be
“ determined of course, because the master is, in general, entitled
“ to freight and expenses; for his claim is subject to many excep“ tions, which cannot be determined without involving in it the
“ question of prize; as if the captor plead that the goods were con“ traband, there a direct question arises whether the freight does
“ not become prize as well as the goods. This is one of the most
“ difficult subjects which are agitated in the Admiralty Court,
“ because it may be affected by particular Treaties, the Law of
“ Nations, Proclamations, or Orders in Council. Or if the captor
plead that the neutral refused search, or sailed under convoy of
“ the enemy’s ships of war, or conveyed intelligence to the enemy,
11 in the regular course of causes.
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cussed before the question of freight can be determined; but of
none of them can the Common Law Courts take cognisance. The
question of freight must be determined by the same Court which
determines the principal question of prize ; otherwise the Courts
of Common Law must be converted into Prize Courts. It may be
said that the freight may be adjudged in the Admiralty, and that
a proceeding may be instituted in a Common Law Court to enforce
that decree: but it would be in vain for the Admiralty to adjudge
the question of prize, if they could not order the proceeds to be
brought into their Court. If they could not give effect to their
own adjudication, they would have a power of adjudging that
which they could not execute, and the Common Law Courts would
have to execute that decree, the justice of which they could not
examine ; a species of judicature not only vexatious to the subject, but also degrading to both the Courts. This jurisdiction
now claimed by the Admiralty was recognised by Lord Mansfield
in Livingston and another v. APKenzie, at Nisi Prius in 1766.
The ship Margaret (a) was taken in the war before the last by
a King’s ship, but restored by the sentence of the Vice-Admiralty
Court in Jamaica; that sentence was confirmed on appeal here,
and the cause was remitted back to Jamaica. The captured,
however, brought an action here at Common Law, founded on the
sentence of reversal; but Lord Mansfield was of opinion that it

(a) In 1762 this vessel, being the property of Livingston and Welsh
of New York, sailed from thence with a cargo of lumber and provisions
bound to Jamaica, where she delivered her cargo ; and with the pro
ceeds, amounting to 1,300?. in specie, she proceeded on a farther voyage
to the Spanish settlement of Monti Cliriste, in the course of which she
was taken by His Majesty’s ship the “Defiance,” commanded by
Captain McKenzie. He took the specie out of the ship, and put a
prize-master and mariners on board to conduct her to Jamaica; but
before her arrival there she was captured by a French ship of war, and
carried into Port-au-Prince, where she was condemned to the French
captors. Captain M‘Kenzie soon afterwards instituted a suit in the
Vice-Admiralty Court in Jamaica against the specie, which he either
kept in his possession or had paid into the hands of his agent there.
A claim was then set up by the master for the ship as the property of
Livingston and Welsh, British subjects, residing at New York, and
for the specie, as the property of the said owners and of him the
claimant, also a British subject. On the 29th of October, 1762, after
hearing the cause, the Judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court at Jamaica
decreed the sum of 1,300?. in the possession of the captor to be restored
to the claimant, and the ship and the rest of the effects on board at
the time of the capture, or the full value, to be also restored to the
claimant. From this decree Captain M‘Kenzie appealed to the Lords
Commissioners of Appeals in Prize Causes, who on the 1st of May,
1764, affirmed the sentence below, and decreed the cause to he re
mitted. About two years after this decree the action was brought here.
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was not maintainable, as the question arose out of a prize cause,
and that the Courts of Admiralty ought to enforce their own
decrees; and he nonsuited the plaintiffs. In determining a
q uestion of this kind, the situation of neutrals is also entitled to
some consideration ; they are brought into litigation, Avithout any
misconduct on their parts, on account of hostilities between this
and some other country ; and if they Avere subject to the vexation
and expense of instituting a fresh suit in a Common Law Court,
after having gone through all the proceedings in the Court of
Admiralty, it would be an inducement to foreign PoAvers in time
of Avar to enter into armed neutralities.”
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“ Del resto non avvi esecuzione di diritto perfetto che non rechi
“ molestia e danno a qualche individuo. Io alzo il mio edifizio, e
“ tolgo la luce al mio vicino ; circondo di siepe un campo, e impe“ disco il comodo passo ai confinanti proprietarj ; vendo le mie
“ grasce, e diminuisco il prezzo di quelle degli altri, perche scemano
“ i compratori : intraprendo un genere di commercio, e diminuisco il
u guadagno di un terzo che era solo a farlo, ec. : ma per queste moles“ tie che risente qualche individuo, l’esecuzione di quei diritti non
u si potrebbe impedire, se non nel caso dell’ estrema necessita, nella
i( collisione dei diritti, e con le cautele exposte di sopra. Anche il
“ diritto naturale dei Neutrali di seguitare con le Nazioni Belligeranti
“ il solito commercio reca pregiudizio alle medesime ; molte Navi
“ Neutrali cariche di Merci Nemiche eviteranno la vigilanza degli
il Armatori, ma per questo quel diritto non e men giusto.
“ Questa rifiessione mi fa strada a toglier di mezzo le sopra
a esposte contradizioni. Se e lecito. dicono alcuni, predar la roba del
u nemico ovunque si trovi, ed anche sopra i Rastimenti pacifici, con
u lesione evidente della liberta dei Neutrali, e cio perche il nemico
“ ha diritto di diminuir le forze dell’ altro all’ infinito, all’ effetto
u di disporlo alia pace, perche non e lecito arrestare e impedire i
a Neutrali, che portano alle spiagge nemiche Merci lor proprie ?
u Non traggono da queste i Nemici un rinforzo, che reca all’ altra
u parte un danno irreparabile ? Perche e illecito il primo, e lecito
“ il secondo ? Perche la necessita della tua difesa ti permette di
“ attaccar la liberta ed indipendenza di quelle, che portano le Merci
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“ appartenenti ai nemici, e non ti permette di far lo stesso con i
“ Neutrali che portano le loro proprie Merci? Perche, io rispondo,
“ il danno della preda cade quasi tutto sopra i Nemici, e quel poco
“ che cade sopra gli Amici e Neutrali si puo, come si e veduto,
“ facilmente riparare, ma il danno che risentirebbero i Neutrali
“ dall’ essere impediti di vendere come prima facevano le loro Merci
“ naturali e industriali alle Nazioni, che ora per accidente sono in
u Guerra, caderebbe tutto sopra di loro, ne sipotrebbe inalcun modo
“ riparare; che se riparar si potesse, io non dubito punto che il Guer“ reggiante non avesse il diritto di arrestare tutte le Navi dei Neu“ trali che recano Merci utili alia Nazione nemica, offerendosi per
“ esempio di comprarle a contanti, e se si trattasse di permuta, esiben“ dosi a somministrarla esso medesimo all’ istesso prezzo, ed alle
“ medesime cOndizioni; ma siccome il primo esigerebbe una spesa
“ enorme, che nessuna Nazione potrebbe sostenere, l’altro sarebbe
“ moralmente impossibile, giacche una Nazione non puo esserfornita
“ delle cose naturali ed industriali, che sono proprie dell’ altra, cosi
“ ne viene che tra i due diritti perfetti, che si trovano in collisione,
“ si permetta l’esercizio di quello che impedito arrecherebbe un
“ danno, che non e in modo alcuno riparabile.
“ Questa ragione fortissima, a cui non mi par che si possa dare nes“ suna adequatarisposta, mi ha persuaso una volta, e mi persuade an“ cora,chenon avvi contradizione alcuna tra le due Leggi delle Nazioni,
“ delle quali l’una permette la preda della roba nemica nei Bastimenti
“ dei Neutrali, 1’ altra permette ai Neutrali il trasporto e la vendita
“ della roba loro alle Nazioni nemiche; ambedue devono esser riguaru date come regole inviolabili per le Nazioni Belligeranti, e per i
“ popoli pacifici in tempo di guerra; ed ambedue son fondate in
u ragione, perche salvano ad un tempo medesimo e i Diritti dei
“ Guerreggianti, e quelli dei Neutrali, tra i quali se i Locatori dell’
“ Opere e delle Navi loro risentono qualche danno, debbono piut“ tosto che dei Guerreggianti dolersi dell’ infortunio della Guerra,
“ di cui gli effetti dannosi e funesti sono risentiti piii 6 meno, non
“ solamente da loro, ma ancora da tutte le altre Nazioni Commer“ cianti, e particolarmente da quelle che erano usate ad avere un
“ commercio ordinario con le Nazioni in Guerra.”
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28 Viet. cap. 23 :—u An Act to repeal enactments relating
u to naval prize of war and matters connected therewith or with
u the discipline or management of the navy.”—Passed 23rd June,
“ 1864.27
27 S? 28 Viet. cap. 24:—u An Act to provide for the appointu ment, duties, and remuneration of agents for ships of war, and
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ft for the distribution of salvage, bounty, prize, and other money
44 among the officers and crews thereof.”—Passed 23rd June, 1864.
44 Be it enacted, &c.

44
u
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

Preliminary.

44 1. This Act may be cited as the Naval Agency and Distribution Act, 1864.
44 2. In this Act—
44 The term 4 the Lords of the Admiralty 5 means the Lord High
Admiral of the United Kingdom, or the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral :
44 The term 4 the High Court of Admiralty ’ means the High
Court of Admiralty of England :
44 The term 4 ship of war 5 includes vessel of war:
44 The term ‘officers and crew’ includes all flag officers, commanders, and other officers, engineers, seamen, marines, soldiers,
and others on board any of Her Majesty’s ships of war.
44 3. Any ship or vessel belonging to Her Majesty, and in actual
service (other than a ship of war), may be declared by the Lords
of the Admiralty to be a ship of war for the purposes of this Act;
and all the provisions of this Act shall thereupon apply to such
ship or vessel, and shall continue to so apply, as long as she then
continues in actual service, but no longer.

44 Appointment
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

of Ship's Agent.

44 4. Each of Her Majesty’s ships of war shall at all times while
in commission have, for the purposes of this Act, an agent styled
the ship’s agent, to be appointed in the first instance as soon as
may be after the ship is put in commission, and afterwards from
time to time as a vacancy in the office or other occasion may
require.
44 5. The ship’s agent shall be appointed from time to time at
pleasure by the commanding officer of the ship for the time being,
by an instrument signed and attested in the form given in the
schedule to this Act.
44 6. Any such instrument shall not have effect unless and until
it is filed in the registry of the High Court of Admiralty, having
been previously registered in the office of the Accountant-General
of the Navy.
44 An official copy of any such instrument under the seal of the
High Court of Admiralty shall be conclusive evidence thereof.
44 7. A person holding any office or employment in Her Majesty’s
service or under the crown, or a proctor, attorney, or solicitor,
shall not be capable of being a ship’s agent.
44 If any person being a ship’s agent accepts any such office or
employment, or becomes a proctor, attorney, or solicitor, his
appointment as ship’s agent shall be thereby vacated.
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“ 8. A partnership body, not incorporated, may be appointed a
“ ship’s agent; and in that case the partners for the time being, or
u any one or more of them, may act as the agent; and any ehange
“ of partners shall not affect the appointment.
u The names of the partners shall at the time of appointment,
“ and from time to time on any change happening, be registered in
“ the office of the Accountant-General of the Navy, and in the
u registry of the High Court of Admiralty.
“9. The appointment of the ship’s agent shall not be affected by
“ a change of the commanding officer of the ship.
“ 10. The ship’s agent shall at all times have an office or place
u of business within five miles of the General Post Office,
“ London.
u 11. The ship’s agent shall be subject to the jurisdiction and
a authority of the High Court of Admiralty as if he were an officer
<l of the Court, and in case of any neglect or misconduct on his
“ part shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished
u accordingly.
“ Duties of Ship's Agents.
“ 12. It shall be the duty of the ship’s agent, by himself or by
“ a proper sub-agent appointed and remunerated by him., to take or
u cause or procure to be taken all steps and proceedings, and do or
u cause or procure to be done all things, that may be necessary or
u proper to be taken or done for any purpose on behalf or in the
u name of the ship or of the officers and crew thereof, or any of
u them, in the several cases following.
“ In case of salvage services rendered to any ship or cargo, or
u otherwise, within the meaning of the enactments for the time being
u in force relating to merchant shipping :
“ In case of any breach of any law respecting national character
“ or otherwise relating to merchant shipping :
“ In case of any seizure for breach of any law relating to the
u customs:
“ In case of any seizure or capture under any Act relating to the
(C abolition of the slave-trade :
“ In case of any matter arising out of an attack on or engageu ment with persons alleged to be pirates, afloat or on shore :
“ In case of any capture, recapture, or destruction of any ship,
goods, or thing in time of war or hostilities:
“ In case of any special service or other matter in respect whereof
u any grant, reward, or remuneration is payable.
*' Distribution of Salvage, Bounty, Prize, and other Money.
u 13. Where in any of the several cases aforesaid any money is
u distributable among the officers and crew of any of Her Majesty’s
il ships of war, the costs, charges, and expenses of the officers and
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crew and of the ship’s agent, and all other (if any) costs, charges,
or expenses properly chargeable against that money, shall be paid
thereout before distribution thereof, all such costs, charges, and
expenses being first taxed and allowed by the proper officer of
the Court having jurisdiction in the case, and if there is no such
Court, then by the registrar of the High Court of Admiralty.
“ 14. In the several cases aforesaid, money distributable among
“ the officers and crew of any of Her Majesty’s ships of war, so far
“ as full provision respecting the distribution thereof is not made
“ by or under any Act of Parliament other than this Act, shall be
“ distributed under the direction of the Lords of the Admiralty in
“ the shares in that behalf specified in any royal proclamation or
“ Order in Council.
“ 15. The several shares of any such money as aforesaid shall be
“ paid to the persons entitled thereto in such manner, and subject
“ and according to such restrictions, conditions, and provisions, as
“ may from time to time be directed by Order in Council.
“ Any assignment, sale, or contract of or relating to any such
“ money as aforesaid, payable in respect of the services of any
“ petty officer or seaman, non-commissioned officer of Marines or
“ Marine, other than such as may be made or entered into under
“ the authority of and in conformity with any such Order in
“ Council, shall be void*
“ 16. All bills, orders, receipts, and other instruments drawn,
“ given, or made under the authority or in pursuance of any such
“ Order in Council by, to, or upon any officer or person in the
“ service of Her Majesty or of the Lords of the Admiralty, shall be
“ exempt from stamp duty.
“17. All forfeited and unclaimed shares and balances of prize
“ money, and a percentage of five pounds in every one hundred
“ pounds out of the proceeds of all prizes, and out of all grants to
“ the Royal Navy and Marines, and out of all bounty money, and
“ also out of all other money distributable in the several cases
“ aforesaid among the officers and crew of any of Her Majesty’s
“ ships of war out of which such percentage is at the commence“ ment of this Act by law deducted, shall, under the direction of
“ the Lords of the Admiralty, continue to be carried to and to form
“ part of the naval prize cash balance.
“ So much of the naval prize cash balance as the Lords of the
u Admiralty think expedient shall from time to time by Her
u Majesty’s Paymaster-General, under the authority and direction
“ of the Lords of the Admiralty, be paid and transferred to the
“ Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom.
“ In case at any time a claim in respect of prize or bounty money
“ is made which the naval prize cash balance is not sufficient to
“ meet, there shall be paid out of the said Consolidated Fund a
“ sufficient sum to meet such claim.
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“ 18. A ship’s agent shall be entitled, on request, and on payment
of reasonable expenses, to be furnished with copies of or extracts
from any official accounts kept under or for the purposes of this
Act in relation to ally of Her Majesty’s ships of war for which he
is agent.
“ Remuneration of Ship's Agent.

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

“ 19. Before any such money as aforesaid is distributed among
the officers and crew of any of Her Majesty’s ships of war, there
shall be paid, under the direction of the Lords of the Admiralty,
to the ship’s agent a percentage of two and a half per centum on
the net amount actually distributable, as the sole and full remuneration of the ship’s agent for his services in the case.
“ 20. In the following cases,—
“ Where more than one of Her Majesty’s ships of war are
entitled to participate in any such money,—
“ Where the ship’s agent is changed pending proceedings,—
“ The ship’s agent’s percentage shall, in case of difference, be
apportioned between or among the respective agents of the several
ships, or the several persons having been and being the ship’s
agent (as the case may be), in such manner as the Registrar of the
High Court of Admiralty thinks just, having regard to the duration and character of the services of the several agents in the
case, subject to objection to the Registrar’s award to be taken
before the Judge of the Court.
“ Investment of Salvage, Bounty, Prize, and other Money.

11 21. Any money for the time being awaiting distribution, but
“ for any reason not immediately distributable as aforesaid, may,
“ under the direction of the Lords of the Admiralty, be invested in
“or on any proper stocks, funds, or securities; and the proceeds
ci of those stocks, funds, or securities, and any dividends or interest
“ accrued due thereon, shall be distributed as the money invested
“ would have been distributed if an investment had not been made :
“ Provided that no such investment shall be made of any money
“ pending any adverse claim thereto, except with the consent of the
“ claimant.

“

Decision

as to Distribution or Investment.

“ 22. Where any question (whether in respect of asserted joint
“ capture, or in respect of flag shares, or in respect of any other
“ matter) arises concerning the distribution of any money distri“ butable as aforesaid, or concerning any investment thereof, actual
“ or intended, the High Court of Admiralty shall have exclusive
“jurisdiction to hear and determine the same; and any person,
“ claiming an interest in such money, or the Lords of the Admiralty,
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may apply to the High Court of Admiralty for a judgment on
that question; and the Court, after hearing the parties interested,
shall decide thereon, and such decision shall be final, and shall be
binding on all persons concerned.
“ Miscellaneous.

“ 23. Nothing in this Act shall,—
“ (1.) Authorise a ship’s agent or his sub-agent to practise or act
“ as a proctor, attorney, solicitor, or other legal practitioner in any
“ Court; or
“ (2.) Affect the right or power of the officers and crew of any
“ of Her Majesty’s ships of war as salvors, seizors, captors, re“ captors, or otherwise, or of any of such officers and crew, to take
u or cause or procure to be taken any step or proceeding, or do or
“ cause or procure to be done anything, that may be necessary or
“ proper to be taken or done for any purpose in any Court or else“ where, in case of the absence or default of the ship’s agent; or
“ (3.) Affect any right or power of control, or other authority,
“ that Her Majesty has or may exercise in any prize cause or other
“ proceeding.
u 24. Nothing in this Act shall invalidate an appointment of an
“ agent made before the commencement of this Act under The Navy
“ Prize Agents Act, 1863 ; but every agent so appointed shall, from
“ the commencement of this Act, be subject to this Act as if he
“ were appointed under it.
“ 25. Her Majesty in Council may from time to time make such
“ orders as seem meet for the better execution of this Act.
“ 26. Every Order in Council under this Act shall be published
“ in the London Gazette, and shall be laid before both Houses
“ of Parliament within thirty days after the making thereof, if
“ Parliament is then sitting, and, if not, then within thirty days
“ after the next meeting of Parliament.
“ 27. This Act shall commence on such dayj not later than the
“ first day of January One thousand eight hundred and sixty-five,
“ as Her Majesty in Council thinks fit to direct.
“ Form of Appointment of Ship's Agent.
u I,
1 Commanding Officer of Her Majesty’s
2 hereby
“ appoint
3 of
4 to be the Ship’s Agent for the purposes
“ of The Naval Agency and Distribution Act, 1864.
u Dated the
day of
(Signed) A. B.
“ Witness,
(Signed) C. D.”
1 Name of Officer.
3 Name of Agent.

2 Description and Name of Ship.
4 Address of Agent.
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27 (J* 28 Viet. cap. 25 :—44 An Act for regulating naval prize o£
44 war.”—Passed 23rd June, 1864.
44 Whereas it is expedient to enact permanently, with amend44 ments, such provisions concerning naval prize, and matters con44 nected therewith, as have heretofore been usually passed at the
44 beginning of a war.
“ Be it therefore enacted, &c<

44 Preliminary.

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44 1. This Act may be cited as The Naval Prize Act, 1864.
“2. In this Act—
44 The term 4 the Lords of the Admiralty ’ means the Lord High
Admiral of the United Kingdom, or the Commissioners for
executing the office of Lord High Admiral:
44 The term 4 the High Court of Admiralty 5 means the High
Court of Admiralty of England.
44 The term 4 any of Her Majesty’s ships of war ’ includes any
of Her Majesty’s vessels of war, and any hired armed ship or vessel
in Her Majesty’s service:
44 The term 4 officers and crew ’ includes flag officers, commanders,
and other officers, engineers, seamen, marines, soldiers, and others
on board any of Her Majesty’s ships of war:
44 The term 4 ship ’ includes vessel and boat, with the tackle, furniture, and apparel of the ship, vessel, or boat:
44 The term 4 ship papers ’ includes all books, passes, sea briefs,
charter-parties, bills of lading, cockets, letters, and other documents and writings delivered up or found on board a captured
ship.
44 The term 4 goods ’ includes all such things as are by the course
of Admiralty and law of nations the subject of adjudication as
prize (other than ships).
44 I.—Prize Courts.

44 3. The High Court of Admiralty and every Court of Admiralty
or of Vice-Admiralty, or other Court exercising Admiralty jurisdiction in Her Majesty’s dominions, for the time being authorised
to take cognisance of and judicially proceed in matters of prize,
shall be a Prize Court within the meaning of this Act.
44 Every such Court, other than the High Court of Admiralty, is
44 comprised in the term 4 Vice-Admiralty Prize Court,’ when here44 after used in this Act.

44
44
44
44
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High Court of Admiralty.

u 4. The High Court o£ Admiralty shall have jurisdiction through“ out Her Majesty’s dominions as a Prize Court.
“ The High Court of Admiralty as a Prize Court shall have power
“ to enforce any order or decree of a Vice-Admiralty Prize Court,
“ and any order or decree of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
“ Council in a Prize Appeal.
“Appeal; Judicial Committee.
“ 5. An appeal shall lie to Her Majesty in Council from any
“ order or decree of a Prize Court, as of right in case of a final
“ decree, and in other cases with the leave of the Court making the
“ order or decree.
“ Every appeal shall be made in such manner and form and
“ subject to such regulations (including regulations as to fees, costs,
“ charges, and expenses) as may for the time being be directed by
“ Order in Council, and in the absence of any such order, or so far as
“ any such order does not extend, then in such manner and form
u and subject to such regulations as are for the time being pre“ scribed or in force respecting maritime causes of appeal.
u 6. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council shall have juris11 diction to hear and report on any such appeal, and may therein
u exercise all such powers as for the time being appertain to them
“ in respect of appeals from any Court of Admiralty jurisdiction,
“ and all such powers as are under this Act vested in the High
u Court of Admiralty, and all such powers as were wont to be
“ exercised by the Commissioners of Appeal in prize causes.
“7. All processes and documents required for the purposes of any
“ such appeal shall be transmitted to and shall remain in the custody
“ of the registrar of Her Majesty in prize appeals.
“ 8. In every such appeal the usual inhibition shall be extracted
“ from the registry of ITer Majesty in prize appeals within three
“ months after the date of the order or decree appealed from, if the
a appeal be from the High Court of Admiralty, and within six
“ months after that date if it be from a Vice-Admiralty Prize Court.
“ The Judicial Committee may, nevertheless, on sufficient cause
“ shown, allow the inhibition to be extracted and the appeal to be
“ prosecuted after the expiration of the respective periods aforesaid.
“

Vice-Admiralty Prize Courts.

u 9. Every Vice-Admiralty prize court shall enforce within its
“ jurisdiction all orders and decrees of the Judicial Committee in
“ prize appeals and of the High Court of Admiralty in prize causes.
“ 10. Her Majesty in Council may grant to the Judge of any
“ Vice-Admiralty Prize Court a salary not exceeding five hundred
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“ pounds a year, payable out of money provided by Parliament,
“ subject to sucb regulations as seem meet.
“ A Judge to whom a salary is so granted shall not be entitled
“ to any further emolument, arising from fees or otherwise, in respect
“ of prize business transacted in his Court.
“ An account of all such fees shall be kept by the registrar of
“ the Court, and the amount thereof shall be carried to and form
“ part of the Consolidated Fund of the United Kingdom.
“ 11. In accordance, as far as circumstances admit, with the prin“ ciples and regulations laid down in the Superannuation Act, 1859,
“ Her Majesty in Council may grant to the Judge of any Vice“ Admiralty Prize Court an annual or other allowance, to take
“ effect on the termination of his service, and to be payable out of
u money provided by Parliament.
“ 12. The Registrar of every Vice-Admiralty Prize Court shall, on
il the first day of January and first day of July in every year,
“ make out a return (in such form as the Lords of the Admiralty
“ from time to time direct) of all cases adjudged in the Court since
“ the last half-yearly return, and shall with all convenient speed
send the same to the Registrar oE the High Court of Admiralty,
“ who shall keep the same in the registry of that Court, and who
“ shall, as soon as conveniently may be, send a copy of the returns of
“ each half-year to the Lords of the Admiralty, who shall lay the
• • same before bqth Houses of Parliament.

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

“ General.
“ 13. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, with the
Judge of the High Court of Admiralty, may from time to time frame
general orders for regulating (subject to the provisions of this
Act) the procedure and practice of Prize Courts, and the duties
and conduct of the officers thereof and of the practitioners therein,
and for regulating the fees to be taken by the officers of the
Courts, and the costs, charges, and expenses to be allowed to the
practitioners therein.
“ Any such general orders shall have full effect, if and when
approved by Her Majesty in Council, but not sooner or otherwise.
“ Every Order in Council made under this section shall be laid
before both Houses of Parliament.
“ Every such Order in Council shall be kept exhibited in a conspicuous place in each Court to which it relates.
u 14. It shall not be lawful for any registrar, marshal, or other
officer of any Prize Court, or for the registrar of Her Majesty in
prize appeals, directly or indirectly to act or be in any manner
concerned as advocate, proctor, solicitor, or agent, or otherwise, in
any prize cause or appeal, on pain of dismissal or suspension from
office, by order of the Court or of the Judicial Committee (as the
case may require).
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“ 15. It shall not be lawful for any proctor or solicitor, or person
“ practising as a proctor or solicitor, being employed by a party in a
“ prize cause or appeal, to be employed or concerned, by himself or
“ his partner, or by any other person, directly or indirectly, by or
“ on behalf of any adverse party in that cause or appeal, on pain
“ of exclusion or suspension from practice in prize matters, by
“ order of the Court or of the Judicial Committee (as the case may
“ require).

“ II.—Procedure

in

Prtze Causes.

“ Proceedings by Captors.
“ 16. Every ship taken as prize, and brought into port within the
“ jurisdiction of a Prize Court, shall forthwith, and without bulk
“ broken, be delivered up to the marshal of the Court.
“ If there is no such marshal, then the ship shall be in like
“ manner delivered up to the principal officer of customs at the
“ port.
“ The ship shall remain in the custody of the marshal, or of such
“ officer, subject to the orders of the Court.
“17. The captors shall, with all practicable speed after the ship
“ is brought into port, bring the ship papers into the registry of the
‘‘ Court.
“ The officer in command, or one of the chief officers of the cap.“ turing ship or some other person who was present at the capture,
“ and saw the ship papers delivered up or found on board, shall
“ make oath that they are brought in as they were taken, without
“ fraud, addition, subduction, or alteration, or else shall account
“ on oath to the satisfaction of the Court for the absence or altered
“ condition of the ship papers, or any of them.
“ Where no ship papers are delivered up or found on board the
“ captured ship, the officer in command, or one of the chief officers
“ of the capturing ship, or some other person who was present at
“ the capture, shall make oath to that effect.
“ 18. As soon as the affidavit as to ship papers is filed, a moni“ tion shall issue, returnable within twenty days from the service
“ thereof, citing all persons in general to show cause why the cap“ tured ship should not be condemned.
“19. The captors shall, with all practicable speed after the
“ captured ship is brought into port, bring three or four of the
“ principal persons belonging to the captured ship before the Judge
“ of the Court, or some person authorized in this behalf, by whom
“ they shall be examined on oath on the standing interrogatories.
“ The preparatory examinations on the standing interrogatories
“ shall, if possible, be concluded within five days from the com“ men cement thereof.
“20. After the return of the monition, the Court shall, on pro-
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“ duction of the preparatory examinations and ship papers, proceed
“ with all convenient speed either to condemn or to release the
“ captured ship.
“21. Where, on production of the preparatory examinations and
“ ship papers, it appears to the Court doubtful whether the captured
“ ship is good prize or not, the Court may direct further proof to be
“ adduced, either by affidavit or by examination of witnesses, with or
“ without pleadings, or by production of further documents; and on
“ such further proof being adduced the Court shall, with all con“ venient speed, proceed to adjudication.
“22. The foregoing provisions, as far as they relate to the cus“ tody of the ship, and to examination on the standing interroga“ tories, shall not apply to ships of war taken as prize.
Claim.
“ 23. At any time before final decree made in the cause, any
person claiming an interest in the ship may enter in the registry
of the Court a claim, verified on oath.
“ Within five days after entering the claim, the claimant shall
give security for costs in the sum of sixty pounds; but the
Court shall have power to enlarge the time for giving security, or
to direct security to be given in a larger sum, if the circumstances
appear to require it.
“

“
“
“
“
“

“ Appraisement.
“ 24. The Court may, if.it thinks fit at any time, direct that the
fi captured ship be appraised.
“ Every appraisement shall be made by competent persons sworn
“ to make the same according to the best of their skill and know“ ledge.
“ Delivery on Bail.
“ 25. After appraisement, the Court may, if it thinks fit, direct
“ that the captured ship be delivered up to the Claimant, on his
“ giving security to the satisfaction of the Court to pay to the
“ captors the appraised value thereof in case of condemnation.

“
“
“
“
“

“ Sale.
“26. The Court may at any time, if it thinks fit, on account of the
condition of the captured ship, or on the application of a claimant,
order that the captured ship be appraised as aforesaid (if not
already appraised), and be sold.
“ 27. On or after condemnation the Court may, if it thinks fit,
order that the ship be appraised as aforesaid (if not already
appraised), and be sold.
“ 28. Every sale shall be made by or under the superintendence
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“ of the marshal of the Court or of the officer having the custody of
“ the -captured ship.
“ 29. The proceeds of any sale, made either before or after con1 demnation, and after condemnation the appraised value of the
“ captured ship, in case she has been delivered up to a claimant on
u bail, shall be paid under an order of the Court either into the
“ Bank of England to the credit of Her Majesty’s Paymaster
“ General, or into the hands of an official accountant (belonging to
“ the Commissariat or some other department) appointed for this
“ purpose by the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury or by
“ the Lords of the Admiralty, subject in either case to such regula“ tions as may from time to time be made, by Order in Council, as
“ to the custody and disposal of money so paid.
“

Small armed Ships.

“ 30. The captors may include in one adjudication any number,
“ not exceeding six, of armed ships not exceeding one hundred tons
“ each, taken within three months next before institution of pro“ ceedings.
“ Goods.
“ 31. The foregoing provisions relating to ships shall extend and
“ apply, mutatis mutandis, to goods taken as prize on board ship;
“ and the Court may direct such goods to be unladen, inventoried,
“ and warehoused.
u Monition to captors to proceed.
“ 32. If the captors fail to institute or to prosecute with effect
u proceedings for adjudication, a monition shall, on the application
“ of a claimant, issue against the captors, returnable within six days
“ from the service thereof, citing them to appear and proceed to
“ adjudication ; and on the return thereof the Court shall either
“ forthwith proceed to adjudication or direct further proof to be
“ adduced as aforesaid, and then proceed to adjudication.
“

Claim on Appeal.

“ 33. Where any person, not an original party in the cause, in“ tervenes on appeal, he shall enter a claim, verified on oath, and
u shall give security for costs.
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“ III.—Special Cases
“

“
“
“
“
“
u
“

of

Capture.

Land Expeditions.

“ 34. Where, in an expedition of any of Her Majesty’s naval or
naval and military forces against a fortress or possession on land,
goods belonging to the state of the enemy or to a public trading
company of the enemy exercising powers of government are taken
in the fortress or possession, or a ship is taken in waters defended
by or belonging to the fortress or possession, a Prize Court shall
have jurisdiction as to the goods or ship so taken, and any goods
taken on board the ship, as in case of prize.

11 Conjunct Capture with Ally.
“
“
“
“
i(
“
“
“

u 35. Where any ship or goods is or are taken by any of Her
Majesty’s naval or naval and military forces while acting in conjunction with any forces of any of Her Majesty’s allies, a prize
Court shall have jurisdiction as to the same as in case of Prize,
and shall have power, after condemnation, to apportion the due
share of the proceeds to Her Majesty’s ally, the proportionate
amount and the disposition of which share shall be such as may
from time to time be agreed between Her Majesty and Her
Majesty’s ally.
C( Joint Capture.

u 36. Before condemnation, a petition on behalf of asserted joint
captors shall not (except by special leave of the Court) be admitted, unless and until they give security to the satisfaction ot
the Court to contribute to the actual captors a just proportion of
any costs, charges, or expenses, or damages that may be incurred
by or awarded against the actual captors on account of the capture
and detention of the prize.
“ After condemnation, such a petition shall not (except by special
“ leave of the Court) be admitted unless and until the asserted joint
“ captors pay to the actual captors a just proportion of the costs,
“ charges, and expenses incurred by the actual captors in the case,
u and give such security as aforesaid, and show sufficient cause to
“ the Court why their petition was not presented before condemna“ tion.
,
“ Provided, that nothing in the present section shall extend to
“ the asserted interest of a flag officer claiming to share by virtue of
“ his flag.
“
“
“
“
“
“
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“
“
“
“

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
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Offences against Law of Prize.

u 37. A Prize Court, on proof of any offence against the law of
nations, or against this Act, or any Act relating to naval discipline,
or against any Order in Council or royal proclamation, or of any
breach of Her Majesty’s instructions relating to prize, or of any
act of disobedience to the orders of the Lords of the Admiralty,
or to the command of a superior officer, committed by the captors
in relation to any ship or goods taken as prize, or in relation to
any person on board any such ship, may, on condemnation, reserve the prize to Her Majesty’s disposal, notwithstanding any
grant that may have been made by PTer Majesty in favour of
captors.
“ Pre-emption.
“ 38. Where a ship of a foreign nation passing the seas laden with
naval or victualling stores intended to be carried to a port of an
enemy of Her Majesty is taken and brought into a port of the
United Kingdom, and the purchase for the service of her Majesty
of the stores pn board the ship appears to the Lords of the Admiralty
expedient without the condemnation thereof in a Prize Court, in
that case the Lords of the Admiralty may purchase, on the account
or for the service of Her Majesty, all or any of the stores on board
the ship; and the Commissioners of Customs may permit the
stores purchased to be entered and landed within any port.
“

Capture by Ship other than a Ship of War.

“ 39. Any ship or goods taken as prize by any of the officers and
“ crew of a ship other than a ship of war of Her Majesty, shall, on
“ condemnation, belong to Her Majesty in her office of Admiralty.
“ IV.—Prize Salvage.
“ 40. Where any ship or goods belonging to any of Her Majesty’s
“ subjects, after being taken as prize by the enemy, is or are retaken
“ from the enemy by any of Pier Majesty’s ships of war, the same
“ shall be restored by decree of a Prize Court to the owner, on his
u paying as prize salvage one-eighth part of the value of the prize to
u be decreed and ascertained by the Court, or such sum not exceeding
“ one-eighth part of the estimated value of the prize as may be agreed
“on between the owner and the re-captors, and approved by order
11 of the Court: Provided, that where the re-capture is made under
“ circumstances of special difficulty or danger, the Prize Court may,
“ if it thinks fit, award to the re-captors as prize salvage a larger
“ part than one-eighth part, but not exceeding in any case one-fourth
“ part, of the value of the prize.
“ Provided also, that where a ship after being so taken is set forth
3 n 2
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“ or used by any of Her Majesty’s enemies as a ship of war, this
“ provision for restitution shall not apply, and the ship shall be
“ adjudicated on as in other cases of prize.
“41. Where a ship belonging to any of Her Majesty’s subjects,
“ after being taken as prize by the enemy, is retaken from the enemy
“ by any of Her Majesty’s ships of war, she may, with the consent of
“ the re-captors, prosecute her voyage, and it shall not be necessary
“ for the re-captors to proceed to adjudication till her return to a
“ port of the United Kingdom.
“ The master or owner, or his agent, may, with the consent of the
“ re-captors, unload and dispose of the goods on board the ship before
“ adjudication.
“ In case the ship does not, within six months, return to a port
“ of the United Kingdom, the re-captors may nevertheless institute
“ proceedings against the ship or goods in the High Court of
“ Admiralty, and the Court may thereupon award prize salvage as
“ aforesaid to the re-captors, and may enforce payment thereof, either
“ by warrant of arrest against the ship or goods, or by monition and
“ attachment against the owner.
“ V.—Prize Bounty.

“42. If, in relation to any war, Her Majesty is pleased to declare,
“ by proclamation or Order in Council, her intention to grant prize
“ bounty to the officers and crews of her ships of war, then such
“ of the officers and crew of any of Her Majesty’s ships of war as
“ are actually present at the taking or destroying of any armed ship
“ of any of Her Majesty’s enemies shall be entitled to have distributed
“ among them as prize bounty a sum calculated at the rate of five
“ pounds for each person on board the enemy’s ship at the beginning
“ of the engagement.
“ 43. The number of the persons so on board the enemy’s ship
“ shall be proved in a Prize Court, either by the examinations on
u oath of the survivors of them, or of any three or more of the
“ survivors, or if there is no survivor by the papers of the enemy’s
“ ship, or by the examinations on oath of three or more of the
“ officers and crew of Her Majesty’s ship,or by such other evidence
“ as may seem to the Court sufficient in the circumstances.
“ The Court shall make a decree declaring the title of the officers
“ and crew of Her Majesty’s ship to the prize bounty, and stating the
“ amount thereof.
“ The decree shall be subject to appeal as other decrees of the
“ Court.
“ 44. On production of an official copy of the decree the Com“ missioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury shall, out of money provided
“ by Parliament, pay the amount of prize bounty decreed, in such
“ manner as any Order in Council may from time to time direct.
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“ VI.—Miscellaneous Provisions.
" Ransom.
u 45. Her Majesty in Council may from time to time, in relation
u to any war, make such orders as may seem expedient, according
u to circumstances, for prohibiting or allowing, wholly or in certain
“ cases, or subject to any conditions or regulations or otherwise, as
“ may from time to time seem meet, the ransoming or the entering
“ into any contract or agreement for the ransoming of any ship
“ or goods belonging to any of Her Majesty’s subjects, and taken as
“ prize by any of Her Majesty’s enemies.
u Any contract or agreement entered into, and any bill, bond, or
“ other security given for ransom of any ship or goods, shall be
“ under the exclusive jurisdiction of the High Court of Admiralty
“ as a Prize Court (subject to appeal to the Judicial Committee of
“ the Privy Council), and if entered into or given in contravention
“ of any such Order in Council, shall be deemed to have been entered
“ into or given tor an illegal consideration.
“ If any person ransoms or enters into any contract or agreement
“ for ransoming any ship of goods, in contravention of any such
“ Order in Council, he shall for every such offence be liable to be
u proceeded against in the High Court of Admiralty at the suit of
“ Her Majesty in her office of Admiralty, and on conviction to be
“ fined, in the discretion of the Court, any sum not exceeding five
“ hundred pounds.
“ Convoy.
u 46. If the master or other person having the command of any
“ ship of any of Her Majesty’s subjects, under the convoy of any of
“ Her Majesty’s ships of war, wilfully disobeys any lawful signal,
u instruction, or command of the commander of the convoy, or
“ without leave deserts the convoy, he shall be liable to be proceeded
u against in the High Court of Admiralty at the suit of Her Majesty
“ in her office of Admiralty, and upon conviction to be fined, in
“ the discretion of the Court, any sum not exceeding five hundred
“ pounds, and to suffer imprisonment for such time, not exceeding
“ of one year, as the Court may adjudge.
“

Customs Duties and Regulations,

.

u 47. All ships and goods taken as prize and brought into a port
of the United Kingdom shall be liable to and be charged with the
same rates and charges and duties of customs as under any Act
relating to the customs may be chargeable on other ships and goods
of the like description ; and
“ All goods brought in as prize which would on the voluntary im“ portation thereof be liable to forfeiture or subject to any restriction

“
“
“
“
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“
“
“
“
“

tinder the laws relating to the customs, shall be deemed to be
so liable and subject, unless the Commissioners of Customs see fit
to authorise the sale or delivery thereof for home use or exportation unconditionally or subject to such conditions and regulations
as they may direct.
“ 48. Where any ship or goods taken as prize is or are brought
“ into a port of the United Kingdom, the master or other person in
“ charge or command of the ship which has been taken, or in which
“ the goods are brought, shall, on arrival at such port, bring to at
u the proper place of discharge, and shall, when required by any
u officer of customs, deliver an account in writing under his hand
“ concerning such ship and goods, giving such particulars relating
li thereto as maybe in his power, and shall truly answer all questions
“ concerning such ship or goods asked by any such officer, and in
“ default shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred pounds, such
“ forfeiture to be enforced as forfeitures for offences against the laws
“ relating to the customs are enforced, and every such ship shall be
“ liable to such searches as other ships are liable to, and the officers
“ of the customs may freely go on board such ship and bring to the
“ Queen’s warehouse any goods on board the same, subject, never“ theless, to such regulations in respect of ships of war belonging to
“ Her Majesty as shall from time to time be issued by the Commis“ sioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury.
“ 49. Goods taken as prize may be sold either for home consump“ tion or for exportation ; and if in the former case the proceeds
“ thereof, after payment of duties of customs, are insufficient to satisfy
“ the just and reasonable claims thereon, the Commissioners of Her
“ Majesty’s Treasury may remit the whole or such part of the said
“ duties as they see fit.
“ Perjury.
“
“
“
“
u

“ 50. If any person wilfully and corruptly swears, declares, or
affirms falsely in any prize cause or appeal, or in any proceeding
under this Act, or in respect of any matter required by this Act
to be verified on oath, or suborns any other person to do so, he
shall be deemed guilty of perjury, or of subornation of perjury (as
the case may be), and shall be liable to be punished accordingly.
“

“
“
“
u
“
“

Limitation of Actions, §c.

11 51. Any action or proceeding shall not lie in any part of Her
Majesty’s dominions against any person acting under the authority
or in the execution or intended execution or in pursuance of this
Act for any alleged irregularity or trespass, or other act or thing
done or omitted by him under this Act, unless notice in writing
(specifying the cause of the action or proceeding) is given by the
intending plaintiff or prosecutor to the intended defendant one
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“
“
“
u
u

month at least before the commencement of the action or proceeding, nor unless the action or proceeding is commenced within
six months next after the act or thing complained of is done or
omitted, or, in case of a continuation of damage, within six months
next after the doing of such damage has ceased.
“ In any such action the defendant may plead generally that the
“ act or thing complained of was done or omitted by him when
u acting under the authority or in the execution or intended execu“ tion or in pursuance of this Act, and may give all special matter
“ in evidence; and the plaintiff shall not succeed if tender of
“ sufficient amends is made by the defendant before the commence“ ment of the action ; and in case no tender has been made, the
“ defendant may, by leave of the Court in which the action is
“ brought, at any time pay into Court such sum of money as he
“ thinks fit, whereupon such proceeding and order shall be had and
“ made in and by the Court as may be had and made on the pay“ ment of money into Court in an ordinary action; and if the
“ plaintiff does not succeed in the action, the defendant shall receive
“ such full and reasonable indemnity as to all costs, charges, and
“ expenses incurred in and about the action as may be taxed and
“ allowed by the proper officer, subject to review; and though a
“ verdict is given for the plaintiff in the action he shall not have
“ costs against the defendant, unless the judge before whom the
“ trial is had certifies his approval of the action.
“ Any such action or proceeding against any person in Her
“ Majesty’s naval service, or in the employment of the Lords of
“ the Admiralty, shall not be brought or instituted elsewhere than
u in the United Kingdom.
“

u
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
u
“
“
“
“

Petitions of Right.

“ 52. A petition of right, under The Petitions of Right Act, 1860,
may, if the suppliant thinks fit, be intituled in the High Court of
Admiralty, in case the subject matter of the petition or any
material part thereof arises out of the exercise of any belligerent
right on behalf of the Crown, or would be cognizable in a Prize
Court within Her Majesty’s dominions if the same were a matter'
in dispute between private persons.
“ Any petition of right under the last-mentioned Act, whether
intituled in the High Court of Admiralty or not, may be prosecuted in that Court, if the Lord Chancellor thinks fit so to direct.
“The provisions of this Act relative to appeal, and to the framing
and approval of general orders for regulating the procedure and
practice of the High Court of Admiralty, shall extend to the case
of any such petition of right intituled or directed to be prosecuted
in that Court; and, subject thereto, all the provisions of The
Petititions of Right Act, 1860, shall apply, mutatis mutandis, in
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“ the case of any such petition of right; and for the purposes of the
“present section the terms ‘ Court’ and i Judge’ in that Act shall
“ respectively be understood to include and to mean the High Court
“ of Admiralty and the Judge thereof, and other terms shall have
“ the respective meanings given to them in that Act.
“ Orders in Council.
“53. Her Majesty in Council may from time to time make such
“ Orders in Council as seem meet for the better execution of this
“ Act.
“ 54. Every Order in Council under this Act shall be published
“ in the London Gazette, and shall be laid before both Houses of
“ Parliament within thirty days after the making thereof, if Parlia“ ment is then sitting, and, if not, then within thirty days after the
“ next meeting of Parliament.
“ Savings.
“ 55. Nothing in this Act shall—
“ (1.) Give to the officers and crew of any of Her Majesty’s ships
u of war any right or claim in or to any ship or goods taken as prize
“ or the proceeds thereof, it being the intent of this Act that such
“ officers and crews shall continue to take only such interest (if any)
“ in the proceeds of prizes as may be from time to time granted to
“ them by the Crown ; or
“ (2.) Affect the operation of any existing treaty or convention
“ with any foreign Power; or
“ (3.) Take away or abridge the power of the Crown to enter
“ into any treaty or convention with any foreign Power containing
“ any stipulation that may seem meet concerning any matter to
“ which this Act relates; or
“ (4.) Take away, abridge, or control, further or otherwise than
“ as expressly provided by this Act, any right, power, or prerogative,
“ of Her Majesty the Queen in right of Her Crown, or in right of
“ her office of Admiralty, or any right or power of the Lord High
“ Admiral of the United Kingdom, or of the Commissioners for
“ executing the Office of Lord High Admiral; or
“ (5.) Take away, abridge, or control, further or otherwise than
“ as expressly provided by this Act, the jurisdiction or authority
“ of a Prize Court to take cognizance of and judicially proceed upon
“ any capture, seizure, prize, or reprisal of any ship or goods, and
“ to hear and determine the same, and, according to the course of
“ Admiralty and the law of nations, to adjudge and condemn any
“ ship or goods, or any other jurisdiction or authority of or exercis“ able by a Prize Court.
“ Commencement.
“56. This Act shall commence on the commencement of the
“ Naval Agency and Distribution Act, 1864.”

(
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DE CAPTIVIS ET POSTLIMINIO, ET REDEMPTIS AB HOSTIBUS.

(.Extract from Voet,

“ Commentarius ad Pandectas,” tom. iv.
lib. xlix. tit. xv. p. 642.)
“ SUMMARIA.

“ I. Quales res captas per hostes, et recuperate, postliminio ad domi“ nos priores redeant ? Quales capti ac reversi gaudeant jure
“ postliminii ? An et dediti ? An et redempti, licet lutro necdum
“ reddito, et an quasi pignori sint pro lutro ? An et, qui sponte
“ aliquandiu apud hostes remanserunt, et post redierunt; vel re“ dierunt, sed animo remeandi ad hostes ? An transfugse ?
“ IT. Quid sit jus postliminii ? An, et quo respectu in pace post“ liminium sit ? An, et quando postliminio gaudeant, qui per
“ pacis conditiones reversi sunt ? An tempore induciarum ? An
“jus postliminii pertineat ad ea, quas apud hostes fiant? An ad
“ ea, quae facti sunt ? ad possessionem ?
“ III. Quid moribus obtineat de captis in bello rebus et personis, ac
“ variis circa ea dubiis? remiss. An capta statim cedant hostibus
“ jure dominii, an demum postquam intra prsesidia eorum delata
“ sunt ?
“ IV. De jure postliminii circa naves per hostes captas cum merci“ bus, et post recuperatas, ex jure medio et recentissimo Foederati
“ Belgii, ac pactionibus publicis.
“ V. De capt& nave hostili, in qua sunt merces eorum, qui hostes
“ non sunt; et quid, si hostes in eas merces jus aliquod habeant?
“ An in dubio nave hostili vectae res pra?sumantur hostiles ? Et
“ quid circa haec pactionibus publicis Ordinum Generalium cum
“ aliis populis definitum sit ?
“ VI. An navis eorum, qui extra belli causam erant, per nostros
u capta hostes, et per nos iisdem erepta, pristinis dominis reddi
4 ‘ debeat ?
“ VII. Quid juris, si navis non vi recepta, sed per aliquem redempta
“ sit, veriim pretio viliore ?
“ I. In bello justo (quod nempe populus liber alteri populo libero
“ indixit) capta cedunt hostibus capientibus, sed recuperata gaudent
“ jure postliminii, et ad pristinos dominos revertuntur, si quidem
“ immobilia sint, non item si mobilia, nisi sit navis longa oneraria
“ propter belli usum, vel equus freni patiens, quia sine culp& equitis
“ proripere sese potuit.—L. navibvs 2., pr. et § seqq. ; l. 3. ff. h. t.
“ Sed et ipsi cives capti aut dediti capientium quidem servi hunt,
“ veriim iterum reversi ex hoc postliminii jure statum pristinurn
“ juraque omnia per captivitatem amissa reouperant, non modo si
“ capti, sed etiam si ex vis majoris necessitate dediti sint, l. eos qui
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“ 4., 1. retro 16. et passhn, ff., h. t.; l. si quos forte 19., C. h. t.;
“ vel publico decreto hostibus quidem dediti, sed ab iis non recepti,
“ 1. ult. in fine ff. de legation.; non tamen, si armis positis sese
“ turpiter hostibus dederint; quo de casu accipienda l. postliminio
u 17., ff.) h. t.; nec si, cum ex pacis conditionibus reverti possent,
“ su& voluntate apud hostes manserint, ac post revertantur, l. si
“ captivus 20., /., h. t.; nec reversi, sed cum animo ad hostes
“ remeandi, l. postliminii jus 5., § ult., jf., h. t.; nec illi, qui prius
u malo consilio et proditoris animo ad hostes transfugerunt. L.
“ postliminium 19., § transfugce 4.,jf., h. t. Nec interest, quantum
“ ad jus postliminii attinet, utrum lutro dato redempti ab hostibus,
“ an aliter dimissi, aut vi aut fallacia potestatem hostium evadentes
“ reversi sint, 1. nihil interest 26., ff., h. t.; cum et redempti eodem
“ jure gaudeant, non modo postquam lutrum redemptori suo
u restituerint, sed et ante quam primum scilicet in pristinum limen
“ imperii reversi fuerint; arg. 1. cum et 6. et 7., C. h. t.; de post“ liminio ; l. ab hostibus 2., C. h. t.; l. qui testamento 20., potestatis
“ 1., ff,) qui testam.fac. poss.; ubi ante lutrum redditum ingenuitaS
“ restituta supponitur. Unde et tanquam ingenui hasreditatem sibi
“ delatam vindicare possunt, l. is qui liber 15., C. h. t.; de postu liminio; licet quodam quasi pignoris jure devincti maneant re“ demptori suo, donee lutrum ab ipsis, vel ab alio quocumque pro
u ipsis, restitutum fuerit, ut dictum tit. quee res pign. dari, num. 1.;
“ vel juris interpretatione pro restituta habeatur, dumredemptor illud
“ remisit, l. si liber. 11., G. h. t. de postlim.; vel mulierem redemptam
“ prostituit, l. foedissimee 7., C. h. t.; vel earn sibi duxit uxorem, L.
u si quis ingenuam 21., ffh. t.; l. si is, qui 13., C. h. t.
“ II. Est autem postliminium jus amissse rei recipiendge ab exu traneo etin statum pristinum restituendae internosacliberospopulos
‘‘ regesquemoribus ac legibusconstitutum; nam quod bello amisimus,
“ aut etiam circa bellumfioc si rursus recipiamus, dicimur postliminio
11 recipere. L. postliminium 19., ffh. t. Non enim in bello tan turn,
“ sed et in pace postliminium aliquo respectu esse, manifestum est ex
“ Pomponio in l. postliminii jus 5., pr. et § 1, 2., ff.) h. t. Quemad“ modum et pace redintegrata postliminio locus esse potest in his,
l( qui eo usque captiviapud hostes manserunt; sed tamen non aliter,
“ quam si id per pacis conditiones cautum fuerit, ut ad suos rever“ tantur: quod ideo placuisse Servius scribit, quia spem revertendi
“ civibus in virtute bellica magis quam in pace esse, Romani
“ voluerunt, l. in bello 12., /*., h. t. (in cujuslegis principio pro eo, de
“ quibus nihil in pactis, legendum esse, de quibus id in pactis, monet
“ ex Petro Fabro ac Cujacio Gothofredus in notis, et Hugo Grotius,
u de jure belli et pacis lib. 3. cap. 9. num. 4.); nisi si qui essent, qui
*'1 pacis tempore venerant ad alteros, et bello subito exardescente facti
“ erant belli jure servi eorum, apud quos, jam hostes, suo facto vel
“ magis fato (ut quosdam legere scribit Simon van Leeuwen, in notis),
“ adeoque sine culp& su&, deprehendebantur: hos enim postliminii
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“ jure in pace gaudere comprobatum fuit, si non foedere cautum
“ fuerit, ne his esset postliminii jus. I). 1. in bello 12., in fine princip.,
“ ff. h. t. Plan& induciarum tempore cum in breve et praesens tempus
“ convenit, ne invicem se lacessant, postliminium non esse Paulus
“ auctor est. D. 1. postliminium 19., § inducice l.9ff.9 h. t. Neque
“ etiam jus postliminii ad ea pertinet, quae apud hostes hunt, non
“ magis quam fictio leg is Cornelia;: nisi fictions juris intelligantur
“ retro in urbe facta esse, § ult. Inst. quib. non est permiss. fac. tes“ tam.; l. ejus, qui apud 8., ff., qui testam. fac. poss.; arg. 1. in bello
“ 12., § codicilli 5., ff., h. t ; l. 1., (J. h. t.; nec per hoc jus redinte“ grantur ea, quae facti, sed tantum ea, quae juris sunt, sive ilia jura
u reverso commoda, sive gravia sint; quale est inter alia onus tutelae,
lt l. quamvis jure 8., ff., de tutelce et ration, distrahend. § ab hostibus
u 2., Inst, de Attiliano tutore; ac proinde non possessio quae in ee
“ spectata tantum facti est, si ea per captivitatem amissa sit. L.
“ denique 19., ff., ex quibus cans, majores 25 annis; l. si is, qui 15., ff.,
16 de usurpat. et usucap.; juncfc. L 1., § furiosus 3.,ff., de acquirend.
u vel amitt. possess.
“ III. Quid moribus nostris circa res bello captas obtineat, quid
u circa personas ipsas hostiles, quid juris sit, si res hostium captae,
“ per hostes receptae, iterumque mox per alios hosti extortae sint,
u petendum una cum aliis similibus ex iis, quae scripsi in titul. de
u acquirend. rerum domin., nurner. 8. Et quamvis Hugoni Grotio,
“ de jure belli, libr. 3., cap. 9., num. 16. aliisque placeat, praedam
“ per hostes captam turn demum eorum fieri propriam naturali
“ ratione, cum intra praesidia hostium delata fuit, arg. 1. Pomponius
“ tractat. 44., ff. de acquir. rerum domin.; l. Pomponius scribit 8.,
“ § ult:, ff., families ercisc.; l. postliminii 5, § in bello \.,ff., h. t.;
“ verius tamen, etiam ant& per solam occupationem dominium praedae
u hostibus acquiri; cum naturali ratione dominia rerum a pos“ sessione coeperint, et uti coelo, mari, terr& capta statim capienti
u cedunt, ita quoque bello capta, quae superioribus in eo comparantur
“ a Paulo in l. 1., § l.,ff.9 de acquir. vel. amitt. possess. Adest
“ certe in hoste capiente naturalis apprehensio, adest animus acu quirendi, adest justa acquirendi causa in belli jure, adeoque con“ currunt ea omnia, quae ad dominium acquirendum sunt necessaria,
il etiam antequam res captae intra praesidia deductae fuerint. Et sane
“ ni ita statuas, dominiumque hostibus neges, donee intra praesidia res
“ delatae fuerint, dicendum foret, id, quod unus militum manipulu's
“ occupavit, per alium manipulum socium et amicum, sed numerosioil rem,posseiterumauferri, quasi idnondum manipuli primocapientis,
“ sed adhuc hostium res esset: quod utique absurdum est. Nec
u repugnat d. 1. 5., § 1., ff., hoc titul.; cum tantum dicat, civem per
“ hostes captum liberum manere, quamdiu intra praesidia delatus non
“ est, quod ita favore libertatis, ut multa alia, inductum, ad res trahen“ dum non est. Alterum vero argumentum ex d. libr. 8., § ultim., et
u d. libr. 44., petitum a bestiis per lupum ereptis, debilius est; quia
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“ talis lupus non hosti, cum quo jus belli, sed praedoni, dominium per
“ rapinam haud auferenti, similis est.
“ IV. Porrb quid itidem anted apud nos obtinuerit circa naves
“ nostras per hostes captas, iterumque receptas, expositum a me secun“ dum jura tunc servata in tractatu de juremilitari, c. 5., numer. 23.
“ Sed haec rursus posteriori jure mutata, dum placito Ordinum
u Generalium 13 Aprilis, 1677, vol. 3., placit. Holl.pag. 340., con“ stitutum, naves cum mercibus impositis per hostes captas, iterumque
u per nostrates, proprio sumptu navigantes, recuperatas, jure postli“ minii ad suos debere dominos reverti, sed ita ut recuperatori cedat
u in praemium salvationis pars quinta omnium recuperatorum, si intra
11 horas quadraginta octo navis recepta sit; pars tertia, si posted, sed
“ intra duplicatum tempus, seu quatuor dies, ex quo hostes occupave“ rant; dimidia vero, si demum post quatuor dierum lapsum quanto“ cumque tempore interjecto rursus hostibus erepta sit. Quod et anno
11 praecedente per specialem conventionem inter regem Hispaniae et
“ Ordines Generales inductum fuerat, sine distinctione, an per naves
“ bellicas an per alias privatim instructas recuperatio facta esset,
“ quoties vel Belgae navem Hispanicam, vel Hispani navem Belgicam
“ sic hostis communis potestati iterum subduxissent. Declaration sur
“ le Traite de la Marine, 25 Novembr. 1676, artic. 3., d. vol. 3., pag,
61 390. Cum alioquin extra pactionem res sociorum nostrorum per
“ hostes captae, perque nostros iisdem rursus ereptae, nulli subessent
“ restitutioni, secundum ea, quae habet Grotius de jure belli et pacis,
“ lib. 3. cap. 6. numer. 7.; quemadmodum etiam non restituendae
“ forent, si semel in hostiles portus deductae fuerint, atque ita plenisu simo jure hostium factae. Groenewegen, ad. 1. 2., ff., hoc titul.; d.
“ tract, de jure military cap. 5., numer. 23. Caeterum si navis ad
“ subjectos Belgas pertinens, non per privato sumptu instructas naves
il Belgicas, sed per bellicas Foederati Belgii recuperata fuisset, placuit
il Ordinibus Generalibus in d. placito 12 Aprilis, 1677, rata manere
“ ea quae antea fuerant de eo disposita. Tandem novissim& cautum
“ placito Ordinum Generalium 31 Maii, 1697, artic. 8., dimidiam
u partem navis recuperatae cedere recuperantibus, si illi privato
“ sumptu navigent, quartam vero, si per navem bellicam recuperatio
“ facta sit, si modo recepta navis non fuerit sub tutela ejus, qui earn
“ recepit, onder des seifs Convoy, nulla amplius adhibM distinctione
u quanto temporis spatio navis per hostes detenta seu possessa fuerit.
“ Sed post haec scripta, rursus placuit Ordinibus Generalibus com“ probare ea, quae anno 1677,13 Aprilis, definita fuerant, distinctione
“ scilicet adhibita utrum recuperatio intra 48 horas, an demum posted
tc intra duplicatas horas quadraginta octo ab occupatione computan(i das, an denique post duplicatas 48 horas quandocumque facta esset;
“ ut primo quidem casu quinta, secundo tertia, ultimo autem dimidia
“ pars recuperantibus, qui suo sumptu naves instruxerunt, cedat.
“ Placit. Ordinum Generalium 6 Junii, 1702.
“ V. Qudd si in navi hostili capta inveniantur res quaedam ad eos
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44 pertinentes, qui hostes non sunt; naturali ratione nonpossunt jure
4‘ belli acquiri capientibus, quibuscum rerum talium dominis bellum
44 non est, ut dixi d. tract. de jure milit. cap. 5. numer. 21.; et auctor
44 est Grotius, de jure belli et pacis, d. lib. 3. cap. 6., numer. 5, 6.;
44 nisi hostes in rebus illis aliquod jus habeant. Confer Responsa
44 Juriscons. Holland, part 3. vol. 2., consil. 1. Sed cum experi44 entia docuerit, clandestinis fraudibus fingi facile posse, ut res
44 navibus captis contents non ad hostes, sed alios pertinere videantur,
44 prsesumptio in dubio haec concipi potest, hostiles credi res, quae
44 navibus hostilibus vehuntur; si non aliud pactionibus publicis inter
44 populos constitutum fuerit Hugo Grotius, d. libr. 3. de jure belli,
“ cap. 6. num. 6. In quam sententiam etiam conceptae apud nos
44 inveniuntur conventiones inter Ordines Generales Belgii Foederati
44 et reges Galliae, Sueciae, Lusitaniae, dictantes merces eorum, qui
44 extra partes sunt, in navibus hostilibus captis inventas, una cum
44 navi cedere capienti; contra vero merces hostium vectas navibus
44 eorum, qui bello impliciti non sunt, jure belli non posse ex istis
44 navibus educi et occupari, nisi sint merces belli usibus inservien44 tes, vulgo waren van contrabande, vide Tractaat van Vrede met
44 Portugal 6 Aug. 1661, artic. 24. vol. 2. placit. Holland, pag. 2862.;
44 Tractaat met Vrankrijk, 27 Aprilis, 1662, artic. 35. d. vol. 2.
“pag. 2915., et 10 Augusti, 1678, artic. 22. vol. 3. pag. 372.; item
44 Tractaat van Commercie met Vrankrijk, 20 Septembr. 1697, art.
44 26, 27.; met Sweden, 1 Octobr., 1679, artic. 22. vol. 3. placit.
“pag. 1399.
44 VI. Quod si navis eorum, qui bello non erant impliciti, quaeque
44 ideo jure belli capi non poterat, a nostris tamen hostibus capta sit,
44 et iisdem deinceps per nostros erepta, pristinis dominis reddenda
44 videtur, quia nullo justo titulo dominium ejus a vero domino
44 recessisse dici potest, adeoque, uti hostium nunquam fuit, ita nec
44 jure belli nostrCun fieri potest. Responsa Jurisc. Holl. part. 2.,
“ consil. 95., et cons. 151., pag. 305. Contr&, quam respondendum
44 foret, si id obtineat; ut naves eorum, qui neutri student parti, jure
44 belli possint occupari, quoties ad hostiles portus tendunt, aut ex iis
44 solvunt. Responsa Jurisc. Holland, part. 5., consil. 161.
44 VII. Quid juris sit, si navis per hostes capta per tertium non vi
44 armata recuperetur, sed redimatur, verum redempta sit pretio
44 .viliore, exposui in d. tract, de jure milit., cap. 5., num. 24. Et de
44 prohibita conventione cum hostibus, ut dimissa nave capta solus
44 magister navis pro pretio redemptionis retineatur, vide placitum
“ Ordinum Generalium 2 Julii, 1689, et 12 Julii, 1690, vol. 4.,placit,
“ pag. 210.”
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(From the u Traite Complet de Diplomatie par Mons. le Comte de
Garden” t. in. p. 146.)
“ La question sur le sort de la Saxe et de son souverain peut etre
“ envisagee sous le double rapport du droit et de Vutilite. On parle
“ du royaume comme d’un pays vacant, du roi comme d’un criminel
“ qui n’a plus rien a attendre, si ce n’est peut-etre de la clemence.
“ Le roi n’a point abdique ; si done il a perdu ses droits, il faut
“ necessairement de deux choses l’une: ou que la eonquete seule ait
“ pu les lui faire perdre, ou qu’un jugement Ten ait prive.
“ Quand l’oppresseur de l’Europe disposa du Hanovre, qu’il avait
“ conquis, loin de reconnaitre qu’il avait pu en disposer, 1’ Angleterre
“ declara la guerre a la puissance qui avait consenti a le recevoir
“ de lui.
“ Quand, par represailles, celle-ci donna la Guadeloupe a la Suede,
“ le meme oppresseur de l’Europe reprouva, a son tour, sa doctrine
“ que la eonquete seule peut 6 ter la souverain ete. L’Angleterre et
“ son ennemi ont done egalement rejete cette doctrine; la eonquete
“ n’a done pas pu rendre le royaume de Saxe vacant.
“ Le roi de Saxe n’a certainement pas ete juge, car il n’a ete ni
“ cite ni entendu; il est done tout au plus dans le simple etat d’accuse,
“ e’est-a-dire, dans un etat ou celui qui s’y trouve ne perd pas meme
“ le droit d’etre tenu pour innocent jusqu’a ce qu’il ait ete condamne.
u Si le roi de Saxe devait etre juge, par qui le serait-il? Serait-ce
“ par ses accusateurs ? Serait-ce par ceux qui veulent profiter de
“ ses depouilles? Serait-ce par ceux dont la politique a seule cree
u cette necessite qui l’absout de toutes les fautes qu’elle aurait pu lui
u faire commettre ?
“ Serait-il jugd par la Saxe? La Saxe le rappelle de tous ses veeux.
“ Par l’Allemagne? L’Allemagne desire, avant toutes choses, qu’il
“ soit retabli dans ses droits. Par le congres? Quel est celui d’entre
u les ministres qui doivent le former, qui a re<ju une telle mission ?
“ Mais a quoi bon ces questions? Est-ce aux souverains de
<£ l’Europe qu’il faut dire que les rois n’ont d’autre juge que celui qui
u juge les justices? Et doit-on craindre d’entendre les maximes
“ contraires de la bouche des ministres de ces souverains ?
“ Le roi n’a point ete juge, il ne pouvait pas l’etre. Comment
“ done serait-il condamne ?
“ Admettons, pour un moment, qu’il puisse l’etre et qu’il le soit:
u d’apres quel principe de justice la peine portee contre lui serait-elle
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etendue aux princes de sa ligne, et k ceux de la ligne ducale qui ont
combattu dans les rangs des allies, qui ont verse leur sang, qui ont
tout sacrifie pour la cause commune? La confiscation, que les
nations eclairees ont bannie de leurs codes, serait-elle introduite
au dix-neuvieme siecle dans le droit general de l’Burope? Ou la
confiscation d’un royaume serait-elle moins odieuse que celle d’une
simple chaumiere?
“ Quand Charles-Quint, chef de l’empire, dont Jean-Frederic n’etait
“ que vassal, et dont, consequemment, il etait justiciable, transfera
“ l’electorat de Saxe, il ne le transfera point a une autre maison.
“ L’Europe reunie, si elle pouvait juger le roi de Saxe, serait-elle
‘moins juste que ne le fut Charles-Quint? Les puissances alliees qui
“ ont voulu restaurer l’Europe, veulent-elles, d’ailleurs, imiter les
“ exemples que leur ofFre le regne de Charles-Quint ?
“ En toute chose, considerons les suites. Agir comme si la eonquete
“ seule donnait la souverainete, e’est aneantir le droit public de
“ l’Europe, et la placer sous l’empire executif de l’arbitraire et de la
“ force. Se constituer juge d’un souverain, e’est sanctionner toutes
“ les revolutions ; le tenir pour condamne, lorsqu’il n’est pas et qu’il
“ ne peut pas meme etre juge, e’est fouler aux pieds les premiers
“ principes de la justice naturelle et de la raison meme.
“ Maintenant, a qui la disposition que Ton pretend faire de la Saxe
u serait-elle utile?
“ A la Prusse? Deux millions de sujets qui, d’ici a plus d’un
“ siecle peut-etre, ne s’aflectionneraient point a la dynastie nouvelle,
u qui se sentiraient opprimes, et croiraient legitime tout moyen de
“ sortir d’oppression, seraient pour elle une cause permanente d’emu barras, d’inquietude et de danger. On veut fortifier la Prusse, on
a l’aura reellement affaiblie. Est-ce, d’ailleurs, la Prusse qui a droit
“ de s’approprier les biens de ses voisins? Oublie-t-on la protection
“ qu’elle a donnee a l’Allemagne par les negociations a Bale, a Rastadt,
u a Ratisbonne, en 1805, a Yienne ?
“ A l’Allemagne ? Pour savoir quels sont ses interets, il n’y a
“ qu’a consulter son voeu. Les princes n’ignorent assur^ment pas ce
u qu’ils doivent desirer ou craindre; or tous, a l’exception d’un seul,
“ disent que e’en est fait de l’Allemagne, si la Saxe est sacrifice.
“ La situation de l’Allemagne est un des obstacles les plus forts a
11 la reunion de la Saxe a la Prusse; mille feux y couvent la cendre.
“ Cette reunion serait peut-etre l’etincelle qui embraserait tout! Si
“ cela arrivait, la France resterait-elle spectatrice tranquille de ces
u discordes civiles ? Il est plutbt a croire qu’elle en profiterait, et
u peut-etre ferait-elle sagement d’en profiter.
“ A l’Angleterre ? Elle, a qui il faut surtout des marches, que
“ gagnerait-elle, si l’une des plus grandes villes de commerce de
“ l’Allemagne, th4^,tre d’une des plus grandes foires du pays et de
“ l’Europe, et jusqu’ici sous la domination d’un prince avec lequel
1’Angleterre ne pourrait jamais avoir des demeles, passait sous la
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“ domination d’une puissance avec laquelle elle ne peut etre sCire de
“ conserver une eternelle paix?
“ Un autre pr^texte allegue en faveur de la reunion de la Saxe a la
“ Prusse, e’est qu’on veut faire de cette derniere une barriere contre
“ la Russie. Mais les souverains des deux pays sont unis par des
“ liens, qui font que, tant qu’ils vivront tous deux, l’un n’aura rien a
“ craindre de l’autre; cette precaution ne pourrait done regarder
“ qu’un avenir fort eloigne; mais que diraient ceux qui appuient
“ avec tant de chaleur le projet de reunion, si, temoins de cet avenir,
“ ils voyaient la Prusse s’appuyer de la Russie, pour obtenir en
“ Allemagne une extension qu’ils lui auraient facilitee, et appuyer a
u son tour la Russie dans des entreprises sur l’empire ottoman ?
“ Non-seulement ]a chose est possible, elle est encore probable, parce
“ qu’elle est dans l’ordre naturel.
“ L’union de l’Autriche et de la Prusse est necessaire au repos et a
u la surete de 1’Allemagne; mais la disposition qu’on pretend faire
u de la Saxe, serait la chose du monde la plus propre a rallumer
“ une rivalite qui a dure jusqu’aux desastres de la Prusse, et que
“ ces desastres ont suspendue, mais n’ont pas peut-etre eteinte.
“ Ainsi, ces dispositions iraient contre le but meme qui les aurait
“ fait faire, et d’un premier mal naitraient une foule de maux. Re“ connaissons done que l’injustice est un mauvais fondement, sur
“ lequel le monde politique ne saurait batir que pour sa ruine” (a).
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247.

LOANS BY SUBJECTS OF NEUTRAL STATES TO BELLIGERENTS.

The following opinion was given in 1823, by the Law Officers of
the Crown, on Subscriptions or Loans to one of two Belligerent
States by the subjects of a Neutral Power. It was, I believe, taken
in reference to Loans contracted in England to aid the Greeks in
their war of independence :—
“ To the Right Hon. George Canning, M.P., fyc.
“Doctors’ Commons, June 17,1823.

“
“
“
u

“ Sir,—We have been honoured with your commands signified
in Mr. Planta’s letter of the 12th inst., stating that you were desirous
that we should report our opinion upon the following questions:
“ 1. Whether subscriptions for the use of one of two belligerent
States by individual subjects of a nation professing and maintaining
a strict neutrality between them be contrary to the law of nations,

(a) See Protest of the King of Saxony, November 4, 1814, on the
subject, in the same work, p. 203.
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“ and constitute such an offence as the other belligerent would have
“ a right to consider as an act of hostility on the part of the neutral
“ Government ?
“ 2. If such individual voluntary subscriptions in favour of one
u belligerent would give such just cause of offence to the other,
“ whether loans for the same purpose would give the like cause of
“ offence?
“3. And if not, where is the line to be drawn between a loan at
u an easy or mere nominal rate of interest, or a loan with a previous
“ understanding that interest would never be exacted, and a gratuitous
“ voluntary subscription?
u In obedience to your commands we beg leave to report that we
“ have taken the same into our consideration, and we are of opinion
u that subscriptions of the nature above alluded to, for the use and
“ avowedly for the support of one of two belligerent States against
“ the other, entered into by individual subjects of a Government pro“ fessing and maintaining neutrality, are inconsistent with that neu“ trality and contrary to the law of nations; but we conceive that the
61 other belligerent would not have a right to consider such subscrip“ tions as constituting an act of hostility on the part of the Govern“ ment, although they might afford just ground of complaint if carried
“ to any considerable extent.
“ With respect to loans, if entered into merely with commercial
“ views, we think, according to the opinions of writers on the law of
“ nations and the practice which has prevailed, they would not be an
“ infringement of neutrality ; but if, under colour of a loan, a gratui“ tous contribution was afforded without interest, or with mere
u nominal interest, we think such a transaction would fall within
“ the opinion given in answer to the first question.
“ We have the honour to be, &c.
“ Christopher Robinson (King’s Advocate).
u R. Gifford (Attorney-General, afterwards
“ Master of the Rolls).
“ J. S. Copley (Solicitor-General, afterwards
“ Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst).”
Report of His Majesty's Law Officers on the Means of Proceeding
legally against Individuals and Corporations engaged in Sub
scriptions to Belligerent Powers.
“ Lincoln’s Inn, June 21, 1823.

u
“
“
“
“

“ Sir,—We have been honoured with your commands, signified
to us by Mr. Planta in his letter dated the 18th inst., in which he
states, with reference to the queries proposed to His Majesty’s Law
Officers in his letter of the 13th inst., he was directed by you further to ask for our opinion whether, having regard to the municipal
Jaw of this country, there exists any, and what, means of proceeding
VOL. III.
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“ legally against individuals and corporations engaged in such sub“ scriptions as were described in those queries.
“ We have accordingly taken the same into consideration, and beg
“ leave to report that, reasoning upon general principles, we should
“ be inclined to say that such subscriptions in favour of one of two
“ belligerent States, being inconsistent with the neutrality declared
“ by the Government of the country and with the law of nations,
“ would be illegal, and subject the parties concerned in them to pro“ secution for a misdemeanour, on account of their obvious tendency
“ to interrupt the friendship subsisting between this country and
“ the other belligerent, and to involve the State in dispute, and
“ possibly in the calamities of war. It is proper, however, to add
“ that subscriptions of a similar nature have formerly been entered
“ into (particularly the subscription in favour of the people of Poland
“ in 1792 and 1793), without any notice having been taken of them
“ by the public authorities of the country, and without any complaint
“ having, as far as we can learn, been made by the Powers whose
“ interests might be supposed to have been affected by such sub“ scriptions. Neither can we find any instance of a prosecution
“ having been instituted for an offence of this nature, or any hint
“ at such a proceeding in any period of our history.
“We think, therefore, even if it could be proved that the money
“ had been actually sent in pursuance of the subscription, it is not
“ likely that a prosecution against the individuals concerned in such
“ a measure would be successful.
“ But, until the money be actually sent, the only mode of proceed“ ing, as we conceive, would be for counselling or conspiring to assist
“ with money one of the belligerents in the contest with the other,
“ a prosecution attended with still greater difficulty.
“We beg leave further to report that no criminal proceeding can
“ be instituted against a corporation for contributing its funds to
“ such a subscription, but that the individual members who may be
“ proved to have acted in the transaction can alone be made criminally
“ responsible.
“We have the honour to be, &c.
“ R. Gifford.

“ J. S.

Copley.”

The question was mooted again in 1873, on the subject of subscrip
tions raised in England on behalf of the Carlists, that is, the sup
porters of the Prince who claims to be Charles VII. of Spain (a). On
the 25th of April, the present Prime Minister spoke as follows:—
Mr. Gladstone.—“ The question which has been put to me by
(a) See Pari. Debates, House of Commons, March 1, 1873.
Letter from the Editor of the Westminster Gazette, in Times of April
9, and Article from the Economist in Times of April 14, 1873.
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“ my hon. friend touches a subject of very great delicacy and of very
“ great difficulty, as well as of very great importance, and I felt the
“ difficulty before, when, in giving a very short answer to a question
“ upon the same subject, I conveyed my reply in terms perhaps too
“ sharply defined. The state of the law was then generally described
u as we are advised it exists. There has been since that time some
“ public discussion adverting to the fact that the view of the law, or
a at least the verbal expression of that view, has not at all times been
“ quite uniform on the part of the various law officers of the Crown,
“ and in particular reference has been made to an opinion given
u by the law officers in the time of Mr. Canning with reference to
“ certain subscriptions which were then being levied, I think, for
“ purposes connected with the very same country which has afforded
“ my hon. friend the occasion of his question. Generally, the opinion
“ given then was to the effect that that proceeding was not according
“ to law; but it was limited in an important manner by two qualifiu cations, which I quote from the documents of the period. The first
c‘ of these was that a foreign Government would not, in the opinion
“ of the law officers of 1823, be entitled to consider such a sub“ scription as constituting any act of hostility on the part of the
“ British Government; and the second referred to that which is
“ really the practical question in the matter, much more than an
“ abstract inquiry about legality—namely, the possibility of repress“ ing by prosecution. The law officers of that date advised that it
“ was not likely such a measure as an indictment founded upon this
“ subscription would be successful; and I believe they could not find
“ that at any period an attempt to bring home an offence, if offence
“ there be, by indictment had been made. That may be enough to
“ say on the subject of variation, if there be a variation, of opinion.
“ I said on the former occasion that it was of course impossible for
“ us to go beyond the law. If my hon. friend asks me whether I
“ state that drily as wishing it to be understood that we look with
“ approval or with indifference upon subscriptions of this kind, I
“ venture to say to him that that is as far as possible from being the
“ case. Subscriptions of this kind, in the present instance perhaps
“ very particularly, but also as a general rule, are in our judgment
u open to great objections—first of all, because they tend to create
“ causes either of complaint or of estrangement between friendly
“ Governments; and, secondly, because they sometimes have the
“ effect of grossly misleading the opinion of Europe, or of many
“ portions of Europe, as to the state of opinion in this country. For
“ instance, we are given to understand in this' particular case that
“ many persons in Europe have been led to believe, in consequence
“ of the fact that an advertisement has appeared in some newspaper
“ calling for subscriptions to support the Carlist rising in Spain against
“ the Government which is, at all events provisionally, in a certain
“ sense, established, that on that account the feeling of the British
3 o 2
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“ Government and of the British nation is favourable to such rising.
“ I believe there could not possibly be a grosser error. The desire
“ of this country is always that the peace of foreign countries may, if
“ possible, be preserved ; and on this occasion I am quite sure, with
“ perhaps the exception of some small minority, the people of this
“ country regard with very great aversion the bloodshed which has
“ been caused in Spain in connexion with this rising as an aggrava“ tion of the political difficulties of the country. And the raising of
11 a mere handful of money, perfectly insignificant in reference to the
“ question, does thus become the cause of very serious mischief. I
^ have now, so far as we are justified, expressed our opinion upon the
“ subject; and with regard to the practical question, I can truly say,
u although we were advised that the simple act of contributing or ask“ ing for subscriptions did not of itself constitute a punishable offence,
“ it was by no means intended to go so far as to say there were no
“ circumstances under which subscriptions of that kind might be
u taken notice of in proceedings at law, and might form part of the
ei subject matter for the cognizance of a Court. As far as the views
“ and intentions of the Government are concerned, my hon. friend
“ knows very well that, independently of the offences which have
li been created by a statute, there is a general principle of Common
li Law in the country applicable to the duty of a subject of this
4 country, which requires him to respect the peace of the dominions
“ of a Power with which Her Majesty is at amity ; and whenever in“ formation is given to the Government, or obtained by the Govern“ ment, from which there may appear to be any reasonable ground of
“ expectation that an indictment for an unlawful conspiracy to aid in
" an invasion or in the disturbance of the peace of a foreign country
“ with which Her Majesty was at amity,—whether it be by the conil tribution of money for the purpose or in any other manner,—when“ ever there is reasonable ground to believe that such an indictment
u can be maintained, then would be the time when Pier Majesty’s
“ Government would think it their duty and would be perfectly
“ prepared to vindicate the law of the country. With regard to the
“ alteration of the law, that is a very serious matter. An alteration
“ of the state of the law raises many important considerations, two of
“ which are these—first, we have recently been engaged in a very
“ solemn and deliberate proceeding with reference to the recasting of
“ the Foreign Enlistment Act, and my hon. friend, I am sure, will at
“ once perceive it is not desirable that proceedings of that kind, or
“ changes of that kind, should be made from day to day; they ought
“ to be founded upon very grave considerations, and upon a very clear
“ case, with a clear computation of the consequences to which they
“ may lead. And moreover, there.is always the risk in cases of this
“ kind of giving a factitious importance to things in themselves in“ significant. I have gone somewhat beyond the limits of an answer
u to a question, yet I am quite sensible that what I have said is a
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very inadequate statement upon a subject of very great importance and delicacy. I assure my hon. friend proceedings of this
kind will be carefully watched by us. I hope he will not be surprised I cannot give a pledge to propose a definite alteration of the
state of the law on the subject, but I certainly attach great importance to the conviction which I entertain, and which we all entertain, that these proceedings are emphatically disapproved by the
general and almost unanimous sentiments of the people of this
country.”—Times, April 25, 1873.
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Page 804.

Extract from Debates in both Houses on Motions for Papers relative
to the Treaty of Peace with France. [.Hansard's Parliamentary
History (1802), vol. xxxvi. pp. 674-5.] [Speech of Dr.
Lawrence. ] May 12 th.

“ Dr. Lawrence said that nothing had passed that could induce
“ him to abandon the opinion he entertained, that the Treaty of
“ Peace lately signed was, in many respects, most fatal to the country.
“ Let any person consider of what importance to this country were
“ its possessions in the East; and let him at the same time consider
“ how the security and well-being of those possessions were enu dangered by the non-renewal of the Treaties by which they were
“ heretofore protected. Let it be considered what advantages were
“ given to the enemy by this neglect, or omission, or by whatever
“ other name it was to be called—advantages which the enemy
“ himself already exaggerated.”
“ The Convention of 1787 granted a general exemption to all
“ factories, and a general jurisdiction over all persons within certain
“ limits. The omission of any regulation to this effect in the preu sent Treaty might renew the ancient jealousies.”—(lb. p. 677.)
“ It might be urged, he said, in defence of the non-revival of
u former Treaties, that we did not give up our rights, but were pre“ pared to defend them to the utmost. But though they had not
“ been revived generally, it was surely worth while to revive speci
fically that part which protected our commerce in the East Indies.”
—(Ib. p. 679.)
Speech of Lord Grenville. Debate in the Lords on the Definitive
Treaty of Peace. Ibid. pp. 688-9.

“ It was asked what was the use of discussion now, when peace
“ was concluded ? Was it wished to overthrow the Treaty ? If not,
(( what benefit could arise from debating upon the subject of it ? He
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“ should be sorry to bring forward any motion, if he had it not in his
“ power to meet such an argument. Whatever disadvantages might
“ arise to the country from this unfortunate Treaty, he would be one
“ of the first to say. it was concluded by the Power which had the
“ right, by the constitution of the country, to conclude it; and,
“ therefore, whatever were its terms, Parliament was bound to accede
“ to it. It was ratified by His Majesty, and the Great Seal of the
“ Kingdom affixed to it; consequently it was irrevocable; and not
“ to carry it into effect would be to add dishonour to the loss occa“ sioned by the Treaty, and to impeach the national integrity. The
“ first proposition he should make to the House was, to declare to
“ His Majesty their opinion, that the public faith was pledged to the
“ observance of the Peace ; that it was an obligation binding upon
“ the country to maintain it inviolable.
“ He had already stated to the House his objections to the pre“ liminary Treaty : if the definitive Treaty had been conformable to
“ the preliminary articles, and the relative situation of France and
“ Spain had not altered by intervening circumstances, however he
“ might have been disposed to have protested against the definitive
“ Treaty, he should not have thought it necessary to have proposed
“ to the House the adoption of any new measure; but he found
“ that all the grounds of the pretensions on the part of France, as
“ contained in the preliminary Treaty, had not only been confirmed
“ by the definitive Treaty, but exceeded. The terms of the latter
“ were therefore infinitely more prejudicial than the former. He
“ could not avoid calling the attention of the House to what had been
“ the arguments used against the preliminary articles. It had been
“ stated that in all negotiations for peace there were two grounds or
il bases necessary to be adhered to ; when after a long contest between
“ two nations, the respective Governments were considering how
i( they might restore the blessings of peace and tranquillity, the basis
“ on which the negotiation proceeded was, either the status anU
“ helium, the actual situation in which the parties stood before the
“ war, or the situation in which they stood at the time of the negou tiation which was called the uti possidetis. Instead of the negotia“ tors of the definitive Treaty proceeding distinctly upon one of these
“ grounds, they had applied both in the most prejudicial manner
“ possible to this country. They had referred to the status ante helium
u with regard to England, by giving up all she had taken during the
“ war to France ; and they had adopted the uti possidetis as to France,
u by leaving her in possession of all that she had acquired. It was
“ obvious that at the commencement of the negotiation each country
“ was in possession of some advantage which operated to the dis“ advantage of the other. It was to our disadvantage that France
“ possessed so much power on the Continent: and it was to the
“ disadvantage of France that we, by the superior skill and valour of
“ our navy, were possessed of the colonies of France and Spain.
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The arrangement to have been desired was, that we should have
diminished the power of France upon the Continent in proportion
to our sacrifices with respect to the colonies that we had taken. If
France could not have been persuaded to that, then it was our duty
to have extended our maritime power for the purposes of compelling her. As far as appeared by the Treaty, ministers had made no
attempt whatever to reduce the power of France on the Continent,
but had, by concessions abroad, given her the means of weakening
our colonial strength. This was not acting upon the principle adopted
by Lord Chatham at the Peace of 1763. That enlightened statesman had always considered that every preliminary Treaty should be
as definitive as possible. If the preliminary articles of 1763 were
compared with the definitive, it would appear that there was
scarcely any difference between them ; while the direct contrary was
the case with regard to the present Treaty.”—(Ibid. pp. 689-691.)
“ That it is impossible for us to have seen, without the utmost
“ anxiety and alarm, all the unexampled circumstances which have
“ attended the final conclusion of the present peace ;—the extensive
“ and important sacrifices which, without any corresponding conces“ sion, this Treaty has added to those already made on our part by
“ the preliminary articles ; the unlooked for and immense accessions
“ of territory, influence, and power, which it has tacitly confirmed
“ to France.”—(Ibid. p. 697.)
Speech of the Lord Chancellor.—Ibid. p. 725.
“ And here he must differ a little from his learned friend in
“ respect to the importance of Treaties solemnly executed between
“ nation and nation. He had, during twenty years of his profes“ sional life, witnessed the growth and improvement of the distin“ guished talents of his learned brother, with whom he had lived in
“ habits of uninterrupted friendship; he could not, however, agree
“ with him in thinking, that Treaties deserved to be treated in the
“ light manner he had treated them. He would, however, assert,
“ with his learned friend, that most of the conditions of the Treaties,
“ the omission of the revival of which was complained of by the
“ noble mover, were from the violent change that the circumstances
“ of Europe, and more especially of France, had undergone within
“ the last twenty years, wholly inapplicable to the present Treaty ;
“ and, at the. same time, all the great and important rights wThich his
u noble friend thought lost and abandoned, because they were not
u recognised in the definitive Treaty, stood secured on a much
“ stronger basis than any recognition of them by any Treaty what“ soever.”
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Speech of Lord Hawkesbury.—Ibid. pp. 761, 762.
“ With respect to the definitive Treaty, gentlemen complain of
u it on two grounds: namely, for faults of omission and commis“ sion. Under the first class the principal is the non-revival of the
“ several commercial and political Treaties, and two particular con“ ventions. As to the first, I should suppose, if gentlemen would
“ look into those Treaties, they would not be so very solicitous for
“ their revival. From the Treaty of Westphalia up to that of
“ 1763, it was the practice, as the system of Europe was perpetually
“ changing, to renew former treaties, with such alterations and addi“ tions as suited existing circumstances, until at length these Treaties
“ became so confused, inconsistent, and contradictory, as to contribute
more to augment litigation than to produce the adjustment of any
“ difference. If we made any engagements, they should be precise
u and explicit—not such as those Treaties; besides, wTe ought to be
“ cautious how we consented to multiply our engagements. Another
“ objection that I have to the renewal of those Treaties is, that we
u should bind ourselves too much.
“ I shall state the former practice as to such renewal of Treaties.
“ In 1748, when we guaranteed the pragmatic sanction, we also
“ guaranteed Silesia to Prussia. What, then, if, agreeable to such
“ a precedent, we should have to guarantee the Netherlands and
“ Sardinia to France ? I would ask my right honourable friend,
il whether this was not a sufficiently strong objection to the renewal
“ of former Treaties ? The situation of Ministers in this case was one
il of extreme difficulty; they were rather willing to sacrifice some
“ advantages than place themselves in the dilemma that I have de“ scribed ; and they determined, if they could not get Europe to do
“ right, they would not be a party to her wrong. I would ask my
“ right honourable friend, whether the renewal of political Treaties,
“ accompanied by such consequences, was so desirable ? As to
“ commercial Treaties, if any person looked into them, they would
“ be found not less objectionable than the former. Our Treaty with
u Holland gave the Dutch the power of carrying warlike stores
“ over in time of war to an enemy’s ports. Would it be advisable,
“ after the experience of the last war, to renew such a Treaty as
a that ? Objections equally strong would be found to operate against
“ the renewal of our former Treaties with France. From these
“ considerations, I think it will scarcely be disputed that it was
“ better to leave commercial arrangements to be hereafter adjusted,
u than to postpone the conclusion of the definitive Treaty, even if the
“ country was to be left in the state it was in before the preliminaries
“ were signed.”
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Debate in the Commons on the Definitive Treaty of Peace.—Speech
of the Master of the Rolls.
[Hansard's Parliamentary History

(1802), vol. xxxvi. pp. 801-3.]
“ With respect to the non-revival of Treaties, he was of opinion
u that those gentlemen who had brought forward arguments against
“ this omission in the definitive Treaty, had argued against themselves.
“ They had brought forward claims on the part of France, which
“ they admitted were utterly destitute of foundation. They had as“ sumed an injustice on the part of France, and proved that former
“ Treaties ought to have been revived by the very same arguments
“ which would render those Treaties absolutely nugatory; for, if
“ France disregarded Treaties for the purpose of reviving former
“ claims, which had been settled by those Treaties, then all Treaties
u with her would be useless. If this was the character of the French
“ Government, we ought to be constantly at war with her, and
“ publicly to state the reason of it. Confidence begot confidence;
“ and if we entertained these opinions of France, we should be acting
“ in the same manner as the French Directory, who received every
u declaration of ours with a declaration on their side that they doubted
“ our sincerity. It was certainly not fair to put into the mouth of
“ France claims and pretensions which we ourselves reprobated and
“ condemned. With respect to the general ground of the revival
“ of former Treaties, he was not disposed to admit the propriety of
“ it; but he supposed that some motive which he had not been
“ able to discover had induced the renewal of former Treaties in
“ other negotiations. There were some instances, at least, in which,
“ as in the present case, if former Treaties were renewed, they would
“ be renewed without an object to refer to. France had generally
“ begun in former Treaties with the renewal of the Treaty of West“ phalia, and proceeded forward from thence. It was asserted, that
“ we had in this instance departed from the established law of
“ nations; but respecting the practice, it was not so uniform as it
“ seemed to be supposed. Treaties had been before made with
“ France, in which no mention was made of former Treaties; in the
“ Treaties of Ryswick and Utrecht, for instance, no mention was
“ made of former Treaties; yet Europe stood as before. There
“ were several Treaties between this country and France, which, if
“ now renewed, would not only have no object to refer to, but would
“ be absolutely contrary in their operation to the present situation
“ of affairs. In adverting to the renewal of former Treaties, it should
“ have been stated for what purpose they ought to be renewed; for
“ unless gentlemen could show him some benefit to be derived
u from that renewal, he should see no reason for it. One effect
“ was stated to be the consequence of this omission, which
a was, that all Treaties not renewed fell to the ground. There
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were some which he thought it was of little consequence whether
they fell to the ground or not. For instance, if a cession was
made, it became absolutely part of the dominion of the country
to which it was ceded ; it was of no consequence that the Treaty
was not renewed in the event of a war and a subsequent peace, as
the territory ceded could not revert back to the party ceding.
Thus, with respect to the Bay of Honduras, which had been alluded
to, it was said to be doubtful; our right to cut logwood there was
not done away by the non-renewal of former Treaties. In the first
place, however, it was not very clear that we derived our title to it
from a Treaty; and in the next, we were in possession of the right
of property at the commencement of the war, which we had retained, and still held at the conclusion of the war. The right of
property, therefore, still remained in this country, and there could
not be a clause inserted in the Treaty to give us that which we
had never lost; we merely restored what we had taken possession
of; what we had before possessed in our own right must remain
vested in the same manner, without any necessity for its being so
stipulated by Treaty.”
Speech of Dr. Lawrence.—Ibid. p. 806.

u
“
“
“
“
“
“
*(

“ He would not plead for the indiscriminate renewal of all our
political and commercial Treaties, but there were some which he
thought it would have been wise to renew, and not to rely solely
upon the Treaty before the House, in which nothing definite was
to be found, and yet it was to form the basis of the future system of
Europe; the principles and practice of all former statesmen being
totally rejected. The vessel of the State was to be thrown afloat
on the ocean of politics and commerce, with no rudder but the very
distinct and comprehensive Treaty on the table.”
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ture, ib. Where Capture may be made,
561. Treaties with United States, as to
Distance from Coast, within which no
Capture should be made, 565. Opinions
of United States, and of Lord Stowell,
as to Captures made within Neutral Ter
ritory, 566, 568. To whose Benefit Cap
ture enures, 569. When it enures, 571.
Decision of Lord Mansfield, 573. Duty
of Captor after Capture ; and Ports to
which captured Property may be taken,
577. Courts in which Capture must be

adjudicated upon, 579. Opinion of Lord
Stowell, upon Condemnations by incom
petent Tribunals,and by Tribunals sitting
in Neutral Country, 582. Invalid Sentence
upon, may be cured by subsequent valid
Sentence, 587. British Prize Courts, as re
gards the Interests of Foreigners, do not
inquire into Sufficiency of Sentence passed
by Neutral Court, 588. Defective Title
to, cured by intervening Peace, ib. Cap
ture made within, and in Violation of,
Neutral Jurisdiction, 589. Jurisdiction
of Neutral to try Questions of Captures
made within its own Waters, and brought
within its Ports, 591. Ditto, where cap
tured Vessel belongs to the Neutral State
within whose Ports it is brought, ib.
Opinions of Jurists upon, 592. Stipula
tion between France and England, in
War against Russia, as to Jurisdiction in
Cases of Capture, 594. Where captured
Property must be at the Time of Con
demnation, ib. Treaties altering the
general International Law, respecting the
Non-interference of Neutrals as to Prizes,
595. Forfeiture of Title to Prize by
Misconduct of Captor, 596. Made after
Conclusion of Peace, 777. See Peace
Capture by non-commissioned Captors, 598.
By a Fort manned by Ship’s Hands, 599.
Enure, in England, to Lord High Ad
miral, 600. Droits of Admiralty, ib.
Illegal by Master of Merchant Ship;
Owners not responsible, 748
--------- , (Joint), Rule respecting Privateers
merely in sight, gives no Right to share
in Prize, 601. Rule respecting Public
Ships of War being in sight, entitled to
share in Prize, 603. Exceptions to Rule,
604. By Revenue Cutter, having Letter
of Marque, 608. By Convoying Ship, ib.
By Ships’ Boats, ib. By Tenders, 609.
By Ships associated with others in a
Joint Enterprise, 610. Exceptions, by
reason of Separation from main Body, on
distinct Service, 611. By Transport
Ships, ib. By Land and Sea Forces,
612. By allied Fleets, ib. By Public
Ships of War, Statute relating to Propor
tion in which they are to share, 613
Cargo, Penal Consequences to, in case of
Breach of Blockade, 490, 506. Complicity
of Owners of, with Act of Master of Ship,
508. What is probable Cause for Cap
ture of, 688. Proprietary Interest in, 739.
Principles of Prize Law applicable to, ib.
Transfer of, in transitu, by Belligerent,
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740. Proprietary Interest in, by what
Circumstances changed, 741. Property
purchased by Agent, 743. Penalty ap
plied to Allies in War trading with
Enemy, 744. ' Citizen domiciled in
Enemy’s Country, within what time must
withdraw his Property, ib. Vessel taking
on board a Cargo on Pretence of Ransom,
745. Vessel carrying, sailing under
Enemy’s Licence, ib. To found Claim
to, Neutrality must be proved from the
Time of Shipment to the Time of Sale,
ib. How far Owners of, bound by Act of
Master of Ship, 746. When Master of
Ship deemed Agent of Owners of, 747
Freightage for, Allowance of, in case of
Capture (see Freight), 753. When there
has been an Unlivery of, 754. When
Freight deemed to be a Charge upon,
755. See Freight.
XJnlivery of. When permitted, 762. Causes
of Necessity for, ib. Commission for,
ib. See Commission. Commission of
Appraisement, 763.
See Appraise
ment. Sale of Cargo. See Sale, &c.
Delivery of, on Bail, 765. Liability of
Sureties, 766. Expense of, by whom
borne, ib.
Carnarvon (Lord), 361, 806
Cartel Ships, 181. Privileges and Immu
nities of, held sacred, 182. May be em
ployed in Anticipation of War, ib.
Must be protected in their Office eundo
et redeundo, ib. Must not abuse Privi
leges, ib. Must not trade or take in
Cargo, ib. Prisoners on Board Cartel
Ships must do no Act of Hostility, 183
Casaregis, Discursus of, 684
Castlereagh (Lord), 205
Cauchy,Le Droit Mar. Intern., 363, 364
Chalmers, Collection of Treaties, 95, 98,
323, 326, 328, 340, 662
Charles VIII. (of France), Invasion of
Italy by, and Seizure of Arragonese
Debts, 838
Chatham (Lord), 98. Speech of, on Em
ployment of Savages as Mercenaries in
Time of War, 155
Chauvelin (M.), French Minister, 104
Christian V., Maritime Law of, 629
Cicero, DeLeg.,79. DeRepubl., 649. Epist.
ad Fam., 772. Topica, 817. Epist. ad
Atticum, 836. Epist. ad Brutum, ib.
Circuit Courts (of the United States), Juris
diction of, 658
Civil War, Effect of Conquest in, upon
Allegiance of conquered Subjects, 871
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Claimants, Rights and Duties of, in respect
to Conduct of Suit in Prize Courts, 704.
Subject of Enemy cannot claim, ib. Pre
paration of Claim, 705. Entering Appear
ance and Claim, 706. Who may Claim,
705-707. How Claim made, 708. Ex
amination of Ship’s Papers by Claimant
not allowed, except on Special Order of
Court, ib. What is Bor to Claim, 709.
When Prize condemned for Want of
Claim, ib. Amendment of Claim, ib.
Pleadings in Suit for Prize, 710.
Onus probandi in Cases of Prize, rests
upon, 716.
Farther Proof, &c., 719.
National Character of. See Domicil. See
Prize Court.
Clarendon(Lord), Essays of, 81. Life of, 548
Clerke’s Praxis, 691
Clinton (Sir Henry), 170
Coasting Trade. See Colonial and Coasting
Trade
Cocceius, De Postliminio in Pace et Am
nesti&, 773, 777, 824, 831, 836
--------- , Grotius illustratus, 773, 783, 784,
814, 817, 818, 824, 835, 867, 868, 876
Code. See Roman Law'
Code de Commerce (by Sautayra), 702
------ des Prises, 637, 707, 761, 764
Coke’s Institutes, 684. Commentary upon
Littleton, 872
Collectanea Maritima (Robinson’s), 579,
710, 712, 713, 716, 760
Colonial and Coasting Trade.—Neutrals
carrying on with Belligerents, in Time of
War, a Trade from which they are pro
hibited in Time of Peace, 370. Origin
and Introduction of Rule of 1756 re
specting, Opinion of Judge Story and
Mr. Wheaton, 371. Trading between
Belligerent Mother Country and her
Colonies, 373.
Freight to Neutrals
carrying Enemy’s Goods, upon Capture,
ib. Neutrals trading with the Colonies
of the Enemy, 375. Penalty on Neutrals
for Breach of Rule of 1756, 378. Ob
jections and Complaint of United States
against Rule of 1756, 378-380. Opinion
of Jurists as to Rule, 380. Examination
of Treaties relating to Subject, 381.
Trading between Port of Neutral’s own
Country and Port of Belligerent Country,
382. Ditto between Ports of Belligerent,
but with Cargo of Neutral’s own Country,
ib. Decisions upon the Subject in British
Prize Courts. See List, 385
Colonies (North American) of Great Britain,
Alliance of France writh, during Revolt
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of, without Declaration of War against
England, 100
Colours. See Elag
Columbia, Treaty with United States of
North America (1824), 355.
With
Holland (1829), relating to Captures,
596
Commission, Recapturing Vessel need not
hold, to entitle her to Salvage on Resto
ration, 637. See Recapture
•---------------- for Unlivery of Cargo, usually
directed to Marshal, 763. See Cargo
Compensation for Property confiscated,
Right of Foreigners, &c., to claim, 858
Condemnation of Prize. See Prize
Confiscation, Right of, of Debts of Enemy,
145. Private Debts of ditto, 146. Of
immovable Property, 148. Of Prize, as
against Captors, for Neglect or Mis
conduct, &c., 692, 693. Of incorporeal
Things, of Debts, &c., by Conqueror,
818. Case of Antiochus, King of Syria,—
War with the Romans and Rhodians,
835, 836. Case of the Dyrrachium Debt,
due to Caius Flavius, by Caesar, 836.
By Pisan Government, of Debts due to
Florentine Subjects, 837- Of the Arragonese Debts, by Charles VIII. of France,
838. Of Debts and Dominions of HesseCassel, by Napoleon I., 841. Decisions
of English Courts respecting Right of
Confiscation of Public and Private Debts,
853. Compensation to Owners of Pro
perty confiscated, Right of Foreigners,
&c., to claim, 858
Congress (American), Resolutions of, on
Foreign Mediation (1863), 12. Ordi
nances of (1781), relating to Breaches of
Blockade, 500. Journals of, ib. Docu
ments of, 591
Conqueror,Power of,over incorporeal Things,
818. Power over Documents of Title, or
Securities for Money, 820. Power over
Debts due to Enemy, 822. International
Practice, as to Power of Conqueror over
incorporeal Things, 832. Cases illustra
tive of Power of, ib.
Conquest (of Territory) distinguished from
Occupation, 784, 785, 814. Definition
of, 814. How changed into established
Government, 823. See also Conqueror.
Reconquest of Country' from Enemy,
859. Effect of, upon Allegiance of Sub
jects of the Conquered, 868. Conclusions
adopted by the Supreme Court of the
United States, as to, 872
Conseil des Prises, Decision of, in Case of

L'Etoile de Bonaparte,

442. Origin and
Constitution of, 660
Conseil Executif Provisoire, of France,
Jurisdiction of, 660
Consignee, Interest of, in Cargo, 742. See
Cargo, Interest, &c.
Constable and Marshal (Court of Chivalry),
Jurisdiction of, over Matters of Booty
and Prize, 207-209
Consul (Neutral), resident and trading in
Enemy’s Country, deemed a Subject of
that Country, 726. See Domicil
Consolato del Mare, 307, 310, 318, 619,
620, 621, 684, 753
Contraband, Definition of, in Treaty be
tween England and Denmark(1670), 338.
Neutrals prohibited from carrying, 387.
What is, 403. Destination of, 391, 403.
Decisions of American Courts respecting,
ib. Munitions (Military or Naval) of
War, in a completed State, 405. Neutrals
permitting Sale of such Munitions within
its Territory to Belligerent, ib. Ma
terials of an indefinite Character, appli
cable for Purposes of Peace or War,
411-417. Opinions of various Autho
rities upon the latter, ib. Provisions,
considered as, 422. See Provisions.
Unmanufactured Articles, Judgment of
Lord Stowell respecting, 438. American
law respecting, 439.
Cheeses, 441.
Biscuits, ib. Ship Timber, 442. Naval
Stores, ib.
Tar, 414.
Pitch, 445.
Resin, ib. Sail Cloth, ib. Masts, ib.
Anchors, ib. Hemp, 447. Brimstone,
ib. Copper, ib. Barks, ib. Fir Planks, ib.
Battens, ib. , Firewood, ib. Ships, Sale
of, by Neutral to Belligerent, for War
Purposes, 448. Metals, ib. Money
(Coinage), ib.
Horses, ib.
Ditto,
Equipage for, 449.
Gunpowder, and
other Military Stores, ib. Engines and
Parts of, ib. Coal, ib. Doctrine of Pre
emption, as applied to Cases of, 449.
Despatches of Ambassadors of Belligerent
Nation in Neutral Country, to their own
Government. 457. Ditto, from hostile
Government to Consuls in Neutral
Country, 458. Military Persons, 459.
Penalty for carrying, 460. Treaties re
lating to, 464-472. Onus of proving it
Produce of Claimant’s own Country,
rests on Claimant, 718
Contracts, with Enemy during War, void,
120, 179. Public and private, between
Belligerent Subjects, how affected by
War and subsequent Peace, 798, 866

INDEX.
Conventions, general and particular, during
War, 184. Between France and England
(1854), as to Captures made during
War with Russia, 594-625. See also
Treaties
Conversations-Lexikon, 842
Convoy, Conditions in Second Armed
Neutrality, respecting Search of Vessels
under, 349. Ships under Liability to
Visit and Search, 544. Provisions in
Treaties of Armed Neutrality (1801),
relating to Matter of, 552
--------- (Ship), Right to share in Joint
Capture, 608. Ship sailing under Owners
of, and of Cargo, responsible for Act of
the Muster, 747
Corporations (Foreign), their Right to
exercise Belligerent Rights, 152. Power
of, to make War, 153. Established in
Foreign Country, not entitled to claim
Compensation for Property confiscated,
859
Corporations (Alien), the legal Incapacities
and disabilities of, during War, 134
Costs and Expenses, when allowed to Cap
tors, 697, 756. See Damages. What
are deemed necessary Expenses, and
allowed, 757
Courtenay’s Life of Temple, 381
Coxe’s Life of Marlborough, 284
Crew of captured Prize Vessel, Treatment
of, 690. Evidence of, 712, 724
Croke (Dr.), Remarks on Mr. SchlegeFs
Work upon Visitation of Neutral Vessels
under Convoy, 308, 320
Cromwell (Oliver),Case of Reprisals against
France, during Time of, 33. Treaty of,
with Portugal (1654), 354, 369. Letter
of, to General Montagu, on the Subject
of Visit and Search, 547. Treaty of
Upsal with Christina (1654), as to
Neutral Ships carrying Enemy’s Goods,
322, 328
Cussy (De) and Martens (De), Index Ex
plicate, 470. Recueil de Trait&s et Con
ventions, 557
Customs, Payment of Duties on Prizes and
Cargoes brought in, 683.
D.
D’Aguesseau, Dissertation sur l’Erreur de
Droit, 66
Damages, for Capture without probable
Cause or other Misconduct of Captors,
691. Where they are given or refused
on Restitution of Prize 695. Where
VOL. III.
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Compensation given or refused, the Prize
being lost in the Hands of Captors, ib.
When Captors allowed their Expenses,
ib.
Suit for, within what Time it must
be commenced, 698. Measure of, 699.
Who are liable for, ib. In respect to
private armed Vessels, 700. Decree for,
in Prize Cases, 751. On Acquittal or
Restitution of Prize, 751-753
Deane (Dr.), Effect of War upon the Trade
and Property of Neutrals, and Maritime
Capture and Prize, bv (London, 1854),
559
'
Debrett’s State Papers, 442
Debts, of Enemy (Public and Private),
Right of Confiscating, 145-8. Power
of Conqueror over, as attached to the
Person captured, 820.
Locality where
Debts situated must be considered, 825.
Paid by Debtor to Conqueror, Extinction
of, as against Creditor, 828. Conditions
respecting Extinction of, 829. Cases
illustrative of Confiscation of, by Con
queror, 832. Debts and Domains of
Hesse-Cassel, confiscated, &c., by Napo
leon I.,841. (See Conqueror,Confiscation.)
Contracted between belligerent Subjects
before breaking out of War, suspended
but not anmdled by War, 735
Decisions of English Courts on the Subject
of Postliminium, 853
Declaration, respecting Maritime Law,
signed by all the Great Powers at Paris
(1856), 359
Declaration of War, unnecessary, 85. In
stances where none made, 86. Restitution
of Prizes captured before, 97. How
made, 107. Necessity for some Procla
mation or Manifesto of War, ib. Law
of England relating to, 108. By one
Belligerent only, 111. Effect of, as to
recalling Subjects from foreign Country,
144
Decrees (French) as to Blockade, 516
Decretals. See Canon Law
Delagoa Bay, question submitted to arbi
tration, 10
Denmark, Declaration of, to Sweden re
specting furnishing auxiliary Troops to
Belligerent, 229. Declaration of Neutra
lity by, in war by England and France,
against Russia, 231. Treaty of Commerce
with England (1670), 338. Conduct of,
in relation totheArmed Neutralities, 343.
Declaratory Memorial of Great Britain
to Court of, respecting its Navigation
during War with France, 423. Reply
3 P
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of, by Count Bernstorf to same, and as to
Position and Duties of Neutrals, 426.
Treaty with England (1780) as to Con
traband, 466. Ditto (1669) as to Cap
tures, 569. Ditto with Spain (1742), as
to Captures, 596. Law of, relating to
Recaptures, 629. See Recaptures
De Sagittar, 156
Deserters, captured among Enemy’s Troops,
not entitled to Treatment of Prisoners
of War, 164.
Vessels suspected of
harbouring, liable to Visit and Search,
542
Despatches of the Duke of Wellington, 176
------------ , when considered contraband,
456
Dohm (von), Materialen fiir die Statistik,
321. Denkwiirdigkeiten meiner Zeit,
335
^
Domat, Traite des Lois, 66
Domicil, national Character of a Person
governed by, 127, 141. National Cha
racter of Property depends upon Domicil
of Owner,725. Persons considered to be
long to the country in which they have
their, ib. Master and Crews of Ships,
726. Neutral going to belligerent Country
for temporary Purposes,but staying seve
ral Years, paying Taxes, &c.,ib. Neutral
Consul resident and trading in belligerent
Country, ib. Subjects of one Belligerent
resident and trading in the Country of
the other, ib. Change of, native Cha
racter reverts, ib. Neutral Merchant
trading with belligerent Country, and
having a stationed Agent there, 727.
Agent carrying on Trade not clearly
neutral, ib. Partner in a House of Trade
in Enemy’s Country, ib. Neutral engaged
in House of Trade in Enemy’s Country,
Property of, not confiscated at Com
mencement of War, 728. Traffic without
Residence, sufficient to confer hostileCharacter, ib. Neutral engaged in Enemy’s
Navigation, ib. Citizen of Belligerent,
domiciled in neutral Country, trading
with Enemy, 744
Don Miguel, Civil War between, and Donna
Maria II., as to Throne of Portugal,
287
Droit d’Angarie, 49-53
Droits of Admiralty, 600
Du Cange, Gloss.(ed.Carpenterius), Parisiis
(1842), 404
#
Dumont, Corps Universel Diplomatique,
234, 283, 284, 321, 323, 325, 326, 328,
329, 354, 381, 382. 552, 569, 595

Du Ponceau’s (American) Translation of
Bynkershoek. See Bynkershoek, Qusestiones Juris Publici
Duties, Payment of, on Prizes and Cargoes,
683
Dyrrachium (City of), Debt due from, to
Caius Flavius, 836

E.
East India Company, Power of, to make
War, 153. Status of, with respect to
Distribution of Booty, 217
Edinburgh Review, 311, 341,709
Eliot's (American) Diplomatic Code, 341
Embargo, Meaning of, 44. fn Maritime
Embargoes, Goods, and Persons usually
seized, ib. Character and Effect of such
Seizure as described by Lord Stowell, ib.
------ — (Civil), Nature of, 45. On ships, to
prevent Subjects leaving the Realm in
Time of War, ib. Founded upon par
ticular and urgent necessity of State,
ib. Decision upon, 46. Distinction
betweea Civil and Belligerent Embargo,
explained by Lord Stowell, ib. Effect
of, upon public and private Debts, 48.
Treaties containing Provisions for Al
lowance of Time to withdraw Goods
and Persons from Enemy’s Country, on
account of War, ib. Provision in Magna
Charta as to Treatment of Enemy’s
Merchants in Time of War, 49.
Le
Droit d' Angarie, or the Right of seizing
Vessels, within Jurisdiction of State,
for Purposes of Transport, 50. See also
Reprisals, War, &c.
Emerigon, Trait6 des Assurances, 85, 130,
148, 285, 568, 569, 612, 640, 647, 780
Enemy, trading with, during War, without
Licence of Sovereign, 116. Contracts,
&c., made with, during War, void, 120,
121. Right of State to forbid Subjects
serving, 120. British Subjects dealing
in Russian Securities during War pro
hibited by Statute, 124. Effect of War,
upon Property andPerson of, 127.Domicil,
a Test of national Character of Persons,
127, 141. Liability of, to Seizure of
Person and Confiscation of Property,
127. Resident in Country of adverse
Belligerent under Safe Conduct, 127. i
Time allowed for Enemy’s Subjects to
depart from belligerent Country, 129-31. j
Incapacities and Liabilities of alien
individual Enemy and alien Corporation S
of the Enemy, 134. Neutral Merchant j
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trading with, or in Country of, 143, 727.
Right of Confiscating 'public and private
Debts of, 145-49. Ditto of immoveable
Property, 148. Belligerent’s Right over
Person of Enemy and Prisoner of War,
155.
Intercourse between Enemies
during War, ib. Must keep faith with
adverse Belligerent with respect toUsages
of War, &c., ib. Instances where extreme
belligerent Rights have been exercised
against, 168. Ransom of Prisoners,
177. Doctrine of Enemy's Ships Enemy's
Goods, 300-358. Transfer of Ships of,
during War, 735. Interest of, in Cargo
taken in transitu, 739. See Cargo. Sub
ject of Belligerent withdrawing Property
from Country of, on account of War,
744. Vessel taking Cargo from Ship of,
onPretenceof Ransom. 745. Vessel sail
ing under Licence of, ib. Goods of,
captured in neutral Ship, as to Allowance
of Freight, 753. Neutral Goods in Ships
of, as to Allowance of Freight, 755.
Country reconquered from, 859
Engines (and Parts of) prohibited as Con
traband, 449. See Contraband
England. See Great Britain
Enlistment in neutral Country, 233, 273
286
------------ (Foreign) Acts, 243,244, 274, 275
--------- —(American) Acts, 275, 277
Erie, Lord Chief Justice, decision of, as
to destination of Contraband, 397. 403
Evidence in Prize Causes, Nature of, 710.
Captors not allowed to furnish, 711. Of
Master, Crew, of captured Vessel, 713.
How taken, ib. Penalty for refusing to
give, 715. Onus probandi on the
Claimants, 716. Ship’s Papers must be
verified by Affidavit, ib. Admission of
extraneous Evidence, 717. When Prize
carried into foreign Port, ib. Presumptive
Evidence of Enemy’s Property, 718. Pro
perty of contraband Character; Proof
that it is Produce of Claimant’s own
Country, ib. What Evidence conclusive,
and when farther Proof requisite, 719. See
Farther Proof. Who may be Witnesses,
724. Taken in foreign Countries, 725
F.
Farther Proof, Necessity of, 719. How
may be forfeited, 722. See Prize Courts.
Fisheries, Discussion between England and
United States as to Right of, under
Treaty, 799
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Flag, Evidence of Character of Ship, 734.
Ship carrying false, ib.
Flassan (De), His. Gen. et Raisonnee de la
Dipl. Frangaise, 335, 337
Florence, War with Pisa, Seizure of Debts
due to Florentine Subjects, 837
Foreign Corporations. See Corporation
------—Enlistment, 233
------------------------- (Act), Debates upon,
243, 244, 274, 275
Foreigners, Reception and Treatment of,
57. Permission to remain in belligerent
Country, during War, 130. See Enemy.
No Right to claim Compensation for
Property confiscated, as Subjects of an
other Country, unless having Domicil
therein, 858, 859
Forts, manned by Ship’s Crew, Captures
by, enure to Lord High Admiral, 599
Foster (Sir Michael), Discourse of High
Treason, 131
Fox (Mr.), British Ambassador in America,
Correspondence of, with American Mi
nister, as to Arrest of M‘Leod, a British
Subject, by American Authorities, 60
France, arbitrates between Great Britain
and Portugal, 10. Law of, respecting
Reprisals, 25.
Intervention of, in
Mexico (1861), 43. Intervention of, in
War between Spain and England, with
out Declaration of War, 93. War with,
respecting possessions in Canada, 96.
Alliance of, with revolted North Ameri
can Colonies, 100. Recent War with
Prussia, 133, 365, 872. Law of, as to
Foreign Enlistment, 279-281. Treaty
with Holland (1646), as to Neutral Ships
carrying Enemy’s Goods, 322, 324; with
the Hanse Towns (1655), relating to the
same Subject, 322, 324; with Holland
(1697), 324; with England (1665), 327;
ditto (1677), ib.; with Hamburg (1769),
331, 365; with Mecklenburg-Schwerin
(1799), 331, 332; of Versailles, with
England and Spain, 340 ; of Commerce,
with Great Britain (1786), 340, 625;
Conduct of, in respect to Armed Neu
tralities, 344. Treaty with America
(1780), 345; with Texas, 355. Waiver
of belligerent Rights, by (1855), 355;
Invasion of Spain by (1823), 364. Con
vention with England (1854) as to Cap
tures during War with Russia, 594.
Treaty with Portugal (1797), on Subject
of Captures, 595. Ditto with United
States (1778 and 1800) on same Subject,
595. Law of, relating to Recaptures,
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623. See Recaptures. Constitution of
Prize Tribunals in, 659.
Tree Ships, Tree Goods, Doctrine of (see
Neutrals), 300, 368. Pirst introduced
by Holland, 323. Treaties containing
Stipulations for, see List of, 324. De
claration of Paris, 359. Debates in
House of Commons, 360, 361.
Freight, when Enemy’s Goods captured in
Enemy’s Ships, 753. Amount decreed
by Prize Court not necessarily that
agreed upon by Parties, 753, 754. When
Goods have been unlioered by Order of
Court, 754. Neutral carrying Goods of
Belligerent to the Enemy, ib. Neutral
guilty of fraudulent Conduct not allowed.
ib. In what Cases Neutral not allowed,
ib. Where Goods part condemned as
Contraband, and part restored, ib. Goods
unlioered under hostile Embargo on neu
tral Ships, 755. When decreed to be a
Charge on Cargo, ib. Allowance of, to
Captors, ib. In what cases, 756. How
paid, ib,
G.
Galiani: Dei Doveri dei Principi Neutrali
verso i Principi Guerreggianti, e di questi
verso i Neutrali, 10, 341, 409
Gazette (London), Evidence, in England, of
all political Acts and Proclamations an
nounced therein, 111
Geneva Arbitration, the (1871-2), 73, 254,
271
--------- Convention of (1864), 157
Genoa. Capitulation of, 189. Speech of
Sir James Mackintosh upon, 189, 206.
Judgment of Lord Stowell, in Case of the
Ships taken at, 192
Gentilis (Albericus), 78, 85, 307, 770,
835
Goertz, Memoire sur la Neutrality armee
Maritime (Paris, 1805), 320, 335
Graham (Sir James), Speech of, on the
Subject of Contraband (1854), 449
Grant (Sir W.), Opinion of, with respect
to French Ordinances, 313. Decision of,
upon a question of the Breach of Block
ade of Martinique, 487. Opinion on the
Abrogation of Treaties, 805
Granville, Earl, Letter of, to Lords of the
Admiralty in (1870), 296
Great Britain, submits to arbitration San
Juan Boundary, 5; Delagoa Bay ques
tion, 10. Law of, respecting Reprisals,
27. Reprisals by, against France during
Time of Oliver Cromwell, 33. Ditto by

Prussia (1752) against, by Non-payment
of Loan, ib. Ditto by Louis XVI.
(1788) against, 35. Ditto by, against
Two Sicilies (1840), concerning Sulphur
Monopoly, ib. Ditto by, against Greece,
(1850), in the Case of Don Pacifico, 37.
Intervention of, in Affairs of Mexico
(1861), 43. Treaties with, containing
provisions for Allowance of Time for
Enemy’s Subjects to withdraw, &c. from
Country, on account of War, 49. Re
monstrance of, against Prussia, for sinking
Ships in the Seine (1871), 51. Law of,
as to Declaration of War, 108. Relaxa
tion of strict Inhibition as to trading by
her Subjects with Enemy’s Country dur
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of, takes effect, ib. Captures made
after, 777. Effect of Treaty of, upon
Matters of Public Eight, 782. See
Treaty of Peace, Effect of, upon Treaties
made prior to the War, 792. Where,
how, and under what Limitations Doctrine
of Postliminium may be applied to States
and Subjects on Eeturn of, 812. Grant
of Amnesty on Eeturn of, 831. Effect of,
upon 'private Bights, Property, and Con
tracts of Subjects, 860. Effect of Con
quest on Allegiance of Subjects, 868.
How, and by what Causes it may be
broken, 876
Pfeiffer, In wiefern sind Begierungshandlungen eines Zwischenherrschers fur den
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rechtmassigen Regenten nach dessen
Riickkehr verbindlich (1819), 813, 835
Pfeiffer, Das Recht der Kriegseroberung in
Beziehnng aus Staatscspitalien, 817, 818,
819, 820, 821, 822, 826, 829, 832, 833,
836, 838, 839, 842, 843, 844
Phillimore (Joseph), Speech of, on Foreign
Enlishment Bill (1819), 237. Speech on
the Conduct of Great Britain in the
Affair of Terceira, 294. Letter of, on the
Orders in Council (1812), 309, 311.
Reflections on the Nature and Extent of
the Licence Trade by, 311
----------------(J. G.), Motion in the House
of Commons, as to Waiver by England
of Right of seizing Enemy’s Goods in
Neutral Ships (1854), 356
Pinckney, Marshall and Gerry, Letter of,
to the French Government (1798), re
specting Neutral Vessels carrying Ene
my’s Goods, 319, 437
Pirates, Ships captured from, Law of Spain,
626. See Capture, Recapture
Pisa, War with Florence, Seizure of Debts
due to Florentine Subjects, 837
Pistoye (De) et Duverdy, Traits des Prises
Maritimes, 309, 311, 411, 412, 444, 486,
523, 578, 581, 582, 591, 593, 594, 618,
623, 624, 625, 659, 660, 661, 685
Pitt (Mr ) Commercial Treaty of, between
France and England (1787), 662
Plato, De Republica, 879
Pleadings in Prize Court. See Prize Court
Portalis (M.), 637, 685
Ports, Captors in, 513. To which captured
Property may be taken, 577. Prize
taken into neutral Ports, 591. Treaties
altering the general International Law,
respecting the Non-interference of Neu
trals as to Prizes brought into their
Ports. 594. Vessels seized in, in England,
belong to Lord High Admiral, 687.
Under Blockade. See Blockade. Ship
deviating into blockaded Port, 745
Portugal, submits dispute with Great
Britain to arbitration, 10.
Civil War
between Donna Maria II. and Don
Miguel, Affair of Terceira, 287- Treaty
with England (1654), referring to Doc
trine of Free Ships, Free Goods, &e.,
326. Ditto with Russia (1798), 348.
Ditto with Great Britain (1810), re
lating to Commerce and Navigation, 353,
354, 469 ; and in 1842, 354. Ditto with
Cromwell (1654), 354, 595. Ditto with
Holland (1661), as to Captures, 595
Postliminium, with respect to Persons, 615.
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Ditto to Things, 616. Right of, cannot
be enforced in Neutral Country, ib.
Different Principle applied respecting
Persons, 617. As to moveable and im
moveable Property, 617, 816.
Where,
how, and under what Limitations Doctrine
of, may be applied to States and Subjects
on Return of Peace, 812. Respecting
Debts,&c. of Enemy seized by Conqueror,
819. International Practice as to, 832.
Cases illustrative of, ib. Case of the
Debts and Domains of Hesse-Cassel,841,
852. Decisions of English Courts, con
cerning Right of confiscating public and
private Debts of Enemy, 853. Ditto in
Case of Wolff v. Oxholm, 854. Decisions
as to Right of Foreigners, or Individuals
who have changed their National
Character, to claim Compensation for
Property confiscated, 858. Ditto as to
Right of Corporationsi n foreign Countries,
858. Country reconquered from Enemy,
859. Doctrine of, as to Private Persons,

Rights, and Property, which have been,
during the War, under Dominion of
Enemy, and not confiscated by the State,.
860. Application of to the personal
Status, 861. Ditto, to immoveable Pro
perty, 863. Ditto, to moveable Property,
865. Obligations, such as Debts, &c.,
contracted before the War, 866
Pothier, Traits du Droit de Propriety, 181,

432, 639, 647, 685, 701, 746

Pre-emption, Doctrine of, as applied to
Cases of Contraband, 450. See Contra
band. Rate of Value payable to Owners
of captured Property by Captors, 451,
452. Decision of Lord Stowell respecting,
Prisoners of War, Treatment of, by Bel
ligerent, 155. Ransom for, 164
Private armedVessels,Liability for Damages
for wrongful Captures, &c., 700, 701
Privateers, Letters of Marque carried by,
151. Vessels used as, not within Terms
of Capitulation protecting private Pro
perty generally, 197. Public Property
seized by, after having been ceded by
Capitulation, ib. Captures made by,
533, 534. Article of the Declaration of
Paris (1856), respecting, 534. Speech of
Lord Grenville (1801) on the Subject of,
ib. Rule respecting their sharing in joint
Captures, 601. Reward to, for Recap
tures,—Law of Holland, respecting, 628

Privy Council, Judicial Committee of the,
Jurisdiction of, in Matters of Booty and
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Prize, 213-217. Constitution of Court
of, 664
Prize of War (see also Booty), Restitution
of, when captured before Declaration of
War, 94. Taken during War, belong to
the Crown or Executive, 210. Claims
respecting, not triable in any Municipal
Court, but in Court of Admiralty, 214.
Jurisdiction of High Court of Admiralty
in Matters of, 221. Neutrals permitting
Prizes captured by one Belligerent, to be
brought into their Ports, 227. See Cap
tures. Capture and Recapture of, 617.
Salvage Reward payable upon, 620.
When it legally vests in Captor, 622.
Private or Municipal Laws of States as
to Reward to Recaptors on Restoration
of, 623-631. Decisions of English and
North American Prize Courts on Same
Subject, 631. Ransom of, 644. Pay
ment of Duties upon, 683. Custody of,
during Suit, ib. Rights and Duties of
Captors in respect to Suit for, 684.
Captors injuring, neglecting, &c. Vessel,
&c., 690.
See Captors.
Rights and
Duties of Claimants., 704. See Claimants.
Condemned for want of Claim, 710.
National Character of, depends upon that
of Owners, &c. 725.
See Domicil.
Delivery of Prize on Bail, 765. See Bail
Prize Courts, Practice and Jurisdiction of
in England, 206. Opinion of Tribunals
of North America on Rights of Ships at
Sea, 528. Ditto on summoning Ships to
undergo Visit and Search, 537- Sentence
of, as affecting title to Property, 587.
Restoration of Prize, 617. Salvage Re
ward payable on Restoration of Prize,
620. Decisions of, on Subject of Re
capture, 631.
General Character and
Duty of, 648. Described by Lord Stowell,
651. Decisions of Sir J. Mackintosh
and Lord Mansfield, 655.
Constitu
tion of, in different States, 658-665.
Proclamation and Edicts as to Prizes in
Time of War, 663. Register of, ib.
Act for regulating proceedings in, 27 &
28 Viet. c. 25, 674. Custody of Prize
pending Litigation as to Legality of
Seizure, 681. Process and Practice of
Court, 684.
Rights and Duties of
Captors in reference to Suit, ib. See
Captors. Rights and Duties of Claimants,
704. See Claimants. Pleadings in, 710.
Special Allegation not necessary, 711.
Filing Libel, 711. Monition to appear.
ib. Notice to be given by Captors of,

arrival of Prize in Port, 712. Examina
tion of Master and Crew of Prize, 713.
Evidence in. See Evidence. Necessity
of farther Proof, 719. In what cases
ordered, 720. Privilege of farther Proof
may be forfeited by Fraud, 722. Order
for farther Proof not complied with, ib.
Admission of Extraneous Evidence, 724.
Sentence of, 749-751. Extent of Juris
diction of, 759. To decide who shall be
Captors to share in Distribution of Prize,
762. May decree Unlivery of Cargo, ib.
See Cargo
Proclamation of War, Necessity for, 107
Property of Enemy, Effect of War upon,
127. Right of confiscating, 148. Wrong
fully seized before War, must be restored,
149. See Capture. See Postliminium
Proprietary Interest in Cargo. See Cargo
Provisions considered as Contraband, 422
Prusse, (Euvres du Roi de, 100
Prussia, Decision of, respecting Treaty of
Washington, 5. Reprisals by, against
England (1752), by Non-payment of
Loan, 33. Invasion by, of Territories of
Austria and Saxony, without Declaration
of War, 98. Recent War with France,
133, 365, 872. Answer to Memorial
(1753) of, 318. Treaty of, with America
(1785), 340. In 1799, 347. Prussian
Law as to Contraband, 471
Public Debts of Enemy, Power of Conqueror
to seize, 822. Decisions of English
Courts respecting Right of confiscating,
853. Ships of War, Rule respecting their
sharing in joint Captures, 603. Statute
relating to the Proportionment of Shares,
613
Puchta, Institutes, 615, 616, 865
Puffendorf, De Jure Naturae et Gentium,
24, 71, 85, 128, 152, 215, 243, 819, 826,
834, 863
Putter, Beitrage, u.s.w., 156
Pyrenees, Treaty of the, between France
and Spain, 552
R.
Ransom of Prisoners of War, 164, 177.
Who may demand, 177- Stipulation as
to Price of, 178. Prisoner dying before
Ransom paid, ib. Ditto rescued, after
Ransom agreed upon, but before Liberty
granted, ib. Ditto released upon con
dition of procuring Release of another, ib.
Hostage given for Release of Prisoner,
179. Law of United States as to, ib.
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Ransom of Skips, &c., allowed by the
general Maritime Law, 644. Judgment of
Mr. Justice Story upon the General Law
of, 644. Vessel taking on board a Cargo
from Enemy’s Ship on pretence of, 745
Rastel’s Entries, 109
Rayneval (De), Instit. de la Nature et des
Gens, 105, 777, 785
Recapture.—Doctrine of jus postliminii re
specting Persons and Things, 615. See
Postliminium. Respecting moveable and
immoveable Property, 617. Conditions
as to restoring, 620. Reward to Recapture
on Restoration to Owner, ib. When
Prize abandoned by Captor or Recaptors,
620, 640. When ransomed, 620. Re
marks by Bynkershoek upon Subject of,
621. When Prize becomes vested iu
Captor, 622.
Private or Municipal
Laws of States, relating to, 623. Of
France, ib. Of Spain, 626. Holland,
627. Denmark, 629.
Sweden, 630.
Hanse Towns, 631. Decisions of Prize
Courts, ib. Prize Act (English), 27
& 28 Viet. c. 25, 632. Law of America
relating to, 634. What constitutes a
Vessel of War, or public armed Ship, 635.
Rule as to Property on Ships of Allies
recaptured, 636. When Salvage is al
lowed or may be claimed for Recapture,
637. Where several Recaptures, 638.
Rights of Captor divested by Recapture,
Escape or voluntary Discharge, 641. Rate
of Salvage in the Discretion of the Court,
b. Right of Revenue Cutters to Salvage
upon Capture or, 642. Ditto of Storeship
armed at public Expense, ib. Certain
Clauses, &c., in Treaties considered as to
their Bearing upon this Subject, 642.
Right of Recaptor to Reward for, before
Capture completed, 643.
After Prize
duly vested in Captor, first Proprietor no
Claim to, ib.
Recueil van Zeezaken, 629
--------- van Pjacaaten, 662
Reid’s Essays on the Power of the Human
Mind, 80
Reprisals, 18. When lawful, 19. General,
no Distinction between, and actual War,
20. Special, what Causes justify Reoourse to, 21. Injury may be of an
active or passive Kind, 22.—May be of
negative or positive Character, ib. Letters
of, not to be granted without full Know
ledge of the Causes for, ib. Causes not
justifying Grant of, ib. Instances of
Provisions in Treaties, as to Time to
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elapse between Application for Redress
and Grants of, 24. Law of France re
specting, 25. Ditto of England, 27.
Statute of 4 Hen. V. c. 7. respecting, 29.
To whom Letters, of, granted, ib. Not
to Foreigners, 30. Who may grant, 31.
What may be Subjects of, 31. Ambas
sadors and their Property exempt from,
32. Extent of Ownership in Property
seized, ib. Persons seized entitled to
good Treatment, ib. Seizure of Travellers,
a Breach of Faith, 32. Seizures, where
adjudicated upon, ib. Practice of Nations
as to, 33. Seizure of a British Merchant
Vessel by France, during Time of Oliver
Cromwell, ib. By Prussia against Eng
land, by Non-payment of Loan, ib. By
France against England (1778), 35. By
British Government against King of Two
Sicilies, in 1840, respecting Sulphur
Monopoly, ib. Motion in House of Com
mons (1847) for Reprisals against Spain,
by Holders of zmpaid Spanish Bonds, 37.
By England against Greece (1850),—
Case of Don Pacifico, ib. Speech of
President (Jackson) of North America,
on the Subject of Reprisals against
France (1834), 41. Not necessarily a
prelude to War, 53. Sometimes repre
hensible when War justifiable, ib. Ad
monitions of Grotius on the Subject of
Causes of War, 54. Justifiable Causes
of War. See War
Retorsion, a Means of Redress for Breach
of Comity, 17, 18
Revenue Cutter, Right to share in joint
Captures, 608. Ditto to Salvage, in cases
of Capture or Recapture by, 642. See
Capture, Recapture, &c.
Revolution (French) of (1792), 104
Revue de DroitFrangais etEtranger (1840),
598
Ripperda, Seizure of, in House of British
Ambassador at Madrid, and ulterior
Proceedings between English and Spa
nish Courts, 90
Roads, what are; Opinion of Lord Stowell.
499
Robinson, Collectanea Maritima. See Col
lectanea Maritima
Roman Law, Passages referred to:— Page
Digest,
Lib. I. t. viii. 1
817
,,
II. t. xiv.
184
,,
II. t. xiv. s. 2 § 2
821
,,
IV. t. ii. 13
19
„
V. t. i. 1
4
„
V. t. i. 68
712
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Roman Law (continued) :—
Page
Digest,
69
Lib. V. t. iii. 25, 26
V. t. iii. 31
831
>>
V. t. iii. 38
577
X. t. iv. 18
847
>>
,,
X. t. ii.
572
}}
XII. t. i. s. 5
830
XII. t. vi. 60-1
23
>}
XIX. t. i.
862
XX. t, i. 1
822
XX. t. v. s. 12 § 1
23
XXII. t. vi. 1
66
XXII. t. vi. 7
64
XXX. t. i. s. 44 § 5
821
>>
ib.
XXX. t. i. s. 84 § 7
XXXII. t. i. 59
ib.
XLI. t, i.
572
XLI. t. i. s. 3 § 1
826
XLI. t. i. 51
145
XLI. t. ii. 1
572, 785
XLI. t. ii. 3
817
,,
XLI. t. iii. s. 4 § 27
817
XLI. t. iii. 23
825
XLIII. t. xvii.
784
XLIX. t. xv.
145, 812
XLIX. t. xv. s. 5 § 1
572
XLIX. t. xv. 12
128., 850
XLIX. t. xv. 19
615
XLIX. t. xv. 24
111
'
XLIX. t. xv. 28
622
L. t. i. 19
4
L. t. xvi. 118
111
L. t. xvii. 50
243
L. t. xvii. 176
19
Lib. I. t. xiv. 9
72
Code,
III. t. xlii. 9
(ad Exhib.) 847
IV. t. ix. 2
>>
(de Condi ct. ex Lege) ib.
IV. t. xxxiv. 5
>>
(Depositi)
ib.
IV. t. xli. 2
403
V. t. xxxvii. 25
>>
(de Administ. Tutor.) 848
VHI.t. xliii. 4, 19
(de Solut.) 847
XI. t. xxix.
•
>>
(de jure Reipublicae)
XII. t. xxxv. (xxxvi.)
1 (de Re Milit.) 863
Lib. I. t. xii. 5
615
Institutes,
826
II. t. i. 12
848
II. t. vi. 14
785
H. t. i. 17
863
XXII.
c.
vii.
Kovells.
Rotteck and Wei cher’s Staats-Lexikon, 842
850, 851, 852

Rousseau, Contrat Social, 163
Rule of 1756, respecting Neutrals carrying
on Colonial and Coasting Trade of Belli
gerent, during War; Origin and Intro
duction of, 370. Opinions of Jurists
upon, 379. See Colonial Trade, &c.
Russell (Lord dolin'), Speech of, on Con
duct of Russian Soldiers in War against
England and France (1854 6), 177
Russia,—dealing with Securities of, during
War, 124. Declaration of St. Peters
burg (1868), 160. Conduct of Troops
of, during late War, 177- Conduct of,
in respect to the Armed Neutralities,
343. Treaty of Commerce with England
(1797), 348. Ditto with Portugal (1798),
ib. Adoption of Second Armed Neu
trality, 349. Treaty of Commerce with
England (1801), 351. Speech of Lord
Grenville on the Convention with (1801),
422.
Treaties with England relating
to Contraband (1797 and 1801), 465.
Treaty of Peace between Great Britain
and (1812), 468. Protocol of, as to the
Succession to the Throne of Denmark,
786. Treaty of (Paris) (1856), 359
Rutherforth, Institutes, 85
S.
Safe Conduct,—Nature of, 165. By whom
granted, 166. Cannot be transferred, ib.
Extent of, ib. When granted for limited
Time, ib. Revocation of, 167. Con
struction of, ib.
Sale of Cargo, after Unlivery, Commission
for, 764. Appointment of Appraisers
under, 765. Inventory made, ib. Com
missioners for, how appointed,^. Gene
rally made by Marshal, ib.
Salvage. See Recapture, &c.
San Juan Boundary, the, 5, 6
Sardinia, Speech of Sir James Mackintosh
on the Annexation of Genoa to, 190,
206
Savigny, R. R., 65, 66
----------- , Recht des Besitzes, 825
Saxony, Invasion of, by Prussia, without
Declaration of War, 98. Memoire Raisonne, by the Prince de Talleyrand, on
Treatment of King o$ by European
Powers, in 1814, 879 '
Schlegel, on the Visitation of neutral Ves
sels under Convoy; Remarks upon, by
Dr. Croke, 308, 320
Schmalz, 16, 53
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Schmauss, 324
Schweikart, Napoleon und die Charliessischen Capitalschiildner (Konigsberg,
1833), 842, 843, 845, 846, 847, 848, 849
Search. See Visit and Search
Ship, Sale of, by Neutral, when considered
as Contraband, 448. Penal Consequences
to, for Breach of Blockade, 506. See
Blockade. Nationality of, 734. Deemed
to belong to Country whose Flag, &c., it
carries, ib. Purchased by Neutral, but
habitually engaged in Trade of Enemy,
ib. Character of, generally depends on
Residence of Owner, ib. Carrying false
Colours, ib.
------of Enemy, transferred in War, 735.
Must be for valid Consideration, ib. Sale
unconditional, 736. Can only be of Mer
chant Ships, ib. Purchase of, by Neutrals
invalid, ib. Enemy continuing to have
any Interest in Ship vitiates Contract,
ib. How far 0 wners of, bound by Acts
of Master of, 745. See Master of Ship
------of War, what constitutes a, 635
Ship’s Papers, Examination of, by Claim
ants in Suit in Prize Court, not allowed,
708. Prize Master to deliver up to
Commissioner all found on board Prize,
713. Must be verified by Affidavit to
become Evidence, 716, 717
Shippers, Interest of, in Cargo, 741, 742.
See Cargo
Sicilies, Two, the Reprisals of Great Britain
against (1840), 35
Spain, Intervention of, in Mexico (1861),
43. War between, and England, without
Declaration, 91. Treaty with Holland
(1650) as to Doctrine of Free Ships, Free
Goods, &c., 325. With America (1795),
347. With Denmark (1742), as to Cap
tures, 596. Law of, relating to Recap
tures, 626.
Recaptures. Ordonnances
of, ib.
Spanish Bondholders, Motion in House of
Commons for Letters of Reprisals to be
granted to, against Spain (1847), 37
--------- - Marriage (The), Discussion upon,
between English and French Ministers
for Foreign Affairs, 806. Correspond
ence relating to, ib. Note addressed by
English Minister to Spanish Court upon,
809
Spark’s Life of Washington, 172
Spies, no Claim for Treatment as Prisoners
of War, 164
Squadron, Capture by a Portion of, Right
of the whole, to share in, 610

Staples, Statute of, 49
State Papers (English), 176, 320
----------------- (American), 316, 317, 347
State Paper Office, Letters in, 172, 176
State Property, Doctrine of Postliminium
respecting, 812
Stites, how far Relations of, affected by
War, 114. Private and Municipal Laws
of, on the Subject of Recaptures of Prize,
623
Status, personal, Application of Doctrine of
Postliminium to the, 729
Statutes at Large (United States),354, 471,
481
referred to:—
Page
27 Edw. III. c. 17- (Statute of
Staples)
49, 132
13 Rich. II. c. 2
209
4 Hen. V. c. 7
28
32 Hen. VI. c. 23
135
9 Edw. IV. c. 7
136
26 Hen. VIII. c. 13
126
28 Hen. VIII. c. 15
123
35 Hen. VIII. c. 2
126
5 & 6 Edw. VI. c. 11
126
3 James I. c. 4
236
13 Chas. II. c. 9
576
6 Anne, cc. 13, 37
576
7 Geo. II. c. 15
701
9 Geo. II. c. 30
237
13 Geo. II. c. 4
663
18 Geo. II. c. 30
122
22 Geo. II. c. 33
576
29 Geo. II. c. 17
237
29 Geo. II. c. 34
574
7 Geo. II r. c. 7
46
13 Geo. III. c. 26
858
22 Geo. III. c. 25
644
33 Geo. III. c. 66
644
37 Geo. III.cc. 95, 97
803
43 Geo. III. c. 160
644
45 Geo. III. c. 72
644
55 Geo. III. c. 160
644
59 Geo. III. c. 69
123
12 Will. III. c. 7
123
3 Will. IV. c. 92
664
4 Will. IV. c. 41
221, 664
1 & 2 Viet. c. 2
600
3 & 4 Viet. c. 65
221
6 & 7 Viet. c. 38
664
16 & 17 Viet. c. 107
410
17 & 18 Viet. c. 18
570, 644, 710
17 & 18 Viet, c 120
600
17 & 18 Viet. c. 123
124
27 & 28 Viet. 23
577

Statutes
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Statutes, List of, referred to (cont.) :—Page
27 & 28 Viet. c. 25
571, 597, 612,
632, 674, 689, 694,
703, 710, 713, 716,
719, 762
605
27 & 28 Viet. c. 26
33 eSc 34 Viet. c. 90
243
664
36 & 37 Viet. c. 66
664
38 & 39 Viet. c. 77
Steck (De), Essais sur divers Sujets de
Polit., 772
Stein, Abhandlungen des Liibischen
Rechts, 631
Stiernhook, De Jure Sueon., 131
Stephens on Pleading, 134
-------------(Blackstone’s) Commentaries, 28,
45, 121, 126
St. Petersburg, Declaration (1868), 160
Story (Mr. Justice), Decision of, respecting
Captures made by private Captors, 152.
Opinion of Rule of 1756, 367, 371; as
to Neutrals trading between Ports and
Colonies of Belligerent, 383. Opinion
of, as to Neutral’s Property placed on
board armed Ship of Enemy to avoid
Visit and Search, 550.
Decision of,
upon the general Law of Ransom, 644.
Decision of, on Question of Effect of
Conquest on Allegiance of Subjects, 869
------ Commentaries on Equity Jurispru
dence, 66, 439
Story, on Prize Courts, by Dr. Pratt, 507,
632, 686, 712, 720
------Conflict of Laws, 853
------Life of, 370, 371, 372, 383, 551
Stowell (Lord), referred to, 44, 65, 69, 70,
86, 87, 112, 116, 149, 192,198, 211, 216,
237, 285, 318, 389, 439, 441, 452, 488,
498/499, 506,508,515,543,544,549,572,
588, 608, 621, 635, 651, 652, 704, 782,
799, 866. Opinion of, as to Neutrals
trading with the Colonies of Enemy
during War, 375. Decision of, respect
ing Doctrine of Pre-emption, and Amount
payable by Captors for Goods seized,
452-456. Opinion of, as to what are
‘ Roads,’ 499. Decision of, as to the
Complicity of the Owners of Cargo in
Cases of Breach of Blockade, 508.
Opinion of, on Visit and Search, 540.
Opinion of, as to Captures made within
neutral Territory, 568. Opinion of, on
Condemnations of Prize by incompetent
Tribunals, &c., 582. Duty of Prize
Courts described by, 651-654. Letter
of, and of Sir J. Nicholl, to Mr. Jay,
666, 718, 752, 753, 754, 757.

Stypmannus, Ad Jus Marit. Anseat., 50
Suarez, De Legibus, 125
Suit in Prize Court, Conduct of, on the
Part of, Captors, 684. Within what
Time it must be commenced, 698. Rights
and Duties of Claimants in, 704. Evi
dence, 710. See Evidence. Who may be
Witnesses in, 724. Sentence of Court
in, 749. Does not abate by Death of
Parties to, ib. See Prize Court
Sulphur Monopoly, Reprisals between
Great Britain and the Two Sicilies
concerning, 35
Sulpicius (Lord Grenville). Letters of.
See Grenville
Sweden, Counter Declaration to Denmark,
as to Right of Neutral to furnish Troops
to Belligerent, 230. Declaration of
Neutrality by, in War between England
and France against ^Russia (1854-6),
231. Correspondence relative thereto,
233. Conduct of, in relation to the
Armed Neutralities, 343. Law of, re
lating to Recaptures, 630. See Recap
tures. Treaties of (1691 and 1812),
with England, relating to Contraband,
467

T.
Talleyrand (Prince de), Memoire Raisonne
by, on Treatment of King of Saxony by
European Powers in 1814, 879
Tenders, Right to share in Joint Cap
tures, 609
Tenterden (Lord), 214, 216
Terceira, Affair of, 287
Texas, Treaty of, with France, 355
Thessalians (The), Case of Debt due from,
to the Thebans, 832
Thorshaven and its Dependencies, Capitula
tion of,—Judgment of Lord Stowell,
198
Thurloe’s State Papers, 546, 547
Thurlow (Lord Chancellor), on Abrogation
of Treaties by Peace of Amiens, 805
Tilsit, Peace of, respecting Hesse-Cassel,
842, 850
Tindal’s History, 92, 93, 94
Titius, in Observat. ad Lauterbach, 822
Trading with Enemy during War, without
Licence of Sovereign, illegal, 116. Re
laxation of Strict Rights by England,
during War with Russia-(1854-6),
120
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Trait6 des Prises Maritimes. See Pistoye
as to Free Ships, Free Goods, 351.
et Duverdy
From 1801 to 1854 on the same Subject,
Transports, Right of, to share in joint
351-355. Of Commerce between Eng
Captures, 611
•
land and the United States (1794), 433.
Travellers, Seizure of, by way of Reprisal,
Containing Provisions as to Neutrals
a Breach of Faith, 32
trading between Enemy’s Ports, 381,
Treaties, Consideration of certain Clauses
382. Relating to the Doctrine of Pre
generally inserted in and in relation to
emption in Cases of Contraband, 450.
the Subjects of Recaptures, 642. Abro
Between England and Russia (1797 and
gation of, 792-804. Debates in Parlia
1801), as to Contraband, 465. Between
ment upon the Treaty of Amiens (1802)
England and Denmark (1780), as to
(referred to). Of Washington (1871), be
ditto, 466. Between England and Swe
tween England and America, 5-9, 250,
den (1812), as to ditto, 467. Ditto of
Of Paris (1856), 11, 302, 359. Between
1691, 468. Of Kiel, of 1814, ib. Re
England and Holland (1654 and 1667), as
lating to Contraband in which England
to Reprisals, 24. Between France and Hol
is not concerned {see List), 470. Con
land (1669), ditto, ib. Of Ryswick and of
taining Articles, specifying what shall,
Utrecht (1713), ib. Commercial Treaty
and what shall not be considered as Con
of Versailles (1789), between France
traband, 471. Of Washington (1842),
and England, 25. Treaty of Breslau
527. Relating to the Right of Visit and
(1742), 34.
Between England and
Search and Convoy {see Xist), 552, 558.
Kingdom of Two Sicilies (1816), as to
With the United States (1794), as to
Mercantile Privileges, 35. Containing
Distance from Coast within which no
Provisions for Allowance of Time to
Capture should be made, 565. Of the
Enemy’s Subjects, for Withdrawal of
United States with Portugal (1851), 590.
Respecting the Non-interference of Neu
Goods and Persons from belligerent
Country in Time of War, 48. Of
trals as to Prizes brought into their
Utrecht (1718), 88. Of Aix-la-Cbapelle
Ports {see List of), 595. Of Commerce
(1748), between France and Spain, 94.
between France and England (1786), 625.
Between the United States and Columbia,
Of Utrecht (1713), between Louis XIV.
129. Ditto and Venezuela, ib. Ditto
and Frederick William of Prussia, 785,
and Chili, 130. Relating to the Confis
806. Of Peace (1783), between France
cation of Debts due to Enemies, List of,
and England, 785. Between England
148. Of Munster of 1648, 234, 284.
and United States (1783), as to Right
Relating to the Passage through Neutral’s
of Fishery, 799. Ditto, as to American
Subjects holding Land in England (1794),
Territories of Enemy’s Forces, 284. Of
Upsal, between Cromwell and Christina
802. Of Tilsit (1807), 842, 850
(April, 1654), 322, 328. Relating to the
Treaty of Peace, Negotiations for, by whom
Freedom of Commerce, but not contain
may be made, 775. Where they should
ing maxim of Free Ships, Free Goods
be carried on, 776. From what Time
{see List), 323. Between England and
Treaty takes Effect, ib. Effect of, upon
Holland (1662), ib. Containing Stipula
Matters of public Right, 782. Rules of
tions that Free Ships make Free Goods
Interpretation of, 783. Legal presump
{see List), 324. Pittor from 1642 to
tion from Silence in, ib.
Different
1713, 323-334. Ditto, from 1713 to
Terms upon which it may be based, ib.
1780 (date of First Armed Neutrality),
Presumption from Silence in, with re
spect to immoveable and moveable Pro
328. Between France and Hamburg
(1769), 331. Between France and Meck
perty acquired by War, 784
Tribunaux de Commerce of France, 660
lenburg-Schwerin (1779), 331. Of Al
liance to the First Armed Neutrality, 338.
Truce, Nature of, 184. Who may sanction,
Between England'and Denmark as to Con
185. When for a long Period, Ratifica
traband, ib. Of 1785 between Prussia
tion of Sovereign necessary, ib. Captures
made during, must be restored, ib. In
and United States, 340, 364. During
terpretation of Terms used in Covenants
Interval between First and Second
of, 186. Effect of, ib. What is lawful
Armed 'Neutralities, 339. Of Alliance
and what unlawful to do during, ib.
to the Second Armed Neutrality, 349.
No declaration of War necessary after
Between Russia and England (1801),
VOL. III.
Q
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Expiration of, 188. Conditions of Truce
being broken, Hostilities may commence
instantly, ib. Penalty for breaking, ib.
Turkey, Declaration of Paris, signed by, 359.
Prize Court of, 665
Twiss (Dr. Travers), The Oregon Question
examined by, 800, 802, 804. Belligerent
Right on the High Seas, 490
U.

United Provinces, Treaty of the, with Great
Britain (1654), as to Captures, 569
United States (North America).
See
America
Upsal, Treaty of (1654), between Cromwell
and Christina, relating to Neutral Ships
carrying Enemy’s Goods, 322, 328
Upton, Maritime Warfare, 488
Utrecht, Treaty of\ as to Abrogation of, by
subsequent Treaties, 806

Stowell, 540. Upon what kind of Pro
perty Right may be exercised, 541. Con
sequences of Resistance by Neutral to
the Exercise of Right, 543. Abandon
ment of her Claim to Right of, by Great
Britain in 1858, 543.
Ships under
Convoy, Opinion of Lord Stowell upon
Subject of, 544. Neutral Property on
board an armed Ship of the Enemy,
Opinion of Mr. Justice Story, 550.
Treaties affirming, modifying, or taking
away Right of, 552-558. Treaty of the
Pyrenees between France and Spain, 552.
Treaties of the Armed Neutralities of
1800 and 1801, as to Convoy, 552. List
of other Treaties relating to Subject of,
556
Voet, Ad Pandect. 2, 3, 4, 5, 126
------ , De Jure Militari, 307, 812, 830
—Comm, ad Pandectas, 572, 574, 812
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Valin, Ordonnance de la Marine, 19, 21, 22,
24, 25, 27, 85, 116, 286, 307, 309, 334,
381, 432, 445, 448, 524, 544, 578, 579,
593, 599, 625, 626, 634, 637, 639, 640,
647, 685,691, 695, 701, 702, 708, 710,
713, 714, 717, 723, 760, 761, 764
--------- Trait 6 des Prises, 625, 626, 639,
701, 764, 779
Vattel, “ Droit des Gens,” 19, 21, 32, 34,
49, 53, 85, 94, 105, 108, 128, 130, 147,
149, 150, 152, 155, 156, 164, 165, 166,
167, 177, 179, 183, 186, 187, 244, 245,
246, 249, 285,300, 318, 380, 419, 420,
432, 435, 437,445, 493, 524, 544, 548,
571, 617, 770,774, 796, 797, 801, 823,
825, 830, 835,855, 856, 857, 863, 876,
877
Venetian Edict (1779), relative to the Neu
trality of Venice, 579
Versailles, Treaty of (1783), between Great
Britain, France, and Spain, 340
Visit and Search, 522. When Eight may
be exercised, 522. Controversy respect
ing, between Great Britain and United
States, 525. Where Right may be exer
cised, 530. Duty of neutral States re
specting Prizes, 531. By what Kinds of
Force Right may be exercised, 533. Pro
clamation of Southern Revolted States
respecting Privateers, 535. How right
may be exercised, 536. Decision of the
American Courts in the Case of the
Marianna Flora, 538. Opinion of Lord

Waite’s State Papers (American), 228, 229,
566. See State Papers
War, Duty of Nations to exhaust all Means
for preventing, 2. By Negotiation, ib.
By Arbitration, ib.
See Arbitration.
Third Powers compelling States to make
Peace, 14. Retorsion, a Means of Redress
for Breaches of Comity, 17. Causes of,
53. Admonitions of Grotius as to, 54.
State may lawfully make War to assist
an Ally or Third State, 59. For Injuries
caused by culpable Imprudence or Inju
ries quasi delicti, ib. Case of Mr. M‘Leod,
Arrest of, by Americans (1841), and
Correspondence concerning, 60. Ignorantia facti et juris, 64, 65. Ignorantia
juris, 66. Cases of Injury through in
vincible Necessity, 70. All laws ought
to be intelligible, and promulgated to
prevent Plea of Ignorance, 72. Causes
not justifying, 74.
Its general and
necessary Characteristics, 77. Right of,
regulated by a Code, 78. Wanton De
vastation of an Enemy’s Territory, ib.
Practices, legal and illegal, during* 84.
Declaration of, unnecessary, 85. In
stances cited where no Declaration, 86.
Prizes captured before Declaration, Re
storation of, 94.
How declared, 105.
Necessity for some Proclamation or Mani
festo previous to, 107. Law of England
as to Declaration of, 108. Existence of,
between two States, when Declaration
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made by one only, 112. How it affects
the Relations of all States, 114. Effect
of, upon Property and Persons of Subject
of belligerent State, 115. Trading with
Enemy’s Country during, without Licence
of Sovereign, Penalty for, 116. Relaxa
tion of strict Rights of Inhibition by
England, in 1854-6, 120. Contracts
made, and Transactions entered into with
Enemy during, void, 120, 121. Right of
State to call home Subjects from foreign
Lands, in Time of, 120-125. Right of
State to forbid Subjects serving Enemy,
120. Subjects adhering to the King’s
Enemies, 121. Dealings with Russian
Securities during War (1854-6), 124.
Effect of, upon Subjects of Allies, 126.
Effect of, upon the Person and Property
of the Enemy, 127. Subject resident in
the Country of adverse Belligerent under
Safe Conduct, ib. Liability of Person and
Property of Enemy to Seizure and Con
fiscation, 128. Permission of Foreigners
to remain and carry on business in Coun
try of Belligerent, 130. Warning and
Allowance of Time to Foreigners to de
part from belligerent Country, 129, 130.
Incapacities of Alien individual Enemy,
and alien Corporation to sue during, 134.
National Character of a Person tested by
Place of his Domicil, 128, 141. Neu
tral Merchant trading with Enemy or in
Enemy’s Country, 143. Right of confis
cating private Debts of Enemy, 145.
Ditto, public Debts of, 148. Ditto, im
moveable Property of, ib. Property
wrongfully seized before War must be
restored, 149. Who may make, 150.
Seizing Enemy’s Property without Autho
rity of Crown, 151. All Captures enure
to the Crown, 151, 210. Corporations
or Societies making, 152. Means lawful
and unlawful for carrying on, 153.
Belligerent’s Right over Person of the
Enemy and Prisoner, 155. Geneva
Convention, the (1864), 157. Declaration
of (J 868), renouncing the use of such
arms as are contrary to the laws of
humanity, 160. Brussels Conference,
(1874), 160. What Persons not entitled
to be treated as Prisoners of War, 164.
Intercourse between Enemies during,
165. Usages of, &c., 165, 179. Nature
and Extent of Licence of Safe Conduct,
165. See Safe Conduct. Cases in
which extreme and severe Rights of
War have been exercised, 168-175.
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Conduct of French towards English Army
during French Revolution (1794), and
Peninsular War (1810), 175. Ditto, of
Russian Troops during War (1854-7),
177. Ransom of Prisoners during, ib.
Rights and Privileges of Cartel Ships,
181. Conventions, general and parti
cular, during War, 183. Truces in,
Nature of, &c., 184. Capitulations and
Ransoms, 189. Booty and Prize, 209.
Jurisdiction of Military Courts, ib. Crown
may dispose of Prizes captured as it
thinks proper, 210. Claim for Booty
usually referred by Crown to Lords of
Treasury, 212. Questions relating to
Booty and Prize not triable in any Muni
cipal Court, 213. Distinction between
public andprivate Property of Sovereign,
ib. Tribunal of Trustees recommended
by Lords of Treasury to decide in Ques
tions of Booty, &c., objectionable, 216.
Jurisdiction of Privy Council in Cases of
Booty, 217. The like, of High Court of
Admiralty, ib. Rights and Privileges of
Neutrals during. See Neutrals. Public
Ships of, Rule respecting their sharing in
Joint Captures, 603. What constitutes
a Vessel of, 635. Transfer of Ships of,
during, 735. See Ships. Subject of one
Belligerent withdrawing Property from
Country of other on account of, must do
so within reasonable Time, 744. Mode
of ending, and re-establishing Peace, 770.
See Peace. Declaration of Cessationoi, 772.
Treaties entered into before, how affected
by War and subsequent Peace, 792. See
Treaties. Doctrine of Postliminium,
where, how, &c., applied to Property of
States and Subjects after Cessation of,
812. See Postliminium
Ward, an Inquiry into the Manner of the
Commencement of Different Wars, &c.,
85, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97, 100, 102
------ Law of Nations, 233, 318, 322, 323.
327, 328
------ , Treatise on the relative Rights and
Duties of Belligerents, 308, 320, 321,
322, 325, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 338,
343, 345, 346, 389, 420,448, 450
Washington, Treaty of (1842), 527. Ditto
(1846), 7, 9. Ditto (1871), 5, 9, 250
Webster (American Foreign Minister), Cor
respondence with, respecting Case of
M’Leod, 63. Discussion with Lord Ash
burton {BritishMinister), on the Subject
of Neutral Territory, 542, 569
Webster, Works, 543
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Wellington (Duke of), Despatches of, 176
Westphalia, Jerome Bonaparte made King
of, by Napoleon I., 843
Westphalien’s Monumenta inedita, 629
Wheaton, Dana’s edition of, 527, 528, 536,
543, 563
Wheaton, Elements of International Law,
19, 85, 228, 229, 275, 283, 320, 348. 353,
355, 357, 368, 370, 435, 436, 471, 481,
525, 563, 566, 567, 590, 800, 801
------------ History, 243, 320, 341, 342, 355,
651
------------ , on the Bight of Search, 526
------------ , An Inquiry into the Validity of
the British Claim to a Eight of Visitation
and Search of American Vessels sus
pected to be engaged in the African Slave
Trade (London, 1842), 542, 543
------------ on Captures, 666, 688
------------ - American Digest, 782
Wh swell's Edition of Grotius. See Grotius

Whitelock’s Memorials, 421
Wildman’s International Law, 85, 7955
Windham (Mr.), 805
Witt (De), 310, 324, 328
Wooddeson’s Lecture, 684
Wolff, Jus Gentium, 2, 233, 235, 246,, 283,
770, 823, 826, 830, 877
Wikm (Professor), Die Politik der f Seemachte und der Eortschritt des Voblkerrechts (Hamburg, 1855), 320, 336
Z.
Zachariah, Ueber die Verpflichtungg zur
Aufrechthaltung der Begierung; des
Konigreichs Westphalen (Heidelllberg,
1817), 841, 849
_
Zouch, Admiralty Jurisdiction, 684.1. De
Judicio inter Gentes, 2, 19, 85, 3077> 414,
419, 770
.
Zuarius, De Usu Maris, 307
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